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j The advance in the speed of new processors costs the performance penalty of 
{ the control dependency to be greater. The Branch Target BufFer(BTB) can reduce 
•j 
I the performance penalty of branches in pipelined processors by predicting the path 
of the branch taken and caching information used by the branch. However, the 
limited information stored in the BTB reduces the effectiveness of the pipeline by 
I introducing bubbles in it. As a result, the memory latency causes the processor to 
stall when the target address instructions from the Branch Target Buffer are used 
up. In the first half of this dissertation, a new mechanism is proposed to eliminate 
most of the pipeline stalls due to the memory latency during the program execution. 
i 
This new mechanism can bridge the gap between the time to fetch instructions from 
the memory and the consumption rate of the instructions by storing the cache lines 
that are potentially consumed by the processor, which can effectively reduce the 
cache pollution on the cache. Design of the new first level instruction cache and its 
simulation result are presented. Experiments showed that about 26% ofthe memory 
latency can be reduced by the new mechanism, as compared to the conventional 
instruction cache designs. 
In the previous research, the instruction cache and the data cache are studied 
separately. However, as more accurate branch prediction becomes possible, the 
effect of branch prediction on the data cache performance can be great. Moreover, 
by storing more information in tagged registers of the Branch Target Buffer, we can 
assist the data cache to prefetch the required data item before the instruction that 
raises the request is actually decoded, by studying the data independency among 
instructions in a basic block and by using register masks. The high accuracy in the 
branch prediction allows the prefetches generated by the tagged registers to have a 
very high usage rate. More importantly, there is much room for improvement since 
the percentage of data independent memory reference instructions within each basic 
block of the SPEC92 Benchmark is very significant, which can be as high as 22% 
i 
for just the first independent ones only. 
In the second half of the dissertation, the mechanisms of data-tagging mecha-
nisms using the tagged-registers as well as using lookahead technique are discussed 
and their performance on the SPEC92 Benchmarks are analysed and presented. 
Our simulation results showed that the there are about 25% to 28% performance 
improvement when both proposed mechanisms are used. Furthermore, the per-
centage reduction of the memory latency by either schemes depends heavily on the 
nature of the programs, particularly the size of the dynamic basic block size and the 
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1.1 Partial Basic Block Storing Mechanism 
The advance in the speed of new processors costs the performance penalty of the 
control dependency to be greater. The Branch Target Buffer(BTB) can reduce the 
] performance penalty of branches in pipelined processors by predicting the paths of 
. i ！ j 
the branches taken and caching information used by the branches [Per89]. However, 
•5 
the limited information stored in the BTB reduces the effectiveness of the pipeline 
by introducing bubbles in it. As a result, the memory latency causes the processor to 
stall when the branch is actually taken. The processor has to fetch the instructions 
from the memory as the cache has no further information about the target, possibly 
except the first few target instructions from the target address [Per89]. It is because 
in current designs, only the first instruction cache line of the target basic block 
will be stored in the BTB. However, the instructions following these few target 
instructions can be delivered to the processor only after the memory fetch cycles, 
which tend to be relatively more significant in modern processors. These memory 
fetch cycles reduce the effectiveness of the processor pipeline by introducing bubbles 
in it. 
In previous designs [BF91] [Per89], much work was done on attaining a higher 
accuracy of branch prediction, particularly using the Branch Target Buffer (BTB). 
However, little attention is paid on the impact of the nature of the information 
1 
I Chapter 1 Introduction 2 
I stored in the BTB on the overall performance of the processor such as the amount 
I of instructions related to each target address. For example, in [Per89], only the 
first few instructions at the branch targets are stored in the BTB. This organization 
i 
I will cause serious problems in modern computer architectures. Advance in compiler 
j 
I technology such as loop unrolling allows the dynamic basic block size to be very 
I large. The processor knows that it should prefetch the next sequential instruction 
cache line from the lower memory hierarchy. However, the relatively much faster 
I • • • 
consumption rate of the instructions at the execution unit will outrun the fetching 
of the next sequential instruction cache line, causing partial hit, which means that 
the request started before the actual reference but the requested data does not come 
back in time for the reference. In this case, the BTB cannot help the execution of 
the subsequent instructions at the target dynamic basic block. 
^ Even though the bus speed has played a significant role on the performance i! • | j 1 of the processors, the type and quantity of information contained in the Branch 
！ 
I Target Buffer have a great impact on the cost of it [Per89]. We cannot maintain a 
:5 ) 
very long instruction cache line in the Branch Target Buffer. Therefore, there is a 
limitation on the effective use of the current design of the Branch Target Buffer. It 
is because it reduces the sequential cache prefetching efficiency even though it has 
I perfect information about the prefetching. 
In the first half of this dissertation, a new mechanism is proposed to eliminate 
the pipeline stalls due to memory latency during the program execution. This new 
mechanism, called as the Partial Basiv Block Storing Mechanism, can bridge the 
gap between the time to fetch instructions from the memory and the consumption 
rate of the instructions by the processors. It is based on the one discussed in [Per89]. 
However, instead of just storing the first target instruction cache line containing the 
target address, the Branch Target Buffer also stores some instruction cache lines 
within the target basic block. These additional instruction cache lines stored are 
3 
j used to reduce the frequency of the memory accesses due to instruction cache misses. 
i 
I • . • 鲁 • 
It is because the fetching of these instructions will unavoidably cause instruction 
I Chapter 1 Introduction 3 
cache misses in the current Branch Target Buffer Design. At the same time this 
arrangement avoids storing the cache line that can be brought in time for the actual 
reference by the Prefetch Buffer. This helps reducing the cache pollution in Branch 
Target Buffer and in Prefetch Buffer. Which instructions within the target basic 
block are stored in the Branch Target Buffer depends on the instruction consumption 
rate of the processor and the effective partial hits' memory latency of the memory 
:.拳 
hierarchy. The overall organization of this mechanism is very flexible and general 
and it is processor-independent. 
One of the most important features of this new mechanism is that it can help to 
absorb the effect of the overall execution time due to the fluctuation of the bus speed. 
If the bus is slow, more instruction cache lines will be stored in the BTB. On the 
other hand, if the bus is fast enough, the new BTB can act as the old one in which 
only the first instruction cache line from the target address is stored. Therefore, the 
* new mechansim gives better performance than the original one under the adverse 
effect of the bus. Moreover, it can help reducing the pipeline stalls due to the fact 
that the bus cannot deliver the demanded instruction cache lines to the processor in 
time. Two very important advantages in our new design are that there is no change 
to the instruction set and no compiler support is needed. The new design is fully 
j compatible to the existing software applications, even to the machine level. 
To help the discussion, some terms need to be defined. A dynamic basic block is 
a sequence of run-time consecutive instructions in which the flow of control enters 
at the beginning and leaves at the end of it. All branches within the block need to 
be non-taken ones, except the one at the end of the dynamic basic block. In the 
partial basic block storing mechanism, however, it is sometimes referred to as basic 
block for short. Note that it is different from the definition of static basic block in 
compiler analysis [ARJ87 . 
I — — . 




I As the speed of the microprocessors are increasing in the past few years, the negative 
i 
1 effect of control hazard and the memory latency are becoming very significant in i •  "i 
j determining the actual performance of the microprocessors. 
v:j 
j In the previous research, the instruction cache and the data cache are optimized 
1 separately. For the instruction cache, in order to attack the problem of control de-
I pendency, many people try to improve the branch prediction accuracy using schemes 
1 such as N-bit counter [HCC89, LS84, Smi81], branch correlation [PSR92] and even 
predicting the directions of the branches from previous runs of the programs [FF92]. 
These methods aim at boosting the performance of the instruction cache by avoid-
ing the pipeline stalls of the microprocessors. The avoidance of the pipeline stalls 
in turn can help exploiting more instruction-level parallelism with deeper pipelines 
I and more functional units [BLM91, Gro90 . 
i On the other hand, in order to reduce or hide the memory latency of the missing 
] 
j memory references in the data cache, there are several hardware and software data 
prefetching schemes such as the on-chip preloading scheme proposed by Jean-Loup 
Baer and Tien-Fu Chen [BC91], and the non-blocking cache load instruction pro-
j posed by Porterfield [Por89] respectively. These techniques exploit the overlapping 
, of computations with memory requests prior to a cache miss [CB92]. 
These two areas of research are not uncorrelated. However, it is possible that 
•j they can be combined to further enhance the processors' overall performance. As 
j more accurate branch prediction becomes possible, the effect of branch prediction 
I on the data cache can be great. Moreover, with the help of more information stored 
^ in tagged registers of the Branch Target Buffer, we can assist the data cache to 
1 • 
prefetch the required data item before the instruction that raises the request is 
actually decoded, by studying the data independency among instructions within a 
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I Most importantly, there is much room for improvement. We have found that 
the percentage of data independent memory reference instructions within each basic 
； block of the SPEC92 Benchmark is very significant, can be as high as 22% even for 
the first independent memory instructions. With the exploit of tagged registers and 
accurate branch prediction, data references of these instructions can be known in ad-
* vance, thus allowing data prefetching to be more accurate. In the second half of the 
dissertation, two similar data-tagging mechanisms, the BHT-tagged and lookahead-
tagged mechanisms, which relate branch prediction and data prefetching scheme will 
be proposed to reduce the memory latency due to missing data references. 
As in the proposed Partial Basic Block Storing Mechanism, there is no need 
to change the instruction set of the processor. Moreover, no compiler support is 
, i 
needed. It is fully compatible to the existing software applications, even to the 





1.3 Organization of the dissertation 
.| This dissertation is organized as follows. In the first half of the dissertation, the 
Partial Basic Block Storing Mechanism is discussed and analysed. Chapter 2 sum-
j maries the methods currently used to solve the branch-related and caching problem 
J 
and their shortcomings. It will also summarize the current related work about the 
various branch prediction and data prefetching schemes. For the partial basic block 
I storing mechanism, we will give our proposed design in chapter 3. It can be used 
I , . , j to alleviate the above problems. Chapter 4 gives our simulation environment and 
i .、• 
j evaluation criteria for our design. Chapter 5 will then give the detailed results on 
the proposed design and comparison with the current designs. 
In the second half of the dissertation, the design of the data-tagging mechanisms 
via Branch Target Buffer will be discussed in details. As background information 
I Chapter 1 Introduction 6 
• . 
I has already been discussed in chapter 2, we will describe our proposed designs in 
I chapter 6. It will give a detailed description on the proposed BHT-tagged mechanism 
I and lookahead technique, and also combine these two schemes to further improve 
I . 
1 the overall system performance. Then in chapter 7, the simulation environment 
1 and the evaluation criteria for the two data-tagging mechanisms will be presented. 
I Assumptions and characteristics of the simulation methodology will be highlighted 
to give a clear picture of the experiments used. The detailed simulation results will 
I 
then be given in chapter 8. Finally, we will give a conclusive remark in chapter 9 for 
both the partial basic block storing mechanism and the two data-tagged mechanisms 
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1 Related Research 
I _ , • 
I In this section, various schemes for reducing branch penalty in pipelined processors 
are reviewed. There are mainly two types of branches: conditional and uncondi-
tional branches. Conditional branches cause greater impact on the performance 
I of pipelined processors than the unconditional branches because of the inherited 
•y； 
run-time conditional-flag dependency. 
'; 
2.1 Branch Prediction 
,i 
Currently, branch prediction is the most popular method to reduce performance 
•j . 
degradation due to conditional branch instructions. In branch prediction, either 
I the fall-through path or the taken path is chosen before a branch instruction is 
I 
j actually resolved. The chosen destination will be used for the subsequent instruction 
:i 
- i prefetching. If the prediction outcome is incorrect, the processor will be stalled : . . . 
and the correct destination address needs to be fetched. It is very important for 
reducing the additional branch penalty due to incorrect predictions. Otherwise, the 
. 1 . . . ！ benefit from correct predictions cannot ofFset the penalty suffered from incorrect 
f . . 
I ones, resulting from even greater performance degradation. 
Moreover, even if the prediction is correct, the benefit from it should be large 
enough to compensate the additional hardware complexity [Lil88]. One requirement 
f^  
is that the branch target address must be calculated or even predicted if the branch 
7 
!Chapter 2 Related Research 8 
is predicted to be taken [Lil88]. If the branch target address cannot be provided 
. early enough, the processor still has to wait for the instructions from the target 
1 , . 
I address to arrive at the processor even the branch is predicted to be taken and is 
actually taken. 
J Prediction can be divided into two types: static and dynamic branch predictions 
[Lil88]. In static branch prediction, the processor, possibly with the help of the 
I 
i compilers, predicts the outcome of the branches by using only the static information 
i 
of the instructions such the natures of the branches [Lil88]. In dynamic branch 
. 
prediction, the processor determines the outcomes of the branches using the actual 
run-time history of the branches such as the N-bit counter scheme [HCC89] [LS84 
[Smi81]. More recent methods such as predicting conditional branch directions from 
i previous runs of the program [FF92] and from branch correlations [PSR92] seem to 
1 be able to deal with much more complex situations but at the expense of requiring 
more careful use of the methods. 
In general, the common limitation with most of the dynamic branch prediction 
) 
I is that the prediction is based on only the past history of the branch under con-
sideration, completely ignoring the information provided by the execution of other 
branches [PSR92]. During the execution of the program, it is very reasonable that 
the branches in spatial and temporal locality are inter-dependent. In [PSR92], they 
tried to improve the prediction accuracy by incorporating information, not only 
j from the history of a specific branch, but also from the history of other branches. 
ji j 
Specifically, the outcomes of the most recently executed M branches, for example, 
are used in prediction [PSR92]. 
2.2 Branch History Table 
‘ , 
The Branch History Table associates the branch instruction address with the branch 
： instruction information, possibly with the branch target address. It stores the his-
tory of the previous branches encountered. Each entry is called the branch history 
I Chapter 2 Related Research 9 
register(BHR) [YP93b]. If a branch is actually taken, the branch history register 
records a "1" in it; if it is not taken, the branch history register records a ”0” 
I [YP93b]. The history information is used to predict the outcome of the subse-
quent branches, thus the content of the BHR is usually used to index into a table 
j 
j of counters whose values determine the predicted outcome of the branch [YP93b . 
This table records the branch behaviour for the past occurrences of this particular 
branch pattern [YP93b] and it is called the pattern history table(PHT) [YP93b: • 
.禽 
For simplicity, N-bit counter scheme can be used [HCC89] [LS84] [Smi81]. Each 
? ； static distinct branch is assigned an N-bit counter [PSR92]. The counter value 
s 
1 associated with the branch is used for prediction. If the counter value it is larger 
j than or equal to a threshold value [PSR92], the branch is predicted taken, otherwise 
i 
it is predicted not taken [PSR92]. The counter value is updated accordingly [PSR92]: 
！ the outcome of a branch is used to increment or decrement the content of a counter, 
‘ depending on whether the branch is taken or not [PSR92]. It can be seen that this 
scheme is just the simplification of the above pattern history table in which the table 
of counters are combined into one and the outcome of the prediction depends only on 
all the previous occurrence behaviour of this particular branch. This simplifies the 
hardware complexity for implementation of the Branch History Table in which the 
i history of the last several branches encountered is kept just in terms of the content 
i 
:丨 
j of the counter described above. The history information is not stored explicitly to 
j 
！ save space, 
i 
; We can see that the boundary of the Branch History Table and the Pattern 
History Table is not clear-cut. Moreover, they are closely related to the branch pre-
;l 
j diction described above, especially with the dynamic branch prediction. Roughly 
j speaking, we can say that the Branch History Table is a table to store the related 
information of the branches concerned, possibly including the past occurrence infor-
mation of the branches. 
I Chapter 2 Related Research 10 




\ As we have seen, when a branch instruction is encountered, we have to search the 
• Branch History Table in order to predict the outcome of this particular branch. 
^ However, as the branch information can be stored in any one of the entries in the 
Branch History Table, associative search has to be done to find out where this 
] branch information stores and thus the corresponding past occurrence behaviour 
of the branch. This may be a great impact on the performance of the Branch 
History Table when the number of entries in the table becomes large. Moreover, the 
hardware complexity also increases exponentially with the number of entries to be 
associatively searched. 
j On the other hand, the number of entries in the Branch History Table cannot be 
too small. It is because small number of entries may increase the chance of displacing 




2.3 Branch Target Cache 
j 
I Branch Target Cache is, in fact, a variant simplication of the Branch Target Buffer 
to be described below. One important difference between the Branch Target Cache 
;j 
and the Branch History Table is that it does not contain past execution history 
of the branch. It only provides the target addresses or instructions in the cache, 
with the branch instruction address as the tag of the cache [Sch93]. When target 
addresses are stored in the cache, it is called Branch Target Address Cache (BTAC) 
-l • 
I which is in fact a simplified version of the Branch History Table described above. 
If target instructions are also stored in it, it is called Branch Target Instruction 
Cache(BTIC) [Sch93；. 
In [Sch93], it is shown that the branch prediction information is stored in the 
cache. However, strictly speaking, Branch Target Cache only holds information 
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about the target of the branch, either the target instructions and/or the target 
addresses. However, the branch prediction information can be included so that 
i the function of the Branch History Table can also be performed. As a result, the 
I hardware can be re-used and thus the marginal cost of the hardware associated with 
; the branches is reduced. The BTAC and BTIC based on [Sch93] are shown in fig. 2.1 
and fig. 2.2 respectively. 
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2.4 Early Resolution of Branch 
,1 'j 
i • 
j This is a very powerful technique for reducing branch penalty, especially when it 
is combined with the branch prediction techniques described above. However, it 
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誦 requires the support from the hardware. The processor fetches multiple instructions 
I from the instruction cache each time and the branch instruction is identified before 
\ it is decoded. If the branch depends on the condition flags that are not expected 
i to be updated before the branch, the processor can determine accurately the actual 
• outcome of the branch, thus no prediction is required to guess the direction of the 
j program flow [WDW93]. If the condition code is being updated or will be updated by 
the instructions between the current instruction and the branch instruction, either 
static branch prediction is used or the pipeline is stalled to wait for the outcome of 
the branch [WDW93]. Similar mechanism is implemented on RS/6000 as the branch 
processor [D090, DW92, WDW93；. 
'； 
The branch target has to be determined early enough for this technique to be 
effective. Moreover, the branch target instructions have to be fetched immediately 
I after the branch target is known and they have to arrive the processor before they 
t are required. Otherwise, the processor has to stall and wait for the branch target 
I ！ .j instructions to come even when the outcome of the branch is known early enough. 号 ) i I 
j 2.5 Software Inter-block Reorganization 
i j 
I With the advance in compiler technology, it can help to perform interblock reor-
ganization within a procedure [BF91] and trace scheduling [Fis81]. The basic idea 
is to have the most likely path of execution for forward conditional branches to go 
inline, using profiling information, thus the number of forward conditional branches 
which are taken can be reduced [BF91]. For trace scheduling, the mostly likely path 
of execution is kept in the main path, and unlikely traces are moved out of the way 
[BF91:. 
Both of them aim at reducing the number of taken branches, based on the 
'j probability that the logical paths following them are executed. An excellent profiling 
\ in the procedures of the applications is needed for these mechanisms to be effective. 
':^  
Otherwise, extra penalty will be added for the unlikely path to return to the main 
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trace [BF91:. 
I 2.6 Branch Target Buffer 
A basic block is a sequence of consecutive instructions without any control flow 
i change in the middle [YP93a]. In a basic block, the flow of control enters at the 
i beginning and leaves at the end without halt or possibility of branching except at the 
end [ARJ87]. Obviously, in a static basic block, no control flow change instruction 
occurs in the block (except at the end), independent of whether they are taken or 
not. If there is some control flow change instructions occur within the block, it is a 
dynamic one. In this case, there may be untaken branches within the basic block. 
The presence of the control dependency in the programs causes the pipelines of 
the processor to stall. A Branch Target Buffer with the following information was 
I proposed: (i) Branch Tag; (ii) Prediction Information; (iii) Target Address; (iv) 
Target Instructions [Per89]. In short, the Branch Target BufFer is a combination 
i 
of the Branch History Table and the Branch Target Cache. During the program 
execution, the instructions other than the target instructions have to be fetched 
from the lower memory hierarchy every time the basic block is executed. Usually, 
they are prefetched and placed in the Fetch Buffer(FB) in order to reduce the latency 
for these instructions. 
This particular BTB design can remove the delay from the decoding stage of 
the branch instruction to the fetching of the target instructions for a taken branch 
[Per89]. For a processor with branch instructions that have a simple uniform target-
address decoding, the target address can be available after the instruction decode 
stage. If all instructions undergo target address calculations during the instruction 
decode stage and the conditions for a conditional branch are stable at the end of 
the operand fetch stage (i.e., at the end of the execution stage of the previous 
I instruction), instructions can be fetched from the target address if the branch is 
taken [Per89]. 
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With the help of the Branch Target Buffer, we can prefetch the instructions 
at the target address when the branch address is found to be matched with the 
； 
‘ address tag stored in the BTB, thus eliminating the processor stall time. In the 
I 
I Branch Target Buffer, a cache line is allocated to store instructions from the target 
,1 
j address. However, the target instruction address may be at the end of the cache line. 
I If this happens, the Branch Target Buffer can benefit very little because the next 
instruction to be executed is not in this cache line and it has to be fetched from the 
memory hierarchy, causing the processor to stall again. Even if the target instruction 
is at the beginning of the cache line, the fast consumption rate of the instructions by 
！ the processor can result in stalling the processor again at the end of the cache line. 
We can alleviate the problem a little if we start fetching the instructions of the next 
cache line from the lower memory hierarchy at the same time the target instructions 
are being consumed by the processor. Since the memory latency is much greater 
than the processor speed, it cannot deliver the necessary instructions in time to 
.! 
feed the processor when the processor finishes with the instructions in the current 
I 
cache line. This introduces partial hit , which means that the required instruction 
is on its way to the prefetch buffer when the processor wants it. The prefetch buffer 
knows that this line of instructions is needed. However, it cannot be delivered to 
.i • I 
’; the processor in time. 
1 . . 
Moreover, since the type and quantity of information contained in the Branch 
Target Buffer have a great impact on the number of bits required [Per89], we cannot 
maintain a very long cache line in the Branch Target Buffer. 
In [BF91], a separate Branch Target Buffer and an instruction cache based 
Branch Target Buffer are compared for dynamic branch prediction. It pointed out 
that for separate Branch Target Buffer organization, the number of entries is very 
important [BF91], and this is closely related to cache size, line size and cache asso-
j ciativity. All these factors will affect the performance of the Branch Target Buffer. 
； From the above, we can see that there is a limitation on the use of the Branch 
Target Buffer to reduce the pipeline bubbles caused by the control dependency. 
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I Before we discuss further, a term has to be defined. We say a node(mstruction) 
I d of a flow graph dominates node(instmction) n, if every path from the initial 
I node(instruction) of the flow graph to n goes through d [ARJ87 . 
On the other hand, branch addresses are generally not known prior to instruction 
j decode [YP93a]. As a result, some indirect techniques are required to identify a 
branch instruction and enable branch prediction while the branch instruction is 
I 
I being fetched [YP93a]. In these techniques, the address of an instruction which 
4 
1 dominates [ARJ87l a branch in the instruction flow is the identifying address of the 
I 
j branch [YP93a]. When an instruction fetch starting with a dominating instruction 
I begins, the branch is identified and a prediction is made before the branch is actually 
decoded [YP93a]. This technique can partially reduce the impact of branches on 
the instruction stream. However, it still cannot resolve the above problem when 
the basic block size is small. In this case, the distance between the dominating 
instruction and the branch instruction is so small that little gain is obtained from 
( 
using the identifying address of the branch instead of the address of the branch itself, 
i This is especially in the superscalar processor in which the instruction consumption 
i rate is very fast. 
I In the first half of the dissertation, an enhancement of the Branch Target Buffer 
I is proposed. This new Branch Target Buffer is based on the one discussed in [Per89 . 
, However, instead of just storing the instruction cache line containing the target ad-
j dress, the Branch Target Buffer also stores some instruction cache lines within the 
i 
1 target basic block. These additional cache lines are just those cause partial hits oth-
I erwise. By storing them in the Branch Target Buffer, the frequency of the memory 
i 
丨 access due to instruction misses can be reduced. But this arrangement does not store 
the cache line when it can be brought in time from the lower memory hierarchy by 
the Prefetch Buffer. This helps reducing the displacement of some useful cache lines 
.5 . 
in the instruction cache by some other cache lines. How frequent the instructions 
within the target basic block are stored in the Branch Target Buffer depends on the 
instruction consumption rate of the processor and the effective memory latency. 
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i 
1 2.7 Data Prefetching ^ 
-¾ 
I Data prefetching schemes can be divided into the following categories according to 
i 
the way in which the data prefetches are triggered: (1) by a hardware mechanism 
. [BC91]; (2) by a software instruction [Por89]; or (3) by a combination of both. In 
the domain of linear array references, both hardware-based and software-directed 
I 
j schemes can reduce cache misses significantly [CB94], partially due to the regularity 
.^ 
1 
:i of the references. However, each of them alone has its inherit problems. There-
fore, the hybrid approach combining software and hareware schemes can result in a 
丨 significant reduction in the memory latency with least execution overhead [CB94 • 
2.7.1 Software-Directed Prefetching 
3 
In software-directed prefetching scheme, it is aimed at inserting the prefetch in-
structions to provide hints to prefetch the data later accessed [KL91]. The hints 
can be found in some predictable sequences of memory references such as those in 
i loops [KL91]. Since the compile-time information, either globally or locally, is avail-
:| 
丨 able when the prefetch instructions are being inserted, it can help the processors 
I . 
j 
I to perform data prefetching on some complicated access patterns during the opti-
:| mization phase of the program compilation [CB94]. However, there are costs such 
•； 
j as incurring instruction overhead and probably increasing the traffic in the memory 
4 • 
1 system [Che93] for bringing the prefetched instructions into the cache. The former 
factor might also lead to a code expansion problem because each prefetched "name" 
1 needs an Prefetch Instruction [CB94]. Therefore, we will result in getting too much 
•3 
j prefetch instruction overheads into the problem if we do not place a restriction on 
'i 
3 the insertion. It will result in actually degrading the overall performance instead. 
For example, Porterfield has shown that the inituitive idea of inserting prefetches 
for array references one iteration ahead in the most nested loops led to too much 
overhead [Por89]. Therefore, in some representative algorithms such as the one pro-
posed by Mowry et al., a compiler algorithm was used to identify those likely cache 
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missing data references and insert data prefetch instructions for them only [MLG92]. 
2.7.2 Hardware-based prefetching 
The traditional hardware-based approaches can be based on spatial or temporal lo-
cality [Che93]. Particularly, in many of them, the generation of the data prefetch 
requests is based on the access to the current cache line [CB94]. For example, in the 
I purely hardware managed cache, one block look-ahead (OBL) policy is employed, 
i.e., upon referencing block z, the prefetch candidate is the block i + 1 [BC91. 
Moreover, upon referencing block z, the options are prefetching block i + 1: (1) 
unconditionally; (2) only on a miss to block z; or (3) if the prefetch has been suc-
cessful in the past [BC91]. On the other hand, Baer and Chen proposed a preloading 
mechanism based on a reference table, which is used for recording the referencing 
patterns, and a lookahead program counter [BC91]. The distance between the pro-
gram counter and the lookahead program counter should be adjusted so that the 
i prefetched data can arrivejust, or slight before, it is needed [CB94]. In general, the 
1 j 
j data will arrive at the cache at a similar time as in the software scheme [CB94]. 
1 • 
j The hardware-based schemes use the available run-time dynamic information for 
i • 
I the hardware to prefetch data while the software-directed schemes use compile-time 
I 
i information to assist the prefetch. 
In hardware-based prefetching schemes, they require some supporting units con-
nected to the cache but little modification to the processor architecture [CB94]. Its 
main advantage is that cache prefetching is handled dynamically without compiler 
intervention [CB94]. Another advantage of using the hardware-based prefetching is 
that there will be no CPU-overhead associated with these prefetches [Che93]. All 
the prefetching operations are done by hardware. 
However, the hardware complexity of the caches will be significantly increased 
i if a complicated algorithm is used to generate the prefetches. Moreover, even with 
a complicated algorithm to detect the possible memory access patterns, it is still 
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I far from sufficiency because of the limited scope available for the hardware to ex-
I amine. Such limited scope prevents the attacking of some complicated memory 
i access patterns such as indirection [MLG92]. Furthermore, memory traffic will also 
be increased because by using these schemes, some inaccurate data might also be 
] prefetched into the cache. 
1 1 




















J Chapter 3 
:.';j 
1 New Branch Target BufFer Design 
1 
As we have seen, there are probiems in the traditional Branch Target Buffer. The 
Branch Target BufFer have very limited information on the target basic block so that 
it cannot reduce the overall memory latency effectively. 
In current microprocessor design, the first level instruction cache can be com-
|" posed of a prefetch buffer and a Branch Target Cache. At the beginning of the fetch 
j 
j stage, the processor looks at both to see if the demand instruction word is in either 
\ one of them. If so, it will be delivered to the CPU for further processing. If not, the 
cache line containing the instruction word will be fetched from the lower memory 
j hierarchy. It is placed in the prefetch buffer unless it is the first cache line of the 
basic block, which will be placed in the Branch Target Cache instead. Moreover, in 
some processor designs such as Am29000 [Joh90], if the target of the non-sequential 
fetch is found in the Branch Target Cache, the processor will begin instruction fetch-
ing four instructions beyond the target '[Joh90] in order to save some time. This 
behaviour is termed fetch-ahead [Joh90 . 
However, as we have mentioned before, even with correct prediction and fetch-
ahead, the instruction cache lines following the cache line of the target address in 
the target dynamic basic block have to be fetched from the lower memory hierarchy. 
Since the transferring speed of the instructions from the lower memory hierarchy 
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I 
•'••i • -i 
instruction fetched and stored in the instruction cache are already consumed. How-
ever, the next instruction cache line being prefetched does not come back from the 
lower memory hierarchy yet before its actual reference. Therefore, the processor has 
to wait for these instructions to arrive at the first level instruction cache, which in 
； turn deliver them to the processor for consumption. As the instruction consumption 
rate is far higher than the instruction-producing rate for the processor, the proces-
sor suffers a lot for waiting the instructions to be executed to arrive at it. This 
I 
is especially true when the dynamic basic block size is large. Advanced compiler 
technology makes this situation worse by loop unrolling. 
j 
i As an example, with reference to fig 3.1, suppose that, in the current basic block, 
{ the instruction cache lines up to the line (say, line Y) immediately preceding that 
•I 』‘ 
i of fetch address B, is in the instruction cache and the instruction cache line of fetch 
•： address B, is prefetching from lower memory hierarchy. The memory latency for 
••••( 
fetching an instruction cache line to the instruction cache from the lower memory 
: hierarchy is supposed to be ten cycles. The processor is executing the last four 
i instructions before address B'. And these four instructions will be consumed when 
'i 
j the processor still has to wait six cycles for the outstanding prefetch request to be 
completed. The performance of the pipeline suffers because of the bubbles intro-
duced in it, even though the request of this particular instruction cache line is raised 
in advance and the transfer is undergoing. This partial hit is different from the 
ordinary misses in that it is on the way of memory transfer. In the previous designs, 
nothing can be done to improve this situation and the current designs of Branch Tar-
I get Buffer cannot learn from their problems that the processor should wait for the 
？ ,¾ 
j demand instruction to arrive even the instruction is on the way of memory fetching. 
I 
I Even in the design proposed in [YP93a], when the processor starts fetching in-
‘ structions from the address A, the branch instruction at address A* is identified and 
a prediction based on the past execution of the basic block is made before the branch 
； instruction is actually decoded [YP93a]. With reference to fig. 3.1, the instruction 
cache line containing the predicted address B is either: 
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1 1. fetched from the lower memory hierarchy [YP93a], or 
I . . 
1 2. retrieved from the Branch Target Buffer [Per89] while at the same time, the 
I processor starts fetching the instruction cache line following that containing 
5 the address B. j ^ 
i However, since the basic block may be large, the newly-predicted fetch address B 
.j 
should not be used until the current basic block has been fetched [YP93a], in order 
1 to minimize the cache pollution problem. However, it still cannot help the Branch 
1 Target Buffer to solve the problem mentioned above because it only deals with the 
first instruction cache line in the target basic block. Although the average basic 
block size is around four to five instructions in non-scientific programs [YP93a], the 
advance in compiler technology has caused the block size to be increased significantly 
| b e c a u s e of the loop unrolling technique. For the relatively large basic blocks in the 
these programs, even the above Branch History Table Indexing scheme proposed in 
j 丨 [YP93a] cannot help to solve the problem. 
1 
] The original problem is even worse if the branch target address is not aligned to 
f , . 
the instruction cache line boundary, as in the usual cases. On average, the branch 
target address might just the in the middle of a cache line. In these cases, when the 
i . . . 
I branch is actually taken, the effectiveness of the corresponding target instruction 
I 
I . . . 
I cache line stored is reduced as half of the data it contains is not used. 
I 
. However, if we want to make the branch target address aligned with the cache line 
boundary, problems will arise. First of all�, it is impossible to always align the branch 
target address to the cache line boundary because of the increase in complexity in 
the organization of the cache. Moreover, there will be a fragmentation problem at 
which there will be some variable-length slots wasted at the end of each line entry. 
A lot of jump instructions will also be needed. Furthermore, the cache access time 
might be increased drastically even compared with that for fully-associative cache 
'I . 1 
j because we do not know which cache line will contain the required instruction word. . . . . We have to search all the instruction cache lines to find it. The overall hardware 
！ 
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1 
'I complexity will also be increased significantly. Combining all these factors, the � 
I actual overall performance of the processor may suffer a lot. 
I It may be argued that if in addition to the first target instruction cache line, 
several consecutive subsequent instruction cache lines after the first one are also 
\ stored in the Branch Target Buffer, the overall performance will be improved. For 
example, in the basic block on the left hand side of fig. 3.3, a sequence of four 
; instructions are stored in the Branch Target Buffer on entrance of a new dynamic 
1 basic block. More instructions are available for consumption by the processing unit, 
which in turn will give more time for the prefetch unit to prefetch the following 
instructions from the lower memory hierarchy. In other words, it tries to provide 
1 enough instructions for the processor to execute before the fetch unit returns the 
•j 
j prefetch instructions to the cache. However, if the basic block is large, the problem of 
\ causing the processor to stall still cannot be solved. It is because once the instruction 
I 
•勒 
‘ consumption catches up the instruction supply, the processor has to stall every time 
when the instructions are fetched from the lower memory hierarchy. The main 
1 1 problem is that it is not possible to determine a fixed number N where N is the 
j . 
j number of consecutive instructions, including the target address, to be stored in ) 
丨 cache. For large instruction cache line size, N is not enough. For small line size, 
1 ‘ 
S however, N is too big. 
I I 
:i I •1 
1 • 
j 3.1 Alternate Line Storing •j � 
j A . 
Here we propose an enhancement of the Branch Target Buffer. This new Branch 
Target Buffer is based on the one discussed in [Per89]. However, instead of just 
storing the first target instruction cache line containing the target address, the 
I Branch Target Buffer also stores some instruction cache lines within the target 
J 、 
basic block. These additional instructions stored are used to reduce the frequency of 
memory access to fetch the instructions when the references to these cache lines will ••••4 
otherwise cause instruction cache miss. And this arrangement tries to avoid storing 
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I the cache line that it can be brought in time from the lower memory hierarchy by 
I the Prefetch Buffer. This helps reducing the cache pollution of the Branch Target 
j BufFer. Which instructions within the target basic block are stored in the Branch 
I Target BufFer depends on the instruction consumption rate of the processor and the 
I effective memory latency of the memory hierarchy. The hardware support for the 
1 
proposed Branch Target BufFer design is shown in figure 3.2. 
i 
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I . . . . 
In our proposed design, for every occurrence of 'partial-hit', the instruction cache 
line containing fetched address B' (as in figuire 3.1 is stored in the Branch Target 
Cache, instead of in the Prefetch Buffer, even though it might not be the first in-
struction cache line in the current basic block. By storing it in the Branch Target 
Cache, it does help to deliver the demand instructions to the processor in the sub-
sequent execution of this particular basic block. When this basic block is executed 
again, there will be no occurrence of 'partial-hit' for the stored instruction cache 
j line because it is now in the Branch Target Cache, 
i 
I Another advantage of the proposed design is that the size of the basic block has 
very little impact on the overall effectiveness of the proposed scheme. With a larger 
！ 
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I Figure 3.2: The Hardware Support for the Proposed Branch Target Buffer Design 
I basic block size, only the number of instruction cache lines within a dynamic basic I 
I block to be stored in the Branch Target Cache increases. Although the processor 
I 
i pipeline stalls are not totally due to the large basic block size, the most significant 
m 
I f a c t o r is that some of the demand instruction cache lines are not in the original 
I 
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Branch Target Buffer because of its limited information stored. These cache lines 
cannot be prefetched early enough by the Prefetch Buffer and thus cause the pipeline 
^ stalls. 
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With reference to fig. 3.3, the proposed design is compared with one variation 
.| to the current design of the Branch Target Buffer mentioned above. 
The instruction cache lines in a dynamic basic block are checked to see if they are 
required to store in the Branch Target Cache every time the basic block is visited. If 
so, the fetched instruction cache lines will be stored in the Branch Target Cache after 
they are fetched from the lower memory hierarchy. When this particular basic block 
is re-visited, the processor starts fetching the cache lines following the lines stored 
in the Branch Target Buffer immediately and at the same time the processor starts 
consuming the branch target instructions stored in the Branch Target Buffer. This 
1 situation is the same as before in [Per89] when the branch is taken at address A* in 
.i 
) 
] figure 3.1. The processor is executing the instructions starting at address B while 
...:,; i 
,^¾ • 
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！ When the processor catches up and starts executing the instructions at address B' 
•？ 
.t 
I in figure 3.1, they are already in the cache. As the processor catches up next time 
i •i .,i 
in the similar way and starts executing the instructions at address B" in figure 3.1, 
j the required instruction cache line is also in the cache. Therefore, we can see that 
\ this new mechanism can significantly reduce the impact of a change in control-flow 
1 during the execution of programs. 
In this new scheme, we have to determine where in the Branch Target BufFer 
.\ to store the extra information, the instructions from within the target basic block, 
i One choice is to store the instructions from within the target basic block together 
j as different branch target instructions of an entry in the Branch Target Buffer. The 
j 
{ entry of the Branch Target Buffer consist of one or more of the following: branch 
j tag (i.e. the branch address), prediction information, the branch target address, and 
I the branch target instructions [Per89]. For example, in figure 2.1, the sequences of 
instructions with address E, F, G and H are stored together into the first, second, 
third and fourth fields of branch target instructions in an entry in the BTB. However, 
two problems may arise with this choice: 
,i 
1. We cannot know how many instructions are to be stored within each entry 
and thus the space for each entry cannot be determined; 
2. When retrieving the instructions within the target basic block, the identifying 
1 
j address of the branch have to be used, which seems to be irrelevant to these 
j instructions. � 
\ 
.i 
Therefore, a new approach is used. The target instructions cache lines are stored 
j in the Branch Target Cache similar to the conventional one while the branch infor-
j mation are stored in the Branch History Table. In fact, as we have said before, the i ] 
I Branch Target BufFer is a combination of the Branch History Table and the Branch 
Target Cache. However, in this new scheme, several instruction cache lines in the 
Branch Target Cache are related to the same target basic block. Even with this 
条 - — 一 1 麗 一 
I ] 




'- need not to be all present in the Branch Target Cache for correct operations. The 
i 
relationship is very loose in the way that some of them can be displaced by other 
I cache lines belonging to other dynamic basic blocks. 
Based on the above discussion, the proposed mechanism is as follows. There will 





j 1. it is the first branch target instruction cache line of the dynamic basic block; 
戈 
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I 3.2 Storing More Than One Line On Entering 
The Dynamic Basic Block 
I In order to enhance the new design further, instead of storing the first instruc-
•j tion cache line on entering a new dynamic basic block, the consecutive subsequent 
j instruction cache lines will also be stored in the Branch Target Cache besides the 
i alternate line storing. The number of consecutive instruction cache lines to be stored 
in the Branch Target Cache can be fixed by the hardware or varied by the system 
I software. In other words, on entering a dynamic basic block, the first N instruction 
I 
cache lines will be stored in the Branch Target Cache. If all these lines are in the 
Branch Target Cache already, the processor will begin fetching (N + l)th cache 
lines instead. If some of them are missing, say the Mth cache line where M < N, 
the processor will start fetching from the Mth cache line instead and store it in the 
Branch Target Cache. This is because the instruction cache lines near the beginning 
of the dynamic basic block are more likely to be referenced in the near future than 
those near the end of the dynamic basic block. This ensures that the more likely 








I to be brought into the instruction cache first. After that, the alternate line storing 
j mechanism described above will be used to store those instruction cache lines that 
••.! 
..-1 
•| cause partial hits during the execution of the basic block. 
i As the first few lines from the target address are already stored in the Branch 1 •j 
Target Cache when the basic block is re-visited, the instruction lines following these 
cache lines will be fetched from the memory hierarchy instead when the processor 
i starts consuming the instructions stored in the Branch Target Cache. 
._.j 
‘ Storing more than one line on entering the dynamic basic block has a significant 
丨 advantage: it guarantees that there is at least one cache-line time, the time for the 
1 consumption of a whole cache line by the processor, for the Fetch Unit to prefetch 
.| the following cache lines from the lower memory hierarchy. No matter how large 
'i 
j the line size is, for example, 0th to {L — l)th instruction words, there is still chance 
' i 
that the taken branch instruction will target at the instruction at the end of the 
cache line, i.e. the {L — l)th instruction word. If this happens, the processor cannot 
get the next cache line in time for execution, resulting in pipeline stalls. However, 
i if more than one line is stored, for example, N instruction lines, and even if the 
: branch instruction targets at the {L - l)th instruction word of the first instruction 
cache line, there will still be {N — 1) instruction cache lines left for consumption by 
the processor while the next (A^ + l)th cache line is being fetched from the lower 
memory hierarchy. Therefore, the performance of the cache is even better, 
i The number of consecutive instruction cache lines to be stored in the Branch 
Target Cache, i.e. the N in the above example, can be fixed by the hardware or 
varied by the system software. Which value should be assigned to N depends on 
the application of the system. If it is mainly used for scientific purpose, N may be 
assigned to a value between 4 and 6. If it is used for general purpose, a value of 4 
‘ is already enough. 
Based on the above discussion, the proposed mechanism is as follows. There will 
be two situations for an instruction cache line to be stored in the Branch Target 
Cache: 
I 
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5 
1. it is the first N branch target instruction cache line of the dynamic basic block; 
2. it causes partial hit during the program execution. 
The other instruction cache lines will then be stored in the Prefetch Buffer. 
； All in all, the proposed design of the Branch Target Cache is very important 
： in reducing the gap between the memory latency and the instruction consumption 
.1 
rate in the pipelined processors. Combining with other techniques for increasing the 
I accuracy of the branch prediction, it will be a very impressive design for reducing 
the impact of the branch instructions on the performance of the pipelines in the 






















Simulation Environment for New 
？ I 
Branch Target BufFer Design 
i .丨 
j In this chapter, our architectural models for the New Branch Target Buffer de-
sign will be described. We will then present our simulation methodology and the 
measurement criteria used in the evaluation. A simulator was built to compare 
丨 the proposed design of Branch Target Buffer with the current one, based on the 
j SPEC92 Benchmarks. Inference will be made to determine the effectiveness of this 
•i 
I 
！ new design. 
..( 
4.1 Architectural Models and Assumptions 
1 i 
i In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed new Branch Target BufFer 
I . 
design, we set up a control experiment�with an ordinary instruction cache (not 
Branch Target Cache), with default prefetching. This gives us the justification for 
the presence of the Instruction Prefetch BufFer in the following designs. 
We also have to measure the performance of an architecture similar to the 
j Am29000 processor [Joh90], which is composed of an Instruction Prefetch BufFer. 
:、, 
•1 The first N lines are stored in the Branch Target Cache. The processor start 
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I -
； (Assuming N = 1). It can also act as a control experiment to compare the effec-
i tiveness of the alternate cache line storing in the new design. 
； Then we compare the performance of our new design, which has a Branch Target 
Cache and an Instruction Prefetch Buffer. The alternate line storing mechanism 
； will be used in the Branch Target Cache. The first N lines are stored in the Branch 
Target Cache. The processor start prefetching from the {N + l)th line when a new 
i dynamic basic block is entered (Assuming N = 1). By comparing the results of 
I 
,| this design with those obtained from Am29000, we can analyse the effect of the new 
alternate cache line storing. 
Lastly, we can vary the value of N (ranging from N 二 2 to N = 4) in the above 
5 
1 new design as well as that in the Am29000. We also analyse the effect of storing 
:i 
the first N cache lines in the Branch Target Cache and compare the results of our 
I designs. 
I . Before going further, we should clarify the notations used in representing the 
various designs. BTC+PB(a:,y) represents one cache design with an original Branch 
•} 
j Target Cache and an Instruction Prefetch Buffer. When x 二 0, no alternate line 
1 
I storing mechanism is used. With x = 1, the new alternate line storing design is 
I used. The value of y represents the number of beginning instruction cache lines to :i 
V • 
j be stored when a new dynamic basic block is entered, either in the old or in the 
I ^ 
f proposed design. 
I . 
Our baseline system is based on the combination of the DEC Alpha [Sit92 
and Am29000 [Joh90] processors. Since there are conflicting aspects in their archi-
tectures, we have to find a compromise for our baseline model. It consists of an 
I Instruction Fetch Unit (IFU). The IFU fetches instructions and tries to keep the 
processor pipeline filled with instructions. It incorporates the Instruction Prefetch 
Buffer and the Branch Target Cache. In addition to these units, some logical units 
are also incorporated into the system to determine the address of the next demanded 
cache line. The instruction format is based on that of the DEC Alpha processor. 
I . . . The conditional branch instructions can test a register for positive/negative or for 
I 
1 . 
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^ < 
1 zero/non-zero [Sit92]. They can also test integer registers for even/odd and they 
: are PC-relative only [Sit92]. For the unconditional branch instructions, it can write 
{ a return address into a register [Sit92]. This is used for subroutine calls and the 
return address can be determined early in advance. There is also a calculated jump 
•] • 争 
] instruction that branches to an arbitrary 64-bit address in a register [Sit92]. The 
j following assumptions have been made in our architectural models: 
';i 
. . j 
•i 
, 1. Only instructiion cache effect is simulated; 
•) j 





j 3. The prefetch requests are non-blocking; 
j -
'•i 
4. The second level cache is infinite and all the required instructions are on it; 
^ , 
5. The effect of the bus width on fetching instruction or data from memory is 
governed by the equation 4.1. As we have pointed before, the bus between 
the first and the second level cache has a significant impact on the overall 
丨 performance; 
6. Least recently used replacement strategy is used in the Prefetch Buffer and 
the Branch Target Cache; 
7. Cache line boundary is not necessarily aligned with BTC boundary; 
•i 
.\ 8. When there is a demand fetching of cache line from the lower memory hierarchy 
j to the cache, the whole cache line will be brought completely into the cache 
;i • 
before the required word(s) is/are sent to the processor for processing; 
j 
,i 
•| 9. Several priority levels of using the bus between the first level and the sec-
ond level cache have been implemented. Demand instruction references have 
a higher bus priority over sequential instruction prefetch requests. That is, 










？ encounters a cache miss. It is assumed that the demand references and the 
prefetches are using the same bus. The priority scheme is as follows: 
I (a) instruction reference; 
j 
(b) instruction sequential prefetch; 
'r] 
10. Prefetch requests only allow demand fetch to jump queue; for all the prefetch 
.„, .1 
requests, they enter the outstanding lists in the FIFO basis; 
I 
.¾ 11. There is no time delay penalty for the killing of any on-going instruction and 
data prefetch requests; 
12. The line size of the prefetch buffer and the Branch Target Cache are the same; 
i 
4.2 Memory Models 
i For the new Branch Target Buffer design, the main component of the first level 
j instruction cache is the Branch Target Cache and the Prefetch BufFer. We adopted 
I the nonoverlapped model in [BC91]. In this model, at most one request can be 
j initiated at any time. As soon as a request has been sent to the next level, the 
other request cannot be initiated unless the current request is completed [BC91 • 
i 
j However, we assume that a prefetch in progress can be aborted when there is some 
fetch request generated due to cache miss. Furthermore, there is no killing penalty 
for the aborted requests. The access latency is governed by the following equation: 
- - = C i + ^ ¾ ! (4.1) 
I . . . 
:l where Ci is the memory access time for the first word of the instruction cache line, 
:! . 
j line size is the number of words in each line to be transferred in one memory request, 
and the bus width is the number of words that can be transferred from the memory 
in each cycle after the initial memory latency. 
: 
.丨 
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4.3 Evaluation Methodology and Measurement 
‘ 
j Criteria 
‘ Our goal is to improve the cache performance in the face of control dependency 
‘ and branching hazards. The traditional measurement criteria, the hit rate, is not 
appropriate for our simulation. Time is needed instead of of the cache hit ratio. It 
.1 
I is because the partial cache hits and the variation of the cache line size both change 
I the penalty of one cache miss significantly. The partial-hit rate drastically affects 
.k •3 
the time the processor spent on waiting the instruction cache lines to be brought 
into the first level instruction cache. In partial hits, the Prefetch BufFer is already 
'^  J 
,j prefetching the instruction cache line from the lower memory hierarchy. Some of the 
memory latency may be hidden, depending on the line size of the cache and the bus 
width. Therefore, the memory-stall clock cycles may vary from one partial hit to 
i another. Therefore, we measure the total running time of the applications in terms 
i of the number of execution cycles. 
j We use the clock cycles per instruction, the CPI, as the metric to evaluate the 
i 
.i 
i effectiveness of the overall performance. The contribution to the CPI due to instruc-
tion access penalty is as follows: 
.:,1 
j Cpi . total instruction access time (^ 幻 j instruction access number of instructions executed 
.i 
i • • 
j In addition to the equation 4.2, we will focus on the percentage gain using the 
I • 
proposed design on the performance of the SPEC92 Benchmarks, using the following 
equation: 
I percentage of performance gained = — — 了 ongmai 乂 lQO% (4.3) 
U i^^J^original 
j 
j Where the CPIoriginai is the CPI due to instruction access penalty for the original 
4 
;5 design of the Branch Target Buffer. In this case, partial basic block storing mecha-
nism is applied. On the other hand, CPInew represents the CPI due to instruction 
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’ i J 
I Besides the above metrics, we will also investigate the accuracy of the various 
I 
丨 kinds of prefetches. It is a good indicator from which we can make our estimation 
. ; j • ) 
I on the usefulness and the cache pollution of the new design and mechanism. We can 
>. 
I see if the new design and mechanism can reduce the frequency of memory access 
"i . . . 
I due to instruction cache pollution. 
Our analysis will be based on the above metrics and criteria. We will compare 
the new scheme with the original one by varying several parameters to see their 
1 




� l 1 ^ 
'1 J 
4.4 Description of the Traces 
1 j 
j The simulators were driven by a set of traces generated by DEC Alpha 4000 system 
•] with 256M RAM. The traces were generated using ATOM [May94], [May93], com-
"•！ 
piled using DEC C compiler. They were all optimized with - 0 standard optimiza-
tion. In the generation of the SPEC92 Benchmarks, the page-boundary crossing is 
ignored. This means that the sequence of instructions in a dynamic basic block may 
j cross the virtual page address boundary. One of the advantages in using ATOM is 
i that all the codes executed in either the user mode or kernel mode can be simulated 
easily [May94]. And the trace-driven simulation is used to verify the effectiveness 
! of our proposed design, 
j 
4.5 Effect ofthe limitation of ATOM on the statis-
I •] 




i As emphasized in [May94], the —start procedure sets up the arguments (argc, argv) ] 
i and the environment variables for the application. It may have different behaviour 
in the instrumented application and in the original one since the execution of some 
of the loops in this procedure depends on the application program name [May94 • 
I As we instrument the original application in different ways and we have slightly 
1 I 
1 
i 1 4 
V 
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different extensions for each of the instrumented applications, the dynamic basic 
i 
1 block count for each of them also differs slightly from the others. However, as we 
I can see from the statistics, the difference is insignificant when compared with the 
• i! 
total number of instructions executed and it has very limited effect on the execution 
of the SPEC92 Benchmarks, 
j The number of environment variables that are set also has an effect on the execu-
V| 
I tion of the —start procedure [May94]. This procedure also sets up the environment 
I 
j variables for the application [May94]. Some of the loops in this procedure execute a 
I number of times based on the size of the application program name and the number of environment variables that are set. Therefore, even if the number of characters in j ‘ 
j the application name is the same, there will be a very minor difference in the results 
I 
collected when there is a change of the number of environment variables. In order to 
f standardize the trace generations, we have set the name of each Benchmark program 
to have an extension of three characters. The number of environment variables are 
also fixed. 
4.6 Environments for collecting relevant statis-
tics of SPEC92 Benchmarks 
•] 
j Before we can have insights of how the performance of SPEC92 Benchmarks can be 
I 
j improved by the proposed partial basic block storing mechanism, we have to gather 
.] -
j some relevant characteristics and information on the Benchmarks. The statistics 
i 
！ of the SPEC92 Benchmarks were studied under the platform of DEC Alpha 4000 
] 
• with 256M ram. Statistics on the programs of SPEC92 will be collected by ATOM 
May94, May93], both for the programs in completion and for the first 100 million •j :t 
1 instructions, in the following aspects: 
1. The number of dynamic basic blocks; 
‘ . . 








3. The addressing modes of the first load/store instructions within the dynamic 
1 basic blocks; 
•j . . . 
j 4. The average size of the dynamic basic blocks; 
5. The instruction dependencies and independencies within each dynamic basic 
.1 . 
•J block: Instruction dependency means that an instruction depends on the re-
:| 
.| suits of a previous instruction in the same dynamic basic block. On the other 
hand, instruction independency within each dynamic basic block means that 
j an instruction does not depends on the results of any previous instruction in 
5 :j 
;| the same dynamic basic block. 
] 
'j 
i (a) The number of memory instructions that are independent of the preceding 
i instructions in the same basic block; 
(b) The number of memory instructions that are dependent of the preceding 
instructions in the same basic block. 
The memory instructions refer to those instructions used to transfer data be-
{ tween the registers and memory. In our case, we are concerned about the 
profiling of the memory instructions under the above criteria. We will also get 
1 • 
the profiling information for the second and third memory instructions in each 
dynamic basic block; 
i 
‘ The programs are simulated to completion using ATOM [May94] to get the 
I 
j statistical information that is needed once only. It is because by using ATOM, 
'i 
i more accurate results can be obtained. The details of the compilation of SPEC92 j 
j Benchmarks using ATOM [May94, May93] are the same as those described above 









Results for New Branch Target 
Buffer Design 
5.1 Statistical Results and Analysis for SPEC92 
Benchmarks 
We analyzed the SPEC92 Benchmarks to find out their branching behaviour and 
other statistical information such as the number of dynamic basic block, average 
dynamic basic block size, etc. From these information, we can have insights on how 
to improve their performance. The architectural environment is given in section 4.6 
and the collected statistics are summarized as follows: 
1. The average dynamic basic block size of integer Benchmarks is small, ranging 
！ from about 7 to 10 instructions. On the other hand, the average dynamic basic 
block size of the floating-point Benchmarks varies greatly, with the smallest 
of about 11 instructions to as large as 61 instructions. The large dynamic 
basic block size of the floating-point Benchmarks may due to the fact that 
these Benchmarks process the data in single- or double-precision floating-point 
representations. These representations require more space for storage. As a 
result, a relatively larger average dynamic basic block size is obtained for the 
Benchmarks; 
38 
1 •.:;] ] 
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2. In spite of the above difference in the average dynamic basic block size, the 
average number of non-taken branch instructions within each dynamic basic 
I block is about the same. It can be seen that on average, there is one non-taken 
branch instruction within a dynamic basic block. In both [Per89] and Brian91, 
they said that entering these non-taken branch information into the Branch 
1 
Target Buffer will cause performance reduction of it [BF91]. This is due to the 
丨 Branch Target Buffer cache pollution [BF91]. These branch information push 
丨： 
out entries of branches which had recently taken [BF91]. And at the same 
: time, there is no benefit for using these information to predict the branch 
direction [Per89], [BF91]. It is because the Branch Target Buffer will not 
improve performance while the branch continues to be non-taken, and will 
j mispredict the first taken execution (with no performance improvement) that 
the branch experiences [Per89]. However, as we have seen, on average there is 
only one non-taken branch instructions within each dynamic basic block and 
the saving of its information can capture the possible different paths of the 
execution, it may be possible to store these information in some fixed, extra 
Branch Target Buffer entries similar to the victim cache. It may help improve 
the performance of the Branch Target Buffer. 
5.2 Overall Performance 
In this and the following sections in this chapter, we have only shown the results of 
1 . • 
j the Benchmark espresso and tomcatv, except otherwise specified. It is because most 
i } 
j of the results of the other Benchmarks are consistent and similar with these twos. 
1 The results of these two Benchmarks represents the typical results for the integer 
笑 . i � 
： and floating-point, CPU-intensive applications respectively. 
The results of the conventional instruction cache and the new Branch Target 
Buffer design are shown in figure 5.1. From the figure, we notice that for a fixed cache 
\ size the performance of the new Branch Target BufFer design can be better than that 
: 
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Figure 5.1: Normalized Memory Latency for Various Cache Organizations 
of the conventional instruction cache by about 26%. It can be seen by comparing , • 
the normalized memory latency of PB+BTC( l ,4 ) and that of the conventional cache 
design. This is done by storing only the first four possible instruction cache lines 
'I . • 
I in the Branch Target Cache on entering the new dynamic basic block. The first 
I • 
I target cache line will always be stored in the Branch Target Cache. But whether 
•； the following three cache lines are also stored or not depends on this dynamic basic 
block size. Moreover, the storing of the instruction cache lines is independent of 
the line size. As the number of consecutive lines after branching that are stored in 
] ！ 
.,;1 
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...j 
•：] the Branch Target Cache is increased, higher performance gain is obtained. This 
;;i is expected because a larger portion of the dynamic basic blocks will be available 
！ in the Branch Target Cache due to these additional stored cache lines. However, 
.| storing more consecutive cache lines per branch target would mean that there is less .j 
j branch targets can be stored in the Branch Target Cache. As a result, the marginal 
performance improvement is diminishing and tends to a limit as shown in the figure. 
i 
i Although the memory latency of BTC+PB(1,1) for the Benchmark espresso is 
i 
1 worse than that of conventional instruction cache, this is only a transition state to 
j a much better performance. It is because the re-distribution of work load between 
1 
! 
j the Prefetch Buffer and the Branch Target Cache is yet to be effective. This reason 
I is evident by the result of BTC+PB( l ,2 ) , which is already better than that of 
！ 
I conventional instruction cache. 
I j 
s Some important observations can be made in the results for the program ear, as 
shown in the figure 5.1(c). It can be seen that the performance of BTC+PB(l ,o ; ) 
for a fixed cache size is worse than that of conventional instruction cache, even 
when X is as large as 4. However, when x is equal to 6, its performance eventually 
outruns that of conventional instruction cache. One possible reason may be the 
hybrid nature of ear. It is a floating-point application program but has only a very 
small average dynamic basic block size, just like the integer application programs. 
One of its program characteristics is the lack of vectorizability. It implies that the 
•j 
j number of instruction cache lines to be stored on entry of a new dynamic basic block 
I should be larger to cater for the lack of re-usability and hybrid program nature of 
j ear. Moreover, the instruction cache hit rate is already very high for ear. All these 
factors may explain why the value of x in BTC+PB(l ,a:) should be equal to 6 in order 
to beat the conventional cache. However, to a certain extent, these observations only 
j reinforce the fact that the proposed partial basic block storing mechanism is at least 
as good as the conventional instruction cache while the cache size is fixed. By 
increasing the value of x in BTC+PB(l ,a;) to a certain value, the largest dynamic 
V 
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when it is visited the first time. In this case, the new design will effectively be 
reduced to a conventional cache design. It is because all the instruction cache lines 
； in each of the dynamic basic blocks of the program can be stored in the Branch 
Target Cache during the first execution. In other words, the Branch Target Cache 
•1 
,! will act as a conventional first level instruction cache. 
By comparing the performance of the New Branch Target BufFer design with 
that of the original BTC and PB only design, the performance gain is even greater. 
‘ The great reduction in memory latency shows that the burden of the bus is greatly 
relieved. It also shows that some of the memory transfers of the instruction cache 
] 
] lines to the instruction cache are redundant. They are redundant in the sense 
.t 
j that they have been fetched into the Prefetch Buffer before. However, due to the 
； limited spaces in the Prefetch Buffer, they have been displaced by the other cache 
� lines before they are referenced again. The significant performance improvement 
is very promising because it means that our proposed design can overcome the 
shortcomings of the original design and reduce the memory latency. It can also 
utilized the Prefetch Buffer and the Branch Target Cache in a much better way so 
that it can outrun the conventional instruction cache. 
Moreover, we noticed that in the original design, the bus-related factors such 
as line size and initial memory latency, can cause great fluctuation in the overall 
performance than the other factors such as cache size and set associativity. For 
: example, compared with the effect of bus speed (as shown in figure 5.2) and that of 
I line size (in figure 5.4), we can see that tiie impact of the cache set associativity on 
d 
！ the overall performance as in figure 5.5, is very small. This confirms our assumption 
] that the performance bottleneck is the inability of the bus to deliver the required 
• _.ft 
； instructions to the processor fast enough for consumption under the original design. 
•I 
"_• 
5.3 Bus Latency Effect 
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iFrom these figures, it is clear that the initial memory latency has only an insignificant 
I 
i 
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I 
i effect on the overall CPI, except for the design of BTC+PB(0,1) . It is also observed S 
1 that the change of tlie initial memory latency on the design of BTC+PB(0,1) can 
m 
2 cause a more significant fluctuation in the overall execution time than the other 
嚣 designs. As an example, for espresso, the effect of the initial memory latency on 
i the design BTC+PB(0,1) can increase the overall execution time by 22.58% when ‘^  
1 the initial memory latency increases from four cycles to eight. However, for the 
I new Branch Target Buffer design BTC+PB(1,1) , the same increment of the initial 
I I memory latency from four cycles to eight can only cause about 1.87% increase in 
竭 
I the overall execution time. The effect on the overall execution time by varying 
I the initial memory latency fromiour to eight cycles is even greater for some other 
4 Benchmarks such as tomcatv for the original design. However, for the new design, � 
I the same change in the initial memory latency has only a very small effect on the 
•4 
t overall execution time for the same Benchmarks, 
t 
j Even if we examine the effect of varying the initial memory latency on the overall 
i memory latency, we still find that the design BTC+PB(0,1) causes an increase of 
1 59.32% for the overall memory latency when the initial memory latency increases 
I from four to eight cycles. At the same time, the new design BTC+PB(1,1) causes 
—4 
i only 43.75% increase in the overall memory latency for the same increment of the 
w m • 
“ initial memory latency. Although the percentage changes for the old and new design 
I are of the same order, it is significant because there is already a large percentage 
I reduction in the overall CPI by the new design. From these information, we can see 
I the effect of the different initial memory latency on the new design is minimized. '"•? • • 
I This is expected because with the design BTC+PB(0,1) , its performance depends 
J - heavily on the effective prefetching of the Instruction Prefetch Buffer. It in turn 
I depends on how fast the lower memory hierarchy transfers the required instruction 
邏 
5 cache lines to the prefetch buffer. Cache lines other than the first line of the dynamic 
—  basic block have to be fetched from the lower memory hierarchy for consumption 
* by the processor. Therefore, the speed of the bus plays an important role on the 
瑪 
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On the other hand, in the new alternate line storing designs, those cache lines 
which are expected not to be delivered quickly enough to the processor are already 
stored in the Branch Target Cache. Those cache lines can stay in Branch Target 
Cache longer than when they are in Prefetch BufFer. The increase in the initial 
memory latency only increases the number of cache lines to be stored in the Branch 
i Target Cache for a dynamic basic block instead of storing more branch targets. In 
！ the worse case, all the cache lines in the dynamic basic block will be stored in the 
Branch Target Cache instead of the Instruction Prefetch Buffer. This means that 
the new design will be reduced to the conventional instruction cache. In other words, 
the effect of increasing the initial memory latency on the new design will at most be 
1 as bad as its effect on the conventional instruction cache. Therefore, the increased 
•i • 'I 
{ initial memory latency has only a very limited adverse effect on the performance of 
. .| 
1 our proposed design. 
5.4 EfFect of Cache Size 
From figure 5.3, the performance of the different designs improves as the cache 
size increases. Although the reduction in overall execution time is only a small one, 
： as shown in figure 5.3, the reduction in memory latency is great. For espresso, the 
reduction in the overall execution time is only about 3% while the reduction in the 
memory latency can be as high as 61.9%, when the cache size is increased from 4K 
j to 16K bytes. This is expected because the size of the cache strongly affects the hit 
j rate of the instructions, which in turn affects the memory bandwidth requirement 
and the overall memory latency. The larger cache size results in higher hit rate in 
！ the Branch Target Cache, which means that fewer missing instruction words are 
required to bring from the lower memory hierarchy. The overall memory latency is 
reduced because of the reduced burden on the bus, as we can also see from the fact 
that the overall memory CPI of the conventional cache design is also reduced by 
I about 70% when the cache size is increased from 4K bytes to 16K bytes. 
i ..,j 
I 
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Figure 5.3: Effect of Cache Size on Various Cache Organizations 
This is true even for the case when multiple cache lines are stored in the Branch 
f| 1 
i 
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Target Cache on entering a new dynamic basic block. As we have said before, this 
mechanism does not need to increase the total size of the cache. The additional 
cache lines are stored in the same way as the other cache lines in the Branch Target 
Cache. From figure 5.3, we can also see that for BTC+PB( l , y ) , where y > 1, 
the overall memory CPI also decreases significantly and these designs outrun the 
conventional cache design drastically. This also shows that the improvement of the 
memory latency is consistent in all other cases. 
5.5 Effect of Line Size 
The effect of the cache line size on the proposed design can be studied by exam-
ining the effect of varying the cache line size on the memory latency of the programs. 
The line size can affect the performance of the computer system in two ways [Prz90 . 
The first way is that the line size will affect the miss ratio [Prz90]. For a fixed cache 
size, when the line size increases, the miss ratio decreases due to the spatial locality 
of programs [Prz90]. However, the mean utility of the fetched words will drops when 
the line size increases [Prz90]. When the mean utility of the fetched words drops 
below the mean utility of the words that are being replaced, the miss ratio starts 
to rise again [Prz90]. In other words, there is an optimum line size that minimizes 
the miss ratio for the fixed cache size. The second way is that the line size affects 
the miss penalty of the memory fetch [Prz90]. A longer fetch takes more time and 
thus increase the cache miss penalty [Prz90]. However, for small line sizes, these 
two effects are in opposition: increasing the line size decreases the miss ratio but 
increases the miss penalty [Prz90]. The point at which those two effects are balanced 
defines the minimum execution time as a function of the line size [Prz90 . 
Figure 5.4 shows that the trade-off between the cache line size, the execution 
time and memory CPI is optimal when the cache line size is 16 or 32 bytes for 
the new alternate line storing design. For the design BTC+PB(0,1) , the overall 
execution time continues to drop significantly as the cache line size increases from 
»:一 I 
i • 
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Figure 5.4: Effect of Line Size on Various Cache Organizations 
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larger than 32 bytes, as predicted from the figure. It can be explained by the fact 
that the line size has a significant impact on the miss ratio and miss penalty of the 
memory requests for a fixed cache size as described above. In this case, these two 
effects are still unbalanced for a line size of 32 bytes. Miss ratio and miss penalty 
of the memory requests in turns affect the workload of the bus. At the same time, 
i the original design BTC+PB(0,1) depends heavily on the effectiveness of the bus to 
deliver memory words to the Prefetch BufFer. The line size thus has a significant 
effect on the overall execution time for the original design BTC+PB(0,1) . 
When the cache line size is smaller than 16 bytes, (for example, 8 bytes), the 
extra bus traffic due to the extra initial memory latency causes the number of both 
partial-hits and cache misses to be increased significantly, results in a performance 
loss. 
On the other hand, when for the cache line size is larger than 16 bytes, the number 
of partial-hits is reduced without increasing the total number of cache misses for our 
proposed designs. However, the miss penalty of the memory requests becomes more 
important in this case. The miss penalty thus sometimes has a negative effect 
on our proposed design BTC+PB(l ,a; ) , especially when x is small. It is because 
for these settings, the re-distribution of the workload between the Branch Target 
Cache and the Prefetch Buffer is not enough. Prefetch Buffer is responsible for 
prefetching more cache lines from the lower memory hierarchy than the cases of 
larger x in B T C + P B ( l , x ) . And the miss penalty of the memory requests has a 
more significant impact on the performaiice of the Prefetch BufFer for smaller x 
in the design B T C + P B ( l , x ) . As a result, from figure 5.4, we can see that the 
optimum line size during the program execution of espresso under the design of 
BTC+PB(1,1) and BTC+PB( l ,2 ) is 16 bytes instead of the optimum value of 32 
bytes for the design BTC+PB( l ,3 ) and BTC+PB( l ,4 ) . 
All in all, It is not difficult to understand why the line size affects the perfor-
mance so much. Line size can affect the effective latency of fetch a line. As we 
have said before, the real bottleneck of the original design BTC+PB(0，1) is on the 
::.•! 
4 變 I 
1 i i • .-•% 
i 
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ineffectiveness of the bus to deliver the memory requests to the Prefetch Buffer. 
The line size affects the effective workload of the bus by affecting the miss ratio 
of the program and the miss penalty of the memory requests. The performance 
of the Prefetch Buffer is affected greatly, resulting in great impact on the overall 
丨 performance. 
5.6 Cache Set Associativity 
From figure 5.5, we can see that increasing the set associativity of the cache will 
lower the normalized memory CPI of the Benchmarks. This is tme for both the 
original design and the new design. Since the accessing patterns for the instruc-
tions is very regular within a dynamic basic block, the advantage of a larger set 
associativity can be fully exploited. It is because for larger set associativity, the 
chance of collision to the same set is reduced. Thus the cache performance improves 
significantly. 
5.7 Partial Hits 
The number of partial hits for various cache organizations are shown in figure 5.6. 
The number of partial hits drops significantly when the new design is applied. As 
we have said before, the reduction of the number of partial hits is expected for 
the new design because the execution unit is less likely to wait for the demand 
instructions to come from the lower memory hierarchy, even for the case when the 
required instruction cache lines have to be prefetched. The overall demand of the 
bus is reduced. It can be shown in figure 5.7, both the number of partial hits and 
cache misses are decreased significantly in the new design. In other words, the 
bottleneck of the bus is relieved significantly in the new design, results in much 
better performance. 
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\ 
.i 
the hardware units can reduce both the misses and partial hits in the first level 
instruction cache significantly. We can see that there is a domino effect in the inter-
j relationship of the units. In the original design, the overall performance relies heavily 
on the performance of the ability of the Prefetch BufFer to fetch the required words 
from the lower memory hierarchy, which in turn depends heavily on the speed of 
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1 execution of instructions, and thus is under-utilized. In the new design, the workload 
I of the various hardware units is balanced. The reliance of the good performance on 
,i 
I the Prefetch Buffer and thus on the bus speed, to some extent, is shifted to the 
Branch Target Cache. 
I 
1 
5.8 Prefetch Accuracy 
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Figure 5.8: Prefetch Accuracy for Various Cache Organizations 
The prefetch accuracy of various mechanisms are shown in the figure 5.8. The 
prefetch accuracy for the Prefetch Buffer is defined as the percentage of the prefetched 
instruction cache lines by the Prefetch Buffer that have been referenced by the pro-
cessor before they are displaced by the other cache lines in the Prefetch Buffer. The 
prefetch accuracy for the Branch Target Cache, on the other hand, is defined as the 
percentage of the prefetched instruction cache lines which are stored in the Branch 
Target Cache and they have been referenced by the processor before they have been 
displaced by the other cache lines in the Branch Target Cache. 
From the figures, we can see that there are re-distributions of useful prefetches 
by the Prefetch Buffer and the Branch Target Cache. We can see that there are 
zero prefetch accuracies for the Branch Target Cache in the designs BTC+PB(0,1) 
I 
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and BTC+PB(1 ,1 ) because the lines stored in the Branch Target Cache are not 
prefetched cache lines at all. They are only resulted from the demand fetches by 
i the processor. However, the prefetch accuracy for the Prefetch Buffer in the design 
I BTC+PB(1 ,1 ) is still better than that of BTC+PB(0,1) . It is because some of the 
.i; prefetched cache lines are re-distributed into the Branch Target Cache instead of 
1 
I storing in the limited-sized Instruction Prefetch Buffer. This reduce the burden of ] 
the bus and thus the demand of the bus bandwidth. In this case, the instruction 
5 cache lines in the Prefetch Buffer can also stay in it for a longer period of time. 
As a result, they are more likely to be referenced by the processor before they are 
！ replaced by the other cache lines, resulting in more useful prefetches. 
On the other hand, the prefetch accuracy for the Branch Target Cache increases 
j with increasing y in the design BTC+PB( l , y ) , y > 1. As multiple consecutive 
4 
\ instruction cache lines for a target basic block are to be stored in the Branch Target 
Cache, the instruction cache lines other than the first one have to be prefetched 
into the Branch Target Cache. These cache lines are very likely to be referenced 
； in the near future because of the spatial locality of the program. Therefore, these 
prefetched cache lines will lead to useful prefetches in the Branch Target Cache, 
resulting in higher prefetch accuracy for the Branch Target Cache. As the value 
of y in the design B T C + P B ( l , y ) increases, more consecutive prefetched cache lines 
will be stored in the Branch Target Cache on entering the target basic block. These 
1 prefetched cache lines are also likely to be referenced in the near future. As a result, 
\ the prefetch accuracy for the Branch Target Cache will increase as the value of y 
•\ 
increases in the design BTC+PB( l , y ) , where y > 1. 
''i 
5.9 EfFect of Prefetch Buffer Size 
The size of Prefetch Buffer affects the performance of the original design greatly. 
It is because the Prefetch Buffer is mainly used for storing instruction cache lines 
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Figure 5.9: EfFect of Prefetch Buffer Size on Various Cache Organization 
j allocated , there will be frequent replacement of the useful, stored cache lines by the 
I new one. In the case of looping, the system- performance is degraded significantly 
:j • 
because the current working set may not fit into the Prefetch Buffer, resulting in 
the phenomenon similar to thrashing. From figure 5.9, we can also notice that the 
5 performance improvement due to increasing the Prefetch Buffer size is greater for 
the old design. The effect of the Prefetch Buffer size on the fluctuation of the overall 
performance is also negligible in the proposed design. 
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* performance for the original design. It is because the Prefetch Buffer in the origi-
i 
^ nal design is responsible for prefetching the instruction cache lines other than the 
'誦 
= first one in a dynamic basic block into itself for the consumption by the processor. 
1 Secondly, bandwidth is a problem in the original design. Large Prefetch Buffer size 
J is needed to capture innermost loops during the program execution and to reduce 
； the demand for the bandwidth. Thus the Prefetch Buffer size affects the overall 
i performance of the old design significantly. 
i , 
1 For the proposed design, however, the variation of the Prefetch Buffer size has 
漏 
.m, ” limited effect on the overall performance. It is because for the new design, there is 
:¾ • T • 
no need to capture the innermost loops during the program execution, lt is very 
good because the size of the Prefetch Buffer need not be too large to achieve good 
-.v^  
.i performance. In the old design, however, the size of the Prefetch Buffer prefers to 
be greater for achieving performance improvement. 
.½. • 
5.10 Effect of Storing More Than One Line on 
....« 
il Entry of New Dynamic Basic Block 
As we have discussed before, we can store the first few consecutive cache lines in 
-m 
- the Branch Target Cache on entry of a new dynamic basic block and prefetch cache -.¾ 
： lines immediately followed them. From figure 5.1 and figure 5.10, we found that the 
二 performance of the new Branch Target Buffer design improves significantly when 
一 multiple consecutive cache lines per branch target are also stored. The number of 
: hits and partial hits both increase significantly while reducing the number of cache 
I misses. 
Moreover, we noticed that the re-distribution of the cache line storage in the 
i Branch Target Cache and the Prefetch Buffer contributes to a significant portion 
邐 of the performance gain. Moreover, as some of the cache lines originally stored in 
, 
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Figure 5.10: Effect of Storing More Than One Line in Various Cache Organizations 
increase in the re-use of the prefetched lines is observed. The better balancing of the 
instruction cache lines of a dynamic basic block among the Branch Target Cache 
, and the Prefetch Buffer can reduce the bandwidth demanded by the Prefetch Buffer 
麵- significantly. It in turns helps the cache lines in the Prefetch Buffer and the Branch 
1 Target Cache to stay longer in them. As a result, there is a higher chance that 
:， these cache lines to be re-used again because of the temporal and spatial locality ^ 
„ of the program. This is helpful to the overall system performance. Moreover, if a 
particular cache line is expected to be re-used again in the near future, it is more 
beneficial to place it in the Branch Target Cache because of the effective larger cache 
-} 
.ij 
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size and less conflicts than the Prefetch Buffer. 
As we can see from figure 5.10, in the cases of BTC+PB(0,y) , where y > 1, there 
are large improvement in the overall execution time and in the overall memory 
latency when y increases. The improvements are even greater than those in the new 
design B T C + P B ( l , y ) . This is expected because as we have said, due to modern 
compiler technologies such as loop unrolling, the size of the dynamic basic block 
is larger than that before. The BTC+PB(0,y) design can only save the time to 
bring the first few cache lines into the instruction cache from the lower memory 
hierarchy. However, after the last stored line, the Branch Target Cache cannot help. 
Therefore, if a larger number of consecutive instruction cache lines on entering the 
target dynamic basic block are to be stored, the overall performance of the original 
design should become better. 
On the other hand, for our proposed design, the effect of large basic block to the 
overall execution time and the overall memory CPI is minimized. It is because it is 
no need to know how large the dynamic basic block is. For the dynamic basic block 
that have been executed before, the cache lines that will cause partial hits in the 
original design are already stored in the Branch Target Cache. The Branch Target 
Cache can then deliver them fast enough to the processor for execution, avoiding 
the pipeline bubbles and resulting in higher performance than that of the original 
design. Increasing the value of y in the design BTC+PB( l , y ) will not have the same 
improvement on performance as that of original design. It is because the effect on 
the overall execution time and memory CPI by the first multiple consecutive cache 
lines on entering the target basic block is minimized. 
:觀 
: - Most importantly, the performance gain in the proposed design is independent 
4 of the dynamic basic block size. The only effect of a large dynamic basic block is 
•<sm 
1 that more cache lines per branch target are to be stored in the Branch Target Cache 
¥ • 
instead of storing more branch targets in it. Although they may possibly displace 
some other useful cache lines, the effect is so small that it can be compensated 
easily and yet there is still a great percentage of performance gained in the proposed 
j 
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Data References Tagged into 
Branch Target Buffer 
6.1 Branch History Table Tagged Mechanism 
In previous work, the performance of the instruction cache and the data cache is 
usually studied separately. However, when prefetching mechanism is used, the effect 
of the bus between the first level cache and the second level needs to be considered. 
Since this bus is normally shared between the instruction cache and the data cache, 
the performance of the data cache will have a significant effect on the performance 
of the instruction cache. This is especially true in current high-speed processors, 
where cache effectiveness is often an important factor to the system performance. 
In our proposed mechanism, when a branch instruction is taken into a static 
basic block for the first time, the information about some of the data references 
in this basic block can be stored in the Branch Target Buffer by associating with 
the address of this branch instruction. Which data references' information will be 
stored in the Branch Target Buffer by this scheme depend on the independency of 
their source operands on the results of the previous instructions. When the same 
branch instruction is taken into this static basic block again, prefetch requests can 
be issued by using the information already stored in the Branch Target Buffer if the 
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When a branch instruction is executed for the first time, its information will not 
be found in the Branch Target Buffer. Therefore, there is no action in the Branch 
Target Buffer for prefetching the data operands in the target static basic block. 
However, the information of the data reference memory requests can then be stored 
in the Branch Target Buffer so that it can be re-used later. 
In our proposal, the information about the first data reference instruction in 
each static basic block is stored in the Branch Target Buffer by associating with the 
branch instruction of the last static basic block. When the branch instruction is 
being decoded, the address of the branch instruction is used to lookup the entries in 
1 the Branch Target Buffer. When a matching entry is identified in it, the information 
about the corresponding data reference is accessed. This information is stored in 
； the entry associated with the branch instruction's address. It is also examined to 
see if the corresponding data reference is in the data cache or not. If it is not in the 
data cache, a BHT-tagged prefetch request will be raised before the data reference 
instruction is actually decoded. In this way, the memory latency for the data request 
after branching can be reduced significantly. 
In order to calculate the address of the corresponding data reference for the entry 
specified, a register mask is incorporated in the Branch Target Buffer, one bit for 
each register. When a new conditional branch, unconditional branch, procedure call 
or return, is entered, the register masks for all the registers are reset to CLEAN 
state. During the execution stage of each instruction, the corresponding register(s) 
modified by the instruction is set to DIRTY state. Therefore, when the first data 
reference instruction in each static basic block is fetched and decoded, it can be 
examined to see if its source register operands are modified by the instructions 
preceding it or not. If not, it is an independent memory instruction. An independent 
memory instruction means that its source operand does not depend on the results 
of the previous instructions within the same static basic block. The displacement as 
well as the source register number of the memory instruction can be tagged with the 
I entry associated with the address of the branch instruction of the last static basic 
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block in the Branch History Table. 
If the first memory instruction in the static basic block has the source register 
operand modified by the preceding instructions in the same basic block, the first 
subsequent independent memory instructions can be used instead of the first one 
for the tagging. 
The mechanism can be further enhanced by storing more than one "independent" 
load/store entries per branch instruction within a static basic block. When the 
same branch instruction is executed again, all pairs of the tagged registers and 
displacements stored in the entries associated with this branch instruction's address 
in the Branch Target Buffer will be used to generate the highly accuracte BHT-
tagged prefetches. 
Since the direction of the conditional branch is only a predicted one, the branch 
prediction accuracy will affect the performance of the BHT-tagged prefetches. Even 
with the simplest branch prediction by opcode, that is, the backward-taken/forward-
not-taken scheme, the branch prediction accuracy is already above 50%. When this 
combines with the information of the unconditional branches and procedure calls and 
returns found in the Branch Target Buffer, the overall branch prediction accuracy 
will be about 70%. With this level of branch prediction accuracy, we found that 
the performance gained by the accurate BHT-tagged prefetches can be significant. 
With a more advanced branch prediction scheme such as N-bit counter scheme 
HCC89, LS84, Smi81], the performance gain can be even greater. 
To minimize cache pollution by the wrong BHT-tagged prefetch requests, a small 
buffer is used to hold the prefetched content. If the branch direction and the target 
address are predicted correctly, the content of the buffer will be moved to the data 
cache at the same time the Branch History Table is updated. Otherwise, the bufFer's 
content is ignored and is replaced by the next prefetched data. This can avoid the 
negative effect of the wrong BHT-tagged prefetch requests generated by the wrong 
branch prediction or incorrect target address calculation. It is feasible because the 
actual outcome of the branch direction can be known after the execution stage of 
i 
1 
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the branch instruction. On the other hand, the raised BHT-tagged prefetch requests 
will be completed only after the memory latency, which is much longer than the 
execution of the branch instruction. 
With this mechanism, data cache performance can be improved. The prefetch 
requests can be issued early enough to bring the requested data lines in time for the 
processor to consume. Moreover, since the proposed mechanism only concentrates 
on the current and next static basic block, it is very unlikely that the prefetched 
BHT-tagged cache lines will be replaced by the other data cache lines before they 
are used by the processor. 
The BHT-tagged mechanism can be summarized as follows: 
if (branch instruction is decoded) 
the branch instruction's address B is used to lookup in the BHT; 
if (it is not found in the BHT} 
store the branch instruction,s address B in BHT; 
for (every instruction in the target static basic block) 
if (it is 1st (or also subsequent) indep mem instr in block) 
put its source register and displacement into BHT; 




for (every valid indep tag,d reg entry assoc with br instr,s addr B) 
add tagged reg's content and associated disp to form addr A; 
if (cache line of address A is not in data cache) 
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Figure 6.1: Hardware Support for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer 
and Lookahead 
An example to illustrate the use of BHT-tagged mechanism is shown in figure 6.2. 
In this example, when the branch instruction at 700 is executed for the first time, the 
status of the register mask for BHT-tagged mechanism is cleared before branching 
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address 1500, the register number 3 of the register mask is set to DIRTY state 
because it is the destination register of the instruction. Similarly, the register number 
5 of the register mask is set to DIRTY state after the execution of the instruction 
Sub R4,R3,R5. The destination register numbers for the subsequent instructions 
are also set to the DIRTY state after their execution. During the execution of the 
I instruction Ld (R3+Dl),R7, no action can be taken in the Branch Target Buffer for 
this instruction. It is because the source register of this instruction, i^3, depends 
on the result of the Add instruction at the beginning of the same static basic block. 
On the other hand, during the execution of the instruction Ld (R4+D2)，R8, the 
register number 4 and the displacement D2 are stored in the entry associated with 
the branch instruction with address 700 in the Branch History Table. It is because 
this Ld instruction is an independent one. 
At the decoding stage of the branch instruction Br 1500 at the address 700 
for its second execution, the address 700 is used to lookup in the Branch History 
Table to see if any matching entry is found. In this case, a matching entry is 
found and the tagged register number 4 and the displacement D2 are retrieved from 
the entry associated with the branch instruction address 700. The content of the 
register number 4 is added to the displacement D2 to form the prefetched address. 
A prefetch request will then be issued if the prefetch candidate is not found in the 
data cache even before the data reference instruction Ld (R4+D2),R8 is actually 
decoded. 
6.2 Lookahead Technique 
The performance of the data cache with respect to the control dependency can fur-
ther be improved by integrating lookahead technique with accurate branch predic-
tion. For the above BHT-tagged mechanism to be successful, the number of entries 
in the Branch History Table plays a significant role. The mechanism has to search 
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Figure 6.2: An Example For Using The BHT-tagged Mechanism 
the Branch History Table for the branch instructions and get the relevant informa-
tion to form the BHT-tagged prefetch requests. Most importantly, the mechanism 
k 
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only works for those branch instructions that are executed before and are stored in 
the Branch History Table. The mechanism cannot help when the branch instruction 
is executed for the first time. 
In order to overcome the above deficiency, a new lookahead technique is used. 
Besides the conventional structure of the cache, a lookahead sliding window of size S 
is added. The instructions in the sliding window are examined to check the depen-
dency of their source registers on the results of the previous instructions within the 
sliding window. Moreover, the destination registers they have used are also recorded 
in another register mask to facilitate the dependency checking of the source regis-
ters of the subsequent instructions on the previous instructions within the sliding 
window. This register mask for the lookahead instructions is also incorporated into 
the cache. However, this register mask is different from the one used in the above 
BHT-tagged mechanism in the way that a counter is associated with each regis-
ter number. The counter for each register number is used to store the number of 
instructions within the sliding window that have this register as their destination 
registers. This counter value is used for dependency checking for the source registers 
of the subsequent instructions in the sliding window. In the beginning of program 
execution, the counter for each register number is first set to zero. The lookahead in-
structions are examined sequentially and the counters for their destination registers 
are set according to the following rule: (1) For each newly-included instruction in 
the sliding window, the counter value of its destination register will be incremented 
by one. (2) After the execution of the current instruction, the counter value of its 
destination register will be decremented by one. The number of bits required for 
the register mask of each register number will be l0g2S, In the meantime, for each 
• newly-included instruction, if it is a memory instruction that is independent of the 
preceding instructions (indicated by the zero value of the counters associated with 
the source registers during the checking of their dependency), it can issue the data 
prefetch requests. 
In order to exploit all the possibility of issuing the prefetch requests within the 
:¾¾ 
I 
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:#I f^c| 
！ sliding window, an addition register and a one-bit indicator are also included for 
each register number of the lookahead register mask. When the current lookahead 
1 instruction is a memory instruction and the counter value for its source register is 
positive, the addition register associated with the instruction's source register num-
ber is used to store the displacement field of the instruction. The one-bit indicator 
associated with this register number is also set to indicate that there is a mem-
I 
ory reference whose source operand depends on this register's value. At some later 
I 
time, this counter value may be decremented from one to zero again. It means that 
I the dependency of the register's content on the previous instructions' results is now 
• I 
I cleared. If the one-bit indicator is set, it is now a good time to raise a tagged prefetch 
！ by adding the displacement field stored and the content of this register to form the 
i 
: prefetched address. When the counter value for this register is still positive, the 
•j 
—� displacement field stored in the associated addition register can be ignored without 
affecting the correct operation of the mechanism. 
When the branch instruction is executing, its outcome is predicted and the in-
structions in the predicted direction are examined in the sliding window. In order 
to avoid multiple branch prediction, the lookahead instructions are restricted to one 
static basic block in the predicted direction. Moreover, this lookahead mechanism 
can be implemented together with the above BHT-tagged mechanism of Branch His-
tory Table. There will not be any conflict among requests from both mechanisms. 
One of the advantages of using lookahead technique is that it works for the 
branch instructions that are executed for the first time. In this case, by using a 
static branch prediction such as backward-taken-forward-not-taken rule, there is 
performance gain that cannot be obtained by using the BHT-tagged mechanism. 
The lookahead algorithm is summarized as follows. The term current lookahead 
instruction used below refers to the instruction at the end of the sliding window at 
a particular moment. 
while (program is not terminated) 
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m 
im 
5 if (lookahead instruction is branch instruction) 
9 
: predict the outcome of the branch; 
i record the prediction for this branch； 
' H 
" set the lookahead path to the predicted outcome; 
1 
,• I end 
靈 if (current lookahead instruction is memory instruction) 
i 
^ if (counter value of source reg is zero) 
‘ 
1 use source reg cont and disp to begin tagged prefetch; 
..：爛 ； end 
~M, 2 if (counter value of source reg is positive) 
: store disp into disp reg of source reg number; 
-.n 
^ set one-bit indicator of the source reg number； 
-i end 
end 
1 increment counter value of current lookahead instr dest reg no; 
..m 
: end 
:„: if (current instruction is branch instruction) 
resolve the branch outcome; 
； if (branch target is not the same as predicted one) 
3. empty the prefetch queue； 
, set current lookahead sliding window size to zero; 
鋼 




I if (counter val of dest reg no. of lookahead mask +ve) 




云 if (counter val is 0 and one-bit ind. of dest reg is set) 
漏 
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reset one-bit indicator; 
end 
end 
execute current instruction 
丨 end 
An example showing the updating of lookahead register mask and counter is 
I shown in the figure 6.3. In the example, the status of the lookahead register mask 
and the counters' values are shown. The lookahead sliding windows size is supposed 
to be 5 instructions. After the execution for the instruction Add Rl,R2,R2 and 
the lookahead of the instruction Ld (Rll+Dl),RO, it is found that that the source 
register of this lookahead instruction, Rll, is independent of the results of the 
previous instruction within the sliding window. Therefore, the content of the register 
Rll can be added to the displacement D1 to form the address of the lookahead-
tagged prefetch request. On the other hand, after the execution of the instruction 
Mul R4,R4,R9, the current lookahead instruction is Ld (R3+D2),R8. It is found 
that the source register of the current lookahead instruction, i^3, is dependent on the 
result of the preceding instruction Mul R4,R5,R3 within the sliding window. The 
addition register for the register number R3 is then stored with the displacement field 
D2. The one-bit indicator is then set to indicate that there is a data reference whose 
address depends on the register number R3. After the execution of the instruction 
Mul R4,R5，R3, the lookahead register mask counter value for the destination register 
丑3 is decremented from one to zero. Because the one-bit indicator is set, the content 
of the register number R3 is added with the displacement field D2 stored in the 
addition register associated with the register number R^ to form the address of the 
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Figure 6.3: An Example For Using The Lookahead-tagged Mechanism 
6.3 Default Prefetches Vs Data-tagged Prefetches 
The BHT-tagged and lookahead-tagged prefetches are generated from the indepen-
dency between the instructions' registers. The scheme works no matter whether 
二 i ‘ 
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the cache lines for these prefetches are next to the current one or not. Moreover, 
it is more flexible because the prefetch request does not need to raise only after 
the current cache line is missing in the data cache: It can be raised as soon as the 
| i n d e p e n d e n c y of the required registers of the memory instruction is detected and the 
address of the cache line formed by these registers is not in the data cache. However, 
when the instructions in the basic blocks are highly correlated and the addresses of 
1 . . I the memory references often depend on the result of the preceding instructions, the 
I proposed mechanism cannot handle them satisfactorily. On the other hand, the 
I Prefetch-On-Miss (POM) prefetching scheme can handle this situation in a better 
.5 
I way by prefetching the next cache line into the data cache when there is a data cache 
j miss occurred for the current data cache line. It does not depend on the relationship 
i 
I 
！ between the registers to determine the address for prefetching the cache lines. There-
i 
fore, from the nature of the generation of the default prefetches, BHT-tagged and 
lookahead-tagged prefetches, we can see that the BHT-tagged and the lookahead-
tagged prefetches cannot replace the default Prefetch-On-Miss prefetches. Therefore, 
； the default POM, BHT-tagged and lookahead-tagged prefetch mechanisms can be 
used together to squeeze out the possible reduction in memory latency. 
In our proposal, the dependency checking of the registers and the address calcu-
lation for the BHT-tagged and lookahead-tagged prefetches are independent of the 
address calculation for the default Prefetch-On-Miss prefetches. These two schemes 
can generate the addresses of their own prefetch requests respectively. They will en-
\ ter the same prefetch queue for prefetching. The order of these prefetches depends 
on their individual priority setting. For the prefetches with the same priority, they 
will serve in a FIFO basis. The high priority prefetches can use the bus in the higher 
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6.4 New Priority Scheme 
i In current cache design, the demand fetches always have the highest priority in using 
'l 
the bus. When a demand fetch is raised, all the outstanding Prefetch-On-Miss, data 
default prefetches as well as instruction sequential prefetches will be killed. In our 
I new mechanism, however, this priority scheme may not work very well. It is because 
•！ the BHT-tagged and lookahead-tagged prefetches will definitely be used in the near 
future. Time will be wasted if a BHT-tagged data prefetch or a lookahead-tagged 
5 data prefetch request is killed during the fetching process and the same data line has 
i to be fetched again later by cache misses. In order to avoid this situation, the bus 
priority scheme is changed. The BHT-tagged data prefetches and the lookahead-
.; tagged data prefetches will have the same priority as the demand fetches. That 
,j is，these prefetches will not be killed by the demand fetches once they are started. 
Moreover, the BHT-tagged and lookahead-tagged data prefetches will have a higher 










Architectural Model for 
Data-Tagged References in 
Branch Target BufFer 
In this chapter, our architectural model for data.-tagged references into the Branch 
Target BufFer design will be described. We will then present our simulation method-
ology and the measurement criteria used in the evaluation. A simulator is built to 
compare our proposed design with the current scheme. Trade-driven simulations 
based on the SPEC92 Benchmarks are used to measure effectiveness of our design, 
just like those that we did for our proposed Branch Target BufFer design. 
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed mechanism, a basic design 
which acts as the control experiment is set up. The basic design only uses default 
Prefetch-On-Miss under the new priority scheme (described in section 6.4), with 
branch prediction by N-bit counter scheme, will be used. Then three new designs 
were simulated. The first design is the BHT-tagging mechanism under the new 
priority scheme. It is used to evaluate the effectiveness of the new tagging design of 
the Branch History Table. The second design is consisted of the default Prefetch-On-
Miss under new priority scheme, lookahead technique and branch prediction by N-bit 
counter scheme. It is used to examine the usefulness of lookahead technique. The 
third design is a combination of the new BHT-tagging mechanism and the lookahead 
7 4 
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technique. It is used to study the interaction between the two mechanisms to the 
overall system performance. 
In order to analyse the interaction between the BHT-tagged prefetches, lookahead-
tagged prefetches and the default prefetches, the above results are compared with 
that with no default Prefetch-0n-Miss. 
We will also look into the effect of the priority scheme of the references to the 
system performance. Programs with various mechanisms will be simulated, but 
with different priority levels of prefetches and demand references. The results can 
help us to understand the effect of increasing the priority of the BHT-tagged and 
lookahead-tagged prefetches to tlie same level as the demand fetches. One of the 
important factors affecting the performance of the Branch Target Buffer is the ac-
curacy of the branch prediction mechanism used because it will directly affect the 
generation of the BHT-tagged and lookahead-tagged prefetches. Therefore, the three 
proposed techniques will be simulated using various branch prediction schemes such 
as branch prediction by opcode (forward-taken/backward-nontaken) and the result 
will be compared to those with ideal branch prediction accuracy. 
The effect of different organizations of the Branch Target Buffer to the system 
performance will also be studied. When the number of tagged registers stored in 
the Branch Target Buffer is changed, the total size of the Branch Target Buffer 
will be changed accordingly. We would like to find out if the number of tagged 
registers stored in the Branch Target Buffer will have a significant effect on the 
overall system performance for our proposed designs. Furthermore, we also want 
to find out whether it is appropriate to cater for the memory references at the 
beginning of the basic block or the ones at the last of the basic block by simu-
lating the new BHT-tagged mechanism with different tagging positions in a basic 
block. Besides the number of tagged registers in Branch Target Buffer, the size 
of instruction-lookahead window will also affect our proposed designs significantly. 
With the combined BHT-tagged and lookahead-tagged mechanisms, if the looka-
head window size is too small, it might have performance similar to those with only 
(r 
. f ' 
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BHT-tagged mechanism. Therefore, we vary the number of instruction lookahead 
window size to find out the threshold for the lookahead technique to be effective. 
Since memory latency may have effect on the overall performance of our proposed 
mechanisms, we will study our schemes with zero-time delivery for all types of 
prefetches and with whole period of memory latency for the demand fetches. This 
helps us to analyse the effect of the bus bandwidth on the overall performance of 
the various new mechanisms. 
Before going further into the details of the simulation environments, the notation 
for the representation of different cache organizations needs to be defined here and 
cache organization is represented by a 4-tuple {w, x, y, z). w, x, y and ^ all are 
boolean variables, w represents whether the BHT-tagged mechanism is used while 
X represents whether the lookahead technique is used, y and z represent the branch 
prediction scheme used, y represents the use of the simple branch prediction scheme 
using opcode of the instruction only while z represents the use of the N-bit counter 
scheme. Since only one branch prediction scheme can be used in our model, y and z 
should be mutually exclusive. On the other hand, the variable w and x both can be 
"on" simultaneously to represent the combined effect of the two tagging mechanisms. 
7.1 Architectural Models and Assumptions 
Our baseline system is based on the architecture of the DEC Alpha [Sit92] and 
am29000 [Joh90] processors. Besides the. Instruction Prefetch Buffer, the Branch 
Target Cache and data cache, a Branch History Table is added to store the infor-
mation related to the branches. 
The instruction format is based on that of the DEC Alpha processor. The con-
ditional branch instructions can test a register for positive/negative or for zero/non-
zero. They can also test integer registers for even/odd and they are PC-relative 
only [Sit92]. For the unconditional branch instructions, it can write a return ad-
dress into a register [Sit92]. This is used for subroutine calls and the return address 
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can be determined early in advance. There is also a calculated jump instruction 
that branches to an arbitrary 64-bit address in a register [Sit92 . 
The following assumptions are made in our architectural models: 
— 1. There are no delay instructions in order to simplify our modelling of the sys-
„ tem. 
.'..遍| :»,-•. f' ^ 
^ 2. The prefetch requests are non-blocking. 
3. 2-level cache is infinite. 
4. The effect of the bus width on fetching instruction or data from memory is 
governed by the equation 4.1 in section 4.2. As we pointed before, the bus 
between the first and the second level cache has a significant impact on the 
overall performance. 
5. The instruction words are of 32-bit in length. 
6. Least recently used replacement strategy is used in the prefetch buffer, in-
struction cache, the Branch History Table and the data cache. 
7. Cache line boundary might not be aligned with BTC boundary. 
8. When a demand fetch for a cache line occurs, the whole cache line will be 
brought completely into the cache before the required word(s) is/are sent to 
the processor for processing. 
9. Prefetch requests will be served in the FIFO basis. However, if the bus is serv-
ing a prefetch request when a demand fetch request is raised, the outstanding 
prefetch request will be killed. The bus will start serving the demand fetch 
request instead. 
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11. There is no time penalty for killing on-going data prefetches requests. 
12. Only data cache effect is simulated. 
13. The demand references have a higher priority of using the bus over prefetch 
requests. When an demand fetch request is raised by the processor, the out-
standing data prefetch requests will be killed; 
14. The default prefetch mechanism is Prefetch-On-Miss (POM). 
15. In our default case, the Branch History Table is assumed to be 512-entries, 
four way set-associative. 
16. Conditional branch penalty with no branch prediction would be two cycles. 
This means that one more cycle is needed for the execution of conditional 
branches in order to resolve the branch condition. For unconditional branches 
and other jump instructions, it is assumed that they can be executed in one 
cycle. 
17. Branch penalty using speculative execution of branches would be one more 
cycle of execution time for the wrong predictions, i.e. three cycles for the 
execution of wrong predicted conditional branches. For correctly-predicted 
branches, only one cycle is needed to execute the conditional branches. 
18. Several priority levels of using the bus between the first level and the second 
level cache have been implemented. The default priority scheme is as follows: 
(a) data reference; 
(b) both BHT-tagged and lookahead-tagged prefetch issued by the Branch 
History Table; 
(c) the data default prefetch (POM); 
However, for the data-tagged design under the new priority scheme, the pri-
ority levels for the BHT-tagged and lookahead-tagged prefetch requests are 
5' 
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changed. Since the accuracy of the BHT-tagged and lookahead-tagged prefetches 
is very high, these prefetch requests will not be killed by the demand data 
fetches. However, for other types of prefetch requests, their priority are not 
raised under the new priority scheme. Thus they might still be killed by the 
demand fetches. 
7.2 Memory Models 
For the data reference tagged into Branch Target BufFer design, the nonoverlapped 
model in [BC91] is used, just like the one used in the proposed Partial Basic Block 
Storing Mechanism before. We also assume that a prefetch in progress can be 
aborted if some higher-priority fetch request is generated. The access latency is also 




7.3 Evaluation Methodology and Measurement 
s :;. f & 
s. 
Criteria 
Our goal is to improve the data cache performance by using the branch information 
in the Branch Target Buffer. Just like in the proposed Partial Basic Block Storing 
Mechanism before, the traditional measurement criteria, the cache hit rate, is not 
appropriate for our study. It is because the penalty of the data cache misses will be 
affected greatly by the prefetch requests raised. Some of memory latency for the data 
cache misses may be hidden by the prefetch requests generated. But the amount 
of memory latency hidden depends on how and when the branch information and 
the tagged information in the Branch Target Buffer are used to prefetch the data 
into the data cache. Therefore, our measuring parameter is the total running time 
of the applications in terms of the number of execution cycles. We will also use the 
memory CPI and the percentage gain in performance using the proposed design as 
the measurement metric. All experiments were run using the SPEC92 Benchmarks. 
尹 
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Besides the above metrics, we will also investigate the prefetch accuracy of the 
various kinds of prefetches. 
7.4 Description of the Traces 
The simulators are driven by the same set of traces used in the simulation of the 
partial basic block storing mechanims discussed before. It was generated by the 
DEC Alpha system, using ATOM [May94], [May93], compiled using DEC C com-
piler. They are all optimized with the - 0 standard optimization. The details of the 
generation of the traces, such as the limitation of using ATOM, were already given 
in Chapter 4. 
7.5 Environments for collecting relevant statis-
tics of SPEC92 Benchmarks 
Before we can have insights on how to improve the performance of SPEC92 Bench-
marks using the proposed BHT-tagged and lookahead-tagged mechanisms, we have 
to gather some relevant characteristics and information on the Benchmarks. The 
statistics of the SPEC92 Benchmarks for the programs in completion and for the 
first 100 million instructions were collected in the following aspects: 
1. number of branches within a dynamic basic block; 
2. the addressing modes of the first load/store instructions within the dynamic 
basic blocks; 
3. the average size of the dynamic basic blocks; 
4. the instruction dependencies within each dynamic basic block: 
(a) the number of the first memory instructions that are independent of the 
preceding instructions in the same basic block; 
I 
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(b) the number of the first memory instructions that are dependent of the 
preceding instructions in the same basic block. 
In our case, we are concerned about the profiling of the memory instructions 
under the above criteria. We will also get similar profiling information for the 
second and third memory instructions in each dynamic basic block; 
5. we go one step further to get the preliminary hit/miss distribution on a 8K 
data cache for the Benchmarks. Particular attention is drawn on the first, 
second and third memory instructions in each dynamic basic block, whether 
they are independent or not. 
Chapter 8 
Results for Data References 
Tagged into Branch Target Buffer 
V 8.1 Statistical Results and Analysis _ '• 
t ‘ The statistical results of the SPEC92 Benchmarks will be very useful to us because 
r 
f it will provide the dynamic information, especially the branch behaviour, of the 
t , Benchmarks and give us insights on how to improve their performance. Based on 
the architectural environment described in Section 7.5, statistics related to the data-
tagged mechanisms were collected and summarized as follows: 
1. The percentage instruction mix for the memory instructions within the dy-
namic basic block is about 30% to even 57%. The memory effect of these 
memory instructions can be very great to the overall system performance. 
They can cause severe performance degradation to the system if most of their 
operands have to be fetched from the lower memory hierarchy. Therefore, the 
performance of the pipeline can be increased significantly if in addition to the 
target instructions, the information of the operands for the memory instruc-
tions, particularly the first few load/store instructions, are also stored in the 
Branch Target Cache. 
8 2 
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2. The instruction LDQ, Load Quadword from Memory to Register instruction, 
has the most significant share of the first memory references for each dy-
namic basic block. We can improve the memory performance of this instruc-
tion by monitoring the content of its source register. After branching, the 
register-dependency for the first load/store instructions can be checked. If no 
dependency occurs, the address of the prefetched memory operand for these 
load/store instructions can be calculated and is sent to the memory system. 
3. Most importantly, it was found that the percentage of the first, second and 
third independent load misses to the total number of misses is very significant 
for the Benchmark programs. For example, it was found that the first inde-
pendent load misses accounts for about 27.5% of the total number of misses for 
i , the Benchmark espresso. Similarly, the first independent load misses account 
,1-
^1: for about 7.34% and 8.19% of the total number of misses in the Benchmark 
P -
t| tomcatv and ear respectively. As shown in the Table A.14 through Table A.23 =丨 
監: in the Appendix A, the percentage of the first independent load misses gener-
^ T.. 
1 ally contributes to a significant portion of the total misses. Therefore, it can 
be shown that there is a great potential improvement to the system perfor-
mance if we can reduce the penalty for these independent load misses by our 
proposed designs. 
t^> 
8.2 Overall Performance 
The overall performance for both the BHT-tagged and lookahead-tagged mech-
anisms is shown in figure 8.1 and figure 8.2. As it is shown in the figures, there 
譯-.. 
-'?• is about 25% to 28% performance gained when both mechanisms are used. The 
： percentage reduction of the memory latency depends heavily on the characteristics 
： of the programs. And the effect of the program characteristics on the performance 
•- .. ,:..>,i . 
-=‘ of the BHT-tagged mechanism is more significant. 
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Figure 8.2: Normalized overall CPI for various cache organizations 
although the percentage is smaller for the BHT-tagged mechanism. It is expected 
、 i 
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because in order for the BHT-tagged prefetch to be generated, the same instruction 
sequence needs to be executed before and its branching information is stored in 
the Branch Target Buffer. On the other hand, the lookahead technique does not 
have this restriction. It only requires the instructions in the predicted path in the 
instruction cache for the generation of the lookahead-tagged prefetches. It is why 
the performance improvement by using lookahead technique is much larger than 
that for the BHT-tagged mechanism. 
The performance of the Benchmarks when both mechanisms are applied is also 
shown in fig 8.1 to fig 8.2. From the figures, we can notice that the effect of looka-
head dominates the performance boost when the lookahead window size is larger 
than a certain threshold value. However, its effect will be saturated after a certain 
lookahead window size. For example, for espresso shown in figure 8.6, the overall 
execution time decreases eventually when the lookahead window size increases to 
16 instructions. After that, the overall execution time increases slightly and then 
saturates. 
The interaction between the BHT-tagged and the lookahead-tagged mechanisms 
can also be examined by varying the lookahead window size as shown in figure 8.6. 
The results can then be compared with figure 8.1 and figure 8.2 For small lookahead 
window size, the effect of the lookahead-tagged mechanism is virtually negligible. 
The effect of the BHT-tagged mechanism dominates and the performance gained 
is largely due to the BHT-tagged mechanism. However, as the lookahead window 
size increases, the effect of the BHT-tagged mechanism will gradually be covered by 
that of the lookahead-tagged mechanism. After a certain lookahead window size, 
the effect of BHT-tagged mechanism will be totally masked by the effect of the 
lookahead-t agged mechanism. 
8.3 Effect of Branch Prediction 
Two branch prediction schemes were evaluated and compared. One was a static 
I 
V 
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|i 
—: branch prediction scheme (backward-taken/forward-not-taken scheme) while the 
* other was a dynamic one (a N-bit counter scheme as proposed in [HCC89, LS84, 
Smi81]). From figure 8.3, we can see that the accuracy of branch prediction is very 
important to the effectiveness of our proposed mechanisms. It is because the pro-
posed mechanisms depend heavily on the usefulness of the BHT-tagged prefetches 
� and the lookahead-tagged prefetches, which in turn depends on the accuracy of the 
predicted outcomes of the branch instructions and the likely branch targets. The 
addresses of the branch target also have to be determined accurately. This accurate 
determination of the branch target address is also important to our proposed mecha-
nisms because the branch target instructions have to be examined to set the register 
- masks of our proposed mechanisms. The subsequent instructions of the target ba-
^ sic block can then be checked to see if they are independent instructions or not. 
The higher the branch prediction accuracy, the better the performance of the new 
： mechanism. It is because the chance of lookahead into a correct target basic block 
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is increased when the branch prediction accuracy is increased. Some independent 
data references might be found in these correct target basic block. These indepen-
dent data references can then be utilized by our proposed mechanisms because of 
their high accuracy and their independency of the previous instructions within the 
target basic block. Thus more useful BHT-tagged and lookahead-tagged prefetches 
can be raised by our proposed mechanisms. As an example, for the result of the 
Benchmark espresso shown in figure 8.3, the reduction of the memory latency for 
the cache organization (0,1,1,0) and (1，1,1,0) are only about 18.22%. On the other 
hand, the reduction of the memory latency for the cache organization (0,1,0，1) and 
(1’ 1,0,1) can be as high as 26.74%. From these results, we can see that having a 
more accurate branch prediction scheme can help our proposed schemes to improve 
the data cache performance. On the other hand, the performance of ideal branch 
prediction is also shown in figure 8.3. It can be seen that performance gain by the 
2-bit counter scheme is already very close to the gain by the ideal branch prediction 
j : 
scheme. It can be seen that 2-bit counter scheme is already a fairly good branch 
1 i' 
prediction scheme when the simple hardware that are added and the close-to-ideal 
branch prediction accuracy are taken into account. 
( j 
8.4 Effect of Number of Tagged Registers I 
j 
Figure 8.4 shows the results of the Benchmarks when we have increased the 
number of tagged registers in the Branch History Table is increased. In general, 
the memory CPI will be reduced when the number of available tagged registers in 
the Branch History Table is increased. For the Benchmark tomcatv{l,Ofi,l), the net 
memory CPI improvement by increasing the available tagged registers from 6 to 30 
is about 17%. It is because the number of useful BHT-tagged prefetches generated 
by the Branch History Table can be greater for the same level of branch prediction, 
resulting in better performance. Although more default prefetches might be killed by 
the increase in the number of the BHT-tagged prefetches, the increase in the number 
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Figure 8.4: Effect of Available Tagged Registers in Branch History Table on Nor-
malized Memory CPI for Various Cache Organizations 
-
of useful and accurate BHT-tagged prefetches can compensate for the killing of the 
I default prefetches and thus have a net improvement in the system performance. 
I We also observed that the effect of increasing the available tagged registers in 
i the Branch History Table depends heavily on the characteristics of the Benchmarks. 
For example, using more tagged registers in Branch History Table has no effect on 
espresso. From the statistics of the Benchmarks gathered, we notice that espresso 
has a very small average dynamic basic block size. With such a small dynamic 
basic block, a few tagged registers are already sufficient to cater for the independent 
data references generated by the potential independent memory instructions in the 
same dynamic basic block. On the other hand, we notice from the statsitics that 
the Benchmark tomcatv has a very large basic block. Therefore, it is very likely 
that more indepenedent memory references can be found in the same basic block. 
i •‘ 
[ Therefore, more tagged registers are needed to cater for these independent memory 
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references. 
From the Benchmark tomcatv, we also observe that increasing the number of 
tagged registers can reduce its memory latency significantly. For example, with only 
three tagged registers, the reduction of memory latency is only 0.79% while with 
six, the memory latency is reduced by 2.60%. However, with 12 tagged registers, 
the memory latency is greatly reduced by 12.78%. From the above data, we see 
that the potential percentage reduction in memory latency can be accelerating as 
the number of tagged registers is increased. 
It may be argued that the performance improvement might not be justified be-
cause of the increased space occupied by the Branch Target BufFer. However, the 
increase in space occupied by the Branch Target Buffer is insignificant. If perfor-
mance improvement is needed but the space available is not enough for increasing 
the size of the data cache, it is worth using the available space for the tagged regis-
ters in the Branch Target Buffer. For example, the increase in the size of the Branch 
Target Buffer in espresso for one tagged register and the associated displacement is 
just: 
space for one entry x 512 entries 
二 (space for one tagged register + space for associated displacement) X 512 entries 
5 
= ( � — " 1 + 2) bytes x 512 entries 
8 
- 1 5 3 6 bytes 
7^ 1.5K bytes 
In the above calculation, 5 bits are needed for specifying 32 register numbers while 
2 bytes are needed for storing the displacement field of the instructions in the asso-
ciated displacement registers. 
However, the percentage reduction in memory latency for it will be about 5%, 
as shown in figure 8.1 and figure 8.2. The marginal performance of the extra space 
is very good in this case, especially when increasing the data cache size cannot help 
T 
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improving the system performance. 
8.5 Effect of Different Tagged Positions in Basic 
Block 
Espresso : Effect of Tagged Posit ion on Normalized Memory CPI Tomcatv: Effect of Tagged Posit ions on Normal ized M e m o r y CPI 
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Figure 8.5: Effect of Different BHT-tagged Locations on Normalized Memory CPI 
for Various Cache Organizations 
Before going to the analysis of the results, the notation used in the figures needs 
to be explained here. front-R and end-R refers to the cache organizations of tagging 
at the beginning and at the end of the basic block respectively. The variable R 
refers to the number of tagged registers for the tagging positions. 
From figure 8.5, we can see that the different tagged locations in the basic block 
has a very limited effect on the memory CPI. Moreover, from figure 8.5，we notice 
that for those programs with small dynamic basic block size, tagging the independent 
memory instructions at the end of the basic block has a slightly better performance 
over that for tagging at the beginning of the basic block. It is because even if the . 
.:〈译二 
:.._. 
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tagged registers' contents are accurate and ready for raising the BHT-tagged prefetch 
requests, the time available for completing the BHT-tagged prefetch requests may 
be very limited after resolving the outcome of the last branch instruction. On the 
other hand, if the tagged position is at the end of the basic block, there will be much 
more time for servicing the raised BHT-tagged prefetch requests after resolving the 
outcome of the last branch instruction. Since in both situations, the data references 
at the beginning and at the end of a correct target basic block will be needed very 
soon. This means that much more memory latency may be hidden by the BHT-
tagged prefetches when the tagged position is at the end of the basic block. The 
. data references at the beginning of the target basic block may be generated by the 
_ default prefetch requests by spatial and temporal locality, 
t= i • . 
p , However, as we can see from figure 8.5, tagging the last memory instructions is 
r - . 
^ not always the winner. For those programs with very large dynamic basic block, 
r i the tagging of the independent memory instructions at the end of the basic block 
p j ... 
: may degrade the overall performance a little bit. It is because the prefetches may be 
r , •,. 
I stored in the cache locations that will be contended by the memory references that 
m' 
i occur earlier than them in the same basic block. In this case, the tagged prefetches 
f 
J； have to be brought from the lower memory hierarchy again, and this causes the 
_ • 
一 performance drops a little. 
8.6 EfFect of Lookahead Size 
Figure 8.6 shows the effect of the lookahead size to the memory CPI of the pro-
grams. We can see that when the lookahead size is increased from two to sixteen 
instructions, the memory CPI can be decreased by as much as 32.56% in tomcatv 
even when the lookahead technique only applies. Similar increment is found when 
the BHT-tagged mechanism is also applied, as shown from the results of the cache 
organization (1,1,0,1) for espresso and tomcatv in figure 8.6. As the branch predic-
tion accuracy of about 99.4% is already very high, the lookahead-tagged prefetches 
I I 
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Figure 8.6: Effect of Lookahead Size on Normalized Memory CPI for Various Cache 
Organizations 
generated by the branch prediction will likely be the correct ones. By increasing the 
lookahead size, more candidates in the target basic block will be examined for the 
possible lookahead-tagged prefetches to be issued. Thus better performance can be 
obtained by increasing the lookahead size. 
However, the lookahead size cannot be too large and its optimal value is highly 
related to the program's characteristics. As we can see from figure 8.6, the normal-
ized memory CPI actually increases from about 0.67 to 0.83 when the lookahead size 
is increased from 16 to the maximum 150 instructions or 2 successive predicted basic 
blocks, whichever is smaller. The rise in normalized memory CPI may be related 
to the interaction between the line size of the data cache and the average dynamic 
basic block size of the program. As we see from the statistics of the Benchmarks, 
the average dynamic basic block size is about 30 instructions for tomcatv. Thus a 
maximum of 60 instructions can possibly be lookahead by the processor when the 
direction of branch is predicted correctly. On the other hand, the average dynamic 
I 
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f basic block size is about 8 instructions for espresso and only 16 instructions can 
I be lookahead with correct branch prediction. If the lookahead size is too large, for 
j. 
example, larger than the cache line size, the lookahead-tagged prefetches generated 
t 
for the data references at the end of a basic block may be displaced by the demanded 
data references at the beginning of the basic block. The data references at the end 
of the basic block and those at the beginning of the basic block may belong to dif-
ferent data cache lines. Thus conflict between different cache lines in the data cache 
occurs. Time used to bring in some of the lookahead-tagged prefetches recently is 
\ wasted because they are displaced by other cache lines before they are used, result-
1 
ing in a drop in performance instead. This can be verified by the fact that much 
more data-tagged prefetches are wasted when the lookahead size is increased to 150 
instructions. This also explains why there is a performance drop in tomcatv while 
not in espresso. The performance drop of tomcatv will level off at the lookahead size 
; of about 60 instructions because the average dynamic basic block size for tomcatv 
is about 30 instructions. Further increment of the lookahead window size will have 
little effect on the performance of the programs. 
8.7 Prefetch Accuracy 
The prefetch accuracy for the Benchmarks when different tagged mechanisms 
are applied is shown in the figure 8.7. From the figures, we can see that when the 
BHT-tagged mechanism is applied, the overall prefetch accuracy is about the same. 
The contribution of the prefetch accuracy due to the BHT-tagged mechanism is 
small. On the other hand, when the lookahead technique is applied, the prefetch 
accuracy is increased significantly. And the percentage due to the tagged prefetches 
is also increased greatly, especially for the Benchmark tomcatv. This shows that the 
lookahead technique plays a major role in boosting the overall performance of the 
Benchmarks because a significant percentage of the tagged prefetches are used in 
the subsequent data references. 
I f 
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Figure 8.7: Prefetch Accuracy for Various Cache Organization 
The shift of the prefetch accuracy from the default prefetch to the tagged prefetch 
also shows that lookahead technique and the BHT-tagged mechanism are better in 
tracking the data reference patterns. This is expected because the BHT-tagged 
and lookahead-tagged prefetches are surely needed once the direction of the branch 
is predicted correctly. The only adverse effect is that the tagged prefetches are 
issued and completed so early that they are displaced by some other demanded data 
references which occupy the same place in the data cache as mentioned before. In 
this case, the tagged prefetches will be wasted and have to be brought into the cache 
again. This is the only case for which the tagged prefetches are regarded as wastage. 
However, for the default prefetches, it cannot track the pattern closely because ofthe 
irregularity of the data references with respect to that of the instruction references. 
Therefore, simply prefetching next cache line results in only a small portion of the 
useful ones when comparing with the percentage of the useful tagged prefetches. 
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8.8 Cache Size 
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Figure 8.8: Effect of Cache Size on Normalized Memory CPI for Various Cache 
Organizations 
i 
I The effect of cache size with different mechanisms applied is shown in figure 8.8. 
As we expect, the larger the cache size, the smaller the memory CPI of the Bench-
I marks for all the different tagged mechanisms. The large cache size can hold 
I' 
I more cache lines, thus reducing the chance to displace both the default and tagged 
prefetches brought into the cache before they are used. Another observation is that 
the performance improvement is more when the cache size is increased from 8K 
bytes to 16K bytes than that from 16K bytes to 32K bytes. For example, the slope 
of the curve from 16K to 32K bytes for espresso is much gentle than that from 8K 
to 16K bytes. For the tomcatv, although the slope of the curve from 16K to 32K 
bytes is still quite deep, the marginal increase in performance with increasing cache 
size is diminishing. 
！ t 
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8.9 Line Size 
Espresso : Effect of Line Size o n Normal ized Memory CPI for Tomcatv: Effect of Line Size on Normalized Memory CPI for 
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Figure 8.9: Effect of Line Size on Normalized Memory CPI for Various Cache Or-
ganizations 
The effect of line size on the Benchmarks is shown in figure 8.9. From the figure, 
we can see that the memory CPI first decreases when the line size increases from 8 
bytes to 16 bytes. Then it increases slightly when the line size is increased from 16 
bytes to 32 bytes. And we can see that the memory CPI is increased significantly 
when the line size is increased from 32 bytes to 64 bytes. This same trend is observed 
for all the cases. 
This observation can be explained as follows. When the line size is small, for 
example, 8 bytes, the processor has to bring in more lines for the demanded data 
references. Much more time is spent in the initial memory latency because the 
proportion of the initial memory latency to the total memory latency is larger for 
smaller cache line size. Therefore, when the line size is increased from 8 bytes to 
16 bytes, the performance is improved because of the reduction in the time spent in 
the initial memory latency. 
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On the other hand, when the line size is further increased from 16 bytes to 32 
bytes and more, the processor will prefetch into the cache more data words that 
might not be used by the processor. Furthermore, useful data might be replaced 
from cache by the polluted data. Although the proportion of the initial memory 
latency is now reduced, the overall performance is dropped. The situation is worse 
when the line size is further increased to 64 bytes, resulting in larger performance 
drop. 
8.10 Set Associativity 
i I 
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Figure 8.10: Effect of Cache Set Associativity on Normalized Memory CPI for Var-
ious Cache Organizations (Part a) 
Figure 8.10 and figure 8.11 shows the effect of set associativity on various cache 
organizations. It can be observed that the overall performance increase significantly 
when the set associativity is changed from direct-mapped to 2-way. As is expected 
the conflict between a number of cache lines on only one line space in the direct-
mapped cache is largely alleviated by the 2-way set associative one. 
I V； 
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Figure 8.11: Effect of Cache Set Associativity on Normalized Memory CPI for Var-
ious Cache Organizations (Part b) 
The overall performance is normally improved as the cache set associativity is 
further increased from 2-way to 4-way. This can be shown from the results of ora, 
I 
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compress, xlisp and ear in figure 8.10 and figure 8.11. However, as we can see from 
figure 8.10, the overall performance of espresso and tomcatv are dropped when the 
cache set associativity is increased from 2-way to 4-way. It may be due to their 
program characteristics and behaviours. 
8.11 Size of Branch History Table 
The effect of the size of the Branch History Table when different tagged mecha-
nisms are applied is shown in figure 8.12. In general, the larger the size of the Branch 
History Table, the better the overall performance. For example, the performance of 
espresso is improved steadily when the size of the Branch History Table is increased 
from 256 to 1024 entries. 
However, for tomcatv, the effect of the Branch History Table with increasing 
Branch History Table size is only very small. It is probably due to the already 
high hit rate for the branch instructions and the extremely high branch prediction 
rate. Here we see that the size of the Branch Prediction Table are not directly 
related to the overall performance. It only indirectly affects the hit rate of the 
branch instruction in the Branch History Table and the branch prediction accuracy, 
which in turn actually affects the number of the BHT-tagged and lookahead-tagged 
prefetches issued. 
If the branch hit rate and the branch prediction accuracy are already very high 
such as that in tomcatv, these information are already good enough to generate the 
tagged prefetches. Little further improvement is expected even when ideal branch 
prediction is used. 
8.12 Set Associativity of Branch History Table 
In addition to the size of the Branch History Table, its set associativity can also 
have effect to our proposed design. The effect can be seen from figure 8.13. In the 
I ‘\ 
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Figure 8.12: Effect of Size of Branch History Table on Overall CPI and Normalized 
Memory CPI for Various Cache Organizations 
figure, we can see that there is slight overall performance improvement for espresso 
and tomcatv as the set associativity ofthe Branch History Table increases. However, 
we have to be very careful about the trade-off between the complexity of the Branch 
.¾¾ \ 
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Figure 8.13: Effect of Set Associativity of Branch History Table on Normalized 
Memory CPI for Various Cache Organizations 
History Table and the improvement gain. It is because the former may lengthen 
the cycle time of the microprocessor when a Branch History Table with high set 
associativity is used. 
We also found that if the branch prediction accuracy is already very high (e.g. 
tomcatv), the branch prediction accuracy is increased a little when the set asso-
ciativity of the Branch History Table is increased from 1-way to 4-way. However, 
for the same increment of the set associativity of the Branch History Table, the 
branch prediction for espresso is larger. This is probably due to the actual branch 
prediction accuracy for espresso being not as high as that of tomcatv. Therefore, 
the set associativity of the Branch History Table may help to improve the branch 
prediction accuracy, which in turn boost the overall performance. If the branch 
prediction accuracy is already high as in the case of tomcatv, the set associativity of 
the Branch History Table will play a less significant role to the overall performance. 
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8.13 New Priority Scheme Vs Default Priority 
Scheme 
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With reference to figure 8.14, we observe that the proposed mechanisms do not 
work effectively if the default bus priority scheme is used. For example, for tomcatv, 
we obtain only 6.83% in the memory latency reduction when both BHT-tagged and 
lookahead techniques are applied under the default priority scheme. In contrast, 
24.53% of the CPI due to memory latency is reduced if the new priority scheme 
is used instead. One reason is the high accuracy of the tagged prefetches. Once 
a correct branch prediction results, the issued BHT-tagged and lookahead-tagged 
prefetches will be the useful ones. If, during their prefetching process, they are killed 
due to their lower priority than the demand fetches, time will be wasted because at 
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8.14 Effect of Prefetch-On-Miss 
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Figure 8.15: Effect of Prefetch On Miss on Normalized Memory CPI for Various 
Cache Organizations 
Prefetch-On-Miss can help to boost the overall performance of the Benchmarks, 
as shown in figure 8.15. In fact, it can help to improve data cache performance 
by itself and it can also work together with the BHT-tagged and lookahead-tagged 
prefetches very well. In the BHT-tagged and lookahead-tagged mechanisms, they 
can only cater for data references that are generated by independent registers in the 
basic block. In addition, the distance between the position at which the indepen-
dency of the register is established and the actual data reference generated by the 
register's value should be large enough for the effective reduction of the memory 
latency. However, these two criteria of the tagged mechanisms cannot be satis-
fied for all references. For those data references where the tagged mechanisms fail, 
no prefetching is occurred. On the other hand, they might still have some spatial 
locality property and Prefetch-On-Miss can help them to be prefetched in cache. 
< 
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} Moreover, even if the two criteria are satisfied, the effect may be small. For exam-
i ple, the independency of a register R\ may come true after the execution of current 
i instruction. However, the next instruction may be ready to use the value of register 
Rl to generate the data reference. In this case, even if the tagged mechanisms may 
t 
be able to spot this case, it has no actual benefit to the reduction of memory latency. 
On the other hand, due to the spatial locality of the data references, the default 
prefetches, Prefetch-On-Miss, can catch some of the data references needed in the 
near future instead, resulting in reducing some of the memory latency. Thus it is 
important for the tagged mechanisms to have a default Prefetch-On-Miss scheme. 
• .i 
8.15 Memory Latency 
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Figure 8.16: Effect of Memory Latency on Normalized Memory CPI for Various 
Cache Organizations 
The memory latency plays a major role in affecting the effectiveness of both 
BHT-tagged and lookahead-tagged prefetches. The effect of an ideal bus (i.e. zero 
bus time) on the cache with different tagged mechanisms is shown in figure 8.16. .¾ 
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: When we compared the results with normal bus time with that of zero bus time, we 
I : can see that the bus speed plays a much more significant role in the tagged mech-& 
I anism (0,1,0,1) and (1，1，0,1) as compared to the result of the cache organization 
s= 
_ (0,0,0,1) . In other words, these two mechanisms can have a much larger reduction 
||i 
I in memory latency when the bus speed is increased. The tagged prefetches are highly f-i • 
f accuracte and useful in the subsequent data references once the actual outcome of 
: the direction of the branch instruction is known. If the speed of the bus is increased, 
t. 
less time is needed to bring these data cache lines into the data cache. Partial cache 
hits are avoided and they are ready for the processor to use (assuming that they are 
not displaced in the mean time). Thus the overall performance is improved. Even if 
these cache lines are displaced in the mean time, the time needed to bring the cache 
p. 
: lines into the cache again when the bus speed is increased is also less than that of 
•"fa .-. 
I using the normal bus speed. 
.,-:! •:':.' 
One important observation is that the effect of the memory latency is even more 
: profound in our proposed tagged mechanisms. It is less important in the default 
prefetches. It is because they are less accurate when compared with the tagged 
prefetches and there are some much more important factors such as the accuracy of 
the predicted cache lines that determine their effectiveness in this case. The zero 
bus time improves both the accurate prefetches as well as the polluted prefetches to 







Conclusions and Future Research 
9.1 Conclusions 
In this dissertation, we have proposed some important techniques to reduce the 
memory latency time due to the control hazards in high performance computers. 
In modern processors, control hazards cause pipeline stalls and thus performance 
degradation. To address these problems, the Branch Target Buffer and the Prefetch 
Buffer were studied and novel schemes were proposed to reduce the memory latency 
due to the instruction and data cache misses respectively. 
The dissertation is divided into two m.ain parts. In the first half of the disser-
tation, we proposed and evaluated a new Branch Target Buffer design. In previous 
designs, the Branch Target Buffer is used to store the first instruction cache line 
after a non-sequencial instruction execution. All the other prefetched instruction 
cache lines will go into the small-sized Prefetch Buffer. This organization causes un-
balanced workloads for the Branch Target Buffer and the Prefetch Buffer in terms of 
their capacities and bus usage. The goal of the new design is to reduce the memory 
latency time by re-organizing and re-distributing instruction cache lines stored in 
the Branch Target Buffer and the Prefetch Buffer. The basic idea is to prevent the 
pipeline stalls by storing the instruction cache lines in the Branch Target Buffer 
instead of the Prefetch Buffer if they cause partial hits when they are referenced. 
Moreover, we also enhanced the design by storing more than one instruction cache 
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line per basic block when a new dynamic basic block is entered. 
We started with a control experiment in which there is only a conventional 
instruction cache. We then compared the results with the system having a Branch 
Target Cache and a Prefetch Buffer but with any re-distribution of cache lines. The 
results from the proposed alternate line storing design were compared with them. 
We evaluated them using the memory CPI. We also used the number of partial hits 
as an important indicator to investigate the effect of the bus in the proposed design. 
Finally, we compared the above results with those from the system with alternate line 
storing and multiple line storing on entering a new dynamic basic block. We found 
that the results of the proposed design are very promising and about 26% of the 
memory latency was reduced when compared with that of conventional instruction 
cache, using both alternate line and multiple line storing design. When the results 
are compared with those from the system with the original Branch Target Cache 
and Prefetch Buffer only, the performance gained is even greater. 
In the second half of the dissertation, we proposed two data prefetching mecha-
nisms, the BHT-tagged and lookahead-tagged mechanisms, which further exploited 
the information stored in the Branch Target Buffer. Some hardware assist was added 
to help prefetching data at the earliest possible time. 
In the BHT-tagged mechanism, the basic idea is to determine the memory ad-
dress of the expected future data references, using the branch prediction information 
and the tagged registers stored in the Branch History Table when the corresponding 
branch instructions are executed again. These memory addresses will then be used 
to prefetch the data. The accuracy of this data prefetching is very high because 
it only depends on the direction of the branching. If the direction of the branch 
prediction is correct, the issued BHT-tagged prefetches will definitely improve the 
overall performance and reduce the CPI due to memory latency of the missed data 
references. 
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branch prediction information stored in the Branch History Table and the instruc-
tions stored in the instruction cache. The memory address of the expected data 
references is found by examining the corresponding memory instruction directly in 
the lookahead window. The dependency of the instructions is also analysed in order 
to make sure that the correct data can be brought from the lower memory hierarchy 
as soon as possible. This technique can further improve the overall performance of 
the microprocessor. 
We have also evaluated the effectiveness of these mechanisms with respect to the 
CPI due to memory latency of the data cache misses. In order to evaluate their 
effectiveness, we constructed a baseline system in which only branch prediction 
algorithm was employed. Then we compared the results with those of using only 
BHT-tagged mechanism. They were further compared to the results from using 
the lookahead-tagged mechanism. We also looked into the combined effect of BHT-
tagged and lookahead-tagged mechanisms on the overall performance. Lastly, we 
analysed the effect of varying the lookahead size, number of tagged registers stored 
in the Branch History Table, the effect of memory latency, prefetch-on-miss and also 
the effect of the position of the tagged registers with respect to the basic blocks, 
on the performance of the proposed mechanisms. We found that a very promising 
improvement in performance can be obtained via these mechanisms, especially for 
the lookahead-tagged schemes. 
9.2 Future Research 
In high performance systems, the control hazard is one of the major sources in per-
formance degradation. In this dissertation, we have focused mainly on the reduction 
of memory latency due to control hazard. In the first half of the dissertation, the 
Branch Target Cache and Prefetch Buffer are the main components of our analy-
sis and we are concerned with the mechanisms which can boost their performance 
without the software support. 
1 --[i 
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However, the software approach is often found to be useful because it has a 
global view of the whole program whereas hardware can examine only a small seg-
ment of a program at a time. Therefore, the compile-time information may also be 
exploited to further re-distribute and relocate the workload of the Branch Target 
Cache and Prefetch Buffer in a more accurate and better way. For example, with 
the additional help from the compiler technologies such as software inter-block reor-
ganization [BF91] and trace scheduling [Fis81], more regular branch-taking patterns 
may result. Thus the workload of the Branch Target Cache and Prefetch Buffer 
can be re-distributed more predictable. Moreover, the compiler can also help to 
increase the time available for the prefetch requests by re-organising the instruction 
sequences. 
In the second half of the dissertation, it has focused on Branch History Table and 
Branch Target Buffer to see how they are enhanced to reduce the memory latency 
due to data cache misses. If the compile-time information is also available during 
the program execution, the data prefetches issued can be more accurate to cater for 
the complicated data reference patterns in each of the basic blocks, by analysing the 
registers' usage. Moreover, the branch prediction may also be improved with help 
from the compiler. That is, a data-prefetching approach combining software and 
hardware schemes can be studied to see ifthere is any further improvement. 
One possible extension of BHT-tagged and lookahead-tagged mechanisms can 
also be noticed. Since these proposed mechanisms are very general, they can be 
applied to the multiprocessor environment. It is because the distribution of the 
data in various local caches of the processing elements may undermine the efficiency 
and effectiveness of the data prefetches issued by these schemes. Therefore, these 
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Statistical Results - SPEC92 
Benchmarks 
A.1 Definition of Abbreviations and Terms 
The terms and abbreviations in the following are used in the tables showing the 
statistical results for the SPEC92 Benchmarks. 
1. Avg. : Average 
2. BB : Basic Block 
3. Blk. : Block 
4. Br. : Branch 
5. Dep. Ld. Hit : Dependent Load instruction that produces a cache hit in the 
cache when it is referenced. 
6. Dep. St. Hit : Dependent Store instruction that causes a cache miss in the 
cache when it is referenced. 
7. Dyn. : Dynamic 
8. Indep. Ld. Hit : Independent Load instruction that produces a cache hit in 
the cache when it is referenced. 
9. Indep. St. Hit : Independent Store instruction that causes a cache miss in the 
cache when it is referenced. 
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10. Input : Input to the Benchmarks for execution 
11. Instr. : Instruction 
12. Instr. Dep. of Prev. Instr. Within the Same BB : Instruction depends on the 
results of the previous instruction within the same dynamic basic block. 
13. Instr. Indep. of Prev. Instr. Within the Same BB : Instruction that does 
not depend on the results of the previous instruction within the same dynamic 
basic block. 
14. Ld. : Load 
15. LDA : Load Address instruction (DEC Alpha) 
16. LDAH : Load Address High instruction (DEC Alpha) 
17. LDF : Load F_floating instruction (DEC Alpha) 
18. LDG : Load G_floating (Load D_floating) instruction (DEC Alpha) 
19. LDL : Load Sign-Extended Longword instruction (DEC Alpha) 
20. LDL_L : Load Sign-Extended Longword Locked instruction (DEC Alpha) 
21. LDQ : Load Quadword instruction (DEC Alpha) 
22. LDQ_L : Load Quadword Locked instruction (DEC Alpha) 
23. LDQ_U : Load Quadword Unaligned instruction (DEC Alpha) 
24. LDS : Load S_floating (Load Longword Integer) instruction (DEC Alpha) 
25. LDT : Load TJloating (Load Quadword Integer) instruction (DEC Alpha) 
26. Mem. : Memory 









• 28. No. : Number _ 
i 29. Ntk. : Non-taken 
m 
1 
； 30. Other Ld./St. : Load or Store instructions other than the first, second or third 
- ones in the basic block. 
呆 S • 
, 31. Prev. : Previous 
.m 
I 32. Ref. : References 
： 33. St. : Store 
34. STF : Store F_iloating instruction (DEC Alpha) 
35. STG : Store G_floating (Store D_floating) instruction (DEC Alpha) 
36. STL : Store Longword instruction (DEC Alpha) 
37. STL_C : Store Longword Conditional instruction (DEC Alpha) 
38. STQ : Store Quadword instruction (DEC Alpha) 
39. STQ_C : Store Quadword Conditional instruction (DEC Alpha) 
40. STQ_U : Store Quadword Unaligned instruction (DEC Alpha) 
41. STS : Store S_floating (Store Longword Integer) instruction (DEC Alpha) 
42. STT : Store T_floating (Store Quadword Integer) instruction (DEC Alpha) 
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Ta,ble A.1: Sta,tistics of SPEC92 B e n c h m a r k s — — — — _ — — ^ ^ — — - ~ p ^ — — - ~ r ^ — — ^ ~ ~ 7 
[ ^ ^ ~ " r | ^ N ^ : ^ No. of No. of N ^： ^ No. of Avg. Dyn. Avg. No. Avg. No. Avg. No. of 
mark Dvn BB Instr. Ld. Instr. St. Instr. Ntk. Blk Size of Ld. of St. Ntk. Br. 
mark ^ • Br. Instr. Per Blk. Per Blk. Instr. In 
Each Blk 
^ input ref 803784963~~6772635097 "^57067294 10023^77^ 40725714^ 8.425929 3.678928 1.247089 0 .506"^ 
l a d input short~~158733732~~1338517420 5 8 4 9 7 4 ^ 198489715 80637672~ 8.432470 3.685259 1.250457 0.508006 
espresso mlp4 in « ^ 7 2 0 3 6 5 1 5 " ^ ^ Q M 4 4 4 8 ^ 48668lT 8.569267 2.381893 0.529153 0.578943 
espresso dcl in ^ 901525 2746lT 84406 62156 9.768181 2.975523 0.914554 0.673471 
espresso opa in 12811371~~118766681 2 9 8 2 0 5 ^ 7654757 7667801 “ 9.270411 2.327663 0.597497 0.598515 
espresso Z5xpl in 2 8 » 25694535""" 7273562 ~ ~ I 7 M ^ 1756584" 8.890200 2.516621 0.599258 0.607771 
espresso ti in 6 5 4 2 4 4 2 0 " " ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g ^ I ^ ^ B " ~ ~ 4 0 M W 31344717" 8.744318 2.149293 0.616158 0.479098 
H espresso bca in 50098021"""^425442133 106806884 1 0 8 8 5 ^ 29312727 8.492195 2.131958 0.217288 0.585108 
^ espresso cps in 5 6 4 8 7 4 4 3 " " " ^ ^ I ^ ^ ^ g ^；^^^^^ ^ ^ ^~ ~ 2 8 0 9 8 ^ 33377707— 9.191944 2.236571 0.497432 0.590887 
espresso tial in 114029903~~1002440425"~259227907 56916420 7 0 5 1 3 ^ 8.791031 2.273333 0.499136 0.618378 
eantott int^pri_3.egn 390- 2939 ^ 3 5 ^ ^ _ ^ j ^ _ g j ^ ^ j g ^ _ _ 0 ^ 3 5 1 2 8 2 
189103607"~18QQ899979 ""427851516 24073245 " ^ 2 5 4 4 ^ 9.523351 2.262524 Q.1273Q2 Q.1Q7108 
compress 1 ^ 9262506 87^7337 ^ 0 9 6 6 4 8 7 7 2 ^ 3619554 9.424807 2.646116 0.947106 0.390775 
^ ^ d S d ^ 55387982 11579590W" 458171850 85440123 4000318~ 20.906323 8.272044 1.542575 0.722236 
tomcatv 29941378 8 9 9 6 5 4 ^ 323568086 7 1 7 1 4 ^ 269445 30.047213 10.806720 2.395169 0.008999 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 227092UQ"一^814482309 1771567973 " ^ 8 3 4 5 7 2 140905238 25.604067 7.801098 2.403582 0.620476 
^ ^ i f ^ 1120760895 T31Q473974Q 3339527151 ^451876575 ^ ^ 2 3 7 4 0 11.69271^ 2.979696 1.295438 0.081127 
swm256~"swm256.in ^ 5 7 ^ 3 ^ ^ 9 0 1 5 8 2 3 W5625153 1031018234 2965799 61.473650" 24.478188 5.741495 0.016516 
^ ^ ; ^ S t ^ 63334787 一4331853120 16Q464Q260 "^8419447 541654lT 68.396114 25.335844 8.659056 0.855224 
^ ； ^ 139910910 - 3551859580 1008584064 一470473486 一57360783 25.386580 7.208759 3.362665 0.409981 
1 ^ ^ 2 input.file 一 299095387 3343818585 952210170 217888103 55409989 11.179773 3.183634 | 0.728490 0.185259 
^^ -S&,e ,.... . .. ,. 
,|- . • - - . -.. - - -. - • . --• ‘ - -.‘- ’ -•-••-•-..- - :..-..-- --.- .. .-.. ..... .,. .. -.礼 _^ 
Table A 2. Statistics of First Memory References for Each Dynamic Basic Block for SPEC92 Benchmarks (Part I) 
II Benchmark Input LDA LDAH LDL LDL.L LDQ LDQ—L LDQ-U 
" 1 ¾ input.ref ^ I ^ ^ 4 6 ^ 3263061^ 0 384334323 0 92619503 
^ input.short 2 7 4 3 7 ^ 20434358 6492073 0 76047890 0 18102798 
e s p r e s s o " " " " i S ^ 319382 ~ ~ 4 4 9 ^ 3700217" 0 1801524 0 21360 
- ; ^ ^ ~ - d S ^ 9914 23216 0 24970 0 ^ 
espresso~~ opa.in ~ 362966 ~ " 5 7 m T 4905763 0 2856561 0 30429 
espresso~""Z5xpl . in"" " 131404 ~ 2 l 2 ^ 11531lT 0 611496 0 10016 
espresso ti.in 1399883 2360157 2499579^ 0 13230485 0 72760 
espresso bca.in 409382 3417129 2 5 3 9 0 3 ^ 0 7863551 0 38030 
espresso cps.in 1068812 2027486 ~2A5S7m~ 0 10486288 0 76154 
g espresso TTal.in " " 2 5 2 W 7 T 7177718 45031256 0 22926677 0 69825 
eqntott int-pri_3.eqn 44 ^ l_7_ 0 l J ^ 0 ^ 
862458 — 7998416 6 7 ^ M " 0 4930303 0 82980281 
compress in 一 25116^ 251423 1438870 Q~ 5300057 0 32043 
- ¾ ^ doducin 5681963 11589713 "1]691268 0~ 9437861 0 10694 
tomcatv - — 6563518 10509 — ~ l 7 4 ^ 0 28835 0 17217 
^ params ‘ 72960317 “ 42864232 1368200 0~ 67489475 0 385 
“ ^ ref.m22 4362510 242441873 630003 0~ 562454^ 0 291905 
swm256 "swm256.in 135728 135897 19TT ^ ^ g _ ^ J g g g ^ 0 匪 
fpppp "natoms 7462181 一3824112 16398521 0" 27002527 0 1461 
"^；；^ 14366437 14255255 7296135 0~ 2186181^ 0 1038 
mdljsp2 input.file 19519899 5191 30523400 0 137584486 0 10708 
‘ _. - - . - . • -~-''- -'^  -- .. •‘ ••-. -.- ‘ -:......-.-:......:..--?、..... - ..?,“. ,......:-.一 .-_ . , .... . .... .- ....  二. . - . , . , . . . .  -.*-' 、.. . .':•».：• :^o-'V^fJ-gv^,-^  
Table A 3. Statistic of First Memory References for Each Dynamic Basic Block for SPEC92 Benchmarks (Part II) 
‘ II Benchmark Input STL STL—C STQ STQ.C STQ_U 
1 ¾ input.ref _27541112 0" 273121468 0 43448658 
1 ¾ input.short 5461219 0" 54034048 0 8474433 
espresso "^lp4.in — H M 0" 853683 0 服 5 
espresso "dcl.in 19443 0 17642 0 • 
espresso "opa.in 348005^ 0 1092386 0 31931 
espresso"^ Z5xpl.in 507328 0" 343367 0 7357 
espresso Ti.in ^769932 0" 3720133 0 89173 
espresso "bca.in “ 5736073 ~ T 1113751 0 44758 
espresso ~cps.in ^ 5 3 4 ^ 0" 3121780 0 87749 
g espresso "tial.in —24265215 ~ T 8350551 0 73329 
eqntott int_pri-3.eqn “ 22 — 0 103 0 ^ 
— 一 3538594 0 1128339 0 2101518 
compress~ in 1583805 0" 2770248 0" 501903 
" d ^ doducin 4178329 ¥ 5094072" 0 1449 
tomcatv — 7555 I 20325" 0 10570 
^ params 121 0 ~4423270^ 0 158 
ear “ ref.m22 1882768 0 5 6 0 5 W 0 282019 
_smn256 swm256TI^ 358 0 — 201965 — 0 1052 
^ ^ natoms 4400923 — Q 5130242 0 1040 
^ i ; ^ 6526033 0~ 1 3 1 3 0 W 0 1070 
mdljsp2 input.file 3307876 0 12164 0 3 4 ^ 
m^ , ？; ‘ 
- .• +• • - -. . .-：.........-、…."“^ 
Table A 4. Statistics of First Memory References for Each Dynamic Basic Block for SPEC92 Benchmarks (Part III) 
II Benchmark Input LDF LlJG LDS | LDT STF STG STS S T ^ ^ 
1 ¾ input.ref ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ � 0 Q • _ _ L _ 1 2 ^ L 
^ ^ inputjiort ~ ~ 0 " 0 T 0 _ _ 0 _ _ 0 135104 ^ 
espresso mlp4.in 0 0 n F ^ _ _ ^ _ 0 0 L 
espresso dcl.in _ _ 0 _ _ _ _ 0 0 0 _ _ _ 0 _ _ _ 0 0 ^ 
espresso "^a.in ~ 0 " _ _ 0 0 ^ _ _ 0 _ _ _ 2 _ _ _ ： ^ ^ 
espresso"^ Z5xpl.in _ _ ^ 0 0 ^ _ 0 _ _ _ 0 0 L 
espresso l U ^ ~ ~ 0 0 H ^ ? £ _ _ _ ^ _ _ 2 2 L 
espresso Tca.in ~ ~ 0 " _ _ _ 0 0 0 _ _ _ _ 0 _ _ _ 0 0 ^ 
espresso Tps.in " ~ T _ ^ 0 0 ^ _ _ ^ _ _ 0 2 L 
§ espresso Tial.in _ 一 0 0 186 ^ _ ^ _ _ 0 2 ^ 
eqntott int-pri-3.eqn 0 0 0 0 _ _ _ 0 _ 0 0 L . 
0 0" 0 Q ^ 0 0 ^ 
compress~""in ~ ~ 0 " ~ ~ ^ " — 0 Q Q ~ ~ ^ • L 
" d ^ doducin 0" 0 20958639 4445592 _ _ 0 _ 0 839562 9121556 
tomcatv 0 0 "一 0 23272332 T _ 0 0 10391834 
^ p a r a m ^ _ ~ T 0 r ^ 2 4 0 g " _ _ 0 _ _ _ 0 0 72504040 
^ ref.m22 0 0 “ 517700188 1241 _ _ 0 _ 0 521423194 392 
swm256 swm256.in — 0 0 T77696558 6 ¾ " 0 _ 0 178406497 33549 
^ ^ "^^^；^^ 0 0" 0 7690145 _ _ 0 _ _ 0 0 20697087 
^ ^ ^ “ 0 r 58981391 ~ l 2 4 ^ 0 0" 52547258 2238290 
" ^ ¾ ^ h ^ ^ ^ e 0 0 94993338 12 0 0 28166492 2485QT[ 
、 ““ —‘.-‘‘ •..-. .-. - ^ ^- .... , . .’.' ... --.:.- _-.-’，-.-.-、.- -. .. -- ..:-.:--. .--. --.-.•-. - ：'' •-• , .:'-^ see&rc^ r...i-,^ . .,,^......^. .^..i...,f, ...,.-.. ^  _ _ ^ __r 〜—-^» ^ _ _ ^ „ � e^  « „, » ^ , . ts^ t^afeki^ .4aaaAg 
. -•- . :,， ^ � - ^ - - - ‘― ~• ^ ‘^ -- ,aa^ «'»-^ 工-‘“~ ―一<^ '^  ~« 一 一-、、一_=0>»  ». ^ - , I n' “ I ywrTilTfifrBnmi 
Table A.5: Statistics of All Memory References for SPEC92 Benchmarks (Part I) 
Benchmark ^3ut LDA LDAH| LDL LDL.L LDQ LDQ.L LDQ-U： 
S l p l i r a — — 8 0 0 9 1 1 6 8 8 ^ ^ 127082178 — 0 " 1545895673 0_ 245694480 
^ i n p u t ' s h o r t ~ ~ I ® ^ : 5 ^ ^ § § ^ _ ^ ^ 2 ^ ^ Z Z ^ _ J 5 ^ 1 ^ I I ^ L 偶 麗 
espresso ^ ^ 22l44lT 864819 11102509 ~ ~ T 5402899 0 436560 
^ ^ ; i ^ ^ ~ ~ 53546 ~ ~ 1 ^ _ _ 8 ^ _ _ ^ 二 ： _ _ 1 — ^ 
e s p r e s s o ~ ~ " ^ ^ 2706207 1078225 17818356 0 7517491 0 699672 
espresso ^5^^11^ 9 5 ^ 379593 3595763 ^ 2144947 0 196396 
espresso~~lThI 10633550 " " l 3 U M T 89016366 0 34747843 0_ 1 _ 6 5 
e s p r e s s o ~ " T ^ 6978957 4 0 3 2 7 ^ 77474661" 0 16748175 0__1572052 
espresso ^ 8454588 " j ^ 9 ^ _ j 5 5 6 8 6 3 5 0 26272610 ^ _ 2 4 4 ^ 
E - ^ ^ = " " H ^ ^ ^ f j ^ j g g j j j ^ ^ ^ g g ^ _ i ^ 9 5 3 5 f ^ 0 66404762 0__4428094 
H - ^ ^ ~ " " h ^ i ^ r i X ^ ^ 8 L Z Z Z i : 0 - 5 ^ ^ i J ^ o ^ 
— ：188041807 8938737 14853077 0 37219209 0 178798546 
compress^"^ 1257128 50264T 3725050 0 — 14439244 0 4585596 
^ I ^ d ^ t a 102453452 16964017 15739470 0 128338123 0 1320628 
tomcatv 76263130 ^ 3 7 ^ 0 93603 0 46398 
^ params 299138270 " 2 l 4 3 2 0 ^ ~ ~ 7 3 4 ^ ^ 0 512547479 0 • 
^ ref.m22 265487302 246193032 143028^ 0 328235471 0 3420947 
swm256 swm256.in T536229262 ~ ^ m W f 3 4 3 2 ^ 0 9689694 0 A V ^ 
^ i iI^to^^ 62591194 11000643 12Q9858lT 0 137483342 0 2708364 
^ ^ 195930591 53106573 ~ 5 6 5 8 5 ^ 0 84280977 0 1120739 
mdljsp2 input.file 198879887 22807 39473837 0 204231638 0 36459 
擦 
Table A 6« Statistics of All Memory References for SPEC92 Benchmarks (Part II) 
Benchmark Input STL STL_C STQ STQ_C STQ_TJ 
^ input .ref~~ 112340190 0" 745228734 0 67366945 
^ i n p u t j l ^ ] j 2 2 9 0 7 1 6 0" 147600502 0 13168120 
espresso"~ mlp4.in —2317766 ^ ^ ^ Q 9 ^ Q_ 1 _ . 
espresso~~ dcl.in — 37149 Q~ 44997 Q_ 腿 
espresso"~ opa.in — 5077952 ^ _ 2 5 4 2 ^ 0 33437 
espresso Z 5 x p L i n _ ~ 899666 T 82334^ 0 謝 
espresso""" ti.in —31279988 ^ 8940134 0 90935 
espresso bca.in 8645623 0 2192932 0 46550 
espresso~~ cps.in ~2^177064 I 6 8 3 0 1 ^ 0 90681 
G ‘ espresso ^ I ^ ] j 9 Q 0 ^ ^_ 17837155 0 77205 
eqntott int-pri-3.eqn 33 0 ^ 0 ? 1 . 
7686831 0 10543608 0 4220506 
^ ^ 5 I ^ ^ i ^ l ^ “ 2003799 0 ^ 4 9 ^ Z Z ^ - l ^ I ^ ^ . 
~ d ^ doducin 6448699 0 20462941 0 3390 
tomcatv 27MT 0 _ 60289 0 16343 
^ params 45600277 0 96673919 0 237 
ear "ref.m22 _ 1893455 F 3 5 4 5 7 5 i 0 289950 
swm256 "swm256.in 1120 0" 30937f" 0 • 
^ ^ natoms 33716556 _ 0 20951375 0 1389 
" ^ ; ^ 36211999 0~ 4 1 7 4 1 8 ^ 0 腿 
1 ^ 1 5 ¾ ^ input.file 5970757 0 3097769 0 5349"] 
_心兮,、一《> 、 
- “ ‘ - - • --.. • - . - - . • . -.-'- • . .. - .. . :.--. • .... . • - :.:•-:-.-...-.:�iiii«ii^ iS 
Table A 7. Statistics of All Memory References for SPEC92 Benchmarks (Part III) 
||Benchmark|lnput ‘ ~ ~ LDF LDG LDS LDT STF STG STS S 1 ^ 
xlsp 1 ^ Q - — 1496311 — m ^ — 0 _ _ M 1 8 ^ ^6749717 
^ — — i n p u t . s h o r t r ~ ~ r — 288720 270228 0 0 135104 15295273 
espresso mlp4.in ~ ^ T """^0" 110 1786 0 _ _ ^ 0 g 5 
espresso dcl.in " " ^ ^ " ~ ^ ^ ^ _ ± _ _ 2 _ ^ m 
espresso opa.in ~ ~ T " ~ T ^ ^ _ A _ _ ^ ^ | g -
espresso Z5xpl.in ^ " 0 " " ~ ~ 0 " 0 ^ _ _ L _ _ 2 _ ^ ^ 
espresso ti.in ^ ^ T " " ^ 0 " 1164 1290 _ _ ^ _ _ 0 _ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ~ ~ bca.in ^ " r " " " 0 " 0 2 ^ _ _ ^ _ _ 2 _ L ^ 
^ ^ ^ " ~ " cps.in r ~ ~ 0 " 0 8 ^ _ 0 _ _ _ 0 0_ 1 ^ 
g ^presso tial.i^ T _ ！ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ j _ ^ ^ 
eqntott int_pri_3.eqn 0 0 0 5____0_ 0 0 ^ 
— 0 0 Q~ 1 4 0 " _ _ 0 _ _ 0 0 1622300 
compress 1^ ^ : 0" 0 0 — 5 0 0 ~ T 0 : 
^ ¾ ^ doducin 0 0""~41448927 151907233 _ _ 0 _ _ 0 839563 57685530 
l ^ i ^ I ^ r _ _ ^ ― 丁 247103263 ^ ^ ： L 几 画 3 
^ params 0 0 " ~ 8 5 7 2 » " 5 8 6 4 1 6 l ^ _ _ 0 _ _ _ 0 0 403560139 
^ ^ Z ^ 0 r 2463894281 ~17993280 ~ " T _ _ 0 1404308425 9927154 
s w m 2 5 6 ~ swm256.in — 0 " 0 2840897093 2 7 4 ^ T _ 0 1030566750 139573 
^ i i I S t ^ 0 0 " ^ “ 2087960 1267782919 _ _ ^ _ _ 0 0 493750127 
- ^ ^ 0 0 " ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 5 i ^ ^ ^ g ^ g g ^ ; [ ^ = [ 365408591 27109401 
l ^ ^ a ] ^ input.file 0" 0 506530419 3035123 0 0 205792700 302152^ 
- - • • • . - ^ina^ 
Table A.8: Statistics of Instruction Dependency for SPEC92 Benchmarks (Part I) 
II Benchmark Input Total Number of Instr. Total Number of Instr. Avg. Percentage of Instr. 
Indep. of Prev. Instr. Dep. of Prev. Instr. Indep. of Prev. Instr. 
Within the Same BB Within the Same BB Within the Same BB 
^ i n p u t . r e f ~ " 1 8 7 0 1 9 9 l ^ 4902435901 27.614l" 
^ input.short 368657922 969859498 27.5423 
^ ^ i ^ i ^ ^ ^ ^ Z Z Z Z I M ^ 藝 5 9 0 ^ ; : . 二 
espresso ‘ ^ ^ “ ^ 1 5 ^ | i ^ 
espresso ^ ^ 41217544 誦 1 3 7 ^ ^ ^ 
espresso Z5xpl.in 7 2 ^ 0 8 " 18481427 | : J g 5 
- ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 2 1 7 8 2 S W 354262922 ^8.0759 
- ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ T ^ 1282lTl8r 297230948 別 . 酬 
K - ^ ^ 5 ^ ^ ^ “ ^ 185764038 333465362 瓜 而 
^ ^ ^ ~ " ^ h ^ 318026308 684414117 31.7252 
" S i i i t 5 t t ^ int-pri-3.eqn 994 ^ ^ M ^ i L 
6391Q5W 1161794976 35.4881 
compress 1 ^ 20131635 _ ^ H g ^ 23.0610 
^ ^ " d 5 d ^ 61Q68644T 547272643 52.7382 
l ^ i i ^ 852687748 ^ g 9 6 ^ 94.7794 
^ 7 ^ ^ ^ 3322881446 2491600863 57.1484 
^ ^i!：^^^ 10626438436 24783Q130T 81.0885 
1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ " swm256.in 10254458747 784557076 92.8929 
fpppp ^ t o m s 2616529328 1715323792 ^0.4021 
"^；^ n/a J ^ ^ 
mdljsp2 input.file 2191042745 1152775840 65.5252 丨| 
. 卞.芒.-.- - ..- .......-:,,:-.:...V。.,.：. • . ^-：^ - .. . .. - v .....•;• , .. . - ’. .. . - ..,-•;..... . •  - .. vt ,^ v^^  
Table A.9: Statistics of Instruction Dependency for SPEC92 Benchmarks (Part II) ^ _ ^ 
II Benchmark Input Total No. of 1st L d . � T o t a l No. of 1st Ld. Total No. of 2nd Ld. Totai ? . of 2nd Ld. 
Indep. of Prev. Instr. Dep. of Prev. Instr. Indep. of Prev. Instr. Dep. of Prev. Instr. 
Within the Same BB Within the Same BB Within the Same BB Within the Same BB 
1 ^ input.ref 527632977 (17.843iy 223980076 (7.5743) 269515519 繼 隱 
^ input.short "T04196314 (17.8121) 44318015 (7.576lT 53160536 ^ J g i " 
" ^ ^ ^ j b ^ : g g ; i ^ ^ ~ ~ 5298957 (26.4642) 992906 (4.9588) 2299476 l _ 2 ^ 
espresso dcl in 47798 (17.4053) 20798 (7.5735) 2 ^ 誦 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 7 2 2 7 6 4 ^ 2 4 ¾ ) l5Q5795 (5.0495) ^373952 2 ^ ^ 
^ ^ o ~ ^ T I ^ 1675561 (23.0363) 443352 (6.0954) I ^ O ^ J g ^ 
• ^ ^ i ^ ^ ~ ~ l L h i 37261578 (26.49W" 4798748 (3.4127) 觀 2 6 5 7 S 7 5 ^ 
^ ^ 0 ~ ~ T ^ 30954676 ( 2 8 . 9 8 l ^ 6163749 (5.7709) ^5737813 |^|g|L. 
- - ^ ^ ^ " ~ " ^ 32913147 ( 2 6 . 0 5 l ^ 5333486 (4.2216) ^0806645 ^ ¾ ^ . 
^ e s p r e s s o " " " ^ I ^ 66947572 (25.8258) 10785909 (4.1608) 34298579 臓 讓 
^ ^ ~ ~ int_pri_3.eqn 一 202 (21.8378) 75 ( 8 . 1 0 W ^ ”。二 
96760788 (22.6155) 6742029 (1.5758) 87464859 • • 
compress~~~^ 5081638 ( 2 Q . 7 ^ 2191915 (8.9431) — 2 4 7 8 ^ ^590234 
^ I ^ doducin 41385980 (9.0329) 12429750 (2.7129) 32324555 16750477 
tomcatv 29816225 (9.2148) 93642 (0.0289) 16857886 膽 3 0 
^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ 182402146 (10.2961) 44688465 (2.5225) H2176826 91656759 
^ refm22 —527968951 ( 1 5 . s W " 243083313 (7.2790) 403057895 250528594 
swm256 swm256.in —178793188 ( 4 . 0 6 ^ 336290 (Q.Q008) 1^8689665 437463 
fpppp natoms 53732081 ( 3 . 3 4 ^ 8646866 (0.5389) 45849734 n902318 
^ ； ^ n/a n/a 也 SZ^. 
1 ¾ ^ I^ut.file 220462155 (23.1527) 62174879 (6.5295) 44423226 142596838 || 
Note: The number in () is the percentage of this type of load instructions to total number of load instructions. 
• , .….:..:'^ ： 
Table A 10: Statistics of Instruction Dependency for SPEC92 Benchmarks (Part III) 
1  Benchmark Input Total No. of 3rd Ld. Total No. of 3rd Ld. Total No .of Other Ld. Total No. of Other Ld. 
Indep. of Prev. Instr. Dep. of Prev. Instr. Indep. of Prev. Instr. Dep. of Prev. Instr. 
Within the Same BB Within the Same BB Within the Same BB Within the Same BB 
^ input ref 139504529 358873292 一 3 5 3 5 0 0 8 ^ 695595459 
^ ~ " ~ 1 ^ I ^ ^ I E ^ « - m i 9 5 l 6 « 1 5 ^ 
e s p r e s s o ~ " l S ^ 1350631 1317451 1358446 _ 7 9 2 
- ^ « ^ " ~ - ^ T ^ l 3 l ^ « ^ ^ 88106 
espresso dcl.in 丄 仙 ' 力 訓 ^^  们 ⑷ 拟 。 
^ ^ = ~ " - ^ ^ 1 9 7 ^ 2371223 3077141 7190366 
： ： - l g k 4 ^ 52826^ : ; m L 2248278 
espresso 1 H 5 11729578' 1Q564957— 13666650 ^ 二 
- ^ ^ ^ o “ ^ T ^ ^ i T 4847069 6816338 ^6704903 
§ ^ ^ ^ ^ i ^ ^ 1 Q 5 4 W _ ^ 5 8 6 H ^ n ^ T g g ^ 
^g^^ggg^jT^H^i^ ^ ^ 19651909 17950104 71082二 
eqntott int-pri-3.eqn , 45 ?5 ^ … 二 二 
— 82940262 8802539 86754344 47145275 
compress 5 283406 2655843 ― ― 144421^ ^783803 
- ^ I ^ ^ ^ 13175796 16254439" 6 4 1 ¾ " ^61688423 
tomcatv 3 M 6 ^ 6599869_ 262415994 3796071 
^ 7 ^ ； ^ M 8 4 105792242 — 1 1 8 5 6 2 ^ 202920459 
^ ^ ^ 637385473 1307381^ 1132831407 ^31597704 
1 ^ ^ ^ ~ " swm256.in 178430514 4 U M T 3812914746 ^5611906 
fpppp 1 1 ^ ^ 37193906 — 14232387" 487063792 ^46019176 
^ ^ n / � r^ ^ ^ 
mdljsp2 input.file 13735449 36520298 109074969 323222356 
Table A 11. Statistics of Instruction Dependency for SPEC92 Benchmarks (Part IV) 
II Benchmark Input Total No. of lst St. Total No. of 1st St. Total No. of 2nd St. Total No. of 2nd St. 
Indep. of Prev. Instr. Dep. of Prev. Instr. Indep. of Prev. Instr. Dep. of Prev. Instr. 
Within the Same BB Within the Same BB Within the Same BB Within the Same BB 
^ l ^ w ^ i ! .^ 692096 339125328 一一 4664970 190867898 
^ “ ^ ^ ^ n r n i T 6 6 9 8 西 ^ 二 = 
espresso l £ ^ " ^ i T » " 1770778 5 ^ 翻 鄉 
espresso ^ 酬 29637 ^ ^ ^ 
e s p r e s s o ^ " ^ ^ 1217052 3387315 7 ^ U _ 6 
^ S 5 ^ " ^ n ^ _ _ ^ g ^ ^ Z = Z Z g g : ^ 
espresso"~lThi 7897506 17681732 245245 ^671292 
^ = ^ ^ ™ 6022297 64868: g ^ 
K - ^ ^ ^ o " “ “ " ^ ^ 44l747T 14132194 1 ^ ^105839 
^ ^ 5 5 F " g l ^ ^ — • 6473359 _ 26215736 一 485278 工 蘭 ， 
" ^ 5 i ^ int_pri-3.eqn 35 ^ ^ ？^  , , , , J , 
— 6 4 M ^ 6125288 644320 2567359 
compress i n ^ I j M ^ 1 ^ 8 ^ 268162 ™ ^ 
" ^ I ^ - ¾ ^ ~ ~ " 6 1 9 6 0 i 13038952 3289789 _ 7 6 8 8 
tomcatv ^ 3 2 3 7 ^ 106525 10319842 ^9495 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 47880217 68856811 4 3 7 7 6 W 63384407 
^ " 7 ? ^ 517341867 11851671— 398661009 _ 7 4 6 1 
l ^ ^ i ^ ~ swm256.in 99246738 79396683 99215017 丽 0 0 1 
^ ^ " ^ o m s 7090436 — 23138856— 臓 5 7 0 7 1^562665 
" ^ ^ n 7 ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Udl jsp2 input.file 3926866 27811628 2994539 28388006l 
Table A 12: Statistics of Instruction Dependency for SPEC92 Benchmarks (Part V) 
II Benchmark Input Total No. of 3rd St. Total No. of 3rd St. Total No. of Other St. TotalNo ofOtherSt. 
Indep of Prev. Instr. Dep. of Prev. Instr. Indep. of Prev. Instr. Dep. of Prev. instr. 
Within the Same BB Within the Same BB Within the Same BB Within the Same BB 
^ l i I ^ ^ ^ 45359832 ： ~ ~ ^ 7 5 8 2 8 8 2 4 一 11360606 “ ^29492218 
^ “ “ i/put:short « - 1 ¾ ^ « ^ ^ 
" i ^ ^ " ~ " ^ ^ n ^ » ^ 3 ^ 1 ^ 讓 1 . 
- e s s o _ _ . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 2 ^ ^ ^ 
espresso dcl.in 1乂斗 � … ” ^^^.^^ • 
espresso ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ ~ T 0 2 ^ 581151 1 讓 4 ^28455 
— _ ~ ~ - ^ ^ . 274^ ^ 8 5 l ^ 238837 
^ g S ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i S ^ ^ 6 0 6 6 ^ 4411T46 
^ g S - ^ ^ - 54306T- 76102 ： ™ 
二 ^ £ ^ " ~ ^ ^ S ^ 1821219 466132 ^709261 
� : = • ^ ^ ^ 5563276 8 0 i ^ 3 7 ^ 
——.11 ^ — ^ ^ 9Q 21 56 
eqntott int_pri_3.eqn , _ f l _ _ f f .r^ n^om 7^ 
— ^ ^ 1784792 1275913 10693507 
: ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ; i ^ 268161 — 542225 ? 腳 了 2 : 卯 2 3 ^ ： 
^ ^ ~ ~ ^ - ¾ ^ ~ ~ " 27392lX 1 0 ^ 5656345 讓 1 7 0 7 
tomcatv I M W ~ 84230 33284772 ^189108 
^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ 1368084 105792242 1 1 8 5 6 i ^02920459 
— ^ i f ^ 167400288 一一 1180QQ12~ 274041030 58343237 
^ ^ ^ 5 ^ ~ ~ swm256.in 99081859 79359420 389391214 105900302 
f p p p p _ ^ ^ 3 8 7 ^ 17325002 121324704 351779367 
" ^ ^ n/a ^ W^ 1 
h ^ j s p 2 input.file 3053618 28325229 24945894 9 8 4 4 ¾ ! 
“ • . , -. ,- . ； H>.uM< 
Table A 13. Statistics of Instruction Dependency for SPEC92 Benchmarks (Part IV) 
Benchmark Input Total No. of Memory Instr. Total No. of Memory Instr. 
(Other than lst,2nd and 3rd ones) (Other than lst,2nd and 3rd ones) 
Independent of Prev. Instr. Dependent of Prev. Instr. 
Within the Same BB Within the Same BB 
1 ¾ l i I ^ 512967806 ^^00208225 
1 ¾ input.short 100757671 ^54295188 
espresso 1 ^ ^ 4 J ^ ~ ~ 8720979 讓 1 8 3 
espresso " E ^ 129330 413172 
espresso " ^ 22989145 ^8302225 
^ ^ L ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ n ^ ^ 3422173 13266820 
espresso l U ^ 12H39299 270024591 
^ - ^ ^ 5 ^ i ^ " " " T ^ 66241095 241508464 
- espresso " ^ 104198809 ^60593783 
espresso l k L i n , 170364142 湖 應 
eqntott int_pri_3.eqn 46T 腦 
— 282282451 1066692767 
compress in 9313173 44701922 
^ ^ ^ ^ " ~ " 441756318 172590799 
1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ ^ Z ^ 475469674 28902544 
^ i^；^^ 24674204^ 1029659334 
^ ref.m22 — 6567750516 1745585498 
swm256~~ swm256.in — 521869580T 393676630 
fpppp natoms 185QQ76258" 328717155 
wave5 — n/a— £/?_ 
^ ^ p 2 input.file 1768426029 405294283 
« 
•媒-
Table A.14: Statistics of Hit/Miss Distribution of Memory Reference for SPEC92 Benchmarks on a 8K direct-mapped data cache (Part 
I) II Benchmark Input 1st Dep. 1st Indep. 1st Dep. 1st indep. 2nd Dep. '^ nd I n d ^ 2nd Dep. ' ^ n d ^ e p . 
Ld Hit Ld Hit Ld Miss Ld Miss Ld Hit Ld Hit Ld Miss Ld Miss 
^ input ref 236032660 423933359 20812643 38670108 248772576 203567083 44560251 _ 6 1 5 6 7 4 7 
^ input'short~~46581264 83858221 ~ l l 6 4 4 ^ ~ 7563820 49433236 40241065 8737969__U99797 
" i ^ = " " l S ^ « 7 " " ^ J m ^ - ^ J ^ _ 236026 904259 2111366 54731 3 4 ^ 
espresso dcl.in 1Qfi6fi _ 4 3 3 ^ _ ^ 3 ； ^ — 964 20850 19584 8 ^ ? ^ . 
e s p r e s s o ~ " " ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ a S 9 . 3 5 4 Q U 6 ^ _ _ 515352 1614657 4047930 134968 163723 
^ ^ = ~ " Z5xpl.in 41fiQ19 J L 5 3 9 3 6 T _ ^ ^ _ _ 7 ^ 391115— 673508 20476 H ^ . 
espresso~~lHi^ « ^ " ~ . ^ 9 . n m . ^ Q 4 5 2 ^ _ j 7 8 5 6 8 ^ ^ 6624681 23498337 798580 712592 
e s p r e s s o ^ T ^ 65343Sl"~9,3879308 ^ 7 ^ _ 6226956 5837143 14316527 867622 398993 
二 e s p r e s s o ~ " 7 ^ 5 8 3 l ^ " ~ 2 m l 7 3 l ~ ~ ^ i 5 g ^ _ j ^ g g ^ ^ g g j ^ 19946854 661788 505924 
e s p r e s s o ^ tial.in 3 ^ g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ j ^ g g g j _ _ J g g g M L = 1 2 8 5 7 3 9 1 32428199 1657308 517276 
" ^ ^ [ ^ ~ ~ i n t _ p r L 3 , ^ ^ _ _ J L Z Z Z M L ^ ? L ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
5717922""91760857 201716 3217504 6956191 85531695 557956 1396539 
compress 1^ 958210 476377r 1 4 8 4 6 l T _ j 6 ^ 3 ^ ^ 2 4 4 1 2 ^ 178590 37148 
^ ^ I ^ d^d^[^ 1 4 0 1 9 4 2 5 " ~ 3 6 2 ¾ m8340 1537508" 15583164 9555536 1624735 846862 
tomcatv 36198 1393627^ 85351 9391431 2 l ^ 2947393 72840 7411557 
^ " ^ ^ ^ 73416421 lQ76lM3" 90 22800341 63840342 45144533 95 20520071 
^ ^ z ^ rnmT^^mSSm 1250146 8730679 13619289 622522141 3781838 12407271 
swm256 s w m 2 5 6 . i n ~ ~ ~ J m W j 7 m ^ 39849 3954993 331437 156378441 37248 22175555 
^ ^ " ^ I ^ i ^ 8 2 7 7 ^ 45797978 2436036 1570158 9384113 42924876 1922886 1631752 
" ^ ; ^ n/a — n/a 一 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/^_. 
I mdljsp2 input.file 59437942 194396824 2743497 6894970 135892557 44834284 3814270 1136368 
- . . • . • • ...,..;';^ iJiAf 
Table A.15: Statistics of Hit/Miss Distribution of Memory Reference for SPEC92 Benchmarks on a 8K direct-mapped data cache (Part 
|fLnchmark Input 3rd Dep. 3rd Indep. 3rd Dep. 3rd Indep. Other Dep. OtherIndep. Other Dep. Otherlndep. 
Ld Hit Ld Hit T.H Mi.. LdMiss LdHit LdHit LdMiss LdMiss 
^ input ref 171454069 112717774 17693317 7469759 199019433 159255378 15284249 __16181628 
^ input short~~34048689 22285016 3459687 1448614 39568564 31572451 2982619 3196743 
espresso l f e l T m T ~ ~ ^ l ^ " ^ ^ _ j g ^ 4204073 976092 160283 ^ 0 ^ 
^ £ ^ ~ ~ " d ^ 1 ^ 9690 846 666 4 1 1 j ^ _ _ ^ 8 9 ^ ^ ^ 
^i^;^^"^^;i^:::ZZM^IIMM^I^^Z:3^^^^^^^"^?^^ 27= S^-
" i ^ = ~ " Z5xpl.in 430053 3 5 6 ^ 27648 7198 1447061 448270 ^ ^ . 
espresso"~lThi 8461916"""nn7RQRn m ^ _ ^ 6 9 ^ ^ 18652624 11394276 1528120 184282 
e s p r e s s o " " "T ^ ^ ^ " " " 6 1 9 2 4 5 9 5 0 9 ^ 一 1 0 8 6 6 9 20404639 5599674 1067283 176449 
二 espresso ^ 6737m~~10212667 8 8 6 ^ _ _ 1 2 7 5 2 3 " 20842544 9859558 1100680 132270 
“ e s p r e s s o “ tial.in " T 6 0 2 2 7 2 0 " ~ l 7 7 m W 2145600" 978693 48986844 12487843 3179034 396290 
" ^ ^ i ^ ~ ~ int,pri-3.eqn — 30 1 ^ [ L ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
— 680Ml5 1695266 5 1 7 ^ 33462 15116151 4069409 7271460 _ 9 
compress 1 ^ 2 3 l ^ " ~ " ^ ^ " ~ ^ 8 2 134 _ 5397494 1176432 1879942 15943 
^ ^ d^d^I^ 1 3 9 3 3 0 8 9 " " ^ 8 6 ¾ " " 1717710 354450 162675393 45688577 22026140 3195127 
tomcatv 494l8 3204833 _ 4 M ^ 7120616 1594056 126842644 944263 73580426 
^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ 82992348 27360186 83 17 ^ 2 5 7 6 4 2 4 273600474 10944090 7296021 
^ ^ ^ f ^ 16146915 627325686 1194"2" 6331807 81828048 625675151 11213385 37174448 
swm256 swm256.in 324921 17556140T 19551 _ 2867243 12674232 1593987966 8214819 699507782 
^ T ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ 17386018 " ^ 7 4 2 6 4 ^ 2945744 1 0 2 2 6 ^ 851175997 “ 451253603 42825903 23066941 
" ^ ; ^ ^ n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a ^ ^ ^ 
n ^ ^ 2 I input.file 35978540 12186346 468178 609183 180748382 61921484 7836906 4407745 || 
Table A.16: Statistics of Hit/Miss Distribution of Memory Reference for SPEC92 Benchmarks on a 8K direct-mapped data cache (Part 
m)i| Benchmark Input 1st Dep. 1st Indep. 1st Dep. 1st Indep. 2nd Dep. 2nd Indep. 2nd Dep. 2nd Indep. 
St Hit St Hit St Miss St Miss St Hit St Hit St Miss St Miss 
^ input ref 322216539"""5581843 j g ^ g g ^ _ _ j ^ _178097598 4664370 12770300 600 
l d d i n p u t . s h o r t ~ ~ 6 S l 4 ~ ~ 1 0 9 7 ^ " ¾ ^ 21851 35296954 907559 2450777 ^ 
1 ^ = ~ ^ K h ^ T ^ ^ ? ^ ~ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ g g ^ = 2 3 8 2 5 — ~ 9 7 ¾ " 53335 52934 3063 
- ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ ^ I ^ 2 ^ ^ 1048 387 16527 1395 ^ ^ 
- i ^ “ - ^ 3235075 1103336 152240 ~ U m T 1110253 67660 73053 ^ 
-^^0~~"Z5^^~~ ^ ^ ^ : : 3 ^ ^ _ J ^ _ _ _ ^ ^ Z I M ^ _ _ ^ M ^ _ _ ™ § ^ 
e s p r e s s o “ l T h i 1 6 9 4 3 5 0 4 " " " " 7 5 2 4 4 ^； ~ 7 § ^ _ 373080 5260893 222154 410399 23091 
^ ^ ^ ~ ~ T ^ 5 7 ^ 797509 _ 2 2 ^ _ 74776 2 M 5 ^ 61378 124521 3 ^ . 
g ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ " 7 ^ 13672397 413QlTT 459797 287293 " " 3 8 8 7 4 7 ^ 171002 218367 H ^ 
e s p r e s s o ^ tiaLin “ 25162194 58l673T 1053542 656625 11057653 458393 434050 26885 
^ 5 i S ^ int_pri_3.eqn ~ ^ � 15 24 20 40 24 ^ L . 
6073442 _ 6 3 6 ^ 51846 6354 2555593 640170 11766 4150 
compress"^“S 4569262 2 3 4 8 ^ 18396 33429 1005297 249493 7568 18669 
" d ^ d ^ d ^ 11266202 52l677T 1772750 949245 7433622 2636102 954066 653687 
tomcatv 91769 ~~ 3206440 ~ U 7 ^ 7117319 87598 3838146 1897 6481696 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 26448722 47880171 ~ m ^ m ^ 46 63384352 “ 43776109 ^ l L . 
^ ^ Z ^ l 0 5 M 0 2 " ^ l 7 2 4 3 3 ^ 1265869 98470 “ 11808777 385638192 628684 13022817 
swm256 swm256.in ^ 4 7 6 ~ ~ ^ ^ 39404207 10395792 69440590 88633834 9986411 10581183 
^ g ^ " ^ ^ ^ i ^ ^ n M 5 " 8 ! _ j g ^ g ^ l i I g ^ Z ^ j M ^ _ j g g ^ g g g ^ 7454029 1206366 2871678 
wave5 1^  n/a “ n/a — n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a V^L 
^ l j s p 2 input.file 26952911 3912895 858717 13971 | 28217986 2984671 170020 9868 
.• . ‘ - -- . •. .々 .：.〔,.-，.-., • • .- - , -. .- •：'• - '• '-. •••- - • - '.；• ,. .�’.:'.. - ._ .. . - - -. . .:.� .... - . . .-;. ,,.... . . . -• - . •;, : . . �.- -,.>¾../:- .::iisfen^e 
Table A.17: Statistics of Hit/Miss Distribution of Memory Reference for SPEC92 Benchmarks on a 8K direct-mapped data cache (Part 
llBlnchmark Input 3rd Dep. 3rd Indep. 3rd Dep. 3rd Indep. Other Dep. Other Indep. Other Dep. Otherlndep. 
St Hit St Hit St Mlss St Miss St Hit St Hit St Miss St Miss 
^ input ref 7 0 8 0 8 6 3 9 ~ ~ ^ T ^ ? i ^ T ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ — 3852704 317519801 11316061 11972417 44545 
l d r f i n p u t . s h o r t ~ ~ U W 3 " " " ^ 8 2 l 9 0 ^ " ~ 9 9 ^ 752789 63140127 2225205 2379629 ^ 
espresso W ^ I ^ " " ~ _ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ： ： ： ： ^ ^ ^ 10879 1 ^ 54494^ 1^0512 2 ^ ^ 
" ^ | ^ i ^ : 5 ^ ^ ; i ^ : Z Z Z Z M ^ : ^ 3 M E ^ ^ _ _ _ ^ ？ ^ ^ _ J ^ J ^ 
^ ^ = ~ ~ - ^ i ^ 56fi5fi8 lQQ9ir 14583 1649 893661 175695 ^ ^ 
espresso " Z 5 ^ ~ ~ ^ ^ M ^ Z ^ ^ ^ ^ _ _ i ^ ^ _ _ ^ 2 ^ _ _ _ _ 4 ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ = “ ^ l T h i » 0 2 _ r 136777 3705 4213607 574324 198139 32300 
^ ^ ^ “ T ^ .W4Q7,5 m 8 2 T _ ^ 8 0 8 8 _ ; ; ^ I 3 ^ " ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ 70878 34053 ^ 
g ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ 1 7 ¾ ^ 1 40193 ~ 3787 262330T 449576 ^ 1 ^ 
espresso l I Z b ^ ^ ; ^ j ^ ^ _ ^ ^ g g ^ _ j g g g g g _ _ _ _ j g l L ^ 0 8 7 9 ^ 742189 282138 59033 
^ i ^ I t ^ int-pri-3.eqn 24 22. 5— 2 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
1775166 3 m ^ 9 6 W 10737 10643233 1272797 50274 3116 
compress"""^h^ 541077 2 5 0 ^ 1148 17796 — 1079112 654661 20125 71311 
^ ^ d^d^[^ 6 2 ^ " “ “ 2 1 5 8 0 2 0 ~~1^371 581198" 35641013 4461232 3400694 1195113 
tomcatv 77755 51369TT 6475 5179952 6687083 23293233 502025 9991539 
^ 7 ^ ^ ^ ^ 5 7 ^ " ~ ~ l 3 6 8 0 7 9 26" 5 2Q292Q402 11856209 ^ ? L 
^ ^ ^ f ^ 9 9 3 6 ^ ^ 6 7 3 U W T 1863173— 85912 56473246 267220963 1869991 6820067 
swm256 swm256.in 69293848 73890202 1006557^ 25191657 “ 91924050 342061994 13976252 47329220 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ s H 3 4 4 l ^ 2893991 ~ ^ ^ 978719 330650159 “ 109847632 21129208 11477072 
wave5 hI n/a — n/a n/a n/a n/a 也 ^ ^ ^ . 
| l ^ ^ 2 input.file 28287853 3045796 37376 7822 97935181 24745807 507142 200087 
^ : . . / . . . . . . . . . . 
‘ . ‘ - ‘ . • • :. • . . - .、•• . - - .- . - » ^ t u^>fts8tteri 
Table A.18: Statistics of Hit/Miss Distribution of Memory Reference for SPEC92 Benchmarks on a 8K direct-mapped data cache (part 
V) 
II Benchmark Input Mem. Ref. Tot. Misses Miss Rate 
" 1 ¾ input.ref 2923972806 217508495 0.074388 
1 ^ i n p u t . s h ^ 578831946 4269830T 0.073766 
- ^ r e s s o " ^ ^ . i n 21392l2T 894111 0.041796 
^ r e s s o " d ^ n 2 ^ T 12987 0.045271 
"^presso ^ a . i n 33690879 1972144 0.058536 
espresso "Z5xpl.in “ 7669446 311919 0.Q4Q67Q 
espresso"^ ti.in 165982493 10784200 0.064972 
espresso bca.in “ 106680853 10017606— 0.093903 
H espresso cps.in “ 142388918 8267Q38~ 0.058060 
^ espresso “ tial.in 281718775 17059780 0.060556 
eqntott int-pri-3.eqn 907 167 0.184123 
‘ 254944217 “ 13362935 0.052415 
compress in 31522473 4189273 • 0.132898 
doduc doducin 424194504 42744996 0.100767 
tomcatv — _ 318995428 127943646 _ 0.401083 
ora l>arams "l8Q3943711 103969120 “ 0.057634 
ear ref.m22 4279423392" 106556499— 0.024898 
swm256 swm256.in 388222642S" 903747334— 0.232791 
fpppp natoms 2Q79467870" 12Q591765~ 0.057992 _ 
wave5 in r ^ n ^ n/a 
mdljsp2 input.file 971195579 29716120 0.030597 
.- • - .、、： -"i::“'，iSiS 
Table A.19: Statistics of Hit/Miss Distribution of Memory Reference for the first 100M instructions of the SPEC92 Benchmarks on a 8K 
direct-mapped data cache (Part I) — ^ , ^ . ^ , T^  ^ j T ^ n 
II Benchmark Input 1st Dep. 1st Indep. 1st Dep. 1st Indep. 2nd Dep. 2nd Indep. 2nd Dep. 2nd Indep. 
Ld Hit Ld Hit Ld Miss Ld Miss Ld Hit Ld Hit Ld Miss Ld Miss 
^ input ref 3 4 ^ " " " ^ ^ ^ g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ j g g ^ 3 0 0 2 ^ 658270 88972 
ldIi^ i n p u t . s h o r t ~ " 3 4 ™ " " " ^ [ 9 4 3 T » " 563770 3687636 3004550 649303 88131 
e s p r e s s o ~ " ^ S ^ « 7 " ~ " ^ 7 9 4 " ~ " ^ 7 » " 236026 904259 2111366 54731 34966 
l ^ i ^ S ^ " ~ " d ^ : i ^ ^ : Z M ^ _ i ^ r ~ 964 20850 19584 842— ^ 
e s p r e s s o " ^ " ^ ^ i A 9 ^ ^ ^ ^ g g ^ _ ^ ^ " 441420 1407370 3434267 117265 137251 
espresso Z5xpl.in 4 1 f i Q 1 Q _ 2 5 3 9 3 6 T _ J Q 3 ^ _ ^ 7 5 9 7 0 391115" 673508 20476 H ^ 
espresso"^ lHiI 1158780 636424^ 59552 1135509 1442332 4476317 112493 166519 
e s p r e s s o ^ T ^ 2685929 7 4 5 3 g T 52379 293954 2440117 4550577 350722 106191 
g e s p r e s s o ~ ~ " ^ ^ T I ^ ^ ^ ; ; ; ^ g ^ _ j g g g ^ : 852489 ~ l 5 6 5 ^ 4349027 235999 87984 
^ ^ ^ ^ tIZI^ ^ T 6263099 47597 ~~6Q887T 1164712 3955756 70994 53211 
eqntott int_pri_3.eqn . 60 143 16— 35 ^ ^ ^ 1 . 
473501 6 i 4 3 W " 63386 315661 677707 4450166 91560 247408 
compress"" "^ 958210 476377T 1484614 — 66678 1411130 2441256— 178590 37148 
" ^ ^ doducin 1220443 3 m ^ 99235 “ 135217 1340425 835241 145343 72836 
tomcatv ； ^ ~ ~ ~ l 5 4 4 0 ^ 9593 “ 1036823 " 2 ^ 336730 8039 817756 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1192167 " ^ 2 4 3 ^ 70636 159 1098015 800198 69 329374 
^ ^ ^ f ^ " ^ 5 l 6 6 e m M T 8854 59844 687652 4063942 53957 81077 
swm256~~~ swm256.in " 3 6 2 l ^ 1751870 37421 “ 84893 3 2 ¾ " 1485076 37158 183711 
^ ^ " ^ j ^ ^ ^ _ _ _ ^ g ^ _ _ ^ ^ g ^ l _ ^ ^ _ _ j ^ 192554 520441 27038 34588 
wave5 “ in n/a n/a . n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a r ^ 
mdljsp2 input.file n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
- - • . - ':. . . -. ’ -•+.-..:..:.-. --&i>iAii 
Table A.20: Statistics of Hit/Miss Distribution of Memory Reference for the first 100M instructions of the SPEC92 Benchmarks on a 8K 
direct-mapped data cache (Part II) r^^——— nFrn T^  ^ , i~~r~l fl 
II Benchmark Input 3rd Dep. 3rd Indep. 3rd Dep. 3rd Indep. Other Dep. Other Indep. Other Dep. Other Indep. 
Ld Hit Ld Hit T.H Mi.s Ld Miss Ld Hit Ld Hit Ld Miss Ld Miss 
^ input ref 252^~~^1659367 263247 110687 一 2936566 2 3 4 ^ 230167 239210 
l d r f i n p u t . s h o r t ~ ~ ^ 4 6 " ~ « M ~ 258398 108324 2957196 2356488 222947 238198 
^ ^ = ~ " 1 5 ^ » M " " " T T 6 4 5 ^ - ^ 4 ^ _ 18161 4204073 976092 160283 l _ 7 ^ 
" i ^ ^ i ^ ^ ^ H T i ^ r : ^ i : ^ Z Z ^ ？ ^ ^ Z Z ™ ： 雙 • � : f 
e s p r e s s o " ~ " ^ ^ “ 1 4 7 1 6 5 2 " " " ^ m j ^ _ 2 7 6 ^ 38185 3958953 1895852 222274 65981 
" i ^ ^ ~ ~ Z5xpl.in 4 ¾ ^ r 27648" 7198 1447061 448270 54528 ^ 
espresso~"lThI 8 ^ " " ^ 1 6 9 5 3 2 3 409297 22998 3096830 1069954 202993 23150 
- ^ ^ ^ " ^ T ^ 8 9 7 ^ M T 61046" 37326 2141868 520552 142459 44986 
i e s p r e s s o " " " " 7 ^ 7n2865 ^ Q Q g g g ； ： ： ^ ^ ^ = 20935 ~ 4 0 l W 1303801 177388 24522 
espresso~~ tial.in " T T M ^ " ~ ~ 2 0 9 4 ^ 198451 — 254978 56l9Q4T 1159178 393503 25514 
"^5^it5tt"~ int-pri-3.eqn ^ 1 ^ 5 5 ^ 些 ^ ^ 
1273380 194675 ~ ~ 6 m 5 ~ 29509 2482288 351342 386905 9015 
compress 1^ 2317783 2 S g ^ 337782 134 一5397494 1176432 1879942 15943 
- ¾ ^ d^d^I^ ® 8 2 742886 15518^ 30137 “ 14018979 3945786 1894539 275668 
tomcatv ^ " " " ~ S M 4 ^ 786595 177952 14167364 104237 8120357 
^ " ^ ^ ^ inQ^ni9. 4 7 0 ^ 3 2 9 3 7 ^ 15 8986165 4712807 188263 117639 
^ ^ Z ^ ~TM829 4708814 6 ^ 41438 560843 4694028 74157 247279 
s w m 2 5 6 ~ swm256.in .T>9Q.% ^ 1 5 ^ ] 5 ^ _ 2 ^ 7 34380 6 4 9 ^ 12988614 64405 5357245 
^ ^ " ^ I ^ ^ 269194 " 3 ^ 3 ^ 25297 18743419 11792922 1202044 654287 
wave5 "in “ n/a n/a n/a n / ^ n/a ^ ^ E/5_. 
mdljsp2 input.file n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
^ ^ ^ ^ “ ‘ ^ ^ ^ > 仏 — 一 , " ^ ^ - - ‘ _ - • - • — • • ^ - - :---:--^--^--.-.^^...--:-�i--—-^....-.-.^-..-....:..-.--.-^.-... ..-..：.,....-• .^-,..^.'..._-._.,.: _....... -…-, . . . . _ - _ - " - . . .〉_ “ « « ^ ’ 一 . — — — w “ . ^ , ^ ^ ^ L c ^ - * ^ . _ . ^ . ^ ^ _ ^ _ _ s i _ 诚 „ 1 � ^ . ^ ^ ^ i & i M 
f- • 
Table A.21: Statistics of Hit/Miss Distribution of Memory Reference for the first 100M instructions of the SPEC92 Benchmarks on a 8K 
direct-mapped data cache (Part III) — ^ , ^ , ^ . ^^  o j T ^ 
II Benchmark Input 1st Dep. 1st Indep. 1st Dep. 1st Indep. 2nd Dep. 2nd Indep. 2nd Dep. 2nd Indep. 
St Hit St Hit St Miss St Miss St Hit St Hit St Miss St Miss 
^ input.ref 4 7 ¾ S4m4 2 5 2 ^ _ _ J ^ _ j 6 2 7 0 9 2 724lF 187970 423 
l d I ^ input.short"^4757523 _ 8 3 ^ 250733 2507 2634852 71129 180761 f ^ 
" i ^ = ~ " 1 ^ ^ 4 l k I l fmi^7 3 g ^ _ J 9 8 8 ^ _ ^ 2 3 8 2 5 975995" 53335 52934 ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ i ^ s ^ - m ^ 28589 ^ 1048 ^ Z j M ! I ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ~ ~ opa.in 2697976 839211 125369 ~ ~ 8 ^ 920421 55092 63300 ^ 
espresso Z5xpl . in~"" 6 3 2 ^ ： ~ 1 ^ ^ 33977 9526 3 5 7 7 8 ^ _ _ J U 6 4 _ _ ™ ^ 
e s p r e s s o " ^ l H ^ 2 l 3 ^ " ~ " 1 ¾ ^666 29570 _ 738971 26561 32925 2381 
^ ^ ^ ~ T ^ ^43731 _ 2 2 ^ _ J 1 2 ^ " ~ ~ 1 6 7 3 1 275582 18362 32413 ^ 
S ^ ^ 5 ^ ^ ~ 7 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " ; : ^ g ^ _ J g g ^ ; ^ ^ l 8 ^ 630391 16571 13898 ^ 
espresso l I Z I ^ ] g ^ ^ _ j g ^ _ ^ f g g ^ ^ _ 2 " i ^ 1180043 22306 15794 988 
eqntott int_pri_3.eqn 86 15 24 ^ ^ ?i ^ L 
1359282 5020 3 4 5 5 T 2795 522814 11217 3147 537 
compress~~~hI 4 5 6 ^ ^4869 18396 33429 T m ^ - 249493 7568 18669 
^ ^ doducin 984537 4 4 9 ^ 152423 “ 82177 646607 226722 82991 57140 
tomcatv ~ ~ m ^ 361355 1842 788904 10051 430776 291 718967 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 455303 一 ~ 8 2 3 4 2 ^ 729306 41 1082321 752829 7890 L 
^ ref.m22 "l310867 3 3 7 5 m " 11339 973 695806 2514908 9237 85005 
s w m 2 5 6 “ ^ swm256.in “ 451475 ~ ~ 8 5 l 2 ^ 315320 155796 一 684629 861578 115388 111494 
"fpppp " ^ I ^ ^ 304700 17234T 52838 12610 245945 144950 46058 23691 
wave5 in — n/a n/a n/a _ n/a n/a V ^ ^ ^ / ^ 
mdljsp2 input.file n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
"'"' : - . - - . •• . • ""--^" - . . .,..”...-- - T.: .. . ...:‘•-.,..._. - -.......：...,..--,....... - .,：.：..八...:.•::-:... . . ^ _<a>^-js_^^ai^ 
.# 
Table A.22: Statistics of Hit/Miss Distribution of Memory Reference for the first 100M instructions of the SPEC92 Benchmarks on a 8K 
direct-mapped data cache (Part IV) p - ^ — — — r-Frn——K rpvTu"""r^ n 
II Benchmark Input 3rd Dep. 3rd Indep. 3rd Dep. 3rd Indep. Other Dep. Other Indep. Other Dep. Other ndep. 
St Hit St Hit ^t Miw St Miss St Hit St Hit St Miss St Miss 
^ input ref ^042853 612919 74109 56591 ~ 4680515 l ^ T 176937 ^ 
l d r f i n p u t . s h o r t ~ ~ m ^ ^ ^ ^ g ^ : i ! l ^ Z i : i l ^ I I l ! ^ ^ _ _ i ^ ^ l l ^ ™ ^ 
" i ^ = ~ ~ - ^ i T O -^^ l^7f^  8 ^ _ 2 Q 8 ^ H L l 2 ^ ^ 5 4 4 9 i r 150512 22121 ^ 
^ ^ 5 ^ i ^ : ^ ^ ^ ; ^ ^ : : : : z : M ^ z z M : _ _ i i L ^ z n M ： ？ ? ^ _ _ ^ j ^ 
espresso opa.in 461437 — 87355 11458 1279 735354 ^ ^ ^ ^ g | ^ 
espresso " Z 5 ^ “ ^ ~ ~ l 5 4 ^ ~ " 2 ^ 2 0 4 4 4 ^ 289 229699 49416 ^ g g _ 
e s p r e s s o ^ l T h I 263425 40268 9186 一 667 489569 62893 12921 ^ 
- ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ T ^ _ i I ^ _ 1 4 2 ^ 4931 230 18860T n98 ^ ^ 
i - ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ - ^ - 1 ¾ " ~ ~ I M I ^ 4053 168 614242 11231 ^ ^ 
- j ^ ^ ~ ^ I ^ 262190 15893 407^ 75 232784 14233 H ^ ^ ？ ^ 
^ ^ K t ^ " ~ int_pri-3.eqn 24 2 ^ ^ 2 ^ ^ ^ ^ 
414041 l 5 ^ 3125 7014 870505 7825 11324 3116 
compress"“^^ 54l077"““ 250365 1148 17796 1079112 “ 654661 20125 71311 
^ S S I ^ doducin 5448^ TM99l ^ 9 49923 “ 3071418 384740 295770 103166 
tomcatv 8857 57434厂 777 一 575064 7 4 5 7 ^ 2613729 58495 1120130 
^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ 181Q293 ^ J ^ 23_ 4 3473909 204042 15732 ^ 
^ refm22 70905 162171^" 12262 ~ 85907 3 ^ ^ 1742624 12286 44529 
s w m 2 5 6 “ “ swm256.in 6 5 U ^ ~ ~ J 2 7 m ~ 80339 一 213489 769257 2587213 124532 534401 
^ ^ ~ ~ - ^ ^ ^ ^ 219521 " ^ 7 3 ^ 8158^ 9499 8027292 3378156 420713 289045 
wave5 "in n/a — n/a n/a n/a n/a— n/a r ^ ^ 
mdljsp2 input.file n/a n/a n /a| n /a| n /a| n /a| n /a| n/a 
...'、.‘.〜..--:'〜--•..•• ..-、-...-... 一 . . -.--....’.-—二-一-.-.、..一...,、,.’..--.,....-......:,:...-..::..,—.....-,... ....—,...,. —••... ^ :__.^,,_...-..._,^=^^^.^^ , ^  _ _ i . LiA,_ —...,_.__ _ — „ ： _^.. ,> ^^<:(^ ;..j.^ :^_Ar-i..ki:.y...:A.i,& :^T a^ig^ s^ #^ fe^ <^ f^e^ i^ f^t||gHiffgpfM|iiB| 
Table A.23: Statistics of Hit/Miss Distribution of Memory Reference for the first 100M instructions of the SPEC92 Benchmarks on a 8K 
direct-mapped data cache (Part V) 
II Benchmark Input Mem. Ref. Tot. Misses Miss Rate 
xlisp input.ref 43149329 3223884 —0.074715 
1 ¾ input.short 43216928 • 3182754 • 0.073646 
" i ^ ^ ^ i ^ ^ ^ ^ ] 4 . i n " l l 3 9 2 1 2 3 894111 ~ ^ 4 1 7 9 6 
^ ^ ^ ^ ~ — dcl.in 286874 1 2 9 ^ 0.045271 
Tspresso ^ a . i n 28160220 1613920 0.057312 
espresso "Z5xpl.in “ 7669446 311919 Q.04Q670 
espresso ti.in — 26651818 2297289" 0.086196 
espresso T^a.in ^^] j^^gggg ;^__2^ j jggg_^^49715 
H espresso _cps.in 26901662 1731658 0.064370 
这 espresso tial.in 28419345 1756754 0.061815 
eqntott int_pri_3.eqn 907 167 —0.184123 
~~~" 20525663 1272867 “ 0.062013 
compress —in “ 31522473 4189273 —0.132898 
doduc ~doducin - 36630928 3700059 —0.101009 
tomcatv _ 35510685 14152519 “ 0.398543 
ora “ params 31024861 178855l" 0.057649 
ear _ ref.m22 33580669 828795— 0.024681 
swm256 "swm256.in “ 34353468 7465871 — 0.217325 
fpppp - natoms 48225331 3019713— 0.062617 
wave5 _in n ^ ^ n/a 
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5 15. MEM. CPI : Memory clock cycles per instruction 
羅 m 
] 16. Nd : New design (0 = No; 1 = Yes) 
4H 
--m 
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m 
� 18. pb hit : Number of instruction hit in Prefetch BufFer 
w ! 
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.遷 
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, 23. seq kill c2 : Number of sequential prefetches that are killed during transfer time for 
: remaining words in the cache line 
- 24. TIME : Execution time n 
^ 25. TOTAL MISS / total miss : Total number of instruction misses (i.e. not found in 









f Partial Basic Block Storing Mechanism Result: Conventional Cache Design 5 
- | 5 ^ m a r k | U N b S I Z E | C 1 |C2 |BTCT |BTCSET|TIME [COUNT |BTC HIT |TOTALMISS |CPI |BATIME [BASIC CPI [MEM. CPI 
S ^ “ 16 6 1 8192 2 11969389^ 100000000 99677693 3 2 2 W 1.196939 116470820 1.164708 0.032231 
: 5 ^ " " " 8 ~ ~ 6 ~ T 8192 2 121061740 100000000 “ 99426135 ~ 573865 1.210617 116470820 ~ 1.164708 “ 0.045909 tij^ 32 6 1 8192— 2 119270806 0^00000 "^ 00001 199999 "TT92708 M^6470820 1.164708 0.028 
S ^ — 16 ~ A 1 8192 2 119049276" 100000000 99677693 322307 1.1904^ 116470820 1.164708 0.025785 
{ ^ — 16 ~ 5 " ~ T 8192 2 119371583 100000000 99677693' 322307 1.19371^ 1164708^ 1.164708 0 . 0 2 9 ^ 
^ ; P 16 ~ T ~ T 8192 2 120016197 100000000" 99677693' 322307 1.200162 1164708^ 1.164708 0.035454 
li^A~ 16 ~ 8 ~ T 8192 2 "T^)338504 iTOOOOOOO 99677693 322307 ~1203385 116470820 1.164708 0.038677 
faT 1 6 — 6 1 4096 2 123938100 100000000 —99253272 ~ ~ 746728 1.239381 116470820 — 1.164708~0.074673 
tiiT 16 ~~6 1 1 6 3 ^ 2 118060710 100000000 99841011 — 158989 1.180607 116470820— 1.164708 “ 0.015899 
tii;P — 16 ~ ~ 6 ~ T 8192" 1 122321930 "lOOOOOOOO 99414889 一 585111 ~1.223219 T l 6 4 7 0 8 2 0 一 1.164708—0.058511 jjj^  “ 16 ~6~T 8192 ~4 119290480 100000000 99718034 281966 1.192^  116470820 1.164708 0.028;[97 
to|^caW — 16 ~6~T 8192 2 103429427 1^ 0000000 99990526 9474 ^ T034294 103334687 1.033347 ~0^ 00947 c^atv ~~ 8 ~T~T 8192 2103455247 0^00000 99984930 15070 T^034552 103334687 1.033347 ~0001205 
( ^ ; ¾ ; 32 — 6 1 8 1 ^ 2 103435389 100000000 99992807 ~ 7193 1.034354 ~103334687 1.033347 “ 0.001007 
l^;f;3^ 16 ~ ~ 4 ~ T ~ ~ 8 ? ^ ~2 103410479 100000000 999905^ 9474 1.034105 103334687 1.033347 0.000758 
i^catv ~ 16 ~ 5 ~ T 8192 2 "l03419953 "lOOOOOOOO ~99990526 — 9474 1.0342 T03334687 1.033347 ~0.Q00853 
j^mcatv 16 ~ 7 ~ T ~~8?92 2 103438901 100000000 “ 99990526 ~ 9474 1.034389—103334687 1.033347 0.001042 
fomcatv 1 6 ~ 8 ~ T ~ ~ 8 ^ 2 103448375 100000000"99990526 ~ 9474 1.034484 ~103334687 1.033347 0.001137 
tomcatv 16 ~ 6 ~ T ~"4096 2 103513607 100000000 “ 99982108 ~ 17892 1.035136 ~103334687 1.033347 0.001789 
{；；^；^~~ 1 6 ~ ~ 6 ~ 16384 2l"03384917 100000000 99994977 5023 1.033849 1 0 3 3 3 4 ^ 1.033347 0.000502 
tOfPcatv 1 6 ~ 6 " ~ T ~ ~ 8 ^ 1 103488187 100000000 “ 99984650 15350 1.034882 —103334687 1.033347 0.001535 tomcatv T6~6~T~ 8192 4 103406^  100000000 99992827 7176 1.0340M 103334687 1.033347 0.000717 
— T 6 ~ 6 ~ T " ~ s T ^ ~2 104004005 100000000 9999742l ' 2579 1.04004 103978215" 1.039782 0.000258 
— 8 ~ ^ ~ T ~ S T ^ 2 1040138^ 10000000"5" 99995549 4 4 ^ 1.040138 103978215 1.039782 0.000356 
— 32 6 1 — 8192 ~2 104001133 100000000 99998363 — 1637 “ 1.040011 103978215 1.039782 0.000229 
— ^ ~ 4 1 8192 ~2 103998847 100000000 99997421 2579 “ 1.039988 103978215 1.039782 0.000206 
— ^ 5 1 8192 ~2 104001426 100000000 99997421 _ 2579 1.040014 103978215 1.039782 0.000232 
— T ^ ~ n ~ 8 ^ 9 2 2 104006584 100000000 99997421 2579 1.040066" 103978215 1.039782 0.000284 
— ^ " " 8 1 8192 T 104009163 100000000 99997421 2579 1.040092 103978215 1.039782 0.00031 
— ^ ~ 6 1 4096 T 104009125 100000000 99996909~ 3091 “ 1.040091 103978215 1.039782 0.000309 
— : [ ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ T ~ i 6 ^ 2 103998935 100000000 99997928 ~ 2072 1.039989 103978215 1.039782 0.000207 
— ^ ~ 6 1 8192 T" 104006055 100000000 '99997216 一 2784 1.040061 103978215 1.039782 0.000279 
— Te 6 1 8192 4 104003915 100000000 99997430 2570 1 . 0 4 0 0 ^ 103978215 1.039782 0.000257 
comoress ^ 6 ~ 6 ~ ~ ^ ? QR7nfl^9R R77fl^j72g|^____[^ 1,130728 98698808 1.130605 0.000^  
,omDress 8 ~ 6 ~ ~ ^ ^ 2 98713728 87297360 87295495 1865 1.130776 98698808 1.130605 0.000171 ： comLss 32~6~T~^ 2 98708160 87297360 ^ 7^ 692| 668 1.130712 98698808 1.130605 0.000107 ！ comLss T6^"T"8^ 2 98707384 87297360 "87^ 288| 1072 1.130703 98698808 1.130605 9.8E-05 rrr^ T 6 ^ ~ ~ ^ 2 98708456 8729^~8729^ 1072 1.130715 98698808__1.130605 0.00011 
TZ；；^ ^6 " "T"8^ 2 98710600 87297360"87l^ 8 “ 1072 1.13074 98698808__1.130605 0.000135 
^ ^ r ^ ^ 6 ~ 8 ~ T ~ ^ 2 98711672 87297360 " 8 7 2 9 6 ^ 8 ~ 1072 1.130752 98698808 __1 .130605 0.000147 S i 5 ^ 1 1 " ¾ ?~^^^7T^ j^g^_g^2gglg^： ^ 1-130741 98698808 1.130605 0.000136 
^ ^ ^ T e ^ - " ^ f ^ ？ 98706888 _872^：8729^ 808 1.130697 98698808 __1.130605 9.2E-05 | S 2 ^ ^ - - ^ f n,,i..,o^^o^^7og^-~~~TW 1.130763 98698808 1.130605 0.000158 
Zp,ess ;t]]::jj^::::::^;:^^^^lgZggZMJZggggn: ^ "30702 98698808 1.130605 9.7E-05 
;;n;r T e " 6 ^ " 8 ^ J T m ? ? ^ 100000000 991931"¾? 806808 ^ ^ 9 4 7 ^ J ^ u o ^ 1 . 1 1 4 W _ O j 8 O 6 8 i S^ i " H " g T ^ 0 ioiQ^ R^7n innnnnnno^ 9^^  1318080 1.219484 111403730_1.114037 0.105447 S § | " l " i ~ ^ o^n-5op^^nno^j^^ 6^0 1.19994 1114037^ _1.114037 0.085903 S ^ ^ — ― ^ 0 117»S»194 1Q00^ 9^193192 806808 1.178582 111403730 _1.114037 0.064545 S ^ ^ ^ ― ^ fT^^55H -^immmm^g2g:^ ZZ:^ ^^ 118^ 65 111403730__1.114037 0.072613 S ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^l^fr^J222^^^^^ZL. . «"^ «"« 1.202786 111403730 1.114037 0-088749 
S l f ^ - ^ - ^ iT^:n^5^^mm7-^5^^^ 806808 1.210854 111403730 1.114037 0.096817 
S ^"IH""Si——?"^^^iTO555^~^^^^ZIj!jM_MggggiJJiiggzgg_ ” ： 二 : 
S T|^^- l i l l iT[^ 7i57^ 1^ 555555^ "^ ^^ _^__jMggiJLljZ^ -111403730 1.114037 0.033401 
g ^ 4 4 ^ — — ^ " k ^ ^ 5 5 5 5 5 " j ^ ^ l Z I Z I M ^ _ l ^ J l l ^ ” 權 ； = ¾ 
g ^~|~^~^——;j^^^|^3^^^^j^glZIZZ^_i^^_lIl^ggIH 1.114037 0.042873 
i6^--TT92—^1^^7^5^1^555555^I^^^lMZZIiniinM^3^11^I3^1^H^ 
~ i ^ ^ - ^ l i ^ ^ 5 5 ^ " T ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Z Z 3 ^ _ i : 5 ^ J 5 5 i 5 i ^ _ ^ ^ ^ g | 4 ^ 
4AA-^ l~?^^7^^^5555^^^^^ZZZIljIJ_:g^_12gggg^ 1.056823 000101^  
S i ^ 4 ^ “ “ ~ | ^ i f f W l 3 5 5 5 5 5 5 ^ ^ ^ Z Z : i M 3 M U 2 § ? § a ? l i ~ _ l ^ ~ S g ^4^""H——i^i^^1^555555?^^^ZZnM_M§ZggiJg§g§ggli : . : : 二 | f " H " " ^ i fl^^^^^5555^j^^ZZnM_i:gggggg_Jgggggg^ 1.二 ： g ? 
~ i 4 4 - ^ l^^^S^^^^^-999^ ^ 1-058164 105682315 1.056823 0-001341 
S ^ ^ - I J i l^^^^^555^_5 !5 f^__ : i^JL2^J2555^_ :L25^g4^ 
^"l4"liS——l^^75^15555555?"^7^ZZ:i^_L25Z2§iJ555§?§li_4Siil4^ 
IM=itt^ ^^ ^MW=^ ^^ ^^ fesgfeg^ ^^ ^^ =^ ^^ t^f^  
1 
i "W^  
i ,； Partial Basic Block Storing Mechanism Result: 
；_ BTC+PB(X,Y) 
t' -.,"l^ ' •. || ... 
• I G J T " ^ Nd L. S C1 C2 btc Si btcst pb sz Lnb TIME COUNT PartialHit Mehit |pbhit [ totalmiss|seqki l lc l |seq kill c2 |btc u |btcw |pbuse [pbwaste|CPI |BATIME i a s . C P I Mem.CPI 
‘ i ^ _ 0 16 6 1 8192 _ 2 128 1 188173025 1E+08 4911454 22340763 6 8 3 7 2 6 ^ 4 3 7 5 1 i q _ 2 0 n 8 7 ^ ^ 7 6 8 2 2 3 0 0 ^ 8 6 0 ¾ 144364 1.88173 ~1.16E*08 1.16471 0.71702 
‘ j j ^ _ 0 _ 6 6 1 6192 _ _ 2 126 1 244466765 1E*08 16131853 14337498 65289230 4241419 1587308 360843 0 0 3 6 9 2 ^ 214148 2.44467 ~1.16E»08 1.16471 1.27996 
I ^ 0 32 6 1 a i 9 2 _ 2 128 1 149032564 1E+08 1628847 34154416 62533903 1682834 ..27.176 —333984 0 0 79355 237507 1.49033 " l .16E*08 1.16471 0.32562 
I ^ 0 16 4 1 8192 _ _ 2 128 1 163865155 1E+08 6339984 22326367 68340762 2992887 53718 —495649 0 o T 9 4 ^ 583825 1.63865 " l .16E*08 1.16471 0.47394 
I ^ 0 16 5 1 8192 _ _ 2 128 1 178920233 1E+08 ~ ^ 1 0 6 3 0 22340650 6 8 3 6 9 3 ^ 4379343 73727 ~872582 0 O m ^ 16673o" 1.7892~1.16E*08 1.16471 0.62449 
I i i i T " ~ " 0 16 7 1 8192 _ _ 2 128 1 197127184 1E+08~^10785 22376132 68367403 4345680 281551 730925 0 0 "Tsoios 94869 1.97127 1.16E>08 1.16471 0.80656 
•| |i2 0 16 8 1 8192 _ _ 2 128 1 206402029 1EfQ8 " ^ 1 0 9 0 1 22377623 68364253 4347223 540625 484213 0 0 m i ^ 83434 2.06402 " l .16E*08 1.16471 0.89931 
i:. g i iT"~~ 0 16 6 1 4096 2 128 1 188872992 1E-*-08 5050145 22039836 ^ 5 4 8 2 1 5 4361804 227244 812924 0 0 208922 ~153B07 1.88873 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.72402 
I |jjj| 0 16 6 1 16384 2 128 1 187895220 1E+08 4873554 22579470 ^ 1 7 6 1 0 9 4370867 196104 761358 0 0 186348 ~141059 1.87895 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.71424 
.| iM ^ 16 6 1 32768 _ _ 2 128 1 166797805 1E*08 4823088 22972371 679133M 4291153 194976 —761729 0 0 160499 141988 1.8679fl 1.16E>0a 1.16471 0.70327 
I ^ 0 16 6 1 8192 1 128 1 188585184 1E>08 5014680 22194186 68438236 " ^ 2 8 9 8 216680 772863 0 0 195929 149072 1.88585 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.72114 
.f ^ ~0 16 6 1 8192 __4 128 1 187979409 1E^08 "^ 81323 22508199 68235863^  4374615 196687 —764072 0 0 ^ 853^  144725 1.87979 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.71509 
l' jj^ 0 16 6 1 8192 2 32 1 225313273 1E+08 7524806 38527640 47343024 6604330 467251 1615580 0 0 156730 614587 2.25313 1.16E+08 1.16471 1.08843 
)j j|;i ~0~i6 6 1 8192 _2 64 1 223650859 — 1E+0s"T^04274 29304573 56789584 6501569 418458 ~623831 0 0 17799^  517794 2.23651 1.16E*08 1.16471 1.0718 
！ :j ^ ^ ~0~?6~6~ 8192 ~2 128 2 148096864 1£»08~3627843 "3^ 87897 57408^  1075999 14427 “ 17527 ~ ^ 143 T36982 3070½ 1.48097 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.31626 
丨 j |i^ 0 ~ ^ 6 1 8192 2 128 3 141571117 1E+08 2778956 47990664 48317394 912986 14629 5524 5156 1540 102506 196145 1.41S71 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.251 
. j ii^| ~ 0 ~ i 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~8192 _ 2 128 4 135514920 ~ 1E>08 ~ ^ 6 8 4 8 7 59656815 3754926S 725433 17584 — 5350 8253 1650 31171 138625 1.35515 1.16E*08 1.16471 0.19044 
I .ii^i ~ T ~ ? 6 ~ 6 ~ 8192 ~ 2 128 ~ T 121683758 1£>08~101519~8^982386 13456133 459962 22992 “ 13465 0 0 45963 29372 1.21684 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.05213 
| j ^ i " ~ 8 ~ 6 ~ ~ 8 1 9 2 2 128 " ^ 2 4 4 4 4 3 5 8 1E+08 215500 88524372 10423042 837086 69248 9690 0 0 45191 33597 1.24444 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.07974 
^ i " ~ 3 2 ~ 6 ~ 8192 2 128 ~ 12327676^ 1E+08 57656 83670231 15814780 457333 10813 24081 0 0 25415 33507 1.23277 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.06806 
.,:i jj^ ^ " ~ ^ 6 ~ 4 ~ 8192 2 128 1 120527384 1E+08 101128 85954541 ^3488432 455899 13380 18869 0 0 47488 33683 1.20527 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.04057 
” t M i " ~ T 6 ~ 5 ~ 8192 2 128 " T l2109S425 1E-*-08 “ 101869 85991556 13449518 457057 18534 15885 0 0 46954 30582 1.21098 1.16E*08 1.16471 0.04628 
i | j j " i " ~ i ^ ~ T ~ r 8192 2 128 ~ r 122288121 1E+08_ 105073 86279791 13153201 461935 27606 15204 0 0 41596 27349 1.22288 1.16E*08 1.16471 0.05817 
； 1^ T ~ i 6 ~ ~ 8 ~ T 8192 ~ " " 2 1 2 8 ~ T " l 2 2 8 0 8 1 2 5 ~ 1E+08 106032 87045334 1 2 3 9 1 3 ^ 457308 30423 11836 0 0 40159 27516 1.22808 1 .16E*08 1.16471 0.06337 
1 1^  i"~76~6~T 4096 “ 2 128 ~T~125064719 1E+08~^10606 64548975 144709^  669482 58951 23855 0 0 68124 63365 1.25065 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.08594 
I j^ T"ii"i"Tlii^~2 128 ~Tl21053172 ~ 1E+08 24507 87245^  122864^  443492 17076 6008 0 0 38267 24934 1.21053 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.04582 
i - ^ i " ^ ~ 6 ~ T 32758 ~~~2 1 2 a ~ T ^ 1 9 0 4 1 8 4 7 1E+08 — 3334 91365887 8 3 7 5 7 ^ 255068 7586 2497 0 0 19656 9846 1.19042 1.16E*08 1.16471 0.02571 
j jj^ f " i e 6 1 8192 T 1 2 8 ~ l 2 3 6 7 9 5 6 4 ~ 1E+08 241640 81733890 17450333 574137 35735 20455 0 0 52788 35270 1.2368 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.07209 
I ij;j i"~^~6~ 8192 ~4 128 ~T 121030233 ~ 1E+08 ~~67848 83350^  16166903 414653 17905 — 8795 0 0 42016 24354 1.2103 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.04559 
J ii;j T ~ i 6 ~ 6 ~ r 8192 ~ 2 ~ 3 2 ~ r 129759145 1E+08 1 2 4 3 ^ 88264915 10357713 1253040 34 l7 I 20255 0 0 62283 97622 1.29759 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.13288 
j :iii5 1 ~ 7 6 ~ 6 ~ 8192 ~ ~ 2 64 ~ 126568442 ~ 1E+08 110783 8 6 6 5 8 ^ 1 2 2 8 8 2 ^ 942544 37350 23308 0 0 4208S 44425 1.26566 1.16E*08 1.16471 0.10098 
；-¾^ ^ ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ 8192 ~ 2 128 2 ^ 5 8 2 4 ^ 1E+08 136900 90886510" 8747858 —228732 1 8 1 ^ 6144 959 152 40226 28146 1.19583 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.03112 
- | ^ ^ ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ 8192 ~ ~ 2 ^ ^ ~ 3 119219545 1E+08 153723 93614142 6050293 ~181842 1 9 6 ^ 4366 7026 1519 27669 17687 1.1922 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.02749 
-ii^  i""fiT"T 8192 ~2l^ ~4Tl8831977 1E+08 1593^2 95414684__^ ggg2gg_2][ggg2JL_jli^ __Jggj__^ ^ 1764 23214 11905 1.18832 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.02361 
''^  7~^~^~ 8192 ~2l^ ~2T2176S887 Tjiji" 281509 91629341 7635238 ~453912 ^5^__65£|__4^ 6 44128 36930 1.21769 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.05298 
] -y ~^~S~6~ 8192 ~ 2 l ^ 3 121128629 ]^ 2^Et08 3069^  93347656 5990020 355356 ^ 2340 ___5925 _3008 9 40738 33167 1.21129 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.04658 �；jJ^ j :j"~^~^~ 8192 ~2~^ 4 120728438 Ti^ 320322 94323777 5060805 295096 317^  __3998 _g085 __92 36888 25283 1.20728 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.04258 
‘ ^ T^~6~T~^~~2 728^ 121124031 1E^  70698 86627453 ^ 3004264 _2g^_l°lHZ_jgZi_jggl i 22754 18741 1.21124 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.04653 
•I .h.jj;;j i " ~ ^ ~ ~ 6 ~ r 8192 ~ 2 128 3 118547610 T j i ^ 74327 92030344 7784044 111285 12108 10332 6507 1155 17375 13038 1.18548 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.02077 
,.'1^ "^^ "i"T"Tiw~5~T^~T]]^ 5£^^ ]^]^ ^ _^j;5£5i_i5ZZZl^ Il51 _^152li^ _l2?HljLLll^ _^ _l^ _IZ2?ii_LLZ!iJLl^ ~ll^ ^~l^ l^ ~5:5Hl^  
!•j " ^ i " i " 7 " T " i ^ ~ i " " ^ ~ l 2 ^ ^ £ 2 H Z i Z I i i ^ _ H 5 5 ? i ^ 2 5 £ l H ^ I ^ 5 ? 5 ? 5 i _ H 5 I I ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ~ ? ^ ~ — 5 4i8S2 33551 i . i s 9 i 4 i.i6E*08 i . i647i 0.02443 
； j ^ ^ ^ — ~ ~ ^ ~ ; "T ;^_"^ l l f tS f i :^7S7]^] j^^_2ggj2 j _Jgg^ggg^]_091485 184787 12755 9078 6561 1465 29939 20996 1.18564 1.16E*08 1.16471 0.02093 
J - ¾ i " ^ " 4 "T " ^ i i 2 ~7 " ^ "T j j j ^ ^ ^ _ ^g ; ^ _2gg ^ j ggggg_1 ^ 43313"^  142961 ~ 14227 8964 10127 1878 24505 13502 1.18252 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.01781 
\  "^ T~^~i~r~8^ ~2l28^Ti92T^ 1E+G 136516 89990521 96443^  228581 15431 7267 1026 153 40191 29295 1.19214 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.02743 
I ^ ^ 1 ^ " " i ^ " T " r " ^ ~ i ~ ^ ~ T ^ ^ ^ ^ g g ^ [ ] 3 ^ _ ^ j g g g 2 ; j g g g £ ^ _ g g ^ ; £ i ^ _ 2 H g ^ — _ 1 6 5 5 8 6128 6672 1602 28554 18498 1.18885 1.16E+08 1.16471 0-02414 ：ly A~^~5~~^ ~~2~T^~4m53^ 1E>08 158686 ~95399792 4301388 140134 18152 5874 9874 1864 23581 12725 1.18533 1.16E^08 1.16471 0.02062 
rf| ™^^ i""^]"T"^~2l^~2ri9945208 1E+Osj_[jggg^ _gggggg^ _jiggggg__jgIgji_ggni_lIgi 266 149 39916 27418 1.19945 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.03474 
f :ii^  T~[^~~~1^~2l2i"^ri954^ 1E+08| 152176 ~93605228 ~606^ 182307 20758 3256 6480 184 27544 18339 1.19545 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.03075 | � y ^"ii"7""^i92 ~~2~i^ ~4T^ 9^ 1^  1E^08 158783 95474507 ~422^ 139164 22270 3005 9179 358 23396 12901 1.19117 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.02646 
i ^^  i"~f6~8~T~?f^ "~2~^~2 120309491 1E^^ 139126 ~90928942 ~870^  227338 21829 4495 251 _ 0 39343 26680 1.2031 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.03839 I： —S^i ?~|6~8~~8?^ ~0 ~^ ~ 11 PB47S:^fl _^ E^ js _J52369 jgggj^ _gglg_1^4 179568 22077 3259 6096 __32 27103 17740 1.19848 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.03377 
1 "^ T~f^ ~^ ~r~Ti92 ~~2~m~4 119413155 1E^08 159056 95476423 ~422^  139003 23160 3217 8490 __59 23295 12691 1.19413 1.16E>08 1.16471 0.02942 
I fii^ i T~l[6~6~r~^ ~iT ~^Ti?lftQ7qft1_^ _^Jggg2ijgillggj__^ gggg^ ^�l9588 59954 14208 1584 365 60151 35617 1.21898 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.05427 
p ^ ^ f ~ i i ~ ^ ~ r ~ i 5 ^ ~ ~ ? " ^ ~ ^ T ; r ^ ^ ^ ^ _ J £ ^ _ ^ g g g g ^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ _ j g ^ Z j Z : j 8 1 3 9 1 62413 12723 13279 3526 46920 22648 1.21654 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.05183 
I ^ S ^ T ~ t 6 ~ 6 ~ r ~ 4 0 ^ ~ 2 l ^ T 121558968 1E+08 416296 95390818 3937633 255253 64665 12587 21901 4213 39687 20566 1.21559 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.05088 
t s^  T~Ti~i~ 16384 2 128 ""2ms^ ~~1E+08 51369 90987375 " i 7 ^ 176680 4513 2279 __56 _ 0 24336 22661 1.18539 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.02068 
F "S5 T^~6~1^~2~f28~Tl18195318 ” ^ i ^ 66318 94716554 ~i5^ 133083 4496 1839 3771 1374 13622 12712 1.18195 1.16E+08 1-16471 0.01725 
_ -i^ T"f^"7"Tli^“fT^"TT177:^ 7^ j^j^ __gg^]j^ j^^ :4200574 86254 4816 1688 4943 1443 11356 8165 1.17748 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.01277 
-•:'ii5 7 ~ ^ ~ ? ~ r i ^ ~ ~ 2 l M ~ 2 117827657 ^^ ^；；^^ ；；^^ ^^ _^ 25111^ ：_11^  893 ^ 4 _ 0 14168 8855 1.17828 1.16E^08 1.16471 0.01357 
/ 1^ T n [ ^ ^ - r i 2 7 6 8 ~ ~ ^ ^ ~ i l 7 ? 1 S f i f t 5 ^ 1 E ^ ~ J ^ 95997356 3921567 65714 1588 668 341 _ _ 3 5176 5704 1.17216 1.16E^08 1.16471 0.00745 
> i i 5 T " f ^ " ^ " T l i 7 W ” o ^ ~ 11f i7447aS _ j E ^ Z j j ^ J ^ ^ ^ ^ 3466650 1 8 7 8 1 1 2 2 3 485 3 7 7 3 1 2788 1 7 1 9 1 . 1 6 7 4 5 1 . 1 6 E + 0 8 1 . 1 6 4 7 1 0.00274 
'•• i i i ^ ^ ^ - - ^ ~ ~ T ^ ^ 1 2 0 9 5 7 5 7 5 ~ ~ ~ ? F ^ - > " ^ ° " " A 7 l < ^ 7 A f i R l 9 ? f t n » n i 2 7 8 6 3 3 2 9 3 7 8 1 1 8 0 6 1 1 7 3 1 7 4 5 1 6 3 7 4 1 3 4 2 1 . 2 0 9 5 8 1 . 1 6 E + 0 8 1 . 1 6 4 7 1 0 - 0 4 4 8 7 
m^ T~^ ~6~r~8^ ~ri28"Tl20738278 “^ 1；5^ "^ ?^ "^91076714 ~^3^ 239472 32948 8320 13983 3938 34563 28361 1.20738 1.16E^08 1.16471 0.04268 
i^i^  rn^H"iT^~f lM^ 120494248 ~~?¥^ 324593 928^17106 6651688 206613 35365 7332 19564 3668 29181 25289 1.20494 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.04023 
-:iiS 7 - ^ — - ^ ~ 4 ^ ~ 2 119548327 “ “ ^ ^ ~ T j ^ ^90543466 _9101821 241277 ~ ^ 9923 340 _ 1 1 35040 23185 1.19548 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.03078 
1 ^ T ^ - ^ " T 8192 4 1 2 8 ^ m 5 0 ^ ” i F ^ n o ^ 2 ^ J ^ ^ ^ ~ ^ ^ ^ 口^ 6^0 17325 4152 4677 492 25710 14434 1.19007 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.02537 
7 iTal T~?i~i~r 8192 4 128 " ^ m 5 ^ “ “ 1 E ^ 0 8 _ J ^ A ' d 5 Z ^ ' ' i ^ ^ 129263 19938 3543 7333 792 21514 7128 1.18586 1.16E+08 1.16471 0.02115 
f i i S ^ " ^ H " ^ ~ 2 ~ ^ ^ 122730487 ~ 1 E ^ 0 8 ^ | 5 4 3 0 0 "91956425 7356367 532908 21665 6534 1103 154 66228 67698 1.22731 1.16E>08 1.16471 0.0626 
;^ iiJ T"l i" i"T"^“2~^^ 121264640 ~1E>08 165286 "94538541 4916826 r^7fl:^47 7r^ fi? 5164 7108 1572 57689 45853 1-21265 1.1gE+08 1.16471 0.04794 
I t-S^  r"f^l"T «192 2 32 ^ ^7l2T^^"~^ 166404 ~^57^ 3760150 368969 22570 4145 9985 1829 25133 25842 1-21169 1.16E+08 1.16471 0-04698 
. " i i ^ j ~ ~ ： ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ - - ^ ~ : ; " ^ l i o w i 7 < ^ 7 n ^ 1 ^ _ ^ ^ g g 2 i j j I j Z j i l 8121389 418540 ~ i ^ 7320 1004 150 38235 31912 1.21516 1.16E+0fl 1.16471 0.05047 
I i^ii^ - i"^~6~"8Ti2~7 ~^ ~ 7^ ;^ ^^ ;5i" ~ j l ^ _JlgllE ^ 3680036 5800181 “ 363443 ~ 1 ^ 4794 7048 1522 26921 22029 1.21052 1.16E+08 1.16471 0-04581 
罨 1 ^ 1 : r ~ ? ^ ~ ^ ~ r ~ ^ ~ 7 ~ ^ 2 j j ^ § ^ i ; 2 ! l + _ 0 8 1 6 1 9 i a 9 5 5 8 2 3 3 8 " 7 [ ^ ^ 1 5 3 9 8 5 2 1 8 6 7 3 6 5 1 1 0 0 0 9 1 7 8 3 2 2 0 4 2 1 4 0 6 5 1 . 1 8 9 9 1 . 1 6 E + 0 8 1 . 1 6 4 7 1 0 . 0 2 5 2 】 ~ ‘ 
： 墓 一 一 — 
2i^ iii^ ““0"^ "i"T"^ ~2~i28~T^S698328 —~?i^  20587691 4143815 74083398 1164896 145522 1013691 0 _0 __^i |29_2j8698 1.03E^0a Jj3335 1.35364 
S i m w ^ ~ 0 ~ 8 ~ 6 ~ r ~ 8 ^ ~ ~2 "^28 ~T 366275142 1 E+o"i" 42248015 ~2358992 54209S99 1183394 Tl66048 1099 0 _ _ 0 __^97_ 2 ^ _ 3 j 62 ^ 1.03E+08 1.03335 2.6294 
I . S 7 " ] H " T " ^ ~ 2 l 2 e T 1771430S2 I E ^ O 8 " 9 5 ^ 7155740 82110994 T i 7 ^ 141158~^675^ 0 _ _ 0 _ _ 1 6 9 722066 1.77143 1.03E+08 1.03335 0.73808 
'f^i^S"l^"i^"7T 8192 2 128 ~rTi5^ i3555 ~~"^ 20567911 4143716 74083392 1184981 ~ 6 ^ " n ^ ~~0 _ 0 _100 17929 1.95154 1.03E^08 1.03335 0.91fl19 •S;tonie^ ~0~ie^ ~T 8192 ”2~i^ ~TTl6926122| 1E^08|20567894| 41437221740834261 11849S8| 1512| 1157178| o| o| 140| 13^9丨2.16926丨1.03£+08丨1.03335丨1.13591 ^^ 
B 
蓋 
Part ia l Bas ic B lock Stor ing M e c h a n i s m Result : 
BTC+PB(X,Y) 
I ; C ^ ^ J 6 7 1 8192 _ _ 2 128 1 260471073 1E^ -08 205878^ 4143814|74083403| 1184893[ 146231丨1013114丨 0丨 0丨 119丨 6a7|2.6047l | l .03E+08-1.0333i^J[j j^ 
；j5JJrtv'_OJ6_a_2_8^__2 128 1 262243952 1E+08 20567890 4143614 7jg83395 JJ8490j^ 1142142 ~17291 0 0 109 — 609 2.822^ 1.03E*08 1.03335 1.78909 
I S i i ^ j ! j ^ 6 1 4096 _ 2 128 1238709666 : : [ j ^ g ^ j 2 g g g 2 £ j _ _ £ ^ 2 H l ^ 7 4 0 9 4 4 0 4 ] 1 8 5 1 7 7 — i ^ ^ ^ ^ . J g ^ j g g ^ 0 ^ ~ 0 120 ^ 2.387l" 1.03EfQ8 " l .03335 1 . 3 5 ^ 
i S i i ^ l 0 _ 1 6 6 1 16384 _ 2 128 1 238695616 ^ ] ^ ^ & ^ j g g g Z j ^ _ j L l j g g 9 I l ° ! g g ^ 1184842 ~ H 5 3 7 3 1013653 0 0 ~ ? ^ 9 856 “ 2.38696 T 0 3 E * 0 8 1.03335 1.35361 
j i S S i ^ ] J 6 6 1 32768 _ _ 2 128 1 238694745 1 E + 0 8 j g g g ^ ^ _ ^ ^ j ^ g g ^ 2 j g g g g Z i ] i l g l g g j _ _ L l g ^ G 1013675 0 o" 119 & ^ 2.38695 1.03E->-08~1.03335 J ^ j ^ 
I j g j j i ^ ^ ^ 16 6 1 8192 1 128 1 238695690 1E+08 20593889 4130601 74094684 jn80826 146006 1014151 0 0 8 6 — 640 2 . 3 8 6 ^ 1.03E+0i 1.03335 1.35361 ]|^ ;|;^ i7"^  16 6 1 8192 _4 128 1 238695198 1E-fQ8 2^87368 4144699 74q83004 jm4929 145352 1013640 0 0 119 — 860 2.38695 1.03E+0i 1.03335 1.35361 
j ^ ^ ^ 16 6 1 8192 _ _ 2 32 1 260235562 1E+08 20601515 7022203 69046095 3330187 148715 ~726181 0 0 8 848 2.60236 ~1.03E»0a 1.03335 1.56901 
i jp| ; ;^^"o i 6 6 1 8192 2 64 1 238856118 1E+08 20595567 __7020353 71188572 1195508 145879 1013731 0 0 ~ 2 8 3 5 B^ 2.38856 1.03E+08 1.03335 1.35521 
；j^JH^^"o_26__6_^_82W 2 128 2 231588215 1E-*-08 19416406 8847876 70558982 1176736 3729 ~143509 0 0 235 1012860 2.31588 1.03E+08 1.03335 1.28254 
；iJ^ i5^ ]IiI_i_i_ilEi __2 128 3 224527490 1E^ 08 18251496 13540429 67038574 1169499 3852 ~" 289 5 2 307 115536s" 2.24526 1.03E*08 1.03335 1.21193 
, i S S I ^ j i S r ] ] ^ ] � _ i l ^ _ 2 128 4 210476198 1E+08 ^6?06599 18200520 64641879 1051002 3881 258 34 11 241 1017577 2.10476 1.03E+08 1.03335 1.07142 
j ; ^ ; ; ; ^^~T~ i6~6~T~8192 _ 2 128 1 103417751 ~ 1E+08 ~ " 4181 86054248 13935889 5682 1063 _ 448 0 0 ?67 1098 1.03418 1.03E+08 1.03335 0.00083 
；^^!i;^~ 8 ~ 6 ~ ~ 8 1 9 2 ___2 128 1 103453450 ~ 1E+08 ~~~ 6169 88470579 1151303? 10221 1505 ~ " 642 0 0 ？ ^ 993 1.03453 1.03E+08 1.03335 0.00119 
； | J H | ^ “ “ i r ~ 3 2 ~ ~ 6 ~ 8192 2 128 1 103416950 1E+08 3017 ~84417491 15575346 一 4146 ^ 532 0 ~ 0 245 949 1.03417 1.03E*06 1.03335 0.00082 
丨 I J H ； ^ “ “ i " ^ ~ 4 ~ T 8192 2 128 ~"103398345 ~ 1E+08 ~ ~ 4175 86054244 139356^ 5725 623 — 665 ¥ 0 ~ T ^ 1318 1.03398 1.03E+08 1.03335 0.00064 
；;^ ;;;^ ;;;7^~~T6~5~ 8192 2 128 ~TT03408245 1E+08 4175 8605424^  13935S56 5725 — 885 ^ 0 0 168 1250 1.03408 1.03E+08 1.03335 0.00073 
j |^catv ~T ~?6 ~ ~ 8192 2 128 1 103427493 1E+08 4181 86054248 13935900 5671 1213 303 0 0 167 1082 1.03428 1.03E+08 1.03335 0.00093 
; ^ ; ; ^ ^ ~ T ~ ^ j ~ T 8192 2 128 " T 1 ^ 4 3 7 3 4 5 1E+08 418? 86054248^ 13935900 5671 ~ 1290 261 0 0 167 1047 1.03437 1.03E+08 1.03335 0.00103 
| ^ | | j ^ ~ ~ i " ~ ^ 6 ~~6 ~ 4096 2 128 1 103472868 1E+08 9421 98887998 1094674 7907 2813 1077 0 0 207 851 1.03473 1.03E+08 1.03335 0.00138 
i^catv ~ T ~ i 6 ~ 6 ~ l 6 3 8 4 2 128 ~ T ^ 3 9 6 1 2 4 1E+08 1627 86436333 13556913 5127 — 538 323 0 0 151 760 1.03396 1.03E*08 1.03335 0.00061 
iomcatv ~ ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ T 32768 2 ~ ^ ~ ^ 3 6 6 2 0 6 1E+08 1091 99912490 83945 2474 — 308 112 0 0 101 420 1.03366 1.03E^08 1.03335 0.00032 
iMcatv" ~ " T e ~~6 ~ T 8192 1 ^ [ ^ " T T o 3 ^ 4 5 4 1 1 8 1E^06 7952 89466017 10519185 6846 — 1917 640 0 0 300 827 1.03454 1.03E^08 1.03335 0.00119 
Imcatv ~ ? ~ ? 6 ~ 6 ~ 8192 ~~~4 128 ~T~103403656 1E+08 一 2467 82190155 1 7 8 0 2 0 ^ 5359 620 — 476 0 0 113 886 1.03404 1.03E+08 1.03335 0.00069 
i^mMtv ~ r ~ i 6 ~ 6 ~ T 8192 2 ~ ^ ~ 7 ? ? 8 0 8 4 3 7 1E+08 4214 86585164 12565887 844735 4740 475 0 0 91 4341 1.11808 1.03E+08 1.03335 0.08474 
Iomcatv ~ ~ ^ 6 ~ 6 ~ ? 8192 ~ 2 64 ~ T l 0 3 7 7 6 0 e 8 1E+08 4167 86568017 1338629? 41525 3815 482 0 0 169 1483 1.03776 1.03E+08 1.03335 0.00441 
i^ii^S^;““i""fi"i"T 8192 ~2~^~2"T03409082 1E+08 47^ 88519467 11471304 ~ 4444 1305 292 11 0 —...195 839 1.03409 1.03E+08 1.03335 0.000_7_4_ 
1；；；^ “ “ T ^ ~ " 6 ~ ^ a j ^ [ ^ ^ ^ j 0 3 4 0 ^ 1E+08 4874 T9402531 10588^ 385s" 1268 2^ 15 ~^_gg^_Jgg_J|^gg^J jgg^J_ jggg^_J jgggg 
；^；；；^“f " j i ~ 6 ~ T ~ ^ ~ 2 1 ^ ~ 7 T o 3 4 o i r i 8 1E+08 4957 T9869946 1 0 1 2 j m 7 _ _ J ^ ^ _ | 3 0 3 _ _ ^ ± _ 5 7 _ _ ^ j _ _ 2 6 3 679 1.03403 1.03E+08 1.03335 0.00069 
；；；；^“ 8 6 * T 8192 ~ 2 ~ ? 2 8 ~ 2 103439521 _ _ ] ^ ^ ^ _ _ J 2 Z £ _ ! ? l £ l ? £ ^ i £ 5 £ H Z l Z _ ^ _ i i ^ _ _ 2 H E 0 246 1218 1.0344 1.03E>0B 1.0333S 0.0010S 
；^；；；^“~7~6~T~8m ~~2^ ]^03^ 6111 ~~Ti^  8620 91765481 8219642 6257 1471 ~__^ 49 3^ 0 _g^ _[ggj__^ jgjg£Jjgg^ J^ gggg£_gjg2£l 
1 ^ ； ； ； ^ “ “ f ~ 7 ~ 6 ~ r ~ 8 ^ ^ ~ 2 l l 8 ~ 4 _ ^ ^ 8 7 5 " ~ " ? 1 ^ 8877 91945675 ~8040035 54lT ^ ^ ~ _ W _ U 1 283 847 1.03431 1.03E+08 1.03335 0.00096 
I ^ H ； ^ “ “ T ~ 3 2 ~ 6 ~ r ~ 8 ^ ~ ~ 2 T 2 8 ^ T 0 3 4 0 a 7 3 5 1 E ^ 3440 8481147o ls i81787 3303 740 : _ 6 ^ _ ^ _ 1 1 254 958 1.03409 1.03E^08 1.03335 0.00074 
i i 5 J i ^ S ^ ; ~ " i " " ^ T " T " ^ ~ 2 l ^ ~ 3 j 0 3 4 0 6 6 g 9 ~ ~ 7 i ^ 3575 88348739 rf644607 3 0 ^ 698 ~ _ _ _ 6 3 6 _ 5 0 _ _ 3 2 251 680 1.03407 1.03E.08 1.03335 0.00072 
to;^~r~^~6~~8^ " ~ 2 l ^ " 7 j 0 3 4 0 ^ — 1E^08 3 5 3 3 ~ 6 9 2 4 ^ 10750613 2889 6 ^ 6 8 ^ ^ _ _ ^ _ ^ _ ? H 476 1.03404 1.03E+08 1.03335 0.00069 
； ~^~7~ii~S"~T~?i92 ~ 2 i ^ T 0 3 3 9 ^ — 1E+08 4783 ~ 8 8 5 ^ ^ 11471345 4445 7jn 7 ^ _ U _ 0 _ 2 0 7 953 1.03391 1.03E+08 1.03335 0.00056 
i ^ ~ ~ f H " T " ^ ~ 2 l i a ~ 3 j p 3 3 8 ^ _ 1E^08 4905 8 9 4 o l ^ 10588744 3954 7JQ 695 _ _ ^ _ _ ^ _ 2 5 2 ^ 927 1.03387 1.03E+08 1.03335 0.00053 
1 ^ ~ ~ T " ^ " i " " r " i T ^ “ “ 2 l 2 i " ~ 4 T 0 3 3 8 ^ 1E+08 4925 89870011 10121281 3 ^ 72S 761 114 44 _ ^ 760 1.03386 1.03E+08 1.03335 0.00051 
to;;;^~r~i6~5~T 8192 2 128 ^ 7 0 3 3 9 ^ 1E+08 4783 88519457 11471315 _ ~ ^ _ | ^ « 6 _ ^ _ 0 _ W _ 8 9 9 1.034 1_03E+08 1.03335 0.00065 
i ^ ~ " 7 " f i ] l " ^ “ “ 2 7 ^ ^ 7 0 3 3 9 ^ 1E+08 4900 "i9402^T7 10588716 3867 1065 ^ _ _ 2 8 _ _ 2 5 _ _ ^ _ _ 7 6 3 1.03395 1.03E+08 1.03335 0.0006 
to^;^"^"I"nF^~~2 1 ^ ~ 4 103394751 ~ i j ^ 4981 S9869920 T m 2 ^ 3782 1087 4 M _ _ 6 0 _ _ ^ _ 2 M _ _ 7 1 0 1.03395 1.03E+08 1.03335 0.0006 
；^；；；^ — ^  — — 8192 2 l ^ ~ 2 T 0 3 ^ T H ^ ~ 1 E > 0 8 4783 88519468 T f 7 ^ 4 4445 1420 W _ ^ _ _ 0 _ J 9 5 _ _ 8 2 8 1.03418 1.03E>08 1.03335 0.00084 
i ^ ； ； ； ^ ^ - ^ — — 8192 2 ^ 1 ^ m ^ ^ “ “ 1 E>08 ^ 4 8 ^ 8940283^ " ^ 5 ^ 6 3747 1425 ^ _ _ 2 6 _ 0 293 _ _ 6 ^ 1 .034 ” 1.03E+08 1.03335 0.00076 ;^ ; ; ;^- l^-- ai92 2 128 "Tl^3^T^~Ti^“ “ ^ 89870217 T0121102 3692 1471 1^_^6__9 263 __628 1.03411 1.03E+08 1.03335 0.00076 
i ; ; ; ; ; ; ^ T " ^ l ~ r ~ ^ ] ~ " T i ^ T 103427S33 1E+08 4783 1 ^ ^ ¾ 11471252 ~ ^ Z j j ^ _ _ 1 Z Z ^ _ 1 1 _ _ i ^ l i _ 7 9 ^ 1.03428 1.03E.Q8 1.03335 0.00093 
^ ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ 1 ~ 1 8192 2 l ^ " ^ l ^ i ^ r ^ ~ ^ o T ~ ~ ^ ~ i i ^ ^ 10588573 ~ ^ _ l f M _ _ W _ l i _ _ 0 282 _ _ g U 1.0342 1.03E+08 1.03335 0.00085 
; ^ ^ - ^ — — - ^ ~ T ^ ~ 7 103419804 1 E ^ " ~ ^ ~ i ^ ^ ^ 10121072 3 _ g ^ Z ] j l j ^ _ _ ^ _ ^ _ ? _ ^ ^ _ g g £ 1.0342 1.03E+08 1.03335 0.00085 
; ^ ; ; ; ; ; ; ; r - ^ - - 4nafi ? 7 i ^ ~ ^ 103466258 1E^08 " j ^ ^ 8 8 9 4 8 5 8 1088085 — ~ ^ 2862 _ _ 7 J L _ T L _ ° _ ^ _ _ 9 5 6 1.03466 1.03E.Q8 1.03335 0.00132 
^ ^ ; ; ; ^ " r " T i ] l " ^ H ^ ] 1 C m 6 8 7 D 8 _ _ l ^ ^ Z ^ _ ^ 5 i ^ I ^ ^ ^ Z ^ _ ^ _ _ 5 1 ^ _ J I _ _ 1 _ ^ ^ g g j 1 03469 1.03E+08 1.03335 0.00134 
i ^ ； ； ； ^ - ^ ^ — 4096 2 1 ^ ^ 103469571 1E^08 10970 "^8896747 1085677 6606 3234 _ _ ! f O 60 1^5 224 _ ^ 1.0347 1.03E>08 1.03335 0.00135 
i ^ ^ l j - ^ - - ^ — ^ ^ ^ ^ " " ^ ~ ~ ^ " i ^ i ^ l ^ i ^ " j ^ _ _ 1 1 8 _ _ m _ _ 1 0 1 5 2 _ _ 5 0 ^ 1 0338 1.03E+08 1.03335 0-00045 
i ^ ^ ^  ^ -T ^  — l i ^ ~ I T03370774 1E>08 2175 90256225 - ^ ^ _ _ _ 2 2 6 2 __^90 _ _ H 1 _ _ 5 _ 1 咖 384 1.03371 1.03E+08 1.03335 0.00036 S " 4 " ^ " i 4 = 4 ^ ] ^ 5 7 ^ " ^ i ^ " ^ " ^ i ^ : : ^ _ ^ _ ^ _ _ - _ j j _ ^ 181 咖 1.03371 1.03E.08 1-03335 0-00036 
i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ — 1 ^ ~ i 103352670 1 E+08 ^ _ ^ _ 9 9 9 j 6 ^ Z ^ 麵 _ _ 3 0 7 _ _ ^ _ _ 0 _ 0 _ m _ _ 6 2 1.03353 1.03E.Q8 1.0333S 0.00018 
i S H 3 ~ H ^ ~ f ; ~ ! l ^ ^ Z : ^ Z : ^ " ^ ^ ^ ~ ^ : : i ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ l _ U _ g j 1-03349 1.03E.08 1.03335 0.00015 
i ^ " ^ 3 ~ H = ~ l ^ ~ ^ ^ ^ ~ ^ Z : ^ : i ^ ~ " ^ Z : ^ _ _ ? ? i _ _ _ ? i _ _ I 」 _ ^ _ _ ^ 1-03349 1.03E.08 1.03335 0.00015 
S ~ ~ ^ 3 ~ H = ~ ! ^ 4 l 5 ^ ^ " ~ l i ^ I ^ _ j H g g i ^ 8685251 5555 _ ^ _ _ « 2 _ _ 1 _ ^ 341 813 1.03448 1.03E.Q8 1.03335 0.00113 S ~ � ~ ^ 4 " i ^ ^ 4 " ^ ~ ! S i i ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ ^ ^ ^ i ; 7 ~ ^ _ i ^ _ _ l l i � _ ^ 328 854 1.03447 1膨08 1.03335 0.00112 
S " 4 K " ^ ~ ^ ~ ^ : ~ ^ S ^ ~ ^ ~ ^ : i ^ " ^ ^ Z : i ^ 19” _ _ ! H _ j ^ 43 340 715 1.03444 1.03E>08 1.03335 0.0011 
5 E 5 5 L J , _ 2 6 _ 6 _ 2 _ ^ _ _ l J L g g , _ l 10^i444JB/ _ i ^ ~ — „ o , - . , Q n inft^fi74Q “ ^ ^ i ^ 1 0 222 458 1.03387 1.03E+08 1.03335 0.00052 
tomeaK/ ^ ^R tt 1 aio， d 15A 5 103386969 1E+08 3271 89156790 10836749 3 iau / 3 / 山， |_ ^ 
S ^ M ~ H � ~ ^ � 4 S ^ " ^ ~ ~ ^ " ^ ^ ^ " ^ ^ ~ ^ I I ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ i _ _ L 276 452 1.03386 1.03E+08 1.03335 0.00051 
S " " l 3 4 " ^ " ^ " H S " ^ S S ^ " ^ i ^ " " ^ ^ = ^ ^ ^ " ^ ~ " ^ _ _ l g j _ ^ _ ^ 247 335 1.03386 1.03E>08 1.03335 0.00051 
S H " ^ " H " ^ " 4 ! 4 S S S " T i ^ " ^ " ^ ^ ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ I ^ _ _ g g i _ i l � 1 3 5 »231 1.08243 慨+08 1.03335 0.04908 
= ^ _ _ l J l i _ ^ _ L 8 1 9 2 _ 2 ^ _ l 1UB^4^B10——E ^ ^ ^ „ - . . - r ; r ^ ^ ^ r ^ ~ ^ 279 15 2 189 3716 1.0805 1.03E+08 1.03335 0.04715 
lomcaW 1 16 6 1 8192 2 32 3 108049779 1E+08 ^ 94493691 5032896 _ J g 8 3 3 3 _ 1 J ^ — — 2 ^ _ _ ^ _ _ ^ _ _ — 
i ^ ~ m ~ r ~ i T ^ ~ ^ ~ ^ ; ^ ^ Z : ^ _ _ ^ _ ^ l ^ ~ i ^ ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ ~ - ~ ^ ~ ^ • = 0 0 
toi;;^~T~i^~i~r ai92 2 64 ^ ^ m s ^ ^ “ ^ i ^ 4914 90921749 9058684 14653 1350 ^ _ _ ^ _ ° " 2 _ _ 2 ^ 1.03512 1.03E+08 1.03335 0.00177 
S " " l 3 " H ^ " i " S 4 S S ^ " ^ " ^ " ^ ^ ^ " ^ ^ ^ " ^ " ^ ^ ~ ~ ^ g E _ _ ^ � 咖 1342 1.03511 1.03E+08 1.03335 0.00176 
^ i J i i i i z i J H i i i z i ^ i i i ^ ： ! ^ ： ^ = ^ ^ " ^ 」 』 』 " ^ ^ : ^ ^ 
P ; ; ; ; 5 ; i ] = ^ " " f ^ ^ ^ : ^ ^ i ^ i ^ ^ ^ ; ^ ^ l H ~ ~ g 4 i i ^ ^ S ^ ^ ^ 
e " ^ 4 ~ ? ~ r " ^ ~ T i " T ^ ^ ~ ^ ^ ^ _ j ^ i 5 i ^ i ^ > ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ H ~ ^ 二 = = . = = 
f " ^ ^ " T " 7 ^ ^ H i i " " r S ^ " T i ^ : ^ J ^ H 5 H 2 i 2 I l ^ i l l ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ ; ~ f 二 二 E0 . = = 
^^  ^ ^ ^ 4 ! o, , 178^im?^“^20427905 11499809 64558350 3513936 1066689 1184410 __0__0__43 494116 2.12422 1.04E>08 1.03978 .08443 
S ~ " ^ 4 ^ 4 ; 4 i i S S ^ ~ ^ ^ : j j j ^ j ^ i i j ^ ^ 1 ~ ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ ^ l = ; = • • 
t " ^ 1 ^ ~ 7 T ~ i ^ ~ ? i ~ r i ^ ^ i ^ ~ ^ i ^ j g l g Z g l I J l i g g g g 2 6 4 5 5 ^ 8 3513925 J 8 1 1 9 1 3 _ _ 9 3 3 2 3 1 _ _ ^ _ ^ _ ^ _ _ g 【 = . = : . = ; . 二 
^ ^ ^ 4 - - l ^ — li^~ri5?^~^^5^Jijgg!g° 6^ 5^8328 3513925 _22520g8_^9 igg3__^__J__||__^ = : 二： , = 二； 
� j + � 4 ~ i W l ^ Z ^ ^ J i ^ = = = ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ ~ g ： = = = 
5 H : " ^ ] l ] l ^ Z I ! _ 1 ^ 5 2 2 9 f i Z i _ 1 ^ ^ 5 ^ _ l i l H ^ ^ S ^ = = ^ i S " " ? " ^ " ^ “ “ ^ - ^ 1.04E.08 1.03978 1.S6326 
S 2 _ _ - ^ ^ ^ - l ^ 2 J 1 8 _ 1 2603012gl _ _ i I l 0 8 2 0 4 2 ^ 2 J ^ ^ 645 29 = ; ^ ^ ^ g g g ~ ~ o ^ ^ 2 ~ ~ ^ " ^ ： ^ 1.04E.D8 1.03978 1.56328 
^ 0 ^ ^ - " i T ^ " “ “ r 1 ^ ~ 260305955 1 E*OB 20428010 11499680 64558363 3513947 1106210 1638982 0 O J _ £ £ ^ 
I 
B: Part ial Bas ic Block Stor ing M e c h a n i s m Result : 
驚 BTC+PB(X,Y) 
^ 一 7 16 6 1 8192 _ 4 128 1 260304832 1E+0ai5727886 1149站93丨64记8301丨3513920丨1106140丨1638978丨 0| Ol 30[ 8S| 2.6030S[ 1 . 0 4 E * 0 8 T M 9 7 8 1.56327 
J5" T 16 6 1 8192 _2 32 1 260310846 1E*08 20428305 11501^  645560l7 3514269 1106355 1639045 0 0 13 7S 2.60311 T04E^ 06T03^  1.56333 
JJ _0 16 6 1 8192 2 64 1 260309310 1E-*-08 20428154 11500499 ^ 5 5 7 1 4 0 " ^ 4 2 0 7 1106299 1639048 0 0 20 62 2.60309 1.04E»0a 1.03978 1.56331 
i^_—. 
^~" ^  16 6 1 8192 _2 128 2 233783484 1E+08 T^69690 24739T^  5516088T 2729633" 500 ~337244 3 0 61 1670265 2.33784 1.04E+08 1.03976 1.29805 
g ^ 0 16 6 1 8192 2 128 3 215849998 1E+08 15056472 34496271 48133247 2314010 519 57 6 2 79 1615354 2.1585 1.04E*08 1.03978 1.11672 
^ 0 16 6 1 8192 2 128 4 201798389 1E-<-08 12845275 43421099 TT498062 " ^ 5 5 6 4 522 54 14 5 63 1536924 2.01798 1.04E*08 1.03978 0.9782 
^ T 16 6 1 8192 2 128 1 103997565 1E+08 1604 95064062 4933395 939 512 M 0 0 M 69 1.03998 1.04E+08 1.03978 0.00019 
JJJ ^ 8 6 1 8192 2 1 2 8 _ 1 104006354 1E+08 3276 96936916 3058731 1077 642 19 0 0 M 75 1.04006 1.04E+08 1.03978 0.00028 
^ 1 ~ 3 2 ~ 6 1 8192 2 128 1 104873487 1E-*-08 ~ 913 ~95119255 ~4816396 ~~63434 240 196 0 0 60 7909 1.04874 1.04E-*-08 1.03978 0.00895 
^ T ~ ^ 4 1 8192 2 128 1 103992460 1E+08 1601 95064056 4933405 938 318 230 0 0 M 80 1.03993 1.04E+08 1.03978 0.00014 
^ 1 ~ ^ ~ 5 1 8192 2 126 1 103995013 1E+08 1604 ~95064062 4933396 938 438 117 0 0 ^ 75 1.03995 1.04E+08 1.03978 0.00017 
J^ T ~ W ~ 7 ~ T 8192 2 128 1 104000114 1E+08 1617 95064083 4933368 932 543 26 0 0 ^ 67 1.04 1.04E*08 1.03978 0.00022 
^ T 16 8 ~ T 8192 2 128 1 104002663 1E+08 1617 95064083 4933368 932 551 ^ 0 0 ^ 61 1.04003 1.04E*06 1.03978 0.00025 
^ T " ^ " " ^ " T ^ ^ ^ ^ 2 128 1 104000889 1E+08 2003 95063736 4933244 1017 658 M 0 0 ^ 50 1.04001 1.04E+08 1.03978 0.00023 
^ ^ " ~ ^ 6 ~ 6 ~ ^ 163&4 2 128 1 103994099 1E+OS 1268 95064633 4933295 804 398 ^ 0 0 ^5 79 1.03994 1.04E+08 1.03978 0.00016 
JjJ" T ~ i i ¥ ~ 6 ~ T 32768 2 128 1 103991917 1E+08 1140 95065151 4933045 664 347 ^ 0 0 M 68 1.03992 1.04E»08 1.03978 0.00014 
^ i " ~ i 6 ~ 6 ~ T 8192 ~ f 1 2 8 ~ T l 0 3 9 9 9 0 2 6 1E^-08 ~~~ 1722 9 5 0 6 3 ^ 493341^ 1008 “ 559 84 o" 0 ^ 67 1.03999 1.04E*08 1.03978 0.00021 
^ i"~i[6~6~r 8192 ~~4 128 ~Tl03996980 ~ 1E+08 1613 95064^  493327^ 874 “ 514 ~ ~ 45 o' 0 7^ 58 1.03997 1.04E+08 1.03978 0.00019 
^ i~l6~6~T 8192 ~~2 32 ~T 104311660 ~ 1E+08 ~" 1628 98545^  14204^  32333 518 ^ 0 0 51 7943 1.04312 1.04E+08 1.03978 0.00334 
^ 7^~6~T 8192 ~2 64 ~^ 03997856 1E+08 1613 9854sT^  1452284 962 514 51 0 0 7^  76 1.03998 1.04E+08 1.03978 0.0002 
^ T ~ i 6 ~ ~ 6 ~ 8192 ~ ~ 2 128 ~~2 103996919 ~ 1E+08 1643 95096171 490133^ 853 520 48 3 0 ^ 67 1.03997 1.04E^08 1.03978 0.00019 
~ ^ ' ~ l l 6 ~ 6 ~ 8192 ~ 2 1 2 8 ~ i " l 0 3 9 9 6 8 0 1 — 1E+08 1652 96413660 35838s7 836 521 ^ 7 2 82 59 1.03997 1.04E+08 1.03976 0.00019 
“ : f " ^ H 8192 ~ 2 128 ~ 4 103996746 ~ 1E+08 1653 96413748 358376^ 830 520 ^ U 2 7^ 59 1.03997 1.04E»08 1.03976 0.00019 
j ^ i " ~ I ~ i ~ T 8192 ~ 2 128 ~ 2 104006179 ~ 1E+08 3313 97595780 239987^ 1028 645 ^ 0 0 M 76 1.04006 1.04E+08 1.03978 0.00026 
^ ^"""^"^" 8192 ~~2~il28~Tw006224 ~~~1E+08 3338 98395656' 1599990 1016 6^  1fl" 4 0 88 80 1.04006 1.04E+08 1.03978 0.00028 
~ 7 ~ 7 ~ 6 ~ T 8192 “ 2 128 ~ 4 104006144 ~ 1E>08 3343 9 8 3 9 5 7 ^ 1599925 1003 651 ^7 5 3 M 79 1.04006 1.04E+08 1.03978 0.00028 
“ ^~^~E~ 8192 ~2l28"n03994575 ~ r i ^ 9^9 97307838. 2690593 ~ 650 2^ __|92^  9 0 60 62 1.03995 1.04E+08 1.03978 0.00016 
“ ^ ~ ^ ~ e ~ 8192 ~ 2 " ^ ~ 3 T 0 3 9 9 4 5 0 1 —~"1E+08 9r8 95332543 4665894 ~ 645 ^ _ 2 ^ _ _ _ _ J 9 9 ^ _ 2 3 7 M 48 1.03995 1.04E+08 1.03978 0.00016 
? 1 ^ " 7 ~ r 8 1 9 2 _ _ 2 J ^ 8 ^ j 0 3 9 9 4 ^ 1EtQ8 920 ^ 2 2 3 4 9 4 __6n ig45 g£[_ 238 202 _ _ g j _ _ _ j o 54 ~ " 43 1.03995 1.04E*08 1.03978 0.00016 — ^~^~~ 8192 ~2~^ T^03991957 ?i^ 16^  95096147. 4901360 ~ 860 ^24__234_" A_ _^ 85 80 1.03992 1.04E+08 1.03978 0.00014 T"i^]]"Fii^ ~~2^m^ 103991838 ~~?i^ 1639 96413639 3583880 842 3^ _^_2^ ^ 9 4 ^ 68 1.03992 1.04E+08 1.03978 0.00014 
^ T"^ "7"T"i^ ~~2~^ ~^4^ T03991775 ~^j^ 1640 96413744 3583782 834 326 ~_233 _j7 4 7J_ 66 1.03992 1.04E*08 1.03978 0.00014 
f " f ^ H " i ^ ~ 2 ~ ^ ^ ~ T T o " 3 9 9 4 4 9 4 ~ ~ " ^ E ^ 1641 9509_6_167 ^ g 0 1 3 3 j ^ _ _ ! g l _ _ _ l l i Z _ _ H i ^ ^ 80 74 1.03995 1.04E+08 1.03978 0.00016 
i " " i ^ H " i ^ ~ 2 1 ^ ~ 3 1^3994327 ~ ~ " ? E ^ 1651 9 g 4 n g ^ _ 3 5 8 3 8 ^ 837 _ _ j j 2 ~ _ _ m _ _ 2 £ 4 7 ^ 63 1.03994 1.04E>08 1.03976 0.00016 
7 H " T " i T ^ ~ ; 3 ^ ] I ^ ^ ^ _ _ l i ^ _ J ^ _ E ? i l ^ ^ 5 ! 5 Z ^ I _ _ 8 2 9 H _ H 9 r ^ _ l Z _ _ 1 TL 61 1.03994 1.04E+0S 1.03978 0.00016 
7 " ^ " 7 " i " " ^ ~ 2 ~ m ^ ^ 3 9 9 9 4 4 3 1E+08 1653 95096181 4901316 850 549 2J_ 1 0 lJ_ 62 1.03999 1.04E+08 1.03978 0.00021 
T ~ i ^ ~ 7 ~ r ~ ^ ~ " 2 l ^ ^ l 0 3 9 9 9 3 0 9 1E^08 1658 96413661 3 5 8 3 8 ^ g g j Z _ ^ g j 5 _ 0 80 55 1.03999 1.04E+08 1.03978 0.00021 
— ^ ^ ~ ~ ~ ^ ~ 2 l 2 e ~ 4 T 0 3 9 9 ^ 1E+08 1659 T6413752 ^ 5 8 3 7 ^ g j ^ Z _ ^ ? £ _ _ l i _ _ 0 ! i 56 1.03999 1.04E+08 1.03978 0.00021 
T ~ t 6 ~ 8 ~ T ~ 8 ^ M ” 2 l ^ ~ 2 7 0 4 0 m ^ 1E^08 1653 ~95096185 49013"?2 850 560 ^ i 1 _ ° !® 59 1.04002 1.CME+08 1.03978 0.00024 
^~^~i~~^”2lia^^i0400T^ 1E+08 1658 96413664 3583844 “ 834 ^ 19 6_0__7^ 53 1.04002 1.04E+08 1.03978 0.00024 
f ^ ~ i ~ r ~ 8 T 9 2 ~ 2 ^ ~ 4 W 0 0 ^ 1E+08 1 6 6 o " 9 6 4 n 7 ^ 3583759 “ 829 5 ^ ^ _ _ 2 2 _ 0 _ 7 Z 53 1.04002 1.04E+08 1.03978 0.00023 
^ ~ i 6 ~ 6 ~ r ~ i 0 ^ ~ 2 " m " I ^ i 0 ^ 6 6 1E+08 2037 ~ ^ 5 7 8 8 4901220 " 955 ^ 58 3 _ 0 _ M 44 1.04001 1.04E+08 1.03978 0.00022 
T " ^ " ^ " T ^ O ^ ~ ~ 2 T ^ ~ I l 0 4 0 0 0 4 9 1 1E+08 2043 96413200 3583804 — ~ ^ 6 ^ 5 8 _ _ 9 _ 2 _ _ M 41 1.04001 1.04E+0fl 1.03978 0.00022 
T~f^ ~^ ~r~^ ~~2l^ ~Tl04000495 1E+08 ~20^ 96413297 3583708 _950 _ _ ^ 57 _^5 _ 2 __73 43 1.04001 1.04E+08 1.03978 0.00022 
T ^ T ~ r 1 6 3 8 4 2 1 2 8 " ^ 1 0 3 9 9 3 3 1 8 1 E + 0 8 1 2 8 9 " 9 5 0 9 6 6 4 3 4 9 0 1 3 5 4 _ _ m _ _ 3 M 3 9 _ _ 2 _ 0 _ 7 ! 7_& 1 . 0 3 9 9 3 1 . 0 4 E ^ 0 8 1 . 0 3 9 7 8 0 . 0 0 0 1 5 
^ T ^ ~ 7 ~ r 1fir^ft4 2 128 ~ T l 0 3 9 9 3 2 1 1 」 l g ^ _ 1 2 8 9 96413659 3584149 _ " ~ ^ _ _ 3 9 8 38 _ _ 6 _ 2 _ ^ 73 1.03993 1.04E+08 1.0397S 0.00015 
^ ? ^ T ~ r 16384 2 1 2 8 H ^ 5 i i i T ^ ^ I ^ l ^ _ J j g l _ g g j j j ^ _ j g g H g i Z I ^ _ _ 1 5 1 1 1 _ _ 2 1 _ _ 4 _ 7 J _ 60 1.03993 1.04E+08 1.03978 0.00015 T1[^"^"1^ 2 128 ~2 103991021 ~1E+08 1139 '9509709l'^ i0^  ^__3« li 2 _ 0 __M 58 1.03991 1.04E+08 1.03978 0.00013 
^ T ^ ^ - ^ 7 i ^ " ^ 7 5 ? ^ 103990863 1E.08 " ^ ^ 96414486 ^ i i ^ ~ " ~ ^ ~ ~ i ^ l i _ _ L _ 2 _ _ 5 7 f 9 1.03991 1.04E+08 1.03978 0.00013 
^ ^ ^ ^ — ^ ^ ~ T ^ ~ 7 103990762 1E+08 1132 j i j j j ^ 3583646 5 ^ ~ " ^ i ^ l i _ _ 9 _ 1 _ ? L 11 ’ . 酬 讓 鄉 1.03978 0.00013 
；；； ^ - ^ ^ — - i T ^ — r ^ ^ 1 0 3 9 9 8 4 9 6 1 E + 0 8 _ ^ ^ ： ^ ^ ^ ^ 9 ^ _ 9 ^ Z H ^ ^ _ _ i _ _ £ _ _ ! i ^ ， 。 膽 1 膨 0 8 1 . 0 3 9 7 8 0 . 0 0 0 2 
^ T ^ - - - ^ - T l i ^ ^ 103998405 1E+08 1 7 6 e " ^ i ^ ^ 3583866 9 ^ _ _ 5 6 5 ^ _ 1 ^ _ i _ 7 J _ 66 1.03998 1.04E+08 1.03978 0.0002 
^ ^ ^ ^ — - ^ ~ r i ^ ^ 103998348 1E+08 ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " i ^ ^ T Z ^ Z l ^ !i__li__^__^__66 1.03998 1.04E+08 1.03978 0.0002 ^ T ^ ^ — - ^ ~ ^ ~ ^ ^ 103996496 1E>08 ” ^ 95096163 4901382 "~~^_5^ ^__2 __0 __^ 55 1.03997 1.0種 1.03978 0.00018 
^ T ^ - - ^ - ^ - ^ 7 ^ ^ ^ _ ^ J ^ _ _ ^ j ^ ^ ^ i i ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ i ^ E _ _ 6 _ ^ _ _ ^ _ _ ! 6 1.03997 1.04E>08 1.03978 0.00018 
；^； T ^ ^ - - j T i ^ - 7 i ^ - ^ ^ ^ " ^ ^ - ^ i ^ T i ^ - ^ ^ Z I j M _ _ 5 2 5 ^ _ l i _ 6 _ _ 7 _ 2 _ ^ 1.03997 1 細 8 1.03978 0.00018 
^ ~ ~ " T ^ ^ - ^ — ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ T i ; 5 ? - ^ ^ i i ^ ~ I ^ _ _ ! ! 1 _ _ ! £ i _ _ _ 1 1 _ _ l _ i _ ^ _ _ E 1 厕 7 1.04E.08 1.03978 0 . 0 : 
^ ~ ~ " T ^ ^ - - ^ — ^ ^ 103997120 1 E > 0 8 - ^ - ^ i ^ . 102462 _ _ 8 ^ _ _ 5 3 1 _ _ 1 1 _ _ I _ i _ ^ _ _ ^ 1 . 0細7 1.04E+08 1.03978 0.咖19 
^ ~ ~ ~ T ^ 4 4 4 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Z ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ " " ^ 848 529 _ _ l l _ M _ 2 _ J 2 _ _ 7 � 1-03997 1 細 8 1.03978 0.00019 
~~~"i"^"H = " l " S " ^ ^ ^ Z ^ : Z ^ : ^ ^ 酬 5 874 ：：^ _ _ 1 8 _ _ 3 _ ^ _ ^ _ Z 1 1厕7 1.04E+08 1.03978 0-00019 
L " l 3 " H " ^ " ^ " S " ^ ^ ^ Z ^ " " f ^ : ^ ^ I ^ " ^ - > ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ - 1 」 _ ^ _ g 7 1.03997 1.04E.08 1.03978 0.00019 
iz:i:iiiJizhi]]^^z^z:^:^^:3^:^~^~~~^_ji�_2i__^_1^jL21^j^_2:222ii 
^^;^;^lT~T^~^~^i~Ti~^^^l^^^i^~i^¾^~^i^^^^^^^^^^^Ij^Z^__^]Hji__igi^j^jggggggijjj2gi_2jzgg^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ " ^ ^ 1 7 5 2 6 1 3 4 1 8 6 5 4 6 8 3 ; ^ i i ^ j ^ J j ^ _ j l Z g ^ _ _ l _ _ E _ g ^ _ n i ^ 2.66968 98=，；；；；；； ；；；^；； ^ - T ^ ^ 4 4 ^ - l [ i F - 127955524 87297360 2074965 " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1223183 __89_^__0__^__!6 74439 1.46574 98698808 1.13061 0-33514 
5 S H " f 4 4 " ^ 4 : ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i ^ ^ ^ ; j ^ ^ I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ l g g g ^ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ^ 202 4660 1.61905 98698808 1-13061 0-48844 
jgi~^ + 4 — � 4 : ] l ^ j ^ ^ j ^ ^ ^ : ^ i l _ ^ ~ ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ ^ ; = = = ; = ; = 
^ ^ ^ - - ^ - l i ^ - ^ i i 5 ^ 87297360 5551490 33491970 45582499 2671401 709507 4657 _ _ ° _ £ _ ^ 二 . = = = . = ; = 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ — 1 ^ - m ^ .87297360 5551492 33491970 45582498 2671400 709616 4549 _ _ 0 _ ^ ； ：； •二 二 = • = ; . = 
g g g ^ l ^ ^ - - ^ - ^ - T ^ ; ; ^ j 7 ; ^ 5551500 33491956 45582500 2671404 650640 63503 。 爿 _ ^ _ ^ 。 • u 
i ^ ^ ^ ^ - l ^ ^ l i ^ - j 5 ^ i 7 2 9 7 3 6 0 5551478 334919S9 45582492 2671401 650631 63459 _ ^ 0 _ H _ _ ^ ‘； = ； ‘ ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ l i i - l i ^ 7 i i ^ 87297360 5551478 33491989 45582492 2671401 650631 63459 _ _ ^ _ _ j _ _ ^ _ ^ •= = • = = 
; ^ : Z n - ^ - - ^ - ^ - 7 ^ ; ; ; ; H ; ^ A7..73e0 5551573 33491895 45582504 2671388 650641 63514 _ _ ° _ ^ ^ — ^ . 二 = = . = ； 二 
^ i l ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ r " ^ ~ T l ^ ~ T j ^ ^ i Z g g Z g g £ 5551478 33491969 45582492 2671401 650631 63459 _ _ ^ ^ ^ -；‘； ,^ ^ 8 3^ • 
: ; ; ; : : : ; : 5 E 1 " ^ ] ] ; " ^ " ^ ; ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ » 7 )阶細 7838301 37519601 36135686 5803772 1197628 71318 _ _ 0 _ _ £ _ 7 _ ^ : . = = = • = • = 
^ ^ ] I j ^ ] Z 2 ^ m ^ ] ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ 細 6260516 33561850 41242271 6232723 703060 71322 _ _ 0 _ _ 0 _ _ 7 _ _ 2 g l 2.26239 98698808 1.13061 1.13179 
e^ss| o| iel e| i| ei92l 2l 12s| 2|137151027|87297360| 4486993| 522839631292987061 1227698| 223l 174s| o| o| 1s| 404754| 1.57108|9869880a| 1.1306^ ,0^  
I 
Part ial Basic Block Stor ing M e c h a n i s m Result : 
BTC+PB(X,Y) 
c W g g W _ 0 J l _ 6 _ L 8 1 9 2 _ 2 128 3 128134368 _ 8 7 2 9 ^ _ 3 6 8 4 ^ 64874415|l7935763|802670| 218| 22| 6| 2| 25|l86399|l .46779|9869S608|l .1306l|0.33719 
ggggg_^ Ji_i_L 8192__2 128 4 123789957 _87297360 J92g959 _70V|a509 ^ 345^  801873 218 23 6 3 90 313969 1.41803 98698808 1.13061 "o28^ 
,#i-' 一 ““‘. ‘ “ ‘ — 
M m p r ^ _ l _ l f _ i _ l _ i ! ^ _ _ i _ 1 _ 2 8 1 98716929 87297360 580 ~788297^1 84656l7 1445 “ 204 一 31 o" 0 24 To4 1.13081 96698808 1.13061 0.00021 
^ ^ 」 8 6 1 8192 _ _ 2 J 2 8 1 98720234 87297360 1264 81209445 60849l7 1736 313 一 7 o" 0 34 ^ 1.13065 98698808 " l .13061 0.00024 j^ rewJ^  32 6 1 8192 __2 128 1 98710938 87297360 3^  74582641 12713723 ~ 695 76 89 0 Q 42 ^ 1.13074 98698808 Tl3061 0.000l7 
j ^ M _ j 16 4 1 8192 _ 2 128 1 98712872 87297360 579 78829711 846562^ 1444 ‘ 107 一 121 o" 0 26 108 1.13077 ^ 6 9 8 8 0 8 1.13061 0.00016 
e w i c f ^ 1 16 5 1 8192 2 128 1 98714895 87297360 579 78829711 8465626 1444 162 ^ 0 0 26 ^08 1.13079 98698808 1.13061 0.00018 
^Mtipr^ '' 16 7 1 8192 2 128 1 98718954 87297360 580 78829713 8465622 1445 226 49 0 0 24 M 1.13084 98698808 1.13061 0.00023 
^ i n ^ J 16 8 1 6192 _ _ 2 128 1 98721003 87297360 581 78829714 84656l7 1447 “ 230 _ 50 o" 0 22 61 1.13086 l i69880B 1 . 1 3 ^ 0.00025 
^ r e s s 1 16 6 1 4096 2 128 1 98723108 87297360 663 75987066 11307621 2010 228 34 0 0 M m 1.1308^ 98698808 1.13061 0.00028 
C o m p r e s s 」 _ ^ 」 」 1 6 3 8 4 2 128 1 98711504 87297360 526 80936238 6359660 936 180 15 0 0 ^ 23 1.13075 98698608 1.13061 0.00014 
Siiwress 1 16 6 1 32768 2 128 1 98711504 87297360 526 80936238 6359660 936 1M ^5 0 0 ^ ^ 1.13075 98698808 1.13061 —0.00014 
j ^ ^ _ 1 16 6 1 8192 _ 1 128 1 98722189 87297360 769 78960761 8333990 1840 209 _ 40 o" 0 43 106 1.13087 ^ 6 9 8 8 0 8 1 . 1 3 0 ^ 0.00027 
] ^ r e s s 1 16 6 1 8192 _ _ 4 128 1 98711690 87297360 535 80936172 6359704 949 “ 181 _ 16 0 0 ^ 24 1.13075 ^ 6 9 8 8 0 8 1.13061 0.00015 r^ess 1 16 6 1 8192 __2 32 1 111574866 87297360 591 78665^  734364^  1287232 “ 203 _ 36 o" 0 5^ 65392 1.2781 6^98608 1.13061 0.1475 
^ r e s s 1 16 6 1 8192 _ 2 64 1 108426468 87297360 584 7 8 8 2 9 7 ^ 7494650 972397 “ 204 一 31 o" 0 21 110 1.24204 98698808 1 . 1 3 ^ 0.11143 
p^ress 1 16 6 1 8192 _2 128 2 98707675 87297360 598 80868^  6427272 509 “ 212 —~  21 o" 0 ^ 33 1.13071 l8698808 1.13061 0.0001 
Mmpress 1 16 6 1 8192 _ 2 126 3 98706839 87297360 625 8 5 1 2 2 ^ 2174306 408 “ 212 23 6 2 29 35 1.1307 ^ 6 9 8 8 0 B 1 . 1 3 ^ 9.2E-05 
rompress 1 16 6 1 8192 _ 2 128 4 98706789 87297360 626 8 5 2 8 1 9 ^ 2014385 403 214 — 21 9 8 ^ 24 1.1307 ^8698808 1 . 1 3 ^ 9.1E-05 
MWpress 1 _ 8 6 1 8192 2 128 2 98711168 87297360 1279 83461797 3833692 592 2 ^ 13 0 0 37 41 ~1.13075 ^8698808 1.13061 0.00014 
compress 1 _ 8 6 1 8192 2 128 3 98710278 87297360 1314 84159377 3136213 456 275 7 1 0 36 25 1.13074 96698808 1.13061 0.00013 
compress 1 _ 8 6 1 8192 2 128 4 98710238 87297360 1317 84298649 2996945 449 273 6 5 0 ^ 23 1.13074 98698808 1.13061 0.00013 eofg|gss~~32~~6 1 8192 _2 128 2 ~98705752 ^ 7297360 307 838808^  3415855 320 “ 85 — 87 4 1 ^ 22 1.13068 ^ 698808 1.130^  7.9E-0s" 
compress ~ 32 6 1 8192 2 128 3 98705692 87297360 310 87265183 31554 313 W 94 10 ~ 2 31 28 1.13068 ^8698808 1.13061 7.9E-05 
C o m p r e s s ~ ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ r 8192 2 128 ~ 4 ‘ 98705629 ^7297360 311 87261152 355M 308 88 — 94 14 2 22 23 1.13068 ^8698808 1 . 1 3 ^ 7.8E-05 
compress ~ T ~ i 6 ~ 4 ~ T 8192 2 128 ~ 2 “ 98705470 ^7297360 600 8 0 8 6 8 ^ 642727^ 509 115 — 116 o" 0 ^ 35 1.13068 1^8698808 1.13061 7.6E-05 
eomp^ess~T~^6 4 1 8192 2 128 3 98704765 87297360 625 85122019 2174309 407 112 120 6 2 M 35 1.13067 98698808 1.13061 6.8E-05 
compress ~ ~ i 6 ~~4 1 8192 2 128 4 98704706 87297360 624 85281943 2014392 401 114 116 9 6 M 25 1.13067 98698808 1.13061 6.7E-05 
compress ~ ~ ^ 5 1 8192 2 128 2 98706579 87297360 600 80868981 6427270 509 173 M 0 0 M 35 1.13069 98698808 1.13061 8.9E-05 
c o n i p r e s s ~ ~ i 6 ~ 5 ~ T 8192 ~ ~ 2 128 ~ 1 98705797 ^7297360 — 625 8 5 1 2 2 ^ 2174309 407 172 60 6 2 ^ 35 1.13069 98698808 1.13061 8E-05 
eompress ~ ~ i 6 ~ 5 ~ ~8192 2 128 ~4~98705731 87297360 6 ^ 85281943" 2014392 “ 401 174 ^ 9 6 M 25 1.13068 98698808 1.13061 7.9E-05 
compress ~T ~?6 ~ ~ 8192 2 128 ~ 2 98708800 87297360 ~ 599 80868985 6427266 510 228 8 0 0 M 32 1.13072 98698808 1.13061 0.00011 
compress ~ " ^ ~ ~ 8192 2 128 ~ ¥ 98707879 87297360 626 85122024 2174302 408 229 7 6 2 28 35 1.13071 98698808 1.13061 0.0001 
pompress ~ " T s ~ 7 ~ T 8192 2 128 ~ 4 98707835 87297360 631 85281971 2014355 403 229 7 6 8 M 26 1.13071 98698808 1.13061 0.0001 
c o m p r e s s ~ r ] ~ ^ ~ r — 8 1 9 2 2 ~ T ^ ~ ^ ~ ^ 0 9 8 7 0 87297360 6oT 80868988 6427265 506 232 9 0 0 ^ 29 1.13073 98698808 1.13061 0.00013 
compress ~T ~^6 ~ T ~ 8192 2 128 ~ 3 98708899 87297360 627 85122026 2174300 407 234 6 5 2 ^ 33 1.13072 98698806 1.13061 0.00011 
compress ~ " T s ~ 8 ~ T ~8192 2 ^ ? 2 8 ~ 4 ~ ^ 7 0 8 8 0 9 87297360 6：^ 85281975 2014355 ‘ 398 232 6 5 3 _ _ _ 2 4 30 1.13072 98698808 1.13061 0.00011 
eompress ~T ~?6 ~ 6 ~ T 4096 2 128 ~ 2 98709152 87297360 ~ 6S8 80912560 6383492 600 241 ^ 0 0 29 59 1.13072 98698808 1.13061 0.00012 
compress ~ T " ^ 6 ~ 6 ~ 4096 2 128 ^ 98707730 87297360 698 85156246 2139966 450 233 23 6 2 33 36 1.13071 98698808 1.13061 0.0001 
compress ~ ~?6 ~ 6 ~ ~4096 2 ^?2a"~~4~98707666 87297360 706 85281706 2014509 “ 439 231 ^ _ _ 6 8 M 27 1.13071 98698806 1.13061 0.0001 
compress ~ ~?6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 128 ~~2 98704993 87297360 ~ 523 82009343 5287207 287 182 U_ 0 0 ^ 17 1.13068 98698808 1.13061 7.1E-05 
compress " T " T i ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 128 ~~3 98704791 87297360 521 86293465 1003106 266 1B3 ^5 5 2 U 13 1.13067 98698808 1.13061 6.8E-05 
compress ~ ~^6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 128 ~~4 98704755 87297360 521 86418922 877652 265 184 ^J^ 5 2 ^7 13 1.13067 98698808 1.13061 6.8E-05 
compress ~ " i e ~ 6 ~ 32768 ~ 2 128 ~2~98704993 T7297360 523 82009343 5287207 287 182 U 0 0 ^ 17 1.13068 98698808 1.13061 7.1E-05 
Compress~ i r~T6~6~T 32768 ~ ~ 2 128 ~ 3 98704791 87297360 521 86293465 1003106 268 183 25 5 2 U 13 1.13067 98698808 1.13061 6.8E-05 
c o m p r e s s ~ i " ~ i 6 ~ 6 ~ T 32768 ~ 2 128 ~ 4 98704755 T7297360 521 8 6 4 1 8 ^ 877652 265 184 ^ i t 2 ^7 13 1.13067 98698808 1.13061 6.8E-05 C0|;g^ "T"i^ l"T_g2j^ ]^^ ^^ 7^  98709453 87297360 806 80417459 6878^50 545 216 ~~ 33 0 0 40 72 1.13073 98696808 1.13061 0.00012 
C o m p r e s s ~ ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ T 8192 ~ ~ T " 128 ~ 3 98708587 87297360 784 84701665 2594426 485 219 ^ 6 5 M 37 1.13072 98698808 1.13061 0.00011 
compress~~?6 ~ 6 ~ 8192 ~ 1 ~ ^ ~ 4 98708491 ^ 9 7 3 6 0 769 85584546 1711565 480 22^ 30 6 6 33 37 1.13072 98698808 1.13061 0.00011 
compress~T~i6 6 1 8192 ” 4 128 ~ 2 98705317 T7297360 541 82009^17 5287097 306 185 25 0 0 ^ 23 1.13068 98698808 1.13061 7.4E-05 
compress ~T ~ i 6 ~ 6 ~ 8192 ~ 4 ^ 2 8 ~ ^ 9 8 7 0 5 2 ^ 87297360 536 ^ 2 9 3 ^ J|003026 _ _ 3 m _ _ _ t ^ 16 5 2 二 20 1.13068 98698808 1.13061 7.3E-05 
compress ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ ~ 8 ^ ^ ~ 4 1 ^ ~ 4 ^ 8 7 0 5 2 0 6 _8729^60 5 ^ 86418874 877659 289 W ^6 5 2 U 16 1.13068 98698808 1.13061 7.2E-05 
c o m p r e s s ~ ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ 8192 ~ 2 ~ ~ ^ ~ 2 ^ 3 8 7 8 0 3 7 1 ^ 9 7 3 6 0 613 81007813 5771398 517536 ^ ^ ^ ^ j s gj_ 0 0 ^ _ _ 4 3 1.18993 98698808 1.13061 0.05933 
c o m p r e s s ~ T ~ i 6 ~ 6 ~ T 8192 ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ ~ 3 j00g26857 j ^ 9 7 3 6 0 6 ^ 85292091 1782228 2 2 2 ^ _ _ ^ 1 ± g j 1 2 ^ 50 1.15613 98698808 1.13061 0.02552 
M m p r e s s ~ ~ i 6 ~ 6 ~ T 8192 ~ 2 ^ ^ ^ j 0 0 4 2 8 4 9 3 _87297360 648 85452032 1672120 ~ 7 2 5 6 0 221 ^ 8 8 ^9 41 1.15042 98698808 1.13061 0.01981 
compress " T ~ ) 6 ~ 6 " T 8192 ~ " 2 64 2 ~99077084 1 ^ 9 7 3 6 0 6?0 81007654 6251654 ] ^ 3 7 4 4 2 ^ ^ i 3 ^ 0 0 M 37 1.13494 98698808 1.13061 0.00433 
compress ~ ~?6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ 8 ^ ~ 2 ^ ^ T s 7 0 7 1 1 5 8 7 2 9 7 ^ 631 85292049 2004249 43? 2 ]2 ~ _ _ 2 3 7 2 26 39 1.1307 98698808 1.13061 9.5E-05 
c i^ii^ ~"l6~6~T~^ ~~2~64~4 98706990 87297360 637 _85322539 J|973768 2__£|6 ^ 24 8 8 M 30 1.1307 98698808 1.13061 9.3E-05 
S^  0~t6~~6~T 8192 ~2~^~ 221328472 1E^08 7227208 35008620 50899763 ls64409 93271^  1426914 “ 0 0 292612 175520 2.21329 1.11E^08 1.11404 1.09925 
^ 0~i~i~T 8192 ““2^ 26 1 315621544 []^ T^ij|M 23505541 21588825 46618082 8287552 32506j7^ 32443 0 0 338020 211470 3.15622 ri1E*08 1.11404 2.04218 
i ^ 0 ^ ~ 6 ~ T 8192 ~ ~ 2 ~ i ^ ~ T j 6 8 6 3 1 4 7 9 ~ ^ E ^ 15S20^ 51669794 43338956 j ^ ^ g ^ j B _ 5 g 9 4 9 _ 6 7 3 2 0 0 0 0 300772 359412 1.68632 1.11E*08 1.11404 0.57228 i^ 0~^~7~~^T^~~2~^~ 192941570 ^ ][jE^ 7261917 34987173 50926445 6822465 5031^  2027U3 0 0 300016 405408 1.92942 1.11E>Ofl 1.11404 0.81538 ^ 5""ji"7"T"iT^ ~2~?^~ 207100592 ^ ^^ ji^  72594^  35008041 50900369 ^ 3jm_490522 J^6973^  0 0 292746 347410 2.07101 1.11E+08. 1.11404 0.95697 
! i ^ 0 ~ f ^ ~ ~ 8192 ~ ~ 2 ^ f 2 8 ~ r 235413799 1E+08 7227597 3500824^ S090059S 6863565 l s 2 8 5 4 9 833646 0 0 292884 172776 2.35414 1.11E+08 1.11404 1.2401 
^ 0 ~ [ ^ ~ i : ~ ~ ^ ~ i " ^ " T " i 7 9 4 6 1 5 1 3 ^ ^ ^ j ^ ^ j ; g g ^ _ g g g g g g j ^ j ^ ^ g i g H _ g g g g g l ^ ^ I j Z ^ Z j ^ n i i ° - _ _ O j g H g l 157419 2.49462 1.11E+08 1.11404 1.38058 
i ^ 0 16 6 ~ T 4096 ~ 2 ~ ^ 1 223184894 _ ^ _ 0 8 7538610 34443010 51169742 6848638 j[042886 j [ 5 2 a；^ 0 0 305736 180654 2.23185 1.11E+08 1.11404 1.11781 
^ ^ ~ i 6 ~ 6 ~ T l ^ ~ I T ^ ~ T ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ _ ^ ^ J ^ 2 g l j £ _ g ^ ^ ^ ^ j g g g j ^ _ g g 2 g g 2 ^ ^ g 2 j g ^ _ 2 j g g g j O _ 0 0 292509 177763 2.2079 1.11E+08 1.11404 1.09386 i^ 0"^ "^ "71^~~2~i^ ~r|2003j0^ — 1E+08 7188594 35457972 50593685 6759749 686897 3^90902 0 0 292632 177770 2.20031 1.11E+08 1.11404 1.08627 
^ 0 " f ; ^ " 7 " Y 8192 ~ 7 ~ i M ~ T 225143511 i i ^ 7 7 1 5 ^ 33974242 51369639 6941017 T l96041 16568?6 0 0 292559 168953 2.25144 1.11E+08 1.11404 1.1374 
^ 0 ~ J ^ ~ ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ : r ~ ^ " ~ r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ [ ] ] ] j ^ ^ _ 2 £ j ^ J g ^ g g g g £ j ^ ^ g ^ _ g ^ g ^ _ g g g j g j . ) 0 0 2 4 4 0 " 0 2 9 2 6 3 8 1 7 7 9 0 1 2 . 1 9 8 8 6 1 . 1 1 E ^ 0 8 1 . 1 1 4 0 4 1 . 0 8 4 8 2 
i ^ 0 ~ 7 6 ~ 6 ~ T 8192 ~ ~ 2 ~ 3 2 1 237568499 ] ^ J E ^ 8370888 38501081 45236693 7889338 9959sT 1525333 0 0 15 260744 2.37569 1.11E*08 1.11404 1.26165 
ii^  0~^~^~ 8192 ~~2~64~T 233070941 ii^ 8369588 36994457 47213610 ^ 22345 11432sT 145890j^ ' 0 0 137541 226792 2.33071 1.11E+08 1.11404 1.21667 
^ 0~[^ ~^ ~~7iM ~2"l28~2 167748327 ^ ]jij^ 32068U 60497937 32481267 3813982 67204 439719 ~ 6 0 366540 1287214 1.67748 1.11E+08 1.11404 0-56345 
^ 0 " f ^ " i " " T " ^ “ “ ? ~ r ^ ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 2 Z ! 2 Z I j ! ^ _ l g ^ I j Z ^ _ ^ g g g g j ^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ P . . . . 1 6 ~ ^ 71728 692970 1.39561 1.11E+08 1.11404 0.281S8 ii^  5""i^ "i""T"^ i^  ““2~i^ ~4 128671747 _JE*08 10370^  86520537 11321889 Ti"20506 424sT 25100 — 1379 156 68594 492165 1.28672 1.11E+08 1.11404 0.17268 
i^ ^ ~ ^ ~ Q ~ 8192 ~~2~i^~TlS7783171 ~ 1E^08 145779 74266180 21035403 4552638 ~192825 ~T62425 0 0 217737 33653 1.57783 1.11E*Oa 1.11404 0.4638 
P^ 7~a~6~r~?i92 ~~2~m~T69294583 1E+Os| 167543 79154525 13565757 7112175 750939| 53478| o| o|l0724s| 239090| 1.6929s| 1.11E*Oe| 1.11404| 0.57891 
i 
Part ial Basic Block Stor ing Mechan i sm Result : 
BTC+PB(X,Y) 
g ^ ^ J ^ _ 3 2 _ 6 _ 2 8 1 9 2 _ _ 2 J 2 g 1 142065000 1E -^Q8 164108 74680146|23063799[2091947| 28538| 255197[ o| 0 | l 8 1 7 4 5 | l 2 6 6 7 4 [ l . 4 2 0 6 5 | l . 1 1 E t - 0 8 [ l . 1 1 4 0 4 l 0 . 3 0 6 ^ 
5 » 3 3 — — — — - ^ ^ ~ - — - ^ 148350317 1E-fOe 145604 74325077 2098jJ06 _4S48223 26474 312039 0 0 2 1 7 9 3 7 5 0 3 ^ 1.4835 1.11E*08 1.11404 0.36947 
*jg_ l _ l l _ l _ L _ i 2 5 2 _ 2 J ^ 2 8 1 1530S4164 1E+08 145779 74308851 20992797 4552573 148827 197763 0 0 217787 42335 1.53084 1.11E*08 T l 1 4 0 4 0.416flT 
脚 J . ^ — — 8192 _ _ g .1?^ 1 162441884 1E+08 145648 74239860 21065380 4549112 " 325072 25695 0 0 2 1 7 7 ^ 29835 1.62442 T l 1 E * 0 8 1.11404 0.51038 
^ g ^ J 16 8 1 8192 _ 2 128 1 168270602 1E+08 146383 746492S4 2056123^ 4643131 “ 331525 ~T24839 o" 0 1193¾ 28844 1.68271 T l 1 E * O a 1 . 1 1 ^ 0.S6867 
iisp"""" J 16 6 1 4096 _ _ 2 128 1 163947541 1E+08 753227 76009388 184454lT 4791974 " 202877 ~ 9 1 1 7 3 o" 0 284802 167714 1.63948 T l 1 E ^ 0 8 1 . 1 1 ^ 0.S2544 
m ^ J - - - ^ 6 1 16384 _ 2 128 1 139243846 1E+08 28826 80141982 17062164 2767028 69998 一35203 o" 0 137sTs 36072 1.39244 Tl1E*08 1 . 1 1 ^ 0.2764 
^ " " " " J 16 6 1 32768 _ 2 128 1 129530348 1E+08 1376 87412752 1077406^ 1811812 5127 一12991 o" 0 67659 22444 1.2953 T l 1 E * 0 8 1.11404 0.18127 
^ 」 . 1 6 6 1 8192 _ _ 1 128 1 168997049 1E+08 435U0 73014363 21059845 5490652 387029 ~655410 o" 0 1 9 5 6 ^ 231236 1.68997 ~ 1 1 £ * 0 8 1 . 1 1 W 0.57593 
5 5 " “ “ 1 16 6 1 8192 4 128 1 152192710 1E+08 12181 76995630 18920926 4071263 8 5 4 ^ 260669 0 0 134193 131755 " v 5 2 1 9 3 1 . 1 1 E " ^ 1.11404 0.40789 
^ _1 16 6 1 8192 _ 2 32 1 161485125 1E>08 160483 7 7 3 1 9 ^ 1760713^ 4913003 “ 165120 ~~80160 o" 0 26720 109764 1.61485 T l 1 E * 0 8 1 . 1 1 W 0.5008l" 
^ _1 16 6 1 8192 2 64 1 160176726 1E+08 147972 75427174 19634234 4790620 200811 67332 0 0 213233 ~ 98735 1.60177 1.11E^ia 1.11404 0.48773 
^ " ~ " " _1 16 6 1 8192 _ 2 128 2 127196974 1E+08 265257 89587592 8724582 1422569 ' 32287 ~ 2 5 3 2 7 4 0 5 0 8 ^ 171595 1.27197 1.11E+08 1 . 1 1 ^ 0.15793 
^ " “ “ 1 16 6 1 S192 2 i2e 3 119036966 1E+08 276971 93962822 5161134 599073 31295 18961 ~ ^ ~ ^ 61511 85165—1.19037 1.11E*08 1.11404 0.07633 
^ ~ ~ 1 16 6 1 8192 2 128 4 117084484 1E+08 290372 96575080 2738540 396008 2 7 2 ^ 16414 3540 “ “ ^ 5 0 68130 59532 1.17085 1.11E+08 1.11404 0.05661 
；^  1 8 6 1 8192 _ _ 2 128 2 136797193 1E+08 580708 87424938 8994827 2999527 “ 72754 128435 l" 0 4 6 4 ^ 194578 1.38797 ~ 1 1 E » 0 8 1.11404 0.27394 
；^  ] T _ 8 6 1 8192 _ _ 2 128 3 129932855 1E+08 630495 90419^ 710012^ 1849562 59365 一16203 5 0 570^ 248262 1.29933Tl1E*08 1 . 1 1 ^ 0.18529 
^ ~ r ~ ~ e 6 1 8192 _ 2 128 4 123792694 1E+08 650870 92583688 5698427 1067015 52012 _ 9348 84 3 6 3 8 ^ 150619 1 .23793Tl1E+08 1 . 1 1 ^ 0.12389 
J ^ 1 32 6 1 8192 2 128 2 119555507 1E+08 204470 94071637 5268838 455055 12024 36103" 9 T 48567 —144578 1.19556 1.11E+08 1.11404 0.08152 
^sp ~ 32 6 1 8192 2 128 3 117812295 1E+08 200043 97099514 2369473 330970 9 2 ½ 22132 994 ~ 2 ^ 39327 81919 1.17812 1.11E*08 1.11404 0.06409 
j ^ r 32 6 1 8192 2 128 4 117650280 1E+08 201237 98330860 1149860 318043 9169 17813— 5748 2841 36492 76052 1.1765 1.11E»08 1.11404 0.06247 
J ^ T " l e 4 1 8192 2 128 2 123908194 1E+08 265448 89517058 B784171 1433323 1 9 6 ^ 2360l" 1 0 55898 186806 1.23908 1.11E*Oa 1.11404 0.12505 
j ^ ~ ~ ? 6 4 1 8192 2 128 3 117318354 1E+08 267704 93942191 5184553 605552 23441 10632 8024 9 67237 93074 1.17318 1.11E+08 1.11404 0.05915 
^ g ~ ~ ^ ~ 4 ~ 8192 2 128 ~ 4 115706511 ~ 1E+08 286942 96545042 2 7 7 2 0 ^ 396004 19615 — 6406 9033 1239 ~62?78 75225 1.15707 1.11E>08 1.11404 0.04303 
i(6sp ~ ~ ? 6 ~ 5 ~ 8192 2 128 ~ 2 "l25516752 ~ 1E+08 265383 89557618 8753659 1423340 23738 ~ ~ 24884 4 0 50915 180683 1.25517 1.11E^08 1.11404 0.14113 
^ ? " ~ i 6 ~ 5 ~ T 8192 2 i2a 3 118241747 1E+08 270301 93951823 5167298 610578 28478 13146 2848 6 61409 96089 1.1B242 1.11E*08 1.11404 0.06838 
j ^ r ~ i i 6 ~ 5 ~ T 8192 2 128 ~ 4 116388233 1E+08 290173 96543106 2771734 394987 24415 10090 4445 416 67469 66863 1.16388 1.11E>08 1.11404 0.04985 
j ^ T ~ ^ ~ 7 ~ 8192 2 128 2 128692684 1E+08 263366 89723273 8607061 1406300 35057 30523 11 0 48587 179512 1.28693 1.11E+08 1.11404 0.17289 
j | ^ 7 ~ ^ 6 ~ ~ 8192 2 128 ~ 3 119928329 1E+08 277437 93970402 " s i 51772 600389 31855 18451 215 129 61390 85551 1.19928 1.11E*08 1.11404 0.06525 
J ^ i " ~ 7 6 ~ ~ 7 ~ T 8192 2 128 ~~4 117771178 1E>08 290780 96583084 2729968 396168 27331 16343 2423 143 68296 60000 1.17771 1.11E*08 1.11404 0.06368 
J ^ 7 ~ ? 6 ~ 8 ~ ? 8192 2 1 2 8 ~ T l 3 0 4 8 2 5 5 8 1E+08 269927 89756577 8561496 1412000 47018 23776 3526 0 39565 178794 1.30483 1.11E+08 1.11404 0.19079 
J ^ i " ~ i 6 ~ ~ 8 ~ 8192 2 128 ~ 3 120782864 1E+08 281434 94619908 4502863 595795 33445 17802 3725 129 56943 85247 1.20783 1.11E+08 1.11404 0.09379 
J ^ i " " l 6 " T " T 8192 2 128 ~~4 118445017 1E+08 ~ 296065 96610413 2701926 391596 28623 18002 5986 138 61416 58650 1.18445 1.11E+08 1.11404 0.07041 
^ 7 ~?6 ~ 6 " T 4096 2 128 2 140830930 1E+08 1284312 87238496 9301961 2175231 172976 129650 15494 0 329984 328854 1.40831 1.11E+08 1.11404 0.29427 
j | ^ T ~ i 6 ~~6 ~ 4096 2 128 ~ 3 137074200 1E*08 ~1484651 90674041 6152486 1688822 192026 102562 19837 2333 222606 280586 1.37074 1.11E*08 1.11404 0.25671 
；^  "^—？^  6 1 4096 ~ 2 1 2 8 ~ 4 l 3 6 4 2 0 9 6 9 ~ 1E+OS "7^13585 9 2 1 3 1 ^ 4763013" 1591913 “ 190955 93768 23747 3834 260479 257372 1.36421 1.11E+08 1.11404 0.25017 
j J ^ ^ " " T J " f " T 16384 2 128 ~~2 116680173 1E+08 82339 9 1 7 7 B ^ 7661000 478232 2958 1363 _5 0 40335 46969 1.1666 1.11E»08 1.11404 0.05277 
j ^ i " ~ i 6 ~ ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 128 ~~3 113756253 1E+08 76600 9 5 4 4 7 ^ 4285513 190325 3036 8374 1104 _ 1 9 31685 26365 1.13756 1.11E+08 1.11404 0.02353 
；^  ^ ~ [ 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 128 ~~4 113542365 1E+08 78687 97672783 2080715 167815 2855 8476 596 562 34756 16604 1.13542 1.11E+08 1.11404 0.02139 
；^  7 ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ 32768 ~ ~ 2 128 ~ 2 111567666 ~ 1E+08 6291 9619028? 3791031 12397 393 32 2 0 322 1306 1.11568 1.11E+08 1.11404 0.00164 
; i ^ ^ ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ T 32768 ~ 2 ^ ^ ^ ^ T T r 4 8 5 0 8 9 1E+08 6259 99619625 369957 ^ _ ^ ^ g j ^ 8 _ _ 1 8 276 292 1.11485 1.11E*08 1.11404 0.00081 
^ i " ~ i 6 ~ 6 ~ T 32768 ~ 2 128 ~ 4 111504626 ~ 1E+08 6255 9 9 5 3 5 V ^ 452458 6116 1513 32 29 _ _ 2 4 266 118 1.11505 1.11E+08 1.11404 0.00101 
；^  ^ ~ [ ^ ~ ^ ~ Y 8192 ~ ~ i " " m ^ 136635669 1E+08 1 1 1 5 ^ 880503M 8986845 1847384 ~ 0 1 2 6 9 60531 14860 0 252324 286532 1.36636 1.11E+08 1.11404 0.25232 
；^  ^ ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ 8192 ~ " r " l ^ ~ I l 3 1 6 7 0 3 1 0 ] 2 _ 2 i ^ I j j ! ^ I 2 i _ E g Z g ^ ^ _ g Z g g j g ^ _ 1 . 3 . 2 9 4 7 1 — 105~M3 B1669 18476 1370 203983 235979 1.3167 1.11E+08 1.11404 0.20267 
^ ^ ~ [ ^ ~ i ~ 8192 ~ ~ i " ^ i ^ ~ 7 130753696 _ j i j f f l 1 1 1 1 0 ^ 92009293 5620232 l 2 5 9 4 0 0 1 0 8 3 ^ 74014 24736 2375 207257 214745 1.30754 1.11E+08 1.11404 0.1935 
^ f ~ ^ ~ i ~ 8192 ~ ~ 4 " ^ ~ 2 118609718 _ j E ^ 76131 91626764 7622249 674856 _ 8 8 ^ _ J 3 8 4 5 0 39069 81711 1.1861 1.11E+08 1.11404 0.07206 
^ ^ " " ^ " ^ " T 8192 ~ 4 ~ ? ^ ^ 114624706 _ ~ ? E ^ 821½ 95038929 4605499 273377 I O S ^ ^ ^ J ^ S U _ _ ^ 8 32148 48299 1.14625 1.11E+08 1.11404 0.03221 
^ f " ^ " ^ " 7 8192 ~ 4 7 2 8 ~ 4 113935213 j j ^ 7 6 6 ^ 97471439 _ g g f ^ g g j _ _ j g j ; ^ _ ; j j J j _ _ _ j g j g _ _ _ g Z i ^83 30131 30789 1.13935 1.11E^08 1.11404 0.02532 
xfisp ~ ~ ? 6 ~ 6 ~ ~ 8 ^ ^ ~ ~ H ] j | ^ ; | _ 5 £ ^ ^ ^ ] ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ £ ^ _ 5 5 £ 5 2 2 5 l ! [ I k l £ E J m n ^ _ H Z 2 Z _ Z I : [ ^ 1 0 379i8 105719 l .3 i893 1.11E+Oa 1.11404 0.20489 
J ^ : j ' " 7 6 " " 6 " T 8192 ~ 2 ~ ^ ~ ~ 3 125129697 1E*08 301938 94714020 3791936 1192106 35494 14861 218 130 54015 119310 1.2513 1.11E^-08 1.1U04 0.13726 
xBsp ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ^ T ^ ~ 7 ~ ^ ~ 7 j j 7 H 1 3 0 5 ] I j l ^ _ J g j l j i ,^Zjggj..^Q ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 459380 31679 — 1 3 5 0 4 323 153 78863 89697 1.17931 1.11E*06 1.11404 0.06528 
5 ^ ? ~ ^ 6 ~ 6 ~ ~ 8 ? 9 2 ~ 2 64 2 131617941 _ _ ^ 0 8 280073 88854423 9009711 J 8 5 5 m _ _ 3 2 6 4 2 _ ^ 6 3 ^ 5 0 180805 219800 1.31618 1.11E+08 1.1U04 0.20214 
^ ^ " T ^ l " T " ^ ~ " 7 ~ ^ ~ ^ j ^ ^ g ; ; ^ ^ ] ] j ^ ^ _ J g g ^ ^ f g j g ^ _ j g g g g 2 0 . 1067700 32403 15532 217 130 60283 108092 1.23811 1.11E+08 1.11404 0.12407 
X>sp ~ r ~ i 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ ^ ” ; ~ S " ] 2 2 1 5 1 2 H Z ^ ! ^ l ^ _ J I 2 2 2 Z _ _ ! ! H ? Z E l ] ^ Z H ? l i l i l ? Z 5 ^ _ ^ l ^ ~ l H 5 ? ^ ~ 8 0 9 1S0 71066 77461 1.17434 1.11E+OS 1.11404 0.0603 
ear ~ 0 ~ ^ ~ " 6 ~ ~ ^ “ 2 ^ ~ 162773578 1 E ^ 850207 10840580 8^94324 5 2 ^ ^ _ ^ 2 ^ _ J H S R £ 0 65403 5296 1.62774 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.57091 ^ 0~^~J~T~^ ~~9 T^ ~'1»0»4^_^£^^66936 J^ _0025 75307225 815814 ~633620 304 0 __0 65618 674 1.80842 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.7516 
w 0 ^ " 7 " T " ^ ~ ; " T ; i " T ^ ^ ^ ^ j ^ _ _ [ g ^ _ g g g ^ ! j g 8 7 8 696764^ 193942 3007 7207 0 _ _ 0 41101 17847 1.1001 1.06E+08 1.0S682 0.04328 
W 0 " l i " ^ " T " ^ “ o ^ ~ -^^nga^fiftfi _ _ H ^ _8S0032 ]T0840522 8 3 0 9 4 4 ^ 5214963 6697 589392 0 _ _ 0 65519 9908 1.50644 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.44961 
W 0 ^ ~ 5 ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ ? 2 8 ~ 156708768 1 E + O j ^ _ j g 2 g g j ! ! ^ ^ g l g g I E j g g g l i ^ 5214964 12570 587884 0 _ 0 65484 5565 1.56709 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.51027 
W o ^ ~ 7 ~ ~ i f 9 2 ~ ~ ^ “ ^ ~ 7 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ | ^ _ J 5 0 2 0 9 J0840580 .S30943^ 5214888 586803 13944 0 _ _ 0 65401 5278 1.68839 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.63156 
w 0 ^ ^ - - ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ m ~ T r ^ 7 ^ 1E+08 8 5 0 2 1 i ; ^ ^ ^ ^ g g g g ^ j g g g j g g i ^ ^ g l j M i 596096 4887 0 _ 0 65400 5042 1.74904 1.06E+08 1-05682 0.69221 
W 0 ^ ~ 6 ~ r ~ 4 0 ^ " • 7 ^ ~ 7 6 2 7 7 7 ^ _ ^ 0 8 850923 ^ ¾ ^ 83095870 's214892 22994 578070 0 _ 0 65637 5288 1.62778 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.57096 
W 0 ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ r i ^ “ “ ? ^ ~ r ^ l 6 2 7 7 ^ ~ ^ ^ 850144 10840668 83094321 5214867 22681 577970 0 _ 0 65405 5320 1.62773 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.57091 
W 0 " ^ i " T T 32768 2 126 ~ n ^ ^ 7 ^ ~~1E+08 650142 10840673 " ^ ^ ^ 5214864 22677 577971 0 _ _ 0 65405 _ _ 5 3 2 2 1.62773 1.06E+08 1-05682 0.57091 
；^  0 ^ ^ - - ^ ~ 7 ' l i i ' " r i 6 2 8 3 9 3 1 3 1E+08 858704 10831496 83094664 5215136 27403 574063 0 _ _ 0 65407 _ 5 1 3 9 1.62839 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.57157 
n r 0 ^ " 6 " T " ^ ~ " 4 l M ~ T 162773029 ~ ~ 7 i ^ 850155 10840654 83094323 5214668 22819 577974 0 _ _ 0 65403 5317 1.62773 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.57091 
W 0 ~ ^ 6 ~ ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ ? ~ ^ ~ 238434208 “ l F ^ n f i ^ | 5 9 7 2 2 0 6 ^ 2 0 ^ ; i i ^ ^ 4015017 380247 2789161 0 _ _ 0 16183 _ 9 8 7 0 2.38434 1.06E+08 1.0S682 1.32752 ；^ 0^^--^~2~^~22^^2?^”^^ 13357964 1894^  63543325 4153141 377792 2170fl26 0_0 28516 5426 2.24142 1.06E+08 1.05682 1.1846 
^ 0 ^ ^ — 8192 2 1 2 s " ^ T i ^ 7 i ^ ” 1 E > 0 8 702525 ^ ^ i 5 ^ 69924274 ~ 1 ^ ~ ~ i i F 6008 ^ I ] l 4 ^ _ 6 9 5 j 4 _ j i ^ 1.12751 T 0 6 E ^ 0 8 1.05682 "0.07069 
n ; ; " 4 ^ " 4 4 4 H ] : " 7 T T ^ ^ ^ " " 7 i : ^ " 1 5 7 ^ " ^ 5 ^ H ^ i ^ ^ ^ " ^ ~ ~ ^ _ _ ! i _ J i _ _ 1 69726 16319 1.10861 1-06E.08 1.05682 0.05178 
^ ^ n ^ ^ - - ^ - ^ - T [ ^ i i ^ - ^ 539933 49393406 ^ i i i ^ 1 ^ _ ^ 81 41 10 49607 14757 1.10299 1.06E.Q8 1.05682 0.04616 
^ r - ^ ^ ^ - ^ - ^ ^ l ^ i i i ^ - ^ " ^ i ^ 56501396 4 2 8 9 6 2 9 6 - ; ^ ^ j ^ _ _ _ ^ 53 13 41013 14209 1.09757 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.04075 
g r ~ ~ ^ l ~ ? ~ r ~ i T i ? ~ ^ : j ^ j j ^ ^ l j ^ Z ^ i ^ : j ^ j i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ” 8 3 9 0 _ ^ 83 52 21 2 ^ 3 3 ，侧 1 093ie 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.03633 
^^^ 7 ^ — — ^ 7 ^ — ~ ? ^ ~ 106786738 1E+08 一 ~ ^ 90243574 9645229 " W 9 3 1285 一 ~ ^ ^ ^ ] _ 4 6 4 8 5 1 3 5 ^ W 1.06E.Q8 1.05682 0.01104 
^^ + " ^ " f " ^ : " 4 " 7 ^ " T 7 i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i i ; ^ Z : j ^ 97975043 1877841 1 ^ — ^ _ _ 3 3 8 _ _ 0 ° 873 5111 1.06849 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.01166 
i^  } 4 " H " ^ ~ | " ^ ~ T 7 ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ " l i ^ ~ ^ ¾ ^ ¾ ^ " ^ ~ ~ ^ _ n i _ _ 0 _ l _ i ^ _ l g O 1‘。聰 1删8 1.05682 0.01922 
i^  7 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - 7 F ^ ^ - - - l i : ^ - ^ - ' ^ ^ ^ ' ^ ^ 109187 414 ” ^ _ _ 0 0 4652 5191 1.06564 1册08 1.05682 0.00682 
; ; r ~ ~ " ~ + " ^ " H " S S " ^ ^ " r 7 ^ ^ ^ ^ 7 i i ^ " " 7 i ^ Z : i ^ 90243564 9645240 ^ ^ - l ^ _ _ ^ _ _ 0 ° 4649 5141 1.06676 J ^ . 0 6 1.05682 0.00993 
i ^ T ^ 4 4 4 ^ ^ ^ - r T 5 ^ i i 7 ^ 1E^08 2 0 0 7 - ^ 5 i ^ ^ i ^ - f ^ - 1 ^ _ 1 3 5 _ 0 0 4647 5117 1-06898 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.01216 
I 
B : Part ial Bas ic Block Stor ing M e c h a n i s m Result : 
驚 BTC+PB(X,Y) 
i^ ； 
Jr 1 16 a 1 8192 2 i 2 a | 1 107009599 1E+08 2039 90243630 ~9^64512l | j 09220^ 1706 vHT 0 0 ~~4617 5080 1.07*57 1.06E*6e 1.05682 0.01327 
^3Z^_/* 16 6 1 4096 _ _ 2 128[ 1 107885728 1E+08 8501 79807287 199690^ 215120 6853 _ 3589 0 0 —"^8^ 9176 1.07886 1.06E*08 T o 5 ^ 0.02203 
f ~ ~ 1 16 6 1 16384 _ _ 2 128 1 106569083 1E+08 1210 92185537 7 7 2 5 3 ^ 87932 683 一 110 0 0 ~ " ^ 4935 1.06569 T 0 6 E * 0 f l T o 5 ^ 0.008B7 |ir 1 16 6 1 32768 __2 128 1 106560881 1E+08 1150 92189064 7722638 87148 435 — 22 0 0 —~^  4802 1.06561 T06E^-08 To5682 0.00679 
JJT"~~ 1 16 6 1 8192 1 128[ 1 107478293 1E+08 47673 88568900 11233323 150104 i 4 m 4400 0 0 8791 ~ 4927 "To7478 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.01796 ^ 1 16 6 1 8192 _4 128 1 106909918 1E+08 1445 87168^  127081l7 121868 651 —— 448 0 0 495 4816 1.0691 T06E*06 1.05682 0.01226 
^ 1 16 6 1 8192 2 32 1 107555098 1E+08 2000 90243842 9568129 186029 1 1 ^ 389 0 0 4218 5473 ~1.07555 T 0 6 E * 0 8 1.05682 0.01873 
J i T " " " " 1 16 6 1 8192 2 64 1 107543203 1E+08 1994 90245762 9567400 184844 1226 386 0 0 4362 5362 1.07543 " T 0 6 E t 0 8 1.05682 0.01861 
二:=:===干 - = z z z z : z = z z z i : ~ ~ ： = 1 
ear 1 16 6 1 8192 _ 2 128 2 106210645 1E+08 4409 97815512 2129956 50123 597 155 9 0 8778 5308 1.06211 1.06E*08 1.05682 0.00528 
g^ r 1 16 6 1 8192 2 128 3 106208511 1E+08 4248 97819594 2126141 50017 640 145 19 3 8787 5239 1.06209 1.06E>0B 1.05682 0.00526 
e ^ ~ 16 6 1 8192 _ 2 128 4 106127569 — 1E+08 ~~~ 5017 9 7 1 5 7 ^ 279619^ 4146s" 706 —_ 194 50 12 ~ 8 ^ 1108 1.06128 ~.06E»08 T o i ^ 0.00445 
^ 1 16 6 1 8192 2 128 5 106119775 1E+08 5091 97998461 ~ 9 5 5 8 1 5 40633 6 ^ 192 54 ?5 754 1030 ~ 1.0612 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00438 
^ 1 16 6 1 8192 2 128 6 105766790 1E+08 4904 98032785 1956871 5440 684 257 59 17 818 882 1.05767 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00084 
a r . ] _ 8 6 1 8192 2 128 2 106322386 1E-*-08 ~ 7735 ~9^8407019 ~ 5 1 1 0 0 5 74241 956 61~ 0 0 ~ ~ 503 1796 1.06322 1.06E»08 1.05682 0.0064 
^ _ 2 _ 8 6 1 8192 2 128 3 105807937 1E+08 9617 98150023 ~ 6 3 1 8 3 7 6523 1042 52 9 0 ~ " 449 1524 1.05808 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00126 
5? 二 _ 8 6 1 8192 2 128 4 105806976 1E+08 10165 98152855 1828971 8009 1 0 ^ 41~ 14 26 531 1566 1.05807 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00125 
^ 二 _ 8 6 1 8192 2 128 5 105802622 1E+08 10059 98798792 1183616 7533 974 23 23 ^ 486 1408 1.05803 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.0012 
g „ ~ ~ 8 ~ 6 ~ T 8192 _ 2 128 6 l0S803785 1 E + 0 8 ~ ~ I 0 0 4 3 98829840 115242^ 7688 “ 1017 ~ ~ 17 22 35 453 1472 1.05804 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00121 
^ ~T 32 6 1 8192 2 128 2 106204865 1E+08 2010 98349821 1611899 36270 386 354 8 1 4719 1130 1.06205 1.06E*08 1.05682 0.00523 
^ ~ 32 6 1 6192 2 128 3 106149251 1E+08 2388 96299461 3666069 32082 343 433 115 14 4694 1153 1.06149 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00467 
W T ~ 3 2 ~ 6 1 8192 2 128 4 106145283 1E+08 2228 94602625 5163255 31892 344 349 126 _ 2 0 8752 1127 1.06145 1.06E*08 1.05682 0.00463 
^ f ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ T 8192 2 128 5 105753269 1E>08 2298 99567151 426729 3822 342 350 134 _ _ 2 4 696 1033 1.05753 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00071 
^ ~ ^ l 2 ~ 6 ~ 8192 2 128 6 105752086 1E+08 2291 99676912 317054 3743 342 371 136 _ _ 3 0 657 1021 1.05752 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.0007 
^ T ~ T 6 ~ ~ T 8192 2 128 2 106102535 1E+08 4413 97815143 2130207 50237 348 335 7 0 6797 5454 1.06103 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.0042 
^ T ~ r 6 ~ 4 ~ T 8192 2 128 3 106100602 1E+08 4348 97819428 2126197 50027 274 447 ^ 3 8791 5308 1.06101 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00418 
^ T ~ l 6 ~ 4 ~ T 8192 2 128 4 106034561 1E+08 4980 97157237 2796306 41477 366 461 ^ 8 8778 1169 1.06035 1.06E*08 1.05662 0.00352 
^ ^ ~ ^ ~ 4 ~ ? 8192 2 128 5 106029385 1E+08 4999 97996191 1958004 40806 286 476 ^ 16 609 1085 1.06029 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00347 
ar 7 ~ ^ 6 ~ 4 ~ 8192 2 128 6 105746509 1E*08 4978 98029639 1959929 5454 293 465 ^ _ 2 1 765 1069 1.05747 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00064 
^ T ~ T 6 ~ 5 ~ T 8192 2 128 2 106156117 1E+08 4407 97815501 2129968 50124 517 178 8 0 8780 5365 1.06156 1.06E+08 1.05662 0.00474 
^ i " ~ l 6 ^ ~ T 8192 2 128 3 106154250 1E+08_ 4246 97819583 ~2126153 50018 495 245 ^8 3 8789 5284 1.06154 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00472 
^ T 1 6 ~ 5 ~ T 8192 2 12s| 4 106081073 1E+08 5014 97157314 2796204 41468 535 319 « 11 8768 1154 1.06081 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00399 
^ ^ ~ T 6 ~ ^ ~ 8192 2 12s| 5 106075173 1E+08 5033 97996247 1957931 40769 466 320 69 19 599 1061 1.06075 1.06E^-08 1.05682 0.00393 
^ ^ " ~ i i ~ ^ ~ i " 8192 2 128 6 105756940 1E+08 — 5007 98029700 1959852 5441 474 311 7_3 _ 2 4 746 1033 1.05757 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00075 
^ ^ ~ { Q ~ ~ ~ y 8192 2 128 2 106266631 1E+08 ~ 439s" 97814931 2130405 50266 661 140 4 0 8782 5257 1.06267 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00584 
ax T ~ t 6 ~ 7 ~ T 8192 ~ 2 128 3 lo6262795 ~ 1E+08 4251 97819559 2126172 50018 705 ^ ^^ _ 1 8786 5254 1.06263 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.0058 ^ ^"^~7~ 8192 ~2 128 4 lo6173932 ~ 1E+08 5015 97157^  2796173 41462 730 174 43 7 8772 1132 1.06174 1.06E+08 1.05662 0.00492 
^ 7 ~ 7 6 ~ 7 ~ r 8192 2 12s| 5 106165370 1E+08 5095 97998678 1 9 5 5 6 ^ 40623 658 197 47 12 763 1001 1.06165 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00483 
^ ^ ~ ^ ~ ~ 8192 2 128| 6 105777190 1E+08 4910 98032712 1956932 5446 702 248 £^ 15 829 885 1.05777 1.06E*08 1.05662 0.00095 
^ 7 ~ 7 6 ~ 8 ~ r 8192 2 128| 2 106321068 1E+08 4399 97814952 2130402 50247 677 346 6 0 8778 5035 1.06321 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00639 
^ i " ~ ^ ~ 8 ~ 8192 ~ 2 128 3 106317029 1E+08 4250 978195^ 2126174 50017 ‘ 724 87 ^8 1 8787 5235 1.06317 1.06E*08 1.05682 0.00635 
^ T ~ i 6 ~ 8 ~ r 8192 ~~~^2 128 4 106219652 1E+08 5017 97157367 2 7 9 6 2 l I 41398 832 154 4Z 7 8771 1050 1.0622 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00537 
^ 7 ~ ^ 6 ~ 8 ~ T 8192 ~ ~ 2 12s| 5 106211194 1E+08 5 ^ 97998437 1955833 40629 ~ 756 173 48 _ 1 1 752 929 1.06211 1.06E*08 1.05682 0.00529 
a r ? ~ ? 6 ~ 1 ~ ? 8192 ~ ~ 2 128 6 lo5787741 ~ 1E>08 4945 9 f l 0 3 2 ^ 1956855 5437 805 197 51 _ 1 3 810 837 1.05788 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00105 
^ ^ "Te ~~6 ~ 4096 ~ 2 128 2 106916471 ~ 1E+08 —~16859 87363305 12506680 113156 2424 988 153 0 3921 9517 1.06917 1.06E*08 1.05682 0.01234 
^ : j " ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ r 4096 ~ 2 J 2 s | _ j ^ 106759907 1E+08 ~~"17750 8 7 6 3 6 ^ 12248923 96929 “ 2733 814 292 3 3786 9561 1.0676 1.06E+0fl 1.05682 0.01078 
^ 7 ^ ~ ^ ~ 4096 ~ 2 J 2 8 j _ _ 4 106670533 _ H i g g . _ - . " ' ^ ^^^ 9 3 2 8 3 ^ 6610847 87796 ‘ 2663 956 642 _ 2 1 1795 5069 1.06671 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00988 
^ H ~ 7 ~ T 4096 ~ 2 12a| 5 106548236 1E+08 18341 94103129 5803081 75449 2693 1 ^ 712 _ 2 8 1723 4939 1.06548 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00866 
^ ^ " 7 e ~~6 ~ T 4096 ~ 2 J 2 8 j _ 6 106530561 1E+08 ~ 1 8 4 1 7 9 4 4 4 1 ^ 5466295 73604 2705 980 735 _ 3 6 1827 4886 1.06531 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00848 
^ 7 ~ i 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 “ 2 128 2 To5712631 ~ ? E ^ 1336 99702466 293989 2209 _ _ 3 ^ ^ “ 4 _ _ _ 0 174 326 1.05713 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.0003 
^ 7 " f i " ^ " T T i ^ ~ ~ 2 J ^ _ i j ^ Z 2 Z g g g _ Z T " ^ ^ ^ i 3 i ? 99706693 290232 ^ 1749 ^ _ 3 4 ? 4 ^ ] _ _ j 5 1 102 245 1.05708 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00026 
^ f ^ l " T 16384 “ 2 128 4 705699980 1E+08 13lT 99008408 989322 — 957 ^ _ 3 3 9 59 ^ 4 113 141 1.057 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00018 
^ ^ " " 7 ^ " i " T 16384 ~ ~ 2 J ^ 8 j s l05699559 ~ ~ 1 E + 0 8 13 lT 99785282 212491 ~ _ ^ _ _ ^ 1 1 ？?. 6 117 100 1.057 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00017 
W ^ " ~ [ 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ 2 128 6 ^ 5 6 9 9 2 4 9 i j ^ 13 l l " 99817803 1B0001 ^ _ 8 8 4 _ _ 3 ^ 39 ^ 7 119 99 1.05699 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00017 
ear ~ " 1 6 ~ 6 ~ ^ ^ ~ 2 128 2 1^5706404 ~ ~ ~ ^ E ^ 1 1 . 3 4 . _ g g ^ g g g g g _ _ J g g £ g g _ _ J [ j ; 2 £ _ _ £ ^ I I _ _ H 3 0 _ m 107 1.05706 1.06E*08 1.05682 0.00024 
ear ~ ~ ^ 6 ~ 6 " ~ 1 2 7 ^ ~ ; J ^ _ 2 l ^ k 5 £ ^ Z I I ^ _ _ ! M _ ? ? Z 2 I ^ _ ? ^ 5 £ ? l _ ^ 521 1^ 9 1 _ _ m 80 1.057 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00017 
ear ~ T ~ ? 6 ~ 6 ~ T 1 ^ ~ " 2 128 4 105695170 _ ~ ^ 1 ^ 1088 99007229 _ j g 2 g g g ^ 6 U 3 ^ U _ _ U 2 _ 2 ^ 36 1.05695 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00013 
^ 7 ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ 7 32768 ~ 2 J 2 s ] _ ^ 105695009 f j ^ 1 0 ^ 99784228 214087 — 599 3 l T U 26 4 108 35 1.05695 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00013 
ear ~ ? ~ | 6 ~ 6 ~ 1 ^ ~ i " j ^ _ ^ 2 2 5 ^ 5 1 5 ^ I Z ^ ^ _ _ ^ > i 5 i l ^ I I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ _ } ± _ ! i i _ 1 H ® 34 1.05695 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00013 
^ 7 ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ ~ 8 ? ^ ~ ~ 7 l28 2 T06662723 ~ ~ i E + 0 8 57708 97006187 2853619 ~ 8 2 4 8 _ ^ _ g ^ ^ _ j j g £ 4 0 7137 5170 1.06863 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.0118 
ear ~ ~ ? 6 ~ 6 ~ ~ 8 ^ ~ i " j 3 _ i J L £ 5 £ 2 ! £ I l Z I ] l ^ _ ^ ^ ! _ i ? ? I Z 5 1 l I ^ ^ Z ^ _ i ^ _ _ ? 5 2 l Z L l ^ _ ! 1 _ 2 1 11173 5041 1.06907 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.01225 
^ T " ^ ^ " i " T " ^ i ^ ~ 7 j 2 8 ^ 106752867 _ ~ ^ j ^ 50716 96347438 352B188 ^ ]>5658 ^ _ g ^ _ 1 ! £ 1 5 i _ 2 3 7037 883 1.06753 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.01071 
^ r ^ ~ { ^ ~ ^ ~ 7 8192 ~ ~ ^ " j 2 8 ] _ _ 5 106770428 [ ] ^ ^ ] i ^ 5434^ 97090498 2779971 ^ ^ 7 5 ] 8 3 _ 9 4 M _ _ j ^ 38 _ _ 2 9 7011 4820 1.0677 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.01088 ^ :^ ~?6~6~~8^ 92 ~^ " 128| 6 106690253 ~Tj^ 54409 ‘ 97152993 ~^25482 67116 9494 — 45^_^_32 6998 4782 1.0669 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.01008 
W T ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ ~ ^ ~ 4 12s| 2 " T ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ _ ^ g ^ _ _ ^ l g l j ^ g g Z g g Z _ _ j g Z g l i ^ 56844 — 472 33 3 _ 0 _ _ 4 0 4 5033 1.0627 1.06E>08 1.05682 0.005B8 
^ ^ ^ ~ ^ ~ 8192 ~ ~ A ~ m ~ 2 106227263 ~ ~ 1 E + 0 8 3 1 ^ 96284808 3659489 52572 504 M ^ 1 532 4963 1.06227 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00545 
^ T " i i " i " i " " f f ^ ~ 4 l ^ ~ 4 l ^ 6 1 4 2 S 2 0 ~ ~ ? 1 ^ 3082 ^ j56 |2603 _ 4 3 3 J 2 ^ _ 4 ^ ^ ~ _ _ 4 0 _ _ 2 0 4 _ _ 3 1 9 890 1.06143 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.0046 
^ f " ^ " ^ " j " 8192 ~ ~ 4 l ^ ~ 5 106087713 _ _ J E ^ 3216 96402284 3555948 38552 _ ^ ^ j L ！® 8 387 598 1.06088 1.06E.0& 1.05682 0.00405 
w T ~ l 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ f m ~ I ' l ^ ~ 6 7 o i 7 3 § « _ J [ E ^ _ _ 3 2 1 8 ~ 9 6 4 3 ^ 3 5 5 8 7 ^ 3406 508 43 18 12 _ _ 3 8 7 597 1.05736 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00054 
n r T " T i l " T " ^ i ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ 3 2 ^ ^ 6 7 1 1 0 3 1 1 E ^ 4708 J7882682^^ jm2636 _ _ 9 9 9 ^ ^ 153 9 0 4514 5505 1.06711 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.01029 
W i ~ i 6 ~ 6 ~ 7 ~ f m ” 2 ^ ~ 3 j 0 6 7 0 4 2 ^ _ 1 E + 0 8 4352 97884894 2011234 99520 — 752 1 J ^ _ _ ^ 9 _ 3 4459 5462 1.06704 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.01022 
^f T " i i " " ^ " T " i ^ ~ 2 ^ 2 ~ 7 106619324 ~ 1 E + 0 8 5080 97224258 2680093 90569 806 109 ^ _ 1 2 4609 1320 1.06619 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00937 
^ T ~ i ^ ~ i ~ r ~ ¥ i ^ ~ ~ i " ~ ^ ~ T i n f i d M 7 0 l ] ] ^ j ^ ^ _ _ g ^ _ g g g g g g g ^ [ j ^ 2 j i l £ _ ^ g ^ 642 ] ] 2 _ L g ° 一 . ^ ^ ^^ 4692 1087 1.06452 1.06E*08 1.05682 0.0077 
^jii^ i " " i ^ " i " T " f i ^ ~ " i ~ " ^ ~ i ] o 6 4 j 0 2 6 9 ~ i i ^ S189 98035371 1889822 69618 632 189 60 _ _ 1 7 4694 1080 1.0641 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00728 
^ i " " i i l " T " ^ i ^ ~ i ~ " 6 4 ^ j ^ 2 j ^ _ 1 E > 0 8 4497 9 7 8 ? ^ ~ 2 0 ^ 4 1 50940 ~ 602 153 9 _ _ 0 4727 5404 1.06219 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00537 
^ r ^ ^ ^ - - ^ “ 2 ~ ^ ^ 106209988 ~ ~ ^ + 0 8 4258 97884490 ^ 6 1 0 9 3 50159 644 ~ ~ 145 _ _ ^ 3 4738 5255 1.0621 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00528 
^ i""ii""^"T"^~"2~^~4l^6128251 ~ ~ i j ^ 5055 97222760 "^ 30674 4151l" 707 — 189 51 _12 4717 1138 1.06128 1.06E+0a 1.05682 0.00446 
l^ f T " i ^ l " T " i ^ ~ 2 ~ l 4 ~ 5 106086994 ~ i i ^ 5160 97937749 " ^ 1 9 7 8 1 37310 631 — 191 55 _ _ 1 4 8770 1066 1.06087 1.06E+08 1.05682 0.00405 





Simulation Results - Data 
References Tagged into Branch 
Target Buffer 
1. a bht hit : Number of branch instructions that are hit in Branch History Table 
during execution 
2. a bht miss / a bht mi : Number of branch instruction that are misses in Branch 
History Table during execution 
3. a bp : Number of actual branch prediction 
4. a bp correctly predicted 
5. a bp corr : Number of actual branch prediction that are correctly predicted 
6. ah si : lookahead window size 
7. bas cpi : basic clock cycles per instruction 
8. bas time : basic execution time 
9. Benchmark / BM : Benchmark 
10. bht en : Number of Entries in Branch History Table 
11. bht nd : Branch History Table tagged mechanism design? (0 : No; 1 二 Yes) 
12. bht set / bht st : Branch History Table set associativity 
13. C1 : Initial memory latency 
I 
m f 
14. C2 : Transfer time for remaining words in the cache line 
15. count : Number of instruction count executed 
16. cpi : Clock cycles per instruction 
17. d part hit : Number of data reference partial hit 
18. d set / d se / d st : Data cache set associativity 
19. data hit : Number of data references hit in data cache 
20. data miss : Number of data references miss in data cache 
21. data si : Data cache size 
22. def kill cl / def k cl : Number of default prefetches that are killed during initial 
memory latency 
23. def kill c2 / def k c2 : Number of default prefetches that are killed during transfer 
time for remaining words in the cache line 
24. def use : Number of default prefetched cache lines into data cache that are referenced 
by processor before displaced by other cache lines 
25. def waste : Number of default prefetched cache lines into data cache that are not 
referenced by processor before displaced by other cache lines 
26. last flag / lf : Tagged Position (0 二 Front; 1 二 End) 
27. line si / ln si : Line size 
28. look nd / lk nd : Lookahead Technique? (0 二 No; 1 二 Yes) 
29. look bht hit / lk bht hit : Number of branch instructions that are hit in Branch 
History Table during lookahead 
30. look bht miss / look bht mi / lk bht mi : Number of branch instruction that are 
misses in Branch History Table during lookahead 






32. look bp correctly predicted 
33. look bp corr : Number of lookahead-branch prediction that are correctly predicted 
34. Mem. cpi / mem cpi : Memory clock cycles per instruction 
35. nc p : n-bit counter scheme (n=2)? (0 = No; 1 二 Yes) 
36. sim p : Simple branch prediction? (0 = No; 1 二 Yes) 
37. tag kill c l / tg k c l : Number of data-tagged prefetches that are killed during initial 
memory latency 
38. tag kill c2 / tg k c2 : Number of data-tagged prefetches that are killed during transfer 
time for remaining words in the cache line 
39. tag use : Number of data-tagged prefetched cache lines into data cache that are 
referenced by processor before displaced by other cache lines 
40. tag waste / tg wst : Number of data-tagged prefetched cache lines into data cache 
that are not referenced by processor before displaced by other cache lines 
41. time : Execution time in terms of clock cycle 
42. w mem / wm : How many number of memory instructions to be stored in Tagged 
Registers? 
III 
IResults for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: Cache 0rganization(0,0,1,0) 
1 g M bhtnd looknd [sim p [ncp [linesi |C1 [C2 |data si |d set |time |count |d part hit |data hit |data miss |def kill c1 |defkil lc2 
, t i a l 0 ^ 1 ~ 0 16 ~ 6 1 ^ i 6 ^ 2 113464687" 100000000 18756. 28180857 231668 28028 “ 7145 
f ‘ • «~~~~~ ___>__^ ___ •__»_• ~~~~~ ^~^~~~^~^~~~ ~^"~~~~"~^ ~~^ ~~ ^ ~"~~~^~^~> ~~~^~~^^^^^~ "^^"""^—""““ _~_~>~_____ ~—~—~—— 
tomcatv 0 ~ 0 1" 0 Ts 6 ~~T" 16384 2 200860594 100000000 1153392 2 5 2 4 2 ^ 9 1 1 7 ^ 4385093 1140014 
ora — 0 _ 0 l" 0 W 6 ~~~T" 16384 2 102377643 100000000 ~92 3 1 0 2 4 ^ ^ 17? 46 
compress ~ 0 0 1 0 16 _ ~ 6 1 " ^ i 6 ^ 2 134207753 87297360 88016 2888377l" 3611817 167453 362599 
xlisp — 0 0 1" 0 可 ~~~6 ~ ~ r 16384 2 1 2 1 7 7 8 ^ 100000000 57392 4192l"0^ 1 1 7 2 ^ 5 9 0 ^ 24672 
ear 0 0 1 0 16 ~ ~ 6 1 l " ^ ^ 2 104082709 100000000 436 3354629( 171907 4723" 118 
L 
(Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: Cache 0rganization(0,0.1.0) 
一 |bht nd |lk nd |sim p|nc p |ln si |C1 |C2 |data si |d set |def use |defwaste |abp labpcorr |apb% |cpi |bastime lbascpi |Mem. c ^ 
° 9. 1 _ ° _ L ® _ ® _ J . J 1 6 3 M 2 97079 26493 —17653457 12125406 0.68666 "TT34647 111056098 1.110561 0.024086 
I t^omcaW 0 0 ^__0 _J6 _6 _[_ J6384 ~^ ^^  — 1639494 512666 3339768 1667610 — 0.56519 ~2.008606 "^ 2904316 "T029043 ~~o7979563 
I ^ ora — 0 0 \__0_|6^ _^[^ J[6384 ^ ^ 148 95 6331499 “ 5146111 '0.81278 1.023776 "l02370776 ~023708 6.8E^  
！ 
wmpres8 0 0 \ _0_26_6_^_^6384^^^ 112270 2607711 12882066 7835548 0.60825 "T.537363 ~~97390396 ~115617 ~~57421746 
- — P 0 0 1 _ 0 _ _ 1 6 _ _ g . Z I _ i 6 3 8 4 ^ ^ 400886 108277 17875661 12986260 0 72648 "T.217766 ~i^77S602 "T097788 0.12 
I 
‘ ear 0丨 0丨 1丨 o| 16丨 6! l|l6384| 2丨 123604| 17503| 9173676! 7993557|o.87134 1 040827 102360638 ""T023606 | 0.017221 
L 
I Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
‘ Cache 0rganization(0,0,0,1) 
| M bhtnd look nd simp ncp linesi|C1 |C2 |datasi [dset[bhten [bhtset|time |count |d parthit |datahit |datamiss 
...:tia|. 0 0 0 _ _ 1 16 6 __1 16384 2 512 4 106463898 ~100000000 18861 28179766 ~ ~ 232654 — 
||ai. 0 ° 0 _ 1 Q _ g , _ l J [ g g g i 2 ^ 512 4 1065846^ 100000000 34325 28102173 304268 ~ ~ t|ai 2. 9. 0 __1 32 6 _1 16384 2 512 4 ~^ 6696163 100000000 “ 7873 ~ 28235275 185523— — ^ 2. 0 0 _ 1 6^  6 _1 16384 2 512 4 ~~T07897098 ~100000000 6^ 28243063 171211 tia[. ° ° 0 __1__16 6 ~r~ 8192 2 512 ~4 115333^  100000000 159278 27201774 1070^ "" 
t|a| 0 0 0 __^_ 16 6 _ 1 32768 2 512 4 ~l04761989 ~10000QQ00 “ 886 28358523' 71872" — 
tial 0 0 0 __^_ 16 6 _ 1 16384 T" 512 4~Tl5104824 —100000000' 34119 ~ 27306266 1090896" — tial 0 0 0__1__16~~6~T~16384 4 512 ~4 1066469^  100000000 27271 28155486 248^ 
tial 0 0 0 __2_ 16 6 _ 1 16384 2 256 4 ~r06576052 ~100000000 “ 18841 28179857 232583' — 
:tial 0 0 0 _ _ 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 1024 4 ~06419415 ~~100000000 ~ 18868 28179745— 232668 ~ 
"tial 0 0 0 _ ^ _ _ 1 6 ~ 6 ~ ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 512 T 106565181 100000000 18821 28179853 2 3 2 ^ 
tial 0 0 0 _ _ 1 16 ~ T ~ T 16384 2 512 2 106496002 ~100000000 ~ 18855 一28179798 ‘ 232628 ~ ~ 
tomcaW~ 0 ~ 0 0 1 T6"~6~T" 16384 2 5 1 2— 4 197993749 100000000 1153492 一25242485 ~ 9117186 “ “ tomcatv ~ 0 ~~ 0 0 1 8~"^ ~T~li§^ 2 ~~^ 4 “ 219422788 100000000 2858328 19731586 12924187 — 
bmcatv_ 0 ~ 0 0 1 3 2 ~ 6 ~~T"" 16384 2 512— 4 204390473 100000000 —347589 _ 27928197— 7235205 “ “ 
tomcatv 0 “ 0 0 1 64 ~ 6 ~ T ' 16384 2 512— 4 258281038 100000000 178664 28265809 ~ 7066342 “ 
'tomcatv— 0 _ 0 0 1 16 ~"6 ~ T ' 8192 2 512 ~ 4 268212631 ~~T00000000 ~1151887 ~"18319823 16041453 “ “ 
tomcatv~ 0 “ 0 0 1 16 6 ~ T 32768 2 512 ~ 4 150014974 100000000 —519248 ~ ~ 30215779 ~ 4778136 “ “ 
tomcatv ~ " 0 _ 0 0 1 T 6 ~ 6 ~~T' 16384 1 512 — 4 207916280 100000000 _945145 —24313449 ~ 10254569 “ 
tomcatv 0 0 0 1 16 ~ ¥ ~T" 16384 4 512 — 4 203438270 100000000—1287928 24615542 ~ 9609693 “ ‘ 
tomcatv_ 0 0 0 1 16 " " 6 " T " ^ [ 6 3 ^ 2 256 4 “ 197996717 100000000 1153492 2524248S" 9117186 ~ 
tomcatv 0 — 0 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 3 8 4 2 ^ l ^ 4 “ 197992851 100000000 1153502 25242475 9117186' — 
tomcatv ~ 0 0 0 1 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 1 “ 197996063 100000000 1153502 25242475" 9117186' “ 
tomcatv ~ 0 0 0 1 1 6 ~ 6 1 1 6 ^ 2 512 2 197994227 100000000 1153492 25242485" 9117186 ~ 
Ofa — 0 0 0 ~ T 16 ~ 6 ~ ^ [ 6 3 8 4 2 512 4 “ 100352937 100000000 191 31024275 578 ~ 
ora — 0 0 0 —""f 8 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 一 2 512 4 “ 100355325 100000000 162 31024069 999" _ 
^ 0 0 0 1 ~ 3 2 6 T 16384 2 512 4 ~00352839 100000000 60 “ 31024394 429 — 
ora 0 0 0 ~ T " 64 ~ 6 ~ ^ i 6 ^ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 “ 100353806 100000000 25 31024511 325 — 
^ 0 0 0 ~~1 ^ ~ 6 ~ T 8192 2 512 — 4 100354277 100000000 226 —31024115 ~ 703 ~ “ 
Zra 0 0 0 ~ ~ T 16 ~ 6 ~~T 32768 2 ~ " ^ 4 “ 100352447 100000000 187 310243^ 5 ^ 
^ 0 0 0 ~ 1 T6"~6 ~ f—16384 f 512 4 103019747 100000000 206 30757583 267255 — ^ 0 0 0 ~T ~~"T6~6~ 16384 4 512 4 100352^  100000000 W 31024315 ~^ 
^ 0 0 0 ~ 1 T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 256 — 4 100353109 100000000 191 31024275 ~ 578 ~ 
^ 0 0 0 ―“T" 16 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 1024 4 100352841 ~T00000000 ~ 191 31024275 578 — 
^ 0 0 0 ~ T " T6~~6 ~ f " 16384 2 512— 1 100353043 100000000 191 31024275 578 ^ 0 0 0 T T ~^6"~~T63^  2 ^ 2 100352997 100000000 191 31024275 578 
compress 0 0 0 ~ T T ^ ~ 6 ~~ f 16384 2 512 ~ 4 126734671 87297360 87327 28922804 ~ 3573473 ~ 
compress 0 0 0 “ “ f 8 ~ 6 ~1"~16384 _ ~ 2 512 4 121374405 87297360 190806 30003796— 3717173 ~ 
compress 0 0 0 ~ T ~ ~ 3 2 ~ ~ 6 ~ ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 512 4 1 4 0 9 7 3 ^ 87297360 20454 28265070 3603390 
compress 0 0 0 ~~T"~~^ ~6~T~16384 2 512 4 170662— 87297360 193^  28043373 3636138 compress 0 0 0 ~~f ~Te 6 1 8192 2 512 4 129547242 87297W 89794 28641^  3852^  compress 0 0 0 ~T ~Ti""T~T�7_68 2 512 4 1234292^  87297"5^  86544 29252991 32440^  compress 0 0 0 ““T ~?6~6~~16384 T 512 4 129421640 872973^  97205 28649?^  38372TO compress 0 0 0 ~T" ~~Te 6 1 16384 4 512 4 126273643 87297^  86573 28969779 3527^  compress 0 0 0 ““T~r6~6"~T2j6384 ~ ^ 256 4 1267346W 87297W 873^  28922804 35734^3 
compress 0 0 0 ~~T" ~ ~ ^ ^ " ^ l " l ^ ^ ] ] ^ ^ [ ] ] ^ ^ ] [ ^ ^ ^ ] ^ ] 3 M M ^ Z I ^ Z ^ Z l ^ Z ^ Z l l Z ^ Z Z l ^ ^ ^ l ^ Z I I ^ Z l ^ Z Z Z Z Z Z I 
compress 0 0 0 ““f ~T6~6~T~j6384 ~T 512 ~T 126735085 87297^  873ff 28922804 3573473 
compress 0 0 Z Z 0 ~ ~T6~6~T 16384 —~2 ~~!^ 2 2 126734757 87297360 “ 87327 28922804 ~~3573473 
5|ij^  0 0 0 ~~T" ~"T6~6~ 16384 ~ ^ 512 4 114680294 100000000 606^  41916344 11740^  ^ 0 0 0 ~T 8~6~~T63^~~2 512 4 11720278?" 100000000 “ 288827 ~~ 41252760—1610216 — ;^ 0 0 0~~T" ~~3l~6 1 16384 2 512 4 1150619l0 100000000 65922 42238955 844^ ^ 0 0 0 ~T" ~~M~6~T36^ 2 ^ ^ 4 119301193 100000000 42010— 42379177 728343 ~~ ^ 0 0 0 ~~T" ~"^ 6 1 ~~ST^  2 “ ^ 4 “ 121461661 100000000' 134811 41197221 1819011 ^ 0 0 0 ”T"~~Te 6 1 ~3l^~^_ 512 ~7^ 111455529 100000000 35298 42253628 8621"W^  
^ 0 0 0 ~ ~ T " “ ^ ~ 6 ~ 16384 T 512 4 130926626 100000000 228709 40225095 2697239 
^ 0 0 0 ~ T " ~ ~ T e " 6 1 16384 4 512 4 112083226 100000000 37949 42187624 925470 ^ 0 0 0~T~"T6~T~T 16384 2 256 4 1149840^  100000000 60430 41916524 1174089 ^ 0 0 0~T“T6~6~ 16384 2^24 4 114660668 100000000 60646 41916345 1174052 ；^ 0 0 0~~T“T^""~6~ 16384 2 ~~^ 1 115058662 100000000 60586 41916437 1174020 
^ 0 0 0 ~ f ~ " T 6 ~ 6 1 1 6 3 8 4 _ 2 ^ ^ 2 114726808 100000000 60630 41916367 1174046 
— 0 0 0 ”T~"T6~6 1 16384 ~^~3T2 4 102656166 100000000 437 33546290— 171907 
— 0 0 0 ~ T " 8 6 1 16384 ~ 2 512 4 1032017W 100000000 2407 33572869 282362 — Q 0 0 ~~T"““32 6 1 16384 ~~^~^ ^ 102537604 100000000 277 33534851 114332 — Q 0 0~~r“M~6~T~T63^~^~^ 4 103096709 100000000 163 33516993 98182 — Q Q 0~~T~"^ 6 1 ~ 8 ^ 2 5^ 2" 4 108661704 100000000 247T8 32940474 753442 
— 0 0 0 ~ T " ~ ~ T e " 6 1 32768 ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ 4 102311189 100000000 374 33580806 137454 — Q Q——0 ~f ~~T6~6 1 16384 “T" 512 ~4 1061414^  100000000 28767 33192082 497785 
— Q Q——0 ~ Y ” T e 6 1 16384 ~ 4 512 4 102643488 100000000 284 33547599 170751 
— 0 0 — — 0 “ T " ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ ^ ~ ~ ^ 4 _ [ 0 2 g 5 6 8 3 0 ~ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 437 33546290 171907 
— Q Q——0 ~ T " “ W 6 1 16384 ~~~2 1024 4 1026560H 100000000 437 33546290 171907 — • Q——0 ”T ““T^1 1 16384 “ 2 ~5^ 2 T" 102675588 100000000 437 33546290 171907 
— 0 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ T " 161 6| 11 16384| 2| 512| 2| 102656632丨 100000000| 437| 33546290| 171907| — 
i^^.. 
.署：: 
攻 Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Cache 0rganization(1,0,1,0) 
|M bht nd look nd sim p nc p line si C1 C2 data si [ d set bht en bht set | a bht hit a bht mi def kill c1 def kill c2 def use def waste _ 
t | fL ° ° ° _ _ 1 _ _ 1 6 6 1 16384 2 512 4 17580752 72705' 28224 9018 ~ 95841 26436 ~ 
^ ° 9. ° __1 ®_i_L_l®?M 2 512 4 175807¾ 72705" 31918 13603 “ 111844 ~ 36822 ~ 
tia| ° ° ° _ _ 1 _ _ 3 2 6 1 16384 2 512 4 17580752 72705" 21688 11109 ~ 69022 ~ 21376 — 
tia| ° 0 0 _ _ 1 _ _ g j _ g _ _ J L j [ g g g i 2 __512 ~4 175807^ 72705 17979 “ 19725 46133 ‘ 21061 ~ ~ «a| 2. 0 ° __1__16_6_l__gjjl 2 __512 ~4 1758075^  72705 “ 58580 “ 80577 742349 — 61399 — 
t|^ 0 0 0 _ _ 1 _ _ 1 6 6 1 32768 2 512 T 175807^ 72705 5913 “ 2173 ~ 35314 _ 8256 一 
t|a| 9. 9. 0 _ _ 1 _ ! ! 6 _ _ _ 6 _ l I i Q g Q j 1—.512 T 1758075"? 72705 55789 “ 63528 ~ 291959 _ 547186 ~ ~ 
tia[. 0 0 0 __1_lg__6__Lllgggj i_...512 T 175807^ 72705 “ 26037 “ 9788 128588 ~ ~ 18384 一 
^ 0 0 0 __^_ _ _ 1 6 6 1 —16384 2 256 ~4 174245^ 228876 “ 28132 “ 8946 ~ 96011 26475 ~ ~ 
tial 0 0 0 _ _ ^ 16 6 __1 16384 2 1024 ‘ 4 17644198 9^5^ 28399 8 ^ 9 5 ^ 26435 
tial 0 0 0 _ 1 16 6 ~ T 16384 2 512一 1 17438461 2149W 280M 90T4 9 6 0 ^ 2 6 4 ^ — 
tial 0 0 0 _ _ 1 16 " ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512" 2 ~7543648 1 0 9 ^ 28198 8 9 ^ 95926 26462 
tomcatv 0 0 — 0 1 T6"~6 ~~T 16384 2 512 4 3338278 T490 4386487 1 1 3 8 ^ 16394^ 5 1 2 i ^ — 
tomcaW — 0 0 0 1 8 ~ 6 ~"T 16384 2 512 4 3338278 T 4 ^ 8 5 4 6 ^ 187841 3232726 160159 — 
tomcatv ~ ~ 0 0 0 1 32 ~ 6 ~~T" 16384 2 512 — 4 ~~3338278 T490 2806732 1 1 2 3 ^ 1 3 6 7 ^ 1 1 7 ^ — 
tomcatv 0 0 0 1 ^ 6 1 16384 2 512 — 4 3338278 1490 3335TS7 1120935 5 3 5 ^ 130755 一 
tomcatv ~~ 0— 0 0" 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T ~~8^92 2 — 512 4 3338278 1490 ~0300449 1502635 ~ V I 7 8 1 7 7 650179 
tomcatv— 0 0 0" 1 16 6 1 ~32768 2 512 4 3338278 1490 一1341027 ~570062 2666812 17303 
tomcatv ~ 0— Q 0 1 1 6 ~ 6 ~ ^ [ 6 ^ 1 512 4 3338278 1490 _ 4 9 0 3 5 9 6 1792226 2378010 16057 
tomcatv ~ 0 _ 0 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 3 ^ 4 — 512 4 3338278 1490 ~ ~ 5140546 ~~922205 1569921 581034 
tomcatv ~ 0 0 0" 1 16 ~~6 1 163M 2 256 4 3335578 4190 —4386476 ~Tl38631 1639453 512668 
tomcatv 0 0 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 — 2 1024 ~ 4 3339006 7 ^ 4 3 8 6 ^ 1 1 3 8 ^ 1639443 512678 — 
tomcatv “ 0 _ 0 0" 1 16 ’ ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 3 8 4 2 512 1 3335014 4754 —4386487 ~Tl38620 1639443 512678 
tomcatv ~ 0~" 0 0" 1 16 ~ 6 ~ ^ 1 6 ^ 2 512 2 3337455 2313 ~~4386487 ~138620 1639453 512668 
ora — 0— 0 0 ~ ~ f 1 6 • " " 6 ~ ^ i 6 3 8 4 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 6330310 1189 171 ~ ~ 46 98 96 
ora — 0— 0 0 ~ T 8 ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 3 ^ 2 " ~ ~ ^ 4 6330310 1189 — 320 — 43 147 250 
ora — 0 ~ 0 0 ~ T " 3 2 ’ ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 3 M 2 ~ 1 ? 2 4 6330310 1189 — 87 40 98 82 
ora — 0— 0 0 ~ T " ~ 6 4 ~ " 6 ~ T ~ T 6 3 ^ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 6330310 1189 — 66 45 64 58 
Zri 0 0 0 ~ r 16 ~~6 ~"T 8192 2 ~ ^ 4 “ 6330310 1189 — 196 59 — 116— 121 — 
^ 0 0 0 ~ T " 16 ~ 6 ~T" 32768 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 “ 6330310 1189 — 165— 41 88 89 — 
^ 0 0 0 ~ T T e " 6 ~T" 16384 1 512 ‘ 4 ~~6330310 1189 195 59 86352 149090 
^ 0 0 0 ~"T" ? 6 ~ 6 “ T " 16384 4 512 4 ~6330310 1189 166 43 89 90 
^ 0 0 0 ~~T" T 6 " 6 ““T" 16384 2 256 4 ~6329999 1500 171 46 98 96 
^ 0 0 0 ~ T T e " T ~ T 16384 2 1024 4 ~~6330549 950 172 45 98 96 ^ 0 0 0 ~~f ~T6~6~~16384 2 512 1 633014^  1351 “ 171 “ 46 ~" 98 — 96 
^ 0 0 0 ~ T 16~6~~T 16384 2 512 2 6330276 1223 TzT 46 98 96 
compress 0 0 0 ~ T T 6 ~ 6 ~"T 16384 — 2 512 “ 4 12881605 461 43062 1506096 104231 1557401 
compress 0 0 0 ~ ~ T 8 6 1 " j g ^ " ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 12881605" 461 — 75406 303879 160686 ~"2660000 
compress 0 0 0 ~ T 32 6 1 16384 —~2 ~ ~ ^ 4 12881605 461 ― ― 47617 1 8 4 ^ 7 7 8 ^ 1338418 
compress 0 0 0 ~ ~ T ~ 6 4 ~ 6 ~ 2 2 6 3 8 4 ^ ] 3 ^ 512 4 12881605 461 34698 2241248 54803 1071341 
compress 0 0 0 ~ T " ” T 6 ~ 6 1 8^92 2 ~ 5 ? 2 4 —12881605 4 ^ 51722 1641594 “ 85816 —1715883 
compress 0 0 0 ~"T" “ ^ ~ 6 1 3 ^ 2__5T2 4~12881605 W 37897 1320134 129723 1363101 
compress 0 0 0 ” T " ~ ~ W ~ ~ 6 1 ^^6384 j ^ ^ 4~12881605 461 7 0 1 ^ 1541644 118011 1635621 
compress 0 0 0 ~ T “ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 ^ 4 _ J g ； i Z : l g g g l g g g - Z I ^ ^ 42173 1506819 103717 1534913 
compress 0 0 0 ” f ~ W 6 1 1 6 ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 12881582 4 ^ 43062 1506096 104231 1557401 
compress 0 0 0 ~ T “ ^ ~ 6 ~ 16384 ~ 2 ~ ^ 4 12881608 458 43062 1506096 104231 1557401 
compress 0 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ ^ ~ ~ ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ ~ 1 ^ “ “ 2 512| 1 12881292 774 43062 1506096 104231 1557401 
compress n n _ _ ^ ； 1 ^ ； ^ 1 ^ ] ] 1 1 ^ ] - . . . 5 1 2 ~2 12881539" 527 43062 1506096 104231 1557401 
^ 0 0 0 ~ T " “ T e 6 1 16384 ~ ~ 2 512 4 17808399" 67262 一 65347 2 2 ^ 397200 108249 “ 
^ 0 0 0 ” T " 8 6 1 16384 ~ 2 ~ ^ 4 17808399 67262 104302 21699 618189 325879 
^ 0 0 0 ~ f ~ 3 2 6 1 16384 “ 2 ~ ^ 4 17808399 67262 31306 33365 238345 143349 
^ 0 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ T “ 6 4 " 6 1 16384 ~ ~ 2 ~ 5 ^ 2 4 17808399 _ 67262 2 ^ 56960 159484 143607 
^ 0 0 0 ~ " T “ ^ ~ 6 1 8192 ~~"2 “ “ ^ 4 17808399 67262 136997 51543 500498 256849 
i i ^ 0 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ ^ “ T e " 6 " ' 3 l ^ ” 2 ~ ~ W [ 2 4 ^ ^ 8 0 8 3 9 9 ~ 6 7 ^ 33339 11027 324894 59266 
^ 0 0 ~ ~ 0 " ^ ~ " T 6 " 6 " T ^ T ^ ~ " f " ^ A - m O ^ 67262 308942 148157 534221 609892 
i i i i^ 0 0 ~ ~ 0 ^ ~ " T 6 " 6 " T n - ^ ~ ~ 4 fS1? 4 m 0 8 3 9 9 ~ 6 7 l ^ 46737 13763 340861 65455 3ii^  0 0"““0^““T6"6"T"l63M~2~~^ 4 17340144 535517 65064 22393 397377 108195 
^ K — — 0 ~ " 0 - " ^ " 6 " ^ t ^ “ “ ^ in?4 4 ^ j 7 8 ^ ~ ~ ^ 65348 22226 397200 108248 
unr^ K 0 ~ ^ o " T " ~ T 6 " 6 " T ^ I ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ f ~ W 7 0 7 ^ 1104872 65285 21785 397276 108652 
S ^ — — ^ ~ ~ O l Z Z j I I I 3 Z ! ! ^ Z I Z g Z I Z ^ I ^ ! g g g Z ^ ^ 181904 _ 6S328 22278 397191 108213 
r^  Q-——0~~o"T”T6"6"^T^“2~^ 4 9172803 1073 4722 119 123603 17504 
~ K——1~~^―~~8^"H[63^^-^ 4 9172803 ~~T073 9177 72 229153 14096 
1——0~"^"i"^ll"T^"^"^"""^4 9172803 - 1 ^ ^ ？ _^_Z5551_11^95 
1 — — Q ~ ~ ^ H - - ^ ^ - ^ f ^ - - ^ “ “ 4 9172803 __10^ 8310 4484 _ _ 5 3 ^ _ 2 ^ 
°K——K~"&~|~^~^~T~5^^1 M9___4^:9g^-W 40827 19444 453313 __530^ 
^——0~~0^^^—^^ — -^~"4 9172803 -—W 72B 8 8 _ V ^ _ _ 4 ^ 
^ — — 1 ~ ~ ^ 4 " ^ t n " l ^ “ r - ^ “ “ 4 9172803 1073 40437 12463 335759 __55^ 
^ — — ^ ~ ~ ° ^ - ^ ^ — - 1 ^ — 512 4 - - 9 ^ 7 ^ W 3 138 ^ _ _ ^ ^ _ ^ 
^ — — ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ | " ~ S l ~ T " T ^ ~ " l ~ ^ ~ ~ 4 917076Q-TM6 A7^ ^ _ _ 1 ^ _ _ l Z ^ 
^——^~~^^"^^-^f6384 ~~^"W:ZZZ^I!1^__920 4722 119 123603__27504 
~ 5 - — — ^ “ ^ ~ i ~ ^ l l ~ l ^ ~ T ~ ^ ~ ~ T - 913595Q-^79l6 AJ^ H i _ _ 1 ^ _ _ 1 ^ 
g ~ ~ 1 — — 0 ~ ~ $ ~ 4 ~ ~ ^ H ^ 3 i M l ~ ^ ~ ~ " 2 " 9 T 7 T ^ 2656 4722 119 1 2 3 6 0 3 _ ^ 7 ^ 
攻 Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Cache 0rganization(1,0,1,0) 
gM |bht nd |lk nd |sim p |nc p|line si IC1 |C2 |datasi |d set |bht en |bht set |a bp |abp corr |apb% |cpi |bastime |bascpi |Memcpi ‘ 
tia| 2. ° °_1__l^_6_l_J6^ 2__^^^~~4 17653457 15634131 0.885613 1.064639 104038652 1.0403^  0.0242¾ 
^ ？. ° ° _ _ 1 8 6 1 16384 2 512 4 1 7 6 5 3 ^ 15634131 0.885613 1.065847 104038652 1.0403l7 0.02546 tia| 2. 2. ° __1__32_6 1 16384 2 512 ~ 4 17653457 15634W 0.885613 1.066962 ~T04038652 —1.040387 0.026575 
^ ° ° ° _ _ 1 _ _ g f _ _ Q _ L J l g g Q j . 2 512 T 17653457 1563413l" 0.885613' 1.078971 104038652 1.040387 0.038584 
^ ° _ _ ° ° _ 1 _ _ 1 6 6 1 8 1 9 2 — _ 2 ^ , 5 2 2 4 17653457 — 15634131 0.885613 1.153332 104038652 ~T040387 ~~0T!2945 
Ji^L - - °_1__16 6 1 32768 2 512 4 17653^  156341^  0.8856lT 1.0476T 104038652 1.0403^  0.007233 ^ 0 ° 0__1__!6_6__l_J63gj 1__512 T 17653457 15634131" 0.885613 1.151048 104038652 1.040387 0.110661— tia| 0 0 0 __^ __j6^ _6_J__J6384 4 _ 5 ； ^ ~ 4 17653457 15634131 0.885613 1.06647 ~~T04038652 ~1.040387 ~0.026083 g 0 0 0_1__;[6_6_tJLgggj 2_256 4 17653457 15577722 0.882418 1.065761 104151470 1.041515 0.024246 
fal 0 0 0 _ 1 _ _ H ^ Z I I i g g g i ? 1024 T 17653457 15656449 0.886877 1.064194 103994016 1.03994 0.024254 fal 0 0 0_^ ___26^ _6_J[J[6384 2_512 T 17653457 15583239 0.88273 1.065652 104140436 1.041404 0.024248 1^ 0 0 0 _1__26,_6_J|^ _16384 2 512 — 2 17653457 15617977 0.884698 1.06496 ~~T04070960 — 1.04071 0.02425 
tomcaW — 0 0 0 _ _ 1 1 6 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ 3339768 “ 3320823 0.994327 1.979937 10003789^ 1.000379 0.9795^ 
tomcatv — 0 0 0 _ _ 1 8 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 2 5 lT 4 _ 3339768 3320823 “ 0.994327 “ 2.194228 10003789^ 1.000379 1.1938^ 
tomcatv 0 0 0 1 32 ~ 6 ~ ~ 6 3 8 4 2 “ 512 4 3339768 33208^ 0.9943^ 2.043905 100037890 1.000379 1.043526 
tomcatv~ 0 0 0 ~ T 64 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~~3339768 ~3320823 0.994327 2.58281 ~~^0037890 ~1.000379 ~1.582431 
tomcatv 0 0 0 1 16 ~ 6 " ~ T ~~8192 2 “ 512 T 3339768 3320823 0.9943^ 2.682126 100037890 1.000379 1.681747 
tomcatv 0 0 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 32768 2 512 4 一3339768 ~3320823 ~~a994327 1.50015 ~"T00037890 ~~i000379 ~~0.499771 
tomcatv— 0 0 0 ― “ T 1 6 ~ F 1 16384" 1 512 4 ~~3339768 3320823 ~~0：994327 ~~2079163 100037890 ~"1.000379 ~~1.078784 
tomcatv— 0 0 0 ~ " T 16 ~ 6 ~ 16384" 4 512 4 ~3339768 ~~3320823 0.994327 ~2034383 100037890 ~1.000379 ~~1.034004 
tomcatv_ 0 0 0 ―“T" 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 256 4 ~"3339768 3319339 0.993883 1.979967 100040858 ~ i 0 0 0 4 0 9 ―“0.979558 
tomcatv 0 0 0 1 16 6 1 ~ 6 3 8 4 2 1024 4 33397^ 3321277 0.9944^ 1.9799^ 100036982 1.00037 0.979559 
tomcatv~ 0 0 0 1 16'~6~1"~"TS384 2 “ 512 T 33397^ 3319669 0.9939^ 1.9799i^ 100040198 1.000402 0.979559 
tomcatv— 0 0 0 ~ " T 16 ~ 6 ' ~ 16384 2 512 2 一3339768 3320584 0.994256 ~~T7979942 100038368 ~ i 0 0 0 3 8 4 "~0.979558 
^ 0 0 0 ~~T 16 ~6~ 16384 2 5lT 4 ~ 6331499 “ 6158318 “ 0.972648 “ 1.003529 10034636"? 1.0034^  6.5E-^  
^ 0 0 0 ~ T " 8 6 ~ T 16384 2 — ~ ^ 4 6331499 “ 6158318 0.972648 “ 1.003553 10034636^ 1.0034^ 8.9E-^ 
^ 0 0 0 ~ ~ r 3 2 ~ 6 ~ T ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 512 4 6331499 6 1 5 8 ^ 0 . 9 7 2 ^ 1.003528 100346362 1.003464 6.4E-05 
^ 0 0 0 ~"T" 64 ~ 6 ~ ~ T 6 3 8 4 2 ~ ~ 5 U 4 6331499 6158318 “ 0.972648 ~ 1.003538 100346362 1.003464 “ 7.4E-05 
^ 0 0 0 ~~1 T 6 ~ 6 ~ T " 8192 2 512 4 6331499 6158318 0.972648 1.003543 100346362 ~1.003464 — 7.9E-05 ^ 0 0 0 ~~T ~^~6~T 32768 2 512 4 ~~~6331499 ~6^ 58318 0.972648 1.003524 100346362 1.003464 6E-05 
^ 0 0 0 ~ ~ T ~ ! ^ ~ 6 ~ T ~ l 6 3 ^ r 512 4 6331499 6158318 0.972648 1.030197 100346362 1.003464 0.026733 
^ 0 0 0 ~ f ~ W 6 1 16384 4 512 4 6331499 6158318 0.972648 1.003526 100346362 1.003464 6.2E-05 
^ 0 0 0 ~ T ~ ~ T ^ ~ 6 1 16384 2 256 4 6331499 6158232" 0.972634 1.003531 100346534 1.003465 6.6E-05 
^ 0 0 0 ~~T" ~ T e 6 1 16384 2 1024 4 6331499 6158366 0.972655 1.003528 100346266 1.003463 6.5E-05 
^ 0 0 0 ~~ T ~ ^ 6 6 1 16384 2 512 T 6331499 6158265 0.972639 1.00353 100346468 1.003465 6.5E-05 
^ 0 0 0 ~ T ~ T e 6 1 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 2 633149^ 615828^ 0.972643 1.00353 100346422 1.003464 6.6E-05 
compress 0 ~ 0 0 ~ ~ T ~ ~ ^ 6 ~ 6 ~ ' ^ [ 6 3 8 4 ~ 2 ~ ^ 4 12882066 11379065 ~0.883326 ~^451758 90303362 1.034434 0.417324 
compress 0 ~ ~ 0 0 ~ T 8 ~ ~ 6 ~ T ^ f 6 3 8 4 ~ ~ 2 _ 5 1 2 4— 12882066 —11379065 0.883326 1.390356 90303362 1.034434 0.355922 
compress 0 ~ ~ 0 0 ~~T" ~ ~ 3 2 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2— 512 4 12882066 ~ 11379065 0.883326 ~1614867 90303362 1.034434 0.580433 
compress 0 ~ ~ 0 0 ~ ~ T " ~ ~ M ~ 6 1 16384 “ 2 512 4 12882066 11379065" 0.883326 “ 1.954958_ 90303362 1.034434 0.920524 
compress 0 ~ ~ 0 0 ~ " T " ~ W ~ 6 ~ 8192 “ “ 2 ~ " 5 U 4 12882066 11379065 0.883326 ~~T.483977 90303362 1.034434 0.449543 
compress 0 ~ 0 0 ~ T “ T 6 ~ 6 1 32768 ~ 2 512 4 12882066 11379065' 0.883326 ‘ 1.413894 90303362 1.034434 0.37946 
compress 0 ~ 0 0 ~~T" ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ ~ T 512 ~A 12882066 11379065 ~0.883326 T.482538 90303362 1.034434 0.448104 
compress 0 ~ 0 0 ~ T " ~ ~ T e " 6 " T 16384 ~ " 4 ~ 5 1 2 4 —12882066 113790^ 0.883326 1.446477 90303362 1.034434 0.412043 
co^press 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ " 0 “ “ T " “ “ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ 2 256 4 12882066" 11379057 0.883325 1.451759 90303378 1.034434 0.417325 
compress 0 ~ " 0 0 ~ " T ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ ~ 2 ~ T 0 ^ 4 12882066" 11379066 0.883326 1.451758 90303360 1.034434 0.417324 
compress 0 ~ 0 0 ~ f “ “ T 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ T" 12882066" 11378858 o 3 8 3 ^ 1.451763 90303776 1.034439 0.417324 
compress 0 ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ f ^ ^ H " T ^ ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ ; ^ ^ ; 2 l j g g g g g ^ _ L 2 j ^ ^ _ g j g g g g g 1.451759 90303474 1.034435 0.417324 
^ 0 ~Q——0 ~ r ”T6~"6 1 16384 ~ 2 ~ ^ 4 17875661 16555889 “ 0.926169 1.146803 ~102639544 ~1.026395 ~0.120408 
^ 0 ~~0——0 ~T——8~6 1 16384 ~~2 ~ ^ 4 17875661 16555889 —0.926169 ~ [^7^^10^639544 1.026395 0.145633 
^~0~~^0~~r~"32~6~T 16384 ” 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 17875661 16555889 ~0：926169 1.150^  102639544 1.026395 0.124224 
;iii^  ^~~0~~0~~f “ “^~6~nW“2~^ 4 17875661 16555889 0.92^ 1.193012 102639544 1.026395 0.166617 ^ K~K"~n ~~T"~~T6~6"~ 8192 ~ 2 ~ 5 ^ 4 17875661 16555889 ~0：92^  1.214617 102639544 1.026395 0.188222 S ^ ~ ^ ~ ~ ^ ^ ~ " T e " 6 " " 3 ^ “ 2 ! 512 4 17875661 _16^ 1^ ~0：92^ ^ 1.114555 102639544 1.026395 0.08816 
^ ^ ~ " ^ — — w ~ r ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ ~ U “ ^ 4"' 17875661 _ 16555889 0.926169 1.309266 102639544 1.026395 0.282871 
S K ~ ^ ~ " K ^ “ r i " l " T " " ^ f M ^ ~ ~ 4 ~ ~ ^ “ ^ 17875661 16555889~0：92^ 1.120832 102639544 1.026395 0.094437 S K ~ K ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ ^ 1 ~ T " 1 ^ “ 2 ~ ^ 4 17875661 16404001 0.917672 1.149841 ' 102943320 1.029433 0.120408 S^ ^ ~ ^ ~ ~ K ^ ~ T ^ H " T ^ ~ ~ 2 ^ ^ 4"^ f787W 16565705 0.926718 1.146607 102619912 1.026199 0.120408 ^ ^~^~"^^~~T~iJn"T^^~~2~IU f 17875661 16366410 ~0：^^ 1.150^  103018502 1.030185 0.120402 ^ ^"“^^~~^~|~^-^--T6384 ~~？ M? 2 _[787566j__fg5|g^ ~^ ^^ ^^  1.147268 102686212 1.026862 0.120406 
T^l"T^rg^~~2 ~~IT2 4 ~9173876 ~~8706899 ""0949097 1.026@ 100933954 1.00934 0.017222 
^ °_°~_^~\~~^-^-^T6384 “ 2 ~ ^ 4“9173876 “^ 8706899 0.9490^  1.032017 100933954 1.00934 0.022677 
— ^ ~ ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ | ~ ^ ^ ^ - ^ r ™ ” 2 ~ ^ 4 9173876 8706899 0.949097 1.025376 100933954 1.00934 0.016036 ^ °_°——°~1~^"4"T^fi5^"““2~~5U 4““9173876 ~"870^~0：94^ 1.Q30^  100933954 1.00934 0.021627 ^ ° _ ° _ _ ^ ^ ~ 1 ~ ^ ^ ^ - - Q 2 “ 2 ~ ^ 4““9173876 ““8706899 0.949097 1.086617 100933954 1.00934 0.077277 
^ ° _ ° __J~4~~q|^^^768 ~"2"W 4 9173876 8706899 0.94^ 1.023112 100933954 1.00934 ~0^772 
??1 ° _ ° _ _ ° ~ - ^ 1 ~ J J ~ ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ T ~ ^ 4““9173876~"8706899 0.9490^ 1.061414 100933954 1.00394 0.057474 ^ ° _ _ ° _ _ ° _ 1 ~ J | " 4 4 " ^ 5 ^ “ 1 ~ ^ 4“9173876 “8706899 0.949097 1.026435 100933954 1.00394 0.022495 
H! ° __° __°—4-~J|^^4^U~2"~^ 4~~9?7^ 8706567 0.94^ 1.026568 100934618 1.009346 "OOTT^ HI °__°__°_1~~^^^-^^T~~2"^f^ 4~9173876~870^~^9103 1.026561 100933840" 1.009338 0.017223 ^ 0__ °__ °_1_^^^^¾¾-~~2~^ T"~9173876 ~8697188 0.948039 1.026756 100953376 1.009534 0.017222 
^ °_°__°_1~_JI^^-^^55Z~"0—^ 2~~9173876 ~~870^~^9072 1.026566 100934420 1.009344 0.017222 
e a r 0 0 0 1 1 6 b ‘ 丨 o j o q ‘ � “ — ~ ^ — — u _ _ _ ~ ^ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ^ ^ ~ ~ ~ ~ « ~ ^ ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i 
f 
Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Cache 0rganization(1,0,1,0) 
genchmar^bhtnd looknd s imp |ncp | l i nes i |C1 |C2 |da tas i |dset |bhten [bhtset |wmem|lastflag |time |count |dparthit [datahit |data miss 
tia| 1 0 1 _ 0 _ _ j 6 , _ _ 6 _ l l _ 2 6 3 8 4 2 __512 4 1 “ 0 113377478 ~~100000000 93688 ~28180926 ~~"156667 
t|a|_ 1 ° 1 _ 0 ___16 6 1 ~ 16384 2 512 4 3 ~ 0 113347781 ~"100000000 ~ 104025 ~28181265 ~145991 
tomcatv _^ 0 ^ _ _ 0 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 T 0' 200247943 100000000 1761404 25242778 8508981 
^ c a t v 1 0 ^ _ _ 0 16 6 ~ T ' 16384 2 512 ~ 4 3 0 198475636 100000600 2468633 252427^8 78017^ 
^ 1 0 1 _ 0 16 ~ 6 ~~T 1638"¾" 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 1 0 102377533 ~~fOOOOOOOO ~ 174 ~31024328 542 
ora 1 0 1 ~ 0 1 6 ~ ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512 4 3 0 102377452 100000000 206 31024328 510 
compress~ 1 0 1_ 0 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 512 4 1 0 134169838 ~~"87297360 ~~107192 28883772 3592640 
compress— 1 0 f 0 16 ~ 6 "~T 16384 2 “ 512 J 3 0 134169064 ~~87297360 ~~107436 28883781 3 5 9 l ^ 
xlisp ~~ 1 0 i" 0 1 6 " ~ 6~~T~ T 6 3 ^ 2 512 4 1 — 0 121274790 ~fOOOOOOOO 510385 41921131 7 1 9 ^ 
xlisp 1 0 T 0 16 ~~6 ~"T 16384 ~ 2 512 4 3 0" 1208827^ 100000000 5 7 1 ^ 41919449 660032 
ear — 1 ~ 0 1 0 16 6 ~ ^ { 6 3 8 4 2 512 4 1 0 104081605 ~T00000000 一 1038 33546291 171305 
ear l| o| 1 o| 1s| 6| l| 16384| 2| 5i2| 4| 3| o| 10398264s| 100000000| 17498! 33546291 154845 
•^•'i：. 
I 
攻 Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Cache 0rganization(1,0,1,0) 
Benchmarr bht nd look nd sim ^ nc p |line si [C1 |C2 |data si |d set |bhten |bhtset lwmem[last f lag |defki l lc1 |defki l lc2 | tagki l lc1 | tagki l lc2 
Bal — 1 0 1 0 16 ~ 6 ~ T ~ ^ ^ 6 3 8 4 2 — 512 4 1 0 2 9 ? ^ 6004 0 0 
tial 1 0 1 0 16 ~ ~ 6 " T 16384 2 — 512 4 3 0 2 9 8 ^ 5779 0 0 
'tomcatv — 1 — 0 1 0 16 ~ " 6 " ~ T ~ T 6 ^ 2 ~ 512 4 1 0 4 3 8 4 ^ 1139885 0 0 
tomcatv 1 0 1 ~ 0 16 ~ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 “ 3 0 4812666 712063 0 0 “ 
ora — 1 0 1 0 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 T 0 172 44 0 “ 0 
ora “ 1 0 1 0 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ^ 4 “ 3 0 172 44 0 ‘ 0 “ 
compress 1 0 1 0 16•""6 ~ T " 16384 2 512 — 4 1一 0 _ 167507 ~ 362624 — 0 — 0 
compress— 1 一 0 1 0 16 ~ 6 ~ T ~ ^ [ 6 3 l 4 2— 512 J 3 一 0 167533 362592 ^ 0 
5 ¾ T 0 T 0 “ 16 6 ~~T 16384 2 5 ^ 4 ‘ 1 ~~0" 60754 2 3 6 ^ "5" 0 
^ T" 0 1 0 " 16 ~ 6 ~"T" 16384 2 5t2 4 “ 3 0 6 1 " ^ 25878 飞 ~0 
iii： 1 0 1 ~~"0 16 ~ 6 ~ T ~ T ^ 8 4 2 ^ 4 1 0 4 7 ^ 114 0 0 




Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Cache 0rganization(1,0,1,0) 
— h m a r k |bhtnd |looknd |s imp |ncp| l ine si|C1 |C2 |datasi [dset |bhten |bhtset |wmem |lastflag |def use |defwaste |tag use |tag waste 
^ 1 ° 1 _ _ 0 _ _ 1 6 6 1 16384 2 512 4 1 Q 9 7 ^ 2 6 ^ 51 0 
t y 1 ° 1 _ 0 _ _ l ® _ _ ® _ _ l I j l ® ? ® i 2 _ ^ 4 3 0 9 6 ^ 26351 1058 0 
^ c a t v 1 0 ^ _ _ _ 0 _ _ _ 2 6 _ 6 ^ ^ J 6 3 8 4 2 512 4 1 Q ^1639483 "512686 ^ 0 
^ c a t v 1 0 _^ _ 0 16 6 __1 16384 ~ 2 512 4 3 0 ~1639295 512686 451 0 
^ 一 1 0 1 _ _ 0 _ _ j ^ Z i Z I _ J g g M 2 _ 5 2 2 4 T" 0 146 94 4 0 — 
^ 1 0 1 _ 0 _ 1 6 ~ " 6 ~ T ~ 16384 2 512 4 3 0 146 94 4 0 
^mpress 1 0 _^ _ _ 0 16 ~ 6 ~~T" 16387 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 1 — 0 112268 ~T607635 0 0 
ympress 1 0 1 0 l ¥ ~ 6 ~ " 16384 2 512 — 4 ~3 0 112269 2607636 7 “ 0 “ 
^isp j_ 0 1 _ g _ Z _ l g _ Z ^ I T 」 _ 6 3 8 4 — 2 512 4 — 1 0— 400675 1 0 7 6 ^ 2ST 0 “ 
Xlisp 1 ~ 0 T 0 16 ~ 6 ~ T ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 512 ~4 3 “ 0 398745 ~ ~ T 0 6 ^ 441 ~ 0 
ear 1 0 1 0 16 6 1 —16384 2 512 T 1 “ 0 123604 r 7 l ^ 0 0 — 
ear l | o| l | o| 16| 6丨 1 16384丨 2| 512| 4| 3| o| 123604| 1750l| o| 0丨 — 
Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Cache 0rganization(1,0,1,0) 
i 
p c h m ^ h t nd |look nd | s im p |nc p|l ine si | c i |C2 |datasi |dataset|bhten |bhtset |wmem|last f lag|abp |abpcorr |abp% — 
^ L ^ — ° 1®. _ _ ® _ _ 1 16384 2 512— 4 T" 0 —17653457 — 12125408— 0.686857 “ 
^ 1 _ _ ° 1® _ _ ® _ _ l _ j g g g i Z g , _ STI 4 “ 3 0 176534^ 121254M 0 .6868^ 
tomcaW 1 0 1 _ ° 16 ___6 1 16384 — 2 5 ^ 4 1 0 ~ 3 3 3 9 7 6 8 1887610 ~ 0.565192 _ 
tomcaW 1 2. 1 _ _ 0 1® _ _ 6 __ j __J [6384 ~ 2 5 U 4 ~ 3 Q 3339768 1887610 0.56ST^ 
^ 1 ° 1 _ _ 0 ! g . _ _ g - Z A _ j g g g i ] 2 512 4 T" 0 ~ 6331499 5146111 ~ 0.812779 — 
ora 1 0 1 _ 0 ; ^ _ _ 6 _ _ 1 16384 ~ 2 5 U 4~ 3 0 633149^ 5146111 0.812779 
wmpress _^ 0 ^ _ _ _ 0 ^ ^ _ _ 6 1 1 6 ^ 2 512 ~ 4 T" Q 12882066 7 8 3 5 ^ 0.608252 
wmpress 1 0 ] _ _ 0 ^ _ _ 6 1 1 6 3 ^ 2 512 ~ 4 3 0 12882066 7835548 0.608：^ 
ilisp 1 0 1 _ 0 ~ _ 1 6 6 ~~T" 16384 2 ^ 4 1 0 17875661 1 2 9 8 6 ^ 0.726477 
xlisp 1 0 ^ _ _ _ 0 16 ~ 6 1 " " " l 6 ^ 2 512 4 3 0—17875661 12986260 ~ 0.726477 “ 
ear~~ 1 0 1 0 16 ~ ~ 6 1 ~ l 6384 2 512 4 — 1 0 9173876 7993557 0.871339 
i i f~~" l | 0| l | 0| 16| e| 1 16384| 2| 512| 4| 3| o| 917387s| 7993557| 0.871339| 
L - A . 
巧 
Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Cache Organization(1,0,1,0) 
pTchmarlUbht nd |look nd | s im p |nc p|l ine si |Cl |c2 |datasi |dset |bhten |bhtset |wmem|lastflag |cpi |bastime |bascpi |memcpi 
^ ! ^ ^ ~ l i - 0 1 16384 2 512 4 1 Q 1 . 1 3 3 ' ^ 111056098 1 . 1 1 0 ^ 0.023^i4 
^ 1 1_-_1®_®_J__1638£. ?^—J!^^ZIZI. 3 0 ~~1133478 111056098 1.110561 ~ 0.022917 
^ ^ Z Z 1 ° 1 _ _ ° _ _ l i _ _ g _ _ _ l Z l 6 3 8 4 2'__^ 4 1 0 2.00479 1 0 2 9 0 4 ^ 1.029043 0 .97SW 
tomcaW 1 9. 1 _ _ ° _ _ 1 6 6 1 16384 2 512 4 3 0 1.984756 102904316 T029043 0 9 5 l ^ 
ora 1 0 1 _ _ ° ^6 6 1 16384 2 512 — 4 l" Q 1.023775 “ 10237077l6 1.023708 6.7E-05 
ora 1 2. 1 _ 0 _![6__g__LLlgggi 2 _ _ ^ ^ ^ ~ 4 3 ~ 0 1.023775 102370776 ~ 1.023708 ~ 6.7E-05 
—press 1 0 1__0__26^_6^^J6384 2__^~"~~4 1— Q 1.536929 97390396— 1.115617— 0.421312 
—press ^ 0 1_ _ 0 16 6 _ 1 16384 ~ 2 512 4 3 o" 1.53692 97390396 “ 1.115617 0.421303 
s^p 1 0 ^__0 16~6~ 16384 2 512 4 T" 0 1.212748 1097788^  1.097788 0.11^ 
gisp 1 0 1^ _0 18 6 _1 16384 ~ 2 512 4 3 0 1.208827" 109778^  1.097788 0.111039 
wT" 1 0 1 0 16 ~ 6 ~ T " 16384" 2 5 l T 4 1 0 1.040M6 102360638 1.023606 — 0.01721 
i i T " 1 o| 1 o| 16| s| 1 16384| 2| 512| 4| 3| 0 1.039826 102360638 1.023606| 0.01622 
t 
！ i 1 
I 
I 




k . . ^ , . 
f Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
:身 Cache 0rganization(0.1.1.0) 
BM bhtnd looknd sim p " i ^ line si C1 C2 data si d se bht en bht set| wm If time [count [d parthit |data hit |data miss “ 
tial “ 1 “ ^ 0 ~~T" 16 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 ~~2 512 4 ~ T ~ 0 " 106343934 100000000 119134" 28180513 131634 ~ 
tial “ 1 T 0 ~ i " 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ 3 " " o " 106303905 100000000 133215 2818084?" 117225 — 
_tial 1 ~0 0 ~~T 8 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~T~0" 106458204 100000000 159698 28100170 — 180898 ~ 
tial “ 1 ~0 0 ~ T " — ~ 3 2 ~ 6 " T 16384 ~ 2 512 4 ~ ~ 0 " 106604420 100000000 84097" 28235328 109246 ~ 
tial 1 0 0 ~ " T 64 ~ 6 " ~ 16384 2 ~"5?2 4 ~ ~ f T 107812090 ~~tbOOOOOOO ~ 70416 ~~ 28243242 “ 106740 “ 
tial 1 0 0 ~~T" 8 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 " T T 106409302 100000000 ~ 180989 ~ 28099948 “ 159829 “ 
tial 1 0 0 ~ ~ t 32 ~6 1 16384 2 ~ 1 ? 2 4 ^ ~ 0 106564868 100000000 ~ 95838 28236205 “ 96628 “ 
tial 1 0 0 ~~T 64 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~ 5 1 2 4 ~ ^ 飞 107779398 100000000 — 79178 ~ 28243902 “ 97318 “ 
tial “ 1 0 0 ~ T 16 " ~ 6 ~ 8192 ~ 2 512 4 ~ T T " 114720005 100000000 730986 27201886 498409 — 
tial ‘ 1 0 0 ~~T" 1 6 ~ 6 ~ 8192 ~ 2 512 4 ~ ~ I ~ 0 " 114606217 100000000 777947 27202674 450660 — 
tial 1 0 0 ~~T" 16 " ¥ ~ T 32768 2 512 4 ~ f T 104728437 100000000 28670 28358524 44087 _ 
tial 1 0 0 1 16 ~ 6 " ~ T 32768 2 512 4 ~~3"0 104706882 100000000 31996— 28359583 39702 — 
tial 1 ~0 0 ~~T ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ T " 512 4 ~ T ~ 0 114355357' 100000000 522098 27306836 602347 — 
tial 1 0 0 ~~T" ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ ~ T 512 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 114259169 100000000 556981" 27306917 567383 — 
tial 1 0 0 ~~T" "~~T6~6~T 16384 ~~~4 512 4 ~ ~ 0 106511873" 100000000 143399 28156847 131035 
tial 1 ~0 0 ~~T 16 ~ 6 ~ 16384 “ 4 512 4 ~ T ~ 0 106478158' 100000000 157624 28156917 116740 
tial 1 0 0 ~ T ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~~2 256 4 ~ T ~ 0 106460200_ 100000000 115577 28180578 135126 — 
ti i i T" 0 0 T" ~ T 6 ~ 6 " ~ ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 256 4"~I~0"~10642483Q 100000000 128309 281809W 122065 
tl i i T 0 0 ~ T ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 1024 4 ~ f ~ 0 106297801 “ 100000000 120442 281804^ 1303?7 ti^  T 0 0 ~T"~~T6~6~ 16384 ~2 1024 4"~T~0"" 106254842 100000000 135520 28180836 114925 tiij T" 0 0 ““T ~T6~6~T 16384 ~~2 512 1 ~f"0 106449948 “ 100000000 114752 28180Sl0 135979 
tuli T 0 0 ~ T ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ 2 ~5^2 2 ~"T~6 106376524 ~100000000 ~ 118725 ~ 28180546 132010 — 
ti i j T" 0 0 ~ ~ T ~ T ^ " 6 ^ “ “ 1 6 3 8 4 ~ " 2 512 ~1"~~3~0"" 106410342" 1000000M 1 2 8 4 ^ 28180877 121920 i^ii 1 0 0 ~T" ~~T6~6~T 16384 “2 512 2 3 ~0"" 106336064 100000000 1330^  28180878 117369 
tomcatv 1 0 0 ~~T ~~T6~6~T 16384 2 512 4 ~TT~197216239 10000000Q 1940336 252413^  8331^  tomcatv f 0 0 ~^ ~?6 6 1 16384 ~"2 ~ ^ 4 ~~3~0 ~~T95443656 ~~100000000 ~ 2647625 ~ 25241369 7624169 — 
tomcatv T" 0 0 “ “T " 8 6 1 16384 ~ 2 512 4 f "o " " 218561061 1000000^ 3713594 19731912 12068595 
tomcatv T 0 0 ~T ~~32~6~~16384 2~~5l2 4 ~T~0~^ 781406 100000000 953761 _~27928333 —6628897 _ tomcatv "^ 0 0 "“^ f ~"64~6~T 16384 1 512 “ 4"TT 257671779 100000000 785036 28265819 6459960 ~ tomcatv T" 0 0 ~T 8~6~T 16384 ~~2 512 4"~¥~0 217719937 “ 100000000_ 4132358 19732494 116492^  
tomcatv T" 0 0 ~1 ~32 ~6 ~T ~T6^  2 ~"^ 4 ~3 T 200465150 100000000 2092019 27928404 5490568 
tomcatv T" 0 0 ~ T ~ ~ ^ ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 H^^5^1j 4 ^ T 254089047 ~ ^ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~~2199997 28265859 —5044959 一 tomcatv T 0 0 ~~T ~Ts ~6 ~T 8192 ―“2 — 512 4 ~T ~0 ~^ 075250 100000000 2298850 "~~18318673 ~14895640 tomcatv r 0 0 ~T ~^~6~T 32768 3 ^ ~ ^ 4~~0^ 1^ 595274 100000000 —948321 30214639 ^^^^^^4350203 ~ 
tomcatv T" 0 0 ~"T" ~^6~6~ 8192_2^U 4 ]|T T ^ 2^ 70557 100000000 4218518 ~18318817 ~2975828 ~~ tomcatv ^ 0 0 ~T ~T6~6~T 32768 ““2 512 4 ~~3 ~0 ~ 149174876 “ 100000000 1158403 “ 30214659 4140101 ‘ 
tomcatv T 0 0 ~ T ~ 1 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 “ T 512 4 ~ ~ 0 ~ 2 0 7 0 6 7 9 4 1 ~ 100000000 1802871 ~ 24312328 9397964 “ 
tomcatv T" 0 0 ~ T ” T 6 ~ 6 1 _ J g ^ ^ [ 3 j I 4 _ f T _ 2 0 2 3 0 3 ^ 100000000 2432517 24614406 8466240 ~ tomcatv T" 0 0 ~T" ”T6~6 1 16^ ~ T ~ ^ 4~^ ~0~?04579773 100000000 5^78624 24312349 8622190 
tomcatv T 0 0 ~T ~T6""6"T 16384 ~4 512 4 ~3~0~201603764 ~ 100000000 2782025 ~ 24614426 8116712 tomcatv T" 0 0 ~"T ~"T6~6~T 16384 ~2 256 4 ~TT~197219327 100000000 1940245 25241349 8331569 “ tomcatv T 0 0~T ~^"~6~T^i6^ ~2"^^ A~~3~0 195446998 ~00000000 2647442 25241369 7624352 tomcatv T" 0 0~T ~T6~6 1 163M ~ 2 ^ ^ 4 ~ ~0 ~97215270 ~00000000 1940397 25241339 8331427 tomcatv T" 0 0 ““T" ~^^~6~T 16384 ~"2 1024 4 ~3^ 195442644 ~ 100000000 2647687 25241379 7624097 tomcatv T 0~~0~T"~~^"6^T63^ “^2~~^ f~""0 197218574 ~l0Q000000 1940314 25241339 8331510 tomcatv T" 0 0 ~~T ~T6~¥ 1 16384 ““2 ~~5^  2 ~T ~0 l7216738 ~T00000000 ~1940315 25241349 8331499 
tomcatv T" 0 0 ~ T ” ^ 6 ~ 6 1 16384 ” 2 ~ ^ Z H A Z i Z Z ] j g f j g H l _ ^ 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~~2647542 25241369 7624252 tomcatv T" 0 0 ““T"~^¥1 1 16384 I^I^HZZZZ^^ 195444W 100000000 2647593 25241369 7624201 
— f 0 0 ~T"”^ ^~6 1 16384 •“fZljj!ZZZ^Ll_Ol0352879 ~ToOOOOOOO 223 31024277 544 
— ^ 0 0~T"~Te"6 1 16384 ~~2~^~3- ^ 0 100352800 ~T00000000 — 254 31024277 513 
— :j- 0 0 ~~f 8~6 1 16384 ““2 '^ J^ ZZA ZJ. A 3°°^ ^^ "* ^ ^ ~00000000 — 308 31024075 847 — ^ 0 0 ~f ~32~6" 1 16384 “2 512 4 ~T~0 100352774 ~ 100000000 106 31024396 5^1 
— -^ 0 0 ““T" ~ ^ ~ 6 1 1 6 ^ ~ 2 Z j ^ Z Z Z Z I A ~ 0 0 3 5 3 7 7 9 100000000 一 50 31024511 300 — f 0 0 ~T" 8~6~T 16384 ““2 512 T~T~0~T00355015 100000000 366 31024075 789 — ^ 0 0““T"^ ^32~6~ 16384 ~2 ~ ^ ~~~4 ~3 ~0 "T00352750 100000000 114 31024396 373 
— ^ 0 0 ~ T ~ ~ ^ ~ 6 1 16384 ~~2 ~ ^ 4 1 ~0 100353770 ~00000000 53 31024511 297 
— ^ 0 0 ~ T " ~ ~ T e " 6 " T 8192 ~ " 2 ~ ^ ~ ~ ~ 4 ~ T ~ 0 ~ 0 0 3 5 4 1 9 6 100000000 一 281 31024117 646 — ^ 0 0 ~~T" ~T6~6~T 32768 ~~2 512 ~~4~TT~100352402 100000000 ‘ 215 31024327 502 
— ^ Q 0 ” T ~ " T e " 6 1 8192 ~ 2 ~ ^ ~ ~ ~ 4 ~ T ~ 0 ~ 0 0 3 5 4 1 0 2 100000000 一 316 31024117 611 
— ^ 0 0 ~ T ~ ~ ^ 6 ~ 6 1 32768 ~~2~"5TI 4^"0"T00352326 ~OOOQOQOO 一 245 31024327 472 — ^ 0 0 ~T"““T^H 16384 ~T~JU 4~TT~ 0^19671 ~1^0000 ^ 30757584 267196 — r 0~~0~"T"~T6~6~ 16384 ~4~~5^ 4~T~T00352511 ~T00000000 216 31024316 512 — ^ Q"~0~T"~^6"6"T 16384 ~ f ~ ^ 4~3T~1M019579 100000000 298 30757584 267162 — :j" 0——0 ~T~~T6~6~ 16384 ~4 5^2 H"^l0352435 100000000 246 31024316 482 — -^ 0 ““0^“T6~6 1 16384 ~?256 j;]j;_2gggggggg^ j^j^ ^^^ ^ 31024277 546 
— :j" 0 ~ ~ 0 " T “ “ ^ ~ 6 ~ 16384 ~ 2 " T 0 ^ 4~T"^~T00352775 100000000 230 31024277 537 — r 0~~0~T"~~T6~6~ 16384 ““2 256 4 ~T"0 100352977 ~T00000000 251 31024277 516 — T 0——0““T“T6"6"T 16384 ~2JQ24 4 ^ ^^^352693 100000000 262 31024277 505 — r Q ~~0 ~T" “T6"6"T 16384 ~2 512 f ~T ~0 "1^ 352985 ~TroOOOOOO 223 31024277 544 ^ T 0~"0~T“T6~6~T 16384 2 512 2~T~0 100352938 —100000000 224 31024277 543 — r 0 ~"0 ~T" “T6"6"Tl63M ~"2~^ ~^3~0~1^ 352909 100000000 253 31024277 514 ^ ：}" 0"~Q-~~T6 ~6 ] J ^ l ZH ZM^ 2 ~J T _ 100352856 —100000000 256 31024277 5^ 
-—————r n““n~T"“T6~6~ 16384 2 512 4 ~T~0 126696016 87297360 107780 28922808 3553016 
: P = ~ ~ 5 " w " “ ^ 0 ^ - ^ ^ — 16384 2 5 1 2 ^ “ ^ 4 ^ T ^ [ 2 6 6 9 ^ 87297360 108264 28922817 3552523 
二 ： = ~ ~ " 1 ^ ~ ~ ^ 1 ~ ~ 8 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 5 1 2 ~ ~ 4 ~ T " 0 ~ ^ [ 2 T 3 3 W ~ " 8 7 ^ 9 ^ 210198 30003797 3697780 compress——l ^ _ ~ ^ ^ - ^ ^ “ 16384 2 512 4"TT 140931840 87297360 43037 28265081 3580796 
;=二~~}——^~~^ — - ^ ^ — - T ^ ^ - ^ ~ ~ 4 ~ T ~ 0 1706156l7~~87297^ ' 43203 28043373 3612302 C�mpress——1 ^~~^口~~8^ — -T6^~T~m 4^"0 121335665 87297360 210890 30003788 3697097 
c o m P _ _ _ 1 ^ _ _ ^ — ^ ^ ― 16384 2 512 ~ ~ 4 ^ T 140928908' 87297360 44214 28265098 3579602 c�mP___1 “ _ _ ^ - - ^ ^ ― 16384 2 512 4 ~TT 170612204 8729736o| 4420s| 28043424| 3611249l 
compress i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i • • ^ • • ^ i _ ^ _ ^ — L — ^ — ^ ™ ! » « — i i •^™^———*'""‘丄 * • • ,"" i i — — — — — — 
f 
Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Cache 0rganization(1,0,0,1) 
m^PI5H. - - -_1_lg_ 6 1| 81921 21 5121 4| 1|Q[ 129500863[ 87297360| 115409| 28641262| 3826933| 
compress ^ 0 0 _ _ 1 _ _ j 6 ^ _ _ 6 1 32768 2 ~ 5 1 2 " 4 ~ T ~ 0 ~ T ^ 3 9 3 3 5 3 87297360 104940 29252991 i3225673 
compress _^ 0 0 _ 2 _ _ _ ; l 6 _ g . _ j _ ~ 8 1 9 2 2 ~ 5 1 2 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 129496766 87297360 116982 28641285 ^3825337 
compress _^ 0 0 __ - \___W _ 6 _ J _ ^ 3 2 ^ 2 Z _ ^ 4 ~ Z ^ ~ ^ 3 9 2 5 3 6 87297360 105200 29252991 ^3225413 p^ress ^ 0 0 _^ _j^ __6_J_226384 __l_g2j 4 1 ~0~129328000 87297360 ~ 148280— 28649320 3786004 ~ —press 1 0 0_^__j6^_6_2J63gj 4 512 4 T"~0"~126238427 " 87297360" 104510" 28969779 35093T5 
gmpress _^ 0 0 _ _ ^ _ _ _ j 6 ^ _ 6 3 ^ J 6 g g j 1 _ ^ . ? 4 ~ T T 129275251 87297360 159563 28654749 3769292 p^ress ;J_ 0 0_2__16 6 1~16384 4 512 T~3~0"~"l26237843 " 87297360" 104676 28969779 35091^  p^ress 2_ ° 0 _1__16 6 ~T~16384 2 256 4 ~T"~0~126696035 “ 87297360" 107777 28922808 35530l9 
gmpress f 0 0 _ _ 1 1 6 ~ ^ ~ T 16384 2 1024 4 ~ T ^ ' 126696014 87297360 107780 28922808 3553016 
^mpress T 0 0 __^___16 ~ 6 ~ T ~16384 2 — 256 4 ~ Z T 126694608 ~ 8 7 2 9 7 3 6 0 一 108261 ~ ~ ^ 9 2 2 8 1 7 ~~3552526 
^mpress ^ 0 0 _ ^ _ _ 1 6 ~6~T~16384 2 1024 4 ^ " 0 126694587 ~~87297360 108264 ~~28922817 3552523 
ympress T" 0 0 _ ^ _ _ 1 6 6 ~T~16384 2 512 T~"T"~0~126696445 “ 87297360 107767" 28922808 3553029 
compress 2^~ 0 0 _ _ 1 ^ _ _ l ^ I ^ Z 3 ^ 3 ^ i . _ . . . . 2 — 5 1 2 2 ~T"~5"~^26696109 — 87297360' 107775 28922808 3553021 — 
^ompress 1 ~ 0 0 1 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 — 512 1 ~ 3 ~0 ~~T26695027 ~" 87297360 “ 108247 “ 28922817 3552540 — 
eompres7 l 3 ^ _ _ 0 O ^ T _ ^ ] T ^ 16384 2 512 2 ~ T ~ 0 1266946^ 872973^ 1 0 8 2 ^ 2 8 9 2 2 ^ 3552Sl9 — 
"x|isp — 1 ~ 0 0 1 1 6 " ~ ^ ~ T ^ 6 3 8 4 2 ~ 512 4' ~ ~0 ~ T l 4069008 ~ 100000000 618511 “ 41916595 615937 — 
Xlisp — 1 一 0 0 ~"r 16 ~6~ 16384 2 512 4 ~^ ~0 113657966 100000000 6864M 419148^  549fT8 ..__^^ 
x|isp 一 1 ~ 0 0 1 8~6~1"~T6384 2 512 4 . ~ f " 0 116367791 ~ 100000000 1064752 “ 41256612 830439 一 
;iisp 一 1 0 0 ~ \ 32 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ T T 114573290 100000000 5 2 1 4 ^ 42239124 3 8 9 1 ^ — 
x»sp ~ 1 0 0 ~~T 64 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 ― “ 2 512 4 ~ T ~ 0 1189056^ 100000000 392705 4 2 3 7 9 ^ 3 7 7 1 ^ — 
^ 1 0 0 ~ T " 8 ~ 6 ~ 16384 ― “ 2 512 4 ~ T T 115352029 100000000 943866 41411495 796442 ~ 
^ 1 0 0 ~ T " ~ ~ 3 2 ~ 6 ~ 16384 ~ 2 512 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 " 114303323 100000000 573232 42238453 338062 _ 
^ 1 0 0 ~ ~ r ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ 16384 ~ 2 512— 4 3~0" 118713192 100000000 430587 42379728 339215 _ g]i^  T 0 0 ~~T~~TF~6~ 8192 ~~2 512 ~4~TT" 120525175" 100000000 930045 411988^  1022153 ^ i" 0 0 ~T" ~~T6~6~T~32768 —~2 512 4 ~~T"5"_110985500 100000000 458316 42253866 438861 ^ i" 0 0 ~~^  16 ~6~1"~"8?92 ~~2~~^ 4.~"3 ~0 ~20043568 100000000 1023198 41195883 931962 — ^ T" 0 0 ~T" ~~T^ ~6~~32768 2 512 4 ~T~0"~110602235 “ 100000000" 516247 422530^  381743 ^ T 0 0 ~T'~~T6~6~T 16384 ~ 512 4 ~TT" 129649405 100000000 1221222 40234601" 1695220 “ 
^ "^ 0 0 ~T ~~W ~6 ~T 16384 ~ T ~ ~ ^ 4 ~T T "TfT612405 ~TOOOOOOOO —~~496379 42188044 466620 ~ ^ f 0 0 ~f ~T6~6~Tj6^3ZI 512 A~^ ~0 128933656 ~~T00000000 1402866 40233131 ~~1515046 ......._ 
;jji;^  ^ 0 0 “^ T ~~^~?~~^63^ ~~4~^ 4~yT~TTT25i9i2__[gggggggg_^ ][2gj^ ggg___jglggggg_I]Ililg2gl 
^ f 0 0 ~1 Te"6 1 16384 “ 2 256 4 ““^ ~0 114400473 100000000 602866 ~~~41916652 ~ 631525 
^ f 0 0 ~i Te"6"T 16384 ~~2 1024 4 ~T~0 114043650 ~ 100000000" 622171 4191660T~ 6122^  
;m^ f 0 0 ““T ""•^~6~T 16384 ~~2 256 ""4~T~0"~"l1399Q700 100000000 “ 670363 41914894 “ 565786 “ 
^ i" 0 0 ~~T" ~T6~6~T 16384" 2 1024 4 ~T~0"~m632072 100000000 690489 41914851 545703 
;;jj^  -^ 0 0 ““T ~T6~6~T 16384 ~"2 512 T~TT~"l14472095 100000000 598589 ~ 41916680 “ 635774 
^ f 0 0 ~~T"~~f6~6~T 16384 ~ 2 ~ ^ J~^ ~5~~Tl411jg^ ^^ g^gggggg^ __g2jggg^ _i2glg^ _^glggg^  
^ f 0 0 ~T ~"T^ "6 1 16384 ~2 ~ ^ Z Z J ] 1° _JM406^ 7 ~00000000 ~~~664802 41914903 571338 
5^ f 0 ^^0~T“T6~6~Tj6^^;;^2 2~3"~0 113708379 100000000 683030 ~ 41914833 553180 
— :f 0 0 ~ f ” ^ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 " “ ^ 2 ~ ^ 4~T~0~T02655209 100000000 — 982 33546290 171362 — ^ 0 0 ~T" ~Te"6 1 16384 ~2"^T2 4 ~3 ~0 ~T02555937 ~l00000000 17^ 33546290 154824 — ^ 0 ~^0 ““1 8~6~ 16384 ~2 512 4~T~T^201170 100000000 2874 33572872 281892 — T 0 0 ~T ~^~6~T 16384 ~~2"Tf2 4 ~ ~6 ^ 2537086 ~00000000 584 33534851 114025 — T 0~"0““T"~~64~6~ 16384 ~2~TT2 4 ~ ""0 ~T03096122 "^^TOQOOOOO 624 33516993 97721 — :r Q——0~^ - 8~6 1 16384 ~~2~~^ 4~3~0^ 3064835 100000000 15359 33585247 257032 — T 0——0~f~~3l~6 1 16384 ~~2~~^ 4~T~0~l02474165 100000000 13071 33534851 101538 — r 0——0~^~64~6 1 16384 ~2~~^ 4~TT~Jff998367 100000000 16999 33516993 81346 
— :p Q——Q ~ ~ : j " ~ : ^ ^ ― 8192 "“^2"^r i 4~T~0~J^603639 ~T00000000 82048 32940485 696101 
S T" 0 ~ " 0 ” T “ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 32768 ~ " 2 ~ ^ T~TT_J[gggj^ggg^;3^^ggg200 822 33580^ 137006 
— Q——Q ~ ~ T ~ : f g ^ - - ^ 2 “ 2 ~ 5 ^ 2 4~3~0~~T07763293 ~^00000000 220809 32944516 553309 } ^ ~ " " n ^ ~ i 6 " 6 " " l ^ ^ “ 2 ~ ^ H"^H236172 100000000 9138 33580806 128690 — } ^~"^~y~"^^ — ^ [ ^ “ f - ^ 4"T"0^06j34^ 100000000 34475 33192096 492063 — 1 ^~"n ~r~~^i"H"T^“4~5TI 4~TT~3^ 2642467 ~^ 000000 853 33547599 170182 — 1 ^~~^^“T6^~T~T6^~T~^ 4~y0~T05608015 100000000 96528 33196047 426059 — 1 ^~~^^”Tfi^^^l63^~4~ITI 4~TT 102566789 100000000 9371 33547599 161664 
— 5- ^ ~ ~ ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ ~ 2 ~ ^ ~ ~ 4 ~ T T ~ ^ 0 2 6 5 ^ 100000000 976 ~ 33546290 171368 
— 1 ^ ~ " ^ ^ ~ ~ T R ^ ^ ^ T 6 3 8 4 " I " T 0 ^ 4 ~ T T 102655091 10000^0 985 33546290 171359 
H ! 1 0 _ _ ^ _ | - ^ ^ ^ - : | ^ ^ - ^ ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ T " 0 102556615 100000000 17512 33546290 154832 
— 1 ^ ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - 7 ^ - - l ^ ~ ~ 4 ~ 3 T 102555809 100000000 17524 33546291 154819 
5^  1 ^ _ • ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ g ^ - ^ - 5 ^ ~ " r " T " T 102674643 ~jOO^ OQ 970 33546290 171374 
^ 1 %~"^^^4^-^[6384 ~T~Ti2““2~T"0"^i0265^ 100000000 975~"3354^ 171369 
^ 1——^~<^_|_^_|4^g^~^~^~~^-^-7ng^^:jOOOOOOOO 17508 33546290 154836 
？^  1 ^~~^_^_m_|]^|g^"^"3TI~"o"-n-;^n2S^_^00Q000' 17513 33546290 154831 
f 
Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Cache Organization(1,0,0,1) 
p |bhtnd|looknd |s imp|ncp| l inesi |C1|C2|datasi |dse|bhten |bhtset|wm |lf |abhthit |abhtmiss |defkc1 |defkc2 | t g k c l | t g k c 2 ! 
ti^ 1 1 !^ _®_1_1??^__2 512 4 1 ~0" 17580752 72705 29123 88^5 0 0 — 
tiaL_ 1 ° °__1__li^_l_lgggiZZZ3II. 1 ~~3~0~T75807l2 72705 29822 8607 0 0 
t|^ 1 ？. ° _ 1 8 6 1 16384 _ 2 512 4 1 ~ 0 17580752 72705 — 36204 12577 ~0 0 _ 
tia| 1 ° ° _ 1 32 6 1 16384 _ 2 512 4 1 ~ 0 17580752 72705 ~ 22122 ~ ~ 10646 0 0 _ fe[_ 1 ° ° __1 64 6 1 16384 _2 512 ~~~4 1 ~0 17580752 72705 18239 — 19562 0 0 “ 
«aL. 1 9. 9. _ _ 1 8 6 1 16384 _ 2 512 4 3 ~ 0 17580752 72705 36966 12407 0 0 ~ tia^_ 1 ° ° _1 32 6 1 16384 __2 512 4 3~~0 17580752 72705 21516 ~~ 11303 0 0_ 
^ 1 2. 0 _ _ 1 64 6 1 16384 _ 2 512 4 3 ~ 0 17580752 72705 “ 17889 19956 0 0 t§r 1 9. 0__1 ;lg._g._J__8292 2~ 512 4 1~0 17580752 72705 62036 786^  0 0 
tjaT 1 0 0 __A_ 2 6 _ 6 _ J _ ] ^ 8 2 9 2 _ ^ ~ _ ^ _ 4 3 ~0~17580752 ~ " 72705 63191 80774 0 0 tg 1 0 0__1__li_g__Ll^68 2 ^  4 f T 17580752 72705 5938 2158 0 0 
fal 1 0 0 __2_ 16 6 1 32768 _ 2 512 4 3 ~ 0 17580752 72705_ 6771 — 1954 0 0 ~ 
5al 1 0 0 _ ^ _ 16 6 1 ~16384 1 “ 512 4 1 0—17580752 — 72705 60643 5 9 ^ 0 0 
tial 1 0 0 _ _ ^ 16 6 1 ~ 16384 1 512 4 3 ~ 0 17580752 72705 64015 64622 “ 0 ~0 — 
— ^ 0 0 _ _ 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~~4 512 4 1 ~ 0 175807^ 72705 26793 9740 — 0 0 
tial ^ 0 0 _ ^ 16~6~T~16384 ~~4~ 512 4 3 1—17580752 — 72705 2 7 ^ 93^ 0 0 
tial — 1 0 0 _ ^ 16 6 ~T~ 16384 2 256 4 1 ~0 17424581" 228876' 28984 8809 “ 0 ~0 — 
^ 1 0 0 1 16 ~6~T 163^  2 ~ ^ 4 ~1~0~?7424^  228876 29667 8602 0 0 ~~ 
1^ — 1 0 0 ~T 16 6•""r 16384 2 102^  4 1 ~0~1T644198 9^ 29253 8727 0 0 — 
tiai"~~ 1 “ 0 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 1024 — 4 3 ~ 0 17644198 9259 29950 8531 “ 0 ~0 — 
ti^ 1 0 一 0 1 T6~6 1 16384 2 512 “ f 1 ~ 0 17438461 214996" 28897 8912 “ 0 ~0 — 
tial 1 “ 0 一 0 1 16 ~6~~ 16384 2 512 2 1 ~0" 17543648 109809 29079 8803 “ 0 “^ — 
tii| 1 0 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 T" 3 ~0" 17438461 214996" 29592 8730 “ 0 ~0" — 
tiii 1 0 0 1 T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 2 3 0 17543648 109809 29763 8596 0 ~0 — 
tomcaW~ 1 0 0 ~~T" 16 ~ 6 ~ ^ [ 6 3 ^ ~ 2 ~~5?2 4 ~ ~ f ~ 0 ~~3338278 1490 4386354 1139889 0 — 0 — 
_ a t v ~ ~ 1 0 0 ~~"T" 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~~3"~0 3338278 1490 4814040 712068 0 一 0 一 tomcatv T" 0 0 ~^~ 8 6 "T 16384 ~2 512 “ 4 1 ~0 3338^  14^  854626万 187866 0— 0 
tomcatv ~ ^ Z I ^ 0 0 ^ 3 2 ~ 6 ~ 1 16384 2 512 4 1 ~ 0 3338278 1490" 2806722~1123397 ~0 0 " 
tomcatv i" 0 0 ~~T" 6 4 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512 4 1 ~0 3338278. 1490 3335147_ 1120966_ 0 "5" ~ 
tomcatv T" 0 0 ~ T " 8 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 5f2 4 ~ ~ 3 ~ 0 3338278 1490 8545634 187599 0" 0 — 
tomcatv f 0 Q T 3 2 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512 ~ ~ ~ 4 3 ~ 0 3338278 1490 3199360 " 730627 0 0 
tomcatv T 0 0 ~~T" 64 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512 4 3 ~ 0 3338278 1490 3602789 836556— 0 0 
tomcatv T" 0 0 ~ " T T 6 ~ 6 ~ ~ T ~ 8192 2~ 512 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 ~ 3338278 — 1490 1^00329 1 5 0 3 ^ 0 0 
tomcatv T 0 0 ~~T" T^"i"][[^^^^^^^_^^^]^^^^]_^555^__2f52_ZI^f2^_5Z2^ 0 o^2___ 
tomcatv T" 0 0 ~~T" T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ ~ 8 W ~ T " 512 4 ~ ~ 3 0 3338278 — 1490 1^71795 1432445 0 0 g^ ^^  T 0 0 ~T" 16~6 1 32768 ~~2 512 4 ~T~0 3338278 1490 1341251 570^ 0 0 tof^i^ T 0 0 ~T" 16""6"T 16384 — 1 512— 4 1 ~0 3338278 “ 1490 ~4903475 1793^  0 0 
tofJJHitv T 0 0 ” T ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 3 8 4 ~ 4 512 4 ~ ~ f ~ 0 ~ 3338278 1490 5140413 923474 0 0 to|^i^ =r 0 ^^0"T ~~^~6 1 16丽““T 512 4 ~~3~0~3338278 1490 5331282 1365716 0 0 toJi^H^ T" 0 " ~ 0 ^ ~"T6~6 1 163^  ~4 512 4 ~~3~0~~3338278 1490 5210341 853410 0 0 tofi^ f 0~~~0”T" ““W~6 1 16384 ~~2 256 4 ~~^ ~0~3335578 4190 4386343 1139900 0 0 t^ ii^  ^ 0^^0^~T6"6"T""l6^ “ 2 ” ^ 4 ~~3~0 3335578 4190 4813998 712100 0 0 tof^;3it;; T 0 0 ““f ~~W~6 1 16而~~2r024_7~""4 ~~T~0 3339006 762 4386354 1139899 0 0 
tof^j^ f 0 0 ~~T ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 “ 2 _ J ^ ^ I Z l ^ 1 ° ~ 3339006 762 4814040 712058 0 0 i^^ r 0~"0^“T6~6~T 16384 2 512 1 _ll0_^3350^__Jj7^ 4386353 1139890 0 0 tof^i^ T" 0~~0"T~~Tfi-fi-T 1fi384 2 5^~T ~~1~0 3337455 2313 4386354 1139889 0 0 
g^^Hit;; T" 0 ~ ~ 0 " T ~ ~ T f i - f i - 16384 2 ^ l ^ : ^ ] : ; ^ r 3 3 3 5 0 1 4 4754 4814019 712069 0 0 tof?^^ r 0 ~ ~ ^ l Z 3 ^ m n ^ ] Z _ ^ _ _ _ i m ^ 3337455 2313 4814040 712068 0 0 
^ T" 0 ~ ~ o " T “ ^ ~ « ~ ifi^ 4 ？ ~MZZZZIH_6330310 1189 172 44 0 oZ 
^ f 0~~o~T~~!6~6~~T^84~~^ ~~4—3~0 6330310 1189 172 44 0 0 
H?i T"——0~~0—~~8^~-1^~1"^^ ~~4~^~0' 6330310 1189 ^  HL ^  ^ 
^ f — — 0 ~ ~ 0 ^ ~ ~ 3 l ^ - - l ^ ^ " 5 T 2 “ “ 4 ~ T ~ 0 6330310 1189 86 ^ 0 ^ ^ ^——0~"0^~64~6~ 16384 2~~5^ ~ " 4 ~ T ^ 6330310 1189 ^ f5 0 0 ^ } 0~~o~T~~8^ — ^ i ^ ~ 2 ~ ^ ~~4~3~0 6330310 1189 3^ 1^ 0 ^ 
B?i f — — ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ T ~ § ^ l l ~ f ^ l ~ ^ Z Z Z ] 3 _ § ? ? 2 5 : l ^ _ _ n g — — g ^—^~~~^ 
5^  } — — ^ ~ ^ o - " ^ ^ " T - ^ r ^ " T - ^ 4 3 0 6330310 __V[^ §6 4 5 _ 0 0 1 — — ^ " H " m " ^ ^ l " ^ ~ " 4 ^ ^ 6330310 ___m9 1^ ^ _ _ 0 _ 0 — 1 ^~~^^~"^"4"T^^"I“^~"~4~~T~0 6330310 1189 1^ 39 0 0 
^ 1 — — 0 0 - 4 ^ 4 4 - ^ ^ " ^ ~ ~ 4 — ^ - ^ 3 ^ 1189 20T 5 3 ~ ~ 0 ^ 0 
51? 1 _ _ ^ ^ _ _ ^ _ 4 _ 4 H 4 " ^ " 4 " ^ " " 4 " i i " ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ 丽 ~ ~ m — 3 9 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 
51! 1 _ > ^ 0 0 - 4 - 4 1 4 4 - ¾ ^ ^ ~ ~ 昏 ~ ? 1 6 3 3 0 3 1 0 ~ ~ 丽 ~ ~ ? 9 6 ^ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 ^ 1 _ _ 0 0 _ ^ _ 4 I 4 4 H S ^ ^ " ~ ^ ― ^ 6330310~~丽~~~T^ 4T 0 0 
^ 1 _ _ • 0 0 1 _ ^ 6 1 ^ | | 4 _ ^ _ ^ _ _ - — ^ - 3 3 3 0 ^ 0 ~ ~ 丽 ~ ~ ^ ^ _ 0 _ _ 0 
21? 1 ~ _ ^ _ ^ _ 4 _ 4 H " l " S " H i ~ ~ 4 ^ ^ - 6 ^ ~ ~ ~ 丽 ~ ~ W 4 T _ 0 _ 0 
^ 1 0 0 1 _ ^ 6 _ ^ _ ^ | | 4 _ _ | _ _ | | _ _ 4 — ^ - ^ 3 ^ ~ " 丽 ~ ~ ^ ^ _ _ 0 _ _ 0 _ _ 
^ 1~_0 0 _ | _ m 4 4 - S ^ ^ ~ " 4 — ^ — 6 3 ^ ^ T^  43__0__0 
^ 1 0 _ 0 1 _ ^ _ | 1 ^ | | 4 _ ^ _ J ^ _ _ 4 — ^ — 6 3 ^ T ^ ^ ^ _ _ 0 0 
^ 1 _ ~ ^ • ~ ^ 4 ~ 4 H ~ H i S ~ ~ H ¾ ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ ^ ^ ~ ~ ^ T73 43 _ 0 _ 0 
2^ ! 1 0 _ _ 0 _ | ^ 4 4 m i ^ ^ - ^ ~ ~ f - ^ - 6 3 3 ^ T3^  172 ^ _ _ 0 0 
22 1 0 _ _ 0 _ L _ _ 4 | 4 4 - S ^ - ^ ^ " “ “ ^ — ^ - 6330276 ~ ~ 丽 ^ 4 4 _ _ 0 _ _ 0 51? 1 ^ � � _ 4 l 4 4 ~ S ~ ~ l ~ i t “ “ T - 3 ^ - B 3 m ^ ~ ~ 丽 T72 44 _ _ 0 _ _ 0 
g 1 ~ ~ ^ ~ j g j j j J i z i z l = l ] ] Z j M ^ Z Z 3 g l ^ ^ ! I I = ： ^ 」 」 — — 二 “ ~ ^ 二 _ _ — ^ ^ - ^ 7 ^ ^ “ ^ 4““f~n~T^8T^ ^ ' 4l^ 1506103 0 0 
=2EEf!l__1 0__0_J^__l|4^^^^-^~~1^^~^128^105：~3^ 43136 1506063 0 0 
» £ ! L _ _ 1 0 _ _ 0 _ 1 _ _ ^ 4 4 A - ^ ^ ^ - ^ ~ ~ 4 - T - Q " l W i ^ ^ - 75422 ~303930 0 0 
ggyPress _ _ 1 0 _ _ 0 _ i . _ _ ^ 4 " 4 " " 4 ^ S " " T " ^ “ “ 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 ~ T l 8 8 T ^ 461 47703 1842223 0 0 
£ » ! 1 . _ 1 0 _ _ 0 _ 1 _ _ g 4 ^ - 4 S S - ^ - T f 2 “ “ m ~ ^ T ^ 461" 34957 2240990 0 0 
» 5 5 1 _ 1 0 _ _ 0 _ _ 1 _ „ ^ 4 ^ - 4 S S - ^ - ^ ~ " I - ^ - ^ [ l 8 8 T ^ : Z 7 ^ " 75446-^0^ 0 0 
S W e s s _ 1 0 _ _ 0 _ 1 _ - 4 ^ - 4 S ^ - ^ " T i I “ “ J - ^ - T ^ 8 T 6 0 5 461 47784 1842163 0 0 
compress T" 0 _ _ 0 _ ± _ _ ? 2 6 1 _ ^ | g 4 _ _ | _ _ ^ _ _ j — ^ - ^ ^ ^ g g ^ 461 35288 2240635 0 0 _ 
compress T" 0 0| f ] 64丨 6| 1 ^"-^^^！__fJ — 
I 
f Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
:身 Cache 0rganization(0.1.1.0) 
wmpress “ 0 0| 1| 161 6| 11 8192| 21 512| 4| 11 01 128816051 461| 51788| 1641768[ 01 01 
^ p r e s s ^ 0 0 _ _ 1 16 ~ 6 " ~ T 32768 2 5 lT 4 ~ ~ T ~ 0 12881605 46? 37906 " l320T32 0 0 
ffmpress T" 0 0 ~~T 16 ~ 6 ~ 8192 ~~2 512 “ 4 3 ~0" 12881605 461 51945 “ 1641601 0 0' 
rompress ]_ 0 0 _ _ 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 32768 2 5 U 4 ~ ~ 3 ~ 0 12881605 461 37912 ~l320128 0 0 — 
ympress 1 0 0 1 1?~6~~—16384 1 512 4 1 ~0" 12881605 461 72937 “ 1541379 ~ 0 ~0 — 
^ p r e s s — 1 0 0 1 1 6 " ~ 6 ~ " _ 1 6 3 8 4 4 512 4 1 ~ 0 12881605 461 42180 “ 1506825 “ 0 ~0 
compress — 1 0 0 1 1 ^ ~ 6 ~ " _ 1 6 3 8 4 1 512 ~4" 3 ~ 0 12881605 461 73271 “ 1536100— 0 ~0 — 
compress 1 ~ 0 0 _ _ l . . _ 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 4 ‘ 512 4 3 ~0" 12881605 461 “ 42181 1506824 0 百 “ 
compresr 1 ~ 0 0 __^_ 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 “ 256 4 1 ~0" 12881582 484 43099 “ 1506103 ~ 0 "5" _ 
compress 1 ~ 0 卫 1 1 6 ~ 6 ~ " ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 “ 1024 T 1 ~0" 12881608 458 “ 43099 ~ 1506103 0 "5" “ 
gompresi" 1 0 0" 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 “ 256 4 3 ~Q 12881582 484 43136 ~ 1506063 0 0 “ 
compress" 1 — 0 0 1 16 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 2 “ 1024 T 3 ~ 0 12881608 458 43136 ~ 1506063 ~ 0 0 
Bompress" 1 0 0 ~ " T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 1 ~ T " ~ 0 1 2 8 S T ^ TM 43096 1506105 0 0 
compress— 1 0 0 ~~T" 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2| 512 2 ~ ~ ^ ~ 0 12881539 527 4309? 1506102 0 0 — 
"compress" 1 0 0 ~~T" 16 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2| 512 1 3 ~ 0 1 2 8 & V ^ T f ^ 43133 1506065 0 0 — 
compress 1 0 0 ~~T 16 ~ ^ ~ T 16384 2 512 2 ~ ~ 3 ~ 0 12881539 ^ 43136 1506062' 0 0 — 
xlisp 1 0 0 —"T" 16~6~T 16384 ~2 512 ~~~~4 ~~"r~0 17808399 67262 67417 20465 0 0 
xlisp _ 1 0 0 ~ " f 16 " ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~~3~"0 17808399 67262 68303 22599 0 0 ~ 
xlisp i" 0 0 ~ T ' 8 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 ~~2 512 4 ~ T 1 17808399 67262 “ 117617 ~ 8014 0 0 
l i ^ r 0 0 1~~ 32 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~~"2 512 “ 4 1 ~0" 178083^ 6 7 ^ 346石 30829 0— 0 
^ "^ 0 0 1 ~ 64 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~~2 512 “ 4 1 ~0" 17808399 6 7 2 ^ 2 5 9 ^ 56868 0 _ 0 
^ ^ ^ 0 0 ~ ^ 8 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ ~ 3 ~ ^ 17808399 67262 119255 8365 0" 0~~ 
^ ^ Q 0 ~ T " 32 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ " 2 512 4 ~ ~ 3 ~ Q 17808399 67262" 35508 “ 31548— 0 0" ^ T" 0 0 ~T 64 ~6 1 16l^  —"2 512 4 —~"3~0~7808399 ~~ 67262 27643 551^  0 0 ^ T 0 0 ~~f 16~6~T 8192 ~2 512 4 ~f"0 178083^  67262 141338 48726 — 0 0 
^ T 0 0 ~~T" T 6 " ~ 6 ~ ~ 3 2 7 6 8 2 “ 512 ~~~~4 1 ~ 0 ~ 1 7 8 0 8 3 9 9 67262 一 3 4 4 4 4 10197 0 0 一 ；^ T" 0 0 ~~r 16 ~6~T 8192 ~~2 512 4 3 ~0 17808399 67262 143509 52638 ~ 0 0 
^ T" 0 0 ~"T" T 6 " ~ 6 ~ ~ 3 2 7 6 8 2 512 4 ~ ~ 3 ~ 0 ~ 1 7 8 0 8 3 9 9 ~ 67262 一 3 5 0 5 7 11379 0 0 一 iiiii^  ^ 0 0 ““T T6~6~T^ [63^ ~~^ “ 512 4 ~~T"~0~17808399 ~ 67262 ~324661 147172 0 0 
;;jii^  ^ 0 0 ~T" 26^^^[6384 [|^ ___522 4 ~~T~0 17808399 67262 47771 12591 — 0 0 
；^  f 0 0 ~ T " T ^ ~ F ~ T ^ g ^ = I 512 4 ~~3~0"~17808399 ~ 67262 ~328357 1482^ 0 g _ Z Z _ _ 
^ f 0 0 ~ T " T ^ l ] ^ 3 ^ ^ 3 " T _ . 5 1 2 4 ~~§"1—17808399 — 67262 — 4 7 9 6 4 14382 0 .....__^ ^ T" 0 0 ~T ~^6~T^ |6384 3I" 256 4 ~f~0~17340144 ~ 535517 ~~67020 20685 _0 0 
^ i" 0 0 ““T" 16 ~6~T 16384 ~~2 1024 ~4 ~~^ ~0 17873280 _ 2381 67518 203^  0 0 ^ T" 0 0 ~T~T6~6~T~36^^T^] j^56 4^ ^^ "^ T7340T^ 535'^  67875 22854 0 0 ^ T" 0 0 ~T" ~~T6~6 1 16^~2 1024 4 ~~3~0~ 17873280 2381 68404 22498 0 0 
;Hj^ f 0 0 ~"T" ~ " T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ; j 6 ^ ^ ^ 2 ^ l Z 3 I ^ ^ ^ 7 7 0 7 8 9 1 1 0 4 ^ 67199 20326 0 0 ；^ f 0 0 ~T" ~T6~6"T"^ [63^ ~2 512 2 ~~f~0" 17693757 181904 67298 20496 0 0 
^ i" 0 ~~0~T ”^ ~6~T~T6384 ~T ~~^ T" ~~3~0 16770789" 1104872 ~~6^ 22424 0 0 
iiii^  T 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ T ; ; ^ J 6 " ~ 6 ~ ~ l 6 ^一 ~ 2 512 2 ~ ~ 3 ~ 0 17693757 181904 68196 22630 0 0 
^ ^ 0 ~ ~ 0 “ T " ~ T 6 ~ 6 1 1 6 ^ ~ ~ 2 _ _ ^ T ; ^ ^ " " 9 1 7 2 8 0 3 1073 4 7 ^ 114 0 0 ^ f 0 0 ~f ~~T6~6~T;j6^^_512 ~"~4 ~3~0 9172803 1073 4732 110 0 0 -f f 0 0 ~~f 8~6 1 16384 ~2 512 4 ~~f—O"— 9172803 1073 9184 W 0 0 —f iT 0"~0^~^~6~T 16384 ~"2 ~~^ 4 ~f~0 9172803 1073 4395 ^ 0 0 
iij： ^ 0 " • 0 ~ T “ “ M ~ R ~ ~ l f i ^ ~ T ~ ^ ] 2 4 _ _ i ; i L _ 9172803 1073 8310 4484 0 0 ^ ^ 0 0 ~T" 8~6~T 16384 ~~2 5 ^ 3 ^ ~~3~0 9172803 1073 9185 ^ 0 0 
i i ? T" 0 ~ " 0 " T ~ ~ = ^ ~ f i ~ 1fi3fi4 2 ^ ^ 5 ^ ~ ~ 4 ~ ~ 3 ~ 0 9172803 1073 4397 2 ^ 0 0 
— ^ 0 " ~ 0 ~ T ~ ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 ~ ~ 兩 4 ~ ~ 3 ~ 0 9172803 1073 8310 4484 0 0 — Y 0~~0"T~"^~6~ 8192 2 512 4 1 ~0 9172803 ~1^ 40863 19416 0 0 r^  r 0~"o"T~~Te^"T 32768 2 ” ^ 4 ~"i"~0 9172803 1073 7^ 86 0 0 — ^ 0~~0^~"T6"6"T 8192l ”@IZj^ZIII__9172803 1073 40911 23402 0 0 
^ f 0 ~ ~ 0 — ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 32768 2 ~ ~ ^ 1 ^ ~ ~ 3 ~ 0 ~ 9172803 1073 3^2 85 0 0 
— r 0 ~ ^ 0 ~ ^ ~ ^ ^ ― 16384 1 ~ ^ ~ ~ 4 ~ " f ~ 0 9172803 1073 40470 12448 0 0 
™ T- 0~~5""T““T6^~T 16384 4 ~5^ ~~厂~1~^ 9172803 1073 74^  ^ 0 0 
r 0~~o"T"“^^^"^1"^^"T""^ ~~4-3^-9^[7^ 1073 40403 16702 0 0 
— r 0~~^1~~?6^~ 16384 4 512 ~ ~ H ~ ^ 9172803 1073 742 96 0 0 
iS r 0 “ “ 0 ~ T “ “ T 6 " 6 " " ^ ^ ^ " ^ •""4—T~0 9170760 3116 4728 ^1 9. ^ 
^, ^——0"~0—“^^~i"~T~^^~T~W ~ " 4 - T ^ ^ T 7 ^ £20__4jm m 0 0 
^——^~~o^-^^"T^6384 " T - ^ “ “ 4 - T ^ ^ T 7 0 7 6 0 _ _ ^ _ _ ^ 3 2 Vm__0 0 
S f — — 0 ~ ~ ^ 1 ” T 6 ^ - n ^ - 2 - ^ f 0 ^ ~~4~3^~9?7^ ^__1151 ^ ^ 0 
T — — 0 ~ ~ n ^ - ^ ^ - - ^ f ^ - T - ^ ~~"r~Tl~^T§^ 37926 _ _ r a n i _ 0 0 ^ — — o ^ ^ - ^ ^ - - l ^ ^ - ^ ~ ~ 2 — ^ 9171220 _ _ 2 ^ _ _ ™ H i _ _ « _ _ « 
T — — 0 ~ ~ o ^ - ^ ^ - - l ^ ^ - ^ ~ ~ f - ^ 9135950 37926 _ _ ^ 1 ^ _ _ 0 _ _ _ ^ 
^ — — 0 ~ ~ ^ ~ T ~ ~ f ^ l ~ T h 6 3 8 4 | 2| 5 i2| 2| 3| 0| 9171220l 2656丨 4732丨 ” 0丨 0丨 0丨 Z J 
廬 
f 
Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Cache Organization(1,0,0,1) 
P |bhtnd|looknd |s imp|ncp| l inest |c i |c2 |datas i [dse|bhten[bhtset|wm|lf |defuse |defwaste |taguse|tagwaste |abp |abpcorr |abp% 
tia| 1 ° — — ° _ 1 _ _ l ® _ ® _ L _ i 6 3 W _ _ 2 512 A ~ ~ 0 95152 25685 ^ 0' 17653457 15634131" 0.885613 
^ 1 ° ° _1__1®_®_1J63^__i__^ZZ?~^~^~" 94732 25564 1385 0 17653457 “ 15634131 0.885613 t^  1 ° ° _1 ®_®_L_!6^__2 512 4~T~0~ 109609 36804 47 0 17653457 “ 15634131 0.885613 ti^ 1 ° ° _1__32 6 1 16384 _2 512 4 ~~fT" 67393 ~ 21360 1675 0 176534ST 15634131 0.885^  «a| 1 ° ° __1__gj__g__J_J6384 ^^2_^_... 4 ~T~0 46049 20948 122— 0 17653457 15634131 ~0.885613 tia|__ 1 ° ° __1 g__g__L_lgggj___2^ _5^ _ 4"~3"~0 ~108789 36741 621 0 17653457 15634131 0.8856?3 «a| 1 ° ° _1__gg__g__LJ6384 __2~_522 4 ~yo 66928 21097 2551 0 17653457 ~15634131 ~0.885613 ^ 1 0 0 __1__gj_g__l_J^ 6384 __2^ j^]2_ 4 "T^ 460^  20909 765 — 0 ~7653457 ~~~15634131 ~0.885613 g 1 0 0__1__li_6_lZgM 2~Jn 4~~0 741567 60812 644 ~0 176534^  1563413T 0.885613 g~ 1 0 0 __1_ __16 6 1 8192 __2 512 4~TT~ 736970 59206 2627 0 17653457 15634131 0.885613 g" 1 0 0 __1__26._6._J_I|2 _^_2^12 4 ~~0 35309 82^  3 ~ 0 ~7653457 15634131 ~~0.885613 jjii 1 0 0 __1_;Lg._6]U~32768 2 — 512 4 ~3"~0 34695 7347 662 — 0 ~7653457 —~15634131 ~0.885613 
tiaTZZZ 1 ° 0__1__16 6 1 _16384 1 512 4 ~T~0" 291681 ~546269 T^  0 176534ST 15634131 0.8856^  fal 1 0 0 __1 16 ~6~T 16384 ~ f 512 4~3~0 287657 538223 ~"2^ 12 17653457 15634131— 0.885613 fal — 1 0 0 __^ __16 ~6~T""16384 4 512 4 ~fT 127271 一17650 34 0 176534ST 15634131 0.885^  
tial 1— 0 0 ~~T" 16 " 6 " " " T 1638T~~4 512 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 126183 18012 “ 1106 0 17653457 15634^3? 0 . 8 8 5 ^ 
faT 1 ~ 0 0 " ~ T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 163ST 2 256 4 ~ " 0 " 95330 25733 ‘ 31 0 176534^ 15577722 0.8824?8 
tial — 1 0 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 256 4 ~ T ~ 0 95137 25622 ~ m 9 0 176534^ 15577722 0 . 8 8 2 ^ 
tial ~ 1 0 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 1024 4 1 下 95122 25683. 53 0 176534^ 15656449 0 . 8 8 6 ^ tiiT 1 0 0 1 ~ ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 1024 J ^ ~ 0 " ~ " 94686 一 2 5 5 2 2 ~~1407 0 176534^ 15656449 0 . 8 8 6 ^ 
fial - 1 ~ 0 0 1 16 ~ ¥ ~ ^ 3 8 4 2 512 1 ~T~0" 95348 25766 W 0 176534^ 15583239 0.88273 tiT 1 0 0 1 ~~""T6"~6~T~16384 2 512 2 ~~f~0~" 95236 —25711 ^ "5" 176534^  15617977 0.884698 
ti^ 1 0 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 512 1 ~ ~ 3 T 95285 一25605 ^ 0 17653457 1 5 5 8 3 ^ 0 . 8 8 ^ tiiJ 1 0 0 1 16 ~6~T~16384 2 512 2 3 ~0"~ 95112 一 25591 ~~T095 "5" 17653457 15617977 0.884^  
to；^；^"— 1 _ 0 0 —"T 16 ~6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~ T T 1638054 514066 263 0 3339768 3320823 0 . 9 9 4 ^ 
tomcaW~ 1 ~ 0 0 T 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 3""^ 1637867 514065 470 0 3339768 3320823 0.9943l7 
tomcatv T" 0 0 ~ T " 8 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ T ^ 3232727 160058 325 0 3339768 3320823 —0.994327 
tomcatv~ 1 0 0 f ^ ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 ~2 512 4 ~ T T 1367551 ~~11791S ^ 0 3339768 3320823 0.994327 
tomcatv~ 1 0 0 T 6 4 " 6 " T 16384 2 512 4 ~ ~ 0 535747 ~130755 72 0 3339768 3320823 0.994327 
tomcatv T 0 0 ~~T" 8 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~2 512 ~ ~ T ~ T T " 3232977 ~160068 6 ^ 0 3339768 3320823 0.994327 
tomcatv T" 0 0 ~ T ~ 3 2 ~ 6 " ~ T l 6 ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ 512 4 ~~3~0 1367551 1179lT 335 ~ 0 ~3339768 3320823 ""0.994327 
tomcaW T" 0 0 ~~T ~ " 6 4 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~~2 512 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 " 535747 —130755 l l 2 0 3339768 3320823 0.994327 
tomcatv T" 0 0 ~ ~ f T 6 ~ " 6 ~ T 8192 2 512 4 ~ T T " 1176777 ~~651590 263 0 3339768 ~ 3320823 0.994327 tomcatv T" 0 0 """^ T~~T6"~6~T 32768 2 " ^ 4 ~T~0~^65^ 1870?" 259 ~ 0 _~3339768 3320823 0.994327 
tomcatv T" 0 0 ~ ~ T " ~ ~ T ^ ~ 6 ~ ~ ' 8 T 9 2 ~~2 512 ~ ~ 4 3~0~~1176653 ~ 6 S T ^ 470 0 3339768 “ 3320823 “ 0.994327 toii^ =r 0 0 "T" ~T6~6~T 32768 ” 2 ~ ^ 4~3T~^ 65228 187^  464 0 3339768 3320823 0.994327 J^ ii^  T" 0 0 ”T ~"T6~6 1 16^ “ f ^ n 4~""0^76592 174^  272 0 ~3339768 3320823 0.994327 tof^^^ f 0 0 ~T~T6~6~l6^”4~"^ 4~TT^[568^ 582432 263~ 0 3339768 3320823 0.994327 
tomcatv f 0 0 “ “ T " “ T ^ ~ 6 ~ ~ T 6 ^ “ T ~ 5 ^ ] ] ^ ^ ^ T ^ 7 6 4 3 6 17410 449 30 ~3339768 3320823 0.994327 
tomcatv T" 0 0~~T" “ T e " 6 1 16384 ~ 4 ~ ^ J ~ 3 ^ ^ ^ J 5 6 ^ ^ _ 5 8 2 ^ _ _ 4 7 ^ 0 ~3339768 3320823 0.994327 
to^j;^ T 0 0 ~ T ~ T 6 " 6 " T 16384 ~ ~ I Z M Z Z Z " ^ ! I _ l g g g g g i _ j l ^ 6 6 263 0 3339768 3319339 0.993883 toi^ T" 0 0 ~f ““T6~6~T 16384 ~~2 256 4 ^T_J63^_5240^_ 470 ~~0 3339768 3319339 0.993883 tofJ^^ T" 0 ~~0 ~T"““Te^ 1 16384 ~2 1024 4 ~T^ 1638043 514066 264 0 3339768 3321277 0.994463 toi^;^ T 0““0~T~?6~6~ 16384 2 1024 4 3 ~0~ 1637856 514055 _4^ 0 3339768 3321277 0.994463 toi^ T 0~~0~T~~T6~6~T 16384 2 512 f~T~0" 1638044 514076 _ _ ^ 0 3339768 3319669 0.993982 
tof；^ r 0~~5"1~~T6~6~T 16384 2 ~ ^ 2~T~0 1638054 514066 _ ^ 0 3339768 3320584 0.994256 ^ r 0~~0—~l6^~T 16384 2 512 ~~r~^T~^637^ 514075 ~~4^ 0 3339768 3319669 0.993982 
tof^ : r — — 0 ~ ~ ^ l " T F ] ] ; ; j ^ ] ; ; : ^ Z : i Z O Z g ^ _ _ l l j g g g _ _ _ j ^ 0 _ j g g ! I g i _ _ 3 3 2 0 5 8 4 0.994256 
^ f 0~~Q—-^^ — - ^ ^ 9 … 4"-^::::::^:ZZ:^" 5 0 6331499 6158318 0.972648 
^ 1 — — 0 ~ ~ ^ m i " ^ l " ^ T ^ ~ ~ 4 ^ T 95 9 5 _ _ 5 0 6331499 6158318 0.972648 S ^ — — ^ ^ ― ~ ~ 8 ^ - - r ^ ^ ^ " “ ^ 4 ~ T T 142 T^__3 0 6331499 6158318 0-972648 
^ 1 — — 0 ~ ^ ^ H " ^ 1 " T ^ 1 " ^ ~ ~ 4 — T 98 ^ _ _ 2 0 6331499 6158318 0-972648 
^ ^ — — 0 ^ ^ ^ ^ — - ^ ^ ^ " “ “ 4 — T — ^ ^ _ _ 0 0 6331499 6158318 0-972648 
£ ^ — — 1 ~ ~ ^ ~ 4 ~ ^ l ~ r ~ ^ H " " ~ 4 ^ T ^ ^ _ _ 3 0 6331499 6158318 0.972648 
^ 1 ^ ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ 4 ^ ^ ^ ^ T ^ - ^ ~ ~ 4 ~ 3 ^ % ^ 2 0 6331499 6158318 0.972648 ^ 1 ~ ~ 0 - ^ ^ ^ 4 4 ¾ ^ ^ ¾ • “ ^ ^ ^ T — — ^ !8•"""0 0 ^ 3 3 ^ 6158318-097^  21? 1 ^ ^ 0 _ 4 _ 4 ^ 4 4 ^ ^ 4 f ~ ~ H ^ ~ ~ ~ V f 2 ~ " ^ ^ ~ ~ 6 0 6331499 6158318 0.972648 
^ 1- ^ _ ~ ^ ^ ^ 4 4 - ^ ^ ^ ¾ ~ ~ ^ H " T 84 88 " “ ^ 5 0 6331499 6158318 0.972648 
S T ^ “ “ ^ " ^ " U " l 4 " ^ ^ l F S t " ^ " " ^ ^ ~ ~ m — T ^ 6 0 - 6331499 6158318-^：^ 
^ 1 — — ^ ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 4 ^ ^ H - ^ - ^ ~ ~ 4 ^ ^ ^ 丽 5 0 6331499 6158318 0.972648 
S ^ ~ ~ $ ~ 4 ~ 4 ~ l ~ | " 4 ~ i i ^ ~ 4 ~ l ^ ~ ^ ~ T ^ ~ ^ ~ ^ Z Z I Z Z : i 6331499 ^ 6 ^ 0.972648 
£[? 1 0__0_1___16_6_2_T|^_T-^——11"^ ^ 89 5 0 6331499 6158318 0.972648 
？ — — 口 ~ ~ ' n ^ ^ ^ 4 A ^ - J ^ ^ “ “ 4 ^ T - ^ ^ - l ^ " " " " 6 0 ^ 3 ^ 6158318^：^ 
25 1 0__0_L__16_i_14m^^-4^——T^1^ 85 ^ 5 0 6331499 6158318 0.972648 
^ ~ _ = 4 ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ 4 4 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ ~ ^ ~ " i " “ ^ 3 0 6331499 ^ T ^ ^ i ^ 
2^  1 0__0_L_l^^^-2|aT^^r^——Z~TlT ^ ^ 5 0 6331499 6158366 0.972655 °P ^T- 0 0 � _ J i _ l � J ^ _ | _ ^ _ _ J ^ T — — I — — i " “ ^ 3 0 6331499 6158232 0.972634 
°P T- 0 0 1 _ l i _ l 」 J ^ ~ 4 = " ~ j ^ 4 — — I — — I " " ~ 5 0 6 3 3 1 4 9 9 - ^ 5 8 3 6 6 0.972655 ^ ^ = Z 3 Z ^ ] : : ^ _ ^ _ | 4 ^ 4 ; ^ 4 4 ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ I " " " ^ 3 o - ^ - ^ T ^ ^ ^ 2^  1 0 _ _ 0 _ l _ J | 4 4 - S ^ ^ ^ " “ “ ^ - T 96 ^ 4 0 6331499 6158288 0.972643 
wa _^ 0 _ _ 0 _ 1 _ _ 2 6 _ 6 _ J _ J 6 3 8 4 _ _ ^ _ | | | — — T ^ ~ 0 ^ ^ 3 0 ~ 6331499 6158265 0.972639 
§^~~] ~ ~ ^ l ~ 4 z i i : i J i i z i j j i � ] ! = ^ = ^ = ^ = ^ ~ " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
I Z Z Z Z Z " ; 口 ； ； ^ ^ ^ 1 ~ ^ “ “ 4 " T - T 0 ^ " T l 5 7 3 ^ 0 0_J28820g6 11379065 0.883326 
E 2 E E 5 ! 1 _ _ _ 1 0 _ _ 0 _ L _ J 1 4 ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ " " " 4 ^ " 0 " ^ f 0 4 B T l 5 5 7 3 ^ 7 0 12882066 11379065 0.883326 
ggypress _ _ 1 0 _ _ 0 _ J L _ J | _ 4 ^ - ^ i z ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ ^ l T " ^ f ^ 5 i ^ " ^ ^ ^ i ^ Q 0 12882066 11379065 0.883326 
Eg_mpress _ _ 1 ^ 0 _ _ 0 _ _ 1 _ _ _ ^ 4 A ^ ^ ^ ^ " “ ^ ^ H ” ^ 4 8 " " 1 3 3 ^ f 0 12882066 11379065 0.883326 
compress T" 0 _ _ ^ _ l _ ^ 4 " ^ 4 S S " " " H ^ ~ ~ 4 ~ T " “ “ ! 4 8 0 l " ^ f 0 7 T 3 ^ Q 0 12882066 11379065 0.883326 
gfflPress ~ ~ f 0 _ _ 0 _ l _ _ 6 i 4 4 ^ S ^ ^ l f ~ ~ 4 ^ T " ^ i 6 0 ^ ' ^ 6 l ^ 2 Q - T 2 8 8 ^ 11379065 0.883326 
ggmpress 1 0 _ _ 0 1 _ _ i _ l 」 " 4 S ^ ~ 4 ~ ? ^ ~ ~ l H “ “ 7 ^ ^ [ 3 3 8 l ^ ~ " ^ 6 0 12882066 11379065 0.883326 
ggmpress ~~~T" 0 ~ " ^ 0 . l _ J 2 _ 6 l _ ^ 2 _ _ | ^ _ _ _ _ _ ^ j ^ ^ ^ p f ^ ~ ~ ~ ^ 0 12882066| 1137906S| 0.883326 
[gpmpress T 0| 0| 可 64| 6丨 1| 1£»判__£]__2111 
...、• 
f 
Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Cache Organization(1,0,0,1) 
1¾¾!!- 1 ^——^~1_16 61 11 8192| 21 512| 41 11 0| 85812| 1715639| o| o| 12882066| 11379065[ 0.883326. 
compress 1 0 — — 0 _ _ ^ _ _ _ 1 6 _ 6 _ J _ _ 3 2 ^ _ _ 2 _ ^ 3 Z Z Z I Z Z 5 Z Z ! l E ! M 3 3 ^ ^ 0 0 12882066 11379065 0.883326 
Cornpress 1 0 — — ° _ _ 1 _ _ 1 ® _ ® _ 1 _ _ 8 1 9 2 _ _ 2 _ 5 2 2 ^ ] ] ^ ~ T ~ 0 ~ ~ 85810 ~T7T5637 22 0 12882066 “ 11379065 0.883326 
eompress 1 0 9 . __ ] l ® _ 6 ^ _ 3 2 ^ _ _ 2 512 A ~ 3 ~ 0 129723 1363091 0 0 12882066 11379065 0 . 8 8 3 ^ 
¢ 0 ¾ ! ! 1 ° — — ° _ _ 1 _ _ j 6 6 1 16384 lI_532^ i Z I Z Z 3 l 7 ^ 1632877 0 0 ~~?2882066 ^1379065 ~0.883326 
compress 1 2. ° _ _ 1 _ 1 . 6 6 1 16384 _ _ 4 512 4"~T~0 103717 1534900 0 0 12882066 113790^ 0.883326 
gg_mpress 1 0 0 _ 1 _ _ l i _ g _ _ L _ j 6 3 g 4 l _ Z _ ^ 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 m ^ 163019l 4974 435~2882066 l l379065~0.883326 
compress_ 1 0 0 _ 1 _ _ 1 6 6 1 1 6 3 j ^ _ 4 512 4 ~ T ~ 0 103717 1534900 0 0 1288206^ 11379065 0.8833^ 
compress 1 0 2 . _ _ 1 _ l g _ _g_ _JL I l g g g j _ _ 2 ]^_256 — _ 4 ~ T ~0 104230 155730 0 _ 0 ~2882066 ~~11379057 ~0.883325 
compfess _^ 0 0 _ _ ^ _ _ _ j ^ j 6 _ j _ j | 6 3 8 4 ^ | ^ j ^ 4 ~ T ~ 0 ~ T 0 4 ^ 15573M 0 0 12882066 ~~11379066 ~0.883326 
compress 1 0 0 _ _ 1 _ _ 1 6 6 1 16384 j T 2 2 5 6 ^ ^ i Z ^ Z ^ 0 4 ^ 1557352 7 ~ 0 12882066 ^1379057 0.883325 
ffmpress 1 0 0 _ _ ^ _ _ 1 6 6 1 16384 _ 2 J ^ i Z H 104231 1557352 7 ~ 0 ~2882066 —~11379066 ~0.883326 
rompress _^ 0 0 _ _ ; | _ _ ^ 6 _6 _J_ J6384 _ 2 ^ j l 2 1 ~ T ~0 ~ ~ T 0 4 ^ 1557355 0 ~ 0 ~2882066 ~~"11378858 —0.88331 
—press ^ 0 0 _ ^ _ _ _ 1 6 6 1 16384 2 512 2 1 ~0" 104230 1557355 0 0 ~12882066 11379009 0.883322 —press 1 0 0 _^ __16 6 ~T~16384 2 512 T ~sT 104231 "l557353 7 0 1288206^  11378858 0.88^ 
rompress ^ 0 0 _ ^ _ _ _ 1 6 6 .1 —16384 2 512 2 ~ T ~ 0 104231 ^ 5 7 3 5 3 7 0 12882066 11379009 0.8833^ 
iiisp . . _ _ _ l I 0 O ^ T _ l g . I j ! ! ! j 16384 2 512 4 ~ ~ 0 396960 108179" 486 0 1 7 8 7 5 ^ 16555889 _ O j g g ^ 
Xlisp — 1 万 0 _ 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~T~0" 394979 107449 667 0 ~?7875661 16555889 —0.926169 
^isp 1 0 0 _ j _ Z Z Z Z ^ Z I I ^ 3 _ g _ 4 _ 2 512 ~4 ~ r ~ 0 " ~ " 618425 ~~324146 ~ ~ 3 ^ 0 178756^ 16555889 0 . 9 2 6 ^ 
^ 1 0 ~0 1 ~ ^ ~ 6 " ~ T ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 512 T ~ ~ ^ ~ 0 ~ 237987 143037 400 "0 178756肝 165558^ 0.926T^ 
^jjp 1 0 0 1 ~ ~ ^ 6 1 "16384 2 512 T ~~f~0 159401 ~143169 423 "0 17875661 16555889 0 .926 l ^ 
^ 1 0 0 1 8 ~ 6 ~ T " l 6 3 8 4 2 512 T ~ ~ 3 ~ 0 " ~ 616441 323787 160018 "5" 178756^ 1 6 5 5 5 ^ 0.926T^ 
^ 1 0 0 1 ~ ~ ^ ~ 6 " ~ T " l 6 3 8 4 2 512 4 3 ~0 236666 142291 ^ "^5" 178756肝 16555889 0.926W 
^ ~ 1 0 0 1 ~ 6 4 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 T ~ ^ ~ 0 " ~ 159272 143157 ^ ~Q 17875661 16555^9 0.926?69 
^ 1 ~ 0 0 ~~~T 16 ~ 6 ~ 8192 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ ~ 0 498946 256871 3702 0 17875661 16555889 0.926^69 
^ 1 ~~0 0 ~ T " 16 ~ 6 " ~ T 32768 2 51^ 4 ~ T T 3247l3" 59091 289_ 0 —17875661 ~ 16555889 “ 0.926169 
iiiji^ 1 _ 0 0 ~ ~ f ~ ~ ^ 6 ~ 6 ~ 8192 ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ 5 T I 4 ~ T ~ 0 495376 255352 4106 0 1787^6^ 16555889 0.926TM 
^ ^ 0 0 ~ 1 T 6 " ~ 6 ~ T 32768 2 512 4 ~ 1 ~ 6 ' 323759 58707 378 0 17875&^ 16555889 0.926169 
^ 1 0 0 ~ ~ T " ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ T 512 4 ~ T T 524238 ~ 593770 ~ ~ 9 7 ^ 118 1787566l"" 16555889 0.926169 
^ i 0 0 ~ f ~ T ^ ~ 6 ~ ~ 1 6 3 8 4 ~~4" 512 4 ― “ f " o " 340758 一65467 566 ^ 17875661 16555889 0.9261^ 
^ T" 0 0 “ “ T ~ T ^ ~ 6 " ~ T ~ 1 6 3 8 4 ~ " T 512 4 3 ~6 520616 ~591836 107^^ 118 17875661 1 6 5 5 5 ^ 0.9261^ 
^ •^ 0 0 ~ 1 ?6~6 1 16384 ~~4 512 4 ~~3"~0" 339503 65354 6 ^ 0 1787566? 1 6 5 5 5 ^ 0.9261^ 
ii i i^ T" 0 0 ~ T ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ l 6 ^ ~ " 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 f T 3972^ 108131 245 0 17875661 16404001 0.917672 
^ f 0 0 1 16'~6 1 163l4 ~ 2 1024 4 1~~0 3969^ 108177 496 0 17875661 " 16565705 0.926718 5|j]^  i" 0 0 ~"T~T6~6~"~16384 ~2 ~~^ 4 ~~3"~0 395300 107394 408 0 17875661 16404001" 0.917672 ^ T" 0 0 ~~T ~~Te ~6 ~T ^ 26384 2 —1024 4 ~^ ~0 “~394978 107446 677 _ 0 ~7875661 ~~16565705 ~~Q.926718 ;|ji^  f 0 0 ~T"~~T6~6~Tj6384 _2^ I^T2 1 ~T~0 397062 108399 484 0 "~?7875661 —~16366410 ~0.915569 ;;jji^  T" "5" 0 ~T" ~T6~6"~T 16384 ~2 512 ~2~T~0~ 396960 108256 490 0" 17875661 16532555_ 0.924864 
^]ij^ T" 0 0 ~ T " “ T 6 ~ 6 1 1 6 ^ ~ 2 ^ ^ f ~ 3 ~ 0 " ~ 3 9 5 1 2 2 1076^ 601 0 l 8 7 5 6 6 1 16366410 0.915569 
iiiii^  T 0 0 ~T"““T6~6~J6^^~5Ty 2~T~0 394979 107526 659 ~0 178756^  16532555 0.924864 
i i? r 0 0 ~ ~ T ~ ^ ^ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 “ “ 5 Z l j I Z Z Z l ! _ J j g g 2 g _ _ _ ! Z ^ ! ^ 0 _ 0 9173876 8706899 0.949097 —J ^ 0 0~T~~^~6 1 16384 ~"2 512 4 ~1~0 123603 17SW 0 0 9173876 8706899 0.949097 — f 0 0 ”T" 8~6 1 16384 ~2~~^ 4~TT~229^ 14095 2 0 9173876 8706899 0.949097 ii? T" 0 0““T"^ 32~6 1 16384 “^ 2~Tu 4~TT 78583 17595 8 0 9173876 8706899 0.949097 — -^ 0~~0“T"~M"6"T 16384 ~ 2 ~ ^ 4~TT ~~53^ 21617 0 0 9173876 8706899 0.949097 
ii? T 0““0""T~"8~6~T 16384 2 512 A~3~0 220852 14094 ~20^ 0 9173876 8706899 0.949097 ii? r 0"•0"T~"^~6~ 16384 2 512 4 ~3T 78583 17595 8 0 9173876 8706899 0.949097 i^  r 0~~Q—-^^— 16384 2 512 4 ~3T ~~53^ 1 21617 0 0 9173876 8706899 0.949097 — r 0~~0^~?6~6~ 8192 2 ~"^ 4~T~0~^309 53068 4 0 9173876 8706899 0.949097 — r- Q^^1~"T6"6""327^“2~~^ 4~T~0 114573 4604 0 0 9173876 8706899 0.949097 
} ^ ~ ~ n ^ - ^ ^ - ^ ~ W 9 2 ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ 3 ^ 449310 49033 4 0 9173876 8706899 0.949097 ^ 1 ^~"^;~T~^l~T 32768 2 512 ~~4~T~0~"T[^ 4604 1 0 — 9173876 8706899 0.949097 ^ — — 0 ~ ~ ^ m " " T " l ^ l " " ^ ~ ~ 4 " ^ ; ^ l g ^ _ _ ^ 4 6 6' 0 9173876 8706899 0.949097 \ — — ^ ^ ^ ~ } l ~ ^ ~ T ^ r ^ l ~ ^ ~ ~ 4 — T ~ T i ^ 4^ 0 0 9173876 8706899 0.949097 S 1 — — ^ ~ ~ l ^ ^ ^ - ^ i ^ ^ - ^ “ “ 4 ^ T 335601 ― ^ 6 0 9173876_8706899 0.949097 
{ — — ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - - T 6 3 8 4 - - ^ ~ ~ 4 ~ 3 ^ ~ T ^ 4 ^ 0 。 9173876_8706899 0.949097 — 1 ^~~S~|~^~|~f 6384 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ T 123603 “ T 7 ^ 0 0 9173876 8706567 0.949061 
~ ^ — — ^ ~ " ^ ^ ^ 4 H - ^ [ ^ - - T 0 ^ ~ ~ 4 " T - ^ [ ^ - ^ Z Z i - 0 9173876 8706956 3 M M ~ 5 - — — n ~ ~ ^ " 4 " " ^ " l " i " ^ ^ l " ^ ~ ~ 4 ^ T - T ^ - l 7 ^ 0 0 9173876__8706567 0.949061 
'£ 1 — — ^ ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ 4 4 - S - | r W ~ ~ 4 ^ T 1 2 3 6 0 3 - ^ 7 l 0 3 ~ ~ T " 0 9173876 8706956 0.949103 
S^ 1 — — ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ l ~ J I 4 ~ l " ^ ~ 4 i ~ " T " T 123603-^ f7503 ~ ~ 0 0 9173876 8697188 0.948039 S^  1 — — 1 ~ ~ ^ ~ 4 ~ 4 1 4 ^ " 4 1 ^ ~ 1 ~ ^ ~ ~ 2 - T - T ^ - - f ^ ~~0 0 9173876 8706666 0.949072 
S^ ^ — — ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ 4 ~ 4 l 4 ~ m ^ ~ l ~ W " ~ f ^ T - n ^ - ^ f ^ “ “ 0 0 9173876 8697188 0.948039 
1 ~ ~ ^ ^ J ; ^ j J j g Q ^ ~ ~ ^ 3| o| 123603l 1 7 : 1 o| o| 917387e| 8706666! 0 . 9 4 9 ^ 
i^.一..減丄. 
f Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
:身 Cache 0rganization(0.1.1.0) 
gM |bhtnd|looknd |simp|ncp|l inesi|C1|C2|datasi |dse|bhten|bhtset|wm|lf |cpi |bastime |bascpi |mem cpi 
^ 1 ^ — — ^ ~ 1 _ _ l i � � J ^ ^ _ 2 512 4~T~0T06344 104038^ 2 1.0403^  0.023052 
tifl. 1 9 . _ _ 1 _ _ 1 ® _ 6 _ 1 J 6 3 8 4 _ _ 2 512 4 3 ~0 T.06304 "^4038652 1.040387 0.022652 
tia| 1 ° 9. _ 1 8 6 1 16384 _ _ 2 512 4 ~~T ~0 “ 1.06458 ~104038652 1.040387 —0.024195 ^ 1 ° ° __1__32 6 1 16384 _2 512 4 ~f"0'l.06604 ~104038652 1.040387 0.025657 
t|a| 1 ° ° _ 1 _ 6 4 6 1 16384 ~2~W(2 4 ~ T ~ 0 1.07812 104038652 1.040387 0.037734 t|a| 1 ° 2. _ 1 8 6 1 16384 __2 512 ~ 4 ~~3~0 1.06409 “ 104038652 1.040387 0.023706 
tW 1 ° ° __1__g_2_ 6 1 16384 _ _ _2 _ _ ^ T^Tj^ .06565 104038652 "T.040387 "oT025262 
«a| 1 0 0 _ _ 1 _ _ g j _ 6 _ L J 6 3 8 4 2 512 4 3 ~0 1.07779 ~T04038652 1.040387 0.037407 1^ 1 0 °__1_lg._g._J.Zjg:192_2^3^ 4~T^ 1.1472 1040386^  1.040387 0.106813 ^ 1 0 0 __1__;lg__g__J__glgg___2__52^  ?~T~0 1.14606 104038652 "T.040387 0.105675 §1 1 0 0_^__26_6_J_[j2^__2~512 4—r~5" 1.04728 104038652 1.040387 0.006897 
fal 1 0 0 __^___16 6 1 —32768 2 512 4 " ^ ~ 0 1.04707 104038652 "T.040387 0.006682 
tial ^ 0 0 _ 1 1 6 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 T 512 4 " ~ T " l . 1 4 3 5 5 ~ T 0 4 0 3 8 6 5 2 ~T.Q40387 0.103167 
Fal 1 0 0 _ _ 1 _ _ 1 6 6 1 "16384 1 512 J ~ Z ~ 0 1.14259 104038652 1.040387 ~07102205 
tial ^ 0 0 _ ^ _ _ 1 6 ~6~T~16384 4 — 512 4 ~ T ~ 0 1.06512 104038652 1.040387 0.024732 
tfal ^ 0 0 _1___16 6 ~T~16384 4 512 T~3~0 1.06478 104038652 "T.040387 0.024395 
tial ^ 0 0 ~ T " 1 6 ' ~ 6 ~ ~ T 6 ^ 2 ~ " ^ 4 ~ T T 1.0646 104151470 1.041515 0.023087 
tial ^ 0 0 _^__16 ~6~T~16384 ~~2~ 256 4 ^~0 1.06425 104151470 1.041515 0.022733 
tial 1 0 0 _ 1 16 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 1024 4 ~~T"~0 1.06298 103994016 1.03994— 0.023038 
^ 1 ~ 0 0 1 16 6 1 16384 2 ' l 0 2 4 4 " ~ T ~ 0 ~ 0 6 2 5 5 103994016 ~~T.03994 0.022608 |iii 1 “ 0 0 1 16 ~6"~T~l6384 2 ~ 512 1 ~TT~1.0645 104140436 ~rb41404 0.023095 
tial — 1 ~ 0 0 ~ ~ r 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 2 ~~1~0 1.06377 “ 104070960 1.04071 0.023055 
tial 1 0 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ r ~ ^ 6 3 8 4 2 512 l"~~3~0"~l.0641 104140436 ~T^41404 0.022699 
tial ~~ 1 — 0 0 ~ T " 16 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 2 512 2 ~ 3 ~ 0 1.06336 104070960 1.04071 "0.022651 
tomcatv T 0 0 1 T 6 ~ l 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 ~ 4 T"T"1,97216 i00037890 ~1.000379 ~0.971783 
tomcatv T 0 0 1 ~ 16 6 ~ T 16384 ~ 2 512 ~4~~3"~0" 1.95444 —100037890 1.000379 —0.954058 
tomcatv 1 0 0 ~~T" 8 ~ 6 ~ ^ ^ 6 ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ 5 U 4 1 T 2.18561 “ 100037890 1.000379 '1.185232 
to^v~ 1 0 0 1 32~6"~T~t6384 2 ~"5^ 4 1^ 2.03781 100037890 1.000379~1.037435 
tomcatv T" 0 0 T" 6 4 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 ~ 5 1 2 4 T " o " " ^ 7 6 7 2 100037890 1.000379 1.576339 
tomcatv T 0 0 T 8 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512 4 ~3~0" 2.1772 100037890 1.000379 1.17682 
tomcatv T 0 0 T 32~6"~T~T6^ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ T T 2.004^ 100037^ 1.0QQ3^  1.004273 
tomcatv T" 0 0 T ^ ~ 6 " " ~ T ~ T 6 3 ^ 2 512 4 " T " 0 " 2 . 5 4 0 8 9 100037890 "T000379 1 . 5 4 0 ^ 
tomcatv T" 0 0 ~ T ~ ? 6 ~ 6 ~ 8192 2 512 ^ ~ T T ^ . 6 7 0 7 5 100037890 ~000379 ~ 6 7 0 3 7 3 
tomcatv i" 0 0 ~ T ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ 3 2 7 6 8 ~~2 512 4 1 T ^ . 4 9 5 9 5 100037890 ~.000379 "oT495574 
tomcatv T" 0 0 ~~T" ” T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 8192 2~^ 4~~3~6 2_633TT 100037890 1.000379 1.633327 
tomcatv T" 0 0 ~ T " ~ T 6 ~ ¥ ~ ~ 3 2 7 ^ ~~2 512 4 ~~3~0 1.49175 1 0 0 0 3 7 ^ 1.000379 0.49137 
tomcatv T 0 0 ~ T " ~ T 6 ~ 6 " ~ T n 6 3 ^ f ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ T ~ 0 2 .070^ 100037890 1.000379 1.0703 
tomcatv T 0 0 ~ T ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 4 ~ ^ 4~T~0~Z02303 100037890 1.000379 1.022651" 
tomcatv T" 0 0 ” T " “ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ l 6 3 ^ T ~ 5 1 2 4~~3~0 2.0458 100037890 1.000379~~1.045419 
tomcatv r 0 0 ~ T ~ ~ ^ ^ Q ^ ' J ^ ^ Z H Z I ^ Z Z j ' ^ ' ^ 2.Q1604 100037890 1.000379 1.015659 
tomcatv f 0 0 ” T " ~ ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ j l l ^ Z ^ Z ^ Z Z Z ~ ~ ° 1.97219 100040858 1.000409 0.971784 
tomcatv T" 0 0 ~ T ~ ~ ^ " 6 " j g ^ Z j ^ I ^ ^ I ^ Z Z ^ ^ 1.95447 100040858 1.000409 0.954061 
tomcatv T" 0 0 “ f ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 " ~ T ~ T 6 3 ^ ^ " 2 ~ T ^ 4 " T T T 9 7 ^ 1 0 0 0 3 6 ^ 1.00037 0.971783 
to；^；^^ T" 0 0~f~~^"^"T；；^^^ “ 2 J 0 g ; ^ ; ^ 3 3 T " 9 ^ 1000369^  "L00037 0.954056 
g ^ ； ^ f 0 0 ~Y~T6~6~T 16384 ~ 2 ~ ； ^ ~ 3 3 ^ 1.97219 10Q040198 1.000402 0.971784 to^^iHiw T" 0“^0~T~^~fi~T 1fi:^ 84 2 __^__2~T~0"1.97217 100038368 1.000384 0.971783 
^ ^ i ^ i" 0 ~ ~ ^ 0 ~ T ~ ~ T R ~ f i ~ T ' T f i m ~ T ~ J g [ ; ; ; 3 3 T ' l . 9 5 4 4 6 100040198 1.000402 0.954059 
toJ^j^it；； ^ 0 ^ 5 " " " T ~ ~ ^ ~ 6 l I Z ^ Z ^ Z M I 2 3 T 1.95444 100038368 1.000384 0.954058 
^ -^ 0 ~ ~ 0 " " f “ r e H s " 16384 " ~ 2 s n ^ J I ^ ; ; ^ ^ _ j ^ 2 5 f ^ j [ ^ 2 2 ^ _ 5 ^ i : 2 ^ 
^ T 0 0 ” T ~ ~ T 6 ^ " T " ^ f ^ 4 ~ ? ~ 5 2 2 ~ ^ ; ; ^ T " T : 0 0 3 5 3 100346362 1.003464 6 .4E -05 
^ T 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ T ~ ~ ^ H T i 5 ^ ~ 2 ~ ^ 4 1 T 1.00355 100346362 1.003464 8.7E-05 
^ f 0 ~ ~ o — — ^ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~TT2 4 ~ T T 1.00353 100346362 1.003464 6.4E-05 
^ r 0 ~ ~ 0 ^ ~ M ~ 6 ~ T ^ r ^ 2 512 4 ~ T ^ ~ r 0 0 ^ 100346362 1.003464 7.4E-05 
^ ？ 0 " ~ o ~ T " " 8 ^ " T 1 ^ " 2 " " ^ " "^4~T"0 1.00355 100346362 1.003464 8.6E-05 
^ T 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ T ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 "~4~TTj^0353 100346362 1.003464 6.3E-05 
— r 0 ~ ~ o " T " M " 6 " T ' l ^ " 2 " 5 T 2 " ~ 4 ^ T 1.00354 100346362 1.003464 7 .4E -05 
r 0 ~ " " o ^ ~ ^ ~ ¥ ~ ~ 8 T l 2 ^ ~ ^ ~~4-T"0_2,00354 _^346362 1.003464 7.8E-05 
^ r 0 " ~ o ~ T ^ ^ ~ 6 " " 3 ^ ~ 2 " ^ •"“4~TTj.Q0352 100346362 1.003464 _ _ ^ 
^ { 0 ~ " ^ ~ T ~ ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ T ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ ^ " " " 4 - 3 T 3 j O ^ 100346362 1.003464 7.7E-05 
1 — — 1 ~ ~ ^ l ~ r ? l ~ T ^ ^ l ~ ^ ~ ~ 4 " T 3 ^ _ 2 0 0 3 4 6 3 6 2 1.003464 5 .9E -05 
1 - — — 1 ~ " 0 ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ - ^ " " " • 4 ~ T T - T M 0 l _ [ 0 0 3 4 6 3 6 2 1.003464 0.026733 
^ — — 1 ~ ~ ^ ^ " ^ m i ^ l ^ T ? ~ ~ 4 - T " T : ^ _ J ^ g 0 3 4 g 3 g 2 1.003464 6 .1E -05 ^——°K"~^^^|^- - l 6^ -^~~4^T :3^_ i00346362 1.003464 0.026732 S 1 — — ^ ~ ~ ^ " i " ^ H " ^ i ^ l " ^ ~ " 4 ^ T n : 0 0 3 ^ 100346362 1.003464 __6B05 
— 1 ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ " 4 ~ ~ ^ H ^ i ^ ~ T ~ ^ H - " T T T 0 0 3 ^ 100346534 1 .003465 6 .6E -05 
^ 1 ^ ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ 4 ^ n ^ " 2 ^ f O ^ ~ " 4 - " T T ^ r O O ^ i ; 2 M ^ " ^ ^ Q Q ^ S.5E-05 
^ 1 - ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ 4 ~ J I 4 ~ H ^ 1 " ^ ~ " 4 ~ 3 ^ T 0 0 3 ^ 100346534 I . O O W 6.5E-05 
^ 1 — — 1 ~ " ^ ^ ^ ^ 4 ^ ^ 8 4 ^ " W ~ ~ Z - 1 7 T ^ 0 3 5 l 100346266 1.003463 6 .4E -05 
^ 1 ~ ~ ^ _ 4 _ 4 _ 4 | 4 4 端 ~ | 4 — r - T T O O ^ - ^ 0 0 3 ^ ^ r o 0 3 ^ 6.5E-05 
^ 1 — — ^ ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ 4 4 - S ^ - ^ " " " ^ - " n T ^ 0 ^ l 0 0 3 4 ^ 1.003464 6.5E-05 
2^ 2 1 ^ _ _ ^ ^ _ 4 _ 4 J 4 4 ~ | | ^ " ~ | " ^ ~ ~ f - l f n r 0 Q 3 l 3 - 100346468 1.003465 6.4E-05 
^ 1 1 _ _ ^ ^ ^ 4 ^ j i M z i Z ! ! ! Z : 3 3 Z T ^ Z 0 M ^ 1.003464 6.5E-05 
~ - ^ Z Z - - ^ ^ ^ - T ^ ^ - ^ ~ ~ 4 T T ^ T 4 ^ 90303362 1.034434 0.416882 
g g y p r e s s _ _ 1 0 _ 0 _ l _ 4 | _ | ^ - 4 | ^ - ^ - ^ ~ ~ Z ^ l T T 4 ^ 90303362 1.034434 0.416865 
» I£ ! i__1 ° _ ^ _ 4 _ 4 4 4 " ^ 1 " ^ " ~ Z - ^ ^ r ^ 3 - ^ 0 3 0 3 ^ - r 0 3 4 4 ^ 0.3555 
^ 5 ! i _ _ 1 ° _ ~ ^ _ | _ 4 4 4 > ^ " ^ " ^ ~ ~ I - 1 7 - T m ^ - 9 0 3 0 3 3 ^ 1.034434 0.579954 
H 9 . m P ^ s _ _ 1 0 _ _ 0 l _ § 4 ^ - i | g 4 ^ - ^ ~ ~ " 4 ~ T " 0 T 9 ^ ~ ' 9 0 3 0 3 3 ^ 1.034434 0.919985 
S 2 B ! i _ _ 1 0 _ _ 0 - 1 - ^ - 4 ^ 4 ¾ ¾ ^ " ^ ~ ~ Z - 7 f ^ r ^ T - 9 0 3 0 ^ 1.034434 0.355478 
E2EWSS _^ 0 _ _ 0 _ _ ± _ _ 8 _ | _ ^ - i J g j ^ - ^ 4 ^ " o i e i436 ~"90303362 1.034434 0.579921 
compress T 0 _ _ 0 _ l _ _ g 6 1 T ^ _ ^ _ _ j - ^ ^ r ^ ^ - - ^ 3 3 6 2 | 1 . 0 3 ^ 0.919946 
compress 1 o| 0| l l 64| 6| 1| 1 ^ - ^ » ^ _ _ _ f _ _ ± ^ 
….,t^^v 
I 
* Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Cache 0rganization(0,1.1,0) 
[^mpress _^ 0 0 _ _ ^ _ _ _ 1 6 61 11 8192| 2[ 5121 41 1 01 1.48345| 90303362| 1.034434| 0.44901l" 
compress _^ 0 0 _ ^ _ _ _ j 6 ^ _ 6 _ J _ ^ j 2 ^ j Z j l i 4 ~ ~ o T T i 3 4 8 9030336l 1.034434 0.379049 
compress 1 0 0 _ ^ _ _ _ j 6 ^ _ 6 ^ [ ] ^ j 9 2 _ 2 ^ ^ — 4 l ~ 5 " ~ 0 ^ 903033^ 1.0344^ 0.448964 
compress 2^  0 0 _ _ ^ _ _ 2 6 _ 6 _ 2 _ _ 3 2 ^ _ _ 2 _ ^ _ ^ ~ T ~ 0 ^ . 4 1 3 4 7 90303362 1.034434 ~0.37904 
^ompress _^ 0 0 _ _ ; J _ _ _ 2 6 _ 6 _ J _ J [ 6 3 8 4 _ _ j _ _ M 2 ^ _ J ~ ~ f " o 1 " . 4 8 1 4 7 90303362 1.034434 ~07447031 
Fompress ]^ 0 0 _ ^ _ _ 1 6 6 1 —16384 4 512 J ~ ~ f T 1.44607 90303362 ~.034434 ~""0.41164 
compress ^ 0 0 _ ^ _ _ 1 6 6 1 "16384 1 512 4 ~3~Q"^ .48086 ~~90303362 1.034434 "oT446427 
compress _^ 0 0 _ _ ; | _ _ _ 1 6 ~ 6 ~ ~ 1 6 3 8 4 4 ~ 5 1 2 4 ~ 3 T 1.44607 90303362 1.034434 0.411633 
compress 1^  0 0 _ ^ _ _ _ 1 6 6 ~T~16384 2 _ 256 4 ~ T ~ 0 1.45132 90303378 1.034434 0.416882 
compress ]_ 0 0 __^_ _ _ 1 6 6 1 —16384 2 1024 T~~T~0 1.45132 90303360 1.034434 "o7416882 
compress ^ 0 0 _ ^ _ _ 1 6 6 ~T~16384 2 256 T ~ 3 ~ 0 " 1.4513 90303378 "T.034434 ~o7416865 
compress 2^  0 0 _ ^ _ _ _ 1 6 6 ~T~16384 2 1024 J ~ 3 ~ 0 1.4513 90303360 1.034434 "o7416865 
compress — 1 0 0 _ 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 1 ~T"~0 1.45132 90303776 1.034439 0.416881 
compress 1 ~ ~ 0 0 ~~T" 16 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512 2 "~T~0 1.45132" 90303474 1.034435—0.416882 
compress 1 0 0 1 16"~6'~T~T6384 2 ~ 512 1 _~3~0"~T4513 90303776 '^T034439 0.416865 
compre^ 1 — 0 0 ~~T 16 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512' 2~Z~0 1.4513" 90303474 1.034435 "0.416865 
^ 1 0 0 1 ~~"T6~6~T~16384 2 “ 512 4"~T~5"~Tl4069 102639544 "T026395 0.114295 
iclisp 1 0 0 1 ~ T 6 " ~ 6 ~ T ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 “ 512 4~3~0~??13658 102639544 "T026395 0.110185 
xlisp — 1 ~ 0 0 ~ r 8 ~ 6 ~ 16384 ~~2 512 4 ~ T T 1.16368 “ 102639544 1.026395 "0.137283 
xlisp 1 0 0 ~~~T 32 ~ 6 ~ 16384 ~~"2 512' 4 ~ ^ 1.14573 102639544 1.026395 0.119338 
xlisp — 1 0 0 ~ T 64 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~~2 512 4 T ~0 1.18906 “ 102639544 1.026395 "0.162661 
xlisp 1 “ 0 0 1 8 ~ 6 ~ " ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 “ 512 4"~~3T~T7l5352 102639544 "TT026395 0.127125 
xlisp — 1 0 0 ~ T " ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512" 4 ~ T ~ Q 1.14303 102639544 1.026395~0.116638 
xlisp — 1 0 0 ~~T" 64 ~ 6 ~ 16384 —~2 512— 4 3 ~0 1.18713" 102639544 1.026395_0.160737 
^ r 0 0 ~ ~ T " ~ ~ T 6 ~ ^ ~ T ~ 8 T 9 2 2 ~ 512 4 ~ T ~ 0 " 1.20525 1 0 2 6 3 9 ^ 1.026395 0.178857 
^ ^ 0 0 ~ ^ 16 ~ 6 " 1 32768 2 512 4 1 ~0 1.10986 102639544 1.026395" 0.08346 
^ ^ 0 0 ~ T " 1 6 ~ 6 " ~ T 8192 ~ 2 512 4 3 ~0 1.20044 102639544 1.026395" 0.174041_ 
^ T 0 0 ~ r ~ T ^ ~ 6 ~ T ~ 3 2 7 6 8 2 512 ?~T~0~T.10602 102639544 ~T.026395 "o7Q79627 ^ T" 0 0 ~~T 16 ~6~ 16384 ~~"T" 512 4 ~~^~0 1.29649 102639544 1.026395" 0.270099 
；^  f 0 0 ~ ~ T ~ ^ 6 6 1 16384 ~~4" 512 4 ~"T"5" 1.11612 102639544 1.026395 ~07089729 ;;iii^  1 0 0 ~^ T6"~"6~T~16384 ~"T 512 4~TT~T.28934 102639544 1.026395 "oT262942 
5|iii^ T 0 0 1 1 6 ~ 6 " ~ T ~ T M ^ ~ 4 ~ ^ 4 3 l O 1.11252 102639544 1.026395 0.086124 ；^ f 0 0 ““T"~T6~6"~T 16384 2 256 4 ~~T~Q 1.14401 102943320 ~029433 0.114572 ^ ^ 0 0 ~T" 16 6 ~““16384 ~~2 1024 4 ~~f~0"~Tl4044 102619912 1.026199~07l4238 ^ f 0 0 ~1 T6~6 1 16384 ‘”2 256 4 ~T~0"1.13991 102943320 '1.029433 ~0.110474 ^ T 0 0 ““T"~T6"-6"T 16384 ~T"TO^ 4 ~y~0 1.13632 102619^  1.026199 0.110122 
^ ^ 0 0 “T"~~T6"~6~T~16384 2 ~W^ 1 ~T~0"TT4^ 103018502 1.0301^ 0.114536 
;; i j^ f 0 0 ~ T " ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ J ^ ^ Z H Z m 2 ^ T j M 4 l " ^ 1 0 2 6 8 6 ^ 1.0268^ 0.11433 ；^ ^ 0 0 “ f ~~T6~6~T31^^]]]^37~^^^ 1.14067 103018502 1.030185 —0.110488 
^ T" 0 0 ~T ~~T6~6~T31^ __2__^I]Il2""3^ 1.13708 102686212 1.026862 0.110222 
^ f 0 0 “T" ~^~6 1 16^ ~~2 512 T"T"0^r02^ 100933954 1.009^  0.017212 ^ ^ 0 0 ~~T"~T6~6~T 16384 ^2~W 4~~3~0T02556 100933954 1.00934 0.016219 
—f f 0 0 ~ ~ r 8 ^ 1 16384 “ 2 _ 5 ^ 1 1 3 Z 3 ° ^ ^ _ ^ 00933954 1.00934 0.022672 — f 0 0 ”T" ~~32~6~T 16384 ~"2~g2~74~~0"T0^^ 100933954 1.00934 0.016031 
；^  J 0 ~ ~ o ~ T ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ f ^ g Z Z Z Z j ^ i ^ 1 0 3 0 9 6 100933954 1.00934 0.021621 — ^ 0 ““0 “^T~~8^"T 16384 ~ " f I I M Z 3 ] I 1.03065 1009339M 1.00934 0.021308 — i" 0 0“T"“^ 32~6~T 16384 ~ 2 ~ ^ 4~TT 1.02474 1009339^  1.00934 0.015402 — ^ 0 0~~r”^~6~T~f63^ ~~2 512 T ^ T 1.02998 100933954 1.00934 0.020644 
— ^ Q 0 " “ “ T " ~ " T e " 6 " 8192 ~ 2 512 J ^ ± J ^ M ^ __100933954 1.00934 0.076696 
— r 0 ~ ~ 0 “ “ T " ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 32768 “ 2 512 4 ^ ^ " " T o ^ 1009339^ 1.00934 0.013764 
— :r 0 — — 0 ~ " f ~ ~ ! 6 ~ 6 1 8 1 9 2 “ 2 512 1 ^ 3 j ! 3 g ! Z f f 1 0 0 9 3 3 ^ 1.00934 0.068293 
— j 0 — — Q — " “ ^ : [ 6 ^ — 32768 “ 2 512 A ~ Z ~ Q ~ ^ M ^ 100933954 1.00934 0.013022 
— r 0 ~ ~ 0 ^ ~ T 6 " 6 " T " ^ f 6 ^ “ ^ T " 512 4 ^ T T T o ^ 10093395T 1.00934 0.052009 
— T 0 ~ ~ Q - ” ^ ^ ― 16384 ~ 4 ~ ^ 4 " n o T o ^ 100933954 1.00934 0.017085 — r 0~"0~^~T6"6"TT^”r~^ 4""3TT0^ 100933954 1.00934 0.04674 
— r 0 ~ ~ o " T “ “ ^ ~ 6 ~ 16384 4 ~ 5 l I 4 ~ 3 ^ 1.02567 100933954 1.00934 0.016328 
— T 0 ~ ~ Q - “ T ^ H " T ^ 1 " ^ 4 " T T 3 g ^ 100934618 1009346 0.017213 r 0~~Q-“^T6~6~T~T^~^~T^ 4~TT;T0^ 100933840 1.009338 0.017213 
r n ~ " ^ " T “ “ ^ ^ " T 16384 2l 256 4 ~ 3 ~ o 3 o ^ 100934618 1.009346 0.01622 — ^ ^~~0^~^~6~T 16384 2 ~ W “ " T l T 3 ^ ^ . 100933840 1.009338 0.01622 
1 ^ ~ ~ " o ^ - ^ ^ - " l ^ ^ - W “ “ T " T j j 2 6 7 5 100953376 1.009534 0.017212 — } ^ ~ ^ ^ ^ “ ^ ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 ~ ^ 2~TT;T0^ 100934420 1.009344 0.017213 
^ ^ ~ ~ 0 ^ - ^ ^ - - ^ f ^ " ^ " l ^ " “ “ T ~ 3 ^ J ^ S 7 5 100953376 1.009534 0.01622 
^ ^ “ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ l | 16384| 2| 5 i2 | 2| 3| 0| 1.02556| 100934420| 1.009344| 0.01622| 
•.^<：： • 
I 
* Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Cache 0rganization(0,1.1,0) 
BM ~ b h t n d ^ j o o k j ^ & m p ncp l inesi [C1 [C2|datasi [dset |time |count |d part hit data hit |datamiss |defkil lc1 |defki l lc2 | tgkc1 [ tgkc2 
tial 0 1 1 ] ^ _ 2 6 ] T ~ T 16384 一 2 113025839 ~~T00000000 ~~"^ 92434 28^ 91191 47656 2 5 2 ^ 5669 0 0 
tomcaN 0 ^ 1 0 1?~~6~T~16384 2 177737609 100000000 5537^6?" 2 6 6 3 2 ^ 1343218 2 8 7 0 ^ 71141 0 “ 0 
ora — 0 1 ^ 0 16 ~ 6 ~ T ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 1023763t4 100000000 519 —31024388 137 160 32 0 “ 0 
compres7" 0 ~ 1 T" 0 l l " ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 132956412 872973^ 1286977 2SS86928 ~ " ^ 9 6 9 9 149725 364200 0" 0 
• 1 z t z 
jdisp _ 0— 1 1 0 T 6 ~ 6 ~ T " 1 6 3 8 4 2 11795ST9^ 100060000 1062767.一4^945660 ~ ~ ^ 4 2 ^ 55342 12996 0 _0 
ear 0 1 T" 0 T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384| 2 103818^2 1 00000000 | 28806i”335^7803| 12202S| 4643| 53| o| 0 
f 
Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Cache 0rganization(0,1.1.0) 
BM bhtnd looknd s imp ncp Ti"nesi C1 ^ "C2 |datasi jdset jdefuse defwaste tagusg |tagwaste 
—Hal 0 1 1 0 |6 6 ~ 1 16W 2| 95532 2S566~ f07^ ~0 
1 ( 
！ 
tomcatv 0 _^ _^ 0 ^ 6 1 l63&4j 2 ~~^ 3^ 3^  "sTwl^  "S706^" 920^ 
^^^ — — ^ — — h 
1^ 0 ^ \ 0 26 6 l j 163&r 2 1^4j 79 7l| 0 
一 — “ ‘ 1 ~ ~ ~ " “ “ ~ 
- ^ ~ ~ r ~ — ^ — — 
bompress 0 1 1 0 16[ el i T63S4]—~^  TVfiil| 2^ 362?" 29^ 0 
— 1 1 i 1 
I j ！ 1 ^ 1 
_ ‘ _ » « « « « « _ _ ^ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ ] t 1 1 ； i ,- I 
警；^ 0 1 1 0 ^6 ^ T|~~i¥:^1 ―？]~~390^1 ""l07803| “ ^ 9 2 4 | 0 ] | ^ ^ ^ 
“‘ — — ‘‘"““~~‘~~zJzzznzz““！ j —r ____“ 
— _ ^ T""一―广"~~^！ — 1 "I ~~"~1 ^"““ 
^ "eaf 0 1 1 0| T6| 6] i j 16364j 2 r " i i 3 t 8 7 T i 13523 r 3 l ' 2^1 "0 | 








f Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
:身 Cache 0rganization(0.1.1.0) 
P |bht "d | look nd |sim p|nc p| lme s. |C1 | C 2 l d a ^ s M d ^ ^ ^ ~ ^ c o n ^ * t > p % " " ^ l ^ T ^ tookbpcorr i>ookbp% 
toL_ 1 1 __° 16| 6| 1peaS4; 2{ l/6^ g7p]j2j2Mgl~~"OSae^ 7^  〒-沾-乂冗：：了之^；^；^^^  �686½? 
.:.,. j ‘ i p~~'• “ “‘ '~~~~" *~"—..—�—:——" I 
"• - ' - ？ “ ？ ‘ . ‘ I, ^ " ‘ •~v~‘‘~,"—_ ,••"• •.,,,»••»»••••,••»•••,...,,^ .r ,^^ -,,.^ .^ ., -»»..-, —. ' _ ^ 4 ..^ ..^ >.,.^ i.-~^>-~^~_>~»,^ -^^ _~~<~ .11. I I ,1 I I 丨丨•'• - ' — • _ _ 一 -
'i ； ] , —__^ ―一 一 T_ — — — 
to^ca*^ ° 1 1 Oj 16 6, 1| 16^ s一―2j-"-^ 39^ "“―^ TBa76Tor"'"F^ 5i92^ "' 一""：}^^39翩—"1^^^)^"?5]~""^0^S6^T “ 
_ i_L__^  j ~^~" ~~T~ ：，~: ~~~~"] 
—. L_^_j I j ~ i “ ~T zrzri''"z'―“zT"~~~”~~~ 丨― 
ora_ 9. 1 1 _0 16� 6| l" 163e4j 2j ~~W3T4W! ^131^1~~011��—紐涵] TliaTrT 08?2779 = = ; 4 4 = q = r = r = r = : r S = z j = L : ！ I J ！ 」— ZTZZZ *"* compress 0 1 1 __0 __26 ^ 1| 163&4l~~^~"~lW20^ WSSial—~^15诞痴—?2及涵——而5&^| - ~ - ~ ~ ' 
“ • ！ ^ ~r T — * - ~——~ ~ ~？—-— “ 
； ；_ I ！ _ — — _ ____ _ J — — „ 4 — — 
‘ ZXZX ‘‘ ' ! ~ r p _ . — — — — ， - — — r -- p~~~—.—. -
i lH*f> 0 1 1 0 ie| 6| TpTe^ i]"""^ 2]~~1787^ T1"—^ 12^ "M^ """0>:W4"77i 17875^ lT l^ ^^ bf*~"0726477 ~~~~— 
__ - |~ 1 I "t 1 — ~ ~ t - — -r— —“"一“~ 
“V • . * * " " " ~ ~ ~ ^ 1 I “ '"*““ * * ， 
W 0 11 1 i ~ol l¥t~^ T~Tj—r6j^ ”~?r" "9173^ (761" 799355'71"6871339” >^17367(5广 76^ ?^ 化广一¥乡>1^ 1^——~^ ~“ 
4 * ~ " 
f 
^ 



























J Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
i Cache 0rganization(0.1,1,0) 
I 
’ BM bhtnd looknd sim p ncp line si C1 C2 datasi dset cpi |bas time 'bas cpi jmem cpi 
；^' ° 1 1_0 __16 ^  ^ J6384 2 1^30258 ~Tl 1056098 1 110561 ""OOTO^  
：^ " z z j z z z : z r ^ 
tomcatv 0 ^ 1 _ _ 0 l i Z I Z I 16384' 2 1.7773T6l 1 0 2 9 0 4 ^ 1 029043 ~ 0 7 4 8 3 ^ 
: r~ —! 丨 
ora 0 \ 2 _ _ 0 2 6 ^ ^ ^ J 6 3 8 4 2 1.0^76l j " 102370776 1 023708 ~ ~ ~ 5 ^ ^ 
compress 0 ^ _^ _0 16 ~6~T 16384 2 ~?"^丽~~^ 7390396' ~Tm617 6^ 7T2 
^ 0 1 - 1 0 T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384' 2 1 17956^~109778802 1 09T788 0 08"f774 
- ! ~n 
ear 0 1 1 o | 16j 6 1 16384l 2| 1 036T83' 102360638! 1 023606 o"om77 
Jl 
f Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Cache 0rganization(0,1,0,1) 
penchmark bhtnd looknd simp ncp |linesi |C1 [C2 |datasi |d set |bht en |bht set |time |count |d parthit |data hit [data miss 
t|aL ？. 1 0 __1 16 __g_I3__lgggiZn... 512_ 4 105815510 100000000 “ 197027 ~ 28211903 22351 t|a|. 0 1 0 1 8 __6 1 163^  2 — 512 4 105823950 ~100000000 “ 269273 “ 281449T4 26579 tiaj ° 1 0 _ 1 32 __g_Z3_Jjjgj"_g__ 512 4 106120435 100000000 164^ 28246874 ~~ 16968 
tial 0 1 0 _ _ 1 g i Z I Z _ _ l ] j 6 ^ 2一 512 4 1 0 7 4 3 l ^ 100000000 T ^ ^ M I 28248047 — 18339 
^ 0 1 0 __^_ 16 6 ~ ~ T 8192 2 512 4 112911799 100000000 “ 1087119 ~ 27300631— 43531 
tial 0 1 0 __^_ 16 6 ~ ~ T 32768 ~ 2 512 4 1045268^ “100000000 “ 56002 “ 28369020 625^ 
tial 0 •[_ 0 2_ 16 6 ~~T" 16384 ~ 1 512 4 ‘ 1114714^ 100000000 10000^ 27391019 — 40242 
tial 0 1 0 1 16 ~ " 6 1 —16384 4 512 4 105941754 100000000 219807 281945^ 1 6 9 ^ 
tial 0 1 0 1 16 ~ ~ 6 1—16384 2 256 — 4 105935407~ 100000000 195576 28211579 2 4 1 ^ 
tial 0 2_ 0 1 TS 6 ~~~T" 16384 2 1 0 ^ 4 1 0 5 7 7 0 ^ 100060000 19734? 28211922 22018 
tial “ 0 1 0 ~ T " 16 ~ ~ 6 1 16384 2 512 1 10592^336 100000000 W f ^ 28210913 一 23112 
tial 0 ^ 0 1 ~ W 6 ~~~T" 16384 2 5^2 2 105849299 100000000 196537 28212000 22744 
tomcatv 0 1 0 1" 16 ~~~6 1 16384 2 512 4 173969506 100000000 “ 5717534 286327^ 11629T6 
tomcatv ~0 1 0 ~ T " 8 ~6 1 —16384 2 512 — 4 186105533—100000000' 8545114 26240558 7284^ 
to^tv 0 1 0 T" 32 6 1 —16384 2 512 — 4 177608105 100000000 4409421 303735^ 7280^ 
tor^tv ~0 1 0 l" 64 ~ ~ 6 1 16384 2 512 4 228748081 —100000000’ 4360143 305909^ 5597^ 
twncaW 0 1 0 1 16 6 ~ ~ T 8192 2 ^ 4 “ 250542339 1000000TO 621267^ 243337^ 4 9 6 6 ^ 
tomMtv ~0" 1 0 f 16 ~~~6 1 —32768 2 512 4 123853810 ~ 100000000 2340292 330001^  1727^  
to^tv ~0 1 0 ~~T" 16 ‘ ~ 6 1 —16384 1 512 — 4 205161852 ~ 100000000 3804386 273275^ 43812^ 
totT^ 0 1 ~ 0 1 ~ 16 6 ~ ~ T 16384 4 5 U 4 “ 17501677^ 1000000OT 584522^ 28779436 S8S5^ 
to^tv 0 1 0 “ ~ T 16 ~ 6 1 —16384 2 256 ~ 4 173972277 ~" 100000000 5717725 286325^ 11628^ 
tomcaW 0 1" 0 ~ ~ T 16 6 1 —16384 2 1024 — 4 173968478 ~ 100000000 5717575 286327l2 1162886 
toi^;Hatv 0 1 0 1 16 6" 1 16384 2 512 1 " 173971969 1000000M 5717683 28632573 11629^7 
tomcatv 0 1 0 1 16 ~ ~ 6 1 1 6 ^ 2 ~ 512 2 173970225 ~~T0000Q000 5717533 — 28632713 1162927 
^ 0 T" 0 ~~r 16 ~~6 ~~r~l6^~T 512 4 10035ll^  100000000 570 31024337 ~~ 137 
^ 0 T" 0 ~ T 8 ~ ~ 6 ~ ~ i " 16384 2 512 4 100353531 100000000 ^ 31024176 190 ^ 0 T 0 ~~T" 32 — 6 1 16384 2 512 4 10035T^  100000000 347 31024423 "~~ 113 
^ 0 f 0 ~ ~ f 64 ~ 6 ~ ~ ~ r ~ l 6 ^ 2 ~ 512 4 100353145 100000000 246 31024521 ~~" 94 ^ 0 T" 0 ~T Te ~6 ~~T" ~~8^~~2 ^ 4 1003527^  100000000 ^ 31024188 170 
^ 0 T 0 ~ f W ~ ~ 6 " ~ ~ 1 32768 2 512 4 100351311 100000000 “ 534 31024380' 130 ^ 0 f 0 T" T^  ~~6 ~~i"~"16384 T" ^ 4 101552T08 100000000 133938 ——_ 30890947 ~ 159 ^ 0 T" 0 ~~~T" Te ~~6 1 163W 4 ~5T2 4 100351394 100000000 W 31024372 131 
^ 0 T 0 ~ f Te ~ 6 ~ f 16384 ~2 256 4 一100351834 — 100000000 569 “ 31024337 138 
^ 0 f 0 ~ " T Te ~~~6~~T 16384 2 _ ~ T o ^ 4 1003515^ 100000000 ^ 31024337 133 
— 0 f 0 ~~T" Te ~ ~ 6 ~~T" 16384 " I 512 1 一100351772 — 100000000' 570— 31024337 137 — 0 T" 0~T W "““6 "“ f^_J6384_T 512 ~ 2 100351720 100000000 570 31024337 137 
compress 0 1 0 “ “ T Te 6 1 16384 “ 2 512 4 125513308 87297360 1272245 28924074 2387285 com�ress 0 f 0 ~T" 8 “ 6 "^ f^ 16384 ~2 5^__^Z_J101734^ 87297360 1444480 30005486 2461809 
comoress 0 T 0 ~ T 32 " “ ^6 1 16384 ~ ^ 2 512 4 13960106T 87297360 1230264 28266906 2391744 -o_press 0 T 0 ~~T" 64 ~6 ~"T" 16384 ~2 ~ ~ ^ 4 169250111 87297360 1240845 28044823 2413210 
7TZ^ ^ 0 T"""0 ~~r Te ~~6 ““r 8192 ~~2 ~ ~ ^ 4 128109147 87297360 “ 1392244 28646156 2545204 comLss 0 T ~~o"n- T6 6 1 32768 “ 2 512 4 122355725 87297360 ~T[5M^ 7 2925347l 2176315 
: = 二 0 T " ~ ~ 0 ^ ^ 6 1 16384 ~ ~ r ~ " 5 ^ 4 127451302 87297360 1457162 28671254 2455188 产二… 0 T——0 ““r Te ~"6 ~~f"T63^“4 ~ " ^ 4 125116556 87297360 1249356 28970068 2364180 二二二 0 T~~0”f ^6~6““T"T^“^2~~^ 4 125513326 87297360 —1272244 2892^ 2387286 二二二 0 :r~~0 “^ r——T6~6 "“^r~^^”2 1024 4 125513306 ~ 87297360 1272245 28924074 2387285 二二 ^ f~~n-——T6~6~T~T^8T”2"““^ r 125513730 ' 87297360 1272244 28924074 2387286 二二 ^ j-——0~~f——16~"6”^'''^^ZUZ.~~^ 2 125513400 87297360 1272232 28924074 2387298 
-. ^ T ~ ^ “ r ^ ~6 "““r 16384 “ 2 512 4 ‘ 110590234 100000000 997675 42025317 128051 ^P ^ }——Q“Y 8~~6~~f 16384 ” 2 ^ ~~~4' 112909834 100000000 1233847 41501738 416218 ^ ^ \——S""T 32“6~r 16384 ““2 512 4 112315993 100000000 800769 42250251" 98727 ^ ^ 1——Q~:r ^ ~ g “ f 16384~~2 512 4_ 117269718 100000000 629940 42392883 126707 p^P ^ ^——Q~:r :j^“g~~^-“p^“2 512 4" 115802311" 100000000 1596004 41333988 221051 
^ ^ ^ ~ " : r ^ ” e “ T 32768 ~ ~ 2 ^ 4 10824388T 100000000 711035 423573M 82654 ^ ^ 1——^~} :f6~~6~"Y 16384 “r“^^W 4 122710792 100000000 2263619 40493891 393533 i^!l5E ^ 1—— ~^T 7g~g”Y 16384 ~4 ^ 4 1087320^  100000000 778282 42279939 92822 
^l!!P ° 1 — — ^ ~ " } ^ ~ g ” : j - 16384 ~ ~ 2 ^ 4 1108965^ 100000000 997212 42025169 128662 l^!E ° 1——^  7^  “ e ““f 16384 “ 2 “To^ 4 ~"110569819 —100000000 —997859 4^2025394 127790 
^ ° 1 ~ - ^ ~ 1 — — ^ ~ 6 “ T 16384 ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ ^ r 111002299 100000000 — 998758 42018291 133994 ^ ^ 1——^~1 ！^~~Q~:j- 16384 “ 2 ^ ~ 2~ 110637046 100000000 997761 42025155 128127 
- ^ “ g ~~r 16384" “ 2 ^ 4 102391638—100000000 28766 33567875 ~ 121993 
£!1 ° 1 ° ~ 1 ^ ~ ~ e ~ r 16384 “ 2 " " " ^ ^ 4 10290678T 100000000 35590 33606806 215242 f?! ° 1——°~1 ^~~g”�16384 ” 2 ^ 4 102215228 100000000 28012 33551968 69480 ^ 0 1 ° __1 ^ ~g ~~r 16384 “ 2 ^ 4 ~"102684638 100000000 ~ 44389 33525829 45120 2BL 0 1 ° _~1 ^ ~g "“^ r “ ^ “ 2 ^ 4 ““T05520^ ~~100000000 ~~337949 33230181 150504 
^ 0 1 ° _ _ 1 J | “ I ~ ~ r 32768 “ 2 ^ 4 ” 102199691 100000000 一 15366 3358941¾ 113850 ^ 0 1 ° __1 J| ~~g ~ r 16384 “ T ^ 4 “103991245 ~ 100000000 ~ 131277 33378041 209316 
£!： 0 1 ° __1 ^ ~g ~ r 16384 “ 4 ^ 4 ~"Tol324^ ~00000000 — 36113 33568622 113899 
?E 0 1 ° _ 1 ^-~I”�16384~~2~~^ 4 102392329 100000000 28760 33567872 122002 
^ 0 1 ° _ _ 1 ^ ~ ~ g ~ ~ r 16384 ~ ~ 2 “ T 0 ^ 4 ~~102391524 100000000 一 28766 33567875 121993 f!! 0 1 °__1 ^ ~ I ~ r 16384 ~~2~"^ T 102411099 100000000 28753 33567875 122006 
2E 2. 1 °__1 5|-~fi“r 16384 ~~2~~^ 2 102392129 100000000| 28758丨 33567874丨 122002 
ear 0| — 1 0| ‘ ^° 2J ^ 
. . . , M , 
‘ . Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
, • Cache 0rganization(0,1,0,1) 
i . genchmark |bhtnd |looknd | s imp |ncp | l i nes i |C1 |C2 |datasi |dset[bhten |bhtset |abhthit |abhtmiss |lookbhthit |lookbhtmiss . i t|aL ° __1 1® __6 __1 16384 2 512 ~ 4 ~~T75807^  72^ 17578840 74617 ~~ 
i t|a| ° 1 ° _ _ 1 i _ _ 6 _ _ 1 16384 2 512 4 ~ 7 5 8 0 7 5 2 一 72705 17578840 一 74617 — 
i ••‘ t|a| ° 1 ° __1 ^ __6 __1 16384 2 512 4 ~7580752 _ 72705 17578840 ~" 74617 ~ 
i t|a|_ ° 1 ° _ _ 1 64 ___6 _ 1 16384 2 512 4 17580752 一 72705 17578840 74617 ~ i ^ ° 1 9. __1 1^  __6 1 8192 ~ 2 512 4 17580752 72705 17578840 74^ 
I tia| ° 1 0 _ 1 16 __6 1 3276T 2 ^ 4 “ 17580752 ~ 72705 17578840— 74617 ~ I ^ 0 1 0 _ 1 !i __6 __1 16384 T 512 4 ~7580752 ~"~ 72705 17578840 _ 74617 ~ ： §ii 0 1 0__1 26__6 1 163^  4 — 512 4 17580752 72705 17578840 74^ 
S tial 0 1 0 __1 1^  __6 1 163^  2 一 256 4 1742458l' 228876 17411020 242437 
！ t[al 0 _^ 0 2_ 16 _ _ 6 _ _ 1 16384 ~ 2 1024 4 “ 17644198 “ 9259 “ 17644107 9 ^ 
i tial 0 1 0 1 16 6 ~~~T" 16384 ~ 2 512 1 17438461 214996 17424414 229043 j tial 0 1 0 __1 16 ~~"6 1 ""l63M 2_ 512 2 175436^  10980? 175384^  115013 
f tomcatv — 0 ~ 0 ~~^  16 6 1—16384 2 512 4 3338^  1490 3338^  1520 
丨 tomcatv ~ 0 1 0 1 ~8 6 ~"~T" 16384 2 512 4 3338278 ~ " 1490 3338248 — 1520 — 
tomcatv 0 ^ 0 _ _ 1 32 6 1 16384 2 512 ~ 4 3338278 1490 3338248 1520 — 
tomcatv 0 一 1 0 1 M 6 ~ ~ f 16384 “ 2 5 lT 4 3338278 1490 “ 3338248 1 " ^ 
tomcatv ~ 0 ~ T 0 ~ ~ T 16 6 1 — 8192 2 512 4 3 3 3 8 ^ 1 ^ 3338248 1520 
tomcatv 0 1 0' 1 W 6 ~ ~ T 32768 ‘ 2 5 lT 4 “ 3338278 1490 3338248 1520 
tomcatv “ 0 ~ T 0 1 16 6 1 ~16384 1 512 4 3338278 1 ^ 3 3 3 8 ^ 1520 
1 tomcatv “ 0 1 0 ~ " T 16 6 1 —16384 4 512 ~ ~ 4 3338278 1 ^ 3338248 1520 
I tomcatv “ 0 ~ T 0 ~~"T 16 6 1一16384 2 256 — 4 3335578 4TM 3335486 4282 
I tomcatv 0 — 1 0" 1 Ts 6 Y 16384 “ 2 1 0 ^ 4 “ 3339006 762 33389ST 781 
; 'tomcatv 0 T" 0 ~ T 16 6 1_16384 2 512 1 3 3 3 5 ^ 47M 3334945 4823 
I tomcatv 0 T" 0 1 16 6 1 —16384 2 512 — 2 3337455 23T3 3337405 2363 
^ 0 r 0 f 16 “ 6 1 ~ 16384 2 512 — 4 ~~"6330310 — 1189 6330300 ~ 1199 — 
.i ^ 0 T" 0 T" 8 ~ ~ 6 1 —16384 2 512 — 4 6330310 ~ " 1189 6330300 — 1199 — 
^ 0 T 0 ” T 32 ~ ~ 6 1 —16384 2 512 — 4 6330310 1189 6330300 ~ 1199 — 
^ 0 T" 0 ~1 64 ~~6 ~~"r~T63^  2 512 4 6330310 1189 6330300 lT99 
^ 0 ^ 0 ~ T " Te ~~6 ~~T 8192 2 512 4 “ 6330310 1189 ‘ 6330300 l T ^ ^ 0 T" 0 ““T 16 ~~6 ~~1 32768 2 512 4 6330310 1189 6330300 1199 ^ 0 T 0 ~~"T" 16 ~~~6~~T~l6^  f 512 4 6330310 1189 6330300 1199 ^ 0 r 0 ~~f ^ZZZZ^_JLg^ZZi__^._ 4 6330310"~~~ 1189 6330300 1199 — 
^ 0 T" 0 ~~r Te ~6~~1 16384 2 256 ‘ 4 6329999 1500 6329989 1510 
^ 0 T" o ~ T T¥~T]^_Jggg£]]^__Jggj^ i=g330549 950 6330540 一 959 
^ 0 T 0 ~T 6^ ““6 "““T 16384 2 512 ‘ 1 ~"6330T48 13^T 6330W 1361 
^ 0 T" 0 ~~T" ^ZIIZILj^^^~IZl^—^~-~~^ 6330^  1223 63302^  2^^  
compress 0 T ~ ~ 0 ~ T ^6 “ 6 ~ f 16384 ~ ~ 2 _ _ g l j _ I Z Z Z _ J g g g : l g g ^ j 6 1 12881598 468 
compress 0 T ~ ~ 0 ~ f 8 ~ 6 ~ i " 16384 ~ ~ 2 512 4 12881605 461 12881598 4 ^ 1： :: ^=iii 0 T~~0""T 32 6 1 16W ~"2 512 4 12881605 461 12881598 4^ 
1丨:二 compress 0 T" ~ ~ 0 “ f 6^ “ “ 6 “ f 16384 “ ^ 2 512 4 12881605 461 12881598 ^ -^^;^s 0 f~~0~r T6 6 1 8T9l ~~2 512 4 12881605 ^_12881598 4^ 5^^ ;^^ i^^^ 0 T"~~"0~^ T6 6 1 3ff^ ~~2 ~ ~ ^ 4 12881605 461 12881598 ^ 
compress 0 T " ~ ~ 0 ~ T " 1 6 ~ 6 “ T " ^ f ^ ~ ~ ^ “ 512 4 12881605 461 12881598 ^ 
-^^ii^ 0 T"~~Q- 16 6 1 ~ T ^ ~"4 512 4 12881605 £^ _12881598 ^ 
E5f^ ifei 0——f~"~0—“^T6^ 1 163^ ~~2 ~ ~ ^ 4 12881582 4^ __12881574 ^ -^S^^s 0 ^~~o"T T6 6 1 16384 ~~2~W 4 12881608 458 12881601 ^ ‘ S S 0——f"~~0—"““^6^^-^^““^ ~ " 1 12881292 77A__12881284 782 
_ S S r - 0 ~ 4 ~ l ~ T ~ : : j g ] ] n g ^ Z i : Z : ^ : Z Z g : Z l ^ _ _ ^ 12881531 535 
^ 0 r~~o"T T6^~T~~TW““？__512 4_1^ 08399 67262 17808381 67280 
2 1 — — ^ ~ ~ 0 ^ — — 8 ^ - ^ l 3 ^ “ ^ 2 " “ ^ ^ 4 17808399 67262 17808381 6 J ^ S 0 — — r ~ " 0 ^ ~ " 3 2 ^ " T - T ^ “ ^ 2 ^ 4 - 17808399 67262 17808381 67280 S 1 — — f ~ ~ 0 ^ ~ ~ 6 4 ^ - " l ^ " “ ^ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 17808399 67262 __17808381 672^  
； S 1 — — r ~ " 0 ^ " " " ^ T ^ H ~ ^ 1 ~ ^ ~ ~ ^ 17808399 __67262 17808381 6J^ • : g K — — 1 ~ ~ 0 ^ ~ ~ r ^ " ^ " T " ^ ^ " T ~ ~ ^ 4 17808399 67262 17808381 ^ : m ^ 1~~~“^^——^1“f"T^~~^-一W 4~l78083^  67262 17808381 67280 � ^^ ^ ~ ~ ~ 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ " ^ ^ " 4 " l " " ^ " l " " k — — 4 - m 0 ^ 67262 17808381 ^ 
I � S 1 ~ ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ " “ ^ ^ " 4 " ^ " " S " T " " ^ " “ “ 4 I J I ^ Z ^ = ! ! ^ _ _ ^ 
5j5E 0 ^__^_4——^ _^j^~~2-^[^ 4 17873280 2381 17873263 2398 
^^ ^ — — 1 ~ ~ ^ ~ 4 ~ ~ ~ ^ " l 4 " ^ S S " i " " ^ :[-'^677m^-^^ZJ^!^--J^^ 
g ~ ~ �0 4 ~ ~ ^ 4 z z i l z i z i j i i z i z : ^ = : i : 3 ! ^ : : ^ ~ ^ ^ g g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
r-—— “^r-——？ ~^fi “ T 16384 ~~2 ~ " ^ 4 ~~9172803；；~^ ^ 9172767 1109 _ 1?1 ° 1 _ _ ^ ~ 4 " “ “ ^ " I " 4 " S " I ~ ~ k — — 4 - 9172803 " " " ^ 丽 9172767 1^ !!I ° 1 _ _ ^ ~ | ~ ~ ~ 4 ^ ^ - S H " ~ ~ ^ 4- 9172803 ~ ~ 丽 9172767 ^ ^ £!! 0 1 _ _ 0 - 4 ~ " " ^ i ^ ^ - S ^ ~ ~ ^ — — 4 9172803 ~ ~ 丽 9172767 V^ 5^  0 _ _ ^ _ _ ° _ | _ ~ ^ _ | _ | ^ f ^ ~ | ~ 4 i ~ ~ ~ 4 - 9 ™ ~ ~ ^ 丽 9172767 0^9 ？？： 0 1 _ _ ^ ~ | ~ " ^ ^ " 4 " l " ^ " i " ~ ^ 4" 9172803~~~丽 9172767 ^ ^ _ ^ 0 1 _ _ ° - ^ ~ ~ H ^ ^ - ^ ^ - ^ 4-^m^~~~~丽 9172767 ^2i HL 0 1 _ _ i _ 4 ~ ~ ^ " l " 4 ^ i S ~ ~ ？ " ~ ^ 4- 9 1 7 2 8 0 3 ~ ~ ~ 丽 9172767 r[09 ‘ ^ 0 1 _ ^ ~ 4 ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ | 4 ~ ^ ~ ~ t ~ " ^ 4—9^70^~~^ 9170616 32?° 
^ 0 1 _ _ ^ _ 4 ~ ~ : ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ ― ^ 4 9172956 • 9172939 93^ 
> _ j = 4 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S ^ ^ S ^ = ^ l ^ 
J 
I 
t Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Cache 0rganization(0,1,0,1) 
genchmark lbht nd |looknd |simp|ncp| l inesi |C1 |C2|datasi [dset |bhten |bht set |def kill c1 |defkillc2 | t gkc l | t gkc2 |defuse [defwaste |tag use |tag waste 
tiaL - 1 °__1__16 6 1 16384 2 — 512 4' 25001 5745 0 0 77989 23^ 4553T 0 t|a|_ ° 1 0 __1 Q 6 1 16384 2 512 4 36897 5217 0 0 75662 31200 “ 69913 ~ 0 tial_ 0 1 0__1__32_6_^J[^ 84 2|~gg~ 4 19^ 6737 0 0 68201 20634 10198 0 t|a| 0 1 0 __^__64_6^2l6384 2 __._512 T 18195 17757 0 0 46035 “ 21395 — 5401 ~~ 0 
^ 0 1 0 _1__li_g___lZ_glg^ 2 " _ 5 1 2 J 68142 16864 — 0 0 653443 “ 55812 — 183471 一 0 t|a|. 0 1 0__^ ___16 6 1~32768 2 512 J 7001 1027 0 0 25835 " 7107 18858 0 
tial 0 1 0 _ _ 1 _ 1 6 6 1 —16384 1 “ 512 J 70473 23323 0 0 244388 “ 531578 128949 ~ ~ 196 
tial 0 _^ 0 _ _ ; j _ _ _ 1 6 6 1 —16384 4 512 — 4 2 2 ^ 39ST 0 0 103587 15406 56892 0 
i^al 0 1 0 _ _ ^ _ _ 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T " 1 6 3 8 4 2 256 一 4 2 5 ^ 5682 0 0 77896 23503 44794 0 
tial “ 0 1 0 _ _ 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 — 2 1024 4 24885 5SW 0 0 77968 2385^ 45559 0 tial 0 ;j_ 0 _^ ___16 ~6~T"16384 2 512 1 24990 605^  0 0 78246 239^  44379 ~0 "tial 0 T 0 ~"T" 16"~6~~T63^  2 512 2 25120 5540 0 0 ~ 78072 — 23905 45603 ~0 
tomcatv ""5" 1 0 1 “ 16 ~6~~T 16384 2 512 4 " ^ 7 1 8 4 0 69796 0 0 393765 ~~375026 5705897 920605 
tomcatv 0 1 0 1 8 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ^893317 ~~7447^ 0 0 390358 ~369614 10066251 496952 
t ^ a t v T 1 0 1 “ 32 6 T" 16384 2 512 “ 4 ~^16924 103504 0 0 387628 76564 3603492 498309 
tof^atv "5" 1 “ 0 1 ~ 64 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 “ 4 ~l405686 305821 0 0 368974 22479 2649277 302655 
tomcatv 0" 1 0 ~ T " 16 ~"6"~~~8192 2 512 4 5435203 434552 0 0 740788 ~ 17511 6820345 ~^85408 
tomcatv ~0 1 “ 0 1 “ 16 ~ 6 ~ T 32768 2 512 4 ~"219624 69774 0 0 1179690 10140 4269318 0 
tom^ 0 1 0 ~~~T ~~T6~6~T~^ 6384 1 ~ ^ 4 2668790 499301 0 0 “ 458516 803231 5717458 ~^ 32305 ton^atv 0 1 ‘ 0 1 16 ~6"~T 16384 4 512 4 ~^ 17122 697^  0 0 ~"463353 "l080601 6344008 785092 tor^atv 0 1 0 1 “ 16 ~6~T 16384 “ 2 256 4 8^71890 69776 0 0 _393786 ~~375045 5705694 920574 to|^;^i^ 0~ 1 0 f T6~6"~T~T63^  2l0^ 4 2871850 69798 0 0" 393754 375025 '5705897 920605 
tomcatv 0 1 0 1— 16 ~ ? ~ T 16384 2 512 ‘ 1 2871890 69795 0 “ 0 393765 375057 5705747 9 2 0 ^ 
tomcatv 0 1 _ 0 1 ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 飞 512 ~ 2 2871840 69797 0 0 393765 375025 5705887 920605 
^ 0 1— 0 1 ~T6~"6"~T~T6^  2 512 T 160 32 0 0 81 ~ 80 ~~ 74 — 0 ^ 0 1 0 ~~T 8~6~T^i6^~~T 512 T 229 138 0 0 118 “ 120 121 — 0 
^ 0 j _ _ 2 ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ 3 2 ~ 6 ~ T " l 6 ^ 2 512 T 84 38 — 0 0 94 ~ 71 一 30^|]^__0 ^ 0 1~^3T~~^~6~T~l63^ 2 512 4 68 41 _ 0 0 62 “ 55 — 12 — 0 ^ 0 1 0 ~~T ~T6~6~T 8192 2 512 4 187" 36 0 0 100 105 82 0 ^ 0 T" 0 ~T" ~T6"~6~ 32768 2 512 4 TSA "M 0— 0 “^ 76 ^ 0 ^ 0 ^~Z°ZIZjiIjI^ 16384 T" 512 4 179 34 ~~0 0_ 92 ^09 211780 0 ^ 0 T 0 ~T"~~T6~6~T 16384 4 512 4 154 29 0 — 0 ~75 ff ^ 0 
^ 0 T" 0 ~f ! i ]ZI j i^^I_2_^^ 4___J^ ^ 0~__0^__2^ ^ 74 q 
^ 0 r 0 ~T"~"T6~6~ 1 16384 2 1024 4 16万 32 0 0 81 80 J± 0 
^ 0 T 0 ~ r ~ l 6 ~ 6 " 1 16384 — 2 512 — 1 160 32" 0 0 § 1 80 7± 0 
^ ^ Z Z 3 Z I ^ Z I Z Z I ] Z I Z ^ Z I I Z M Z Z l I Z Z ^ ^ Z I M Z Z ^ ° ^ E 1± ° 
compress 0 T" 0 “ T " ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ^ ^ I L g g g g g - 3 1 M ! ^ Q _ J I ° ^ L g f g j j ^ 1555655~ 1172 0 
compress 0 T " ~ ~ 0 ~ T ~ ~ " 8 ~ ^ ~ T ~ T 6 3 M ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 23666 3 0 4 ^ 0 _ _ _ 0 160677 2658600 1623 0 
compress 0 T " ~ ~ 0 1 3 2 H " 1 ^ ~ " ^ 2 512 4 30522 18419m " ~ ~ 0 0 77640 1337223 1936 0 
compress 0 T " ~ ~ o " T ~ 6 4 ^ " T " I ^ “ ^ 2 512 4 40499 2 2 3 7 W 0 0 54240 1068826 1861 0 
compress 0 T " ~ 5 " " T " “ ^ T 6 ~ 6 ~ ~ ~ 8 T 9 2 “ “ 2 512 4 34211 1 6 4 4 ^ 0 0 85763 1709676 4655 0 
compress 0 T " ~ ~ 0 1 1 6 ~ 6 ~ ~ 1 ^ ~ ~ 2 512 4 20679 1320300 ~ ~ 0 0 129718 1362490 A ^ 0 
com:ress 0 T " ^ 0 1 16~6~T"^ [6384 ~ ~ T " ~ " ^ 4 54901 " l S S T W ~ ~ ~ 0 0 117152 1603850 19629 ^ 
compfess 0 T " ~ ~ 0 1 1 6 " 6 " T " ^ f 6 3 ^ ~ ~ 4 ~ ^ 4 24900 ~ J 5 6 ^ _ _ 0 0 103711 1534640 2 ^ 0 
compress 0 T " ~ ~ 0 ^ ~ ? 6 ~ 6 ~ ^ ^ “ “ 2 " ^ ^ 4 25869 1 5 0 ^ 0 0 104218 1555655 Vm^ 0 
compress 0 T " ~ ~ 0 ~ T ~ ~ ^ 6 ~ 6 ~ " 1 ^ ~ ~ 2 l 0 ^ 4 25869 " l 5 0 ^ 0 0 104218 1555655 V m 0 
^^ J^ i^  0 — — r ~ ~ 0 - - ^ ^ " ^ f ^ ~ " 2 - ^ "““r 25868 1506682 0__0 104218 1555656 7^2 0 
compress ~ ~ ~ 0 — — ^ ~ ~ Q ^ Z j i Z n i ^ Z l " ^ ~ " 飞 ~ ~ ^ 1506682 _ _ 0 _ _ 0 104218 1555656 V m 0 
3|i^  0 T"~~0 1 16~6~"1^~~2~^ 4 56623 !ol74 ~~0 0~~386^ 108095 119761 0： S 1——r~"^―~""8^-"^6^““2~^ 4 71509 5432 0 0 443839 315350 419138 0 S 1 — — T “ “ Q - - ^ ^ - 1 ^ ~ ~ 2 - ^ ^ Z l ^ I I j ^ ~~0 0 233195 138421 13363 0 S 1 — — } " “ ^ ^ l " ^ H ^ r ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ 4 ~~299^  53156 ~~0 0 158067 135823 _ _ ^ ^ 2 ^P ^ T~"^K^~~TB~6~T~"^~"2~^ 4 124635 ~~34466 0 0 479947 245914 152236 0 ^ ^ 1~~^^^~iW"T^^~^2~ITI 4 "~2^ 50 5^~~0 ~~ 0 319815 56925 ~~T0^ 0 ^ ^ ^~~^""4"^H"1^~~r"5TI 4 280833 9 ^ ~~0 0~^7^ 568419 303^ 6315 
^ ^ — — ^ " “ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ j ^ “ “ 4 - ^ ~ ~ 4 40600 ^ ~ " 0 0 336368 63988 95077 0 ^^ ^ — — 1 ^ ^ ^ 4 ^ - S “ “ 2 ~ ^ ~ ~ 4 — 5 ^ - 1 ^ “ “ 0 ~ " 0 386793 108137 119501 0 i^ ^ — — ^ _ 4 ^ ^ 4 ^ - ^ H ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ 4 - ^ 6 M 3 - n ^ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ^ 0 386622 107983 119853 0 ^^ ^ ~ ~ ~ r ^ ^ - ^ 4 ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ “ “ f ~ ^ - ^ ^ ~ " 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ 3 ^ 108210 112779 0 
g ^ ― ^ ^ " " | " l : j | j j j i | : j z M z Z ^ Z : ^ Z 3 M Z : ^ ^ ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ 誦 3 2 119640 0 
n r~"F"T"" l^H"^i^““2~~^ 4 4644 58 ~~0 0 ~^HW 13451 31381 0 
^ ^ • • _ • - ^ ° ^ ^ ^ ^ - ¾ ^ ^ “ “ 4 ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ T ^ " “ ^ 0 ~ ~ 0 211387 __^__47712 0 ^ ^ — — 1 - ^ ^ ^ 4 4 ^ " 2 - ^ ~ ~ 4 ~~"4l^~~T^~"0 ~~0 73356 13603 _18288 0 
^ 1 — — 1 0 _ 4 ^ 4 ^ ^ - | - ^ ~ ~ 4 ^ ~ ~ ~ 3 ^ ~ ~ 0 “ “ 0 49334 2 1 5 1 7 _ _ ^ 0 ^ ° 1_~^_4__g_44""S~~2-^~~4 31903"1^"“^0 ~~0 178526 28947 584774 0 
^ ^ — — 1 ° ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ “ ^ 2 - ^ " “ “ 4 6M 47 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 109817 _ _ ^ _ _ 1 ^ 0 
^ ° 1~~^_4~41~|4"^^“ “ f -^ "~4 "~4T^~~^"“^0 ~~0 177270 36813 331955 1 
^ ° ^ _ ^ _ 4 " 4 l 4 4 " S " " i " ^ “ “ 4 ^ ^~~0~~~0 105904 _ _ 4 ^ _ _ 3 ^ 0 ^ ° _ _ ^ _ _ ^ _ 4 _ 4 H ^ 4 " S " 4 " k " “ ^ 4 ~ ~ 4 ^ ^~"0； Q 113791 13451 _ _ ^ 0 ??1 ° 1 ° _ 4 ^ 4 4 - S ^ - ^ “ “ 4 4^ ^“ “0~~0 113790 13451 _ ^ 0 
H! 0 l _ 0 1__||6_|_^__| ___ _ _ — ^~"0"“^0 113791 13451 _ _ ^ 2 
gg 1 ~ ~ ~ l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Y ^ r ^ 512l 2l 4644| - 5：1 ol o| 11379l| 1345l| 3138o| o| 
(-
•1^ .^ 
, 1 Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
\ I Cache 0rganization(0,1,0,1) 
1» 考 I 
: . p e g g | ^ g ^ ^ j : ; i j : j j L j g g i J 2 L l i r ] [ L L ^ l i r ^ g i C l E | d a t a s i | d s e t | b h t e n | b h t s e t | a b p |abpcorr [abp% |lookbp |lookbpcorr |lookbp% «aL - 1 9._1__lg,_6_J_J^ 6384 2__5^^^"T 17653457 15634131 ~0.885613 17653457 ~ 15633401 “ 0.885572 t|a| 9. 1 °__1 i_i_J_3g^ 2^ _5j2 4 17653457 15634131 0.885613 17653457 1563340f 0.885572 tia| 0 1 ？.__1__g2__6_J[^ J6384 2__^2 4" 17653457 15634131 0.8856l"3 17653457 1563340T 0.88557^  ^ 0 1 0 __1__gj_g__J_^ lg384 2 512 4 17653457 15634131 ~g885613 ~~T7653457 ~~15633401 ~ 0.885572 ^ 0 1 0_1__lg___^Zj]ZjIgi 2__512 T 17653457 15634131 0.88561^  17653457 1563340T 0.885^  ^ 0 1 0__^ ___16 6 1 —32768 2 512 ~4 17653457 1563413T 0.885613" 17653457 1563340T 0.885^  tial 0 1 0__1.__16 6~T~16384 l" 512 ~A 17653457 1563413T 0.885613" 17653457 1563340T 0.885^  tial 0 1 0__^ __16 6~T~16384 4 512 4 17653457 1563413T 0.885613' 17653457 1563340T 0.885^  
tial 0 L ° _ _ 1 _ _ 1 6 6 ~T~16384 2 256 T 17653457 1557772^ 0.882418 17653457 15576799 0.8823½ 
tial 0 _^ 0 _ ; | _ _ 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 1024 T 17653457 15656449 0.886877 17653457 15656575 0 . 8 8 6 ^ 
tial 0 _^ 0 _ ^ _ _ _ 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 512 1 17653457 15583239 0.88273 17653457 155774lT 0 . 8 ^ 
tial 0 _^ 0 _^___16~"6~?"1；6384' 2 ~ ~ i n 2 17653457 15617977 — 0.884698 —17653457 15619496 0.884784 
tomcatv ~0 1 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~2 512 4 3339768 3320823 ~ 0.994327 3339768 3320801 0.99432T 
"tomcatv 0 1 0 1 8 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~~3339768 一 3320823 ~ 0.994327 3339768 “ 3320801 0.99432T 
tomcatv 0 1 0 1 32 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~3339768 一 3320823 0.994327 ~ 3339768 “ 3320801 0.99432T 
tomcatv ~0" 1 0 1 “ 64 ~~6~T 16384 2 512 4 3339768 一 3320823 ~ 0.994327 ~ 3339768 3320801 0.99432? 
toTT^atv ~0 1 0 1 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 8192 ~~~2 512 4 3339768 _ 3320823 ~ 0.994327 ~ 3338768— 3320801 0.9943^ 
tomcatv ~0 1 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 32768 ~ ~ T 512 4 ~~3339768 一 3320823 0.994327 ~ 3339768 “ 3320801 0.9943^ 
tomcatv 0" 1 0 ~~T 16 ~ 6 ~ T ~ 1 6 3 8 4 1 “ 512 4 3339768 3320823 0.994327 3339768 332080T 0.9943^ 
t ^ a t v 0 1 0 1 16 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 4 512 4 ~~~3339768 一 3320823 0.994327 ~ 3339768 “ 3320801 0.9943^ 
tomcatv 0 1 0 T 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 1 6 3 ^ 2 ^ 4 3339768 3319339 0.9938^ 3339768 3319328 0.99388 
tomcatv 0 1 ~ 0 1 16 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 — 2 1024 ~ 4 3339768 3321277 ~~0.994463 — 3339768 3321255 ‘ 0.994457 
tomcatv 0 1— 0 1 ~ 16 6 ~ T 16384 — 2 512 ‘ 1 3339768 3319669 ~0.993982 — 3339768— 3319645 “ 0.993975 
tomcatv 0 1 0 1 16 6 l" 16384 2 512 ~ 2 3339768 3320584 ~0.994256 3339768 3320560 “ 0.994249 
^ 0 T" 0 ~~f 16 ~6"~ 16384 2 ~~^ 4 6331499 — 6158318 0.972648' 6331499 61583^6 0.972^  
^ 0 T 0 ~ T 8 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 一 2 ~ ~ 5 ^ A 6331499 6158318 0.972648 6331499 6158316 0.972647 
^ 0 T 0 ~T ~32~6~T~T6^ 2 512 4 6331499 61583lT 0.972648 6331499 6158316 0.9726l7 
^ 0 T" 0 ~~T" ~ ~ 6 4 ~ 6 ~ ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 512 4 6331499 6158318 0.972648 6331499 6158316 0.9726^7 ^ 0 T 0 ~T ~~T ~^6~T~Tf9l 2" 512 4 6331499 61583l¥ 0.972648 6331499 615831^  0.972647 ^ 0 T 0 ~r~~T6 6 1 |j27^ " 2" 512 4 6331499 615831^  0.972648 6331499 61583l¥ 0.9726^  ^ 0 T" 0 “T~~T6~6~ 16384 ~~~T" 512 4 6331499 61583l"8 0.972648 6331499 61583l"6 0.972647 3f^  0 T 0 ~~T" ~~ 6^~6~T~T6^  4 512 4 6331499 61583l"8 0.972648 6331499 615831^  0.972647 
^ 0 T" 0 ~~T ~T6~"6~T^384 2 ~~^ 4 “ 6331499 ~ 6158232 0.972634 —6331499 ~"—6158230 0.972634 
^ 0 T 0 ~ f ~T6~6 1 16384 2 ~To^  4 “ 6331499 6158366~ 0.972655 6331499 6158365 0-972655 
— 0 T"~~o~T"""T6~6~T 16384 2 —~!T2 1 6331499 6158265 0.972639 6331^  6158262 0.972639 
— 0 T"~"0~T"""^T6~6~T36^^7T ^ 2~~6331499 6158288 ~0：97^ 6331^  6158286 0.972643 
compress 0 T 0 ~ T ~ r 6 ~ 6 1 16384 ~ " 2 ~ ^ 4 12882066 Tl379065 0.883326 12882066 113790^ 0.8833^ 
com〔ress 0 f ~ ~ o ^ ~ ~ 8 ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 ^ ~ " " 2 512 4 12882066_ 11379065 0.883326 12882066 11379064 0.883326 
compress 0 T " ~ ~ 0 " ^ " “ 3 2 ~ 6 ~ 1 ^ ~ ~ 2 512 4 12882066 ~ 11379065 0.883326 12882066 11379064 0.883326 
comLss 0 T " ~ ~ o ~ T ~ " 6 4 " 6 " T 16384 ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 12882066 11379065 0.883326 12882066 11379064 0.883326 
_-_p--,_ 0 ^~~Q—~T6~6~~^"•^2~^ 4 12882066 11379065 —0.883326 12882066 11379064 0.883326 
,.-^,-,- 0 r " ~ o ~ ^ ~ T ^ H ^ ^ ^ 2 ~ 5 T 2 4 12882066 11379065—0.883326 12882066 11379064 0.883326 
二 二 0 r ~ ~ n — ~ T 6 " 6 " T " T 6 m ~ ~ T ~ 5 n 4 12882Q66 11379065—0.883326 12882066 11379064 0.883326 
二 二 二 0 r ~ " 0 ^ " " " ^ ! 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ 1 ^ " " ^ 4 ~ ^ 4 ~ J 2 8 ^ ^ Z j ^ I l ^ ^ ^ ~~0：883326 128820^ 11379064 0.883326 :二二 0 T ~ ^ o ~ T ~ T g " H " l ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ 4 12882066 11379057 —0.883325 12882066 11379055 0.883325 
： 二 ^ r ~ ~ 5 " ~ T ~ T i " H " ^ ^ “ “ 2 ^ f 0 l 4 4 12882066 11379066 ~ ^ 3 3 ^ 128820M 11379065 0.883326 P ^ !r~"0^~T6"T"l63^~"2~~^ T 12882066 “ 11378858 0.88331 12882066 11378856 0.88331 二口二 ^ f~~Q-"“^!6"6"^i63^~~2 512 T 12882066 — 11379009 0.883322 "l288^ 11379007 0.883322 
"T n T““n~T"~"^6^- 16384 ~ ~ 2 ” ^ 4 17875661 “ 16555889 ~ 0.926169 ~l7875661 ~~^ 555862 0.926168 
^ ^ 1 ~ ~ ^ ~ 7 " “ ^ 8 " 6 " " T 6 ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ 4 17875661 — 16555889 0.926169 17875661 16555862 0.926168 
^ ^ ^ ~ " ^ ~ T “ 0 0 ^ ^ ^ 6 3 8 4 ~ " 2 ~ ^ 4 17875661 ~16555889 0.926169 17875661 16555862 0-926168 
^ ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ [ 6 3 8 4 ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ 4 - T 7 8 7 ^ : : j 6 5 5 5 8 8 9 0.926— 17875661 16555862 0.926168 ^ ^ 1 ~ ~ ^ " 4 " ^ " I " T " ^ “ “ 2 ~ ^ 4 17875661 “^655^~0：92^^ 17875661 16555862 0.926168 ^ ^ 1~~^"4~~S"^^-3^~~2~TfI 4 17875661 “T655^ 0.926169 17875661 16555862 0.926168 
^ ^ 1~"^^-^^^"16384 ““f"3TJ““^^f787^ 16555889~0：92^  17875661 16555862 0.926168 
^ 1 ^ ~ ~ ^ " 4 " ^ 4 " ^ ^ f ^ ^ ~ ~ " 4 " W 4 ~ l 7 8 7 ^ ~ l 6 5 5 ^ 0.926169 17875661 16555862 0.926168 
^5E ^ 1 ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ H - - 7 6 3 ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ 2 5 6 Z - l 7 f t 7 ^ I ^ ! j ^ _0：9^ ^ 672 17875661 16403983 0.917671 
^ ^ — — 1 ~ ~ ^ ~ 4 ~ 4 1 4 ~ | ~ ^ " " " ^ 2 " W I ~ T 7 ^ ^ ^ ; i ^ g ^ ^ ~ ~ 5 : i ^ i ^ 17875661 16565678 0.926717 
^ll!P ° 1 _ ~ ^ _ 4 _ 4 | ~ | ~ j ^ | g J ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ r T 7 8 7 ^ 16366410 0 . 9 1 胃 1787566l" 16366396 0.915569 
^li!E 0 1 _ ^ ^ " 4 " " 4 I " 4 " H S ^ " ~ " 2 " T ^ 2 ^ - l 7 8 7 5 ^ 16532555 0 . 9 2 ^ 17875661 16532533 — 0.924863 
xlisp 0 1 0 1 '0 o__ I ioJo^ ± r ! ± 
- ” r ^ " 5 " " T " ^ f ^ ^ ~ ~ 2 ” 5 ^ 1 4 “ 9 1 7 3 8 7 6 8706899 " ~ 0 ： 1 4 ^ 9173876 8706890 0-949096 
f? : 0 1 _ _ ^ 2 - ^ - ^ ^ ^ - 4 ¾ ¾ ~ ~ 2 " ^ n 4 9173876 ~ ~ 8 7 0 6 ^ ~ 0 ： 9 4 ^ 9173876 8706890 0.949096 
^ 0 1__^_4_^4-44^~~"^2""5TI 4 9173876 ~~8706^ ~0：949097 9173876 8706890 0-949096 
f ! ! 0 1 _ _ 2 - - 4 - ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ~ ~ 2 " ^ 4 9173876~"87068^：；^^4^97 9173876 8706890 0.949096 f!I 0 1__0_JL®i^^-^^^"“^7~5^~"^“4 9173876~~»706899 0.949097 9173876 8706890 0.949096 
2BL 0 1__0_JL_^^^-^5¾¾~~J-^ 4 9173876~"«706899 0.94^— 9173876 8706890 0.949096 
；??! 0 1 _ _ 0 - 1 ^ 4 ^ - ¾ ^ ~ ~ r - ^ 4 9173876 " ~ 8 7 0 6 8 9 9 ^ 0 9 4 9 0 9 7 9173876 8706890 ~ ~ 0 9 4 ^ H[ 0 1__0 -1 -^^^-^¾¾-~~T-^ 4 9173876'““8706899 0.949097 9173876 8706890 0.949096 
^ 0 1 _ _ 0 _ 1 ^ 4 ^ 4 ^ S - ~ ~ 2 - ^ 4 9173876 ~~870^~0；^61 9173876 8706564 0.949061 
££[ 0 1__0-i-_J|^^4gg~~|-lol4——4-9T73^~~870^ 0.949103 9173876 8706944 0-949102 
^ 0 1 _ _ 0 _ l _ i | ^ ^ - ^ ^ ~ ~ | - ^ — — r 9173876~~fifi97188 0.948039 9173876 8697191 0.948039 
f H 0 | . _ _ g _ 4 ~ ~ ^ ~ 4 ~ I K § S I ~ ~ ^ 512| 2| 9173876! 87^6^6! 0.949072! 9173876! 8706662( 0.94907T 
w ^ . . ^ , 
mmm:-
箱 Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
J Cache 0rganization(0,1,0,l) 
- ¾ 
J 
••[Benchmark bht nd looknd simp nc p line si C1 C2 data si d set bhten bht set cpi bas time bas cpi mem cpi 
“ t i i i r 0 T" 0 ~ T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 “ 2 512 4 1.058155 104038652 1.040387 ~0.017768 
-石 ^ 1 ” 0 T" 0 ~ T " 8 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 1.058239 104038652 ~1.040387 ~~"0.017852 
-.SaT 0 1 0 ~~T ~~32~6~T 16384 2 512 4 ~~T.061204 ~""f04038652 ~1.040387 ~~0.020817 • 55 0 T 0 ~~r ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512 4 ―“T.074336 —f04038652 1.040387 ~0.033949 ‘^ gf 0 1 0 ~~~T ~~T6~6~T 8192 2 512 4 ―“T.129118 ~~T04038652 ~1.040387 0.088731 ”':liiiT 0 T 0 ~~T" ~~T6~6~T~327^  2 512 4 1.045269 104038652 1.040387 0.004882 
V' ^ 0 1 0 ~ T ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 1 512 4 1.1147^ 104038652 1.040387 0.074328 [^ 0 1 0 ~T"~T6~6~n6^ 4 512 4 1.0594^  104038652 1.040387 0.019031 j^ 0 1 0 ~T~T6~6~~T63M 2 256 4 1.05935l 104151470 1.041ST5 0.017839 
„ ^ ^ 0 T" 0 ~~T ~ T 6 " ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 1024 4 1.057707 103994016 1.03994 ~"0.017767 
Sii 0 1 0 “ T " 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 5 lT 1 1.059243 104140436" 1.041404 0.017839 ‘^ ai 0 T" 0 ~~T ~~~T6~6~T 16384 2 512 — 2 1.058493 104070960 1.04071 0.017783 
• _?>: 
tomcatv 0 f 0 ~ f ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 ^ " ~ ~ ~ 2 512 4 1.739695 1000378^ 1.000379 0.7393^ ..tomcatv 0 T" 0 ~T 8~6~T~T63^  2 512 4 1.861^  100037890 1.000379 0.860676 
•> tomcatv 0 T" 0 ~~T" ~ 3 2 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 ~ " 4 1.776081 100037890 ~ r 0 0 0 3 7 9 ~0.775702 
、-tomcaW 0 f 0 ~ " f ~ ~ ^ " ~ 6 ~ 16384 “ 2 512 4 2.287481 100037890 1.000379 ~~1.287102 
tomcatv 0 T 0 ~ T T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 8192 2 512 4 2.505423 1 0 0 0 3 7 ^ 1.0003^ 1.505044 
tomcatv 0 T 0 ~ T " ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 32768 2 512 4 1.238538 100037890 1.000379 0.2381^ 
.-fomcatv 0 T 0 ~ T " ~ ^ ~ 6 1 16384 f 512 — 4 2.051619 100037890 ~1.000379 —1.05124 
tomcatv 0 T" 0 ~ " T ~ t 6 6 1 16384 4 512 4 1.75016? 100037890 1.000379 0.749789 
‘ t omca tv 0 T" 0 ~ ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ 6 ^ J 6 3 8 4 ^ ； ^ _ 2 5 6 ~ ~ " 4 1.739723 1000408^ 1.000409 0.7393l7 
。tomcatv 0 f 0 ~ ~ f ~ T 6 ~ 6 1 16384 2 1024 4 1 . 7 3 9 ^ 100036982 1.00d^ 0.739315 
" tomcatv 0 f 0 ~~~T ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 T 1.73972 100040198 1.000402 0.739318 
tomcatv 0 f o Z I Z I ! i Z i 3 I I ^ ^ 2 ~ ~ ^ 2 —1.739702 100038368 ~ r 0 0 0 3 8 4 0.739318 
.！ ',-;+f^  '. •- ‘ 
s — 0 f 0 ~~T " " " ^ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T j g 8 4 2 512 4 1.003517 100346362 1.003464 5.3E-05 
— 0 T 0 ~ ~ r 8 ~ 6 ~ 1 ~~16384 2 512 4 1.003535 100346362 1.003464 ~ " 7.1E-05 ‘ — 0 T" 0~~T" ~~32~6 1 16384 2 512 4 1.003^  100346362 1.003464 5.5E^  
- , — 0 f 0 ~ T ~ " ^ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 1.003531 1003463^ 1.0034^ 6.7E-05 
$ — 0 T 0 ~ ~ T ~ ~ T 6 " ~ 6 ~ T 8192 2 512 4 1.003528 1003463'^ 1.003464 6.4E-05 
I — 0 T" 0 ” T " ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 32768 2 ~ " ~ ^ 4 1.003513 1003463'^ 1.0034^ 4.9E-05 .’ — 0 T" 0 ~T"~~T6~6~T 16384 j_~^ 4 1.015521 ~ 100346362 “ 1.003464 0.012057 
！ ― 0 ^ 0 ~~T" ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T j " 6 3 8 4 — 4 ~ 5 ? 2 4 1.003514 ~ 100346362 “ 1.003464 5E-05 
— 0 T 0 ~ ~ T ~ ~ T e 6 1 16384 2 256 4 1.003518 100346534 1.003465 5.3E-05 — 0 T 0~f~"^~^~T 16384 2 _J[024 3~~^ 1.003^  100346266 1.003463 5.3E^  
— 0 T" 0 “ T ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 g _ I 7 ^ 1 ‘ 1.003518 ~ 100346468 1.003465 5.3E-05 
— 0 T" 0 ~ T " ” T 6 " 6 1 16384 _ 2 ~ ~ 5 ^ 2 1.003517 ~ 100346422 1.003464 5.3E-05 
s| z z : = = = = = = : = = ! = = = 
comDress 0 T ~ " 0 ^ ~ ^ 6 ~ 6 ~ ^ 6 3 ^ ~ ~ 2 512 4 1.437768 90303362 1.034434 ""g"403334 
co^press 0 T " ~ ~ 0 " T ~ ~ ^ H H ： ^ ~ " 2 ~ ^ 4 1.376599 90303362 ^ ^ M ^ _ O j j g l ^ 
compress 0 f ~ ~ 0 ~ T ~ ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ T l 6 3 8 4 " " " ^ 2 ~ ^ 4 1.599144 90303362 1.034434 0.56471 
f comoress 0 f ~ * 0 1 6 4 ~ 6 ~ " 1 ^ " “ ^ ? ~ W i _ _ 1.938777 '90303362 1.034434 0.904343 comLss 0 T"~~0~^"““T6~6~T~^ ~"2 512 4 1.467503 90303362 1.034434 0.433069 comLss 0 f ~~0 1 16 -6 "T1^“^7~^ 4 1.401597 ~90303362 1.034434 0.367163 ‘comLss 0 T"~"0 1 1 6 - 6 T T ^ ~ ~ f " ^ 4 1.459967 — 90303362 1.034434 0.425533 
comLss 0 T " “ “ 0 " T ~ T 6 ^ " T " T 6 3 8 4 ~ ~ 4 ~ ^ 4 _ 1.433223 ~90303362 1.034434 0.398789 
I comLess 0 T " ~ ~ 0 1 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ T ^ ~ ~ 2 " ^ 4 1.437768 —90303378 1.034434 0.403334 comLss 0 r"“^0~T““^~6~T"lW~"9~^ 4_ 1.437767 _~90303360 1.034434 0.403333 
I comLss 0 f ~ ~ o " T - l 6 " 6 " T T ^ " “ ^ ^ ~ ^ Z Z I L J : ^ 3 7 7 7 2 ~~90303776 1.034439 0.403333 
； ‘ g ^ 0 — — f ~ ~ ^ ] ] ] ] 3 ^ Z l Z M Z : : i 3 j l ! M Z M ^ 1.034435 0.403334 
i • ‘ •_-• ~-—~~-~~" ^ ""^"^"““ ^~~"~^ ~""^ ~"~ 
I ^ 0 T~"o"T~~^6^"T"i6384 ~~2~^ 4 1.105902 " 102639544 1.026395 ~0：079507 I ^ 0 r~^0—~~"8~6~T"^i63l4“^2~^ 4 1.129098 —102639544 1.026395 0.102703 
. ^ 0 ^“~"o"^"^"6""^f^~"^ -^ 1? 4' l.12316-l02^ 9l^  1.026395 0.096765 
I ^ 0 f ~ ~ Q - - ^ ^ - - l ^ “ “ ^ S1? i _ 1 1 7 2 6 9 7 - l 0 2 6 3 ^ 1.026395 0.146302 ‘ S 0 ^““0^~^~6~^^"““2~~5U 4 1.158023—102639544 1.026395 0.131628 
^ ^ 0 r ~ ~ o ^ " ^ " ^ " T ^ ^ ~ " 2 512 4 _l2? ;^n^g5??5^_li5????15___2;55^ 
.徵 ¾^ K r~"o~T~T6~6~^3^““ f^^—�T 1.227108 102639544 1.026395 0.200713 
瑰 S^ ^——r^~0--^^-T"l^““4-^"-““4_iigZ^2in0263^ 1.026395 0.060926 
.^ . S 1——^~~0--^^-"T^““2~25^~~T:;TT089^ 102943320 1.029433 0.079532 
^ S ^ r ~ ~ ^ l " " ^ ^ H " T ^ " “ ^ 2 " W 4 1.105698 ~02619912 ^ ,026299 _ 0 0 ^ 
SS K r ~ ~ o - - T 6 ^ ^ l 6 3 ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ ^"_in^_JMl^_1252:^_2:^ZH^ 
；^——~~^——T~~^"i"^]] : j^z: iZMZZ^Z3IM:: j^^lMgI__lggggg^_^:g^ 
j^  ZZZIZ 
: ^ 0 — — T ~ ~ 0 — - l 6 ~ 6 ~ " l 6 ^ ~ ~ 2 - ^ ~ ~ 4 _ L 0 2 3 9 2 6 n 0 0 9 l ^ _ l ^ ^ M l O ^ ^ 
» S^  ^ — — ^ “ ^ K ^ ~ " 8 ^ - ^ W " ~ 2 - ^ 4 1.029068 100933954 1.00934 _0£[9128 
“ ^ — — ^ ~ ~ ^ H " - ^ ^ - - i ^ " ~ 2 - ^ ^";3^^_[22?§?£^_L22??i_~5：^^ 
S^  1~~l^^-^4--f^-2^~~^"^:^l^:;:^^^^_J^_^:^ ^ — — 5 " ~ ~ ^ ^ - ^ ^ " - 8 ^ ~ " 2 - ^ ^"3M^_J22555^_J^^555f__2:2^ 
t K — — \ ^ ^ ^ ^ — - ^ ^ - ^ ~ ~ ^ " 3 ^ n ^ ^ _ _ L ^ ^ 5 : ^ 
^ ^——^~~^^^4^-¾^~~f-^~"^"TU5i^"1^5i^_:L225^_^:2525Z^ 
^ ^ ^ ~ ^ _ 4 " 4 _ ^ " l 4 " S " i " i r f ~ ~ i ~ T 5 ^ ^ - ~ ^ ^ 5 § ^ ~ ~ T ^ 0:Q1^ 
'i 1~~l~|~lm^f^~T~^~~T::^^_j225^_L^_^^^g 
I ^ ^ \"“^^^^^ — "163^~~2 i^0^ 4 1.023915 100933840_^ 009338 _ 0 0 ^ 
• ^ ^ — — ^ ~ 4 ~ 4 ~ ~ ? f 4 ~ m i ^ ~ i ~ ^ “ “ f " T ^ ^ " l ^ M ^ _ l : 2 2 5 ^ _ M ^ 




I Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Cache Organization(1,1,1,0) 
[Benchmark bht nd look nd s i m p n c p line si C1 C2 data si d set bht en bht set wm If ^ e |count |d part hit |data hit {data miss 
^ 1 ‘ 1 ~T 1 0 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ T " 5 " 113025839 100000000 一192434 28191191 47656 
tiiij “ 1 ~ r 1 ~~0 16 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 113025839 100000000 192434 ~~28191191 47656 
t ^ c a t v 1 ~T 1 0 16 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512 4 ~""T~6 177737609 100000Q00 ~5537161 ~28632784 1343218 
tomcatv 1 1 1 ~~0 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ 3 ^ 177737609 100000000 ~5607011 ~~^632784 1273368 
^ 1 1 1 0 1 6 " ~ 6 ~ 1 ^ 6 3 ^ 2 ^ 4 ~ T ^ 102376314 100000000 一 519 ~ ^ 2 4 3 8 8 137 
Z ^ 1' 1 T ~ ~ 0 1 6 " ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~ ~ 5 ^ 4 " 3 ^ 102376314 100000000 ~~~ 519 ~ ^ 2 4 3 8 8 W 
^ 5 ^ i ^ ^ f i ^ 1 1 r 0 1 6 ~ ~ 6 " ~ 1 ~ ? 6 ^ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ T T 132956412 87297360 " l 286977 — " ^ 8 6 9 2 8 ^ 4 0 9 ^ 
Bompress 1 1 1 ~~0 1 6 ~ 6 " ~ T ~ T 6 ^ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ T ^ 132956412 87297360 ~~T286977 28886928 ~ 2 4 0 9 ^ 
^ T" 1 T~~"0 ~ T 6 ~ 6 " ~ " T 6 ^ ~ ~ T 512 4~~0 117956194 ~~T00000000 ~ 0 6 2 7 6 7 —^^945660 ~ ~ T 4 2 ^ 
^ T 1 ^ " ~ 0 ~ T 6 " ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~ " ¥ i 2 4 ~ T T ~ T T 7 9 5 6 1 9 4 ~T00000000 1062767 ~~4^945660 142616 
^ r r 1 T ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ! 6 ~ 6 1 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ T ~ 6 ~ ! 0 3 8 1 8 2 9 2 100000000 — 28806 33567803 ~~T"22025 
^ f 1 l | l | o| i e | e| l | l 6 3 8 4 | 2| 512| 4| 3|0| 103818292| 100000000| 28806丨 33567803丨 12202s| 
i 1.羞 
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I Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
I Cache Organization(1，1,1,0) 
Benchmark bht nd l ^ k n d s i m p n c p l i n e s f c i | c 2 " 5 i t a s i d set bhten bhtset[wm[lf [defkillc1 [def kill c2 |tg k c1 |tg k c2 |def use |defwaste |taguse~~{tagwaste 
^ 1 1 "^ 1 ~~0 16 ~6 "~T 16384 T 512 4""~T~0 25263 — 5669 0 0 — 95532 25566 W ^ 0 
t|al “ 1 ~ T 1 ~~0 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 5 lT 4 ~~3"~0 25263 5 6 ^ 0— 0 ~ ~ 9 5 ^ 25566 10767 0 
tomcatv 1 ~T 1 — 0 16 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512 4 ~ f ~ 0 " 2 8 7 0 ^ 71141 0 ~ 0 ~ 3 9 3 ^ 3 7 5 0 ^ 5705918 ~ 9 2 0 6 0 8 
tomcaW “ 1 1 1 ~~0 16 ^ 6 ~ 16384 2 5 l T 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 2870435 71141 0 _ 0 3 9 3 8 ^ 375078 5705918 ~ 9 2 0 6 0 8 
ora “ 1 1 1 ~~0 16 ~ ¥ ~ 16384 2 5 lT 4 ~~T~0 160 32 0 ~ 0 TS4 79 7T 0 
ora ^ 1 1 ~~0 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 A~3~0' 160— 32 0 0 _ 134 79 T T ~0 
compress “ 1 ~ 1 0 16 6~~T 16384 2 5U 4 ~T~0" 1 4 9 7 ^ 364200 0 “ 0 112^4 2603621 2984 0 
compress 1 ~ 1 T " ~ 0 16 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 5^2 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 1 4 9 7 ^ 364200 0 0 112244 2603621 ~ 2984 — 0 
'xlisp ~ ~ 1 1 T~~0 16 ~6 1 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ T ~ 0 55342 12996 0 0 390878 107803 ~ 34924 — 0 
jdjsp 1 1 T ~~"0 ~ ~ T e " 6 1 l 6 ^ 2 512 4 ~ ~ 3 ^ 5 5 3 ^ 12996 0 0 390878 107803 34924 — 0 
i i ^ T T" T ~ 0 1 6 ~ 6 ~ 1 16384 2 512 4 ~T~0" " 4643 — 53 0 0 —113871 13523 3 1 ^ ~0 
^ 1 1 1 o| 16| e| l | l 6 3 8 4 | 2| 5 i2 | 4 � 3 | o | 4643| 53! o| o| 11387l| 13523� 31229! ~ ^ 
» . 
(
Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Cache 0rganization(1,1,1,0) 
、 ^ , p _ ^ ^ _ _ ^ _ _ ^ _ ^ ^ _ ^ _ , 
,Benchmark bhtnd look nd sim p nc p line si C1 C2 data si d set bht en bhtset wm If a bp a bp corr a bp % look bp look bp corr look bp % 
'• ^ 1 1 T 1 ~~0 1 6 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ ~ 0 17653457 12125408 0.686857 17653457 12125408 0.68680 
tia| 1 — 1 1 ~~0 16 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512 4 ~~3~0 17653457 1 2 1 2 5 ^ 0.686857 17653457 12125408 0.686857 
tomcatv 1 T" T"~~0 1 6 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ T 33397W 1 8 8 7 ^ 0.565192 3339768 1 8 8 7 ^ ~ 5 7 5 6 5 1 9 2 
tomcatv ~~ 1 T 1 —"0 1 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512 4 ~~3~0 3339768 1887610 0.565192 3339768 18876^~oT565192 
ora 1 T" T ~ 0 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ T T 6331499 5146111 0.812779 6331499 5146111 ~57812779 
ora T" 1 T " ~ 0 16 " ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 ~ ~ ~ 4 " ~ T i r " 6331499 “ 5146111 0.812779 6331499 5146111 0.812779 
compress i" T T 0 1 6 ~ 6 ~ 1 16384 2 512 4 " T T " 12882066 " 7835548 0.608252' 12882066" 7835548 0.60825^ 
compress T" 1 T ~ ~ 0 ~ T 6 ~ " 6 ~ T ~ T 6 ^ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4_—"3^ 12882066 7835548 ~~0.608252 ~~12882066 7835548 — 0.608252 
^ ^ f f f ~~0 “ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T l 6 ^ 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ ^ ~ r 7 8 7 5 6 6 1 12986260 —0.726477 17875661 12986260 — 0.726477 
^ T T" T ~ 0 ~ ~ T 6 " ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~~5^2 4 " ~ T T ~ T 7 8 7 5 6 6 1 ~T2986260 0.726477 ~"~17875661 12986260_ 0.726477 
i i ? T" T" T ~ 0 ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 “ 4 ~ ^ 9173876 ~ 7993557 “ 0.871339 9173876 7993557 0.871339 
^ f T T"~0 ~"~f6~6~T 1 6 3 8 4 | 2 | 512| 4 | 3 | o| 9 1 7 3 8 7 6 | 7 9 9 3 5 5 7 + 0 . 8 7 1 3 3 9 | 9173876丨 7993557丨 0.871@ 
A: . 
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Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Cache Organization(1 ’1,1,0) 
Benchmark bht nd "ook nd s I r ^ nc p Hne si ^ ^ data si d set bht en bht set wm If cpi bas time bas cpi 一 mem cpi 
tial r 1 r ~ ~ 0 ~~T6~6~T 16384 2 5 1 2 — 4 ~T^' 1.130258 111056098 1.110561 0 . 0 1 9 ^ 
tial r 1 1 0 T6""6"T 16384 2 512 ~ 4 ~ 3 ^ 1.130258 111056098 1.1105^ T 0 . 0 1 9 ^ 
tomcatv — 1 “ 1 T" ~ 0 ~ ~ ^ ~6 ~ T6384 2 512 T ~ f ^ 1.777376 — 1029043l"6 1.029043 0.748333 
tomcatv 1 1 T""~~0 ~ ~ t 6 ~ 6 " T 16384" 2 51"2 4 ~ J ~ 0 1.777376 102904316 1.029043 0.748333 
^ r 1 T"~~0 16 T " T ^ [ 6 3 ^ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ T ^ 1.023763 102370776 ~ 1.023708 “ 5.5E-05 
^ T T r 0 16"~6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~ ~ ¥下 1.023763 102370776 —1.023708 5.5E-05 
^ ^ ^ ^ ? i ^ 1 1 ^ n " ~~0 " ~ ? 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 ~ 2 512 一 4 1 ^ — 1.523029 — 97390396 1.115617 0.407412 
compress 1 T ~ T " ~ 0 ~ " ^ ~ 6 ~ 1 16384 ~ 2 512 一 4 3 ^ ~ 1.523029 ~ 97390396 “ 1.115617 “ 0.407412 
^ f f T ~~0 ~ ^ ~ 6 " 1 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ T ~ 0 ~ 1 . 1 7 9 5 6 2 109778802— 1.097788" 0.081774 
^iii^! ^ ^ ^~0 ~~T6~6~T 16384 2 ~ ~ W ^ 4"~3"T~~~1179562 109778802— 1.097788 “ 0.081774 
i i i^ r T" T ~ " 0 ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 3 8 4 2 一 " ^ 4 ~ T ^ ~ 1 0 3 8 1 8 3 102360638 1.023606 “ 0.014577 
^ 1 T" T ~~0 ~T6~6~ 16384 2 512 4| 3| o| 1.038183| 102360638| 1.023606 0.014577 
f 
i 
_ Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
_ Cache Organization(1,1,0,1) 
ag,[BM bht nd look nd sim p nc p [line sT 互 c F data si d set bht en bht set wm ~ time count |d part hit |data hit |data miss 
:靈 tial ~ 1 1 0 ~ ~ T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 1638? 2 ~ " " 5 ^ 4 ~ T " 5 " ~T05815491 100000000 197045 ~28211903 22333 
雪 ^ 1 “ 1 ~T 0 ~~"T 16 ~ 6 ~ 1638? 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~~3~0 ~~"T05815491 ~"lOOOOOOOO 197045 ~28211903 22333 m a^l “ 1 ~T 0 ~T 8 ~6~ 16384 2 512 4 ~~T~0 ~~"^05823930 ~ 100000000 269291 28144914 26561 
念 ja ' 1 ~ 0 ~ ~ ^ 32 ~ 6 ~ T 1638? 2 512 4 ~ ~ f T 106120434 ~ 100000000 164830 28246874 16967 ，tial “ 1 ~ 0 ~~"T 64 ~6~ 1638? 2 ^ 4 ~T"^ ~~T07433554 ~ 100000000 154013 ~ 28248047 ^8^ 
^ "tial “ 1 ~T 0 ~ ~ T 8 ~ 6 ~ T 1638? 2 5 U 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 105823930 ~ 100000000 269291 “ 28144914 26561 “ 
^ tial “ 1 1 0 ~ T 3 2 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 ~ 5 1 2 4 ~~Z~0 ~~^06120434 ~ 100000000 164830 28246874 16967 
_^. ^al “ 1 ~T 0 ~ T " 64 ~ 6 " ~ 1638^ 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 ~"T07433554 ~ 100000000 154013 ~ 28248047 18338 
% tial “ 1 1 0 ~ T " 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 819^ 2 ~ s T 2 4 ~ f T 112911765 — 100000000' 1087152 27300631 43498 -tial — 1 ~T 0 ~~T" 16 ~6~T 32768 2 ~~^ 4 "““T"0 104526882 ~ 100000000 56018 “ 28369020 6243 “ 
- t i a > 1 T 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ 819 l 2 “ ^ 4 '~~sT~"112911765 ~ 100000000' 1087152 27300631' 43498 
tial 1 1~ 0 ~ ~ ^ 16 ~ 6 ~ T 32768 2 512 4 ~ 3 " 0 104526882 100000000 56018 2836902^ 6243 — -tii|j T" 1 0 1 ~ 16 ~6"~T 16384 T 512 4 ~f~0 111471411 100000000 1000099 27391019 40^ 
'tial 1 1 0 ~~T" 16 ~ 6 ~ ^ [ 6 ^ 4 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~~T~0 105941744 ~~^0000000 —219816 28194539 16926 .—tl^  1 T" 0 ~T' ~~T6~¥~T 16384 1 512 4 ~~3"~0 111471226 100000000 1000191 27391019 4007f — ;,tiai 1 T" 0 ~T" 16 6~T 16384 ‘ 4 512 4 ~3T 1059417^  100000000 219^ 28194^  169^  t[^  1 1 0 ~f"~"T6~"6~ 16384 2 256 4 —~^~0" 105934752 100000000 196229 28211^79 234^  — 
^ j T" T 0 ~ ~ r ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ ~ T 6 3 8 4 " 2~1024 4 ~ ~ " f T 105770662 100000000 197349 28211922 — 22010 ti|i T T 0 ~~T" ~~~w ~6 ~T ~T63M 2 256 4 ~3 下 ~~T05934750 ~~100000000 — 296229 28211579 — 23473 
ti i i T T" 0 ~ T " ~ ~ ~ ^ ~ " 6 ~ 16384 2 1024 4 ~~3~0 105770662 100000000 1 9 7 3 ^ 28211922 2201^ 
^ j T" T" 0 ~ T " 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 1 1 ~0 10592368T 100000000 1979W 28210913 2245百 
ti i i r T" 0 ~ T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 2 一"T"0 1 0 5 8 4 9 ^ 100000000 196549 28212000 22732 ^ T" T 0 ~~T ~T6~6~T 16384 2 512 1 ~~3~0 105923^  100000000 197909 282109U 2245? — 
^ Y T 0 ~ T " ~ T e 6 1 16384 2 512 2 3~0" 105849286 100000000 196549 28212000 22732 
tomcatv T T" 0 ~ T " ~~T i " ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 T ~0 173969495 ~ 100000000 “ 5717534 ~ 28632723 1162916 
tomcatv T" T" 0 ~ T " ~~"^6 ~~6 ~ T ~^6384 2 512 4 ~ 3 ~0 —173969491 ~ 100000000 5787382 — 28632723 — 1093068 一 
tomcatv T" r 0 ~ ~ T 8 ~ 6 ~ T l 6 3 ^ 2 ^ 4 T""0 T86105537 100000000~8545114 26240558 728429 
tomcatv r T" 0 ~ 1 8 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 3 "o " 186105535 100000000 8545114 262405^ 7 2 8 4 ^ 
tomcatv T f 0 ~ ~ r ~ ^ " ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~~f~0~177608104 100000000 4409421 ~ 30373547 ~ 728023 
tomcatv T" T 0 ~ ~ T “ 3 2 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ ~ 3 ^ ~ 1 7 7 6 0 8 1 0 2 ~ 100000000 4444356 ~ 30373547 693088 — 
tomcatv ^ T" 0 ~ T ~ 6 4 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512 4 ~~ir~0~"228748079~ 100000000 4360143 ~ 30590933 559739 — 
tomcatv T" T 0 ~ ~ f “ “ ^ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 ~""4 ~~3~0" 228730609 100000000 4377952 30590933 541930 ~ 
tomcatv iT T 0 ~ T ~ T 6 ~ 6 1 8192 2 512 "4 1 0 “ 250542327 100000000 6570420 24333788 4608965 ~ 
tomcatv T" f 0 ~ ~ T “ T d 6 1 8192 2 512 4 " T " 0 " 250542322 100000000 7359155 24333788 3820230 ~ 
tomcatv T" T 0 ~ " T “ ^ ^ 6 ~ 6 1 32768 2 512 4 f ~ 0 123853799 100000000 2340292 33000148 172733~ tomcatv T f 0 ~ f ~T6~6~T 32768 2 ~~5U 4 ~~3~6~^i^353797 100000000 2340^  33000148 172733 ~ 
tomcatv T T" 0 ~ T " ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 T" ~ ^ 4 ― “ f ~ 0 204804087 100000000 ~4519909 27327506 3665758 
tomcatv T T" 0 ~ T " ~ ^ ^ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 4 ~ ^ ^ ] ] ^ ] 工 ^ ] ] ^ ^ ^ ^ ] ^ ^ ^ [ [ 3 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | ^ [ ^ ] ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ] ^ ] ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
tomcatv T T 0 ~ T ” T ? ~ ¥ ~ T 16384 ~ T ~ ^ 4 ~ ~ I T ~ ^ 3 7 3 0 9 9 ~TTOOOOOOO 4 9 4 7 ^ 2 7 3 2 7 ^ 3238162 — 
tomcatv T" T 0 “ T " ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 3 8 4 4 ~ ^ 4 ~ 3 " ~ 0 ~ T ^ 0 1 6 7 5 7 "^ iTOOOOOOO 5845220 28779426 888527 
tomcatv T' T" 0 ” T ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 3 ^ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 " T T " ^ [ 7 3 9 7 2 2 7 6 100000000 57177^ 28632563 1162885 
tomcatv T T" 0 “ “ T " ~ W ~ 6 1 16384 2 25g" 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 " " 173972241 100000000 5787553 28632563 1093057 
tomcatv T T 0 ~ " T ~ ? 6 " ~ 6 1 16384 g _ H ^ _ _ 4 ~ T ^ [ ^ 9 6 8 4 6 7 ~lTOOOOOOO 5 7 1 7 ^ 28632712 1162886 
tomcatv T" T" 0~~T"~~T f i " " f i 1 1fi3fi4 ? T ^ 4 ^ T ] ^ 7 ^ 4 6 3 100000000 5787423 28632712 1093038 
tomcatv T" T" 0 ~ T " ~ ~ ? 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ r ~ T T ~ 1 7 3 9 7 1 9 5 8 100000000 —5717683 28632573 1162917 
tomcatv T T " ~ ~ 0 ~ " T " ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 ~ ~ 2 " " g 2 ~ ~ ^ ] 工 ^ J739702 j ^ Z ^ ^ 0 0 0 0 0 ~ ^ 7533 2 8 6 3 2 ^ 1162927 
tomcatv T" T 0 ~ ~ T ~ T 6 ~ 6 1 16384 2 512 ^~3~0~~173971944 100000000 —5787511 28632573 1093089 
tomcatv T T" 0 ~ f ~ " ^ 6 ~ 6 1 16384 2 _ 5 1 2 ~ Y ~ 3 " T ~ 1 7 3 9 7 0 2 1 0 ~~100000000 5787381 28632713 1093079 
— ^ f 0~"T"~T6~6 1 16384 2 ~jj2~~~ 4 1 ~0~100351659 100000000 ~ 570 l024337 137 — ^ f 0"~f”^6~6 1 16384 2 512 T~T~0 100351659 100000000 — 570 31024337 137 
— Y T" 0~^ f 8~6 1 16384 2 ~^~~~4 ~fT~~100353528 100000000 _ 864 31024176 190 
— ^ - — f — 0 ~ T — 8 ^ ~ 16384 '~fz^zzzzizzj^ggggggg___iggggggoQ ^ 31024176 2^ 
— ^ Y 0~~f~^~6~ 16384 2 512 ~4 "~T ~0 ~~ 100351878 ~ 100000000 347 31024423 113 
— f ^ - ~ ~ 0 ~ Y “ 3 2 ~ 6 ~ ? 16384 2 ~ 5 ^ j _ Z A ^ 100351878 100000600 347 31024423 U 3 
— ^- f 0 ” T ~ 6 4 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~ 5 ^ 2 ~ 4~~TT~10Q353145 100000000— 246 31024521 ?4 — ^ f Q”f~64 6 1 16384 2 512 Tl"5" 100353145 100000000— 246 31024521 ^ 
— ^ Y ~ ~ 0 ~ T " ” T e " 6 1 8192 ~ ~ 2 512 T ~ T ~ T 0 0 3 5 2 7 7 5 "~T00000000 686 31024188 ^ 0 — r ^ 0~:j-~Te"6 1 8192 2~~^ 4 ~3 ~0 ^ 00352775 ~l00000000 686 31024188 170 — j ^~~0 ~T"~~T6~6 1 32768 ~~2 512 t~T"0"~00351310 ]^ 00000000 ^^ ]^^ ^ 31024380 |[^  — r r~~0~"f“T6"6"" 32768 ~~2~~^~~~4^T"3^351310 "^ 0000000 534 31024380 130 — T :r~"0~J~T6~6~ 16384 T ~ ^ 4 ~T ~0 ^ J^ S52107 ~l00000000 133938 30890947 159 — r ^~ 0^ ““T~T6~6~ 16384 T~~^ 4~T~0~~l01552107 "^ 0000000 13SW 30890947 159 — r T~~0~:j-~:^^― 16384 ~~4~^ i~~T"~5~^ ;jgg^ 2ggg_;^ j^ g^ggggg^ — s4i 31024372 131 ^ r :r~~o~T“T6~6~^f^~^4~~^ 4^ T"T00351393 100000000 541 31024372 ^1 — r r ~~0 ~Y “T6^6"T"1^ ~"^ 2~^6 4 ~T T 100351833 ~l00000000 569 31024337 1J8_ — r r ~~0 ~"r~T6~6~T~T6384 ~~"2~^ 4 ~T~0 100351833 ~"^ l00000000 569 31024337 1J8 } T-~~0^~T6"6"T^i^~"2^m^ 4~TT~ i^0035^ 100000000 574 31024337 133 ^ ^ r - ~ ~ ^ 1 ~ ^ ^ - - J ^ ~ ~ 2 " W 4"3"0^ I00351555 100000000 574 31024337 J^3 ^ ^ f ~ ~ 0 ^ - ^ ^ - - ^ f ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ r~TT~T0035T77T 100000000 570 31024337 ^ — :r ^~~n“T““?6~6~T~^f^“^2~5U T^~0 100351771 100000000 570 31024337 ^^ 
S 1——r~~^^-^^--1^~~2-^~~^"Ti^;]^^^|^^^^^^ZZM_^l^?^ ^J 
^ \——^~~^"T;^]]3^Z:iZimZIZOI3M!^_12222222^ ^ 震 槽 w 
T r ~ ~ n ^ - ^ ^ - ^ [ ^ ~ " 2 ~ ~ ^ 4~T^ 125513306— 872973^  1272245~289240^  2387^  
H 2 n i ^ 1 — — ^ _ 4 ~ 4 ~ ^ ~ | ~ 4 ^ | i J ~ ^ ~ l T ^ ~ ~ A ^ ^ - U 5 5 ^ Z ^ ^ m ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ 28924074 2387285 
c。mPress 1 ——1 _ _ 0 _ ^ _ ^ e ^ ^ ^ _ _ ^ _ _ H l " W ^ 87297360 " 1 4 4 ^ 30005486 2461809 
—compress 1——1__^_|__|_|4_^•_^~^~~^l"^"1^^75^"^7^7^:j^^_^222^_Ji^ 
compress 1 ——1 _ _ 0 _ J ^ e _ 6 _ _ ^ g 8 4 ^ . _ _ ; r ~ r 7 ~ T ^ 5 ^ F i T ^ ~ ~ ^ 7 ^ 7 ^ ~ T ^ ^ 28266906 2391744 
compress 1 ——1 _ _ ^ _ | _ ^ _ | _ | _ ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ ~ 了 ~ ^ 7 ~ 7 ^ 5 ^ ^ ^；；：： ^ ^ ^ ^ ：； ^ ^ 28266906 2391744 �°mPress——1 _ _ 1 0 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | ^ - ； ^ ~ ~ 7 - ^ - ^ T ^ 5 9 ^ - - - 8 7 2 ^ n 2 ^ 28044823 2413210 -compress 1 ——1 _ ° _ 4 ^ 4 ^ - ^ 1 ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ ~ ~ m ~ l ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ " ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ i ^ ^ 28044823 _ 241321o| — 
compress 1 11 0| ” 叫 °丨‘丨⑴一。… 1 1 “ 
..,:Sf^ x 
薹 
_ Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
I Cache 0rganization(1,1,0,1) 
compress 1| 1丨 0| 1丨 16丨 6| 1| 8192丨 2丨 512| 4丨 1丨0丨 128109145| 87297360| 1392244| 28646156| 2545204 
compress 1 ~ 1 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 8192 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ― “ 3 ^ 128109145 ~87297360 ~392244 ~ ^ 6 4 6 1 5 6 ~ 2 5 4 5 ^ 
^mpress “ 1 1 0 ~~ i " 16 6 ~ T 3276百 2 512 4 ~"T"~0" ~~T22355723 87297360 1153817 ~ 29253472 2176315 
compress “ 1 ~ 0 ~ ~ T 16 ~~6~T 3276^ 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ T ~ 0 ~~T22355723 ~ 87297360 1153817 “ 29253472 2176315 
,.:compress 1 ~T 0 ~~T' 16 —6 1 1638^ 1 512 4 ~~T~0 ~~T27451070 ~ 87297360 1457166 “ 28671254 2455184 ‘ 
compress “ 1 ~T 0 — 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 1 512 4 ~3 "~0 ~f27451070 87297360 1457166 “ 28671254 2455184 “ ‘ 
. compress 1 1~ 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 4 512 4 ~~f~0" 125116554 872973^ 1249356 2897006^ 2364180 
compress “ 1 ~T 0 ~T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 4 ~~512 4 ~~3~Q ~^25116554 87297360 1249356 ~ 28970068 2364180 
"compress ~ 1 1 0 — 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 1638^ 2 256 4 ~ f ~ 0 ~^25513324 ~ 87297360 1272244 “ 28924074 2387286 “ 
compress i" 1~ 0 ~ ~ T 16 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 2 256 ~ 4 s T 125513324 872973^ 1272244 28924074 2387286" _ 
compress T T" 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 1024 4 ~ f ~ 0 125513304 8 7 2 9 7 ^ 1272245 28924074 2387285" “ 
compress T" 1_ 0 ~ ~ T 16 ~ " 6 ~ T 16384 2 1024 ~ 4 ~~3~0 125513304 872973^ 1272245 28924074 2387285 ~ 
compress 1 1 0 T ^6 6 1 1 6 3 ^ 2 512 1 f T 125513728 87297360 1272244 28924074 2387286 
c o g ^ ^ 1 1 0 ^ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 5?2 2 f ~ 0 125513398 87297360 1272232 28924074 2387298 
compress T 1 0 ~~"i" ~ ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ ^ ^ 6 ^ 2 512 T ~ 3 ^ 125513728 ~ 87297360 1272244 ~ 28924074 ~ 2387286 
compress 1 1 0 ~ ~ T " ~ T 6 ~ 6 1 16384 2 ~ ^ 2 " T ^ 125513398 ~~~87297360 ~272232 28924074 2387298 
^ T" T" 0 ~ f ~ ~ T e ~6 ~ T —16384 2 512 4 ~ T ~0 —110590232 _ 100000000 997676 — 42025317 _ 128050 — ^ f f 0 ~ f ~T6~6 1 16384 2 512 ~~ 4 _"3~0 11059023? 100000000 997^ 42025317 128^ ^ f f 0 ~T" 8~6 1 163^  2 ~~5T2 4 ~~f~0 ~~112909828 100000000 ~ 1233847 41501738 — 416218 
^ T' T" 0 ~ i 8 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ s T " 112909827 100000600 1233847 41501738 416218 
^ "^ T 0 ~ f ~~32 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~~f~0'~112315993 ~ 100000000 800786 ~ 42251132 97829 — ^ T" T 0 ~~T" ~32~"^ ~T [^63^  2 512 4 ~~3"o"l12315992 “ 100000000 800786 42251132 ~ 97829 ~~ ^ T" f 0 ~"T""""64 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~"fT~117269717 ~ 100000000 629940 ~ 42392883 126707 — 
^ T T" 0 ~ r ~ ~ M ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 " ~ 5 ^ 4 ~ 3 ~0 — 117269717 一 100000000 629940 _ 42392883 一 126707 — ^ f 1 0 ~~r~~^~6~T 8192— ^ “2 “ ^ 4 ~fT~Tl5802309 100000000 1596005 “ 41333988 221050 “ ^ f T 0 ““T" 16 ~~6~~~~sT92 2 512 4 ~3~0 115802308 100000000 1596005 41333988 221050 
^ f T 0 ~ ~ T ~~Te 6 1 32768 2 512 4 1 ^ —108243879 —100000000 711036 —42357354 — 82653 — 
^ J ^ 0 ~ T " 16 6 1 32768 2 512 4 3 T 1 0 8 2 4 3 ^ 100000000 711036 42357354 82653 5^ f T 0 ~T ~~T6~6~T^fl^  T 512 4 1 ~0 122709058~ 100000000 2265352 40493891 ~ 391800 — ^ f f 0 ~~r“T6~6~~T63^ T 512 4 3~0 122684337 ~ 100000000 2273608 ~" 40493891 ~ 383544 — 
5 ^ f T 0 ~ " f ~ W ~ 6 1 16384 4 512 4 ~ f T —108732087 ~ 100000000 “ 778283 42279939 ~ 92821 — ^ ^ ^ 0 ~~T" ~T6"~6 1 16384 _ 4 512 4 ~~3^ 108732086 ~ 100000000 “ 778283 ~ 42279939 ~ 92821 — ^ ^ f 0~T ~T6~6 1 16384 ―― 2 256 4 ~~^ ~0 —110896546 100000000 “ 997213 42025169 — 128661 
^ Y T 0 ~ r ~ ~ ^ 6 1 16384 _ 2 256 4 3 ~0 110896545 100000000 “ 997213 ~ 4 2 0 2 5 1 ^ ~ 128661 — 
^ f Y 0 ~ T " ~ T 6 6 1 16384 2 1024 4 ~ T " o " 110569817 100000000 997860 42025394 127789 
；^ f f 0 ~ T ~ T 6 6 1 16384 2 1024 “ 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 " 110569816 100000000 997860 42025394 127789 ~ ^ f f 0““T" ~~T6~6"~^f6^ 2 ~^ . 1~~0~TTT002297 ~~T00000000 998759 42018^  133993 _ 
^ Y f 0 ~ T ~ ^ ~ 6 " 16384 g _ I _ g l i g ^ ] " 5 ^ " T T 5 6 3 7 0 4 4 100000000 997762 42025T^ 128126 
^ ^ f 0 ~ ~ T " ~ ~ ^ ~ 6 1 16384 ~ l 2 ~ ~ ^ l Z H Z ^ I j ^ 0 2 2 9 6 100000000 9 9 8 7 ^ 4 2 0 1 8 ^ 133993 
^ f f 0 “ T " ~ ~ T e 6 1 16384 g _ H ^ g _ H Z ! j ^ ! 3 7 0 4 3 100000000 9 9 7 7 ^ 42025^^ 128126 
— f f 0 ~ 1 ~ ^ 6 1 16384 2 ~ ~ 5 ^ ~ ~ 4 1 ~0~~102391636 ~ 100000000 ~" 28766 ~~33567875 121993 
— :p f 0 ~ f ~ T e 6 1 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ ~ 3 ^ ~"^2391636 100000000 ~ ~ 28766 33567875 121993 — f f 0 ~r 8~6~T 16384 2 ~ ^ 4~~0 . 102906772 —100000000 — 35590 33606806 215242 — Y ^ 0 ~~T" 8"T"T 16384 2 ” ^ 4 “ 3 ^ 10290677^  100000000 35590 33606806 215242 — ^ :j- 0 ~T"~~32~6~T 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 ~T"T 1022l"5^  100000000 28012 33551968 __694M 
— ^ f 0 “ T " “ “ 3 2 ~ 6 1 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~~3 ~0 一 102215228 — 100000000 28012 ""^355^968 _ _ g 9 4 8 0 
— :j" ^ 0 ~ " T ~ ~ 6 4 ~ 6 1 16384 2 ~ ^ ~ ~ ~ ^ ~ ~° ~ " ^ 02684638 100000000— 44389 33525829 45120 
— ^ :j- 0 “ “ T " “ “ 6 4 ~ 6 1 16384 2 ~ " ^ 4 ” 3 T _ J 0 2 6 g ^ _ m O O O ^ D O Q O 44389 33525829 45120 
— :j- ^ 0 ~ ~ T ” ^ ^ ^ ~ 8192"~~2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~TT__ j05520^_JOOOOOOQO 337949 33230181 150504 — :p ^ 0 "““T ~~^~6~T 8192 2 “ “ ^ 4 ~3~0" ~"105520358 100000000 “ 337949 —33230181 — 150504 
— ^ ^ 0 ~ T ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ 1 “ “ 3 2 7 6 8 2 ~ ~ ^ T "“^T ~6 _Jgglggggg_ _J[00000000 — 15366 ~33589418 113850 
— :p ^ 0 ~~T ~~Te 6 1 32768 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 “ “ 3 " 0 102199689 100000000 15366 33589418 1 1 3 ^ 
— y- ^ 0~T"~^~6 1 16384 ~~T~TlT 4 1 ~0~T03991242 100000000 131277 333780^  209316 
— ^ :j- 0 “ T ” T 6 ~ ¥ 1 16384 f 512 4 3 ^~"103991242 100000000 131277 ~l3378041 209316 
— ^ Y 0 ” i T ~ T 6 ~ ¥ 1 16384 4 ~ ^ ~ 4 ~ T ~0 ] ] j 0 2 3 2 4 9 U _ 100000000 — 36113 33568622 113899 
— ^ :j-——0 ~ T ~ ~ T e " " 6 1 16384 4 ~ ^ 4 ~ I ~ 0 ~T 0 2 3 2 4 9 1 4 100000000 一 36113 33568622 113899 
— ^ ^ ~ ~ 0 “ “ f “ “ ^ ~ 6 ~ ~ T 16384 “ ^ 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ T ~ 0 102392327 100000000 28760 33567872 122002 
— r : j - — — 0 “ r ” 係 1 1 16384 ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ 3 T ~ T 0 2 3 9 2 3 2 7 100000000 287CT 33567872 122002 
— :r Y ~ " 0 “ f “ ^ F 1 " T 1 ^ ^ ^ " " T " 1 ^ 4 ~ T ~ 0 ~T02391522 ZjOOOOOOOO _ _ ^ ^ 33567875 121993 
r ^ — — Q ~ " ^ : p ~ ^ ^ H 16384 2 ~ 1 ^ ^~~3~0~102391522 ~100000000 28766 33567875 121993 
— r r — — 0 ~ r ” ^ 6 1 16384 2 ~ ~ 5 T 2 ' r ~ T ~ 0 ~ T 0 2 4 1 1 0 9 5 ~l00000000 28753 33567875 122006 
— f j ~ ~ 0 ~ f ~ T 6 " 6 " T " T ^ “ ^ 2 " T T 2 2 ~ T T ~ l 0 2 3 9 ^ _ J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 _ J ^ 33567874 122002 
— r : r ~ ~ 0 ~ " r ~ ^ ~ 6 1 16384 ~ ~ 2 ~ W T ~ ~ 0 ~J024rm95 ;3pOQQQOOQ 28753 33567875 122006 
— \ : p ~ ~ 0 ~ : j " ~ ^ 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ T ^ ~ ~ " 2 ~ ^ 2 2| 3~0 10239212?! 100000000| 2875s| 33567874| 122002| 
(Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: Cache 0rganization(1,1,0,1) 
$ fBM “ bht nd look nd sim p ncp line si ^ C ? " data si" d set bht en bht set wm If 'a bht hit ~ a bhtmiss |look bhthit |look bht miss |def kill c1 |def kill c2 
f tial — 1 i" 0 ~ ~ T 16 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 2 512 ~ 4 ~~ f~0 17580752 72705 “ 17578840 74617 25001 5745 
* tial — 1 1— 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 — 4 ~ ~ 3 ^ 17580752" 72705 “ 17578840 74617 25001 “ 5745 
•-. tial 1 1 0 ~~" f 8 ~ " 6 ~ T 16384 ~ 2 512— 4 ~~T""0 17580752 72705 “ 17578840 74617 36897 5 ^ 
I tial 1 T" 0 ~ T 32 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 5l2 ~ 4 ~ T ~ 0 17580752 72705 “ 17578840 74617 ^ 9 ^ 6737 
, t i a l — 1 1~ 0 ~ ~ T 64 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 ~ 4 ~ f T 17580752 72705 “ 17578840 “ 74617" 18195 17757 
tial 一 1 1 0 1 8 ~ " 6 ~ T 1 6 3 ^ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 T T 17580752 72705 17578840 7 4 ^ 36897 5217 
‘ t i a l — 1 T 0 ~~~T 3 2 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~~3~0 17580752" 72705 “ 17578840 “ 74617 19413 “ 6737 
tial 1— 1 0 1 64 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 5?2 4 ~~3~0 17580752 72705 1 7 5 7 8 ^ 7 4 ^ 18195 M l ^ 
tial — 1— 1 0 1 1 6 ~ 6 ~ 8192 2 5?2 4 ~ T ~ 0 17580752 72705 1 7 5 7 8 ^ 74617 68142 16864 
tial — 1 T" 0 ~ T ~ W ~ 6 1 3 2 7 ^ 2 ~ ~ 5 U 4 ~ ~ f T 17580752 72705 17578840 7 4 ^ 7 ^ 1027 
tial — 1 1 0 ~"~f 16 ~ 6 ~ T ~ " 8 T ^ 2 ~ 5 1 2 4 ~~3~0 17580752 72705 1 7 5 7 8 ^ 746T7 68142 1 6 ^ 
tial 1 \ 0 ~ T " 16 ~ 6 " ~ T 32768— 2 512— 4 ~ s T 17580752 72705 “ 17578840 “ 74617 7001 “ 1027 
tial T" 1 0 ~~Y 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 1 512 ~ 4 ~ ~ f " 0 17580752 72705 17578840' 74617 70473 “ 23323 
tial 一 1 r 0 ~~T" 16 ~ 6 ~ ~ T 6 ^ 4 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ ~ f T 17580752 72705 17578丽 74617 22811 3 W 
tii l 1 T 0 T ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 T 512 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 175807^ 72705" 17578840 746?7 70473 23323 
tii l 1 1 0 ~ ~ T " ~ ~ T 6 ~ " 6 ~ T 16384 4 512 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 17580752 72705 17578840" 746t7 22811" 3957 
tiiii T" 1 0 1 ^ ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 256 4 —~T~Q~17424581 228876 —^7411020 242437 25659 5682 
tii i T" T 0 ~ T 1 6 ~ 6 ~ 1 16384 2 1024 ~ 4 1 下 17644198 9259 “ 17644107 9350 24885 “ 5897 
^ T" T 0 “ f 1 6 ~ 6 " 1 16384 2 256 “ 4 ~~3~0 17424581 228876 17411020' 242437 25659 5682 
tii j T" r 0 ~ ~ T ~ T 6 " ~ 6 ~ T ~ l 6 ^ 2" 1024 4 ~~3~0"~7644198 ~ ~ 9259 17644107 9350 24885 5897 
t|i[j T" T" 0 ~ ~ T 16 ~ ¥ ~ T 16384 2 512 “ 1 ~ ~ f T 1743846? 214996 17424414 229043 24990 6055 
tiiii T" f 0 ~ ~ T " “ “ T 6 " " T " T 16384 2" 512 2 ~ T ^ ~ 7 5 4 3 6 4 8 ~~"109809 17538444 115013 25120 5540 
tii j T" T" 0 ~ T “ “ ^ ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 ^ 2 512 T ~ ~ 3 i r ~ 7 4 3 8 4 6 1 ~~214996 17424414 229043 24990 6055 tiii f f 0 ~~f ~"T6~6~T f^6^ 2 512 ~2 3""0 17543648 109809 17538444 115013 25120 5540 
tomcatv T r 0 " “^T ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512" ~4 f ~ 0 3338278 1490 3338248 1520 ^871840 69796 
tomcatv 1 1 0 ~~T" ” T 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ "3~0 ~~~3338278 1490 3338248 — 1520 2871840 ~ 69796 
tomcatv T" T" 0 ~ T " 8 ~ 6 1 16384 2 ^ 4 f ~ 0 3338278 1490 3338248 1520 ~^93317 744757 
tomcatv T" 1 0 ~ T 8 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 3 ~0 3338278 1490 3338248 1 ^ 2893317 7447^ 
tomcatv r T 0 ~ ~ T ~ " 3 2 " ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2" 512 4 T~0 3338278 1490 3338248 1520^616924 103504 
tomcatv T T 0 ~ ~ T ~ ^ " ~ 6 ~ ~ ? 6 3 8 4 2" 512 4 ~ ^ T 3338278 1490 3338248 1520 2616924 103504 
tomcatv T T 0 ~ ~ T " “ “ 6 4 ~ 6 ~ T ^ [ 6 3 ^ 2 512 4 T T 3338278 1490 3338248 1520 ~2405686 305821 
tomcatv T r 0 “ “ f ~ ^ ~ 6 1 JG^ZIJ 512 4 ~ " 3 ~ 0 " 3338278 ~ 1490 3338248 1520 2405686 305821 
tomcatv T" f 0 ~ ~ T ~ T 6 ~ ^ 1 8192 2 512 4 T T 3338278 1490 3338248 1 5 ^ 5435203 434552 tomcatv T T" 0 ~T" ~Ts 6 1 8192 ZZJZH^- . ^ ~ 3 ~ 0 一3338278 ~ " 1490 3338248 1 5 2 0 ^ 4 3 5 2 0 3 434552 
tomcatv T T" 0 “ T ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T " l 2 7 ^ 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ T ~ 0 ^ 8 2 7 8 14W 3338248 1 5 ^ 219624 69774 
tomcatv T" r 0 ~ ~ T " " “ “ ^ 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ 3 2 7 6 8 2 “ ^ 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 33382^ 1490 3338248 1 5 ^ 219624 69774 
tomcatv T" T" 0 ~ ~ T ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 3 8 4 1 ~ ^ 4 ~ T ~ 0 3338278 14W 33382^ 1520 2668790 499301 
tomcatv T T~"0~~T ~ ^ ^ ~ 6 ~ T ~ ^ [ 6 3 M 4~lU 4 ~ T ~ 0 3338278 1490 " 3338248 1520 2517122 69784 
tomcatv r T " ~ ~ " o ~ T ~ " T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 1 ~ " 5 ^ 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 3338278 1490" 3338248 1520 2668790 499301 
to^^ f T " ~ ~ 0 ~ " r ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 1 ^ ~ ~ i Z M Z I 3 Z I Z I ^ 3 8 2 7 8 1490 3338248 1520 2517122 69784 
tomcatv i" f ~ ~ 0 ~ " T ~ T 6 ~ 6 1 16384 ~ ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ l 6 4 ~ T ~ 0 3335578 4190 3335486 4282 2871890 69776 
tomcatv T T" 0 ~ ~ r “ “ T ^ l " ^ " T i ^ ; ; ; ^ ^ ; ; ^ ^ 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 3335578 4190 — 3335486 4282 2871890 69776 
tomcatv T T 0 ~ " ^ " ~ T 6 " 6 " T 16384 ~ 2 1024 T ~ T ~ ~ 3 3 3 9 0 0 6 7 ^ 33389^ 781 2871850 69798 toi^ T" T"““0 ~T"~~T6"6"T"l6M4 ~~2 1024 4 ~3~0 3338987 762 3338987 781 2871850 69798 toi^ T r~^0 “^““T6~6~ 16384'~"~2 512 1~~~0 “333^ 4754 3334945 4823 2871890 69795 
X ^ i ^ T" f ~ ~ 0 ~ ^ ~ ~ W ~ 6 ~ ~ T ~ T ^ ~ " ? _ _ ^ g ! Z j ] j ! Z j ^ 7 4 5 5 2313 3337405 2363 2871840 69797 
to^^^ T T " ~ ~ 0 ~ T " ~ ~ T F H ^ T ^ ~ 2 S12 f l " 5 " 3335014 4754 3334945 4823 2871890 69795 
to^^^ T" T ~ ^ 0 ~ ~ ^ " Z ] j ! I I Z I J ^ Z I I _ i l i 2 ；^ ~ 0 3337455 2313 3337405 2363 2871840 69797 
^ T" f ~~0 ~"T"~"^~^~^~^^±ZlAZI^ 4 ~ ^ 6330310" 1189 6330300 ~ 1199— 160 32 
— ^ f 0 ” T " ~ ~ T 6 ~ ¥ ~ T 1 6 3 8 4 ~ 2 512 ~ 4 ~ 3 ~ 6 ~ 6330310 1189 6330300 1199 160 ^ ^ i" f~~0~~f~~8"^"T"T63^ ” 2 ~ ^ 4~~0 ~~6l30310 1189 6330300 1199 229 1^  
— f T " ~ ~ 0 ~ T ~ ~ 8 ~ 6 ~ J ^ l ~ ~ f Z M I Z I j ^ Z H Z j ^ l ^ 1189 6330300 1199 ^ ；！^  
— ^ f 0 ~ ~ T ~ ^ ~ 6 1 16384 2 ~ ^ _ _ 4 ~ ~ 0 " ~ ~ ^ 0 3 1 Q 1189 6330300 ^ 9 9 ^ ^ 
^ ^ T " ~ " 0 ~ " T " ~ " 3 2 " 6 " J ^ “ I Z M I ~ ~ 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 ~ 6 3 3 0 ^ 0 1189 6330300 ” 9 9 84 38 — f f 0”f“64~6 1 16384 “ 2 ~~5^  4 ~T T 一 6330310 1189 6330300 12^  ^ ^ 
— f ^ 0 “ T “ M ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 " " 5 j T 4 _ j T 63303l"0 1189 6330300 11?9 ^ H 
— ^ J 0"~f~T6~"6~T 8192 2 ~5T2_ 4—TT 6330310 1189 6330300 棚 187 36 
— J f ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ T ~ T e ^ " T 8192 “ 2 ~ g g ; ~ ~ ~ 4 ~ T ~ 0 ~~6330310 l W 6330300 1199 187 36 — ^ f~~0““T“T6"6"T"3^ ~~2 512 4 ~TT —~^30310 1189 6330300 1199 ^^ ^ 
— T f ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ T ~ T 6 " 6 T ^ ^ “ 2 ~ ~ ^ ~ “ ^ 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 6330310 1189 6330300 1199 1 ^ 52 — r r~~0" — ~T6"6"T"1^~~r~^ 4~TT ~~~63303T0 1189 6330300 1199 179 34 
— r f ~ ~ o ~ T " ~ T 6 ^ " T " 1 ^ “ “ ^ 519 i ] ^ Z ^ 3 1 0 1189 6330300 1199 179 34 
^ r : p ~ ~ 0 1 1 6 ~ 6 ~ ^ ^ ” 4 512 4 ~ T ~ 0 6330310 1189 6330300 H ^ 1 ^ g ^ T-——T"~~0 1 16~6~^1^~4~^ 4~3T 6330310 1189 6330300 1199 1^ g ^ T-——T~"^0^""l6^-T"T63^~？ 256 4"T;;0_6329999 1500 6329989 1^ ]g_——g ^ r f"“^0^““^^H"^f^~~2~1^~^~3~0 6329999 1500 6329989 1^ 1^ g ^ ^ — — f ~ ~ Q - - ^ ^ - - l ^ ~ ^ " W 4~T"0 6330549 950 6330540 ?59 Jg g ^ T——^~~0—^^— 16384 2 1024 ~ ~ 4 ^ T 6330549 950 6330540 ^ Jg g 
^ T ~ ~ T - — — ^ ^ ~ 16384 2 512 ~ ~ f - ^ 6330148 _ _ 2 j g j 6330138 J | g . — — ^ § ^ r — — r ~ ^ 0 - ^ ^ - T 16384 2 512 ~ ~ f ^ T 6330148 __lj5j_ 6330138 ^ — — ^ 1 
1——1^^^ — ^ ^ — 1 ^ ^ - ^ ~ ~ 2 " " 0 6330276 __1223 6330266 ^ — — ^ g 
~ 1 - — — f ~ ~ ^ ] 3 ] ] : ^ ] Z M : z i i ] ! i ; ; ^ ^ ~ ~ i ^ ~ " ^ 5 ^ 1^ 1^ ^ 
,——r~~PT~T~^l~T~T^““2"^ 4 - ^ - ^ m ^ : Z Z ^ Z ^ ^ ^ - ^ 25869 ~ H ^ 
c。mpress 1 _ _ l 0 1 _ _ ^ 6 _ | _ ^ _ | _ p | _ _ Z ^ _ ^ ^ g g ^ ^ 468 25869 1506682 
c。mPress _ _ 1 _ _ 1 0 1 _ i | _ | _ | ^ _ | _ ^ _ _ ^ _ ^ _ ^ ^ 研 ~ 1 ^ ^ ? ^ 468 23666 _ _ 3 0 4 ^ 
。 。 一 _ _ 1 _ _ ^ 0 1 3 _ | J ^ _ ^ _ ^ _ ^ _ _ ^ ,2881605 4 ^ - 1 ^ 8 8 T ^ 4 ^ 2 3 g 6 6 _ _ 3 0 ^ 
compress _ _ 1 _ _ 1 0 1 8 _ | ^ _ | | | 4 _ _ | _ | ^ _ _ H T 12881605 ^ 12881598； ^ 30522 1841901 
c。mpress 1 1 _ _ 0 1 _ _ | 6 1 ^ | | 4 _ ^ _ | ^ _ _ A Z ^ _ ^ ^ g g ^ = 468 30522 1841901 
c。mpress 1 _ _ _ 1 0 l M 6 1 _ ^ _ | , _ | ^ _ _ 昏 书 - 】 _ 5 1 ^ _ ^ « « 2 ^ ； 468 40499 2237161 
= = ； " “ ^ 1 ^ ^ ^ 4 4 4 ¾ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - = ~ ^ ^ - ™ ^ ~ ~ " ^ 画 娜 1 
cornpres5 i • ^^^^j^^^^^^2^^^^^^^^..^^Mi^M--i-J-^^"-"^^^-'-"^"^"""'"'^^""'^"^^^"""*^^^^ 
.A 
_ Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
« Cache 0rganization(1,1,0,1) 
I |compfess 1 1 0| 1 16[ 6| 1 8192[ 21 512[ 4| 1 0| 12881605| 461 12881598[ 468| 34211 1644130 
¢. compress “ 1 ~T 0 ~ ~ T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 819^ 2 ~~SlT 4 ~ ~ 3 T 12881605 461 12881598 一 468 34211 1644130 
•？ impress ~ 1 ~T 0 ~~"T 16 ~ 6 " ~ 3276S" 2 ~ ^ 4 ~T"~0 12881605 461 12881598 468 20679 1320300 
• compress “ 1 1 0 ~~T" 16 ~~6"~T 3276百 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 " 12881605 461 12881598 468 “ 20679 1320300 
compress 1 1 0 1 ~ ~ T 6 " ~ 6 " ~ 16384 l" 512 4 ~ f T 12881605" 461 12881598 4 ^ 54905 1551643 
compresT" 1 1 0 1 ~ T s 6 1 16384 1 512 4 ~~3~0 12881605 461 12881598 4 ^ 54905 1551643 
compress “ 1 1 0 1 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 163ST 4 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ f T 12881605 461 12881598 468 ~ 24900 ~ 1506816 
"compress “ 1 1 0 ~ T " 16 ~ 6 ~ T 163ST 4 512 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 12881605 461 12881598 — 468 24900 1506816 
compress 1 f 0 1 16 6 ~ T 16384 — 2 256 ~ 4 ~ ~ f T 12881582 484 12881574 492~ 25869 ‘ 1506682 
compress T" f 0 ~ T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 256 — 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 12881582" 484 “ 12881574 492" 25869 “ 1506682 
compress 1 — 1 0 1 ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 1024 4 ~T~0 12881608 ^ 12881601 ~ 4 ^ 25869 1 5 0 6 ^ 
compress T 1 0 ~~~T ~ ~ " T 6 ~ " 6 ~ T 16384 ~ 2 1024 ~ 4 — ~ 3 ^ 12881608 458 “ 12881601 465" 25869 1506682 
compress" 1 ~ 1 0 ~ f ~ ! 6 ~ 6 1 163M 2 512 1 ~ T ^ 12881292 774 1 2 8 8 1 ^ 782 2 5 ^ 1 5 0 6 ^ 
compress 1 1 0 T 1 6 ~ 6 1 163M 2 512 2 f ~ 0 12881539 W 1288153T ~ ^ 2 5 ^ 1 5 0 6 ^ 
compress T" 1 0 ~~T" ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 T" ~ s T 12881292 ~ " 774 12881284 782 ~~ 25868 1506682 
compress 1 1 0 ~ T ~ ~ W ~ 6 " ~ T ~ l 6 3 8 4 2 512 2 ~~3^~0 12881539 527 1 2 8 8 l W 535 2 5 ^ 1506682 
^ J f 0 ~ T ~ ~ T e 6 1 16384 2" 512 4 — " f T ~ l 7 8 0 8 3 9 9 67262 ~~f7808381 67280 — 56623 10574 
^ T' f 0 “ f ~~Te 6 1 16384 2" 512 4 ~ 3 ^ ~ 7 8 0 8 3 9 9 67262 —17808381 67280 ~~ 56623 10574 
^ T" T 0 ~ ~ T 8 ~ ^ ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~~^~0~17808399 67262 17808381 67280 71509 5432 
5 ¾ r T" 0 ~ T 8 ~ 6 ~ T ~ l 6 3 M 2 ~ ! T 2 4 —~~sT 17608399 6 7 ^ 17808381 67280 71509 5432 
^ T" T" 0 ~ T " “ 3 2 ~ 6 ~ T ^ f l 3 ^ 2 512 4 ~ ~ f ~ 0 ~ 7 8 0 8 3 9 9 67262 17808381 67280 36420 25100 
5|j^^ f f 0 ~~1 3 l ~ 6 ~ " ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 512 4 ~~3~0 17808399 67262— 17808381 6 7 ^ 36420 2 5 ^ 
^ "^ f 0 ~ "T ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ 16384 2' 512 4 ~ f ~ 0 " 17808399 一 67262 17808381 67280 29924 53156 
^ T" f 0 ~ T " ~ ~ ^ 6 1 16384 2 “ 512 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 ~ 7 8 0 8 3 9 9 — 67262 17808381 67280 29924 53156 
^ ^ T 0 ” T ~~Te 6 1 ~ s T ^ 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ ~ r ^ ~ " l 7 8 0 8 3 9 9 ~ 67262 17808381 67280" 124635 34466 
^ T T 0 ~T ~~T6~6"~T 8192 2 512 ~~~T ~^ ~0 ~17808399 — 67262 17808381 67280 124635 34466 ^ f "^ 0 ~T"~~T6~T 1 32768 2 512 4 ~f^" 17808399 ~ 67262—17808381 67280 “ 28850 ~~ 5281 
^iiij^ ^ T" 0 ~ " T ~ ^ ~~6 ~ T ~32768 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ 3 ""5" ~l7808399 — 67262 17808381 67280 ~ " 28850 5281 
5 ^ f J 0 ~ T " ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 1 16384 f 512 4 ~ ~ f o " 17808399 “ 67262 —17808381 67280 “ 280833 — 92404 
;; i j^ i" T" 0 ~ T ~ T e 6 1 16384 = r _ 512 4 ―“3~0"~7808399 67262 17808381 67280 280833 92404 
；^ ^ if 0 ~~1 W 6 1 16384 4 ~"ST2 4 ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ 7 8 0 8 3 9 9 ~ ~ 67262 ~~"T7808381 67280 40600 ~ 6566 
5^ •^ T" 0 ~T ~~T^-"6""T6^ 4" 512 4 ~3~0" 17808399 — 67262 17808381 67280 — 40600 6566 ^ T" T 0 ~T““t6~6"~~T63^~~2~"^ 4 "TT"T^0144 5355?7 17340078 535583 56581 10863 
^ f T" 0 ~ " f ~ ~ T 6 " ~ 6 ~ T ^ 6 3 8 4 2 ~ ^ 6 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 ^ f 7 3 4 0 T 4 4 535517 17340078 535SW 56581 10863 
^ “^ f 0 ~ T ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ^ m 3 ^ ~ ~ 2 ^ i ^ 4 ~ T ~ 0 ~ T 7 8 7 3 ^ 2381 178732^ 2 3 ^ 56613 10585 
^ f f 0 ~ T ~ T 6 ~ 6 1 16384 ~ j ^ 3 ^ 4 ^ T ] j 7 8 g ^ 23W 178732^ 2398 56613 10585 
^ f f 0 “ “ T ~ T 6 6 1 16384 ~ ^ ~ ^ l Z I Z I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Q ^ 1104872 167707lT 1104949 57919 10511 
^ f ^ 0 ~ T " ~ ~ ^ 6 1 16384 2 5 j2 2 ^ T _ J [ 7 6 9 3 7 5 7 181904 17693737 1819^ 56730 10681 
^ f Y 0 ~ ~ T ~ T 6 ~ 6 1 16384 ~ ^ ~ ^ 1 ~ ~ 3 ^ ~ 1 6 7 7 0 7 ^ 1104872 16770712 11049^ 57919 10511 
^ :j- f 0 ~ ~ T " ~ ^ ~ 6 1 16384 2 W 2~3~0 17693757 1819^ 17693737 1819¾" 56730 10681 
^ f f 0 ” f ~ " T 6 ~ 6 ~ r 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 f ~ 0 9172803 1073" 9172767 1109 一 4644 58 
—J ^ f 0 ~ ~ r ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~ g 2 4 3~0 9172803 1073" 9172767 1109 4644 ^ 
— f f 0 ~ f 8 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ ~ 2 ” ^ 4 1 ~0 9172803 1073 9172767 1109 560 V\9 
― ^ f f ~ ~ 0 ~ ^ - " " " ^ 8 " 6 " T " 1 ^ " “ ^ 2 512 4 ~~3~0 ~ 9 ^ 7 ^ 1073 9172767 1109 ^ 1 ^ 
― ^ f T ~ " 0 ~ " r ~ 3 2 " 6 " T " l 6 ^ “ ^ 2 5 ^ 4 3 j ^ r ' Q ' ^ ^ ^ ^ 1073 9172767 1109 4424 ^ 
— ^ f ~ ~ 0 ~ T " “ ^ 3 2 ^ " T 16384 ~ 2 ~ ~ 5 ? 2 4 ~ 3 " " 0 ~9172803 1 ^ 9172767 1109 4424 W2 
— ^ f ~ " 0 “ T ~ 6 4 ~ 6 1 16384 2 512 ― ― 4 ~ T ^ 9172803 1073 — 9172767 1109 8381 ^ 
—, r T " ~ ~ 0 “ T " ~ ^ H " T ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ 5 ^ 2 4 ~ 3 ^ ~ ~ 9 2 7 ^ 1073 9172767 1109 8381 ^ 
— r ^ - ~ ~ 0 “ “ T " “ “ T 6 ~ ^ ~ T ~ ^ ~ 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ T " Q " ~ 9 T 7 ^ 1073 9172767 1109 31903 12220 
— ^ ^ ~ ~ 0 “ T ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ 8 1 9 2 ~ ~ 2 512 4 " ~ T T 9172803 1073 9172767 1109 31903 12220 — ^ :f~~0~~T"~^6~6~ 32768“2~^ 4'~T~~9^7^ 1073 9172767 1109 ^ f7 — T f~~0~T“T6"6"T"3^““2"1^2 4~3~0 ~~9^7^ 1073 9172767 1109 ^ ^ 
— r f ~ ~ 0 " ^ ” ^ " ^ " T " ^ ^ " “ “ f " ^ 4 ~ T T ~ 9 g ^ 1073' 9172767 1109 41584 8199 
— r f ~ ~ 0 " ^ ” T 6 " 6 " T " T ^ ~ f ~ ~ ^ 4 " " 3 T " " 9 ^ 7 2 8 0 3 ' 1073" 9172767 1109 41584 8199 
— r f ~ " 0 ~ ~ T ~ " ^ ~ 6 ~ T ~ i m A “ ^ 4 " 5 T I 4 ~ T T ~ j g ^ 1Q73 9172767 1109 ^ f7 
— :j- f ~ ~ 0 ^ “ ^ ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 3 M “ 4 51? j l $ Z I g ^ 1073 9172767 1109 ^ £7 
— r ^ ~ ~ 0 ~ r “ ^ ~ 6 1 1 6 3 8 4 ” 2 256 T ~ T ^ ~9170760 sTTs 9170616 3260 4644 58 
— T ^ - ~ ~ 0 ~ f ” T 6 " 6 " T " T 6 ^ “ 2 256 A ~ ^ ~ 6 ~~^70760 31l¥ 9170616 3260 4644 58 
— r r ~ ~ 0 ~ f ~ T 6 " 6 " T " 1 ^ “ 2 " l 0 2 4 4 ~ T ~ 0 ~~9T72956 92^ 9172939 937 4644 58 
S ; r : r ~ ~ o " " T " “ “ T 6 ^ " ^ f 6 3 ^ ~ ~ 2 ^ i 0 2 4 7 " ~ T T " ~ " 9 T 7 ^ 920 9172939 937： 4644 58 
S ^ } r ~ ~ 0 ^ ~ T 6 " 6 " T " 1 ^ “ “ 2 ~ ^ ' ~ ~ i - - 1 7 - ' 9 2 g ^ _ 37926 “ 9127731 46145 4643 ^ 
~ T" T - ~ ~ o " T ~ W ~ 6 ~ J ~ A ^ ~ ~ 2 " " ^ ^ ~ T ~ 0 ~ ~ g 7 W — 2656 " 9171053 2823 4 ^ ^ 
S T — — T ~ ~ 0 ^ - T 6 ^ " T 1 1 ^ ~ 2 " " ^ f - ^ ; ^ ^ 9 g ^ 37926 - ^ T 2 7 7 W 4 6 1 4 5 _ _ ^ g 
1¾ } — — ^ ~ ~ Q - - ^ ^ - ^ 6 3 ^ “ 2 ~ ^ 2 ~ 3 ^ ~ 9 m ^ 2656| 9171053 2823| 4644| 58| 
IResults for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: Cache 0rganization(1,1,0,1) 
急「BM “ bht nd look nd simp nc p "ine si ^ C2* data si" d set bhten bht set wm If tg k c1 Ig"k c2 defuse |defwaste |taguse |tag waste 
. | tial — 1 1 0 1 16 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~^" "5" 0 0 77989 23886 45535 0 
f tial — 1 T" 0 ~~"T 16 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 2 512 “ 4 ~ 3 T 0 0 77989 23886 45535 0 
?, tial ~ 1 1 0 ~~T" 8 ~ 6 " ~ T ^ i 6 ^ 2 512 “ 4 ~~"T~0 0 0 75662 31200 69913 0 
tial — 1 1 0 1 32 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~~1^2 4 ~~iT"o" 0 0 68201 20634 10198 0 一 
tial — 1 ~ 1 0 1 64 " ~ 6 ~ T 163M 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 0 0 46035 2^395 5401 0 
tial 1 ~ 1 0 1 8 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ^ 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 0 0 — 75662 3 ^ f ^ 69913 0 — 
tial — 1 ~ 1 0 1 32 ~ " 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~""sTI 4 ~~3~0 0 0 68201 20634 10198 0 ~ ~ 
tial 1 1 0 1 64 ~6~T 163^  2 ~~5^  4 ~~3~0 0 0 46035 21395 5401 0 
tial T" T" 0 ~ T " ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 8192 2 512_ 4 ~ f T 0 0 65344^ 55812 183471 0 
tial r f 0 ~ T ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 " ~ 32768 2 512 4 ~ ^ 下 0 "~0 25835 7107 18858 0 
tial — 1 1 0 ~ T ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 " ~ T 8192 2 ~ 5 1 ^ 4 "~T~0 0 0 ~~653443 55812 183471 0 — 
tial T" T 0 ~ ~ T ~~"T6"~6"~T 32768 2 512 4 ~ ~ 3 ^ 0 — 0 25835 7107 18858 0 
tii i 1 ^^  0 ~ 1 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 T" 512 4 ~ f " 5 " 0 ~ 0 2 4 4丽 531578 1 2 8 9 ^ 196 “ 
tiS 1 T" 0"~~^ "~~T6~6~T 16384 4 512 4 ~~T~0 0 ~ 0 103^ 15406 568^  0 ‘ 
tiii 1 T" 0"~~T ~T6~6~T 16384 T 512 4 ~3~0 0 — 0 244^ 8 531578 128949 196 “ 
tiii T T" 0 ““f ~T6"~6~T"16384 4 512 4 ~3~0" 0 ~0 103587 15406 56892 ~0 
t|ij T" T" 0 ~ ~ T " ~ T ^ ~ 6 " ~ T " 1 6 3 8 4 2 256 4 ~ ~ T " T Q ~ 0 77896 23503 4 4 7 ^ ~ 0 
i^i T" r 0 ~"f ~~T6~6~T 16384 ~2 1024 “ 4 ~T""0 0 0 77958 23850 45559 0 
tiii T" T 0 ~"r ~!6~6~T^[6^ 2 256 4 ~~3^ 0 0— 77896 ~~ 23503 44794 0 
t|^  T" T 0 ~T ~~T6~6~T 16384 2 1024 4 ~~3~0 0 0 779^  23850 45559 0 
tii[j T" T 0 ~~~T ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ n ' ^ ^ 2 512 ~ ~ 1 1 ~ 0 " ~ ~ 0 0 ‘ 78246 ~ 23921 ~ 44379 ~ 0 
t|i] T f 0 ~ T " ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 2 ~"T~0 0 0 78072 23905 4560l 0 
ti^  1 r 0 ~ T ~~^~^~T 16384 2 512 “~~1 3~0" 0 0 78诬 23921 44379 0 — 
^ T" T" 0 ~ 1 r6~6~T 16384 2 512 — 2 3 ~0 0 0 78072 2 3 9 ^ 45丽 0 一 
tomcatv T" T" 0 ~ T " ~ ~ T e ^ e " " “ “ 1 6 3 8 4 2 512 4 T T 0 0 393765 375026 5705897 9 2 0 ^ ~ 
tomcatv T" T" 0 ~ ~ f ~ T e " ^ " T 16384 2 512 4 3 ~ 6 0 0 3 9 3 7 ^ 3 7 5 0 ^ 5705897 9 2 0 ^ 
tomcatv i" T" 0 ~ 1 8 6 1 ““16384 2 “ “ 5 ^ 4 ~ T ~ 0 0 0 390358 ~ 369614 ~ 10066251 “ 496952 “ 
tomcatv T" T" 0 “ T 8 6 1 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 ― “ 3 ~ 0 0 0 _ 390358 ~ 369614 10066251 ~~496952 
tomcatv T T 0 ~ ~ T 32 6 1 16384 2 ^ ' T T~0 0 0 387628 ~ 76564 3603492 "498309 
tomcatv T T 0 ~~T" ~~32 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 0 0" 387628 — 76564 3603492 ~~498309 
tomcatv f T 0 ~ T " ~ ~ ^ ~ 6 " ~ T ~ T 6 3 8 4 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ ~ 0 0 0 _~368974 22479 2 6 4 9 ^ 302655 
tomcatv T T 0 ~ T ~ 6 4 6 1 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ 3 ~ 6 0 0 ~ ~ 3 6 8 ^ 22l79 2 6 4 9 ^ 302655 
tomcatv T" T~~0 “ f ~ ^ ~ 6 1 8192 一 2 512 4 ~ " " 0 0 0 一740788 17511 6820345 3585408 
tomcatv T" T 0 “ T ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ 8192 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ T ~ 0 0 0 ~~740788 175TT 6820345 3585408 
tomcatv f T"~"^0 ~ f ~ ? 6 ~ 6 1 _ ^ j M Z H Z M i Z I ] ― ― 0 ~ 0 ”79690 10140. 4269318 0 
i^;^i3it;; T" f ^ ^ 0 ~ T ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T " ^ ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ 5 ^ 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 0 0 1179690 10140 4269318 0 
tof^iH^ T T ~ ~ 0 ~ f ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 3 ^ ~ ~ f ~ ^ 4 1 ~0 0 0 458516 803231 5717458 2632305 
tomcatv T f~~0"“^T"“T^H^jg^；；；^；；；^]^； _ 4 ~ T " 0 0 0 463353 1080601 6344008 785092 
tof^^Hiw T f ~ ~ 0 “ “ r " “ ^ R ~ ^ ~ T ~ i ; ^ ^ ; ; 3 Z ^ Z Z Z ] ! I Z Z I I Z ^ — . 458516 803231 5717458 2632305 
tomcatv T T" 0 ~ " T " ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ ^ 6 ^ 4 ~ ^ 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 0 0 463353 1080601 6344008 785092 
tomcatv r T 0 “ ^ T " “ “ T ¥ ~ 6 ~ T ^ 6 ^ ~ ^ ~ j ^ 1 」 下 0 ~~"0 393786 375045 5705694 920574 
tomcatv T" T~~0 ~"T“Te"6 1 16384 ~ " 2 256 AZ^~° 0 0 一 3 9 3 7 8 6 375045 5705694 920574 
toJ^;3iw 1 T " ~ ~ 0 ~ f ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 — _ 2 ~ j o g ； 4 ~ T T 0 0 393754 375025 5705897 920605 
tof^ r T"~^0“r"““T6~6~T~T63^ ~~"2^(^ 4~"3'0 0 0 393754 375025 5705897 920605 
^^^^ T" T~~0~r“T6~6~ 16384 2 ~ ^ 1 ~T~0 0 0 393765 375057 5705747 920585 
to^i^ f T"~~0““T"~~"T6~6~n[W ~~2 5^2 2 3 ^ 0 0 393765 375025 5705887 920605 
toi^ T" T " ~ ~ 0 ~ T ~ ^ 6 ^ " " ^ i 6 3 ^ “ “ ? _ ^ l Z O Z 3 0 3 9 3 7 ^ 375057 5705747 920585 
toi^^ r i Z 3 Z ^ Z I Z j I I j ^ ~ ^ 1 ~ ' ^ ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ 2 ~ 3 ^ 0 0 3 9 3 7 ^ 375025 5705887 920605 
^ T T " ~ ~ 0 ” f ~ ^ ~ Q ~ J Q ^ Z I I J _ Z I ^ Z ^ - I J ~ ° 0 0 81 80 7_A o| 
^ ^ T"~~0“T~T6~6~Tn63^~~2~5T2 T 3 0 0 0 8^  §0 Z1 ° 
^ f T " ~ ~ 0 “ “ T ~ ~ 8 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 1 ~0 0 0 1 ^ 1 ^ ^ 0 
^ i" f ~ ~ 0 ~ T ~ ~ 8 ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 ^ ~ 2 512 4 ~ T T ~ I j ； 0 m 1 ^ 1J1_ 0 
^ T r ~~0 ““r ~~^~6~ 16384 ~"2 512 T 1 0 0 0 ^ Z1 ^ ° 
^ T" T" ~"0 ~~^  “ “^~6~ 16384 ~~2~^ 4~TT 0 0 ^ H ^ ° ^ f f““0~~T" ~~^~6~~i6^ ~~2~3T2 4 1 0 0 0 ^ ^ 1^ ° 
3^ i T f~~0~T" ~64~6~^6^ " “ “2~^ 4~~3^ 0 0 ^ ^ li 0 ^ T" f~"0 1 16~6~T~"^““2 512 4 ~T^ 0 ""~0 100 ^ 82 0 ^ f f~^0 1 16~6~~M^~~2 512 4~3T 0 0 100 1^ 82 0 
^ f——f~~0^-^6~6~^^~^—^ ~~^"TT7ZoZZo II Ii ^ ° 
^ r T " ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ T ~ ^ 6 ~ 6 ~ ~ 3 ^ ~ ~ 2 512 4 3 0 0 0 ^ ^ ^9 0 
S T " — — r ~ " 0 ~ T ~ l 6 ^ ~ T " T 6 3 ^ ~ ~ f - ^ 4 ~ T T 0 0 92 78509 211780 0 
^ ^ — — T " " “ ^ 0 - - ^ ^ - - T ^ ~ " r ~ ^ 4~3T ~~0 ~"0 92 78509 211780 0 
^ f f ~ " ^ 0 ~ T ~ " T ^ m 3 8 4 4 " " " ^ 4 1 0 0 0 75 7^ 69 0 
^ r r~~0~T"““^~¥~^f63^"“^4 512 4 3 0 0 0 5^ 77 69 0 
^ T——T“^0-^^--T^““2-^~~4—T ~~0 ~~0 81 ?0 74 0 
S r - ~ ~ T " ~ ~ Q - ^ ^ - - l ^ ~ ~ 2 256 4 1 下 ~~0 0 ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ f — — T " " ~ o - ^ ^ - ^ T ^ “ “ 2 ~ ^ ~ ~ 4 " T T ~ ~ 0 _ _ 0 ^ 80 ^ 0 
^ ^——T"~~0-^^"T-l63^~~2 1024 4 ~3T ~~0__0 ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ T ^ “ f — — ^ ^ — 16384 2 512 ~ ~ = T ] I Z 3 _ _ « ^ g g- ^ 
^ T • " " f - - ^ n 6 - - 16384 2 512 ~~T" 3_0__0__0 ^ g ^ ^ 
T ~ ~ T - ^ ^ ^ ^ - 16384 2 512 ~ ~ " 2 ^ _ 0 _ 0 _ _ 0 ^ g ^ ^―—— 
Z ~~~T——r~"^ ] : : jO = : i ^ Z : i ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ ^ 1 0__0__0 ^ 80 1± ° 
r T-~"n~~^~TR"6"T^f^~~~2~^ 4"TT 0 0 104218 1555655 1172 ± 
compress _ _ 1 _ _ 1 0 1 _ | | _ | _ | _ ^ _ ^ ^ _ _ ^ _ _ ^ _ _ ^ ~ ^ ^ " 1 ^ ^ ^_^ 0 
c�mPress _ _ _ 1 _ _ _ 1 0 1_^_|^^||4__|_|^__ _ _ _ _ o ^ l ^ ^ 2 6 ^ 1^ 2 
compress __1 _ _ ^ _ _ ^ _ | _ _ | • ^ _ | ~ ¾ i ^ ~ 4 ~ ¾ l ~ ~ 4 ^ T ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 5 ~ 1 ^ ~ 1 ^ ^ 1^ ° 
c。mpress 1 ——1__O-A^^^-^~"|~^~~4^T~~0~~0~~丽 1337223 1 ^ 0 
_Press __1 _ _ 1 0 1 3 | _ | _ | _ ^ _ | _ | ^ _ _ ^ ^ ^ _ _ ^ ~ " ~ 5 ~ ~ 7 7 ^ 1 ^ _ _ _ 1 9 3 6 0 
c�mpress 1 1 _ _ ^ 4 ~ | | ~ | 4 " ^ " ~ ^ ^ ~ 4 " T ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 " " " ^ ^ 1068826 1^ 2 
g ^ ~ _ 1 ~ ~ [ ^ ^ ^ j d ^ z i b ''2l 4| 3|0l 7d~~~^f"^^^H7^^l ^ ^ ^ 。！ 
,k 
_ Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
I Cache 0rganization(1,1,0,1) 
^、^ompress •!丨 1| 0丨 1| 16| 6丨 1丨 8192| 2丨 512| 4丨 1丨0丨 0丨 0丨 85763| 1709676| 4655| 0| 
compress 1 ~T 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ 819^ 2 ~ ^ 4 ~"3~0" 0 0 “ 85763 ~ 1709676 ~ 4655 0 
compress “ 1 ~ 0 ~ ~ T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 3276百 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~""T""0 0 0 ~ 129718 ~ 1362490 ~ 440 0 
compress “ 1 ~T 0 ~~T" 16 ~ 6 " ~ T 32768 2 ~~512 4 ~~3~0 0 0 _ 129718 1362490 ~ 440 “ 0 
"compress 1 — 1 0 1 1 6 ~ ^ ~ 1 ^ ―16384 1 512 一 4 1 ~0 0 0 117152 1603850 19629 ^ 
compress “ 1 ~T 0 ~ T 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 1 512 4 ~~3~0" 0 0 ‘ 117152 ~ 1603850 ~ 19629 “ 666 
compress ~ 1 1 0 1" 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 4 512— 4 1 ~0 0 0 103711 1534640 279 0 
Hompress" l" 1 0 1 ~ ~ ? 6 " ~ 6 " ~ 16384 4 512 — 4 ~"3~0 0 0 1037TT" 1534640 ~279 0 
compress T" 1— Q ~ T " 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 256 ~ 4 ~~f "o" 0 ~ 0 10421^ 1555655 1172 0 
compress T" f 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 256 ~ 4 ~~3"o 0 0 1042lT 1555655 1172 0 
compress T" 1 0 "~~T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 1024 ~ 4 ~ f o " 0 0 1042lT 1555655 1172 0 
compress" 1 1 0 ~ T " 1 6 ' ~ 6 ~ ~ ^ 6 ^ 2 ~ T o ^ 4 ~~3~0 万 0 ~ 104218 ~ 5 5 5 6 5 5 1172 0 
compress T 1~ 0 ~ T " 16 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512 ~ 1 ~~ f~0 0 0 1042lT 1555656— 1172 0 
compress" 1 “ 1 0 ~ T " ~ ~ ^ 6 6 1 ^ 6 3 8 4 2 W 2 ~ f ~ 0 "5" 0 ~ 104218 ~~T555656 1172 0 
bompress" 1 “ 1 0 ~ ~ T ~ T 6 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 2 “ ^ 1 ~~3~0 ^ 0 ~~ 104218 ~ 5 5 5 6 5 6 1172 0 
compress 1 “ 1 0 ~ ~ f ~ T 6 " ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 1 ^ 2 512 2 _ " S T "0 0 104218 一T"555656 1172 0 
^ ^ ^ 0 ~ " ^ ~ T e " 6 1 16384 2 512 — 4 ~ f ~ 0 0 0 386632 108095 1197^ ~0 _ 
^ T" r 0 ~ ~ T ~ ~ T ^ ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 3 ^ 2 512 4 ~~3~0 0 0 386632 ~~108095 119761 0 
iiiii^ ^ 1 0 ~ ~ T 8 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~~T"T 0 0 443Sl9 315350 419^38 0 ~ 
^ ^ 1 0 ~~1 8 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 " 0 0 443839 315350 4 1 9 l ^ ~ 0 — 
^ ^ ^ 0 ~ T " ~ ~ 3 2 ~ " 6 ~ T ~ T 6 3 ^ 2 512 4 ~ " ^ ~ 0 0 0 233195 —138421 13363 0 
^ f T 0 ~ 1 ^ ~ 6 1 16384 2 512 — 4 ~ ~ 3 T 0 0 233195 1384^ 13363 0 
5 ^ T" 1 0 ” i 64 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~~T"0 0 0 1580"i7 1358^ 1 0 ^ ~0 — 
^ ^ 1 1 0 ~ ~ 1 ^ ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 ~ 5 ^ 4 3 ~0"~ 0 万 1 5 8 0 ^ 135823 10340 0 
^ ^ ^ 0 ~ ^ “ r 6 ~ 6 ~ T 8192 2 512 ~ 4 ~ ~ T T 0 0 4799^7 245914 152236 0 
^ T" T" 0 ~ ~ f ~ T 6 " " ~ 6 ~ T ~ " M ^ 2 5 1 2 ~ ~ ~ 4 3~0 0 0 “ 479947 ~ 245914 152236 — 0 
i i i ^ ^ ^ 0 ~ ^ ~ " T l " ~ 6 " ~ T 32768 2 512 “ 4 ~~T"T 0 0 319815 569¾ 107476 0 — 
^ i f 0 ~ 1 T 6 " ~ 6 ~ r 32768 2 512 4 ~""3~0 0 0 3198^5 56925 1 0 7 ^ 0 — 
^ T f 0 ~ T ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T " ^ f 6 3 ^ T" 512 T~T"~0" 0 0 ' 479644 568419 — 303976 — 6315 
^ f f 0 ~ T " ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 1 1 6 ^ T"~ 512 4 ~ T T 0 0 ~~479644 568419 3 0 3 ^ 6315 
i i i i ^ T" T 0 ~~1 T e " ^ " l " • “ 1 6 3 8 4 4 512 — 4 ~~T"~0 0 0 336368 6 3 9 ^ 95077 ~0 ~ 
^ T" f 0 ~ T " ~ T 6 ~ 6 3 ^ [ j 6 ^ [ ^ ^ _ ^ 2 T ~ T ~ 0 0 0 “ 336368 ~ 63988 — 95077 — 0 
^ ^ T" 0 ~ ~ T “ “ W 6 1 16384 2 256 4 ~~^~0 0 0 386793 108137 — 119501 — 0 
^ f f 0 ~ r ~ T 6 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 g _ _ _ j g g ! Z Z I Z ] T 0 0 386793 — 108137 — 11950T — 0 
^ T" T 0 ~ T ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 1 16384 2 1024 ~ ~ 4 ~ T ~ 0 0 0 386622 “ 107983 — 1 1 9 8 5 3 ^ ^ ^ _ ^ 
^ T T 0 ~ " T ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T j 6 3 8 4 g _ _ j g g j 4 ^ T " 0 0 ~ 3 8 6 6 2 2 1 0 7 ' ^ 119853 0 
^ ^ r 0 “ f ~ ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ _ 2 6 3 8 4 _ 2 ^ Z M l Z Z l A Z A ^ 0 0 一386682 1 0 8 ^ 112779 0 
5 ^ T" T 0 ~ T ~ ~ T 6 ~ ¥ 1 j | M i Z I i Z ^ 2 ~ ~ 0 0 0 ~"386589 108032 119640 0 
^ f f 0 ~ T “ “ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ ^ ^ 4 2 5^2 l Z Z I 0 0 386682 108210 112779 0 
^ f f ~ ~ 0 “ r “ ^ ^ ^ J 6 ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ 5 1 2 2 ~ T T 0 0 38658^ 108032 119640 0 
i；? T f 0 “ “ T ” T ^ ~ 6 ~ J | 3 ^ ~ ^ ~ ^ i Z I Z Z Z Z 0 113791 13451 31381 — 0 
^ r T T" 0 ~ ~ T " “ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T j 6 ^ ~ ; ^ ~ g 2 ； 4 ^ ~ 0 0 0 11379T 13451 31381 0 
— ^ f 0 ~ T " 8 ~ 6 1 16384 2 5]2 4 ^ T 0 0 211387 9567 47712 0 
—J f f ~ ~ 0 ~ T 8 ~ 6 ~ T n 6 3 M 2 512 4 ^ ~ 0 0 0 211387" 9567 47712 0 
― ^ f f ~ ~ 0 ~ f ~ ~ 3 2 ~ 6 1 16384 2 ~ 5 ^ 4 ~ T ~ 0 0 0 73356 13603 18288 0 
—J J f ~ ~ 0 " “ “ T " “ ^ ^ ~ 6 1 16384 ~ ~ 2 512 T ~ T ~ 0 0 0 ~ ~ 73356 13603 18288 0 
― ^ ^ f ~ ~ 0 " • f “ “ 6 4 " 6 " T " l 6 ^ ~ ~ 2 512 4 ~ T T 0 0 4 9 3 ^ 21517 13036 0 
— f T " ~ ~ 0 ~ " T ~ ~ 6 4 " 6 " T " T W ~ ~ ？ 512 i ~ ^ Z Z Z Q _0 4 丽 21517 13036 0 
— f f ~ " ~ 0 “ “ T " “ T ^ - R - - f t W ^ _ _ ^ Z Z Z I Z Z Z r " Q Q 178526 28947 584774 0| 
— ^ f 0 ~ ~ T " “ “ T e ^ " T 8192 ~ ~ ? 5 j 2 ±^~0 0 0 178526 28947 584774 Oj 
i i f f f " ~ 0 — ~ ^ H " ^ ^ ~ ~ ^ Z M Z Z i ! Z I Z Z Z Q Z Z j 10981"7 4511 13358 0 
— f f ~ ~ 0 “ “ T " ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 32768 2 ~ ^ 4 3 ^ 0 0 109817 4511 13358 0 
— ^ f ~ ~ 0 “ “ T ~ W ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~""T" 512 Z Z I I o Z ~ ° ° 177270 36813 331955 1 
— ^ f ~ ~ 0 ~ r “ “ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T " T ^ “ “ r S19 A Z A A Z H ^ 0_ 1 7 7 ^ 36813 331955 1 
^ Y f " ~ o " T ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 3 M ~ ~ 4 51? ± ~ ~ ^ A Z Z I . ' . 0 . . 10590^ 4701 34216 0 
— f f ~ ~ 0 ~ " f ~ " T 6 " 6 " T ^ f 6 ^ “ “ 4 " ^ i ] I ^ Z I Z Q 1059^ 4701 34216 0 
— r f ~ ~ 0 ~ f ~ ^ " 6 " T 1 ^ “ “ 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ T 0 0 113791 13451 31378 0 
— 7- r " “ ^ 0 ^ “ T ^ H 1 ^ ~ ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ 3 T 0 0 113791 13451 31378 0 
^ : f - ~ " o " T “ “ T 6 " 6 " " l W ~ ~ 2 " T 0 ^ 4 ~ T ~ 0 0 0 113790 13451 31382 0 — r r ~ ~ Q - “ T 6 " 6 " l 6 3 ^ " ~ 2 " T o ^ T " T " 0 0 0 113790 13451 31382 0 
^ r r " ~ o " T " " T 6 ^ " T " ^ f 6 3 ^ “ ^ 2 ^ ^ ' ~ " r ~ T ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 0 113791 13451 31381 0 
S ; T — — f ~ " ^ o ~ T ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ 1 ^ “ “ 2 ~ ^ 2 " T T " ~ ~ 0 Z Z Q Z T ' ^ ^ ^ 13451 31380 0 
~ } — — T " ~ ~ o - " l 6 ^ " ^ f ^ “ ^ 2 - ^ f l T ~ ~ 0 Q - T f 3 7 ^ 13451 ^ 0 
S ~ ~ 0 ^ ~ ^ ~ e ~ T J ^ " “ “ 2 512 2 ~ 3 T ~ ~ n ~ ~ 0 113791 13451 31380 0] 
1 . 
1 Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Cache 0rganization(1,1,0,1) 
g M b^j^_gj_ jggj^_gj_4rg_p.. . .ncpl inesi7c2|datasi |dset |bhten|bt i tset |vvm| l f |abp |abpcorr [abp% |lookbp llookbpcorr |lookbp% 
m — 1 1 0 1 16"~6""~T^ i63^  2—512 4 ~^ "o"T7653457 15634131 ~0.885613 nT7653457 ~15633401 ~0.885572 
�ai 1 1 2_Z3Z3^Z^]3^1^ZZ^Zl!IZIZZZlZ]ZIMMlIZm^^^IlI^^^MMI^ZI!M^^Z!]l^^^Z!^^^^ZI 
1^ 1 1 0__1 8~6~T 16384 " 2 512 4 TT 17653457 1563413? 0.8856i3" 17653457" 15633401 0.885572 tial — 1 1 0 _1 32 ~"6~T 16384 “ 2 512 4 ~f~0 17653457 1563413? 0.8856f3 176534S"7 1563340T 0.885572 tial 1 1— 0 1 64""~6~T~T6i^  2 ~ 512 4 ~~^ "^"17653457 15634131 0.885613 ~l7653457 ~~^ 633401 ~~g885572 
tial 1 1 0 1 8 ~ 6 ~ T ^ i 6 ^ 2—512 T ~ 3 T ^ f 7 6 5 3 4 5 7 15634131 ~0.885613 ~T7653457 ~~TS633401 ~~a885572 
^al “ 1 1 0 ~~T" 32 6 "~T 16384 2 512 “ 4 ~ s T 17653457 15634131 0.885613 17653457 ~ 15633401 ~~0.885572 
^ i T 1 1 0 1 64 ~ 6 ~ T ~ i 6 3 8 4 2 ~ 512 4"~"3~0 17653457 15634131 ~0.885613 ~l7653457 ~~T"5633401 ~a885572 
t ^ r ~ 1 1 0 1 ~ T 6 " ~ 6 ~ T 8192 2 512 4 ~ f ~ 0 176534^ 15634W 0 . 8 8 5 ^ 17653457 15633401 0.885572 
^iiT 1 1 0 1 16"~6~T~32768 2 512 4 ~ T " T ^ i 7 6 5 3 4 5 7 15634131 ~0.885613 " ^ 6 5 3 4 5 7 15633401 ~a885572 
tial i" 1 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 8192 2 512 4 ~ ~ ^ 下 17653457 15634l3T 0.885613 176534^ 15633401 ~0885572 
"tial f 1 0 1 ~~~T^~6"~T 32768 2 512 ~ 4 ~~3~0 176534^ 15634W 0 . 8 8 5 ^ 17653457 15633401 ~ " ^ 8 5 5 7 2 
tiaF f 1 0 1 ~ " ^ l " T " l 6 3 8 4 ~T 512— 4 1 ~0" 17653457 15634131 0 . 8 8 5 ^ 17653457 15633401 0.885572 
^i? 1 1 0 1 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 4 512 4 1 T 17653457 15634131 ~0.885613 17653457 ~fS633401 ~~a885572 ifeli 1 1 0 1 16"~6~T~T6^  1 — 512 4 3T"T7653457 15634131 0.885613 "^ 653457 15633401 ~a885572 
tiil 1 1 0 1 1 6 ~ 6 ~ ~ T ^ 4 4—512 4'~3~0"~T7653457 15634131 ~~0.885613 ^7653457 15633401 ~"a885572 
t|ii f 1 ~ 0 1 16 ~ 6 " ~ 16384 2 256 4 —~f~0" 17653457 155777^ 0.882418 17653457 15576799 0.882365 
tl^ 1 1 0 1 1 6 ~ ¥ ~ T ~ T 6 ^ 2 —1024 4 1 T " T 7 6 5 3 4 5 7 15656449 ~"0.886877 17653457 15656575 0.886884 
t^] 1 f 0 ~~~T" 16 ~"6 1 16384 ~~2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~~3~0 17653457 155777"^ 0.8824Ts 176534^ 155767W 0.882365 
tiili T 1 0 ~ T " ~~Te ~ 6 ~ T l 6 3 ^ 2 1024 4 ~~3 T —17653457 — 15656449 — 0.886877 —17653457 — 15656575 0.886884 
tiii 1 1 0 — 1 16 ~ " 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 1 1 ~0 176534^ 155832^ 0.88273 1765340 155774"T4 0.8824 t|^  ^ 1 0 ~~1 T6~6~ 16384 2 512 2 ~ f ^ 17653457 156179^  0.8846^  17653^  15619496 0.884784 tiii T" 1 0 ~1 T6"~6"~T~16384 2 512 1 3 ~0 17653457 15583239 0.882^  17653457 155774?4 0.8824 
tiij T" 1 0 ~ 1 T6"~6"~T 16384 2 512 2 Z~6 17653457 15617977 0.884698 176534^ 15619496 0.8847M 
tomcatv T" T 0 ~ ~ T ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~~512 4 ~~ T ~ 0 ~~3339768 ~~“ 3320823 ~ 0.994327 ~ 3339768 “ 3320801 0.994321 
tomcatv T" T" 0 ~ T " ~ T 6 ~ 6 1 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ "3~0 —~3339768 ~ ~ 3320823 0.994327— 3339768 “ 3320801 0.994321 
tomcatv 1 1 0 ~ T 8 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 一 ~ 2 ~ ^ 4 ^~0~~3339768 3320823 0.994327 ~ 3339768 ~ 3320801 0.994321 
tomcatv T" T" 0 ~ f 8 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 3~0 333976^ 33208^ 0.99432T 3339768 3320801 0.99432? 
tomcatv r T" 0 ~~T" ~ 3 2 ~ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 T~Q 3339768 3320823 0.994327 33397^ 3320801 0.994321 
tomcatv T" T" 0 ~ T ~ ~ ^ " " 6 " T " [ ^ 8 4 ' 2 5 1 2 ~ 4 ~ 3 " ~ 0 3339768 3320823 0.994327 3339768 3320801 0.994321 
tomcatv T" T 0 ~ f " " " 6 4 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ " f " 0 3339768 — 3320823 _0.994327 —3339768 — 3320801 "~"0.994321 
tomcatv T f 0 ~ f ~ M ~ 6 ~ T J 6 ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ _ _ 5 ^ _ 4 ~ 3 ^ ~ ~ 3339768 ~ ~ 3320823 — 0.994327 — 3339768 — 3320801 ~0.994321 
tomcatv T" T" 0 ~ ~ T " ~ W 6 1 _ 8 ^ _ 2—512 4 ~ T T ~ 3 3 3 9 7 6 8 3320823 0.9943^ 3339768 332080T 0.994321" 
tomcatv T" T 0 ~ T ~ ~ ~ T e 6 1 8j92 2 ~ ^ 4 ^ T ^ ^ ^ 3 3 3 9 7 ^ 3 3 2 0 ^ 0.994327 33397^ 332080T 0.994321 
tomcatv T" T" 0 ~ T " ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 1 32768 ~ ^ ~ ^ 4 ~ ~ T T ~ 3 3 3 9 7 M ^ 3 3 2 0 ^ 0.994327 3339768 332080T" 0.994321 tof^j^ f f 0~T“T6~6~T^^ 2~W(2 4^~0 3339768 3320823 0.994327" 3339768 3320801 0.994321 
tomcatv T" T 0 ~ T ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ ~ ^ [ 6 3 ^ Y ~ ~ 5 ^ ^ Z I ^ Z j ^ g M _ - H g g ^ _ ° : g g f g g I 3339768 3320801 0.994321 
tomcatv T" T 0 ~ T " ~ ~ ^ ~ 6 1 16384 i ~ ^ _ 4 ~ T ~ 0 33397^ 3320823 0 .994W 33397^ 332080T 0.994321 
tomcatv T" T 0 ~ T " “ T 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 ^ 5 2 2 ~ ~ 4 3 ~0~~ 3339768 3320823 0.994327 3339768 3320801 0.994321 
to；^ f f 0 ~ T " " " ^ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 i Z ^ Z Z Z ] I ^ _ j ^ ^ g Z g i Z Z ^ ^ ^ ^ 0 9 9 4 W 33397^ 3320801 0.994321 to；^ f f 0~f~T6~6 1 16384 2 256 T ~ T 3339768 33^ 93^  0.993883 3339768 3319328 0.99388 
to^f；^^ f f ~ ~ ~ Q — ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ 16384 ~ ~ ^ ~ ^ Z I Z I Z J ~ ° ~~3339768 3319339 0 .993W 3339768 3319328 0.99388 
to^；^ f f~~0~~r~""!6~6 1 16384 ~ n " ^ 4~~T~0 3339768 3321277 0.994463 3339768 3321255 0.994457 
T Z f ^ f f ~ " 0 ” T " “ ^ 6 ~ 6 ~ " 1 ^ ~ ~ 2 " 1 ^ A ~ ^ ~ 0 ~~3339768 332ll77 0.994463 3339768 3321255 0.994457 •^ ^^  ^ ^~~0—~"T^H"T^~"^2 512 1 f ^ 3339768 3319669 0.993982~ 3339768 3319645 0.993975 
tomcatv T" T 0 ~ T ~ ~ ^ 6 1 16384 2 " " " ^ ^ 2~~T~0 ~3339768 3320584 0.994256 3339768 3320560 0.994249 jrj^ r :j"~~0~T~"T6^"T^[6^~"^2~5T2 T~3~0 “3339768 3319^  0.993982 3339768 3319645 0.993975 
J ^ ^ ^ ^ Y ~ ~ 0 ~ r ~ ^ ^ ~ T 16384 _ g _ Z M 2 3~0 3339768 3320584 0.994256 3339768 3320560 0.994249 
:r : r — — Q ~ ~ ^ “ ! 6 ~ 6 " 1 16384 2 " " " ^ ^ 4 ~ T ~0 _ _ g 3 3 2 ^ _ _ g l j g M i _ O j Z ^ ^ ^ ^ 6331499 6 1 5 S l ^ 0.972@ ^ r :r——0““r~~T6"6"T^38l~"2~~^ T"~TT 6331499 6158318 0.972648 6331499 6158316 0.972647 
— r r — — Q ~ r — — g ^ - ^6384 2 ~ 5 U 4 ~ T " " 0 ~ 6 3 3 1 4 9 9 6158318~~0：972^ 6331499 6158316 0.972647 
S } T~~0~~T"•“8"6"^f^~~2~~^ 4~3"^ ~6^499 6158318 0.972648 6331499 6158316 0-972647 — f r ~ ~ 0 ~ r ~ ^ ^ ― 16384 ~~2~~^ 4~T^ ~6331499 6158^  0.972648 6331499 6158316 0.972647 — T r~"0~r“^~6 1 16384 ~~2~^ 4~T~0 ~~63lT499 6^5^ 0.972648 6331499 6158316 0.972647 
S } }~~5"~r““64^6~"1^~~2^T2 4~TT~6331499 _ 61583^8 0.972648 6331499 6158316 0.972647 
S T T~~^~T~~64""6""f^"""^2"W 4 ^ T 6331499 61583^8 0.972648 6331499 6158316 0.972647 
— \ } " ~ ~ ^ ~ f ~ T g ^ — — ^ ~ ^ 2 ~ ^ 4 " T T “ 6 3 3 1 4 9 9 _ _ g j 5 ^ 0.9726^ 6331499 6158316 0.972647 — 1 ^~"f”T6~6~T~8T^ 2~~^ 4~^ ~0~6331499 6158318 ~0：97^  6331499 6158316 0.972647 
— J- ^ ~ J - " “ “ T R ^ - J ' W ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ T ~ T T “ 6 3 3 1 4 9 9 _ g j S ^ _ 0.972648 6331499 6158316 0.972647 
— 1 ] • ~ ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ ~ i J n ^ ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ ~ ~ " " 4 " T T 6331499 ~ ~ f i 1 S 8 3 1 8 _ 0 j 7 ^ 6331499 6158316 0.972647 
212 1 — — 1 ~ ~ K ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ k s A “ “ T ~ ^ 4 " T 6331499~"6158318 a972648 6331499 6158316 0-972647 
^ 1 — — [ ~ " ^ ^ ^ 4 ^ ^ ¾ ¾ - " " " ^ T " ^ — — 7 ~ ^ ^ ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ : : i j I ^ Z ^ ： ^ ^ ^ 6331499 6158316 0972647 ^ 1 — — 1 ~ ~ ^ ~ 4 ~ 4 l 4 ~ l ~ S “ “ } ~ ^ ~ ~ 7 ~ ^ 7 ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ : ^ g ^ _ g j ! ^ ~ ~ ^ 5 ^ 6158316 0.972647 
51^  1 1 ~ ~ ^ " 4 ^ 4 J 4 4 " " S ~ ~ 4 " ^ — — T - - ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ " " ^ g ^ : i o : 9 7 ^ 6331499 6158316 0.972647 
51? 1 — — 1 ~ ~ ^ " 4 " ^ 4 4 " S “ “ 2 ^ “ “ 4 - T - 6 3 3 T 4 ^ ~ ~ 6 l l ^ 0.972634 _Jgg2jgj__glgggg^_igZg^ 
51! 1 1 ~ _ l ^ ^ 4 A ^ ^ ^ “ | " " H • " “ 4 ^ T 6331499 ~"«^^^^^^97^ 6331499 6158230 0-972634 
5!5 1 1 ~ ~ 0 _ 4 ^ 4 ^ 4 m " ~ | " W — — 4 ~ T T 6331499~~«1^«^«« 0 972655 6331499 6158365 0.972655 
^ 1 l _ 4 ^ ^ 4 4 - S ~ ~ H i i ~ ~ ~ 4 ^ T 6331499 " “ ^ « ^ ^ ： ： 0 9 ^ 1 5 _ ^ 3 3 1 4 9 9 6158365 0.972655 2^2 1 _ 1 0 - 4 - ^ - 4 4 ^ 1 ¾ ^ ^ _ _ f - ^ - 6331499~~fi^ -^a97^_6331499 6158262 0.972639 ^ 1 _ _ 1 0 - 4 - 4 1 4 4 - ¾ ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ W ^ 6331499"~6T^-0:i7^_J33^ 6158262 0.972639 
2^! 1 _ ^ ~ 4 ~ 4 ~ 4 1 4 4 " ^ ~ 1 ~ 1 ^ ~ ~ ^ " T 6 3 3 1 4 9 9 ~ ~ 6 T 5 ^ - - - - 0 : 9 7 ^ _ _ j 3 3 1 j g i 6158286 0.972643 
^ I [ _ _ 1 + _ | | _ 4 _ ^ | _ ^ g i ^ ^ ] I ^ ^ 3 ! ^ ^ ^ : 2 ! g ^ ; : : ^ j ^ _ _ 6 3 3 1 4 9 9 6158286 0.972643 
— - T Z Z ^ Z Z ---^^~~^2"^——4"T"1^0^""Tf37^ 0.883326^28^_Ji3^_O8^ 
compress _ _ 1 _ _ l _ ^ _ l _ _ | | 4 4 ^ " H i " “ ^ h ~ ^ ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ ^ 7 ^ ^ ~ 7 T ^ ^ _ 2 ^ _ 6 11379064 0.883326 
1 ^ompress _ _ 1 1 _ _ 0 _ _ l _ J | . 6 1 _ | g | 4 _ _ 2 _ | | | _ _ _ + ~ ^ i ~ : ^ 3 ^ ^ ~ ~ ; T ? ^ ~ i r ^ ^ _ j l j 8 8 2 0 6 6 11379064 0.883326 
compress _ _ 1 _ _ 1 _ _ 0 _ 1 _ _ _ | 4 4 " S " 4 " f f ~ ~ | ~ H ~ i ^ ^ ^ ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ ^ : ^ ^ _ J g g _ 8 2 0 6 6 11379064 0.883326 g�mpress __1__1_1_1_~444~|凿~4~^|~~~|~f"^~^^~^T37§5^~^^^_lggggggl ”379064 0.883326 
gompress 1 1 _ _ 0 _ _ l _ J 2 6 1 _ ^ _ _ | _ | ^ _ _ | ~ i " ^ ~ i ^ ^ ^ ~ T T 5 7 i 5 ^ ~ 5 : M ^ _ l g g g g g g i 1 _ 6 4 0.883326 
« m ^ ~ ~ " r f _ _ 0 _ J L _ J 2 _ 6 1 _ ^ _ ^ | _ | | | _ _ H _ ^ _ g | ^ ~ T T ^ ^ ~ i r ^ ^ : 3 1 ^ ^ 11379064 0.883326 
i » ^ Z Z I Z Z I _ _ £ _ l ^ 4 4 ^ ^ ^ | f ~ ~ ' ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ Z J M ^ : J ^ : : ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
[compress 1 1 0| 1| 64| b|__L,l ' ° . — 
驅 _ Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
1 Cache 0rganization(1,1,0,1) 
着 
• ' 1 |compress —1_ 1 0 ~""~ 1 6 _ 6 | 1 8192[ 2[ 512[ 4| 1 0[ 12882066[ 11379065| 0.883326[ 12882066| 11379064| 0.883326 
f compress “ 1 1 0 ~~T" 16 ~ 6 ~ 8192 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 12882066 ~11379065 0.883326 —12882066 11379064 ~~0.883326 
- c o m p r e s s 1 1 0 1 ! ^ ~ 6 " ~ T 32768 2 512 4 ~ f ~ 0 12882066 11379065 ~0.883326 12882066 ~11379064 ~~0.883326 
gompress “ 1 ~T 0 T 16 ~ 6 ~ 32768 2 — ~ ^ 4 —~3~0 12882066 —~11379065 ~0.883326 ~12882066 ~ 11379064 ~0.883326 
compress “ 1 ~ ^ 0 ~~"T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 1638? 1 512 4 ~" f~0" 12882066 ~11379065 0.883326 12882066 ~11379064 ~~0.883326 
compress “ 1 T 0 ~ T 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 1 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~"3~0" 12882066 ~~^1379065—0.883326 12882066 11379064 ~0.883326 
compress 1 T 0 ~ ~ T 16 6 " ~ 16384 4 ~ 5 1 2 4 ~~T"5" 12882066 ~~^1379065—0.883326—12882066 11379064 “ 0.883326 
rompress T 1 “ 0 1 16 ~ ¥ ~ T 16384 4 512 4 ~~3~0" 128820^ 11379065 0.883326 1288^0^ 11379064 ~57883326 
"compress 1 — 1 0 1 1 6 " ~ 6 " ~ 16384 2 256 — 4 1 ~0 12882066 11379057 0.883325 "T2882066 ~~11379055 ~0.883325 
^mpress “ 1 ~T 0 ~ T " 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 —"3~0 12882066 ~11379057 ~0.883325 12882066 ~ 11379055 ‘ 0.883325 
^mpress 1 ~T 0 ~ T 16 ~ 6 " ~ 16384 2 1024 4 ~ ~ ^ ~ ^ 12882066 ~11379066 ~0.883326 12882066 ~ 11379065 0.883326 
compress T 1 0 1 ~ 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 1024 “ 4 3 ~0 12882066 11379066 0.883326 128820^ 11379065 ~"o7883326 
compress 1 1 0 1 1 6 ~ " 6 ~ T ~ r 6 ^ 2 512 1 ' ~ ~ f T 12882066 ~"~11378858 0.88331 " l2882066 ~~Tl378856 ~~0.88331 H^ ;:^ ?^ii~ 1 1 一 0 1 16~6~T~T63^  2 512 2 ~ fT 12882066 ~~11379009 ~~0.883322 ~2882066 ~11379007 ~~0.883322 
;^ 3f^ ^^ ?ii~ 1 1 ~~ 0 1 ~~~^ ~6"~T~T6^  2 512 1'~~3T~T2882066 ~11378858 0.88331 12882066 11378856 0.88331 
compress T" f 0 ~ ~ T ~ T i " H 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ ~ 2 ~~3~0 12882066" 11379009 0.883322" 12882066" 11379007 0.883322 
^ T" 1 0 ~ " T ~~Te ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 ^ ~~~2 512 4 ~~T" ~Q —17875661 "~~ 16555889 ~" 0.926169 —17875661 ~~16555862 0.926168 
^ T" 1 0 ~~T"~~T^ ~6~T^ [6^  2 512 4 ~~3^ ~17875661 ~~16555889 —0.926169 —17875661 16555862 _0.926168 
^ r T 0 ~ T 8 ~ 6 " ~ r 16384 ~ T 512 ~4 ~T""5" 17875661" 16555889 0.926169 1787566l' 16555862 0.926168 
^ i" T 0 ~~T" 8 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512 ‘ 4 ―“3~Q 17875661 165558^ 0.9261^ 1787566T 16555862 0.926168 
^ ^ T" 0 ~ T " ~ ~ ^ - " 6 " T " l 6 3 8 4 2 512 4 ~""T"1o 17875661 —16555889 0.926169 —17875661 16555862 —0.926168 
^ f f 0 ~~1 ^ ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 “5T2 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 ~ 7 8 7 5 6 6 1 ——16555889 — 0.926169 _ 17875661 ~ 16555862 0.926168 ^ T T" 0 ~T ~64~6~T~T6^ 2 512~~~~4 ~^ ~0~17875661 16555889 0.926169—17875661 16555862—0.926168 
^ f 1 0 ~ T " ~~64 6 1 16384 2 ~ 5 ^ 4 ~~3"o"" l7875661 16555889 0.926169 17875661 16555862 0.926168 ^ ^ 1 0'~1 Te 6 1 “8?92" 2 “ “ ^ 4 ~~f~0~17875661 ~ 16555889 0.926169 17875661 16555862 0.926168 
; j j ^ f 1 0 " “ “ 1 T ^ " 6 " " T “ 8 1 9 2 2 “ “5?2 4 ~3"~0~~17875661 16555889 0.926169 17875661 16555862 0.926168 
^ f f 0 “ T " ~ ~ ~ T e " " 6 " T 32768 ~~~2 ~ ^ 4 ~T"~0 17875661 — 16555889 0.926169 17875661 16555862 0.926168 
；^ f f 0 ~~T" ~ ~ ^ 6 6 1 32768 2 512 4 " T T " 17875661 ~ 16555889 “ 0.926169 ‘ 17875661 ~ 16555862" 0.926168 
^ f T" 0 ~ ~ T " “ “ T e 6 1 16384 T " ~ E n A ~ T ~ 0 ~ l 7 8 7 5 W ~ ^ 6 5 5 5 8 8 9 0.926169 17875661 16555862 0.926168 
；^ f f 0 ~ ~ f ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 T 512 4 ~~3~0~ 17875661 ~ 16555889 “ 0.926169 “ 17875661 ~ 16555862_ 0.926168 ^ 1 ^ 0 ~~T T6~6~T 16384 4 “ “ ^ 4 ~ fT 17875^  16555889 0.926169 17875661 ~~"16555862 ~~0.926168 ^ :f f 0 ~"T ~~^~6~T 16384 4 512 ~~4 ~3~0" 17875661 ~ 16555889" 0.926169 17875661 16555862— 0.926168 
; j j ^ f ^ 0 ~ T " ~ ~ T 6 ~ ¥ ~ T 16384 2 “ “ ^ 6 4 ― “ f O 17875661 ~~~T6404001 0.917672 17875661 16403983 0.917671 
^ ^ f 0 ~ ~ f ~ T e " 6 1 16384 2 ” B e 4 T T " ^ f ^ 7 5 6 6 1 16404001 0.917672 17875661 16403983 0.917671 
^ f f 0 ~ f ~ T e " 6 1 16384 2 j m 2 4 " 4 ~ f " o " 17875661 ~ 16565705" 0.926718" 17875661 ~ 16565678 ~ 0.926717 ^ “^ f 0 ~ f ” ^ ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 1024 4 ~3^" 17875661 16565705 “ 0.926718" 17875661 16565678 " 0.926717 
^ -^ ^ 0 ~ ~ f ~ T e 6 1 16384 2 ~ " ^ T" ~ r ~ 0 1 7 8 7 5 ^ 163664To 0 . 9 1 5 ^ 17875661 16366396 0 . 9 1 5 ^ 
; i i ;^ f f 0 ~ f ~ ~ T ^ ~ § ~ ~ T ^ f ^ ^ ] ^ ^ ] i ^ 2 ~ T " ^ [ 7 8 7 5 ^ 16532555 0.924864 17875661 1653253l 0-924863 ^ ^ f 0 ~ f ~~^6"6"T 16384 2 ~ ^ T" ~3^ 17875^  16366410 0.915569 17875^  16366396 0.915569 
; j | ;^ f f 0 ~ T ~ T e " 6 " T 16384 f Z m Z Z Z Z i m ^ g Z g g g j _ ] ^ 1 1 5 g 2 5 5 5 0.924864 17875661 16532533 0.924863 
— ^ J 0 ~ T " ~ T 6 6 1 16384 2 ~ ~ 5 U 4 " ~ T ~ 0 ~~9173876 8706899 0.949097 9173876 8 7 0 6 ^ 0.9490"^ — ^ ^ 0~T"~~^6~6~ 16384 2~~5?2 4""TT 9173876 8706899 0.9490^  9173876 8706^  0.949096 
— Y T" 0 " “ “ f 8 ^ " T 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ T ~ 0 ~9173876 8706899 ~ " a 9 4 9 0 ^ 9173876 8706890 0.949096 
— T ^ — — Q ~ Y 8 6 1 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 ~"3~0 9 1 7 3 l ^ 8706899 0 .949W 9173876 87068^ 0.949096 
^ T f——0~~T"“^ ~6~T 16384 2 ~~^ 4~~T~0 9173876 8706899 0.9490^  91738^  8706^  0.949096 — r :r——0^ “^ T~32 6 1 16384 2 ~!T2 A~~3~0 9173876 8706899 0.949097 9173876 8706^  0.949096 ^ :r r~~Q~^-~环~^1 16384 ~ " 2 ~ ^ 4~TT ~9^73^ 870^ 0.949097 9173876 8706890 0.949096 
S T" T " ~ ~ 0 ~ " T " ^ ^ ^ l " T " T ^ 一 ~ 2 ~ T T 2 4 ~~3 ~0 H g g ^ _ _ g Z g , 6 Q Q Q 0-949097 9173876 8706890 0.949096 
— :r r — — Q ~ ~ Y ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 1 8192 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ ~ T T ~9173876 8706899 0.949097 9173876 8706890 0.949096 
— r r — — Q “ ^ ~ T 6 ~ 6 1 8192 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 ~~9173876 ~ 8706899 0.949097 9173876 8706890 0.949096 
— ]- T — — Q ~ " " r ~ ~ ^ 1 ~ 7 ~ § " 2 面 2 " " • ^ 4 ~ T T “ 9 ; T 7 g g ^ = 8 7 0 6 8 9 9 0.949097 9173876 8706890 0.949096 — 1 r~"0~":r”16~6 1 32768 ~ " 2 ~ ^ ~J~^ ~0 ~9173876 8706899 0.949097 9173876 8706890 0.949096 
— } } ~ ^ Q “ r ~ 7 g ^ - - ^ [ 6 3 ^ “ “ f - ^ 4 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 9 T 7 3 ^ 8706899 0.949097 9173876 8706890 0.949096 
— 1 } ~ ~ 0 ~ " r ~ ^ H ^ f ^ ~ ~ f - ^ T I 4 " T T ~ ~ 9 T 7 ^ 8 7 0 ^ 0.949097 9173876 8706890 0.949096 
— 1 r ~ ~ n ~ r ~ " : ^ H 16384 ~ " 4 ~ 5 T I 4 ~ T T ~ " 9 1 7 3 8 7 6 8706899 ~0：949097 9173876 8706890 0.949096 — 1 1 ~ ~ ^ ~ r ” T 6 ^ - " 1 ^ “ ^ A ~ ^ 4"T^~9173876 870^ 99 0.949097 9173876 8706890 0.949096 
— 1 1 ~ ~ ^ ~ 7 - “ T ^ " H " T ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 9 1 7 3 8 7 6 _ 8 7 0 ^ g _ 0 . 9 4 9 0 6 1 9173876 8706564 0.949061 
— 1 ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ T ~ ^ H ~ T ^ " ~ 2 " ^ 4 ~ 3 T ~ ^ T 7 ^ 8706567 0.949061 9173876 8706564 0.949061 — ^ ^~~^4""7^HH"^~~2"1^ 4 - - 0 9173876 _ 8706956 0.949103 9173876 8706944 0.949102 
— 1 ^ ~ ~ ^ ^ ~ " T f i ^ " T ^ f ^ ~ ~ 2 l ^ — T ~ T T 9173876 ~~8706956 3 g f ! I ^ 9173876 8706944 0.949102 
^ 3- J - ~ ~ ^ " 4 ~ : [ ^ ^ ^ - 7 6 3 ^ ~ ~ 2 - ^ ' " ^ ^ m 9173876~"8697TM 0.948039 9173876 8697191 0.948039 
^ 1 — — J - ~ " ^ ^ ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ l ~ l " ^ f ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ 2 " T T 9 1 7 3 8 7 6 “ - 8 7 0 ^ ~ 0： 9 4 9 0 7 2 9173876 8706662 0.949071 
^ 1 — — 1 ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ 4 ^ 4 | S “ ^ 2 " ^ — — ^ ― ^ Q17^«7« S f i g ^ ^ ; j j 4 ^ 9173876 8697191 0-948039 
I I； ^ — — ^ ~ ~ $ ~ 4 ~ ~ S ~ f ~ ^ ] " ^ i i ^ ~ ~ 2 - ^ 2| 3 | 0 | 9173876| 8706666+ 5^9072 ! 917387s| 8706662! 0.94907l| 
:..』_A 
I Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
'''^  Cache 0rganization(1,1,0,1) 
t ^ 
f! "' fBM “ bht nd look nd simp ncp line si C1|C2|datasi |dset "5ITten bht seF wm TT cpi |bastime |bascpi |memcpi 1 “ 1^ “ 1 ~T 0 ~~T" 16 ~6~r 163ST 2 ” ^ 4 ~~^ "o" ~~1.058155 ~T04038652 ~ 1.040387 ~ 0.017768 
tial - 1 ~ 0 ~~T" 16 ~ ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ 3 T ~ T . 0 5 8 1 5 5 ~04038652 ~ 1.040387 ~ 0.017768 
tiai y 1 0 1 8 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 ~ 4 ~ f ~ 0 1.058239 1 0 4 0 3 8 ^ 1.040387 0 . 0 i 7 ^ 
tial “ 1 ~T 0 ~ ~ T 3 2 ~ 6 ~ T 1638"? 2 ~ ^ 4 ~~"T~6 1.061204 ~04038652 ~ 1.040387 ~ 0.020817 
tial 1 1 0 1 64 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4'—~f~0 ~T.074336 ~TQ4038652 ~1.040387 ~0.033949 
tial T" 1~ 0 1 8 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512~ 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 1.058239 104038652 1.040387 0.017852 
tial i" i" 0 1 32 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 ~ 4 ~ 3 T 1.061204 10403865l 1.040387 0.020817 
tial T" 1~ 0 ~~T" ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 ~ 4 ~ 3 ^ 1.074336" 10403865^ 1.040387 0.033949 
tli l 1 T 0 ~~T" 16 ~ 6 ~ ~ 8 W 2 ~ ~ ^ 4'~~T~0 ~~1.129118 ~104038652 “ 1.040387 “ 0.088731 
tii|j T 1 0 1— 16 ~ 6 ~ T 32768 2 512— 4 ~ ~ f " 0 1.045269 104038652 1.040387 0.004882 
tii i 1 T" 0 ~~T" 16 ~ 6 ~ T 8192 2 512 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 1 .129m 1 0 4 0 3 8 ^ 1.0403^ 0.08873? 
tii] "^ 1 0 1 16 6 ~ 32768 2 5 1 2 ~ ~ ~ 4 3 ~0"~1.045269 ~~104038652 ~ 1.040387 0.004882 
ti5i T" T" 0 ~ ~ r 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T ^ i " 6 3 ^ 1 512 “ 4 ~~T~0 ' 1.114714 104038652 1.040387 0.0743^ 
t|J T T 0 ~~T 16 ~6~J 16384 4 512 4 ~~ f~0 1.059417 104038652 ~1.040387 — 0.01903 
ti i j T" T 0 ~ ~ T " ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ 1 16384 — 1 512— 4 3~0 1.114712 10403865^ 1.04038T 0.074325 
tii i T" T" 0 ~ " T 16 ~ 6 ~ 1 16384 4 512 — 4 3~0 1.059417 10403865^ 1.040387 0.01903 
t|^ ^ r 0 ~ " T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 256 — 4 1 下 1.059348 10415147^ 1.041515 0.017833 
iiiii T" r 0 ~ i Te 6 1 16384 2 1024 4 ~ ~ T " ^ 1.057707 103994016 1.039^ 0 .017W 
j g T" T" 0 ~ " T ~ T e 6 1 "16384 2 256 4 ~~3"~0 1.059348 1041514TO 1.0415T5 0 . 0 1 7 ^ i^ i r i" 0 ” T ~ ~ T s 6 1 ~T63^  2 1024 "~~~T~3 "0"—1.057707 ~103994016 1.03994 — 0.017767 ^ •^ T" 0 ~T"~~^ ~"6~~16384 2 512 T" ~~T"T"1.059237 104140436 1.041404 ~ 0.017833 
t|^ T" f 0 ~ ~ f T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 2 ~ ~ f T 1.058493 104070960 1.0407T 0.0177^ ^^  "^ T 0 ~~T ~~T6~6 1 16384 2 512 T' ~3~0 —1.059237 104140436 ~ 1.041404 0.017833 ^ ^ ^ 0 ~T" ~~T6~~6 1 16384 2 512 2 3~0 1.058493 ~104070960~ 1.04071 ~0.017783 
tomcatv T" T 0 ~ " f ~ ~ ~ r 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ ^ i 6 ^ 2 512 4 T~0 1.739695 ~~100037890 1.000379 ~0.739316 
tomcatv T" f 0 ~~T" ""^T?"~6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~ 3 ^ 1.739695 —100037890 — 1.000379 _ 0.739316 
tomcatv r Y 0 ~ f 8 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 5 ^ 4 T~0 ^.861055 100037890 ^1.000379 0.860676 
tomcatv T T 0 ~ T 8~6" 1 16384 2 ~ T T 2 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 1.861055 1 0 0 0 3 7 ^ 1.000379 0.8606^ 
tomcatv T" T 0 ~ " T ~ ~ 3 2 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ T ~ 0 ' 1.776081 —100037890 1.000379 —0.775702 
tomcatv T T" 0 ~ ~ T " " ^ 3 2 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 5j2 4 3 ~0 1.776081 ~100037890 1.000379 0.775702 
tomcatv T" T 0 ~T ~"^"i^^^^^^^^[]^[]]]^]]2[;^^^^^^3^^^^^^]3^^^^Z3^11ZM 
tomcatv =T f 0 ~ ~ T " ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ J ^ ± Z U . Z I ^ 4 ^ T _ 2.287306 100037890 1.000379 1.286927 
tomcatv T T" 0 ~ f ~ ^ 6 1 _ _ g ^ Z Z i Z ^ 4 ^ T ] ^ T 5 0 5 4 ^ 100037890 1.000379 1.505044 
tomcatv T" f 0 ~ ~ T " " " ^ ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ M K ~ Z A Z ^ 4 ~ l " T 2 3 0 5 ^ 100037890 1.0003^ 1.505044 
tomcatv T" r " " " 0 ~ f ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ T ~ 3 ^ 2 € ^ 4 ~ ^ 1.238538 100037890 1.000379 0.238159 
tomcatv T f 0 ~ ~ T " " " " T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ^ ^ 2 512 4 ~~3~0 1.238538 10Q037890 1.000379 0.238159 
tomcatv T r 0 ~ f ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T j | ^ f~~512 4 ~ T ~ 0 2.04804^ 100037890 1.000379 1.047662 
tomcatv T" f 0 ~ T ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ^ i 6 ^ ~ ^ ~ g T 4 ~ T ~ 0 V750168 100037890 1.000379 0.749789 
tomcatv T r ~ ~ 0 ~ " T " ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 1 16384 1 ~ W 4 _ 3 T 2.033731 100037890 1.000379 1.033352 
to^^ T" f ~ ~ 0 ~ " T ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 3 ^ 4 ~ 5 1 2 4 ~ 3 " ~ 0 1.7501^ 100Q37890 1.000379 0.749789 
tomcatv T" f~~0~"T~"^^1~?~?§^^；；；^[；；^ i Z J . ~ ° 1.739723 100040858 1.000409 0.739314 
tomcatv T T ~ " 0 ~ " T ~ T 6 ~ 6 1 16384 ~ " 2 ~ 2 5 6 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 1.7397^ 100040858 1.000409 0.739313 
^ ^ i ^ T T ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ f “ ^ ~ 6 ~ T 1 ^ ~ ~ 2 3 W ^ 3 ~ T ~ T T ~ n : 7 ^ ^ 100036982 1.00037 0.739315 •^ ^^ ^ f f"~0~T"~T6"6"T1^ "~2~1^ 4"~3~0 1.739685 100036982 1.00037 0.739315 
7 Z = ^ T" f ~ ~ 0 ~ f ~ ~ ^ H " 1 ^ " ~ ~ 2 512 f — T T ~ ~ V 7 ^ 100040198 1.000402 0.739318 
^ T- f ~ ~ o ~ T ~ ~ T 6 " 6 " T ^ l 3 ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ 5 ^ 2 ~ T T 1.739702 100038368 1.000384 0.739318 
^ z r ; ^ T" T " ~ ~ o ~ T “ T 6 " ^ " T " ^ f ^ ~ " ^ 2 512 1 ~ 3 " 0 1.739719 100040198 1.000402 0.739317 
^ ; ^ ^ ^^ T" r : ^ = Z Z ^ Z ^ H t j ^ I I ^ I I ^ I I ^ ] I ] 7 _ 3 9 7 0 2 100038368 1.000384 0-739318 
— r Y 0 ~ T " ~ T e " 6 1 16384 l ' ^ 5 ^ 4 ~ T T — 1.003517 100346362 1.003464 5.3E-05 
— :r ^ " ~ 0 ~ T " " ^ T 6 " 6 " T " T 6 ^ " • 7 " " ^ Z Z Z ^ l $ = I . 0 0 3 5 1 7 100346362 1.003464 5.3E-05 
— r ^ ~ " ^ 0 ” f 8 ~ 6 1 16384 ~ ~ 7 512 Z U I ° Z 3 : ° g g g g g - I j ^ ° ° ^ ^ ^ 1.003464 7.1E-05 
— :r ^ ~ ~ ^ 0 ~ ~ f 8 ^ " T 16384 ~ " ？ 512 T ^ j；^3003535 _100346362 1.003464 7.1E-05 
— r -^ 0 ~ ^ ~ 3 2 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ " 〒 ~ M Z Z Z Z I j ^ Z L 0 0 3 5 1 9 100346362 1.003464 5.5E-05 
— r r — — 0 “ r ” ^ ~ 6 1 16384 ~ " 2 512— T ~ T T —~1003519 100346362 1.003464 5.5E-05 
S T" ？ ~ ~ 0 “ “ f ~ ~ 6 4 " 6 " " T ^ “ ^ 2 512 4 ~ T T 3 J ^ 0 0 3 ^ 1003463^ 1.003464 6.7E-05 
^ T r ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ f “ 6 4 " 6 " T " T ^ ~ ~ 2 512 4 ~~3~6 1.003531 100346362 1.003464 6.7E-05 
— r : r — — Q “ ^ ” : ^ 6 6 1 8192 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ T ~ 0 1.003528 100346362 1.003464 6.4E-05 
— } r ~ ~ 0 ~ : r ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ ^ " “ “ 2 ~ 5 U 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 ~ ^ 0 0 3 ^ ~ 1 ^ 4 6 3 6 2 1 .003 l^ 6.4E-05 
— } : r ~ ~ 0 ~ r ~ T e " 6 " ^ ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ " ^ T ~ T ~ 0 1,003513 " l 0 0 3 4 ^ 1.003464 4.9E-05 
— 1 f — — 5 " ~ r “ : [ 6 ^ — 3 2 7 6 8 ~ ~ 2 ~ 5 ^ " 4 ~ 3 T ~ ~ r 0 0 ^ " l 0 0 S 4 ^ 1.003464 4.9E-05 — 1 }~~^~:r“T6"6"T^i6^““r~^ 4~T~0~^r0T^ 100346362 1.003464 0.012057 — } : r~~^~~r" "•^H^[^"T"^ 4~3^~Tm^ 100346362 1.003464 0.012057 
— } ~ " Q ~ r ~ " " f 6 " 6 1 16384 ~ ~ ~ 4 ~ ^ 1 ~ " ' 0 ~ 3 ° ° ^ ^ 1 1 ^ ° ° ^ ^ ^ 1.003464 5E-05 
— ^ 1 ~ ~ n ~ " T " ~ 1 6 ~ 6 1 16384 ~ " 4 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 “ 1 QQ35U;;j00346362 1.003464 5E-05 
^ ^ J-~"^~|~T^H"T^~~2~^~~4~^~T003!T8 100346534 _^ 0^034^ __^ ,3E^ ^ 1 1 ~ ~ ^ ^ ~ " T ^ H _ T ^ “ ^ 2 ^ ^ 4"TT"T003^ 100346534 1.003465 5jE^ 
^ 1 ^~~^"4"^1"T"1^^~2"io^ ^"l^"i;^^^_i525f^_L225^__5:^ 
^ J - ~ " ^ “ ^ " “ “ T ^ l " T " ^ f ^ “ ^ 2 ^ ^ J~~3~0 1.003516 1 0 0 3 4 6 ^ 1.003463 5.3E-05 
£!! 1 — — 1 ~ ~ ^ " 4 " ^ H " 1 ^ ~ ~ 2 " ^ n-o_"3^^_J255^_:L2251^_^:^ 
^ 1 1 ~ ~ ^ ^ “ T R ^ ^ - J ^ " “ ^ 2 ~ ^ r ~ T T 1.003518 100346468 1.003465 ^ j g ^ 
？！? 1——1~~K^^^^-^M~"2~^ f~T^~"T555^_!^2515^_JL^5?^~~^：^ 
^ 1 — — 1 ~ ~ ^ ~ | ~ ^ " ^ ~ T 3 ^ ] ] ; ; ^ ; ] ^ ] � : 3 ^ ^ I ] ^ ^ ! ^ _ L 2 2 ? ^ _ J：^ 
Z Z I - — “ T ^ l " T ^ f ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ l T ~ M l ^ _ _ 9 0 3 0 3 3 6 2 ' 1.034434 " ,0403333 
c�mpress 1 1__^~4~4J44"^^~~2~^ nT"T^577^:Z^^^^_125f^_2:f22??! 
c。mpress 1 1 _ _ 0 _ 4 _ i | ^ ^ - ^ r ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ ^ " l ^ " 0 7 i ^ Z ^ ^ ^ ^ _ 1 5 ^ _ ? : ^ ^ 
c 。 m P ^ 1 1 _ _ 0 1 _ _ l ^ ^ - r ^ ~ " 2 ~ 5 U 4 - l T - 0 7 ^ 90303362 1.034434 __0j42265 
-。。mpress 1 1 _ _ ^ _ | ^ ^ ^ - ^ r ^ ~ " J ~ ^ ^ " l ^ ~ T ^ § ^ ~ ~ ^ 5 5 5 § § ^ _ i : 2 ? ^ _ _ 2 ： ^ 。卿卿 1 1 _ _ 0 _ 4 ^ ^ ^ ^ | ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ 4^^"n399T44 90303362 _J,03^__0-訓 
compress 1 1 _ _ 0 _ 4 ^ 4 4 ^ i S ~ ~ 2 " ^ ~ ~ Z ~ T 〒 ~ T 1 5 ^ 7 7 7 ~ 1 5 5 5 5 ^ 1.034434 ,0904343 
c。mpress 1 1 _ _ ^ _ 4 _ ^ _ | ~ | ~ | | ^ ~ f " ^ " “ ^ Y " ^ ^ Z Z I ! ^ Z ! ^ ! ^ 1 034434 ' 0.904343| 
|compress 1 1 0丨"* �…°1__J 
f Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: Cache 0rganization(1,1,0,1) 
Scompress 1 ^ 0 — 1 ‘ ~ T 6 " " 6 ^ T 8192 2 512 “ 4| 1 ~ 1.467503| 90303362 1.034434[ 0.433069 
一 ^mpress “ 1 ~ J 0 ~~~f 16 ~ 6 ~ T 8192 2 ~ 5 1 2 _ _ 4 ~ ~ 3 ^ 1.467503 ~~90303362 1.034434 “ 0.433069 
； * compress 1 ;j_ 0 1 T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 32768 2 512 “ 4 ~ f ~ 0 1.401597 90303362 —1.034434 ~0.367163 
:徽 compress “ 1 ^ 9 _ I U 1 6 ~ 6 " ~ T 32768 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ "3~0 1.401597 ~90303362 ~ 1.034434 ~ 0.367163 
• wmpress “ 1 T 0 ~~~T" 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 1 ~ ^ 4 ~ f T 1.459965 ~90303362 ~ 1.034434 ~ 0.425531 
霍 compress “ 1 ~ 0 1 16 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 1 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ 3 ^ 1.459965 ~90303362 ~ 1.034434 ~ 0.425531 
^ compress 1 ~ 0 ~ T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 1638^ 4 ~ ^ 4 ~ T " 5 " 1.433223 ~~90303362 1.034434 — 0.398789 
f compress — 1 1 0 1 16 6 ~ T 16384 4 512 ~ 4 ~ ~ 3 ^ 1.433223 90303362 1.034434 0.398789 
.^  compress ~ 1 ~T 0 ~ ~ T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384' 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ T ~ 0 1.437768 90303378 1.034434 ~ 0.403334 
compress 1 1 0 1 ~~Ts 6 1 ~T6384 2~ 256 4 ~ ~ 3 ^ ~ 1 . 4 3 7 7 6 8 ~~90303378 1.034434 ~~0.403334 
^^mpresT" 1" 1 0 1 ~ ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ^ 6 3 8 4 2 1024 4 ~~ f~0 "~~1.437767 90303360 —1.034434 ~~0.403333 
compress T 1 0 1 16 ~ 6 " ~ ~ T ^ ^ 2 1024 — 4 —"3~0 1.437767" 90303360 1.034434 0.403333 
compress T 1~ 0 1 16 ~ ¥ ~ T 16384 2 512 1 ~~?"~0 1.437772" 90303776 1.034439 0.403333 
compress T" 1_ 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ 2 512— 2 ~~f~Q 1.437769 90303474 1.034435 0.403334 
^^f^;^^^ii" 1_ 1 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ f ~"3~0""~~1.437772 ~~~90303776 —1.034439 —~0.403333 
compress ~ 1 1~ 0 ~ T " ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 2 —"3~0 1.437769 90303474 1.034435 0.403334 
^ r 1 0 ~ T " ~ ~ " T 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512 “ 4 — ~ f T 1.105902 1 0 2 6 3 9 ^ 1.026395 0.079507 
^ ^ T" 0 ~"T" ~ ~ T ^ ~ 6 ~ T n 6 3 ^ 2 512 4 ~~3"~0" 1.105902 102639544 1.026395 0.0795^ 
^ T" T" 0 ~ " T 8 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ f ~ 0 1.129098 102639544 1.026395 0.102703 
^ ^ 1 ~ 0 1 8 ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 3 8 4 2 512 4 ~ 3 T 1.129098 ~02639544 1.026395 ~ 0.102703 
^ 1 r 0 ~ r ~ 3 2 ~ ¥ ~ T ' 1 6 3 8 4 2 512 ~ ~ 4 ~ " f T 1.12316 102639544 1.0263^ 0.0967^ 
^ T" T" 0 ~ ~ T ~ ~ 3 2 " 6 " T " T 6 3 ^ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~3"~0 1.12316 102639544 ~~r026395 ~~0.096765 
^ T" 1 0 ~ ~ T ~ M 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~ T ~ 0 1.172697 102639544 1.026395 0.14630l 
5;iji^ T" r 0 ~ T ~~~64 6 1 ~"^^§^ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ ~ 3 " T ~~r i72697 102639544 1.026395 ~~0.146302 
; ^ 1 f 0 ” 1 Te 6 1 8192 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ " T ^ ~ ~ i l 5 8 0 2 3 102639544~ 1.026395 ~ 0.131628 
^ T" ~^ 0 ~~T" ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 8192 2 512 4 3 T ~ 1 . 1 5 8 0 2 3 ~02639544 ~1.026395 ~ a i 3 1 6 2 8 
^ i" f 0 ~ ~ T ~ ^ 6 ~~6 ~ T ~ 3 2 ^ 2 512 4 ~ f T 1.082439 —102639544 — 1.026395 _ 0.056044 
^ ^ ^ 0 ~ T ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ T ~ 3 2 7 ^ 2 512 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 —1.082439 102639544 — 1.026395 —0.056044 
^ T" f 0 ~ T ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 -| 512 4 ~ " f T —1.227091 ~102639544 ~ 1.026395 ~~0.200696 
^ f f 0 “ T " ~ ~ T 6 ~ ¥ 1 16384 T" 512 ~ 4 ~~3~0 1.226843 ~ 102639544 1.026395 ‘ 0.200448 
；^ ^ f 0 ~ T " ~ " T e " ^ 1 16384 4 512 4 1 ~0~ 1.087321 102639544 1.026395 “ 0.060926 
^ f f 0 ~ ~ T ~ T 6 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 ~ ^ _ _ g l i Z Z ^ ] “ ^ —1.087321 ~102639544 — 1.026395 — 0.060926 
^ “^ T 0 ~ " T " ” ^ ^ ~ 6 ^ ~ T J 6 3 8 4 g _ Z j ^ _ _ J _ Z T I ^ r " " ^ 0 8 9 6 5 1029433^ 1.029433 0 . 0 7 9 ^ 
^ f T" 0 ~ ~ T ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 3 g ^ Z I I L l ^ _ - 4 l " 5 " ~ V i 0 8 9 ^ 102943320 1.0294^ 0.07953"^ 
^ f f 0 ~ f ~ " f 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 1024 ~ T ~ T " 5 " 1.105698_ 102619912" 1.026199 0.079499 
^ f f 0 ~ T " “ T e ^ s 1 16384 2 ~ j W 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 ~ O 0 5 6 9 8 102619912 1.026199 0 . 0 7 9 ^ 
^ f f 0 “ “ r ~ ~ T f i ~ f i 1 16384 2 ~ 5 j 2 j _ ] ~ ^ ” T T l 0 0 2 3 1 0 3 0 f 8 ^ 1.030185 0.079838 
^ ^ T ~ ~ 0 ~ r ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 ~ ^ 2 ~ T T 1.10637 102686212 1.026862 0.079508 
^ f f 0 ~ T ~ ^ 6 ~ 6 1 16384 2 “ “ ^ 1 ~J~0 1.110023 1 0 3 0 1 8 ^ 1.030185 0.079838 
；^ ^ f ~ ~ 0 ~ " T " ~ T 6 " 6 3 I H ^ Z Z i Z l - l ^ . 2 ~ T ~ 0 1.10637 102686212 1.026862 0.079508 
— J ^ 0 ~~T~~T6~6"~T 16384 ~"~2 ~5^ ^]Z]]3^^^5^_222555^__l:2255i_Mli^ 
— :j- ^ 0 ~ f ~ " ^ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 ~ ~ ~ ^ ~ 3 ~ 0 " 1.023916 ~ 100933954" 1.00934 “ 0.014576 
— ^ ^ 0 ~ ~ T 8 ~ 6 1 16384 2 512 ~ 4 ~ T ^ ~ 1 . 0 2 9 0 6 8 100933954 Z Z j : 9 9 B ^ _ ° j l g Z g i 
— ^ ^ ~ ~ 0 ” f 8 ~ 6 1 16384 ~ ~ 2 512 l Z I Z Z I j g g ° g g — ' ' ° ° ^ ^ ^ 1 . o 5 ^ 0.019728 
— ^ ^ 0 ~ ~ r ” 3 2 ~ ^ 1 16384 7 ~ W ~ ^ ^ ~0 ~ 1 • 022152 ~T00933954 1.00934 0.012812 
— ^ :f 0 “ r " “ “ 3 2 ~ 6 1 16384 ~ ~ 2 512 T ~ 3 T ~ T . 0 2 2 1 5 2 100933954 1 . o 5 ^ 0.012812 
— r ^ 0 ” T " “ 6 4 ~ 6 ~ 16384 ~ " 2 512 T ~ T ~ 0 ~ T . 0 2 6 8 4 6 100933954 1.00934 0.017506 
— r ^ ~ ~ 0 ~"T" “ “ 6 4 ~ 6 ~ 16384 ~ " 2 5 1 2 _ T ~ 3 ~ Q ~T.026846 100933954 1.00934 0.017506 
— T ^ - ~ ~ 0 ~ " T " ~ " 1 6 " ~ 6 1 8 1 9 2 “ “ 2 ~ ~ 5 U 4 " ~ T ~ 0 ―“1055204 100933954 1.00934 0.045864 
— r : p ~ ~ 0 “ ^ - ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ ~ T 8 1 9 2 “ ^ 2 ~ 5 ? 2 T ^ T _ J ^ 0 5 5 2 0 4 ~ 1 0 0 9 3 ^ 100934 0.045864 
— :r r — — 0 ~ f “ ^ ^ ^ - — ^ 2 7 6 8 2 512 " T ~ ~ T T “ 1.021997 ~00933954 1.00934 0.012657 
T r — — 0 ~ : j - ~ ~ ^ ~ 6 1 32768 2 " ~ ^ 4 ~ T ^ " ~ 1 Q 2 1 9 9 7 ~ 1 ^ 3 3 9 5 4 1.00934 0.012657 
:r r ~ ~ 0 ~ " r “ T 6 " 6 " " T 6 ^ ~ " T " s T 2 ' 4 " " T T l . 0 3 9 9 1 2 100933954 1.00934 0.030572 
S ^ T " ~ ^ 0 ~ T ” T e " 6 " T " l ^ ~ " T ~ ~ ^ 4 " T T _ _ J ^ 9 1 2 1009339^ 1.00934 0.030572 
— f r ~ " ^ 0 “ Y ~ " T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ ~ " 4 ~ 5 ? 2 4 ~ ~ T ~ 0 ~ j m ^ 100933954 1.00934 0.013909 
— } : r ~ ~ Q " ~ T ” T 6 ^ " T " l 6 3 M ~ ~ 4 ~ ^ 4 ^ T ~ ~ T : p 2 ^ " 1 ^ 3 3 9 5 4 1 . 00丽 0.013909 
— } r ~ " ^ 0 ~ ^ “ T 6 ~ 6 1 16384 ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ T T ~ ~ T : p ^ ^ " T M 9 3 4 6 1 8 1.009l46 0.014577 
— ^ r - “ “ 0 ~ r ~ ~ T 6 " 6 " T " T 6 3 W ~ ~ ^ 2 ~ ^ ^ 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 ~~T：023^~^009346t8 1.009346 0.014577 
— } ^ ~ " Q ~ r ~ ^ ^ - " T 6 3 ^ ~ ~ 2 " T 0 ^ 4 ~ ~ 0 一~1023915 ~ ^ [ 0 0 9 3 ^ 1.009338 0.014577 
— 1 T — — n ~ " T “ T 6 " 6 " ^ i 6 3 8 4 ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 ~~1023915 ^ ^ 0 0 9 3 ^ 1.009338 0.014577 
— 1 } ~ ~ ^ ~ f ” T 6 T " T ^ i 6 3 ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ ' r ' " T " o " T o g T T T " 100953376 1.009534 0.014577 
— 1 J - ~ " ^ ~ f ~ T 6 " 6 " T ^ i 6 ^ ^ “ 2 ~ ^ 2 ~ T ~ 0 ^ r Q l ^ 100934420 1.009344 0.014577 
— 1 1 ~ ^ ^ ~ f “ T 6 ^ - ^ | 6 3 8 4 " “ ^ 2 ~ ~ ^ r ~ 3 T ~ T 0 2 ^ 100953376 1.009534 0.014577 |g } }~~^^“f~Tfi~6~T~T6384| 2 | 5 1 2 | 2| 3 | o| 1 . 0 2 3 9 2 l | 1 0 0 9 3 4 4 2 0 | 1 . 0 0 9 3 4 4 | 0.0^ 77 
¾^  ^ M 
IResults for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: Effect of Lookahead Window Size for Cache 0rganization(0,1,0,1) 
BM bht nd look nd sim p nc p Tine si C1 C2 data si d set bht en bht set ah si time count d part hit |data hit |data miss 
tial 一 0 “ 1 0 1 1百 ~ ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 2 512 4 30 —105815510 100000000 197026 28211904 “ 22351 ~ 
tial 0 1 0 1 ~ 16 ~ 6 ~T" 16384 2 5 lJ 4 ~~W 105813075 100000000 一 196992 —28211942— 22347 
‘ tial — 0 ~ T 0 T" 16 ~~6 ~ ~ r " l 6 3 8 4 2 512 4 10 105825951 100000000 220778 281884W 2209百 
？ ^al ~ 0 1 0 T 16 ~~6 ~1"~"16384 2 512 4 8 ~ 105875601 100000000 220840 281883^ 2209^ ‘ 
‘ t i a l — 0 1 0 T" 16 ~ 6 ~~T 16384 2 512 4 6 105951904 100000000 2 2 5 0 ^ 281841^ 2212T 
tial 0 1 0 1 W ~ ~ 6 ~ T " 16384 2 512 4 4 —106038333— 100000000 227618 28181565" 22098 
tii] 0 1 0 1 16 6 " ~T~ 16384 2 512 4 2 _106255350 _ 100000000 229167 28179645" 22469 
tomcatv 0 T 0 ~~~T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ 30 164131"^ 100000000 5778208 294239^8 311037 ~ 
tomcatv 0 T 0 ~ ~ T 16 ~ ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 2 5 lT 4 16 1599800^ 100000000 7105546 28096301 3113t6 _ 
tomcatv 0 1 0 T 16 6 ~ " 16384 2 512 4 10 161378145 ~ 100000000 9024046 26248741 240376~ 
tomcatv 0 1 0 T" ^6 6 1 16384 2 512 4 8 166011992 100000000 9742102 25600524 170537 
tomcatv 0 T 0 T T? 6 ~ T ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 512 4 6 167694427 100000000" 10244341 " 25168683" 100139 
tomcatv 0 1 0 T TF 6 ~ T 16384 ^ 512~ 4 4 175134280" 100000000 10174716 25238309 100138 
tomcatv 0 1 0 ~ ~ T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512— 4 2 188921784 100000000 10242306 25240817 30040 
^ 0 T" 0 ~ ~ T ^ “ “ 6 ~ f 16384 2 512 4 ~ 3 0 100351651 100000000 570 ~Tl024337 137 
^ 0 T 0 ~~T" Te ~ 6 ~ T 163ST 2 512 4 ~~Te 100351678 100000000 570 31024336 138 — 
^ 0 r 0 ~ ~ r Te “ 6 ~ ~ T 16387 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~~T0 100351714 100000000 604 31024304 136 — 
5 i i 0 T" 0 ~ f Te ~ 6 ~ ~ " ^ 6 3 ^ 2 512 4 8 100351794 100000000 607 31024301 136 — 
^ 0 T 0 ~ f ' ~ " T e ~ 6 1 16384 2 ~~""512 4 6 10035^9^9 100000000 612 31024295 " W 
^ 0 r 0 ~ f Te “ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~ 5 ^ 4 4 100352083 100000000 624 31024285 135 — 
^ 0 T 0 “ T " Te " “ ^ 6 ~ T 163ST 2~512 4 2 100352525 100000000 626 31024274 T44 — 
compress 0 T" 0 ~~T" W "~~6 ~ T _26384 ~ ~ I 512 4 ~ 3 o 125513308 87297360 1272245 28924074 2387285 — 
compress 0 f 0 “ T " ” T s 6 1 16384 2 512 4 16 ~^5513556 87297360 1272246 28924073 2387285 
compress 0 T" 0 ~ T ~ ^ 6 6 1 _J[6384 2 512 4 ~~To~T^514713 ~~87297360 ~~"1273140 28923151 2387313 
compress 0 T" 0 ~ ~ f ~ j 6 ~ 6 ~ __1_6384 ~ T 512 4 ~ ~ 8 ~ 1 2 5 5 1 6 6 6 7 87297360 一1273191 28923097 2387316 
compress 0 T 0 ~ f ~ T 6 6 1 16384 2 512 4 6 ~1^523533 87297360 ~~1273197 28923079 2387328 
compress 0 T 0 ~ ~ T " “ “ ^ 6 ~ " 6 ~ jgg84 ~ T _ _ ^ Z I ^ A Z ~ ^ ~T^537488 87297360 —~1273419 28922850 2387335 
compress 0 T " ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ T " ~ " T 6 ~ 6 ~ ~ l 6 ^ ~ ~ 2 512 4 ~ ~ 2 125599520 87297360 1273307 28922833 2387464 
5 ^ 0 f 0 ~ " T “ T 6 6 1 16384 2 522 ~ _ 4 _ 30 ~ l l0590234 ~100000000 ~ 997675 ~42025317 128051 — 
^ 0 ^ 0 ~ T " ~ ~ W 6 1 16384 2 5j2 ~ ~ T [ ^ ^ "~110589872 100000000 ~~ 996499 42024377 130167 
^ 0 T 0 ~ ~ T " ~ ~ ~ i ¥ l 1 16384 2 _ 5 2 2 ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ 110688949 ~~100000000 ~ 1100740 41920073 130230 
^ 0 J 0 ~ T " ~ ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 5 | 2 ~ ^ ^ 7 ~ 8 111135680 ~100000000 ~ " 1101383 41919420 130240 
^ 0 T 0 ~ T " ~ ~ T 6 ~ ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 5 j 2 ~ ^ 7 ~ 6 ~ l l 1 6 8 0 7 4 8 100000000 — 1101765 41918948 130330 
^ 0 f 0 ~ T " ~ ~ T 6 ~ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 5^2 ~ ~ T ^^^ ^112458580 100000000 一 1104113 41916455 130475 
；^ 0 f ~ ~ 0 ~ " f “ ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ Z ^ ^ ^ Z U . I I ^ ± Z U 113639496 100000000 1101238 41916401 133404 
— Q ^ 0 ~ ~ f :[^ 6 1 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ ^ ^^02391614 100000000 — 28784 —33567857 77^g lgg^ 
— 0 T " ~ ~ 0 ~ T " ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 ~ ~ 2 " “ ^ @ Z ^ I j ! Z j ^ _ 1 0 2 3 9 1 7 ^ 100000000 28826 33567815 121993 
Q ^——0 ~ : p :[6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ” T o 1 0 2 4 1 3 ^ _mOOOOOOO _ _ _ _ 5 0 ^ 33546269 121997 
g J Q :j- 0 ~ f “ ^ 6 1 16384 2 ” ^ 4 " ^ _ m 2 4 5 6 6 5 0 100000000 50373 335462^ 121997 
Q ^ — — Q ~ ^ ; j ^ ~ ~ 6 " 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 6 10250011^ 100000000 50385 33546252 121997 
— Q ^——0 ~ ^ ~ ~ : f ^ H 16384 2 ~ " 5 l ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ 4 _ [ 0 2 5 4 4 ^ _ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 ^ 33546243 121999 
| | J Q ^ — — 0 ~ ~ f “ “ ^ 6 1 16384 ^ 512| 4| 2| 102606628丨 100000000| 50265丨 33546266丨 122103| 
jiL 
1 Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
1 Effect of Lookahead Window Size for Cache 0rganization(0,1,0,1) ； _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ ^ 
|BM bht nd look nd sim p nc p line si C1 C2 data si d set bht en bht set ah si a bht hit a bht miss look bht hit “ Ik bht mi 
tial 一 0 1 0 1 16 ~~"6~~T~ 16384 2 512 — 4 30 17580752 72705 17578840 74617 Vial 0 “ 1 0 1 16 ~~6~T"~T6^  2" 512 一 4 16 17580752 72705 17578846 746lT 
tial 0 1 0 1 l ¥ ~ ~ 6 " ~T 16384 2 512 ~ 4 10 17580752 70705 175792TT 74246 一 a^| — 0 ~T 0 T' 16 ~6 ~r~6384 2 512 — 4 8 175807^  72705 17579726 73731 ,'tial 0 1 0 ~~T 16 ~~6~T 16384 2 sH 4 ‘ 6 17580752 72705 17580661 — 72796 
tl5 0 1 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~T" 16384 2 512 — 4 4 17580752 72705 17580841 72616 
tial 一 0 “ 1 0 ~~T' 16 ~ 6 ~ T ~ 16384 2 512 — 4 2 17580752 72705 175807^ 72705 
I • • - • 
I tomcatv~ 0 T 0 T 16 6 ~ T ~ l 6 3 8 4 2 ^ 4 30 3338278 1490 3338257 " 1 5 1 1 ~ 
"tomcatv 0 1 0 1 ^6 ~ 6 ~T" 16384 2 512 4 “ 16 3338278 1490 ~ " 3338259 1509 “ 
tomcatv 0 T 0 T 16 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ 10 3338278 — 1490 3338273 — 1495 “ — 
tomcatv 0 T 0 T T¥ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~ 512 4 8 3338278" 1490 333&l75 1493 
tomcatv 0 T" 0 T ^6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 一 4 ~6 3338278 1 丽 3338275 — 1493 
tomcatv 0 1 0 1 ~ ~ ~ ^ 6 ~ ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512 ~ 4 ~ 4 3338278 1490 3338277 1491 “ ‘ 
tomcatv 0 T" 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~T" 16384 2 512 4 ‘ 2 3338278 1490 3338278 1490 “ _ 
^ 0 1 0 ~ ~ f W ~ 6 ~ T 1638T 2 一 512 4 30 6330310 — 1189 6330300 ~ 1199 ~ ~ 
^ 0 1 0 1 T¥ ~ 6 ~ 1 16384 2 ^ 4 16 — 6330310" 1189 6330300 1199 
^ 0 T" 0 ~ ~ T Te ~ 6 ~ 1638T 2 ^ 4" 10 6330310 _ 1189 6330302 ~ 1 197 ~ ~ ^ 0 T 0 ~T Te ~~6~ 1638T 2 ^ 4 8 6330310 1189 6330304 ~ 1195 — ^ 0 f 0 ~T Te ~6"~T 1638"? 2 ^ 4 6 6330310 — 1189 6330304 ~ 1195 — ^ 0 T" 0 ~T 16 “6"~T 1638"? 2 ^ 4 4 6330310 1189 6330309 ~ 1190 — ^ 0 T" 0 ~~T ¥^ ~6~T 1638T 2 ^ 4 2 6330310 ~~ 1189 6330310 1189 ~~ 
compress 0 T" ~ ~ 0 ~ f 16 6 1 16384 ~ 2 512 4 30 12881605 461 ~ 12881598 468 
compress 0 T" 0 ~^~]6；~~6 1_J[gggjZIj!—.—_512— 4 ~~Ts 12881605 461 12881599 467 compress 0 f 0 ”r~l6"~6~T 16384 _~2 512 4 ~~T0 12881605 461 12881600 466 
compress 0 T~~0 ~T~~T 6~6~T^ i 6 3 M 一 " 2 512 4 8 12881605 461 12881602 464 compress 0 T"^ ^0~T ~T6~"6~ 16384 ~~2 ~ ~ ^ 4 —~6 12881605 461 12881603 A^  compress 0 f"“^0~f ~"Ts 6 1 1 ^ 2 ^ 4 4 12881605 461 12881604 ^ 
eompress _ ^ Z Z Z I Z I ] Z l ^ ~ " ^ ~ " ^ " " ^ 3 8 4 2 " ~ ^ 4 2 12881605 461 12881605| 461 
^ 0 T" ~~0 ~ f ~T^H^"T^;^^] ] ; ; ; ;^— 4 30 一T7808399 67262 17808381 67280 ~~ 
^ 0 T 0 "““T~~T6~6 1 16384 ~ ^ ~ ~ l j I i Z I ^ 一^7808399 6 7 ^ 17808381 67280 ^ 0 -^~~0 ““T"~~Te 6 1 16384 ~~2 ~~~^ 4 —~V6 17808399 67262 17808387 67274 ^ 0 T" ~~0 ~"f ~Te"6"T 16384 ""•2 ~~~@ZZZZl_g 17808399 67262 17808389 67272 ^ 0 T"~~0 ““T"“T6~6~ 16384 ~^2 ~"^HZZI^^- 7^808399 67262 17808393 67268 
；^ 0 T"~0~r~~W~6~T 1 6 3 8 4 ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ ^ ~ ~ ~ 4 ； ~ ^ 17808399 67262 17808398 67263 
^ 0 r ; ^ ; ; 3 Z ^ Z I 3 Z ^ Z l 2 Z 3 I I Z " " ^ 2 17808399 67262 17808399 67262 
— 0 f ^ ^ 0 ~ ~T " " ~T e 6 1 16384 “ “ 2 ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ ~ 4 30 9172803 W3 9172769 110"7 — — 0 T"~~0 ”T~Te 6 1 16384 ~~2 ~ ~ ^ 4_ ie| 9172803 1073 9172774 1102 
— 0 r ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ T " “ 话 1 1 16384 ~ ~ 2 “ “ ^ 4 ~ - ^ _ 9172803 1073 9172781 1095 S^  0 r~~0“T"~~T6"6"T 16384 ~~2~~^ 4 8 9172803 1073 9172783 1093 SJ 0 ^-~~0~~^“TeW"T 16384 ~~2~~^ 4~ 6 9172803 1073 9172799 1077 S; 0 r~~0“f““T6~6~ 16384 ~"2 ~~5^ 4 ~ ^ _ 9172803 1073 9172802 1074 S 0 T~~0~f 16| 6| l| 16384| 2| 512+ 4| 2| 9172803| 1073丨 9172803| 1073| _ 
iA-
IResults for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: Effect of Lookahead Window Size for Cache 0rganization(0,1,0,1) 
|BM ~ bht nd look nd sTm p ncp line si ~ ^ data si d set bht en bht set ahsi defkillc1 def kill c2 tg k c1 | tgkc2 |def use |defwaste |tag use~~ltgwst 
I tial “ 0 1 0 r 16 ~ 6 ~ r 163"§T 2 512 4 30 24999 5746 0 0 77989 23886 45536 0 
' ' ' t i a l “ 0 1 0 T" 16 ~ ? ~ 163W 2 512 4 16 25093 5 7 3 l 0 0 77961 23816 45473 0 < tial “ 0 ~T 0 T" 16 ~6~T 163M 2 512 4. 10 28168 5^ 0 0 一 91224 一 25489 H^ 0 
'< tial — 0 T 0 ~ T 1 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512 4 8 28141 “ 5141 0 0 91238 “ 25489 — 11829 0 
'K tial “ 0 1 0 T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 — 5 1 2 4" 6 29998 5318 0 0 90298 — 25683 — 9570 0 
t "tial “ 0 1 0 T" 16 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 2 512 4 4 29974 6667 0 0 — 89491 — 24884 — 6242 0 
^ tial “ 0 1 0 1 16 ~ 6 " ~ T 1 6 3 ^ 2 — 5 1 2 4. 2 30522 9 6 ^ 0 0 — 93481 — 24961 397 “ 0 
小5 
tomcatv 0 1 0 1 16 6 ~ T 16384 ~ ~ 2 512 4 30 3216145 — 2983 0 0 751500 “ 10163 ~5499194 0 
tomcatv~ 0 T" 0 1 16 ~ 6 1 1 6 3 ^ 2 512 4 16 4509347 71172 0 0 575994 — 8119 ~^988224 0 
tomcatv 0 1 0 T T 6 " ~ 6 ~ T ^ i 6 3 ^ 2 ^ 4 10 4379076 639604 0 ~ 0 1144541 6 7 ^ 1500880 0 
tomcatv~~ 0 T 0 ~ T " 16 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512 4 8 5232989 506446 0 0 995782 432576 “ 1001697 0 
tomcatv 0 1 0 T T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 512 4 6 —5525652 147598 0 0 1352151 436778 “ 213486 0 
tomcatv 0 1 0 T T ^ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 — 4 4 ' 5454272 ~ 220016 0 0" 1562632" 439836 72642 0 
tomcatv 0 T" 0 ~~"T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ ~ 2 512 4 2 5026239 575008 0 0 “ 1566809 ~ 439870 ~ 70973 0 
^ 0 T 0 ~~T" 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 “~~2 512 ‘ 4 30 160 ~ 32 0 0 “ 8 1 _ 80 74 0 -^ 0 T 0 ~"T' 16~6~ 16384 ~~2 512 4 16 161 33 0 0 79 ~ 80 — 75 0 ^ 0 T 0 ~~~T" Te 6 1 T6384 2~ 512 4 10 171 sT 0 0 ~W ~^  33 0 
^ g_Z^3ZT"^ ~~^ 16 ~6~ 16384 T 512 ~A 8 173 32 0 0 91 85 31 0 ^ 0 T" 0 ~~f 16 ~6~T 16384 ~~2 512" 4 6 175 32 0 0 91 ^ ^ 0 
F^i 0 T 0 __f _26^3j6384 ^^__5j2^__^33? — 178 33 0 “ 0 92 ^ 14. 0 ^ 0 T" 0 ~~T" 16 ~6~T~r63^ ~~2 512 4 2 W 37 0 0 ^ ^ 2 0 
compress 0 T 0 ~ r ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ ^ ~ 25869 ^ [ S 0 6 ^ 0 ‘ 0 104218 1 5 5 5 ^ 1172 0 
compress 0 T' 0 ~ ~ T T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ^ f 6 3 ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ 512 4 ~ T 6 25869 1506682 0 ~ 0 104218 1555656 1171 0 
compress 0 T 0 ~ ~ T 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 T 512 4 ~ l " 0 ~ 25934 1506697 0 0 104222 1556333 280 0 
compress 0 T 0 ~ T " ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 “ 2 512 4 ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ ^ 5 9 8 6 1506695 0 ~0 104220 1556332 234 0 
compress 0 T 0 ~ T ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ ~ i 6 3 ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 6 25997 — 1506585 0 0 104220 1556451 226 0 compress 0 T ^ 0^ "~T~T6~6~Tl63^ 2 5l2 4 —"4 26064 —1506563 0 0 104224 1556626 7 0 
compress 0]；；；^3^；3；；3[；^~6~~1^~~2 ~ ~ ^ ― 4 2 ~ ~ 4 ^ 1506535 0 0 10423l| 1556901 0 0 
^ 0 T 0 ~ T “ ^ 6 ~ 6 1 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 30 56623" 10574 ~ 0 0 386632 “ 108095 —119761 6 ^ 0 T" 0 ~T~"T6~6~T~T63M ~2^;^^3""T^T6 ~~56^ 10632 0 "0 386636 108282 118308 0 ^ 0 T 0 ~T ”T6~6~ 16384 “2~~"512 ~4 10 58^ 4 10464 0 — 0 388447 109036 12555 0 
^ 0 T"~~0“r~T6~6~1^ “ 2 ~ ^ 4]3_^^__M237 _2Z0 � 388768 108971 11594 0 ^ 0 f ~~0 ~"T ”^~6~T 16384 ~""2 512 4 ~~6 58856 1308l" 0 0 389258 109103 10671 0 ^ 0 f ~~0~~T"""^T^H 16384 ~~2~ 512 T~~4 55418 19579 0 0 390852 109796 7054 0 ^ 0 T"~~0 "~T~~T6~¥~T^ [6384 ~~2 ~~5^  4 ~2 71386 “ 17092 0 0 396860 107504 1_24 0 
— 0 T"~~0 ” r “ “ T i " H ^ ^ ~ 2 ^“^^ 4 30 4645 57 0 0 1^[38m _^^_^l jg3 ；；；；^ 
— 0 T " ~ ~ 0 ~ r ” T 6 " 6 " n ^ ^ ~ 2 ~ 1 ^ 4 1 6 ^ 4 6 ^ 57 0 0 113797 13467 31315 0 
S^  0 T~~0~^““^^~ 1的�4 ? _ ^ Z Z I ~ ^ Z Z M _ . . 71 0 0 123176 _ 1 J ^ ^ _ _ 0 S^  0 f~~0^~~T6~6~T6^~T：：：^~~4—8 4781 67 ~~0 0 123176 __1_7^ 388 _ 0 S^  0 f ~ ~ o ~ T “ T ^ " " T ^ ~ " 2 ~ ^ 4 6 4740 99 0 0 123185 17485 383 __0 
S ^ 0 T " ~ ~ 0 ^ ~ R H ^ f t d ， S 1 2 _ _ _ l ~ 4 _ _ ^ Z g ^ — _ 1 2 8 ~ ~ 0 0 1 2 3 1 8 8 _ _ m S S 3 ^ _ 0 
g 0 T-~~0 l| 16| sl l| 16384| 2| 512| 4| 2| 475S| 130丨 o| o| 123577丨 1750l| 2| 0| 
息. 
1 Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
；f Effect of Lookahead Window Size for Cache 0rganization(0,1,0,1) 
|BM ‘ bht nd look nd s imp ncp Tine si ^ ^ data si" d set bht en bht s ^ ah si a"bp |abpcorr |a bp % look bp look bp corr look bp % 
. t i a l ~ 0 i" 0 ~ ~ ^ 16 "~6"~T 16384 "~~2 512 “ 4 30 17653457 “ 15634131 “ 0.885613 ~ 17653457 ~ 15633401 0.885572 
i[iir 0 1 0 1 Te 6 1 ^ 6 3 8 4 2 — 512 4 16 17653457 15634131 0 . 8 8 5 ^ 1 7 6 5 3 ^ 15633396 0.885571 
^ 0 1 0 1 ! ¥ m 6 3 8 4 2一 512 4 10 17653457 15634131 0.885613 176534l7 1 5 6 3 3 ^ 0.885596 
tial - 0 ~ 0 T" 16 ~ 6 " ~ 163M 2 ~~sT2 4 8 17653457 15634131 0.885613 17653457 ~TS634344 — 0.885625 
tial 0 1 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ 2 512 “ 4 6 17653457 1563413?" 0.885613 176534^ 15634TTT 0.885612 
tial — 0 i" 0 1 16~~6~T 16384 2 512 “ 4 4 17653457 15634131 0.885613 ~ 17653457 ~ 15634131 0.885613 
tial — 0 i" 0 ~ T " 1 6 ~ 6 " 1 16384 ~ ~ T 512 “ 4 2" 17653457 15634131 “ 0.885613 ~ 17653457 15634131 0.885613 
tomcatv 0 1_ 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ 2 512 “ 4 30 “ 3339768 “ 3320823 0.994327 ~ 3339768 ~ 3320802 ~ 0.994321 
tom^~ 0 1 ~0 1 T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~ 512 4 16 3339768 3320823 0.994327 3339768 3320802 0.994321 
tomcatv 0 1 0 ~"~T" 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ 2 ~ 512 4 10 3339768 3320823 0.994327 3 3 3 9 ^ 3 3 2 0 ^ 0 . 9 9 4 ^ 
tomcatv 0 1 0 T 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 3 ^ 2 512 4 8 3339768 3320823 0.994327 3339768 3320810 0.994324 
tomcatv Q 1 0 1 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 6 3339768 332082^ 0 .9943^ 33397^ 3320810 0.994324 
tomcatv 0 1 0 T" 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T ' 1 6 3 8 4 2 512 4 4 ^3339768 3320823 a994327 3339768 3320823 0.994327 
tomcatv 0 1 0 ~~T" T 6 ~ 6 ~ ' 16384 ~ ~ 2 512 4 " ~ 2 ~~3339768 ~3320823 ~a994327 3339768 3320823 0.994327 
^ 0 T" 0 1 T6~6~““16384 ~~2 ~~"^ 4 ~30 633r4^  6158318 0.972648 6331499 6158316 ~~ 0.972647 
^ 0 f 0 ~ " ^ 16 ~ 6 1 16384 2 512 ~ ~ ~ 4 " ~ ^ ~ 6331499 “ 6158318 0.972648 6331499" 6158316 0.9726^ 
^ 0 1 0 f f 6 ~ 6 " ~ 16384 2 512 4 10 6331499 6158318 ~ 0.972648 6331499 ‘ 6158314 0.972647 
^ 0 T" 0 ~ ~ 1 16 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 8 ~ 6331499 “ 6158318 0.972648 6331499. 61583U 0.9726^ 
^ 0 T" 0 1 ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 6 6331499 ~~6158318 0.972648 —6331499 6158314 ~ 0.972647 
^ 0 f 0 " T " T^ 6 1 16384 2 “ 512 4 ~ ~ 4 6331499 6158318 0.972648 6331499 6158318 0.972648 ^ 0 T" 0 ~~r ^~6~T 16384 ~~2 ~~5^ 4 ~~2 ~~^ 31499 6158318 0.972648 6331499 6158318 0.972648 
compress 0 T 0 ~ " T " T i " " " ^ " T 16384 ~ " " 2 " 512 4 30 12882066 11379065 0.883326 12882066 11379064 0.883326 
compress 0 T 0 ~~T" ~ ~ W ~ 6 ~ T ~ l 6 3 M 2 W 4 ~~T6 128820M 11379065 0.883326 12882066 11379064" 0.883326 
compress 0 T 0 ~ T ” ^ 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 ~ ~ 2 512 4 ^ f 0 12882066 11379065 0.883326 12882066 11379064 0.883326 
compress 0 f o ~ ~ f ~ ~ ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ T ^ r 6 3 M 2 s T I 4 ~ 8 12882066 11379065 0.883326 12882066" 11379064 0.883326 
compress 0 T ~ ~ 0 ” T " ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ " T ^ ~ " f _ g l i Z Z Z Z Z Z I ^ M l ^ 113790^ 0.883326 12882066 11379064 0.883326 
compress 0 T 0 ~ T " ~ " T e " 6 " T 16384 ~ 2 _ ^ 3 ~ 4 ~ l 2 8 8 2 0 6 6 ^M379065 0.8833^ 12882066 11379065 0.883326 
compress 0 T"~~~0 ~ T " ~ ^ Z Z H Z ! M i I I j ! Z ^ 4 ~ 2 12882066 11379065 ~ 0.883326 ^ 8 8 2 0 6 6 | 11379065 0.883326 
' ^ 0 ^ 0““T"“^~6~ 16384 “ 2 ~ " ^ 4 30 178756^  16555889 0.926169 17875661 — 16555862 ~ 0.926168 ^ 0 T ~~0 ~r“T6"6"T 16384 ” 2 ~~512 4_"T6 17875661" 16555889 0.926169 ~1"7875661 16555862 0.926168 
^ 0 f 0 ~ ~ " T " ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ ^ “ 4 ~ 1 ^ ~ ^ 7 5 6 6 1 1 6 5 5 5 ^ 0.9261"^ 17875661 16555862 0.926168 ；^  0 T~~0“T“Te"6" 16384 ~~2~512 4 "“^ 8 17875661 16555889 ~ 0.926169 ~T7875661 16555883 0-926169 rjj^  0 T 0 “ r ~ ~ ^ 6 ^ " 16384 """^ 2 “ “ ^ 4 ““6 17875661 16555889 —0.926169 17875661 16555884 0.926169 ^ Q ^ 0~~f ”^~6~ 16384 ~ 2 ~ " ^ 4'^ 4 17875661 16555889 0.926169 17875661 16555889 0.926169 
^ 0 f ^ ^ 0 ” f ~ ~ ? 6 ~ 6 ~ T " l ^ ] ^ ] ; ^ g T 4 2 ' 17875661 16555889 ~ W 2 6 1 6 9 178756^ 16555889 0.926169 
— 0 T"~~0”T"““T6~6~T"T^~"2"""^^ 4 3o| 9173^  8706899 0.949097 9173876 8706890 0.949096 S; 0 T~~0~"T"“^~6~~1^~2“^ 4 16 9173^  8706899 0.949097 9173876 8706888 0.949096 
^ n T~~0~"T~T6~6~^f^~~2"“^^~““T 10 9173876 8706899 0.949097 9173876 8706895 0.949097 
— ^ r ~ " 0 “ “ r ~ T 6 ^ " T n " 6 ^ “ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ” 8 ” Q 1 7 W f i 8 7 0 ^ _ 0.949097 9173876 8706895 0.949097 — ^ T~"0~"r~~T6^"" l6^~~2““^ ' ”^1 "^ 9^l73^  ~~870^ 0.949097 9173876 8706896 0.949097 
— ^ : r ~ ~ 5 " ~ T " ” T 6 " 6 " ^ 6 ^ “ 2 ~ ^ 4 “ “ 4 "“^9173876 8706899 0.949097 9173876 8706899 0.949097 
— ^ } ~ " ^ ^ ~ ^ “ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ ^ i 6 ^ “ ^ ^ Z J ^ 4 2| 9 1 7 3 8 7 6 ~ 8 7 0 ^ 0.949097+ 917387s| 8706899| 0.949097 
IResults for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: Effect of Lookahead Window Size for Cache 0rganization(0,1,0,1) 
, [ ^ M bhtnd looknd s i m p n c p l i n e s T ^ ^ ' d a t a si TseF bht en bhtset ahsi|cpi |bastime |bascpi |memcpi 
i gal _ 0 ^ 0 1 ^ ~ 6 ~ T ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 512 4 30 1.058155 104038652 1.040387' ~0.017768 
• tia' _ 0 1 0 1 1 6 ~ 6 " ~ T 1 6 3 ^ 2 ~~~5t I 4 16 1.058131 104038652 1.040387 ~0.017744 
隱 ^ 1 “ 0 ~ 0 T" 1 6 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 2 ~ ~ S T I 4 10 1.05826 104038652 ~1.040387 0.017873 
隱 知 1 ~ 0 ~ 0 ^ 1 6 ~ ¥ ~ 1 6 3 ^ 2 ~ 5 ^ 4 8 1.058756 104038652 1.040387 ~0.018369 
二 tial ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 16 ~ 6 ~ 1 6 3 ^ 2 512 4 6 1.059519 104038652 ~1.040387 ~~0.019132 
重 ”al — 0 T 0 T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 1 6 3 ^ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 4 1.060383 104038652 1.040387 0.019996 
壤 tial — 0 1~ 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~~"2 ~~"^ W(2 4 2 “ 1.062553 “ 104038652 1.040387 0.022166 
滋 — — 
; t o m c a t v — 0 1~ 0 ~ T " 16 ~ 6 ~ 16384 ~~"2 512 “ 4 30 “ 1.641316 “ 100037890 1.000379 0.640937 
. : t o m c a t v ~ 0 ~T 0 T 1 6 ~ 6 ~ 1 6 3 ^ 2 512 4 16 1.5998 100037890 ~~"1.000379 ~0.599421 
tomcatv - 0 ~T 0 T 1 6 l ~ T 1 6 3 ^ 2 ~ " 5 ^ 2 4 10 1.613781 100037890 1.000379 0.613402 
= t o m c a t v 0 1_ 0 ~ T " 1 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 ~ ~ 2 512 4 8 “ 1.66012 “ 100037890 1.000379 0.659741 
* tomcatv 0 1— 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ ~ 2 512 “ 4 6 ‘ 1.676944 “ 100037890 1.000379 0.676565 
% tomcatv 0 1~ 0 ~ ~ T 16 ~ 6 ~ 16384 ~ ~ 2 512 “ 4 4 “ 1.751343" 100037890 1.000379 0.750964 
; i tomcatv 0 1~ 0 ~~"T" 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ 2 512 ' 4 2" 1.889218 100037890 1.000379 0.888839 
二. ora 0 T 0 ~ ~ T 1 6 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 ~~"2 512 4 ~ 3 0 1.003517 100346362 1.003464 5.3E-05 
^ 0 1 ~ 0 1 “ 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ""Ts 1.003517 1003463^ 1.003464 5 . 3 E ^ 
: . ^ 0 T" 0 ~~~T" 16 ~ ^ ~ T 16384 ~~~2 512" 4 ~ T 0 1.003517' 100346362 1.003464 5.3E-05 
^ 0 1 0 ~ T ? 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512 — 4 8 ~ 1.003518 100346362 1.003464' 5.4E-05 
^ 0 T" 0 ~ ~ T T6~6~T~16384 2 512 — 4 6 1.003519 100346362 1.003464 5.5E-05 
^ 0 T 0 f T ^ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 4 1.003521 ~ 100346362 1.003464 5.7E-05 
1 ^ 0 f 0 ~ ~ T 16 ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 ^ ~ 2 ~ ~ " ^ 4 2 1.0035¾ 100346362 1.003464 6.1E-05 
: c o m p r e s s 0 T" 0 T ^~6"~1"~T6384 2 512 4 30 1.437768 ~ 90303362 1.034434' 0.403334 
- c o m p r e s s 0 1 0 ~ T 16 ~ 6 ~ " 16384 2 512 4 16 1.43777 90303362 —""1.034434 ~0.403336 
^ compress 0 T" 0 ~ T " 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 —~2 512 4 "^iO 1.437784 90303362' 1.034434 0.40335 
•~ compress 0 1 0 ~ ~ T ^飞“!"~16384 2 512 T 8 1.437806 — 90303362 1.034434 0.403372 
S compress 0 T 0 ~ T ^ ~ 6 " ~ “ “ 1 6 3 8 4 2 5 ^ ~ ~ 4 6 1.437885 90303362 1.034434 0.40345? 
„ compress 0 1 0 1 l T ~ 6 ~ T ~ 6 3 8 4 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 4 1.438044 90303362 1.034437 0.40361 
i compress 0 T" 0 ~ f Ts 6 1 " ^ l 6 3 ^ ~ 2 512 4 —""2 1.438755 90303362 1.034434 0.404321 
1 ^ 0 f 0 ~ ~ T T 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 ~ 2 512 4 ~~30 —1.105902 ~102639544 _ 1.026395 一 0.079507 
^ ^ 0 T" 0 ~ ~ T ^ 6 ~ 6 1 16384 ~ ~ 2 512 4 ~ 1 6 1.105899 ~~102639544 — 1.026395 ~0.079504 
~" ^ 0 T 0 “ T Te 6 1 1 6 3 8 4 ^ 3 ^ ~ ~ ^ 4 10 ~ ~ n p 6 ^ 102639544 1.026395 _ 0 j 8 0 4 9 4 
- ^ 0 f 0 ~ "T " Te 6 1 16384 ~ 2 2 _ 5 j ^ 4 ^ ^ ^ T ^ 1 1 3 5 7 102639544 1.026395 0.084962 
* i i i i ^ 0 T 0 ~ T ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T j 6 ^ ] ^ ] [ ] W _4~~6 1.116807 102639544 1.026395 0.090412 
: ijiii^ 0 T 0 “ T " T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ ~ 2 512 ~~4 ~~"4~"1.124586 _~102639544 ~ 1.026395 ~0.098191 
- ^ 0 f 0 ~ " r ” ^ ^ ~ T ~ T 6 3 ^ 2 “ ^ 4 ― “ 2 1.136395 1026395^ 1.02639^ 0.11 
「 ^ 0 ^ 0 “ T ~ ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 30 1.0239^6 100933954 1.0093? 0.014576 
— 0 T" 0 ~ ~ r ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~ ^ i _ I ^ 1.023918 100933954 1.0093? 0.014578 
^ 0 T" 0 ~ T " ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 ~ ~ 2 512 4 ~ T 0 ~ T 0 2 ^ 100933954 1 .009^ 0.m4795 
二 — 0 T" 0 ~ T “ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T T 6 ^ ~ 2 ~ ^ 4 "~8 1.024566 1009339^ 1.00934 0.015226 
“ — Q f 0 “ f ~ " T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ 6 1.025001 100933954 1.00934 0.015661 
: — 0 T" 0 ~ ~ f ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4— 4 1.025443 1009339M 1.0093^ 0.016103 





_ Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
I Effect of Lookahead Window Size for Cache Org.anization(1,1,0,1) 
^ ‘ [BM bht nd look nd s i m p n c p line sT C1 |C2 |data si |dset|bhten |bht set |wm[ah si [If |time [count |d parthit |data hit |data miss 
:tial 1 1 0 1 16~6~T~16384 2 “ 512 T~T 30"~~0 105815491 ~T00000000 197044 ~^ 11904 2^^ 
tial “ 1 1 0 ^ 16 ~ 6 ~ T 1 6 3 ^ 2— 512 H 36"~0" 105815491 ~fOOOOOOOO— 197044 —28211904 2 2 3 ^ 
tial 1 “ 1 0 1 1 6 ^ ~ T ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 “ 512 T ~ 16" 0 105813057 ~T^000000 197009 ^ ^ 1 1 9 4 2 2 2 ^ 
tial 1 1 0 1 16 6 ~ " ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 “ 512 ~ 4 ~ 3 16"~Q 105813061 ~~TTOOOOOOO 197009 28211942 22330 i tia' 1 1 0 ~^ 16 "i""T 163^  2— 512 4 ~A 10~0 105825932 100000000 — 220793 28188408 22080 
tial “ 1 1 0 1 16 ^ ~ T 16384 2 — 512 4 ~~3 10 ~ 0 105824467 100000000 220407 28188795 ~ 22079 
j tial ~ 1 1 0 T 16 T ~ T 16384 2 IT2 4 ~~T 8 ~~0 105875582 100000000— 220854 28188347 ~ 22080 
tial — 1 r 0 ~~T" 16 ~ 6 ~ T 163M" 2 512" 4 ~ 3 " 8 0 ~ 105873000 100000000" 220468 28188734 22079 tiaj 1 “ 1 0 1 l¥~6~T~T6384| 2 ‘ 512— T~T 6~~~0 105951895 100000000 225022 ~28184137 22?^  
tial 1 1 0 1 1 ^ ~ 6 ~ T 163841 2 512 T ~ 3 6"~~0 105946510 100000000 224566 28184594 22121 ti^  1 1 0 1 16~¥~T—16384 2 512 T~T 4_1 106036278 100000000 227617 28181566 ^0^ 
^iii T 1— 0 1 ~ 16 ~~6"~T 16384 2 512— 4 3_ 4 ~0" 10602851^ 100000000 227523 28181661 2 2 ^ 
tial T 1— 0 1" 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ ~ 2 512 4 ~ T 2 0 106242420' 100000000 229127 28179686 22468 
tial l ' 1 0 T 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ ~ T 6 3 M 2 512 ~ 4 ~ T 2 ~ 0 " 106213669 100000000 228384 28180430 2 ^ 
tomcatv T" 1 0 ~~~T ^6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ 1 ^ ~ 0 ~l64131587 ~T00000000 5778208 —29423918 ~311037 
tomcatv T T 0 T" 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 3 ^ 2 " 512 4 ~ T ^ ~ 0 " 1 6 4 1 3 ? ^ 100000000 5778208 29423918 311037 
tomcatv T" 1 0 ~ T Ts 6 1 16384 2 512 4 T 16~~0~159980017' 100000000 7105546 2809630T 311316 
tomcatv T" T" 0 T 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~3 " ^ ~ ~ 0 1599SMr7 100000000 7105546 28096301 311316 
tomcatv T" T" 0 ~ ~ T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ T 10 ~~0" 161378008 100000000 9023668 26248867 240628 
tomcatv f T" 0 f T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ^ 4 3 10 ~0^ 161378008 100000000 9023668 26248867 —240628 
tomcatv T T" 0 T" T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~~~2 ~ ~ W ^ 4~~T 8 ~ 0 166011352 100000000 9741724^5600650 170789 
tomcatv T" r 0 1 T 6 ~ 6 1 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 3 8~~0 166011392 100000000 9741714~25600660 170789 
tomcatv T f 0 ~ T " T ^ " e " T 16384 2 512 4 ~ 6 0~T67693409 100000000 ~10243963 25168809 1^00391 
tomcatv T" T" 0 ~ ~ T T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 i ~ l 6 ~~0~W693232 100000000 ~l0243953 25168819 100391 
tomcatv T" T" 0 ~~T" W 6 1 16384 ~ ~ 2 512 4 ~ T 4 ~~0 175131576~T00Q00Q0Q 10174590 25238435 100138 
tomcatv f T 0 ~~~r ^ 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~3 " 4 0~l75131720 T00000000 ~10174379~25238394 i00390 
tomcatv T T 0 ~ T W 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~ T 2 ~~0 188917385 100000000 10242044 25241079 30040 
torncatv T T 0 ~ f 16 6 1 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4~~3 2'—"0 18785¾¾" 100000000 10241772 25241099 3 0 ^ 
— ^ f 0~"T" W~6~T 16384 2 ~~5lT 4 ~~T" 30 —0 1003516^  100000000 570 310243^7 137 — f^ f 0 ~~T 6^~6~T 16384 2 ~"sT^  4 ~T 30~0 1003516^  100000000 570 310243^  137 — ^ f 0 ~T T6~6~1"""16384 2 ~~5?2 4 "“^T ?6 ~~0 100351677 ~~100000000 “ 570 “ 31024336 138 — ^ f 0 ~~T' 16 6 1 16384 2 ^ 4 3 16 ~0 100351677 ~TOOOOOOOO 570_31024336_ 138 — f f 0 ~~~T" ^6~6~ 16384 2 ~ ^ 4~T 10_—~0 100351713 100000000 604 31024304 ^ 
— ^ ^ 0 ~ f Te 6 1 16384 2 ” ^ 4 ~3 " 10 ~ 0 100351713 100000000 ^ 310243^ 136 — :j" f 0~T Te"6 1 16384 2 ~~^ 4~T 8~0 100351794 100000000 607 31024301 ^ 
— ^ f 0 ~ T ^ ~ 6 ~ 16384 ~ T ~ ^ 4 ~ J 8 ' ~ 0 1Q035l794 100000000 607 31024301 T M 
— ^ Y—0 ~~T—T6~¥~T 16384 ~~2 “ ^ ~i"]^]]^]_222552^_j[^2222222_____^_?l^?:i??^__l^ 
— :p f 0 ~~~f ^ ^ " T 16384 2 ~~512 4 3 6 ~0" 1003519^  100000000 6U 310242^  137 
— :j- ^ 0 ” f ^ ^ H 16384 2 ~ ^ ^ 4 1 j ^ ] _ _ 2 g g g g ^ _ 2 g g _ O g O O O O 624 31024285 135 — ^ f 0 ~~f ^ 6 ^ " 16384 2 ~^~"~~4 3__^ ]^ 3^ g^ gg^ ^^ O^OOOOM — 624 ~~31024285 135 
— ^ ^ 5 " ~ T ^6 6 1 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ T 2 ^ _ J [ 0 0 3 g ^ ___200000000 624 31024276 144 — j :p——0~~T""“^ W~6 1 163ST”2 ~ ^ 4；^]]^^~0 100352452 100000000 624 31024276 144 
产—rocc r r"““0~"T"~i6~6"~T" 16384 " ~ 2 “ ^ 4 ^ ~30 0 125513306 87297360 1272245 28924074 —2387285 : : ; r r~^0~~r”T6"6"""T^M““2““^ 4~3““30"~0~l255^ 3306 87297360 1272245 "^892^^38^ 二二 T T-~^o~T~~!6~6~~1^"""^2~^ 4~~~环1^^^55 87297360 " 1272246 28924073 2387285 P } r~~n“f“T6~6~T 16384 ~2—“^^ 4~3"~~"^ ^ 0 125513555 87297360 1272246 28924073 2387285 
^ ^ } — — r ~ ~ ^ ― ~ T ^ H " T ^ - “ 2 " ^ ~ ~ 4 — “ ^ - Q l B 5 T ^ 87297360 1273140 28923]5l_23873^  _Press ^ 1~~^~^~^6~6~T 16384~2"""^^~~T1~T0~"0 125514714 8729736^  1273132 28923159 2387313 c—ress 1 1~~^~r~"?6~6~~1^~~2~~^ 4~T~~"8~"0 125516667 87297360 1273191 28923097 2387316 
c。mPress ^ \ _ _ ^ ~ _ i ~ r ^ ^ ^ ie384 ~ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ 3 8 ~ 0 125516661 ~87297360 H 7 3 1 8 3 28923105 2387316 
c。mPress ^ 1 _ _ ^ _ 4 ~ ^ " | " | " T ^ " “ “ 2 ~ W 4 ~ T ~ ~ 6 ^ 125523533~~87297360 ~ T 2 7 3 W 28923079 2387328 
compress J. f ~ ^ ^ ~ 4 ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ f 6 3 ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ 4 ^ ~ ~ 6 ~ 0 125523515 87297360 ~ l W ^ ~ 2 8 9 l 3 0 ^ 2387328 
compress 1 1 _ _ 0 _ _ | _ ^ 4 ^ - 1 6 3 8 4 “ 2 " " ^ 4 ~ “ ^ 4 ~ 0 125537213 87297360 ~ 1273418 ~ 2 8 9 2 ^ 2387335 。。叩棚 1 1 ~ ~ ^ ~ 4 ~ ^ - ^ ^ - 1 ^ “ 2 ~ ^ 4^~"4~0~T2l5370W 87297360 12734J0^^89^^38^ 
c。mpress 1 1 _ _ ^ _ • 1 ~ S - ^ ^ - T 6 3 8 4 ~ ~ 2 “ ^ 4 ~ T ~ ~ 2 ~ 0 125581343 8 7 2 9 ^ _ 1273306 ^ 8 9 2 l ^ 2387464 
c。mpress 1 1 _ _ ^ _ _ i ~ ^ ^ ^ - T ^ ~ " 2 ~ ~ ^ ' “ 4 ~ ~ 3 " “ ^ 2 ~ 0 1 2 5 5 8 0 4 1 5 “ 8 7 ^ 9 7 3 ^ 1273298 28922842 2387464 
compress 1 _^ 0 _^ To °__L__ r rEzL : i l ^ - -
r~"K-~~r~"r^l"T"T^^“2”^ 4~T “ ^ 0 110590232 100000^ — 997676 42025317 128050 
5l!iP 1 1 _ ~ ^ ~ 1 ~ S ^ ^ - ^ ^ f t 4 “ 2 “ ^ 4~^~研1 linfifln731 0^00Q0000 997676 42025317 128050 
^ 1 1_~^•^•^1~S^^-^w“2"W 4^~t6~^ 110589870 ^io222222^__^§M_ii2?^_^i^ 
^!i5E 1 1 _ _ J ~ 1 ~ ~ S ^ ^ - - ^ ^ ^ 4 “ 2 ~ ^ 4 ^ ” ^ ~ n linBSfl8fi9 1Q00000TO_ 996500 42024377 130166 
^ll5P 1 1 _ ~ ^ ~ 1 ~ " ^ J I " H " " S j ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ “ " “ ^ 4 ~ “ “ ^ ~ iinf^SftQr^a jOOQ00000 _ l 1 0 0 7 3 8 41920076 130229 ^ 1 1__°_1~~J|-^^-5gj”2~~5T2 4~T”Tn 0 110688938 1000000^  110073/ 41920077 130229 ^ 1 1__°_~1>^5|^^-^^j~"o”^ 4"T « ~ iiii?«?lfi 100000000 1101388 41919416 130239 
^ 1 1__%^~^4^HS"~2—^——4^~~il~Til^^57^^[^222222^IJLH^I^I^^~^^ 
^ L 1__° _1~~^^^-SSj"“^o ~^——4"T~~fi-^ 111664679 100000000 “ 1101770 41918944 130329 
xlisp 1 1 _ _ 0 _ _ 1 _ _ J I _ l _ 4 _ ^ g J ~ ^ “ 5 ： | 2 — — 4 ^ « — i i i ^ ^ f i f i l 1 10Q00000d 1101758 41918956 130329 
xlisp 1 1 _ _ 0 _ _ 1 _ _ l | _ | _ i ^ g ^ ~ ^ ~ ^ — — 4 " T T ~ ii0^^9n«Q 1QQ0Q0000 1104215 41916351 130477 
^ 1 1__0—1__JU"|"4MS"~~^f—^——4^~"I~n 11??n0712 100000000" 1104274 ~ W ^ 130477 
^ 1 1__°_L__^1^^-4¾^^“J-^——4—~""o--TT^^K^- 100000000 ^ 01057 41916622 133364 !^i5E 1 1___0—1_~Jl4^-^S-““f-^-~"4^~~2~0~m24^' 1000000QQ- 1102885 41914793 133365 
xlisp ^_ 1 0__^__li_6_J__i^:^__£_— ZZZZZ 
~ ~ I T ^ ^ ^ - r S ^ ~ ~ 9 ” ^ 4 " T ” ^ —下 1 n9^1 fi1 ？ 1 0 0 0 0 0 ^ 一 28784 33567857 — 121993 
£?： 1 1 _ _ 0 _ 1 _ _ ^ 4 ^ - S i T ~ ~ | - ^ — — 4 ^ “ 3 0 ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' 100000000：__2g_784 33567857 121993 
far 1 1 _ _ 0 _ _ 1 _ _ ^ 4 A A - ^ ^ ― “ y - ^ — — 4 " T “ “ r ^ l " ^ i ^ ^ ^ T 7 5 ^ " 1 ^ ^ 5 ^ ^ 28826 33567815 121993 
ear ~ ~ f 1 _ _ 0 _ J L _ _ _ ^ ~ | ~ 4 ~ 4 S S " “ ^ l ~ M — — i " l ” T ^ - - ^ 7 ^ ^ 5 ^ 5 T W mnoooooo" 28826 33567815 121993 
ear ~ ~ T 1 _ _ 0 _ _ 1 _ _ ^ 4 " 4 ^ ^ “ | - ^ ^ ~ ~ 4 — ~ ~ : ^ ~ 7 r ~ ^ 7 ^ ^ ^ 7 T ^ ~ T ? m 5 M 50368 33546269 121997 
ear 1 1 _ _ 0 _ 1 _ _ ^ _ | ^ - ^ f ^ ~ " \ 5i2| 4 | ^ ~ ~ ^ ^ ] ~ 3 | ~ 1 0 2 4 1 3 5 1 9 | 100000000| 50368! 33546269丨 1 _ 
ear 1 1 。 — -—^ ― —• • _ 
B Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
K Effect of Lookahead Window Size for Cache Organization(1,1,0,1) 
| [ e a f 1 | 1 | 0 | 1 | 1 6 1 6 j 1 1 1 6 3 S 4 j 2 1 5 1 2 1 4 j 1 j 6 j 0 : 1 0 2 4 5 6 6 5 0 i 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 | 5 0 3 7 3 | 3 3 5 4 6 2 6 4 j 1 2 1 9 9 7 
eat 1 1 0 _ _ 1 1 6 ~ 6 ~ 1 6 3 & 4 ' 2 5 1 2 ! 4 ; 3 8 j O j 1 0 2 4 4 0 T ^ | t o 6 o O O O O o | — 5 0 3 ^ 3 3 5 4 6 2 6 4 1 2 1 9 9 7 
"eaf 1 1 0 1 ~^^ ~T~l6384 j 2 512| 4j l| 6| 0 102500113! 100000000^  M385 33S46252 ~il2TOT7 eaf 1 1 0 1 6^~6~~163S4l 2 512; 4 3; 6丨 oj 102467073] 100000000 ^  50365|~~33546252 121997 
e a r 1 1 0 1 T 6 ~ 6 " ~ T ~ 1 6 3 & 4 j 2 | S 1 2 j 4 : l | 4 | 0 1 0 2 5 4 4 ^ 3 1^^^^^^^—~"^访^3^^^.2_4—3:11^^^^ 
e a r ~ 1 T 0 ~ ~ i " 1 6 6 ~ T 1 6 3 8 4 j 2 | 5 T 2 | T P s ] A o ' 1 0 2 4 9 4 5 6 ^ - ~ T o o o o d o o o * " " ' . " ^ ^ ' 3 9 2 j 3 ^ 4 6 2 4 3 1 2 1 9 9 9 eaf 一 1 1 0 1 16| 6 ~ 163S4 2j 512! ^~T] ^ o[ "l02606Ml~~^TOOOOOOO| ^^s| 33S46266 ~~i^ T03 ^~~ l| l| 0| l| 16| 6j \^ 16384' 2l 512 T^  3i 2广0! 1025234^ ~^~"Toi5oo6oOOj 502«S^ ~^ i^626^  122103 
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I Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
: Effect of Lookahead Window Size for Cache 0rganization(1,1,0,1) 
| |M bhtnd looknd s|m_p nc p line si C 1 ^ ' d a t a si [d set [bhten[bhtset [wm|ah si |lf |a bht hit [a bht mi |look bht hit |lookbhtmi 
g 1 1 0 __1_._..... 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 “ 512 4 ~ T 30 ~0 17580752— 72705 —17578840 — 74617 一 
^ 1 1 1 0 _ _ 1 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~~3 3 0 ^ ~ 7 5 8 0 7 5 2 ~~7l705 1 7 5 7 8 ^ 7 4 ^ ~ g 1 1 0 ___1 16 ~6~T 16384 2 512 4 ~T 16^ 17580752 ~lm^ 17578^  746TT — ~ 
| j ^ 1 1 0 1 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 “ 512 4'~~3 16 ~0 17580752" 72705 17578846 — 74611 
^ 1 — 1 1 0 _ _ 1 1 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512 4 ~ T 10 "0"T7580752 72705 1 7 5 7 9 ^ 74246 
^ 1 — 1 1 0 _ 1 16 ~ ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512 4 ~ 3 1 0 " 5 " l S 8 0 7 5 2 72705 17579lTT 742l6 
j j i i — 1 1" 0 1 1 6 ~ 6 ~ ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 “ 512 4 ~ T 8 "0 17580752" 72705 17579726— 73731 
^1 — 1 1" 0 1" 16 6 ~ T 16384 “ 2 512 “ 4 " T 8 ^ 17580752 727面 175797^ 737肝 1^ — 1 i" 0 1" 16~6~T 16384 “ 2 512 “ 4 ~ 6^ 17580752 727^  175806^  72796 “ 
tial — 1 1" 0 l" 1 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 “ 2 512 4 ~ ^ 6 ^ 17580752 7 2 7 ^ 1758066? 72796 _ 
|ial — 1 1 0 1" 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 “ 2 512 ‘ 4 ~ T 4 ^ 17580752 ~~7l705 175808^ 72616 _ “ ilal - 1 ~T 0 T" 16 ~T~T 163^  2 ~~5?2 4 ~3 4 ~0 17580752 72705 17580841 72616 
tial 1 1~ 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512" 4 1 ~~2~Q 17580752 7 2 7 ^ 17580752 72705 
b l T 1 0 1 “ 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 “ 2 512 4 ~ T 2 T~17580752 72705 17580752 72705 
to?il^~~ 1 1 0 1 ~^6~T~16384 2 512 J~T 30下 333827^  1490 ~ 3338257 ~ 1511 — 
tomcatv~" 1 T 0 T" 1 6 ~ 6 1 16384 ~ ~ T 512 4~~3 30 T 3338278 1490 3338257 1STT ~ 
tomcatv~~ 1 1 0 ~ ~ T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~ ~ 5 ^ 4 ~ 1 6 " ^ 3338278 ~ 1 4 9 0 3338259 1 " ^ 
tomcatv T 1 0 1 “ 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~~3 16 ^ — 3338278 ~ 1490 3338259 1509 
tomcatv T" 1 0 1_ 1 6 ~ ¥ ~ T 16384 “ 2 512 4 ~ T 10"5" 3338278— 1490 3338273 1495 
tomcatv T 1 0 f 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~ ~ " ^ 4 — 3 10 T 3338278 1490 ~ 3338273 ~ 1495 ~ — 
tomcatv T T" 0 T T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ T 8 ^ 3338278 1490 3338275 1493 
tomcatv T" T 0 T" T^~6~1"~"16384 2 512 4 ~~3" 8~0 3338278 1490 3338275 1 ^ 
tofPcatv T T 0 T T6~6~"""16384 2 ~ 5 1 2 4 ~T 6 下 3338278 1490 ~ 3338275 1493 “ “ 
{orPCatv 1 T 0 1 ^ 6 1 16384 "~~2 ~ " ^ 4 ~ 3 " 6 ~0 3338278 1490 ~ 3338275 “ 1493 “ 
tomcatv T" T" 0 ~ ~ T 1 6 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ 4 ^ 3338278 ~ ~ T ^ 3 3 3 8 ^ 1 4 ^ ~ 
Bmcatv f T 0 ~ ~ T T 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512 4 3 4 ^ 3338278 1 4 ^ 3338277 1491 
(orncatv T" T" 0 ~ f ~ ~ ~ ? 6 " ~ 6 ~ T ' 16384 ~ ~ 2 512 4 ~ T 2 ^ 3338278 1490" 3338278 “ 1490_ 
tomcatv T ^ Z Z ^ _ . . . 1 . 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ 2 ~ T u 4 — 1 ~ 2 ^ 3338278 1490 3338278 1490 
— f f 0 ~ T " ^ 6 1 16384 2 5 2 2 ] 3 ~ ~ ^ ~ 30 ^ 6330310 1189 6330300 — 1199 ~~ 一 — ~~^-"6"]J6384 g_Z^ 4~T ~~30T" 6330310 ~J^ 6330300 1^ — ^ f 0~T T6~6~T 16384 2 512 ~4"~T~l6"^  6330310 1189 6330300 1199 — f f 0 ” r T6~6"~ 16384 2 512 4 ~~3 一T6^  6330310 1189 6330300 ~ 1199 
— -^ f 0 ~ T T 6 " 6 " T 16384 2 512 _ Z Z I Z j ^ j ^ — _ 6 3 3 0 3 l 0 1189 6330302 1197 
— ^ f 0 "“^T" ^ 6 " 6 " T 16384 f _ _ ^ Z Z I j ! Z ^ Z 3 ^ j ! _ 6 3 3 0 3 l ^ 1189 6330302 ‘ 1197 — f f 0 ~~f T6""6"T 16384 2 512 __IiZIZZi^_^"^^ 1189" 6330304 “ 1195 
— -^ f 0 ~~f “T6~6 1 16384 2~g2 4 ~~3 ~~~sT" 6330310 1189 633gggj^ __jj^  
— ^ ^ 0 ~ ~ r : [ f ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 I j ! Z I ^ ^ Z j ! _ g 3 3 0 3 T 0 1189 6330304 1195 
— :f f 0~T"”T6~6~T" 16384 2 ~ ^ 4~3" ~6^" 6330310 — 1189 6330304 __j jW — j J 0~"T" ^~6~ 16384 2 512 4 ~T 4^ 6330310 1189 6330309 1190 
— ^ -^ 0 “ T " ~ ^ 6 6 1 16384 “ “ 2 ~ g 2 ~ ^ _ 3 4下 6330310— 1189 一6330309 1190 
— :j- Y " ~ 0 ~ ~ f “ “ T ^ l " T 16384 ~ 2 ~ W [ ~ 4 1 2"0 6330310 “ 1189 6330310 1189 — ^ ^ 0 “ “ r “ “ ^ ~ ^ ~ Z ! g ^ Z ^ Z ^ iZ^=j!I=jgg_0310 118百 6330310 1189 
comoress T" T " “ “ 0 “ f “ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ l 6 3 M “ ^2~^~~J~l '~^^Z^288^ ^ _ ^ 8 2 ^ ] ] ： 1 _ ^ ； 
S^1——T——f"""^n—-^^ — - ^ ~ T ~ ^ — 4^~30^ 12881605__461 12881598 4^ 
S S 1 — — T — — T " “ “ 0 ^ “ T ? H ~ l ^ ~ T ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ 4 ~ ~ T 6 T 12881605 __jgj 12881599 ^ 
compress 1 1 _ _ ^ ~ f " ~ ^ 6 ~ 6 ~ " 1 6 ^ “ 2 ~ 5 U ~ ~ ~ 4 ~ 3 ~ l 6 ^ ~ T 2 8 8 T ^ _ _ 4 6 1 12881599 4 ^ 
c。mPress 2_ 1 _ ^ ~ r “ ? 6 ~ 6 ~ 7 ~ ? ^ “ “ 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ T ~ W ^ ~ l 2 8 M ^ ~ ~ 4 6 1 12881600 A ^ 
5?^^——^——1~4~4~4I~44~S~T~^~~T~T~1^^^^M^~"4^ 12881600 466 
H = 5 5 5 — — 1 — — 1 ~ ~ ^ " 4 ~ ^ ~ | 4 " ^ ~ | ~ ^ ~ ^ " 4 - ^ T " l W ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ l W ^ ^ 
^ 5 ! = ^ ~ ~ 1 — — ^ ~ 4 ~ | ~ ^ 4 4 ~ ^ ~ 1 ~ ^ ~ ~ ~ 4 ^ ^ ^ : j M M ~ ~ ^ ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ 464 
H5E[^P^——1——1_~^_4_4|_|_|^|^~^~^~~4--^^881605 461 ^^Wf^ 4W 
5^H!H5!5——1 ——^_^_4"^44"4i^"i"^““4^—^32^~"46T 12881603 ^ 
^ ¾ ^ — — J . — — ^ _ _ ^ ^ ^ 4 4 - { i g ^ ^ ~ ~ 4 - - ^ ^ - l 2 8 ^ ~ ~ 4 ^ 12881604 ^ 
compress——1 ——1 _ _ 0 _ | ^ 4 ^ m ^ - - ^ " ~ " H ~ T T 1 2 8 8 1 6 0 5 ~ ~ 4 ^ 12881604 46^ 
^ 5 ! n P [ ? ? ! — — I — — j _ _ ^ _ _ 4 _ ^ _ | 4 " S " T " " ^ ~ ~ 4 - - l " l 2 8 ^ ~ ~ 4 ^ 12881605 ^ 
compress——1 ——1 _ _ 0 _ _ J i _ _ ^ 6 _ ^ _ J ^ _ _ 4 ^ - ^ ^ ^ 2 8 ^ ~ ~ ^ 12881605 ^ 
compress ；}_ ；}_ 0 _^ 2 ^ _ A - ^ - ~ — “ — ； 
^~"^"^“T^^-T"^f^"“^2~^" 4 ~T~^^^n^08399 _6_7262 17808381 .67280 __ Z 
^l!!P 1 1 _ _ ° _ 1 ^ ~ S ^ ^ - ^ R T “ ^ 2 ~ ^ Z ~ ~ ^ T ~ T 7 8 Q ^ ~ 6 7 ^ 17808381 67280 
l^!P 1 1__^_4“JI^^-^8T"“^2~^ ^""T"^^"T7^5^:::^_iZ52^__JM 
l^!P 1 1 _ _ ° _ 1 _ • S ^ ^ ^ S S - “ 2 ~ ^ ~ " T - - ^ T - l 7 8 0 ^ - 6 7 ^ 17808381 67280 
!^!P 1 1 _ _ ° _ i - ^ ^ J I 4 ^ - ^ S j “ 2 ~ ^ H " l ^ ^ " T 7 ^ 5 ^ : : ^ _ J Z 5 2 ! ^ _ _ ^ !^!P 1 1__o_ l__^14^-¾¾!"~|-^ H"T^^"T^^5^"^^_JZ52^___^ZiZl ： 
!^i5E 1 _ _ _ 1 _ _ 0 _ L _ _ 5 1 4 ^ - 4 ¾ ¾ - ~ ~ ^ - ^ 4 ~ r “ s T - l 7 8 0 8 3 ^ ' ' 6 7 ^ _ _ 1780838^ 67272 
^ll!P 1 1 _ _ 0 _ _ 1 _ _ ^ 4 ^ - ¾ ^ “ | - ^ 4 ^ ” 8 ^ " ' m 0 8 ^ ' ' ' 6 7 ^ _ J 7 8 0 ^ _ _ ^ ^ 1 1__0__1__l|_|4"4^S""~^-^——4~~~ftlT~T780^~67^" 17808393 67268 
^ Z H 1 _ _ ^ _ 1 > ^ ^ ^ 4 ^ - S w ~ ~ 1 " ^ — — 4 ^ “ 6 T " ^ f 7 8 0 ^ " 6 7 ^ 17808393 _ _ ^ 
^ Z U 1__0_J-__1®4^-S”1^"~"^4—~~4^- -T7808^""67^n! !^__^ 
^ "^ 1__0__1__-^^-¾¾-~"~^-5^ 4"T~^"下~^5^^^1?^_11!2??£?___?1?51 ： 
Xlisp T" ^ _ _ 0 _ _ 1 _ _ l ® ^ ^ - 4 g S - - ~ f - ^ — — 4 ~ T ~ " 2 ^ " m 0 8 ^ 67262 ； 3 ! 8 0 ^ _ _ 6 ^ 
xlisp T" 1 0 _ _ 1 _ _ l i _ 6 _ 4 _ 2 g g - _ ^ - ^ 4 ~ 3 “ “ 2 ^ ^ f 7 8 0 8 3 ^ 67262 _ _ r 7 8 0 8 3 9 9 _ _ 6 ^ 
xlisp T 1 ~ ~ ^ _ _ 1 _ _ 1 6 _ 6 _ l _ J ^ _ _ £ - ^ 
: ~ ^ Z I Z Z ^ — P - ： ^ ^ " ~ 2 " W 4 ~ T ~ 3 0 " 0 ' gi72803 ~ ~ T ^ _ _ i H g I g i Z _ _ l l ° I — 
^ T 1 0 _ J L _ _ l i _ i _ 4 - ^ S S - “ 1 ^ " " " " J - ^ 1 7 - M 7 ^ - W 9172769 I J ^ 
i i? T T- “ “ 0 _ J L _ _ 1 6 _ l _ ; _ J g ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ J ^ ^ l ^ - ^ r n m - i m 9172774 V[02 
i i ? T" T~ ~ ~ 0 _ _ l _ _ J 6 _ _ 6 l _ ^ 2 _ p | _ _ ; ^ - ^ l T - ^ ^ 7 ^ 0 3 - ^ 9172774 V[02 
ii? T" T" """^ 0 1 __li_i^-^gS~"~1-¾——^l~l^�~~§W^""^f^__^lZ?Z^___l^ 
ii? ~~i" T" “ ^ o Z I _ J ® 4 4 - 4 i l T ^ ^ i “ “ i " ^ n Z H l ^ Z : M Z I I M ^ 1095| ] 
iResults for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: Effect of Lookahead Window Size for Cache 0rganization(1.1,0,1) 
ear 1| 1[ 01 1| 161 61 1l 16384| 2j 512j A\ 1j 6 0| 9172803| 1073j 9T72783j 1093| 
— e a r 一 1 T 0 ~ ~ T 1 6 ~ ^ | ~ T 16384' 2| 512j 4j 3 j 8 Oj 9172803 l'073 9172783 1093| ~ ~ 
S ear ~ 1 1 0 ~ ~ T 16 " S P T 16364 21 512； 4j l i ^ o j 9172S03 1073丨 9172799¾ 1077 “ 
• ear 1 T 0 ~ ~ T 1 6 ~ 6 1 163&4厂 2 512| 4: 3j 61 oj 9172803! 10n| 91^2799]一 1077 — 
ear ~ 1 T 0 1 16 ~ 6 l | 16364^ 2 ] ~ " S T ^ ^ ~ T ] 4 ^ 0 ( " 9172803 1Q7T| 9 T 7 ^ 2 | ?071|~ — 
_ . ear — 1 T 0 ~ T " 1 6 ~ 6 l | 1 6 3 ^ | 2|~~512| " " 4 j 3 ' 4 | T ~ ~ 9 l 7 2 8 0 T j ~ ~ ~ ^ 3 t 9 ? 7 2 ^ " " " — iQ74| ‘ 
ear 1 1 0 1 16 6 1 16384 | 2 ~~5121 — 4 j ^\ 2 ^0^ 9172803^""""rp7l1 ^ 7 2 ^ p " 1073 ‘ — 
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I Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
I Effect of Lookahead Window Size for Cache Organization(1,1,0,1) 
• t jBM bht nd look nd sim p nc p line si C1 C2 data si d set bhten bhtset wm ah si If def k c1 ~~‘~" def k c2 tg k c1 ~ tg k c2 
“tial - 1 T 0 ~~r 16 ~~6 ~~f 163M 2 512 4 1 30~0 24999 57^  0 0 “ 
....."t iat “ 1 ~ 0 1 16 ~ 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~~~3" 30 ~0" 24999 5746 0 0 — 
m tial “ 1 ~ T 0 1 16 6 1 — 1 6 3 8 4 2 5 1 2 “ 4 1 16 ~ 0 2 5 0 ^ 5732 0 0 
零.tial 1 1 0 1 ~ W "~6 ―“r 16384 ~2 512 4 3 ~~T6~0 25093 ‘ 5732 0 0 
^ tial - 1 1 0 1 16 ~~6 ~T" 163^  2 — 512 4 1 T0~0 28167 5099 “^  0 “ ？ tial “ 1 ~ 0 ~T" 16 ~6 1 —16384 2 512 ‘ 4 ~3 10 ~0 283^  4875 0 0 — IJtial 1 1 0 ~~r 6^ ~~6 ~T 16384 2 512 4 f 8 ~0 28139 5141 0 0 
tiii 1 ~ T 0 1 16 6 1 16384 2 512 4 3 8 ~~0" 28293 4 9 1 7 0 0 — 
^ \ T" 1 0 1 16 6 ~~T" 1 6 3 ^ 2 — 512 ~4 1 ~ 6 ~ 0 一 29997 ~ 5317— 0 ~ 0 
tji|] T T" 0 f 16 ~~6 ~"T 16384 2 512 — 4 3 6 ~0 30630 4682 0 0 
tiil ^ ^ 0 ^ ^6 ~ 6 ~ ~ 1 16384 2 512 4 T" 4 ~ 0 29973 6671 0 ~0 
tiij 1 T 0 T Te ~ 6 ~ ~ T 16384 2 5T2 4 “ 3 4 ~0" 30624 6021 ~~0 0 
tiii T 1 0 ~T" 16 ~~6 ~~T 16384 2 512 — 4 1 2 ~~0 30492. 9629 0 ~ 0 
tiiii T 1 0 ~ r ?6 ~~6~T ~~T63^  2 5ll 4 ~3 2 ~0 313^  816^  0 ~ 0 
!露 tomcatv~" 1 T 0 ~ T 16 6 ~ T ~ ~ t 6 3 ^ 2 512 4 1 30 ~ 0 ~~3216145 2983 ~~0 0 
1¾ tomcatv T" 1 0 1 l T 6 1 一 16384 2 512 4 3 30 0 3216145 2983 0 0 
！ 5 i^J^^i^;;;^;;;;;;iI3ZZ^IZIZ^ZZZIZI^^^ZZIZI^ZZZZZIZZ^]ZI^!M^ZZI!^ 0 0 
j « tomcatv T" f 0 1 1 6 ~ 6 ~ " f " 16384 ~2 512 4 3 1 6 l 4509347 71172 0 0 
U tomcatv r f ~ 0 l _ Z 2 H _ _ g _ Z l L j _ g g g i I _ _ ^ ^ ^ Z I Z Z I _ _ 1 0 ^ ~ 4378950 — 639478 ~ 0 0 
‘ tomcatv r^^]^;^^^^]3^ZZ].16384 T 512 4 3 10 0 4378950 639478 0 0 
, tomcatv T" lZZ^Z^ZII^]ZT .16384 2 512 4 1 “ 8 ~0 5232863 506320 0 0 
- tomcatv T" 1~0 l^ZjiZZZT_LgggiZZl_^liZI~^ 3 8 ~0 5232853 506320 0 0 
.. tomcatv T T 0 ~T" ~T6~6 ~f 16384 2 512 4 ^ 6~0 5525526 147472 0 0 电 tomcatv T f ~~0 ~~T ~~Ts 6 1 16384 2 512 4 3 6 0 5525516 147472 0 0 
'z to^^i^ T" T" ~~0 ““r 16 6 1 16384 — 2 512 4 1 "~4~0~~5454^ 219890 0 0 
r to^^;^ T" T ~~0 ~T" ~^6 6 1 16384 2 512 4 3 4 0 5454187 219961 0 0 ； ' i^^i^ T T" ““0 ~~f 16 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ^ 2 0 5026103 574882 0 0 
I tomcatv T" T"~0 ~T ~~T6~"6 ~~T 16384 2 — 512 4 3 2 0 5026182 574668 0 0 
私 
f ]ZZI ZZ ZZZ = ZZ___ 
^ ^ T" 1 ~"0 ~~r"”T6 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ^_30 0 160 32 0 0 a ^ T T" ~~0 ~ f ~~^ 6 1 "T^ 2 512 4 3 ~30 0 ^ 32 0 0 
, ^ i" T ~ ~ 0 " “ ^ r ~ ~ ^ 6 1 1 ^ 2 5 1 2 4 T _ ^ _ 0 1 ^ 33 0 0 I ^ T T"~~0~"r 16 6 1 16384 2 512 4 3__2^_0 1^ 33 0 0 鼻 ^ f T" ~~0 ~~T ~~?6 ““6 ~~T" 16384 2 512 4 1__10 0 171 ^ 0 0 t ^ “^ f ~~0 ~T"~~Te 6 1 l 6 ^ 2 512 4 3 ~~^ 0 7^l ^ 0 0 ^ Y f~~0"““T"~~ 6^ 6 1 ' J ^ 2 512 4 f 8_0 7^3 ^ 0 0 ^ Y T""“^0““r~Te 6 1 16384 2 512 4 3 8_0 173 ^ 0 0 ； ^ T" f~~0~~f”Te 6 1 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~~T" 6 0 175 ^ 0 0 ^ f f"~0~T"”Te 6 1 16384 2 512 4 3 6_0 J^^  32 0 0 ^ f Y~^0~f~~^ 6 1 16384 2 " 512 4 1 4_0 278 ^ 0 0 ^ T" f~~0~~f“Te 6 1 “ T ^ 2 ~TT2 4 3 4_0 7^8 33 0 0 ^ T" T~~0““T"“^6 6 1 16384 2 512 4 T 2 0 1^ 37 0 0 ^ ^ ^ " ^ ^ ] ^ ^ " ^ i " " T " l ^ 2' 512 4 3 2~0 _^83 ^ 0 0 
• compress T f “^0~T“^^6 6 1 16384 ~~2 ^ 4 ~~f ~ ~ ^ l _ _ J ^ _ _ 1 5 2 ^ _ _ Z I ° Z 
^SS——T"——T"~~5~T~i¥~T~T~l^~~2 ~~^"""^4 ~ ~ 3 - ^ ^ 25869 1506682 0 0 S5S——T——r~^~T~^~^~T 16384 2 " “ “ ^ " ~ 4 ~~^r~^ 0 25869 1506682 0 0 S S " ~ " T — — f ^ - ^ ^ ^ - l 6 3 8 4 ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ 5 l 2 - ^ ~ ~ 3 ^ 0 25869 1506682 0 0 S S S — — T — — T ^ - ^ ^ ^ " ^ ~ " 2 “ “ ^ ~ ~ 4 " " ~ r ^ 0 25934 1506697 0 0 • S S ^ ~ ~ T " ~ | " ^ m i " l ^ ~ " 2 - ^ - ^ 3 10 0__25929 1506697 _ _ 0 0 S S " ~ ~ f — — r ~ ^ ~ T m ~ W 4 ~ ~ 2 - ^ ~~^4__1__8_0 25986 1506695 0 0 S S ^ ~ ~ T — — f ~ ^ ~ T ~ T ^ l ~ T ~ ~ l ^ ~ ~ 2 " ~ ^ ~ ~ 4 _ 3 _ _ 8 ^ 25981 1506695 0 0 
c�mPress ^ 1~~^~r~Tg 6 1 ^1"^ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 f 6 0 25997 1506585 0 0 
^ ^ ^ ^ — — 1 — — T ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - - ^ S I ^ " ~ " | - ^ ~ ~ 4 ~ " ^ 3 • " “ 6 ^ ~ ~ ~ ^ - l 5 0 ^ 0 0 
_Press——1 ——1 __^_4~^~|~|~^""^“^I"“^^——4"""^f~~4^ 26064 1506579 0 0 
- c o m p r e s s — — 1 ——^_^__^__^_|_4__^~~|-^~~4~~3~~4^ 26064 ^ 1 ^ 5 ^ 0 0 
c�—ess——1 ——^__^_|_^_|_j_^~~^I~~^~~4~~r~"2^ 43132 1506552 0 0 
g ^ ^ ~ ~ ^ : J : j ; j : i z l : J i ] Z J j I = I ] ] g = ^ Z j ! ^ = I ^ _ _ _ 0 
"T r r~^n~T"~T¥1 1 16384 “ “ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ 3 ~ ^ ~ ° 56623 10574 0 0_IZ^  
^ 1 — — ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ 4 ~ ^ ~ 4 ~ 4 ~ W ~ ~ 2 — ^ " ~ 4 ~ ~ ^ 1 1 ~ ~ ^ 10574 0 0 
S r ~ ~ ~ l ~ | ~ l ~ ^ ~ f ~ r ~ ^ " “ ^ 2 - ^ ~ ~ 4 ~ ~ r ^ ^ 5 ^ _ _ 1 0 ^ _ _ 0 ^ 
^ 1 1 ~ ~ ^ ~ 4 ~ ~ ^ 4 " T " l ^ ^ “ 2 “ ^ ^ 4~~3~"T6 0 56954 10632 0 0 
l^!5P 1 l _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - 4 H ^ ~ " " \ ~ ~ M ~ ~ 4 " ~ " T ~ T ^ 1 " ~ " ^ " ~ ~ T ^ 0 0 
I^!P 1 _ _ ^ _ 4 _ 4 _ | - 4 4 ~ 5 | | ^ ^ " “ ^ | " 4 f " “ ^ 4 ~ ~ ^ ~ W 1 ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ ^ 0 0 
l^!5E 1 1 0 _ 4 _ J | _ 4 ^ - ^ S I ^ " 4 “ “ ^ ~ ~ 4 ~ ~ f ~ ~ 8 ^ ~ ~ ^ " “ “ ^ 0 0 
!^i5E 1 ^ _ ^ _ 4 ~ ^ 1 ~ | ~ 1 ~ ^ " ~ | ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ 4 “ “ 3 ~ " 8 ^ ~ " ^ ~ ~ ^ ^ 0 0 
l^5P 1 ^ _ ^ _ 4 _ 4 I 4 ~ 4 ~ 4 S S ~ ~ ^ ~ " ^ " ^ “ ^ 4 " “ “ r " “ “ 6 ^ " “ ^ ^ 13106 0 0 
!^5E 1 1 _ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ ~ " " ^ I ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ 4 " ~ 3 ~ ~ 6 ^ ~ " ~ 5 ^ 13106 0 0 
^ 1 _ _ _ J . 0 _ 4 ^ ^ ^ - m ^ " “ ^ | - ^ ~ ~ 4 ~ ~ r ~ ~ 4 ^ ~ ~ " ^ ！^ !W___0 0 
^ 1 1__^__1__J|_4^ -S" "•I~~^——4~~T~~4^“ 55415 2013f 0 ^ 
!^5P 1 _ 1 ' ' ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ " " " ^ ^ ~ 4 ~ " n ~ " ^ : ; : i ^ z : Z o Z : Z i 
^ g ^ � j : ; i � z h i z i i ] z : M z z i z z ^ z : i ] = ^ _ _ i ^ _ ~ ° ~ ~ ~ ° 
.、、•• .—.. 11 — — 
-__-~~-""~T^^^“TgW 2 “ ^ ^ 4 f ~~^~0 4645 57 0 0 
:- e ^ 1 1 _ _ 0 _ _ l _ _ ^ 6 1 _ m | 4 _ _ 2 _ _ ^ ——__3"^^ 4 ^ 57 0 0 
- ear ~~"T" 1 _ 0 _ _ l _ J 6 _ 6 1 _ _ ^ _ _ \ _ _ ^ p | ~ ~ } ~ ~ T " T ^ 1 4 ^ ^ 0 0 
^ ii^  ^ z : z i _ ^ _ i _ _ ^ ^ | " | " " 4 i f ^ ^ ^ | - ^ ^ ~ " 5 " 1 1 ~ ~ 4 ^ ^ ^ 0 
, ear ~"^f l � _ L _ ^ ~ 4 ~ 4 " S " “ ^ | ~ " I f " ~ " 4 ~ ~ ^ ~ 1 ^ 1 4778 ^ 0 0 
• ^ ~ ~ " Z 4 ^ ^ ^ " M " " ^ " 4 4 " ^ " " ^ " " ^ = a = ^ = ^ = ^ = ^ ~ " 0 — — ^ 
ear | 1 丨 • | u| i | ' " i L 
sr 
. ^ ••.S«H 躲«ft 1
B Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
K Effect of Lookahead Window Size for Cache Organization(1,1,0,1) 
麥 lear 1| 1l 01 1l 16 6 1i 16384 i 2i 5 l 2 i 4, t j 6| Oj ~ ~ 478tt ~ 67i Oj 01 
• ear T 1 0 ~"~T 16丨 6 | ~T\~"~^¾¾^ ~^—^^__~~^1 3 ' 6 ^ 4 ^ ] 67]-~~ "•p^' p ~^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
m ear 1 1 0 1 16|~~sl ij "T6364' ~Ti T^ Tj 4j lj ef""^ ] 474p!~"———访厂"~~"p Q ]^[]][][[[^  
K ear 1 1 0 1 ieT 6 ~Tp"i6^ 4i ^ 5T2^ —4j 3 ] 6T"ol""-': i u o ^ • 一 ^ o]~" 0 . ! ! [ [ [ ^ ^ 
• ear 1 1 0 1 16丨 s j 1! 16384^ 2! T T ? ] 4? i 1 4 ' ^ 1 7 ¾ ] "1¾! 0|"~"— Q 
kear 1 1 0 ~~~T 16 e! l|~~^ 63¾] 2丨 512j ~~^  3^  "4r"^ [—2^ T^T^ ]^]["^ ^^ t ~"o] o| ~ 
ear i" 1 0 T 16 6 ”Tj~~~T^ 3M] 2\ sUj 4丨 \] 2pO"j 4^S9T ^ 0 01 
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！？ Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
i | Effect of Lookahead Window Size for Cache Organization(1,1,0,1) 
m 
IKK ^ | ^ ^ ^ — M ^ ^ 1 ^ — ^ M ^ ^ M ^ ^ ^ M ^ ^ ^ — — ^ ^ ^ M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ — ^ « ^ ^ ^ ^ M ^ ^ ^ M — f — ^ — ^ ^ ^ — ^ _ _ _ _ M W ^ ^ ^ ^ — ^ — — ^ » ^ ~ ^ — p — — ^ — — l — — y — — — — ^ » — — — l l — l l ^ ^ ^ » ^ ^ — ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
; _ 6M bht nd look nd sim p ncp line si C1 C2 data si d set bht en bht set wm ah si If def use def waste tag use tag waste 
- tial 1 T 0 ~~T 16 ~6" 1 163^ ' 2 512— 4 f 30 ~0 77989 23886 45536 0 — 播 tial i" T 0 ~~T 16 ~6~T 16384 “ 2 5lT ~4 ~~3 30 —"0 77989 23886 “ 45536 0 — 
―‘ tial “ 1 ~ 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 1 6 3 ^ 2 ~ 512 4 1 1百 0 77961 23816 45473 0 :- tial “ 1 1 0 r 16~6~T 163^  2 512 J 3 6^ 0 77961 23816 45473 — 0 tiai 1 T" 0 ~T 16~6"~T~~T6384 2 512 4 1 ~~W 0 91224 254^  — 11925 — 0 
* tial T T 0 ~~~T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ ~ ^ 10 0 91068 25329 ‘ 12157 “ 0 — 
“ ^iii T" 1 0 ~ ~ 1 T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 ~ " 4 T 8 ~ " 0 9 1 2 ^ 254面 1 1 8 ^ ~0 ™ tlili 1 T 0 ~T 16 ~¥~1"~"T63^  2 “ 512 4 3 ~8 0 91082 25329 — 12063 — 0 
‘ ‘ tiai T 1 0 f 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ” s T 2 " " 4 1 6 0 — 90298 — 25683 ‘ 9572 0" 
睡 I i i ] T T 0 ~ ~ T 16 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 2 512 4 3 6 0 90076 25453 9806 0 
'暴 tiai T" T" 0 1_ 16 ~ 6 " 1 16384 2 512 4 1_ 4 ~ 0 89489 24882 6244 “ 0 
“ ^ ^ 1 0 T T 6 ~ 6 ~ 1 6 3 ^ 2 512 4 3 ~ 4 0 ~ 90178 ‘ 25286 6478 “ 0 “ 
； « tiaT" T" T" 0 T" T6"~6~T 16384 2 512 4 1 2 0 ~ 93473 24959 “ 439 0 “ 一 
: t l^ 1 1 0 1 T 6 ~ 6 ~ 1 16384 2 ~ 5 ^ 4 ~ 3 2 0 94075 25348 1405 0 
Itomcatv~ T T 0 T" 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ T 512 4 1 ^ 0 751500 10163 5499194 ~0 
tomcatv T" 1 0 1 1 " 6 ~ 6 ~ ^ [ 6 ^ 2 512 4一~3 ~ ~ " ^ ~ 0 751500 10163 5499194 0 
tomcatv ~ T 1 ~~0 ~~T" ~ ~ " T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ T ~ T 6 ~ ~ 0 575994 8119 一3988224 0 
tomcatv T 1 0 1 — ~ ^ ¥ ~ ^ 1 16384 2 512 ~ ~ 4 3 16 ~~0 575994 8119 3988224 0 
tomcatv ~ ^ l Z Z ° Z ~ ^ ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512 ~~4 ~ ~ f ~~T0 0 1144415 6769 1501132 0 
tomcatv f ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ 0 1 _ " ~ ~ ^ ^ 6 ~ ~ ^ 6 3 ^ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 3 10 ~ 0 11444lT 6769 1501132 0 tomcatv T T 0 ~T~~~T6~6~T"~T6^ 2~"1^ 2 4•—"T" 8 "~0 9956^  432576 1001949 0 
tomcatv T T 0 ” f T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 —~3 8 0 995656 432576 1001959 0 
; = tomcatv T T " ~ 0 “ ^ ~ ^ ~ 6 1 16384 2 512 4 1 6 " ~ 0 1352025 43677^ 213738 0 厂 toi^ T" T 0 ““r ~"~T6~6~T 16384 一“"2 ~~^ 4~T 6 ~0 1352025 436778 213748 0 ！™ tomcatv T" T 0 ”T"~~T6~^~T 16384 ^~2 512 ~~~4 ~~T 4 _0 1562632 439836 72768 0 
p tomcatv T" T 0 ~ " T 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ ~ 3 ~ 4 0 1562445 439836 72914 0 |r tomcatv T" T" 0 ~"T~~"T6 6 1 —16384 2 512 4 1 2 0 1566809 439870 71235 0 
m toi^i^ f T~~0 ““T"~T6"6"f 16384 "~2 “ “ ^ 4~3 2~~0 1566622 439869 71442 0 
\m 
ifc 一 — * ^ T T" 0~nZj I IZ33g^ZIZZl ]Z . i. ~ 30 ~~0 81" 80 74 0 — ^ ^ r T" 0 ” T 16 ~6~T 16384 ~ ^ 512 4 ~~3 "~~30 ~0 81 80 7^  0 
‘‘ ^ f 1 0 ”T"~~T6~6~1 16384 2 ~~^ 4 1 _1^]__^!^ E 1¾ 9. 
_ ^ T T" 0 1 16"~6 1 16384 2 W 4 ~3 16 _ 0 _ 7^  ^ 7^  0 
r ^ r f 0 ““T~"?6~6 1 i63^~~T~^T2 4 1 10 0 ^ ^ ^ 0 'S ^ T T"~~0 ~ f ~ ! ^ 1 H 3 8 4 2 —~512 4~~3 ~"T0~0~ 91 ^ 33 0 
£ ^ T" T" 0 "~T" ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 __^_ 8 _ _ 0 ^ ^ 5 1 0 Z ^ T" f ~~0 "““f ~T6~6~T i^"^ 84 2 —~5U' 4 3 8 __0 ^ J5 ^ 0 - ^ T T~~0“r~~T6~6"~l6l^ 2 一~~^  4 ~~T" 6 _0 ^ ^ 26 0 
1± ^ T" T"~~0 ~r”T6~6~T 16384 2 ~~^ 4 3 6 ~0 91 ^ _ 26 0 
W ^ T" r "“^ 0 “T" ~~"!6~6~T~i6^ ~ T 512 ~4 ~T" 4 __0 ^ ^ 21 0 
“ ^ T" f 0 ~~~T ~ " T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 3 8 4 2 512 4 ~ 3 4 _ _ 0 ^ 88 U 0 1 ^ T" f ~~0 ~ f ~T6~6~T~^6^ 2 W 4 ~ f 2 ~~0 ^ ?3 6 0 
• 3^  r r~~0~~r~~T6~6~T 16384 ]^；^__^ZZHZHZZI^ E2. 93 6 0 
K ~•— 
I compress f T " ~ ~ 0 ~ T " "“ ^ ^ 6 ~ 6 ~T 16384 "“^2 _ _ ^ 4 1 ~ ~ 3 0 ~ 0 104218 一 1555655 117^ 0 
* compress T" f ~ ~ 0 ~ T " " " ^ ^ H " 1 ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ W 4 3 ~ 3 0 0 104218 1555655 1172 0 竺 compress f T~~0^^““T6~6~r~T^ ~~2~^~~~T~T~T6~^ 104218 1555656 Vm 0 - ^Si^s T" f ~ ~ 0 — ~ ~ ^ H H ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ ~ ~ 4 — ~ W 0 104218 1555656 Vm 0 
: compress “^ f “ ^ 0 ~ T ~ ^ H " 1 ^ ~ " 2 ~ ~ 5 ^ 4 ~ ^ ~ ~ ^ 0 104222 1556333 2 ^ 0 
“ compress T" T ~ ~ 0 ~ T " ~ " ^ 1 " T " 1 ^ ^ “ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 3 ~ ~ 1 0 ~ 0 104223 1556333 2 ^ 0 聊 ooSess T" r~~0~T~~T6"^"T-T^ "^^2"^_ 4 1 8 0 104220 1556332 234 0 
- compress T" T ~ ~ 0 ^ “ T B " H " 1 ^ ~ " ~ 2 " ^ " ~ ~ 4 ^ ~ ~ 8 ~ T ~ ~ T o ^ 1556332 2 ^ 0 
^ compress ^ T “ ^ 0 ~ T ~ ~ ^ ^ l l ~ l ^ "^“^2~^ ~~4~T 6^0 104220 1556451 2¾ 0 
，：^S^s T- r ~ T ~ T ~ ^ ] l ~ ^ 3 W ~ " 2 : : ; ^ Z Z Z Z I Z : i Z 0 104221 1556451 2J2 0 
- ^^^S T" T ^ - - T 6 ^ - - T ^ ~~2 512__4_L_4_0 104224 1556608 7 0 
- 3^ J^ ;^ pi^ i f T " ~ " 0 — ” ^ 6 ~ ^ ~ ~ ^ ““2 512__4 3 4 0 104225 1556608 1^  0 
^ c o Z e s s ~ ~ T — — ^ — — - ^ ^ — - ^ ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ ~ 4 — ~ ~ f l 104231 1556882 0 0 ； g ^ — — f — — r ~ ^ : ; 3 Z : i ^ ] ] : j ^ ^ ^ I ^ ] ] ] ] ] 104232 1556880 6 0 
1 “ 二 ："~ 
1 3iTT :r f~~0~r“T6"6"T"T^ " “^2~^ 4~T ~ " ^ Z o ^ ! ^ _ _ J O ^ ^ ^ _ i l ^ Zo I 
一 S T T " " “ ^ 0 ^ ~ T 6 ^ - - 1 ^ ~ " 2 ~ ^ ~"~4~T~^~0 386632 108095 119761 0 
S ^ ^ f~~0—“T6^- "T^"~2"~^ : :Z^"~T~^6~0 38^ 108282 __118308 0 
f S r f “^0^~~T6^""T^~"^~~^ZZ^~3—W—Q 386636 108282 __118308 0 
~ SS \ — — T ~ ~ 0 — ~ T 6 ^ - " T ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ ~~4—~T0~0 388447 109034 _ _ ^ 0 
- SS T T " ~ ~ 0 ^ “ “ T 6 ^ - " 1 ^ “ ^ 2 ~ ^ ~ ~ 4 ^ ~ T 0 ~ 0 388447 109034 _ _ 1 ^ 0 
舊 ^S T — — ^ " “ “ ^ - - ^ ^ - - T ^ “ “ 2 " ^ 4— ~"^8^ 388716 108973 _ _ ^ ^ 0 
* ^ 1 ^ ~ " ^ “ r ~ T e ^ - - ^ ^ " " " ^ 2 ~ ^ 4"T """^ 8~~0 388716 108973 11649 0 
- SS T — — T “ ^ ^ — - ^ ^ — - 1 ^ ~ " 2 - ^ ~ ~ 4 ^ 6~0' 389206 ^ 0 9 ^ _ _ ^ ^ . ^ 1 ^ ~ " K ^ ” T 6 " 6 " " 1 ^ ^ “ “ 2 ~ ^ 2 4 3 ~~6~0 389206 109105 ;[0737 0 
^ 1 1 ~ ~ ^ ~ 4 ~ " ^ 4 " T ^ 1 ^ ~ " 2 " ~ ^ 4 " T ~ " 4 ~ ~ 0 “ “ 3 9 0 7 0 2 109908 7110 0 =^!l5P ^ — — l O _ 4 ^ 4 ^ - ^ - 2 - ^ ~ ~ 4 ^ ~ " H 390568 --^09^"""^丽 ^ 
； ^ 1 1 ^ ^ ^ 4 4 ^ ^ s 4 " “ “ 2 ^ " “ ^ 4 — " “ ^ 乏 1 396692 107729 ^ 0 ： g ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ j : ^ j : i J i z i z j g = : 3 ] ] ] = ^ = ^ ^ = ^ “ 
2 ‘ - “^  
f • ~ - : r r ~ ~ 0 — " ~ ^ 6 ^ " l 6 ^ “ ^ 2 ~ ^ ： ^ ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ ° ^ ^ 1 ^ 1 — ^ ^ ~ ~ ^ 1 ^ - ~ ~ ^ ‘ -
‘ ^ ^ — — ^ ~ ~ K ^ ^ ^ - - l e m “ “ 2 — ^ ~ ~ 4 - - ^ - p 113801 1 3 4 5 8 _ _ 3 1 3 5 3 0 
1 ^ 1 — — ^ ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ - - l 6 ^ ~ ~ 2 " 5 ^ • " “ 4 ~ T ~ l 6 " ~ 0 113797 13467 31315 0 
^ 1 ~ ~ ~ T ^ ^ ^ 4 4 " ^ - ^ “ “ 4 - ^ ^ - T [ W 13467__^ 0 
^ ^ ~ ~ " 1 ^ ^ ^ 4 ^ - ^ l 3 8 4 — ^ ~ ~ 4 — ^ ^ 1 2 3 1 7 6 _ _ ^ 7 ^ g ° 
：？^ \ — — \ ~ ~ " ^ ^ ^ - r j - l ^ ~ ~ 2 h 512| 4| 3| 10| 0| 123176| 17474| 395| 0| 
“ 
1 
Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Effect of Lookahead Window Size for Cache Organization(1,1,0,1) 
[ear 1| 1 0| 11 16| 61 11 16384[ 21 5121 41 11 81 01 123176| 17477| 388| 0| 
ear 1 ^ 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 1 6 3 ^ 2 512 4 3 — 8 0 ~ 123176 17477 388 0 
ear 1 1 ~ 0 1 “ 16 ~ 6 ~ 16384 “ 2 512 4 ~~"T" 6 ~ 0 123185 17485 3 ^ 0 
ear 1 ~T 0 ~ ~ T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~ 512 4 3 6 0 123185 17485 ^ 0 
_eaf “ 1 1 0 ~~~T 16 ~ 6 ~ 1 6 3 ^ 2 — 512 4 1 4 0 123188 17485 370 0 
"ear “ 1 ~T 0 T" 16 ~ 6 ~ T 1 6 3 ^ 2 — 512 4 3 T 0 123188 17485 370 0 
ear “ 1 1 0 T" 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16：^ 2 ~ 512 4 1 2 0 123577 17501 2 — 0 
|ear l | 1 o| l | 1 s | 6+ 1 16384| 2| 5 1 2 | 4| 3| 2| o| 123577| 1 7 5 0 l | 2| o| 
I 
I 
!Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Effect of Lookahead Window Size for Cache Organization(1,1,0,1) 
鎏 [ S M bhtnd looknd s i m p n c p line I T ^ ^ ' d a t a si Tserbhten[bhtset |wm|ahsi | l f [abp |a bp corr |abp% [look bp [lookbpcorr |lookbp% 
m tial - 1 1 0 T" 16 ~ 6 " ~ T 163ST 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ T 30 ^ 17653457' 15634131 0.885613 17653457 1563340f 0.885572 f tial — 1 1~ 0 l' 16 ~6~T 16384 “ 2 512" 4 ~3"~M~0 17653457 ~15634^~0885^ 17653^  15633W 0.885572 
i . bal 1 1 0 1 16 ~ " 6 ~ T 16384 2 512" 4 ~ T ~ ~ ^ ~ 0 17653457 ~ 1 5 6 3 4 ? 3 ? ~ 0 8 8 5 ^ 176534^ 15633396 0.885571 
£ tial ~ 1 i" 0 1" 16 ~6"~T 16384 “ 2 512 “ 4 ~~3 ~~T6^  17653457 15634131 0.885^  176534^7 15633396 0.88557T 
E ' tial — 1 1 0 1 16 ~ ¥ ~ 16384 “ 2 512 “ 4 ~ T ~ ~ T o ^ 17653457 15634131 0 . 8 8 5 ^ 1 7 6 5 3 ^ 156338^ 0.885596 
-¾' tial _ 1 T 0 T 16 ~ 6 " ~ T 163W 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ 3 10 "0 17653457 1563413T 0.885613 17653457 15633832 0.885596 
: ¾ tial 一 1 1" 0 1' 16 " ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~~T 8~0 17653457 15634131 0 . 8 8 5 ^ 176534f7 15634344 0.8856^ 
H tial - 1 T 0 iT 16 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~~3 8""5" 17653457 1563413? 0.885613 17653457 15634344 0.885625 
» tial — 1 1~ 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 “ 2 512 “ 4 ~ s T 17653457 ~ T 5 6 3 4 T 3 T ~ a M 5 ^ 17653457 15634TTT 0.8856^ 
|'; tial — 1 ~T 0 iT 16 ~ 6 ~ T 1 6 3 ^ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~^ 6 T 17653457 1563413T 0.885613 17653457 156341lT 0.885612 _ tial r 1_ 0 1' 16 6 T 16384 2 512 4 ~T 4T^ P7653457 15634131 0.885613 17653^  15634W 0.8856^  
W tial 1 T" 0 f 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~5^2 4 ~ J 4 ~0" 17653457 15634131 0.885613 1765340 156341^ 0.885613 '1 tial T" f 0~~T 16 6 ~T 16384 ~~2 512 4 ~T 2^ ~l7653457 ^ ^^ 34131 0.8856^  17653457 15634131 0.8856T3 
2 I i i i T" 1 0 T" 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~~2 512 4 ~ T 2 "^~17653457 15634131 0.885613 ~l7653457 15634131 ~0.885613 
:5' ^ 
‘ tomcatv i" 1 0 T~ T 6 " ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ T ~ ~ 3 0 ^ 3339768 3320823 0.994327" 3339768 3320802 0.994321 
tomcatv i" 1 0 T T6~6~T' 16384 2 512 ~4~~3 30^ 33397^  33208^  0.994327" 3339768 3320802 0.994321 
tomcatv f T" 0 T" 16~6~T 16384 2 512 4 ~T 6^^ 0 3339768 3320823 0.994^  33397^  3320^  0.99432f 
tomcatv f f 0 ~ ~ T T 6 ~ 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~3" T s T 3339768 3320823 0.994327" 3339768 3320802" 0.994321 
tomcatv T" T 0 ~~T T6~~6~T 16384 2 512 ~4~T T0^  3339768 33208^  0.994327" 3339768 3320800" 0.994321 
tomcatv T" f 0 1 伍 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~~3 ~~T^"5" 33397W 3 3 2 0 ^ 0.9943^ 3339768 3320800 0 . 9 9 4 ^ 
tomcatv r T 0 ~ T Te 6 1 16384 ‘ ~ 2 512 4 ~~T 8 " ^ 3339768 33208^ 0.994327 3339768 3320810 0.994324 
tomcatv T T" 0 ~~T" T6~6 1 16384 2 512 “ ^ 1 8^ 3339768 33208^  0.994327 3339768" 3320810 0.994324 
tomcatv T" T 0 ~ T Ts 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~T 6^ 33397W 3320823 0.994327" 3339768' 3320810" 0.994324 
tomcatv T T" 0 ~~T" W 6 1 16384 ~ ~ 2 512 4 3 6 ^ 3339768 3320823 0.994327 3339768 3320810 0.994324 
tomcatv T T" 0 ~ f ~T6~6 1 16384 2 ~ ^ 4~T 4^~ 3339768 ~ 3320823~0：994327 3339768 3320823 0.9943^  
tomcatv T" T 0 ““^"~~l6~6~T 16384 ~~2 512 4 ~^ 4^ 3339768 332082^  0.994327 3339768 ~ 3320823 ~0.994327 
tomcatv T" f 0~~T" T 6 ~ ¥ 1 16384 2 512 4 ~ T 2 ^ 3339768 3320823 0.994327 “ 3339768 “ 3320823 0.994327 
tomcatv T" f 0 ~ ~ T T6~~6 1 16384 ^ ~ ~ ^ Z Z Z I . Z A Z Z ^ ~ ^ 3339768 33208^ 0.994327" 3339768 3320823" 0.994327 
— Y ^ 0““r ^~^~T 16384 2 ~ ^ 4~T ~~30"^  6331499 6158318 0.972648 “ 6331499_ 6158316 “ 0.972647 
— ^ :f 0 ~~T" Te 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~3 ~~30^  6331499 6158318 0.972648 6331499_ 6158316 “ 0.972647 
— :p f 0 ~"f ^~6~T 16384 2 512 4 ~T~~T^ ""5" 6331499 6158318 0.972648 “ 6331499 ~ 6158316 “ 0.972647 
— ^ ^ 0 ~ ~T " T 6 ~ 6 1 16384 2 512 4 3 1 6下 6331499 6158318 0.972648 “ 6331499 ~ 6158316" 0.972647 — j :p 0~f ^~6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~T~T0^ 633?^ 6158^  0.972648 6331499 61583t4 0.972647 — :j- ^ 0~~T" ^~6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~T“可下 633T^  6158^  0.972648 6331499 61583l7 0.972647 
— Y T" 0~~T"~~T6~6" 1 163^^2~T(2 4~T ~~8^ 6331499 6158318 0.972648 ~"6331499 6158314 0.972^  
r ^ Q ~ ~ ^ ：^ 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~ 3 8 ^ 6331499 61583^8 0.972648 6331499 6158314 0.972647 — r ^——0”^ -~T6~6 1 16384 ”2~~5U 4 ~ ~ 6 ^ 6331499 6158318 "0.972648 6331499 6158314 0.972647 
— T ^ — — 0 ~ Y ~ T 6 ~ 6 1 16384 ~ " 2 ~ 5 ? 2 A~3 一 ~ 6 " ^ 6331499 6158318 0.972648 6331499 6158314 0.972647 
— T Y——0~~f”Te 6 1 16384 ""•2~~^ 4~T ~ 4 ^ 6331499 6158318 0.972648 6331499 6158318 0.972648 
— r r——Q~~"^ “T6~6 1 16384 ”2^5^2 4 ^ ~~4^ 63314W 6158318 0.972648 6331499 — 6158318 0.972648 
— :r :r~~0~^-~T6~6~~l63^^“2~^ A~T ~2"0 ~~633t499 6158318 0.972648 6331499 6158318 0.972648 
^ :j" : j - ~ ~ 0 ” f ~ ~ ^ - Q 1 16384 “ 2 512 4 ~ T 一" 2 " 0 6331499 6158318 ~ 0： 9 7 ^ 6 3 3 1 ^ 6158318 0.972648 
:r r~"0~"r~T6"e""'f6384 ”2~~~^ 4~~^"0 12882066 ~m79065 0.8833^  12882^  11379064 0.883326 
compress 1 1 _ _ ^ _ _ - ~ : ^ ^ ― ^ g g 8 4 ~ " 2 ~ T f 2 4 ~ T ~ ~ 3 0 ^ 12882066 11379065 0.883326 1 2 8 8 2 ^ 11379064 0.883326 
compress 1 1 _ _ ^ ~ ^ ~ ? 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 ” 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ T ^ [ 6 " 0 12882066 _ m 7 ^ _ 0 . 8 8 3 3 2 6 12882066 11379064 0.883326 
• p r e s s 1 ^ _ _ ^ _ 1 ~ _ : ^ 飞 ~ ^ 1 6 3 8 4 “ ^ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ ^ ' ^ ^ 12882066 11379065 0.883326 12882066 11379064 0.883326 
c。mPress _ _ 1 ^ _ _ 0 _ _ ^ _ ^ _ ^ _ ^ ^ _ - - ^ 4 " T " l 0 ^ 12882066 11379065 ^ ； 8 8 ^ ; j ^ 2 8 8 2 0 ^ Z M ! ^ _ _ 0 ： 8 8 3 3 2 6 c�mPress ——1 1 _ _ ^ _ ^ _ _ ^ _ | _ ^ _ ^ ^ _ - - ^ ~ ~ H ~ T ^ ^ 12882066 11379065 ^p l^^ _Jgggggg^ZjI^^_gjggggg^ 
c。mpress _ 1 1 _ _ 0 _ A _ _ ^ _ | ^ ^ _ ~ - - ^ 4 — ~ « l T l9R«9nfifi 11379065 0 j ^ ^ _ 12882066 11379064 0.883326 
c。mpress 1 1 _ _ “ _ L _ _ : ^ ^ ― ~ 2 ~ ^ 4 ^ ~ 8 ^ 12882066 11379065 0.883326 12882066 11379064 0.883326 
c�mpress 1 1 __^_1~T^^^-l6384 “ 2 ~ ^ 4~T“6^ 12882066 11379065 0.883326 12882066 11379064 0.883326 
compress 1. J .__^__1~JJ^^-Tg^“2"5^ 4 " T “ 6 ^ 12882066 11379065 0.883326 12882066 11379064 0.883326 �°mpress 1 1__0__J___JJ^^-^W“^2~5?2 4~T“^4"0 12882066 11379065 0.883^  12882066 11379065 0.883326 c�mpress 1 1__0_1_~^-^^-^r^^~2~~5U A~~3““4^ 12882066 11379065 0.883326 12882066 11379065 0.883326 
c。mpress _ _ 1 1 _ _ 0 _ ^ _ _ ^ _ | _ j _ ^ | ^ ~ ~ - - ^ 4 " “ “ 7 下 l9««9nfifi 11379065 _ 0 j 8 ^ ^ _12882066 11379065 0.883326 
compress 1 1 _ _ 0 _ _ 1 _ _ J I ^ ^ - ^ ^ T “ 2 ~ ^ ~ ~ T ~ y ” 9 77 l9Sa7nfifi 11379065 0 j 8 ^ ^ 12882066 11379065 0.883326 
compress 1 ^ 0 ]_ To °_‘ '°^ °^  1 
- ~ - ~ ? ^ 飞 ~ ^ ~ 1 ^ ^ “ 2 512[ 4 ~ T “ ^ n 3 17875661 16555889 0.926169 17875661 16555862 0.926168 
l^i5E 1 1__°~1~~^-^^-4¾^"“^2~^ T ~ ~ ^ ^ i7«7^ fifi1 1fifi55889 0.926169 17875661 16555862 0.926168 
^ 1 1 _ _ ° _ 1 ~ J I ^ ^ - ^ ^ S - “ o - ^ — — 1 1~^下 17875661 16555889 0.926169" 17875661 "IMS^ 0.926168 ^ L 1__°_•1~~>J|^^-4S^"“^7-^——T~~^^ i7ft7SRR1 1fiSSS889 -Qj2^ ;ij[7875661 165Sl^  0.926168 X'SP 1 1__°_1__•JJ"U"^SS"“J-^——T~~"^"^ i7«7^ ftfii lfiSfiS889 Qj26j^ m75661 16555862 0.926168 
^ 1 1__0_1__^^^-4¾^~~f-^——^"l"l^^""17i7^"^fi^^^:^;iM!^lJZ5Z555iI^lll^_5:^?^ 
^ 1 1__0__1__^_|_4-J^g-~"j-^——4"T~~5-^-^^^57^ lfi.SSfififi9 0j26^^7566l' 16555883 0.926169 xlisp __1 1__0__1__1^4^-^gi~~|-^——4~3~~°^ 17«7明�1 iR^ ^^ fiftfl 092^^75661' 16555883 0.926169 xlisp __1 1__0__1__l|^^-4S^~~j- lo——4"“«^-^757^ iR^RS«»g 092^ _|7875661' 16555884 0.926169 
xlisp 1 1 _ _ 0 _ J . _ _ ^ 4 ^ - 4 S I ^ " " ~ i - ^ — — 4 ~ 3 “ « " ^ i7«7^fi«i lfi^^Sffl9 ^ Q j ^ 2 l W 5 6 6 1 16555884 0.926169 xlisp __1 1__0__J___!i_4^-^gJ“^|-5T2——4~”T ^ ^ 7ft7^ -lfi^^^ ^ 092^ _27875661' 16555889 0-926169 
xlisp 1 1 _ _ 0 _ J L _ _ 1 ^ 4 ^ - ^ 1 ¾ " ~ f ^ o — — 4 ^ “ T - ^ 17«7a<^i i«R^.^««g ： £ 9 2 ^ _ [ 7 8 7 5 6 6 1 16555889 0-926169 
xlisp T 1 _ 0 _ _ 1 _ _ l i _ l _ | _ ^ g i _ ^ 1 - ½ — — 4 " “ o l ^ - T 7 5 7 ^ ifiR^.SSftfl 0 j 2 g T ^ _ 178756^ 16555889 0-926169 xlisp 1 1 __0__1___1^4^-4SS-~~l"S——4~3“7^-^^7^7^"Ti^^^;:^jM!^ 17875661 16555889 0.926169 
xlisp 1 1 _ _ 0 _ _ 1 _ _ 2 6 _ 6 _ J _ _ J [ b : ^ _ _ £ — ZZIZZI;_^_^i^"“^o-^——T~T —30 下-"QV7^ —8706899 _0j49097 l_g273876 ~~^ 706890 0-9490g6 
ear 1 1 _ _ 0 _ _ J _ _ _ l i _ A � _ 4 g ^ ~ ~ ^ - ^ — — 了 1 ~ ^ 下 o i 7 ^ 7 « B7nfififl9 0.94909/" 9173876 8706890 0.949096 ear ~ ~ ^ Z Z I Z l � ~ ~ - — ^ "^SS""~H^——J — — ^ 017^ 7« «70^ »38：094^ ：：^ 7^3^  8706888 0.949096 ^ T' r "“^ 0 1 __1^---48¾^~~i-^——T^-T^^--^T7^ R7nfiR99 0j49097 l_^ 73876 8706888 0.949096 iiT T" r ~~6"ZI__l^_i_l_4S^""“^1-^——T"^^----^T7^---a7nm^j4^ 9173876 8706895 0.949097 ii? i"ZZZZZZI__1^-^-¾¾-~~H^——I~T~^lT~~Ff7^~^75^~^^^^ 9173876| 8706895| 0.949097 
|ear l | l | o | l l ^^1 ^1 丨^ 16~^糾1~~"^ ^ 
« --«&• 1 
气 
Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
^ Effect of Lookahead Window Size for Cache 0rganization(1,1,0,1) 
- » ' 
ear 1丨 1| 0丨 1丨 16丨 6| 1丨 16384 | 2| 512| 4丨 1| 8|0丨 9173876[ 8706899|0.949097| 9173876| 870689S| 0.94^557 
eaf 1 “ 1 0 1 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ 6384 2 “ 5 l 2 j 4 3 8 "0 9173876 6706699 0 949097 “ 9173676 “ 8706895 “ 0.949097 
eaf 1 1 0 1 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T " ~ T 5 ^ 2 512 4 1 6 0 9173876 8706899 0 949097 “ 9173876 “ 8706896 “ 0.949097 
ear — 1 1~ 0 ~~~T 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 | 2 512 4 3 6 ~0 ~~9173876 8706899 0 949097 9173676 6706696 0 . 9 4 9 ^ 
ear T" f 0 ~ ~ T 16 ~ 6 ~ 163&4 2| 512j 4| 1 4 0 9173876 8706899 0 949097 9173876 8706699 0.949097 
i i f 1 1 0 1 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 512 4 ~ 3 4 o| 9173876 8706899 0 949097 “ 9173676 “ 6706699 0.949097 
ear 1 “ 1 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ ~ ~ ? 6 3 ^ ^ 512 4 l | 2 0 9173876 8 7 0 6 8 ^ 0 949097 9173876 “ 8706699 “ 0 949097 








I Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Effect of Lookahead Window Size for Cache Organization(1 ’1,0,1) 
.;‘ |1!^ ^ b h ^ j o o | ^ n d s imp|ncp[ l ines i |C1|C2[datasi |dset|bhten[bhtset|wm|ah si |lf |cpi |bastime |bascpi |memc^~~ 
i ^ 1 1 0 __1 16_g,ZIZl6384 2 _ ^ _ T~T 30 ^ 1.058155 1040386^  1.0403^  0.017768 t' !i£! 1 1 0 __^___16_6_Llj6384 _2^ 5^^ 2 4 ^ ~ ^ " o " 1.058155 —104038652 — 1.040387 00^7^ r' !!^  1 1 0__^ _ 16 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~ ~"TslT 1.05813?" 104038^  1.0403^  ~0.017744 i !lfl 1 1 0 __^ 26^ _6_J_2;[6384 2 _5^ J~3 16 ^ 1.05813T 1040386l2 1.040387 0.017744 • !!^  1 1 0 _1__;[6_6_L36384 __2^ 5^12 4 ~~^^"5"_ 1.058259 ~ 104038652 ~ 1.040387 0.017872 |p !if! 1 1 0 __^ _ 2^ _6_J__[6384 ——2 512 4 ~3 10 "O 1.058245 104038652 1.040387 ~0.017858 !| !!^  1 1 0 _ ^ j6 _^s3!2l6384 _——.2 512 4 ~T 8 ~0 1.058756 1040386^  1.0403^  0.018369 
j| ^ 1 1 0 __1 jl_iZIZlgggj____ 2 512 ?~3 8 ~0 1.05873 1040386^  1.0403^  0.018343 
.'i i^! 1 1 0 _ 1 liIiZIZj.gggj.. 2 512 ?~T 6 T 1.059519 1040386¾ 1.0403^  0.019132 
!i. !!?] L 1 0 __1 16 6 ~T~16384 2 512 J~3 6 ""0 1.059465 1040386^  1.0403^  0.019078 
|i !!f! 1 1 0 __1 16 6 ~T~16384 2 512 J~J 4 T 1.06363 104038652 1.0403^  0.023243 
'I !i^  1 1 0 __1 16 6 ~T~16384 2 512 J~3 4 T 1.060285 1040386^2 1.0403^  0.019898 ''|' t|iL 1 1 0 1 16 6 ~T" 16384 2 512 4 ~~T" 2^ 1.062424 104038652 ~~1.040387 ~0.022037 i| ^ 1 1 0 1 Te 6 1 16384 ~~T ~ ^ 4 ~3 ~~2~0 ~1.062137 ~104038652 ~1.040387 0 02175 
I = = = = = = = : = = = = = = = = = Z = 
[1 tomcatv ~ 1 T 0 ~~~T 16 ~6~T 16384 “ 2 512 4 ~ " 30^ 1.641316 ~"T50037890 ~"T.000379 ~~a640937 
| | , tomcatv _^ _^ 0 1 1 6 ~ 6 ~ ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 “ 512 4 3 3 0下 1.641316 100037890 1.000379 0.640937 
| V tomcatv _^ ^ _ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ ~ 6 ~ 16384 “ 2 512 “ 4 1 ~ ^ ~ 0 1.5998 ~l00037890 一"1000379 ~aS99421 
1$ tomcatv 1 1 0 ~ T " 16 ~ 6 ~ T 1638? 2 ~ ~ " ^ 4 ~~3 16 ~0 1.5998 1000378^ 1.0003^ 0.5994^ 
hv tomcatv “ 1 ~T 0 ~ " " f 1 6 ~ 6 " ~ T 1 6 3 ^ 2 — 512 4_~~T 10""5" 1.6137^ 1 0 0 0 3 7 ^ 1.000379 0.6134m 
\ tomcatv “ 1 ~ 0 ~~T" 1 6 ~ ¥ ~ T 1 6 3 ^ 2 — 512 4'~~3 10 ~0 1.6137^ 1 0 0 0 3 7 ^ 1.0003^ 0.61340T 
； tomcatv “ 1 ~T 0 ~ T 16 ~ 6 ~ 16：^ 2 — 512 4•"T" 8 ~0 1.660114" 100037丽 1.000379 0.6597^ 
•‘ tomcatv “ 1 ~T 0 ~~T" 16 ~ 6 " ~ 16：^ 2 — 512 4'~3 8 ^  1.660114 100037丽 1.000379 ~~0.659735 
‘ tomcatv 1 T" 0 ~ ~ T 1 6 " 6 " T 16384 “ 2 512" 4 ~ T ' 6 ^ 1.676934 100037890 ~1000379 0.676555 
tomcatv T 1" 0 1" 16~~6~T 16384' 2 512 4 ~~3 6 ~0~ 1.676932 100037890 1.000379 0.676553 
^ c a t v r 1" 0 1" 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~T" 4 T ~ 1.751316 ‘ 100037890 1.000379 0.750937 
tomcatv “ 1 ~T 0 ~~T 16 ~6"~T 16：^  2 — 512 4•~3 4 ~0 1.751317 100037^  1.000379 ~~0.750938 
“ tomcatv ~ 1 T 0 ~ T " 1 6 ~ T ~ T 16384 “ 2 512" 4 ~ ~ 2 ^ 1.889174 100037890 _"1000379 ~a888795 
•-. tomcatv “ 1 ~ T 0 ~ T " 16 ~ 6 ~ T 1 6 3 ^ 2 — 512 4 ~ 3 2 T 1.87852T 100037890 1.000379 0.878t45 
oii" T 1 0 1 ^ ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 ~~2 512 4 ~ T ~ 3 0 ^ 1.0035l'6 100346 l^ 1.003464 5 . 2 E ^ 
ora T" 1" 0 1" 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ ^ 30"5"_ 1.003516 100346362 1.003464 5.2E-05 
^ T" 1 0 1 T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 ~ 4 " ~ T ~ ^ T 1.003517 100346 l^ 1.0034^ —'—5.3E-05 
“ ora T" 1 0 ~ ~ f 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~~3 ~ W ~ 0 ~T003517 ~TTO346362 ~~1003464 5.3E-05 
^ T" 1 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512 一 4 1 ~~To"^ 1.0035lT 1003463^ 1.0034^ 5 . 3 E ^ 
i ora “ 1 T 0 1 16 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ 3 " 10 ~0" 1.003517 1003463^ 1 . 0 0 3 ^ 5 . 3 E ^ 
^ T 1 ~"~~0"~~T ! 6 ~ 8 ~ T 16384 ~ 2 512 4 ~ T 8 ^ 1.003518 100346 l^ 1.0034^ 5 . 4 E ^ 
^ T" 1 0 ~~~T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 ~~A~3 8 " ^ 1.0035^8 100346362 1 . 0 0 3 ^ 5.4E-05 
^ 1 1 0 ~ T T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ 16384 ~ T 512 一 4 1 6 ^ 1.0035l9 100346362 1 . 0 0 3 ^ 5.5E-05 
^ f T" 0 ~ T ^ ~ 6 ~ T ~ 16384 2 — 512 4 ~~3 ~ ~ 6 ~0 1.003519 100346362 ~~1.003464 — 5.5E-05 
^ f T" 0 T" 16 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ T 4 ^ 1.003521 10034636^ 1.0034^ 5.7E-05 
^ 1 1 0 T" 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~ ^ 4'~~3 4 T 1.003521 10034636^ 1.003464 5.7E-05 
^ ^ 1 ~~0 ~~~^ T 6 ~ 6 " ~ T " 16384 2 512 4 ~ T 2 ^ 1.0035^ 1 0 0 3 4 6 ^ 1 . 0 0 3 ^ 6.1E-^ 
^ T T 0 ~ r 16 ~ 6 ~ T ~ l 6 ^ 2 512 4 | " T 2 T 1.003525" 1Q0346362 1.003464 6.1E-05' 
compress T f 0 T ! 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ l 6 ^ 2 512 4 1 30 T 1.437767 90303362 1.034434 0.403333 
compress T T 0 ~~"T 16 ~ 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~ T " 30 T~~"1437767 90303362 ~1034434 ~~0".403333 
compress T T" 0 “ f 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 1 16 T 1.43777 90303362 ~~1.034434 ~a403336 
compress T" T" 0 ~ ~ T 16 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~~3" 16 ^ 1.43777 90303362 1.034434 ~0.403336 
compress T T 0 1 T6~6 1 16384 2 512 4 T T o ^ 1.437784 90303362 1.034434 0.40335 
compress T" T" 0 ~ ~ 1 T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ 16384 ~2 512 A 3 1 0 T 1.437784 90303362 T.034434 0.40335 
compress 1 Y 0 ~~~1 ! 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ 16384 2 512 4 1 8 ^ 1.437806 90303362 T.034434 0.403372 
compress 1 T 0 ~ " 1 ^ ~ F ~ 16384 2 512 4 3 8~0" 1.437806 90303362 T.034434 0.403372 
compress 1 T 0 ~~T" ^ " ~ 6 ~ T ~ 16384 2 512 一 4 1 6 ~0 1.437885 90303362 1.034434 ~0.403451 
compress T" f 0 ~ T TS 6 1 16384 2 512 4 3 6 ^ 1.437884 90303362 1.034434 0.40345 
compress T" f o ~ ~ f ^ 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~ T 4~0 1.438041— 903033^ 1.03443T 0.403607 
compress T f o ~ T " Te 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~ 3 4 ^ 1.438039 90303362 ~1.034434 ~~0.403605 
compress T f 0 ~ T T 6 ~ 6 " 1 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ ~ 4 1 2 ^ 1.438547 90303362 1.034434 0.404113 
compress 1 1 o ~ T ?6~6" 1 16384 2 512 4 ~ 3 2~0 1.438536 90303362 ~1.034434 0.404102 
^ f f 0 ~"f ^~6~T 16384 '^^ 512 4~T ~30^ 1.105902 1026395^  1.02639^  0.079507 
^ f f 0~f T6~6"~T 16384 2 512 4 ~~3 ~~30T 1.105902 102639544 1.02639S' 0.079507 
g]^  f f 0 """T ^~6~T 16384 2 512 4 ~T 16 ~0 1.105899 102639544 1.026395 0.079504 ^ f f 0~~T" T6~^  1 16384 2 512 A~~3 ~TsT 1.1058W 102639544 1.0263^  0.0795^  ^ ^ f 0~~f i6~6~T 16384 2 512 4 ~T ~~To^  1.106889 102639544 1.0263^  0.0804^  
^ ^ -^ 0 ~~f "^~6~T 16384 ~2^ _ 512 4~3 ~~^ 下^ 1.106889 102639544 1.026395 0.080494 ^ ^ Y 0~~T" T6"6""T 16384 2 512 4 ~ 8"^  1.1112^  102639544 1.026395 0.0848^  ^ :j" :j" 0~~T ^~6~T^r63^ 2 512 4 ~~3 8^ 1.110858 102639544 1.026395 0.0844^  
^ :j" :j- 0 ~ f ^ ^ ~ 6 ~ " " l 6 3 ^ ~ ^ _ _ 5 ^ T 1 6 ^ 1.116647 102639544 1.026395 0.090252 
^ ^ ^ Q ~ f : [ e ^ " " l 6 ^ 2 5 2 2 ~ 4 3 6 ^ 1.115366 102639544 1.0263^ 0.08897T 
^ ^ ^——0 ~ " f ~ ^ 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ 1 6 3 ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ T ~ " 4 ~0 1.124321 —102639544 一 1.026395 ~~0j97g26 ^ ^ r 0~~f ^6"^ "TT6384 2 5;^ 337T~3' 4^ 1.122007 102639^  1.026395 0.095612 
^ r : j - — — 0 “ r ~ ~ T f i ~ f i ~ T 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 1 2 ^ 1.135867 " ~ l o l 6 3 9 ^ 1-026395 0.109472 ^ ^ y ——0~f~~:[6^~T~T63^ ~~2~^ 4 ^ ~~2~0 1.132426 —102639544 1.026395 0.106031 
r T — — Q " • ^ ^ ^ ^ - " l 6 3 ^ f _ j l i Z Z " ^ l ~ ~ ^ 下 1.0239^ 100933954 1.009^ 0014576 
— r T——Q “:p :fg^--T6384 2 5 2 2 [ ^ ^ ~ 3 一 远 下 1.023916 1009339^ 1.009^ 0.014576 — T——Q~Y——T "^^ "T"Ti^  2 512 ZI_ZJ_ ~""^ 下 1.0239^ 8 100933^  1.009ll4 0.0145^  — ^——Q~~r——:fg -^-^ [6^ 2 512一_"T~^  ~Te^ 1.0239?8 1009339^  1.009^  0.0145河 � — Q”T——:jg^--l6384 2 512 ^~T ”T5""5" 1.0241^  1009339^  1.009^  0-014795 
^ 1 \——Q~~^ “:^ -^ |^ ~16384| 21 512| 4| 3| 1o|o| 1.024135| 100933954丨 1.00934丨 0.014795 
i 
I Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
！ Effect of Available Tagged Registers for Cache 0rganization(1,1,0,1) 
*^ |eaf 1| 1| 01 11 16| 61 1i l6384 j 2j 512j 4j li 8' Oj 1 024566 1009339S4! 1 00934| Q0lS226 餹 eaf 1 1 0 ~~"^  16! 6 “ 1 163^41 2! 512 ~~~~T~T 8；^~\ 02440T]^~~^009339641 r0O93l| 0 0,s5^  藥 ear 1 1 0 1 16 6 lj ie3S4j 2j 丽 ^ 1: 6;"5] 102S00lj~Tt^ ^^ in~—~T6b^ r~"501S6(S^  
遵 eaf 1 1 0 1 16j 6 l | 163S4| 2 p ^ 5 T ^ " " " ^ " T ~ T：~ ~ ~ ~ 6 p j 1 " " " " T o 2 l ^ ~ ~ " T o Q 9 3 3 ^ ' — V 0 0 9 3 4 ; ' ~ 6 " o T ! ^ l ear ^ 2_ 0 1 16j 6丨 1: 16384�2�Si.2] ~^~T] T^ I""ih02S443^ ~ic^ 33&^ "^l 00934； '~5 OlJ]M 
— e a f ^ 1 0 1 16 e i 1 |~T63d4] 2^~~^2： T"T——"^ ' iyor i 6 ^ ^ ^ ^ ] 涵 访 力 了 ' ： 了 ^ 6 9 3 4 ! ~ ^ 5 ] ^ ^ ^ ^ |ear 1 1 0 1 l6j 6' lj l6364] "^~5?2- 7'^"" 2^ "o] ro2«^ ^ Tb09^ "^"ilx)9^4] "o i^ig^ 
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: Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Effect of Available Tagged Registers for Cache Organization(1,0,0,1) 
:f; _ ^ _ , , ^ _ ^ ^ _ _ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ _ _ ^ ^ ^ _ _ ^ _ ^ _ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ 
Benchmark bht nd look nd s im"^ncp" i I I^s i |C1|C2|datas i |dset |bhten|bhtset |wm| l f | t ime |count |dparthit |data hit |data miss |" 
^ 1 0 0 1 16~6"~T~ l6384 2 512 ~~4 ~ ~ 6 ^ " 106297513" 1000000TO 134908 28180894 ~115479 ^ 1 0 0 1 16~6~~l6384 2 512 ~T ~9^" 106297442' 1000000^  13491^  281808^  115469 
； tial 1 0 0 ~ T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~l2~0 106297442 100000000 —134918 ~28180894 ~115469 
[ t i a l ^ 0 0 ~"T" 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 H^S"^ 106297442 100000000 134918 28180894 ~115469 
i ^ 0 “ 0 ~ T " " ~ T 6 " ~ 6 ~ T " 16384 2 512 4 ^ ^ ~ 106297442" 100000000" 134918 28180894 “ 115469 
tial 1 0 0 1 16~6"~1"~16384 2 512 ~ 4 ^ T ~ 0 ~ 106297442 1000000M' 134918 28180894 ~115469 
j f tial 1 0 0 ~~T" 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 106297442 100000000 — 134918 ~~28180894 —115469 
; | tial 1 一 0 0 ~ f 16 ~ 6 " ~ r 1 6 3 ^ 2—512 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 ~~106297442 100000000' 134918 28180894 115469 
p tial “ 1 0 0 ~ T 16 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 ^ " 0 ~~106297442 ~~100000000 ~134918 28180894 ~115469 
, ^ 
f tomcatv “ 1 " 0 0 ~ T 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 “ 2 512 ‘ 4 ~ 6 ^ 193465867 100000000 2925223 255963^ 6991619 
f tomcatv 1 ~0 0 — 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ 2 512 “ 4 ― “ 9 ^ 1 9 2 4 6 0 ^ 100006000 3202808 25599570 6710785 — 
' i tomcatv 1 — 0 0 ~"T" 16 ~ 6 ~ T 1 6 3 ^ 2 _ 5 1 2 4 ~ U ~ 0 ~185472444 ~ 100000000" 3804342 “ 25955023 5753798 “ “ 
| , tomcatv “ 1 ~0" 0 ~ i f 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 ‘ 4 ^ ^ 1801027TT 100000000 4152777 2631278? 5047605 “ 
^ tomcatv “ 1 "0" 0 ~ T " 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 “ 2 512 4 ^ T 1786374^ 100000000 45020^ 26313044 4698084 _ 
rfe tomcatv “ 1 ~ 0 0 ~T " 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ 2 512 4 " 2 f 0 1775889W 100000000 4781158 26313044 4418961" 一 
f tomcatv 1 ~~~ 0 0 ~ ~ f 16 ~ 6 ~ T 1 6 3 ^ 2 512 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 ~~"176753929 ~ 100000000 4781158 26382630 4349375 “ “ 
、 tomcatv 1 0 0 “ 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 163l4 2 ~ ^ 4 _ ~ ^下 ~~177683695 100000000' 4848224 26385994 4278945 “ “ 
' I tomcatv 1 一 0 0 1 16 ~ 6 " ~ T 1 6 3 ^ 2 _ 5 1 2 4 ^ 0 ^ ~177061518 100000000 4851281 26522624 4139258 “ “ 
！纪 ^ . ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ ^ _ _ _ _ ^ _______„_«_ , • , , .,,.- ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ _ _ _ _ ,, ,. 
[ ' i ora 1 — 0 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 1 6 3 ^ 2—512 4 ~ ~ 6 ^ ~100352765 ~ 100000000' 255 31024280 509 “ “ 
|2 ora 1 — 0 0 “ 1 16 ~6"~1"~f6384 2 — 512 4 ~ 9 ~ 0 ~~100352758 ~ 100000000 257 31024280 507 “ “ 
g ora “ 1 0~~~0 ~~T" 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512' 4 ~T2~0 ~~T003527^ 100006000 257 310242^ 507 
。- ora 1 0 0 一1 16 ~6~~T 16384 2 512 4 " T s ^ 1003527^ 100000000 2 ^ 31024280 507 ~ 
£ ora “ 1 0 0 ~ T 16 ~ 6 ~ T ~ ^ [ 6 3 ^ 2 512' 4 ^ T 100352758 100006000 257 31024280 507 ~ 
2 ^ 1 0~~~0 ~ " 1 ^^ 6 1 ~ T ^ ^ 2 512 4 ~ ^ T 10035275百 100000000 2^7 31024280 507 
f ^ T" 0 0 “ “ f 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T " l 6 3 8 4 " 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ W o 100352758 100000000 ~ 257 31024280 ~ 507 _ ^ T~~~~0 0 ~~T""~T6~F~Tn^ 3M 2 512 4 ~Wo 100352758 100000000 2^7 310242M' 507 
1 ^ T 0 0 “ “ T " " " ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 ~4~30^“ “100352758 ““100000000 ^ 31024280 ^ 
I zzzz i = = = = = z : z = z z z z : = : ： = 
}^^' 
' I compress T" 0 0 ~ T 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 ^ 2 ~ ^ 4 ― “ 6 ^ 126694374 —87297360 —108303 28922817 3552484 
'4 compress T 0 0 ~"T" 16 ~6 " 1 16384 2 512 “ 4 9 ^ 1266426^ 87297360 142772 289223f7 3518015 “ 
'~ compress T" 0 0 ~~T ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 3 ^ 2 512 A~J2~0 ~~126642641 87297360 “ 142775 28922817 3518012 
i compress 1 0 ~ ~ 0 ~~1 T ^ ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 15 T ~ 126642626" 87297丽 142778 28922817 3518009 
J c o m p r e s s f 0 0 “ “ f 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ " ~ T 512 “ 4 ^ ~ 0 —1266426^ 87297360 1 4 2 7 ^ 28922817 3518009 “ 
compress T" 0 0 ~ T ~ ~ ! ? ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512~~~~4"~^^~~126642626 ~ 87297360 “ 142778 28922817 ~3518009 
compress f 0 0 ~~T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512" 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 1266426^6 8 7 2 9 7 l ^ 142778 28922817 3518009" ‘ 
“‘ compress T" 0 0 ~ f ~ ~ ~ ! 6 ~ ¥ ~ T ~ T 6 3 M 2 ~ " ^ 4 ~ ^ ^ ~~126642626 87297360 142778 ~28922817 3518009 
•1 compress T" 0 0 ~~T ~ ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 " ~ ^ 4 ~ W ^ ~~126642626 ~ 87297360 “ 142778 28922817 3518009 
《 
^ f 0 0 ~"1 f6 ~ 6 ~ T J6384 ~^^.. ~ ~ ~ ^ 4 一“6 下~~112094609 一 100000000 _ 774420 一41993692 一382931 .._._ ^^ f 0 0 ~1 T^ ~6~T 16384 2 512 4 9 T 1120787^  100000000 776iTT 41993956 380976 ^ f 0~~0 ~"T ““Te^ 1 16384 2 512 ~T~TIT' 112078781 100000000" 776111 “ 41993956 380976 ~ 
； ^ f 0 o ~ T ~ " ~ T 6 ~ 6 " 1 16384 = 7 - . . 5 1 2 4 ~ l ^ T 112078781 —100000000 776111 一―41993956 一380976 5^ f 0 0 “ f ~"Tl"~6~T 16384 2 512 4 ~T8T~~112078781 100000000 “ 776111 —41993956 —380976 
^ f 0 ~ ~ 0 “ “ T " ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 3 8 4 2 ~ ^ ? 2 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 112078781 100000000 776TTT 419939^ 380976' ^ ^ 0 0““T~~Te^ 1 16384 2 512 A~^ ~0~ 112078781 100000000 776111 41993956 380976 
^ ^ 0 ” 0 ~ " T ~ ~ ! 6 ~ 6 ~ ~ T T 6 3 8 4 2 ~ ^ 1 2 4 H _ | ; [ j ^ ^ g g ^ ] ^ g ^ ^ g g g g g ^ _ J 2 ; ^ j j I 41993956 380976 ^ f 0“0~T~~!6~^~T3gggi g_Z^ 4 ^ T 112078781 100000000 776TR" 41993956 380976 
— f 0 0 ~ T ~ ~ ~ T e ^ " T 16384 2 “ ^ i Z j ^ Z Z 3 j ^ ^ g g g g g _ Z 3 ^ 2 g g M 2 _ r L l 7 5 8 6 33550987 150061 
— f 0 0 ~ " T ~ W ^ 1 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ " 9 ^ ~~^506500 100000000 ~ ~ 17605 33551194 149835 — f 0 0 ” r 6^~6 1 16384 2 “ “ ^ 4 HTT~~^ 2^506320 100000000 17605 33551212 149817 — :f 0 0 ““T ~~~Te"6 1 16384 2 “ “ ^ 4 l5~0 ~~T^ 506320 100000000 ~~ 17605 33551212 149817 — Y 0 0“T"~~?6~6 1 16384 2—..512 ~4~T8 "^ 102506320 100000000 17605 33551212 “ 149817 — :p 0 0 ~~~T~Te^  1 16384 2 “ “ ^ 4^~0 102506320 _"T00000000 17605 33551212 149817 — ^ 0 0 ~"T~~T6~6 1 16384 2 ”Sl2 4 T^]^ 0^2506320 _J00000000 ^ ]lj^ 7605 33551212 149817 — ^ 0”0'~T"~~T^~6 1 16384 2~^"~~T^T~102506320 100000000 — 17605 ~^ 551212 149817 








Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Effect of Available Tagged Registers for Cache 0rganization(1,0,0,1) 
Benchmark bhtnd looknd simp'ncp| l inesi[C1[C2[datasi |dset [bhten|bhtset |wm|l f |abhthi t labht mi |defkillc1 |defkill c2 | tgkc1 | tgkc2 "] 
t|a| 1 0 0 _ 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384' 2 5 U 4 ~j""5T 17580752 ~~7l705 29605 8 5 ^ 0 0 
tial 1 2.ZZ^ZlZ3iIZZII^l®?^ 2__^ ^]T]^2[^552Z5i__^^!^__^5^_^_!^ 0 0 
� ^ 1 0 0__1 16 ~6~ 16384 “ 2 512 4 l 2 ^ 1758075"? 72705— 29605 8597 0 0 t|a| 1 0 0 __1 16 ~6~ 16384 “ 2 512 ‘ 4 ^ ^ ‘ 1758075^  72705 29605 8597 0 0 ； t|^  1 0 0 ~~r 16"~6~T^ i6W 2 ~ ^ 4 ^^~Tf580752 ~~72705 29605 8597 0 0 
'；^  tial 1 0 0 _ 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 5 U 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 17580752 ~72705 29605 8 ^ 0 0 
'\'- tial ^ 0 0 1 1 6 ~ ^ ~T ~ l 6 3 8 4 2 512 ~ 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 ~ 17580752 “ 72705 一 29605 一 8597 0 0 
I tial “ 1 ~0" 0 ~ T _ _ _ 2 6 ^ ^ J 6 3 8 4 " _ _ 2 _ 5 2 g ^ ' 4 ^ j ^ 1758075"? 72705 ~ 29605 ~ 8597 0 Q 
-•- tial 1 0 0 ~ ~ r 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ 2 512 ~ 4 " ^ ~ 0 17580752 72705 2 9 ^ 8597 0 Q 
丨*,: Z Z Z Z Z I = Z Z = = z z = = z z z z z n 
tomcatv 1 0 0 ~~T 16 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 2 — 512 4 ~ ~ 6 ^ —3338278 ~~r490 ~ 4 4 5 9 W 712007 0 0 
,‘“ tomcatv 1 0 0 ~~T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 1 6 3 ^ 2 — 512 4 ~~9"T —3338278 — 1490 4 3 9 0 ^ 643835 0 0 
‘‘ tomcatv 1 0 0 ~~T" 16 ~ 6 ~ 1 6 3 ^ 2—512 4 ~ U ^ —3338278 ~ " 1490 4432861 502905 ~0 0" 
I tomcatv 1 0 0 ~ T " 16 ~ 6 ~ T 1 6 3 ^ 2—512 4 T s T —3338278 ~ T ^ ~~4075103 3 6 3 7 ^ 0 0 
1 ‘ tomcatv 1 — 0 0 ~~1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 1 6 3 ^ 2—512 4 ~ 1 8 ^ ~ 3 3 3 8 2 7 8 ~ 1490 3938162 361546 0 0" 
i ‘ tomcatv 1 ~ ~ 0 0 ~ " f 16 ~6~~T 1 6 3 ^ 2 — 512 A ~ ^ ~ 0 ~~3338278 — 1490 3869136 291422 ~0 0" 
j tomcatv 1 — 0 0 ~ T 16 ~ 6 ~ 1 6 3 ^ 2 — 512 4 24 ^~~3338278 ~~ 1490 3938985 221836 0 0" 
tomcatv 1 ~0 0 ~~T ~ ~ 1 6 " ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512 4 ~27~0 333827^ 1490 3867454 153373 0 0 
1 tomcatv “ 1 ~0 0 ~ " T 16 ~ 6 ~ 16384 ~ 2 512 “ 4 ~ ^ 下 3338278 1490 ~ 3657891 ~ 154222 0 万 
ora ‘ 1 ~0" 0 ~ T " 1 6 l ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ 6 ^ 6330310" 1189 ~ 172 ~ 44 0 0 
i T 0 “ 0 ~T"~T6~6~T" 16384 2 512 4 ~9"^ 6330310 — 1189 172 44 0 0 
ora “ 1 0 0 ~~T 16 ~6~T 16384 2 512 4 ~T2T 633031"0 1189 ~ 172 44 0 "0 
ora 1 — 0 0 ~"T" 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 — 512 4 ~ T 5 ^ —6330310 — 1189 172 44 0 0" 
ora — 1 0 0 ~ T " 16 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512 4 " ^ T 6330310 1189 172 44 0 0 
"ora T 0 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 512 4 1T~0 6330310 1189 172 44 0 0 
^ T" 0 0 ~ T " 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~^~0 6330310 1 1 ^ 172 44 0 “ 0 
ora" 1 0 0 ~~T"~~T6~6~~T" 16384 “~~2 512 4 ~27T~ 6330310 ~ 1189 172 44 0" 0 ~ 
l^^ZZZZ^^IZZZI^ZZ^ZIIZZI^ZIZIIIM^ZZZZI^ZZZZIMZZI^M^^ZIII^IZZ3Z^ZZZZZ^ZZZ^ZZZZ^!^ZI 
compress T 0 0 ~~1 T ¥ ~ ^ ~ T 16384 2 512 4 6 ^ 12881605 461 ~ 43148 ~1506060 ~ 0 ~0" 
compress T 0 0 ~ " 1 Te""6" l~~16384 2 ~ ~ 而 4 9 T~12881605 “ 461 ~ 25920 — 1506060 — 0 0 
compress T 0 0 ~ T " 16 ~ 6 " ~ " 16384 2 512 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 ~ 12881605 ~ 461_ 25920 1506060 0 0 — 
compress T" 0 0 ~~T" 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ ? 5 ^ 12881605 46? 2 5 9 ^ 1506060 0 0 
compress T" 0 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ 16384 ~~~2 512 ~ 4 " T s T 12881605 461 — 25920 1506060 0 0" 
^ p r e s s ' ^ ^ ^ ^ g _ Z Z ^ Z J Z 3 ^ Z ^ ] ^ J ^ j ^ 2 _ _ ^ _ _ ^ ^ j ^ ~ 2 8 8 1 6 0 5 ~ 461 25920 1506060 0 0 — 
compress T" 0 0 ~~T 1 6 H _ 1 6 3 8 4 2 ‘ 512 4 24 ^ l 2 8 8 1 6 0 5 461 25920 1506060 0 0 
compress T 0 0 ~~T" 16 ~6~T~16384 2 512 T ~ ^ T ~ 1 2 8 8 1 6 0 5 461 2 5 9 ^ 15060^ 0 0 
compress T" 0 0 ~ ~ i ^ ~ 6 ~ ^ 6 3 ^ 2 ^ 4 ~ ^ T 12881605 461 25920 1506060 0 0 — 
^ T" 0 0 ~T ~~T6~6~T~T6384" 2" 512 T~~6^ ~7808399 67262 76丽 14471 0" 0 ^^ T" 0 0~1 T^ "e"l““16384 2 512 ~""4 ~~9^  17808399 67262 — 77597 13236 0 ~0 ^ T" 0 ~T"”T" “^^ 6 1 16^ 2 ~ ^ ~4"~UT~7808399 ~"67262 77^ 132^  0" 0 
； ^ f 0 0~T ~~T6~6~T 16384 Y 512 4^^~l7808399 67262 l l W f 13236 0" 0 
;;ni^ ^ 0 0 ~ T ^ ~ ^ ~ 1 “ “Tel84 2 “ “ ^ 4"~T8 ^~T7808399 ~67262 77597 13236 "5" 0 
^ f 0 0 ~T~"T^ ~^ ~T^ j^g^ ]]]^ ][^ ]^^ ^^ ]^ i^j^ _2^ ggg_3_9_9_...67262 77丽 132^  0 0 ^ f 0 0 ~r ” T ^ 1 1 16384 2 512 4 ^~0~ 17808399 " 67262 77597 13236 0 0 
^ f 0 “ 0 ““f ““^ 6~6 1�j^ZZ^=.512 4 ^~0 17808399 67262 77597 13236 0 "0 ^ f 0 o~T ~T6~6 1 16384 ~~2 ~~5^  4 "lo^ 17808399 ~67262 775^  13236 0 0 
^ T" 0 ~ 0 ““T""~^~6 1 J 6 ^ I Z j ! Z ^ 4 ^ T 9172^ 1073— 4742" 97 0 ~0 
i ^ f 0 ” 0 " ~ T ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 1 16384 2 ~ l T I " 4 9 ^ 9172803— 1073 47M m 0 0 
^ f 0 “ 0 ~T" ~~"T6~6~T 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 "l2^ 9172803 1073 4761 ^ 0 0 
ii^  J 0 ~ 0 ~T" “^~6 1 16^ 2 ~ ^ 4 "l5^ 9172803 1073 4761 ^ 0 0 
ii? ^ 0 ~ ~ 0 ” T " “ ^ ~ 6 ~ T ^ i 6 ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ S ^ 4"1^下 9172803 1073 一 4761 ^ 0 0 
^ f 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ T " ~ ? 6 ~ 6 ~ T ; j 6 3 8 4 2 一512 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 9172803 1073" 4761 ^ 0 0 ^ :j- 0 "““0 “f~l^~6 1 16384 2 ~T[2 4 24下—9172803 ~ T ^ 4761 ^ 0 0 
^ ^ f 0 “ 0 ~ ~ f ” ^ ~ 6 ~ T j 6 ^ " ~ ~ 2 ~ 5 1 2 - 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 9172803 1073 一 4761 ^ 0 0 
— f 0 “ 0 ~ T " ~ ！ ^ e| l | 16384| 2| 5i2i 4| 3o|o| 9172803丨 1073! 476l| 96丨 0丨 0丨 
I Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
！ Effect of Available Tagged Registers for Cache 0rganization(1,1,0,1) 
Benchmark bhtnd look nd simpncpl??i7si |C1 |C2 |data si [dset [bhten |bhtset|wm |lf |def use |defwaste |taguse jtagwaste] 
tial 1 0 0 _ 1 16 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 5 ^ 4 6 ~0 " 94705" 25540 T ^ 0 
tial 1 0 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 512 ~ 4 9 "~0 94705 25540 T ^ 0 
tial 1 0 0 1 16 ~~6"~T~16384 2 512 ~ 4 12"~0 94705 25540 1454 0 
tial 1 0 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T " l 6 3 8 4 2 512 — 4 15"~~0 94705 25540 1454 0 
tial 1 0 0 1 16 6 ~T~16384 2 512 — 4 18"~~0 94705 25540 t 4 ^ 0 
n- tial “ 1 ~ 0 0 ~ ^ 16 ~ " 6 ~ T 16384 2 5lJ 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 一 94705 一 25540 1454 0 
:h: tial ^ 0 0 1 16 ~ " 6 ~ ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 512— 4 24"~0 94705 25540 1454 0 
:[:: tial 1 0 0 1 16 ~ 6 " ~ ~ ? 6 ^ 2 ~ 512 4 27 ~ 0 9 4 7 ^ 2 5 ^ 1 4 ^ "o 
::.::. tial “ 1 0 0 ~ T " 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 5 lT 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 _ — 94705 — _ 25540 1454 0 
tomcatv T" 0" 0 1 16 ~ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 5l2 4 “ 6 ~ ~ 0 ~ 1637867 514065 355422 “ 0 一 
tomcatv T 0 0 ~ T ~ ~ T 6 ~~6"~T 16384 2 5 ^ 2 ~ 4 9 ~ 0 1637867 51115? 358671 0 
tol^catv 1 0" 0 1 16 ~ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 5V2 A “ 12 ~ 0 ~ 1567194 “ 333000 784797 “ 0 ~ 
^catv 1 0" 0 1 16 ~~6"~T 16384 2 5V2 4 “ 15 ~ 0 ~ 1209436 “ 333000 1500313 0 ~ 一 
I ^ c a t v T 6 0 1 16 ~ " " 6 ~ T 16384 2 sT2 4 18 ~ 0 " ~ 1209436 333000 1500576 “ 0 ~ 
「.‘:.. tomcatv “ 1 ~0 0 ―“T" 16 ~ ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 51^ 4 ~ ~ ^ 1 1209436 — 3 3 3 0 0 0 ^ i500576 0 
[.:::: tomcatv “ 1 ~0 0 T 16 ~ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ^ ~ 0 —~1208899 — 3 3 3 0 0 0 1570973 ~~0 
r..: tomcatv “ 1 ~0 0 ~~T 16 ~~6 1 16384 2 512 4 27 ~0 " 1141844 332989 1710945 0 
I tomcatv “ 1 ~0 0 ~~~T 16 ―“6 1 16384 2 51^ 4 — ~ ^ ~ 0 934231 334386 ~~^55188 ~ 0 [ 
I • • — 
j ora 1 0 0 T" 16 ~~6~T 16384 2 5^ 4 6~0 91 96 12 ~0 
^ 1 0 0 ~T 16 ~~6~T~T6^ 2 512 ~4 9 ~0 肝 W 12 0 
ora 1 0 0 ~ f 16 ~ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 12 ~~0 91 96 12 ~ 0 
ora “ 1 0 ~~~0 ~ ~ r 16 ~ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~^5~~0 91 96 12 0 
^ ^ T" 0 0 ~ T Te ~ " 6 ~ T 16384 ~ ~ 2 512— 4 18~~0" 91 W l T 0 
ora 1 0 0 ~~T" 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 21 0 91 96 12 0 
ora “ 1 0 ~~"0 ~~T" 16 ~ ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 51^ 4 24 ~ 0 ~ ~ " 91 96 12 ~~0" 
^ “^ 0 0 ~"r~~~T6 ~~6 1 16384 2 512— 4 27 0 91 96 12 ~~0 
ora ^ iZZZ^ZZ^ZH___lg_ZZZI_16384 2___522 i Z ^ Z ° Z Z _ _ ^ gg. 12 ~0 
compress ~ ^ 0 _ ^ Z l Z ^ Z Z Z I _ I g g ^ Z H 512 ~ ~ T 6 ~0 10423T 1557345 8— 0 
c o m p r e s s ~ ^ g _ Z Z Z I Z n ^ _ i _ J _ Z ^ g g g i — _ g _ _ 512 4 9 0 104231 l 5 5 7 3 4 5 8 0 
c o m g r e s s ^ ^ 2 _ Z I ^ Z I Z I ^ _ 6~T—16384 2 — ~ ^ 4 1 2 ~ 0 104231 1557345 8 0 
C Q m p r e s s ~ T g _ Z I ^ Z T I Z j I Z ^ Z I Z ! ^ r " ^ ~ ~ ^ 4 15 0 104231 1557345 8 0 
compress f 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ f ” W 6 1 16384 2 512 ~~ 4 18 0 104231 1557345 8 0 
compress f 0 0 ~ " T ~ ~ T 6 ~ T ~ 16384 2 512 4 21'"~0 1 0 4 @ 1557345 8 0 
compress T 0 0 “ T " ~ " T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ ~ 2 512 4 ~ ~ ^ ~ 0 104231 1557345 8 0 
compress T 0 ~ 0 ~ 16 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ ~ f 7 ~ 0 104231 1557345 8 0 
- ^ ^ ^ [ ^ ^ ^ ; ^ 0 _ Z Z I Z ] ^ Z i n j l M i Z 3 ^ Z Z H _ _ 3 0 0 104231 1557345 8 0 
^ T" 0 ~ 0 ~ T ~ T ? H ^ [ ^ ~ ~ 2 ~~"^ 4 ~~6~0 394558 10747T 79944 ~ 0 ... ^ f 0 ~~0 """T"~~^~6~T 16384 ~~2~~^ 4 9~0 394529 107471 80229 0 
^ T 0 ~ 0 ~ T “ T 6 ~ ~ 6 ~ T j 6 3 8 4 _ 2 _ _ ^ 4 ^ l 2 0 3 9 4 ^ 10747丁 80229 0 ^ T 0 ~~0 ~T"~Te 6 1 1 ^ ~~2 512 ~4 ~~!5 0 394529 107471 80229 0 
i i i i ^ T 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ T ~ ~ ^ 6 6 1 1 ^ ~ ~ ^ ^ Z I M i Z Z ^ Z ° Z I j g : i g g g - 107471 80229 0 
^ T 0 ~~0~T~"T6~6~T ~T^ ~~2 ~~5l2 4 ~^~0 39^ 107471 80229 0 ^ T 0 ”0~T~~^6~6~T^^~T~~5l2 4 ~ ^ 0 394529 107471 80229 0 ^ f 0“0~~T~~W~6^1^ “T__5^2 ~T ~"TT 0 394529 107471 80229 0 
^ f 0 “ 0 1 一 _ 2 6 ^ 3 J 6 ^ 2 512 4 ~ ~ " 3 0 ~ 0 394529 107471 80229 0 
— f 0 “ 0 “ T " “ T e 6 1 J Q ^ 2 _ _ ^ ~ 4 6 ~ 0 122899 _ 13587 — 5401 ^ ^ 
^ j f 0 “ 0 ~ T " ~~TS 6 1 J g ^ Z H l - ^ ^ ^ 4 9 ~ ~ 0 ' 122692 13584 5814 0 — f 0”0~"T ~~Te 6 1 16384. 2 5^  ~4 12 0 122684 13576 5824 0 ^ f 0~0^”T6~6~T"T^ ~"2 512 4 ~~!5~0 122684 13576 5824 0 — r 0 “^0~T“T6~¥~~l63M ““2 __^― ~4 ~^8 0 122684 13576 5824 0 — r 0^“0~^“T6~6~^T6M4 ““2 512 4 ~~IT~~0~ 122684 13576 5824 0 — 7- 0~0"T“^6~6~T~l6384 ~~2 512 4 ~lA~0~ 122684 13576 5824 0 ™ r n- 0 1 ”T6~^~T^^~~2~~W~"~~4—^~0 ~"T2^ 13576 5824 0 
— f 0 Z I ~ ^ ~ ~ ~ 1 6 | 6| l | 16384| 2| 512| 4| 30| o| 122684丨 13576| 5824| 0丨 
¢, 
1 
I Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
！ Effect of Available Tagged Registers for Cache 0rganization(1,1,0,1) 
[BM bhtnd lknd 'simp|ncp|l inesi|C1[C2|datasi [dst|bhten|bhtst |wm[lf |abp [abp corr [a bp% |cpi |bastime |bascpi |memcpi 
!l5! 1 _ _ ° 0 _ 1 _ _ j j , 1 ^ H Jjggf>. 2 512 4 ~~6~0 17653457 15634131 0 .885W 1 . 0 6 2 ^ 10403^^ . .1 :0_ jggg 0.022588 
^ 1 _ _ 0 0 _ _ 1 _ _ 1 6 _ 6 _ j _ J [ 6 ^ [ [ T ^ ^ ] ^ ^ ] Z _ 2 Z 5 ^ 5 f ^ _ L ^ ^ 5 f l ^ _ 2 : ^ ^ ^ ^ _ l : 2 ^ ^ ^ _ 1 2 f 2 5 5 5 5 l J L 2 f 2 ? ^ 0.022587 
^ 1_0 0 _^ __;|6^ __6 _J^  J6384 ~~2 ~~5?2 4 T2~0 17653457 15634131 0.885613 1.062974 104038^  1.040387 0.022587 
^ 1_0 0__^__26_6_J^^J6^_2]^ ]|^_ 3^II_J^ 5^5^ _J_5^ 5^ _^2^ _5^ ^ _^J^ 25£^ _J^ £25^ ^ 1.040387 0.022587 
‘ t|aj 1 _ 0 0 _ _ 1 _ _ _ ; [ 6 _6 ^ T _J6384 ~2 ~ T l T 4 ~J&~0 17653457 15634131 0 . 8 8 5 ^ 1.062974 1040386^ 1.040387 0.022587 
‘ tial 1 _ 0 0 _ _ ^ _ _ _ _ 2 6 _ 6 ^ J 6 3 8 4 ~ ~ I 512 4 ~ IT~0 17653457 15634F[M" 0.885"Mf 1.062974 1040386^ 1.0403l7 0.022587 
tial 1 _ _ 0 0 _ _ ^ _ _ _ 1 6 l 6 ^ 3 ! j 6 3 8 4 ^ ^ ] ] ] 5 T 2 4 ‘ ^ T _ T 7 6 5 3 4 5 7 ^ [ 5 6 3 4 W 0 .885W 1.062974 1 0 4 0 3 8 ^ 1.040387 0.022587 
tial 1 0 0 _ _ ^ j 6 ^ j 6 ^ 2 l 6 3 8 4 _ 2 _ 5 1 2 4 " ^ 7 ~ 0 17653457 ~15634131 0.885613 ~ 1.062974 ~ 104038652 1.040387 0.022587 
''“ tial 1 0 0 __1 16 6 1 16384 ~ 2 ~~5^1 4 ^ ^ 17653457 15634131 0.885613 ~1.062974 104038652 1.040387 0.022587 
11 ....'. ~"~^~~~"~~~~ ____«_«_>___ — « ~ — ‘ • ‘ ~~~~~" — - ‘ __- ‘ ‘ ‘ ~ — . I--..- I ^ ^ ^ — — ~ ~ ^ ^ ^_^_________^_____ ^ _ _ _ _ ^ ^ _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ ^ _ _ _ _ , _ ^ 
t ^ c a t v 1 0 0 '~~T 1 6 ~ 6 " ~ T 163M ~~2 512 4 ~~6~0 33397^ 3320823 0.994327 1.934659 100037890 1.000379 0.93428 
tomcatv “ 1 0 0 1 1 6 ~ 6 ~ ~ l 6 3 8 4 2— 512 4_""9~0" ~~"3339768 一3320823—0.994327 一1.924606 —100037890—1.000379 0.924227 
i tomcatv — 1 0 0 1 l 6 ~ 6 ~ ~ 1 6 3 8 4 ~ 2 " 512 4 ~l2~0 3339768 3320823 0 . 9 9 4 ^ 1 . 8 5 4 ^ 100037890 1 . 0 0 0 ^ 0.854345 
！ tomcatv “ 1 0 0 1 16 ~6~~T 16384 ~ 2 512 ~ 4 " ^ T 3339768 3320823 0.994327 1.801027 1 0 0 0 3 7 ^ 1.000379 0.800648 
tomcatv 1 0 0 ~ ~ " T ~ " T 6 ~ 6 ~ ~ 1 6 3 8 4 ~ ~ 2 " 512 4 ~T8~0 3339768 ~3320823 0.9943l7 1.786375 1 0 0 0 3 7 ^ 1.000379 0.785996 
tomcatv “ 1 0 0 1 “ 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ " 2 512— 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 " 3339768 3320823 0.994327 1.775889 1 0 0 0 4 7 ^ 1.000379 0.77551 
1 tomcatv ~ 1 0 0 ~ T ~ T 6 ~ 6 " ~ T " 1 6 3 8 4 ~~2 512 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 —3339768 ~3320823 ~ 0 9 9 4 ^ 1 . 7 6 7 ^ 1 0 0 0 3 7 ^ 1 .000 l ^ 0.76716 
I tomcatv — 1 0 0 ~ ~ T ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T " l 6 3 8 4 ~ 2 ~ ~ 5 U 4 ~ W ~ 0 3339768 3320823 0.994327 1.776837 1 0 0 0 3 7 ^ 1 . 0 0 0 ^ 0.776458 
t ^ c a t v f 0 0 ~ T 16 ~ 6 ~ 16384 ~~2 512 4 30""0 3339768 33208^ 0.994327 1.770615~ 100037890 1.000379 0.770236 
ora r 0 0 ~ T " ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ 6 ~ 0 ~6331499 ~6^58318 0.972648 1.003528 1003463^ 1 . 0 0 3 ^ 6.4E-05 
^ 1~ 0 0"~~T" 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 1 6 3 ^ ~ 2 512 4 ~ 9 " " 0 6331499 6158318 0.972648 1.003528 100346362 1.003464 6.4E-05 
ora T 0 0 "~T" 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~^~0 63314W 61583^8 0.972648 1.003528 100346362 1.003464 6.4E-05 
^ T"~~0 0 ~ r 16 ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 ^ ~ ~ 2 512 4 ~T5~0 6331499 6158318 0.972648 1.003528 100346362 1.003464 6.4E-05 
^ 1 0" 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ 16384 ~~2 512 “ 4 ~ f8~0 6331499 61583lT 0.972648 1.003528 100346362 1.003464 6.4E-05 
^ ^ 0 0 1 16 6 1 ~l6384 2 512 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 ” 6 3 3 1 4 9 9 6158318—0.972648 1.003528 100346362 ~1.003464~ 6.4E-05 
ora f ~ ~ 0 0 ~~T 16 ~ 6 ~ T " 1 6 3 8 4 ~~2~"sT2 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 6331499 6158318 0.972648 1.003528 100346362 1.003464 6.4E-05 
^ T 0 0 ~ 1 Te 6 1 16384 ~ " 2 512 4 ~ T f ~ 6 ~ 6331499 6158318 ~0.972648 ~ 1.003528 ~ 100346362 1.003464 ~ 6.4E-05 
^ ~^ 0 0 1 16~6"~T~T63p" 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 6331499 6158318 ~0.972648 ~1.003528 ~100346362 "1.003464 ~ 6.4E-05 
compress 1 0 ~ ~ 0 ~~T" ^^ 6 1 16384 ~~2 ~ ^ 4 ~6~Q 12882066 11379065 0.883326 1.451297 ~90303362 1.034434 ~a416863 
compress T ~ 0 0 ~ T " 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ T 512 ~~4~~9~0" 12882066" 11379065 0.883326 — 1.450704 — 90303362 1.034434 ~0.41627 
compress T " ~ 0 0 ~ T ~ ^ ' ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 ^ 2 ~ 5 1 2 4~T2~0 12882066 11379065 0 . 8 8 3 ^ 1 . 4 5 0 ^ 90303362 1.034434 0.41627 
compress T 0 0 ~ T T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ T 512 ~ ~ T ~ ^ ^ ~ ~ 1 2 8 8 2 0 6 6 ~"l1379065 0.883326 ~ 1.450704 ~ 90303362 1.034434 0.41627 
compress T 0 0 ~ T T s ^ " 16384 “ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~T8~Q 12882066 11379065 0.883326 1.450704 90303362 ^".034434 ~~0.41627 
compress T ~ ~ 0 0 ~~1 T 6 ^ 6 " T ' r 6 l ^ 2~~5U 4 ~ ? r ~ 0 ~ T 2 8 8 l 0 ^ 11379065 0 . 8 8 3 ^ 1.450704 90303362 1.034434 0.41627 
compress T ~ 0 0 ~ T ~ T 6 ~ ^ ~ T ] T 6 ^ ~ I ~ " ^ 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 ~ l l 8 8 2 0 ^ 11379065 0.883326 1.450704 9030336l 1.034434 0.41627 
compress T ~ ~ 0 0 ~ T " ~ ? 6 ~ 6 " 1 16384 ~ 2 ^ 1 ^ 4 ^ T " l 2 M 2 0 ^ 11379065 0.883326 1.450704 90303362 1.034434 0.41627 
compress T " ~ 0 0 ~ ~ T ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 1 16384 ~ 2 512 4 ~^~0~12882066 ~11379065 ~~0.883326 1.450704 90303362 ^ 3 4 4 3 4 0.4^l6^ 
^ ^ ~~0 0 ”T" ~~T6~6~T 16384 ~~2 512 _—4 6 T~17875661 ~16555889 ~0.926169 1.120946 102639544 T026395 0.0945lT 
^ ~^~0 0 ~~r“T6~6~T 16384 ~2 512 4 ~9"T 1787SW 16555^  0.926169 1.120788 102639544 1.026395 0.094393 
^ f ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ T " ~ ~ T e " 6 1 16384 " " ^ 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ T ^ ~ 0 ~ 7 8 7 5 6 6 1 ~ 1 6 5 5 5 ^ ~ 0 9 2 6 ^ 1.120788 1026395^ 1.026395 0.094393 
^ ^ - ~ 0 ~ 0 “ f ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 ~ f Z l j ^ Z I Z I j I I ^ _ i Z g Z g g g j _ Z j m i ^ Z ^ j M ^ 1.1207"^ 1026395^ 1.026395 0.094393 
^ T" ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 " " T ~ ~ ^ ~ 6 1 16384 “ f Z M Z 3 H ^ _ i M g g g j _ Z ^ M M M I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1.1207^ 1026395^ 1.026395 0.094393 
;;j]^ f ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ T ~ ~ ^ 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 “ 2 5 ^ i ^ Z Z I Z g Z g g ^ 3 M ^ ^ ^ ~ ° ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1.1207"^ 102639544 1.026395 0.094393 ^ f~~0~~0""^T~^6~6~T 16384 ~2 512 4~^ ~0~T7875661 "l6555^ 0.926169 1.1207^  102639544 1.026395 0.094393 i^iii T"""^ 0 ~ 0 ""^ T“T6~6~T 16384 ~"2 512 4~^ ~0 17875661 ?^6555^ ~0：^ 6169 1.1207^  1026395^  1.026395 0.094393 ^ f~~0 ~ 0 ~T"~Te^ 1 16384 ~2];3g3~~T^T 17875661 "l6555^ 0.926169 1.1207^  1026395^  1.026395 0.094393 
— Y~0 0 “ f “:j^^-T1^M 2 512 4 ~~6~0 9173876 8706— 0.949097 1.025087 1009339^  1.00934_ 0.015747 
— : r ~ Q ~ 0 " ~ f ~ ~ ^ ~ 6 " 16384 ~ ~ 2 ~ l u ' 4~~9~0 ~~9173876 8706899 0.9490^ 1.025065 100933954 1.00934 0.015725 
— r~~0~~0~^-“W~6~~T 16384 2 512 4 ^ T ~9T73^ 8706^  0.949097 1.025063 100933954 1.00934 0.015723 
— ^ ~ Q ~ ~ Q ~ ^ ~ " W ~ 6 T 16384 "“ ^ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ^ ~ 0 一~9173876 8706899 0.949097 1.025063 100933954 1.00934 0.015723 — T~Q ~~Q ~^~~^^~^1 16384 ~2~5T2 4^ ¥~0 ~~9173876 8706899 0.949W 1.025063 1009339^4 1.00934 0.015723 
— :r~0~~0~r~~:[6^— 16384 2 512 4 ^T~~9T73^ 8706899 0.949097 1.025063 100933954 1.00934 0.015723 — r~»~Q~:r “^~6 1 16384 “ 2 ~ ^ 4~^ ~0 ~~9^ 73^  8706899 0.949W 1.0250^  100933954 1.00934 0.015723 — }~^~Q"•T~:|g^ 1 16384 2 512 4 ^~0 ~~9T73^  8706^  0.949097 1.025063 100933954 1.00934 0.015723 — \~^~Q”Y”T6~6 1 16384 ““2 512| 4T "^0 9173876! 8706899| 0.949097丨 1.025063| 100933954| 1.00934| 0.015723 
浮； 
Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Effect of Available Tagged Registers for Cache 0rganization(1,1,0,1) 
[BM :^^ j ^ j ^ jgg j^_ ; ; j j _s impncp line si [C1 |C2 |datasi |d set |bhten |bhtset |wm [If [time |count |d part hit |data hit |data miss 
tial 1 1 0 1 j_g_Zj^ 2^n6384 2 — 5 1 2 4 ~~6 ~~0 1058154^ 100000000 197045 28211903 1 ^ 3 3 
tial 1 1 0 _^ 16 6 f 16384 “ 2 512" 4 ~ 9 0 105815491 ~100000000 “ 197045 ~ 28211903 22333 
^ 1 1 0 _ _ 1 16 ~ 6 1 ~ ~ ? 6 ^ 2— 5 1 2 4 ^ ~~0~105815491 "~ 100000000 “ 197045~ 28211903 22333 
^ 1 1 0 _^ ^ _ _ 6 1 ~ T 6 ^ 2 ‘ 512 T H ^ 0 10581549T 100000000 197045 2 8 2 l l ^ 22333 
tial 1 1 0 _ _ 1 16 ~ 6 1 ~ l 6 ^ 2 — 5 1 2 4 ~T8 ~~0 105815491 ~ 100000000 “ 197045 28211903 22333 
tial 1 1 0 _ 1 16 ~ 6 1 ~ l6384 2 512 4 ~ ^ 0 1058154^" 100000000 197045 28211903 22333 
tial 1 1 0 1 l 6 6 T" 16384 “ 2 512 4 ~lA 0 105815491 —100000000— 197045 “ 28211903" 22333 
tial “ 1 ~T 0 ~~T" 16 ~ ~ 6 1 H 6 3 ^ 2— 512 A ~ W ~ 0 ~ 105815491 “ 100000000 197045 “ 28211903 22333 
"tial _^ ^ 0 1 16 ~ 6 1 ~ 6 3 8 4 2 512 4 " ^ ~ " 0 1058154^ 100000000 1 9 7 ^ 28211903 22333 
1 tomcatv “ 1 ~T 0 1 16 ~ 6 1 ~ T 6 3 ^ 2 512 4 ~ 6 ~ 0 ~ 173969490 100000000 5787380 “ 28632715 1093068 
.卜 tomcatv “ 1 1 0 ~ T 16 ~~~6 1 "T6384 2 — 512 4 ~""9 ~ 0 ~ 173969488 ‘ 100000000 5787380 “ 28632715 1093068 
丨. tomcatv 1 1 0 1 16 ~ 6 1 " l s I ^ 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ U ~ 0 ~ 173969488 “ 100000000 5787380 “ 28632715 1093068 
:i tomcatv “ 1 T 0 ~ T " 16 ~ 6 1 ~ ! 6 3 ^ 2— 512 4""T5 ~~0 173969488" 100000000 5787380 “ 28632715 1093068 
tomcatv 1 T 0 1 1 6 — 6 1 ^ i 6 ^ 2 ~ 512 4 ~?8 ~ ~ 0 ~ 173969488 “ 100000000 5787380 “ 28632715 1093068 
tomcatv 1 1 0 “ 1 16 6 1' 16384 2 512 “ 4 ^ T 0 173969488 100000000 一5787380 28632715 “ 1093068 
tomcatv “ 1 1 0 ~~T" 16 ~ ~ 6 ^ ~ ^ 6 ^ 2 ~ ^ 4 24 0 ~ 173969488 “ 100000000 5787380 28632715 1093068 
tomcatv “ 1 f 0 f ^6 6 ~ ~ T ~ T 6 ^ 2 512 4~27 0 ~ 173969488 100000000 5787380 28632715 1093068 
tomcatv T" 1 0 f " 16 ~ ~ 6 T" 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ ^ ~~"0 173969488" 100000000 5787380 286327^ 1 0 9 3 ^ 
f ^ T" T 0 T" 16 ~ 6 T" 16384 ‘ 2 512 4 ¥ ~~0 100351659 100000000 570 “ 31024337 137 
^ T" T 0 i Te 6 T 16384 2 512 4 9 0 “ 10035165^ 100000000 570 31024337— 137 
^ T" T" 0 T T ¥ ~ ~ 6 T" 16384 ~ 2 512 4 ~r2 0 100351659 ~Q0000000 ~ 570 ~ 31024337 137 
^ T" T" 0 1 ^6 ~ 6 i~~16384 2 ~ ~ ~ ^ 4 15 ~ 0 ~ 1 0 0 3 5 1 6 5 9 100000000 570 310243^ 1 ^ 
^ T" T" 0 ~~T" W ~ ~ 6 T 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4~18 ~~0" 100351659 100000000 570 31024337 137 
^ T" ^ 0 T ^ T^ 6 f 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 21 ~ 0 100351659 100000000 570 — 31024337 137 
^ T" T" 0 ~~T" ^ ~ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~~2 512 “ 4 ~ ^ " ~~0 100351659 100000000 570 31024337 137 
^ ^ f 0 ~~T" ^ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 “ “ ^ 4 27 0 — 100351659' 100000000 570 310243^ 1 ^ 
^ ^ "^ 0 1 Te “ ~ 6 i"~16384 2 ~ ^ 4"~30 0 “ 100351659 100000000 570 31024337 137 
compress T" T" 0 ~ ~ T W ' ~ 6 ~~~T 16384 2 ~~~sTI 4 ~ ~ ¥ ~ 0 125513306 87297360 1272245 28924074 2 3 8 7 ^ 
compress T" T 0 “ “ f Te ~ 6 “ T " 16384 ― ― 2 512 4 ~~9 ~~0 125513306 87297360 1272245| 28924074 2387285 
compress T T" 0 “ “ T ^6 ~~~6 ~ ~ r ^ 6 3 8 4 ~ ^ — 512 4~T2 ~ 0 125513306 87297360" 1272245 28924074 2387285 
compress T" T" 0 ~~T" Ts ~ ~ 6 ~~T" 16384 T S ^ ~ 4 ~ T 5 ~ 0 125513306' 87297360 1272245 28924074 2387285 
compress T" T" ~ ~ 0 “ “ f T6 ~ 6 ~ f 16384 ^ 512 4 H 125513306 ~ 87297360 1272245 28924074 2387285 
compress T" T 0 ~ T T e ~ 6 f 16384 2 512 ~ 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 " 125513306 87297360 1272245 28924074 2387285 
-ompress T" T" 0 ~ T Ts ~ 6 ~ ~ f 16384 " " ~ 2 512 4 ^ ~ 0 ~ 125513306 87297360 —1272245 28924074 2387285 
cornpress T T ~ ~ 0 ~ T ~~~Te ~ 6 " “ ^ T 16384 ~ " 2 ~ ^ 4 ^ 0 125513306 87297360 1272245 28924074 2387285 
co^press T T " “ ^ 0 — T " ~ W ~ " 6 ~ ~ f ~ T 6 ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ 512 4~30 0 ~ 1 2 5 5 ^ 3 0 6 87297360 1272245 28924074 2387285 
j ^ :j- Q - ~ : j - : f ^ ~ ~ 6 ^- 16384 2 ” ^ 4 ~ 6 ~ 0 1105902^ 100000000 997676 42025317 128050 
^ Y :j"——0 ~ ~ f ^^ ~~"6 f 16384 2 ” ^ 4 ” 9 ~ 0 1105902^ 100000000 997676 4 2 0 2 5 ^ 1280^ 
^ r : p — — Q ~ : j - : f e ” 6 f 16384 2 “ ^ 4 ^ ^ “ 0 1105902^ 100000000 997676 42025317 .....^[280^ 
^ r r — — Q ~ f ^ ~ 6 f 16384 2 ~ " 5 ^ 4 ~ ^ "““0 11059023T 100000000 997676 42025317 128050 
^ r ^ — — 0 " “ ^ T — — T e ~ ~ 6 ~ ~ f " T 6 3 ^ “ ^ 2 ~ " 5 1 2 4 18 0 1 1 0 5 9 0 ^ 100000000 997676 420253lT 128050 
^ r r — — Q ~ ~ ^ — — : f e ~ 6 “ f 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ^ ~ 0 11059023T 100000000 997676 42025317 128050 
^ ^ } r ~ ~ 0 ~ " r — — ^ ~ 6 “ f 16384 ~ " ^ 2 “ ^ 4 ~ 2 4 ~ 0 110590231 ~l00000000 997676 420253l7 128050 
^ } r — — 0 ~ r — — ^ ~ ~ 6 “ r 16384 ~ ~ " 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ l 7 ~ " 0 110590231 ~l00000000 997676 42025317 128050 
^ \ ^ ~ ~ 0 ~ ^ — — ： ^ ~ 6 “ f 16384 ~ " 2 “ “ 5 1 2 4 ；^0 ； ^ _JL1059023^1 100000000 997676 42025317 128050 
:r——Q~~r——^ ~"g -^ 16384 2 “ ^ A~~6 ~0 102391636 100000000 28766 33567875 121993 — 1——Q~~r——:fg“g ^ 16384 2 "““^ 4~9 0 102391636 — 100000000— 28766 33567875 121993 — ^~r——:fg~g f 16384 2 “ ^ 4 ^ ~0 10239163^  100000000 28766 33567875 121993 
— T——0 ~ r — — ： ^ ~ ~ 6 ~ ~ 「 1 6 3 8 4 2 ~ " ^ 4 ~ l 5 ~ 0 1Q239163^ 100000000 28766' 33567875 121993 
— 1 ^ ” : r — — 7 g “ ^ e ~ ~ f 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 " T 8 "“^0 10239163^ 100000000 28766" 33567875 121993 
H I 1 J - ~ " ^ ~ } — — ： ^ ~ ~ e ~ T 16384 ~ ~ 2 “ ^ 4 21 0 1 0 ^ 3 9 l ^ 100000000 2 ^ 33567875 121993 
^ ~ ~ ^ ~ " J - — — ^ " • Q ~ ~ f " T 6 3 M " “ ^ 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 102391636 ~00000000 28766 33567875 121993 
^ 1 1 ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ - — — ^ ~ ~ g - “ ^ r ^ 3 ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ " ^ 4 ^ ~ 0 102391636 100000000 一 28766 33567875 121993 
| | J 1 i ~ ^ ^ ~ " ^ — — J | | “ g l | 16384| 2| 5i2| 4| 30丨 o| 102391636丨 100000000| 28766丨 33567875| 1 2 W 
^...Jk. 
.丨¥' 
Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Effect of Available Tagged Registers for Cache Organization(1,1,0,1) 
[BM |bhtnd |looknd |s imp|ncp| l ines i |C1 |C2 |datasi [dsetlbhten|bhtset|wm|lf |abhthit |abht mi[look bht hit |lk bhtmi|defkc1 |defkc2 | t g k c l | t g 7 ^ 
^ 1 1 ° _ _ _ 1 _ _ 1 6 6 1 16384 _ _ 2 _ 5 | 2 ^ Z Z H ^ ~ 0 ~7580752 ~7 l705 175788^ 74617 25001 5745 0 0 
«?! 1 1 0 _ _ 1 _ _ 1 6 6 1 16384 _ 2 512 4 ~ 9 ~ 0 ~ 17580752 ~72705 " ^ f 7 5 7 8 ^ 746lT 25001" 5745 0 0 t[a| 1 1 0 __1__li_g___l_lgggj__2]_522 _4"^ "^ ""l7580752 ^ 2705 17578840 74617 25001 5^ 0 0 
^ 1 1 0 _ _ 1 _ _ 2 g _ _ 6 Z I j 6 3 8 4 _ g _ l _ ^ 4 3 5 ] 0 ] j 7 5 8 0 ^ 2 _ ^ 7 ^ 2 7 0 5 175788l0 74617 25001 — 5745 0 0 
^ 1 1 0 _ _ ^ _ _ 1 6 6 1 ~T6384 2 —512 4 ~ U T 175807^ 72705 17578840_ 74617 ~~2500T 5745 0 0 
^ 1 1 0 _ ^ _ _ _ 1 6 6 1 16384 _ _ 2 512 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 ~ 17580752 ~72705 ^ i 7 5 7 8 8 ^ 746lT 25001 5745 0 0 
j.... tial 1 1 0 _ ^ _ _ _ 1 6 _ 6 ^ J 6 3 8 4 _ _ 2 ~ _ 5 ^ 4"~^~0"~T7580752 ^ 2 7 0 5 17578840 74617 25001 — 5745 0 0 
tial 1 1 0 _ 1 _ _ 1 6 _ 6 _ 2 ^ J 6 3 8 4 _ 2 ^ 5 1 2 4 " ^ T " " ^ 5 8 0 7 5 2 ~72705 17578840 74617 25001 ~ 5745 0 0 
tial 1 1 0 _ _ 1 _ _ _ j 6 ^ _ 6 ] 3 j j g Q i _ ^ ] _ _ g l l 4 ^ T ~ r 7 5 8 0 7 5 2 72705 17578840 74617 25001 ~ 5745 0 0 
tomcatv ;|_ _^ 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512 4 ~6"~0 3338278 149Q 333824^ 1520 “ 2871840 ~ 69796 0 0 
tomcatv — 1 f 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~~~2 512 ~ 4 ~ ~ 9 " T 3338278 1490 3338248 T 1 ^ 28718^ 69796 0 0 
tomcatv — 1 _^ 0 1 1 6 ~ l " ~ ~ T 6 3 ^ 2 ~ ~ V ^ 4 ~^2~0 3338278 1490 3338248 1520 —2871840 69796 0 0 
tomcatv — 1 1 0 1 1 6 ~ 6 " ~ T " T 6 3 ^ ' 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ f 5 T 3338278 1490 3338248 1520 ~2871840 69796 0 0 
tomcatv — 1 ~ 0 ~ T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 163ST 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~?8~0 3338278 1 ^ 3 3 3 8 ^ 1520 2871840 69796 0 0 
1: tomcatv — 1 1_ 0 —~T. 16 6 ~T 16384 ~~2 512 ~ 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 3338278 1490 ~3338248 ~ " ^ 5 ^ 2871840 69796 0 0 
tomcatv ~ 1 1 0 T 16 ~6 1 163ST 2 ~ 5 ^ 4 ~24~0 3338278 1490 3 3 3 8 ^ 1520 2871840 69796 “ 0 0 
|. tomcatv — 1 1 0 ~~T" 1 6 ~ ^ ~ T 16384 ~ ~ 2 512 4 " ~ ^ ~ 0 3338278 1490 ~~3338248 " ~ T ^ 2871840 69796" 0 0 
i tomcatv — 1 f 0 ——"T 16 6 ~ T 16384 —~2 512— 4 ~ W o 3338278 1490 —~3338248 — ~ ^ ^ 28718^ 69796 0 0 
1 
ora _ 1 ~T 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ 163ST 2 ~~512 4 ~~6~0 6330310 1l"W 6330300 1199 160 32 ‘ 0 0 
^ T" 1 ~ 0 1 ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 ~ ~ 2 512 4 ~~9~0 — 6 3 3 0 3 1 0 ~ ~ ~TT^ 6330300 1199 160 32 0 0 
ora T" 1 0 " ~ " T 16 ~ ^ ~ T 16384 ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ 5 ^ ~ 4 ~r2~Q 6330310 1189 ~~6330300 1199 160 32 0 0 
^ 1 1 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 ^ " 2 512 4 ~T5~0 6330310 ~~~1189 6330300 1199 160 32 0 0 
^ r 1 ~ 0 1 ~ 16 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 — 4 ~?8~0 633031^ 1189 ‘ 6330300 “ 1199 160 32 0 0 
^ 1 1— 0 1 T6~6 "~T"16384 2 512 4 ~ ^下 ~ ~ 6 3 3 0 3 1 0 1189 6330300 1199 160" 32 0 0 
ora T" 1 0 ~ ~ T 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ” 2 512 ~~~~4~24~0 6330310 1189 ~6330300 1199 160 32 0 0 
^ ^ 1 0 1 16 6 ~ ~ 1 6 3 8 4 ？ 512 ~4~l7~0~ 6330310 ~ 1189 6330300 1199 160 迈 0 0 
^ •^ T 0 ~ T 16 6 ~ T 16384 2 5 U 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 6330310 1189 6330300" 1199 “ 160 32 0 0 
compress T T" 0 ~ ~ T T ^ ~ ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 ^ 2 ~ 5 1 2 4 6~0 12881605 461 12881598 468 ~ 25869 ~506682 0 0 
compress ~T 1 0 1 ^ ^ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~~9~^ 12881605 ^ 12881598 468 25869 15066^ 0 ~ 0 
compress T T" 0 " " " T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ 2 512— 4 12 ~0 12881605" 461 ~2881598 468 25SW 1506682 0 0 
compress T 1 0 " ~ 1 W ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ^ [ ^ T 12881605 461 ~~12881598 ~ 468 25869 1 5 0 6 ^ 0 0 
compress T" T" 0 ~ ~ 1 W 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~ T 8 T " 12881605 ‘ 461 12881598 “~~ 468 2 5 ^ 1506682 0 — 0 
compress T" T ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ T ~ T ^ ~ 6 ~ T T 6 3 ^ 2 ~ m 4 ' ~ ^ ~ 0 ^ 8 8 1 6 0 5 4 ^ 128815^ 468' 25869 ~1506682 0 0 
compress 1 T" 0 ~ 1 T 6 ^ 6 1 16384 2 512 “ 4 " ~ ^ " T 12881605 461 12881598 ~" 468 25869 1 5 0 6 ^ 0 0 
compress f f 0 “ T 16 6 1 J6384 ^ ^ 512 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 12881605" 461 12881598 一 468 25SW 1506682 0 ^ ^ 
compress T" T 0 ~~~T 16 6 T j 6 3 8 4 ^ ] ^ 512 — 4 30 ~0 12881605 461 ~2881598 — 468 _ 2 5 8 6 9 _[506682 0 0 
5;|j;^ ^ f 0 ~ T ~ ~ ^ 6 1 16384 ~ ~ ~ 2 " ^ 4 ~ " 6 " ^ " 17808399~67262 17808381 6 7 2 ^ 56623 10574— 0 0 
^ f f 0 ~ ~ r 16 6 1 16384 ~ ^ ~ ^ 4~~¥~0~178Q8399 67262 17808381 67280 56623 ~ ~ 10574 0 0 
^ *^ f 0 ~ ~ f “ ^ ~ T ~ T j 6 ^ ~ ^ ~ ^ 4~T2~0 1 7 8 0 8 ^ 67262 17808381 ~ 67280 5 6 ^ 10574 0 0 
^ f f 0 ~ T ” T 6 ~ ¥ ~ 3 6 3 8 4 g _ Z M 4 3 5 T 17808399 67262 “ 17808381 ~ 67280 56623 10574 0 0 
^ -^ f 0 " " " " f ~ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2 512 4 ~T8~0"~ 17808399 ~67262 17808381 672TO 56623 10574 0 0 
; j j ^ Y T 0 ~ T ~~Te 6 1 16384 ” 2 “ ^ Z Z Z 1 ^ A Zlzggg^gg- _ g Z ^ ^7808381 67280 ~ 56623 10574 0 0 
; ^ f f 0 ~ ~ T ~ " " T e " 6 1' 16384 ~ ~ 2 ~ W ] 7 ~ ^ ~ ^ " ~ 0 17808399 67262 1780838T 67280 56623 10574 0 0 
; ^ ^ ^ 5 " ^ " T “ W ~ 6 1 16384 2| ^ A ^ ~ 0 1 7 8 0 8 ^ 67262 “ 17808381 67280 56623 10574 0 0 
^ Y f 0 ~ T ~ " T e " 6 1 16384 ~ 2 ' Z ^ I ~ ~ ^ ^ ~° ~7808399 67262 178083^ 67280 56623 10574 0 0 
— ^ f Q — ^ “ ^ 6 1 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 " " 6 " 0 9172803 1073 9172767 “ 1109 4644 58 0 0 
— ^ ^- 0 “ f ~ ~ 1 ^ 6 1 ^ 3 8 4 ~ 2 ~ 5 j g ~ ^ ^ T ~ 9 1 7 2 8 0 3 ~ ^ 0 7 3 9172767 1109 4644 58 0 0 
— :j- ^ - ~ ~ 0 ~ T " “ T e ^ T 1 W ” 2 " 512 4 " ^ ~ 0 9172803 1073 9172767 1109 4644 58 0 0 
— r r ~ " " ^ 0 ^ ' ~ " T e " 6 " T ^ 3 8 4 “ 2 ~ ^ 4 l 5 T ~ ~ 9 T 7 ^ 1073 9172767 1109 4644 ^ 0 0 
— :r r ~ ~ 0 “ f “ “ ^ H " l W ~ ~ 2 512 4 " T 8 ^ ~ ~ 9 ^ 7 ^ 1073 9172767 1109 4644 ^ 0 2 
— r : r ~ ~ 0 “ f “ T e " 6 " " l ^ ” 2 ~ ^ A~21~0 9172803 1073 9172767 1109 4644 ^ 0 0 
^ r 7 - ^ “ 0 ~ r - ~ " T 6 " 6 " T ^ T ^ " “ ^ 2 ~ ^ A ^ ~ 0 ~ ; j i m 6 3 1 073 — 9172767 1109 4644 58 0 0 
5- ^ - ~ ~ 0 “ r “ T ^ H " T ^ ― “ 2 ~ ^ 4 ' ^ ^ ^ 7 ^ 2 8 0 3 1073 — 9172767 1109 4644 58 0 0 
gJ {- ^~~0“f 16| 6| l| 16384| 2| 5i2| 4| 30| o| 9172803| 1073| 9172767丨 1109| 4644| 58| 1 _ O j 
. 逾 
5 Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Effect of Available Tagged Registers for Cache 0rganization(1,1,0,1) 
BM “ bht nd look nd sirrT^ncp Urresi[C1|C2 [datasi [dset |bhten [bhtset|wm |lf |def use |defwaste |tag use |tagwaste 
tial 1 1 0 1 T 6 ~ 6 ~ r ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 5 1 ^一 4 6 “ 0 77989 23886 45535 0 
tial 1 1 ~ 0 1 “ 16 ~ 6 ~~T 16384 2 512 4 9 0 77989 23886 45535 0 
tial 1 1 “ 0 1 “ 16 ~ 6 ~~T" 16384 2 512 4 ~ T I 0 — 77989 ~ 23886 ~ 45535 0 
tial 1 1 “ 0 1 “ 16 ~ 6 ~"T" 16384 ~ 2 512 4 ~~"TF 0 一 77989 ~ 23886 ~ 45535 0 “ ~ tial - 1 1 0 1 16 ~6 ~~fl63^ 2 “ 512 4 18 “ 0 77989 23886 45535 0 tial 1 1 0 1 16 ~6 ~~1 ~~f6384 2 “ 512 ~4 21 0 77989 23^ 45^ 0 tial 1 1 0 1 16 ~6 ~"1"~T6384 2 “ 512 ~4 24 ~~0 77989 238^  45^ 0 I :.  tial 1 1 0 1 16 ~6 ~T""T6384 2 “ 512 ~4 27 ~~"0 77989 23雨 45535 0 I : tial “ 1 ~ 0 ~T 16 ~"6~T 16384 2 512 4 ~30 0 _ 77989 — 23886 — 45535 — 0 
tomcatv - 1 ~T 0 —~T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 6 0 393765 ~ " 375026 — 5705897 —920605 toi^atv 1 1 0 1 ~ 16 ~6~ 16384 2 512 — 4 9 ~0 393765 3750^  5705897 920^ 
tomcatv 1 1 0 1 16 ~6 ~~^ ~6384 2 “ 512 ~4 12 — 0 393765 375^ 5705897 920605 
tomcatv 1 1 0 1 16 6 1 ~6384 2 “ 512 ~4 15 0 393765 3 7 5 0 ^ 5705897 920605 
tomcatv “ 1 ~ 0 — 1 16 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 “~~Ts ~ 0 — 393765 375026 — 5705897 920605 
tomcatv 1 1 0 1 16 6 1"T^ 384 2 “ 512 T 21 ~0 393765 375026 5705897 920605 
tomcatv 1 1 0 1 1 6 ~ ^ f~T6384 2 ~ 512 4 24 0 393765 3 7 5 ^ 5705897 920605 tomcatv 1 T 0" 1 16 6 1~?6^ 2~ 512 4 27 0 3937^  3750^  5705897 920605 
tomcatv 1 1 0" 1 16 6^ ~~1"~^ [63^  2 — 512 4 30 ~~0 393765 3750^  5705897 920605 
^ T" 1 “ 0 1_ 16 6 ~T 16384 T 512— 4 6 ~~0 81 ~M 74 ~0 
ora T" 1 0 ~~~T" ~~T^~6~ 16384 _ 2 512 — 4 9 ~0 81 ~80" 74 ~0 ^ "^ 1 0 1 16 ~6"~T 16384 ~2 512 4 ~~?2 0 — 81 ~ 80 — 74 0 “ 
o7a" f 1 0 1 ~ 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 — 4 15 ~ 0 81 80 74 ~ 0 ；v' ^ T T" 0 ~~T" 16 ~6 1 16384— 2 ~ ^ 4 18 0 “ 81— 80" 74 百 
!::::::.. ^ T T 0 ~~T 16 ~6 ~ T 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 21 0 “ 81— 80" 74 0 ：‘ ^ 1 1 o"~~T 16 ~6~T 16384 2 512 4 ~~^ 0 — 81 — 80 — 74 — 0 |S' ^ T 1 0 ~~T~T6~6~T' 16384 2 512 4 27 ~0 81 80 ~74 0 [f ^ r T" 0 ~~T 16 6 1 16384 2 512' 4 30 0 81 — 80 74 0 
j V： '；•• ^ ^ _ w _ _ ~ ^ _ 
I ., compress T" T 0 T" 16"~6~?^ 16^ 2 512 4 6 0 104218 1555655 1172 0 
compress T LZZ^Z3ZI3IZ^ 1 _lg^ZH_5J2 4 9 0— 104218 1555655"~ 1172 — 0 
5 compress f f 0 ~"T~T6~6~T~T^~~2 ~^~~T~~^~~0~ 104218 1555655 1172 0 ¥' compress T f "““0 ~"f~T6~6 1 16384 ~~2 ~~^ 4 _ ^ _0 104218 1555655 1172 0 6 compress T T" ~~0 ~"T" ~~T6~6~T 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 18 0 104218 1555655 1172 0 compress f T" ~~0~T" ”^~6~T^84 ~~2~~^ 4~^ ~0 104218 1555655 1172 0 compress T" T"~~0 ~~T""““T6~^ ~T"lBM ~~2~~^ 4 24 " 0 104218 1555655 1172 0 ： compress T" T"““0 ““f ~~^6~6""^^ ~~2~~W A~~Zf~~0 104^ 1555655 1172 0 I compress T 1 "0 1 16 "T"T 16384 ~~2 ~~^ 4 _ ^ __0 104218 1555655 1172 0 
:p~^~Q~~^^±ZZlZI^ iZIZZI° 386632 108095 119761 0 _ ^ T T"•0"““T~"Tfi~fi~Tj6^^^]；]^ lIZZ_Q 386632 108095 119761 0 ^ T T~~0~T"“^~~^~^J^^~lA^Z^ i__li—0 386632 108095 119761 0 
^ f T" 0 ~ ~ T " ~ " T ^ ~ F ~ T ^ j ^ ^ ; ; ^ ; [ ; j g i Z 3 I Z " Q 386632 108095 119761 0 ^ T" T 0 ~ r ~~?6~6 1 16384 2 ~~STI 4 ~W ~~0 386632 108095 119761 0 ^ f f~~0~r”?fi~fi~T^6^~^^；^^ 4 —~^ "~"0 386632 108095 119761 0 ^ ^ f~~0~r~^~~^~J^^ZZHI^— 4— 24 0 386632 108095 119761 0 
； ^ ^ f ~ ~ 0 ~^T"““T6~6 1 16384 2 一51 2 | 4 — 27 0 386632 108095 119761 0 
； ^ ^ f ~ ~ 0 ” f ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 1 16384 一 ~ 2 ~ 512| 4 30 0" 386632 108095 119761 0 
— f f ~ " 0 ” f “ T e ^ " T ^ ^ ~ ~ I I Z ^ Z ^ ~ 6 “0~ 113791 — 13451 ^ M 1 Z I 
— f f ~~0 “ f ~ T e ^ " " l ^ ~ ~ 2 " ^ " " T ~ ~ 9 ~0 113791 13451 31381 0 — f f~~0““r^“^^"T"^f63^ ““2 512 — 4 12 0 113791 13451 31381 0 — ^ f~~0~~f”T6"6""1^ “ “ 7 Z M Z r ^ ~ ^ ~~0 113791 13451 31381 0 — f f~"o~~T“T6"6""T63^ ~"^ZJ^ZZU^^ 0 113791 13451 31381 0 ™ r f~"0^“^T"~~T6"6""T^ ““2 512 4 21 0 — 113791 13451 31381 0 — r f~~^0"““f“w~6~^1^~~2~^ 4 24 ~^ 113791 13451 31381 0 — r r ““0 ““i -"^"6"T"Ti^ ” 2 ~ ^ Z Z i Z F 0 11^ 13451 31381 0 
5J ^ :f~~0~~：^~~?6~6| l| 1 6 3 8 4 | 2| 512| …3o| 0丨 11379l| 1345l| 31381| 0| 
？ . 
I 
I Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
！ Effect of Available Tagged Registers for Cache 0rganization(1,1,0,1) 
‘ p M | b h t n d | l o o k n d | s i m p | n c p | l i n e s i | C 1 | C 2 | d a t a s i | d s e t | b h t e n | b h t s e t | w m | l f | a b p |abp corr |abp% |look bp |lookbpcorr |lookbp% 
‘ ! i i ! 1 1 ° _ _ 1 _ _ 1 6 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~ 6 " ^ 17653457 “ 15634131 0.885613 — 17653457 “ 15633401 0.885572 
^ 1 . _ _ _ 1 ° _ _ 1 _ _ 1 6 6 1 16384 2 512 4 " ~ 9 ~ 0 " 17653457 ‘ 15634131 0.885613 17653457 “ 15633401 0.885572 !ii! 1 1 0 __1__16 6 1 16384 2" 512 4~lI~0"~ 17653457 ~ 15634131 "0.885613 17653457 ~ 15633401 0.885572 
!if! 1 1 0 _ _ 1 _ _ 1 6 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~T5"~0~17653457 15634131 0.885613 ~ 17653457 ~ 15633401 0.885572 
^ 1 1 0 _ _ _ 1 _ _ 1 6 6 1 16384 2" 512 4 ^ ~ 0 ~ 17653457 15634131 —0.885613 17653457 ~ 15633401 0.885572 ' t|£| 1 1 0_1__16_g__JL3Mi 2 512 4 ^~0~ 17653457 15634131 —0.885613 17653457 15633401 0.885572 I t|5l 1 1 0__1__lg,_i__lIigggi 2. 512 ~4^~0~ 17653457 15634131 "0.885613 ~17653457 — 15633401 _0.885572 t|a| 1 1 0 _^ 16 6 __1 16384 — 2 512 4 "^"0 17653ll7 15634131 0.885613 17653457 ~15633401 0.885572 
tial 1 1 0 1 16 6 __1 16384 ~ 2 512 4 ~30"~0 1 7 6 5 3 ^ 15634131 0.885613 ~17653457 ~15633401 0.885572 
~~~~~~"^~~ _____«__ ^ — ~ — — ‘ ‘ “ “‘ ‘ “ ‘ — ‘ ‘ — ~ — ~ - ^ ~ ~ — 
__________________ ____•_«»>«<_ 
i" tomcatv ^ 1 0 _^ 16~T ~""f" 16384 2 512 ~ 4 ~6"~0 333976^  3320823 0.9943^  33397^  3320801 0.994321 
tomcatv ;|_ 1 0 1 1 ^ ~ 6 ~ ~ T " 16384 2 512— 4 ~ 9 ~ 0 3339768 3320Sl3 0.994327 33397^ 3320801 0.9943F 
tomcatv ^ _^ 0 _ _ 1 16 ~ 6 ~~T" 16384 2 ~ " ^ 4 ~\2~0 ~~~3339768 3320823 0.994327 — 3339768 ~ 3320801 0.994321 
I ^ a t v T 1 “ 0 1— 1 6 ~ 6 ~ ~ T 16384 2 512— 4 ~ ^ " 5 " 3339768 3320823 0.994327 3339768 3320801" 0.994321 
tomcatv 1 1 0 ~~~T" 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 1638? 2 — ~ ^ 4 ~1^~0 ~~"3339768 ~ ~ 3320823 ~0.994327 ~ 3339768 ~ 3320801 0.994321 
tomcatv “ 1 ~T 0 ~ "T " 16 6 _ ~ f 16384 2 5 lT 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 3 3 3 9 W 3 3 2 ^ ^ 0.9943^ 33397^ 3320801 0.994321 
tomcatv 1 ~T 0 ~ T " 16 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 2 5 lT 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 33397^ 3320823 0 . 9 9 4 ^ 33397^ 3 3 2 0 ^ 0.994321 
tomcatv “ 1 1 0 ~ ~ T 16 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 5lY 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 33397^ 3320823 0.9943^ 3339768 3 3 2 0 ^ 0.9943^ 
tomcatv “ 1 ~T 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~~S lY 4 ~30~0 33397^ 3320823 0.994327 3339768 3 3 2 0 ^ 0.9943^ 
ora 1 1 0 ~~T" 16 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 ~ " ^ 4 ~~6"0 6 3 3 1 ^ 6158318 0 . 9 7 2 ^ 6 3 3 1 ^ 6158316 0.9726^ 
ora “ 1 ~T 0 ~~T 16 ~6~T 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 ~9~0 6331^99 6158318 0.972648 6331^ 615^ T6 0.9726^  
ora “ 1 ~ r 0 ~ T " 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~W~0 6331499 6158318 0.972648 6331499 61583^6 0.9726^ 
5ii> T" 1 0 ~~T" 16 ~6"~~ f 16384 2 — 5 1 2 4 ^ i s T ~ " 6 3 3 1 4 9 9 6158318 0.972648 — 6331499 ~ 6158316 0.972647 
Zra T" 1 0 ~~T" 16 ~ 6 ~ ~ T 16384 ~ 2 512_ 4 ~?8~0 6331499 6158318 0.972648 6331499 6158316 "a972647 ^ 1 T" 0 1 !^ ~6 “iT 16384 2 512— 4 ~^ ~0 6331499 61583TS 0.972648 6331^  6158316 0.972^  
: ^ 1 1 0 ~ T " 16 ~ 6 1 16384 2 ~ ~ " ^ 4 ^ ~ 6 6331499 6158318 0 . 9 7 2 ^ 6331499 6158316 0.972647 I ^ 1 T 0 T'“1¥~6~1 ~~16384 2 ”512 4 ~W~0 ~~6331499 ~ 6158318 0.972648 — 6331499 ~ 6158316 0.972647 ^ 1 T" 0 i T6~6 ~1"~16384 ~ T 512 4~30~0 633149¥ 6158318 0.9726^  6331499 6158316 0.972^  
compress T" f 0 1 T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~~ IT2 ~ ~ T 6~0 12882066 1137906^ 0.883326 12882066 11379064 0.8833^ 
compress T f 0 ~ ~ 1 ^ 6 1 16384 ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ ^ ~4 9 " T " 12882066 11379065" 0.883326 12882066 11379064 0.883326 
compress 1 f 0 T T 6 ~ 6 ~ f ~ r ^ ^ ~ ~ 2 ” ^ 4~?2~0 12882066 ~ 11379065" 0.883326~ 12882066 11379064 0.883326 
compress T T'~0^ f ^ ~ 6 ~ 1 ~~16384 2 ” ^ 4"~1^~0 12882066 ~ 11379065 0.883326 12882066 11379064 0.883326 
compress T T 0 ““T ~ ~T 6 ~ 6 " ~T ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 512 ~ ~ ~ 4 " T 8 " o " 12882066 一 11379065 0.883326 12882066 ~ 11379064 —0.883326 
compress T T" 0 ~ 1 T 6 ~ 6 1 16384 2 512 ~ 4 ~ ^ T " 12882066' 11379065 0.883326 ~ 12882066 11379064 "0.883326 
compress i f 0 ~ ~ T ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ” 5 1 2 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 ~ 1 2 ^ 2 0 ^ 11379065 0.883326 12882066 11379064 0 . 8 8 3 ^ 
compress T" ^ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ T ~~~TF~6 1 16384 2 ^ ^ j T 2 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 12882066 ~~vT379065 0.883326 1 2 8 8 2 ^ 1J[379064 _0j83326 
compress T f 0 ”T~"T6~6~T~T6^ 2 ~~^ 4^ ^ 1^^ 882066 11379065 0.883l^  12882^  11379064 0.883326 
^ f f 0 “ T " ~ ^ 6 1 16384 2 “ ^ 4 —~6~0~r7875MT" 16555889 0.926169 17875661 16555862 0 926^68 
;j];r f f ^ ~ T “ ? 6 ~ 6 1 16384 2 512 ZZZI^^ 17875661 一16555889 ~0：926169 17875661 16555862 0.926168 ^ Y ^ 0 ~~f Te 6 1 16384" 2 512 4 ~lTT~l7875661 16555889 ~0.926169 ~"T7875661 16555862 0.926168 
^ ^ ^ 0 ~ ~ f ~ ~ ^ 6 6 1 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 15~0 1787SW 16555889 0.926169 1787566T 16555862 0.926168 
；^ ^ ^ 0 ~ ~ ^ - “ ^ 6 " 6 ' 1 16384 ~ ~ 2 512 4 1 8 ^ 17875661 ~~^6555889 0.926?^ 178756^ 16555862 0.926168 ；^  T ^ Q ~~ "^~f6 6 1 16384 2 ~~5T2 4~^ T~l7875661 16555889 0.926169 17875661 16555862 0.926168 ^ r j——0~~f~"?6~6 1 16384 ~~2~~^ ^""^"^"^^g^_[gg^5889 0.9261^  1787566T 16555862 0.926168 
^ r ^——0"""^ r“T6~6 1 16384 2~~^ 4^""0] j7g^^j655^ 0.926169 1787566? 16555862 0.926168 
^ ^ ^~"0~~f”T6~6 1 16384 ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ 4~WT~7875661 16555889 ~0：92^  178756^  16555862 0.926168 
r T——Q 1 16 6 1 16384 2 “ ^ 4~~6~0 ~~9173876 8706899 0.949097 9173^  87068^  0-949096 
— ^ r——Q ” : r ” ^ 6 1 " w M A 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ 9 " " 0 ~ ^ 1 7 3 8 7 6 ] ^ ^ ^ ; g g g g g ^ ] ] ^ j j ^ ^ _ _ ^ ; l Z g g I i 8 7 0 6 ^ 0.949096 
— ^ } — — ^ “ : r ~ 运 6 1 ~ T 6 3 ^ 2 " " • ^ 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 一~9173876 8706899 0.949097 9 1 7 3 ^ 8706890 0.949096 — 1 1~"^ ~^~":r~T6~6" 1 16384 ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ 4 15""0 ~~9^7^ 870689^  0.949097 9173876 8706890 0.949096 
— 1 1—— ~^r~~l6~"6 1 16384 “^2~~^ 4~t8T ~9173876 8706899 0.949097 9173876 8706890 0.949096 
— 1 1““^~~7-~T6^"T"l63M"~T~~^ A~2^ ~0 ~~9m^ 870^ 0.949097 9173876 8706890 0.949096 
— 1 ^ ― ^ “ r ^ " ^ " T " 1 ^ 5 ^ “ ^ 2 “ ^ ^ A ~ ^ ~ 6 ~9173876 8706899 ~ 0 ： 9 4 ^ 9173876 8706890 0.949096 f!I ^ L__^__1~~^^^-76^"T”IT2"~A^~0~9173876 870^ 99 0.949097 9173876 8706890 0.949096 
gJ 1 1 ~ - ^ ^ ~ : ^ ^ “ 16384| 2| 5i.2| 4| 30| o| 9173876| 8706899| 0.949097+ 9173876! 8706890| 0.949096 
. • 
I Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
！ Effect of Available Tagged Registers for Cache 0rganization(1,1,0,1) 
BM 3 j j j _gg_ jgg j^_g j_g i j ^ j ; ^g . . . l ines i |C1|C2|datas i |dset |bh ten |bhtse t |wm| l f |cp i |bastime [bas cpi |memcpi 
tial 1 1 0 _ _ 1 _ _ _ l i ^ Z I Z ^ g ^ 2 ^ 5 1 2 T ~ 6 ~ 0 ~~ 1.058155 — 104038652 1.040387 0.017768 
tial 1 1 0__1__16 ~6~~16384 2 512 4"~T~0~ 1.058155 ~ 104038652 1.040387 0.017768 
^ 1 1 0 1 16 6 ~~T' 16384 2 512 — 4 ~l2~0 1.0581^  104038^  1040387 0.017768 tial 1 1 0 __1 16 ~6"~T 16384 2 5lf 4 ^~0 1.058^ ^ 104038652 ~~~T040387 0.017768 tial 1 1 0 __1___16 ~6~~T~16384 2 512 4"~?8~0~ 1.058155 ~ 104038652 1.040387 0.01776^  
tial 1 1 0 _ _ 2 _ _ _ 1 6 ~ ~ 6 " ~ T ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 512 A ~ 2 ^ ~ Q ~ 1.058155 — 104038652 1.040387 0.017768 
.”: : . . . t ial 1 1 0 _ 2 _ _ _ 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 512 4 " ~ ^ ~ 0 ~ 1.058155_ 104038652 1.040387 0.017768 
tial 1 1 0 __^_ 16 ~~6 ~ T ' 16384 2 512— 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 " 1.0581^ 104038652 1.040387 0.017768 tial 1 1 0 ~~—"T" 16 ~6~T 16384 “ 2 512' 4 ^ ^ 1.058155 104038^  1.040387 0.017768 
tomcatv 1 1 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ f ~ T 6 3 8 4 2 512 ~4~~6~0"~ 1.739695 1000378^ 1.000379 0.739316 
tomcatv 1 1 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T ~ 6 3 8 4 2 512 4 ~ 9 " T " 1.739695 1000378^ 1.000379 0.739316 
tomcatv “ 1 ~ 0 ~~T" 16 ~6"~~T 16384 2 5 lT 4 ~l2~0 1.739695 100037890 1.000379 0.739316 
tomcatv 1 1 0 “ 1 16 ~ 6 ~T" ~T6384 2 512 ~4 "~^~0 " " 1.739695 100037890 1.000379 0.739316 
tomcatv 1 1 0 1 ~ 16~"6~ 16384 2 512 4 ~T8~0" 1.739695" 100037890 1.000^  0.73^ T6 
tomcatv 1 1 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ 1 ~~"T"6384 2 “ 512 4 ~ 2 T T 1.739695 1000378W 1.000379 0.739316 tomcatv ‘ 1 1 0 —~T" 16 ~6"~T 16384 2 ~~5^ 2 4 ~^ ~0 1.739695 100037890 ~~1000379 ~0.739316 
； tomcatv “ 1 ~T 0 ~ ~ T 16 ~6 1 16384 2 _ ~ ^ 4 ~f7~Q 1.739695 100037890 1.000379 ~0 .739316 
I tomcatv 1 1 0 “ 1 16 ~ 6 ~1"~T"6384 2 “ 512 4 ~30"~0"" 1.739695 100037890 1.000379 0.739316 
I 
^ 1 1 0 ~ ~ T ~ 16 6 —1 16384 2 512 4 ~~6~0 1.003517 100346362 1.0034^ 5 . 3 E ^ 
^ T" T" 0 T" 16 ~ 6 ~T" 16384 2 512 4 ~~9~0 1.003517 100346362 — 1.003464 5.3E-05 
^ 1 T" 0 — " r 16 6"~~T"~T63^ 2 ~ ^ 4 1T"0 1.003517 100346362 ~~1.003464 — 5.3E-05 
^ 1 T" 0 ~ T 16 " ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 l T ^ 1.003517 100346362 ~" l .003464 — 5.3E-05 
^ 1 1 0 — ~ f 16 ~ 6 ~ T ~ l 6 ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 T s T 1.003517 100346362 1.003464 — 5.3E-05 
^ T" - 1 0 ~ T ~ W ~ 6 — r 16384 “~~"2 512 ~ 4 ~ 2 ? " ~ 0 1.003517 10034636T 1.003464 5.3E-05 
^ T" T" 0 r T1" 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 " 1.Q035TT 100346362 1.003464 5.3E-05 
^ T" 1 0 T T 6 ~ F ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 " 1.003517 100346362 1.003464 5.3E-05 
^ T" T" 0 r T e ^ ~ T 16384 2 512 4 " ~ ^ ~ 0 1.00351T 1Q0346362 1.003464 5.3E-05 
compress 1 T 0 ~ ~ T T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 6 ~0" 1.4377^ 90303362 1.034434 0.403333 
compress T" i" 0 ~ ~ T W 6 1 16384 2 512 4 9 ~0 1.437767 — 90303362 1.034434 0.403333 
compress f f o ~ T ~ ~ ~ ^ 6 1 16384 2 512 4 12 ~0"~ 1.437767 ~ 90303362 1.034434 0.403333 
compress T 1 0 ~ f ~ ~ T ^ 6 1 16384 2 512 4 15"o"~ 1.437767 90303362 1.034434 0.403333 
compress T" f 0 ~ ~ " T ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ " T l 3 M 2 512 4"^"8~0 ~~T.437767 90303362 1.034434 —0.403333 
compress T" T ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ f ~ ^ ~ 6 1 16384 2 ~~ST2 4 ^ ~ 0 1.437767 90303362 1 . 0 3 4 ^ 0-403333 
compress T T 0 ~ T " ~ T ^ ~ 6 " ~ T ~ 2 l 6 3 8 4 2 ^ ^ j g 4 ^ T ~ 1 4 3 7 7 6 7 90303362 1.034434 0.403333 
compress T" T ~ ~ 0 “ T " ~ ~ ^ ~ Q ~ ^ Z ^ ^ ^ Z Z 1 Z 1 ^ - 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 1.437767 903033^ 1.034434 0.403333 
compress T" T " ~ ~ o Z T Z Z ^ I ^ Z I I i g ^ Z l A — ^ ? 4 ^ ~ 0 1.437767 90303362 1.034434 0.403333 
^ f f 0"T“Te 6 1 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4"~~6~Q ~~1105902 102639544 一1.026395 0.079507 
^ f f 0 ~ ~ f “ ^ " 6 1 16384 2 “ ^ 4 ~9~0 1.105902 102639544 1.026395 0.079507 
^ Y f~~0“T~"^^"T 1 16384 ~~~2 512 4 ^ T ~"1.105902 ~~102639544 1.026395 0.079507 ；^  f f~~0~T"“T^"6 1 16384 2 ~g2； 11下 1.105902 10263^ 1.026395 0.079507 
^ f :f 0 ~ ~ f ~ " " ^ 6 1 16384 2 — 512 4 ^ [ 8 ~ 0 ~ 1.105902 ~ 102639544 1.026395 0.079507 
^ r f~"^0~"f~"^6~6 1 16384 "““2 ~512 4 1TT 1.105902 102639544 1.026395 0.079507 
^ r f~"0“T"~"^6^ 1 16384 ~~2 ~~^ 4 24 ~0 1.105902 102639544 1.026395 0.079507 
^ T f ~~0 ““T"~^6"6"T 16384 ~~2 “ ^ 4 27 "0 1.105902 102639544 1.026395 0.079507 
^ ^ Y~"0“T"~~^~6~I]!^ZIIZMZ~^^~° 1.105902 102639544 1.026395 0.079507 
:r ^——Q ~ y - “ T 6 ~ ^ 1 16384' 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ^ T _ _ K 0 2 3 9 ^ — 1 0 0 9 3 3 9 5 4 1.00934 0.014576 — r :r——Q """"^~~:[^^― 16384 2 “512 4~9"T 1.023916 100933954 1.00934 0-014576 
— T r——Q~""y-~":[^ ^—-16384 2'~~^ i3^j^_1.023^ 100933954 1.00934 0.014576 — :r T——Q ~^““Te"T 1 16384 2 “512 4 ~T5~0 1.023916 100933954 1.00934 0.014576 
— } r——0 “:p~i6^--l63^~"2~~5l2 4^~0 1.023916 100933954 ――1.00934 0.014576 — r——Q”^“^^1 1 16384 2 ~~512 4^~0 1.023916 100933954 1.00934 0.014576 
— 1 — — 5 " ~ ~ T “ : j ^ ^ - ^ 6 3 ^ 2 “ W ( 2 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 ~ 1 0 2 3 9 1 6 100933954 1.00934 0.014576 
— \ }——0“:r^“^^^ — -^[6^~~2”^~^~W6 1.023916 100933954 1.00934 0.014576 ~ \ \——0 ~^~~&lf^~T6384| 2| 5t2| 4| 3o| o| 1.023916! 100933954| 1.00934| 0.014576 
-盘 
1 
Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Default Priority Scheme 
|BM bhtnd looknd |s imp |ncp | l inesi |C1|C2 |datasi |dset |bhten |bhtset [wm |lf |time |count |dpart hit [data hit |datamiss 
^ ° ° ° 1 _ _ 1 6 6 1 16384 2 512 ~ 4 ~ ~ 106463898 100000000 18"MT" 28179766 232654 t|i! 1 ° ° 1__16 6 1 16384 2 512 4 1 ~0 106362766 100000000 119W 28179766 131728 
^ ] ° 0 1 _ _ 1 6 6 __1 16384 “ 2 512 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 ~~T06341458 ~ 100000000 129624 ~~28179777 121880 t|5l 0 1 0 ^ __16^^2_26384 ]]^ T __512 ~~ 4 — 1059415^  100000000 185^ 28196457 493^  t|£! 1 1 0 ^__26^^__J6384 2_—..512 — 4 1 ~0 1059396?5 100000000 193W 28196457 40866 
t|a| 1 1 0 1 _ _ 1 6 _ _ 6 ] 3 L j L g ^ Z I j 512 ~ ~ 4 3 ~ 0 1059395^ 100000000 1 9 5 ^ 281964^ 39T4T 
tomcatv 0 0 0 ; j___16 ~ 6 ~ T ' 16384 2 512 “ 4 197993749 100000000 1153492 ~~25242485 9117186 
tomcatv 1 0 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~~T" 16384 2 — 512 4 1 ~ 0 ~ 197650952 100000000 1940326 25242737 8330100 
tomcatv 1 0 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ ~ T 1 6 3 ^ 2 — 512 4 3 ~ 0 ~ 197301606 100000000 2577MT 252427^ ^92545 
tomcatv 0 _^ 0 1 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 512 4 _ 191304450 100000000 29657^7 25703349 68440^ 
tomcatv ^ _^ 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~~T" 1 6 3 ^ 2 — 512 4 1 ~0"~ 191304398 100000000 3 3 2 5 ^ 25703349 6484599 
tomcatv ~ 1 _^ 0 1 ~ T 6 " ~ ~ 6 ~ f " 16384 2 512 — 4 3"~0 191304397 100000000 — 3604335 25703349 6205479 
i ora — 0 0 0 T 1 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ ~~T00352937 ""lOOOOOOOO ~ 191 31024275 ~ 578 
ora - 1 0 0 ~ 1 16 ~ 6 ~~1 16384 2 512 4 1 ~ 0 100352891 100000000 225 ~~31024275 544 
ora — 1 0 0 T 1 6 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 2 一 " ^ 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 ~~T00352836 ~100000000 ~ 244 31024275 ~ 525 
i ora 一 0 ~ T 0 “ 1 16 ~ 6 ~T" "~16384 2 512 — 4 — 100352T44 100000000 455 31024302 287 
I ora — 1 T 0 T 16 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ T " " 5 " ~"T00352142 ~100000000 ~ 456— 31024302 286 
i ora — 1 T 0 ~ T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~ ~ " ^ 4 ~ " 3 ~ 0 ~ ~ T 0 0 3 5 2 1 4 2 ~100000000 456 — 31024302 286 
compress 0 0 0 1 — 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 —~~ —— 126734671 87297360 87327 28922804 3573473 
^ p r e s s T" 0 0 1 ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~ " " ^ " 4 ~ ~ T ~ 0 126696402 87297360 107782 28922804 3553018 
compress T" 0" 0 1 1 6 ~ 6 f 16384 2 512 4 3 0~ 126695186 87297360 1 0 8 ^ 28922807 3552545 
compress 0 1 _ 0 1 16 6 1 16384 2 sT2 4 125576055 ~ 87297360" 123709T 28923695 2422812 
compress T 1 ~ ~ 0 T ~ ^ 6 6 l" 16384 2~ 512" 4 1 ~0" 125576023 87297360 1237158 28923695 2422751 
compress 1 T 0 1 1 6 ~ 6 1 T ^ i ~ ~ ~ ^ 512 4 3 ~ 0 125576003 ~~87297360 1237171 28923695 ~ 2422738 
^ 0 0 0 1 T ? ~ 6 ~ ~ r 16384 2 512" 4 fl4680294 100000000 60646 41916344 11740^ ^ ^ 0 0~~1 T6~6 ""^ f 16384 2 ~~512 4 ~T~0"~ 114098278 100000000" 618535 41916345 616163 ^^ 1 0 0 1 T6~6 ~1 16384 2 512 4 ~~3"~~0 113702465 100000000 678528 —41916346 ~ 556169 ^^ 0 T" 0 T" ^~6 ~1 16384 2 ~ "^ 4 111752383 100000000 833693 42008573 308777 
; ^ f f 0 1 t 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 " ~ ~ 1 " ~ 0 " 111746585 100000000 846856 42008573 295614 ;;iii^  ^ T" 0 T ~~Te 6 1 ~ 16384 2 512 4 ~~3~0 1117454?4 100000000 847^ 42008573 294907 
^ 0 0 0 i T6 6 1 ~ ~ T e I ^ 2 512 — 4 一 1026561^ 100000000 437 33546290 171"W r^ f 0 0 r "“^ T6""6"T ““T^5 ]^]^ __.512 4 ~~"T 0 102655221_ 100000000 982 335462^  1713^  
^ :p 0 0 T ”Te" 6 1 ~~T63^  2 ~~^ 4 ~~3~0" 102555995 100000000" 17505 33546290 154839 
— 0 T 0 T " ” T e 6 1 ~ T e ^ 2 5 1 2 4 1 0 2 3 9 6 8 3 T 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 5 4 3 3 3 S 6 7 8 1 2 1 2 6 ^ 
^ f f 0 ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ^ 6 6 1 ” ! e l ^ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ ~ r ~ 0 " ~ 1 0 2 3 9 6 8 2 6 100000000— 24547 33567812 126275 
— J f 0 T ~ ~ ^ " i j “ ^ T 16384| 2| 5 i2 | 4| 3| o| 102396826| 100000000| 2455o| 33567812丨 126272 
, i 
P Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
_ Default Priority Scheme 
i I 
“ 響 p M bht nd look nd sim p nc p In si C1 [C2 [data si |d st [bht en|bht st |wm[lf |a bht hit |a bht mi |lk bht hit |lk bht mi |def kill c1 |def kill c2 |tg k cT~~|tg k c2 
m !i i ! ° 0 _ 0 _ _ l _ i g . _ g . _ _ 1 16384 ~~2 512 4 175807^ 72705 _ ~ 2 8 ^ 90^8 g ^ 1 0 0_1..16 6 1 16384 ]__gjj_^]^]j^][j^^gggjgg_^]^g^^____^ ‘ 28224 9^ M 0 S tia| 1 2._0 _l_:lg__g_Zj]jjggim^ 4 ~~^~0 175807lI~72^  _ 27^ 90^  6184 0 
I ” Hi! 0 1 _ _ 0 _ _ l _ J l i _ g . _ L J 6 3 8 4 ^ _ _ 5 2 2 ^ _ _ 4 ~ " ~ " 175807^ 72705 17578840_ 74617 2 7 ^ 84ST 35823 ^ 
^ r ^ tia| 1 1 0 __1 16 6 1 16384 _ 2 512 4 " ~ T T ~ 7 5 8 0 7 5 2 ~~72705 1 7 5 7 8 ^ 74617" 27162 8451 3 l ^ T ^ 
署 tial 1 1 0__l_lg__g__LJg^ Zj^ _^ ZZj"—j""^ ~^ 7580752~~7^ 751" 17578^  74617" 27162 8451 39098 T^ i e ZZIZ = ZI. - . 
9 ^ 
® \ tomcatv 0 0 0 __1 16 6 ~ T 16384 —~2 512 4 "" 3338278 1490 一 — 4386487 1138620 
‘ tomcatv 1 0 0 _ 1 16 ~ 6 ~ 16384 —"2 512 4 ~ T T ' 3338278 1490 _ 一 4386361 1138494 To 0 
' ^ ^ tomcatv — 1 0 0 1 16 ~6~T~T6384"~~2 ~~IT2 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 3338278 1490 — 4386361 1138494 70111 0 
tomcatv 0 l" 0 ~ T " ~ l 6 ~ " 6 ~ T " l 6 3 8 4 ~ 2 ~ 512 4 3338278 1490 3338248 1520 _4113211 ~927718 7337S79 555213 
取 ： ^ c a t v 2_ 1 0 _ 1 16 ~ 6 ~ 16384 ~~2 512— 4 " T ^ " 3338278 1490 — 3338248 — 1520 4113211 9277^8 7337579 555213 
一 tomcatv T 1 0 ~ ^ ~ 1 6 ~ 6 ' ~ ' 1 6 3 8 4 ― “ 2 ~ 512 4 ~ 3 ^ 3 3 3 8 ^ 1490 3338248 1520 —4113211 ~927718 7694218 555213 
. v — 
ora — 0 "5" 0 ~ T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ 2 512 4 6330310 1189 171 ~46 — “ 
ora T" 0 0 ~ r n " 6 ~ 6 ~ " l 6 3 8 4 ~"~2~ 512 4 " " T T 6330310 1189 ~ _ 171 46 T 0 
: ora — 1 0 0 ~~T 16 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 ~ 2 512 4 ~ 3 " ^ " 6330310 1189 — 171 ~46 15 0 
i ora 0 1' 0 ~ f ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T " l 6 3 8 4 ~ ~ 2 ~ J u 4 633Wjo" 1189 6330300 1199 ~ 164 — 42 ^ 6 
ora T 1 0 ~~T"n6"~6"~T~16384 2 512 4 ~ T T 6330^0 1189 6330300 1199 — 164 42 ^ 6 
!• ora T" 1 0 ~~T"~T6~6~T~16384 ~ 2 ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ ~ 4 ~ 3 " ^ 633Q3To 1189 6330300 1199 164 42 203 6 
compress 0 0 0"~~T"~T6~6~T~16384 ― “2~"5?2 4 12881605 4ST _ 43062 1506096 ~ 
compress T" 0' 0 ~ T ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~~2~ 512 4 ~ T T 12881605 461 _ 430621506096 0 0 
compress 3 Z~~^ 百 0 ~ T " 1 6 ~ 6 " ~T 16384 ~ 2 512 ~ ~ 4 " ~ 3 ^ " 12881605 461 一 43061 1506096 17259 0 
c o m p r e s s ] 3 I ^ 1 0 ^ ^ 1 6 ~ 6 ~ " 1 6 3 8 4 2 ^ 4"~" 1 2 8 8 l ^ 461 12881598 468 ~ 43031 ^ 0 6 0 6 6 122796 22 
compress T f 0 ~~T" 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384"~2 512 4 ~T~0 12881605 — 461 ~2881598 — 468 4 3 0 ^ 15060^ 122796 22 
compress ] ^ ] ^ 3 l I ^ Z T r ^ H _ 1 6 3 8 4 ― “2 512 4 ~ ~ 3 ^ 12881605 46T 12881598 468 43031 ^ 0 6 0 6 6 1227^ 22 
i i i i ^ 0 Q 0 ~ r ~ T 6 " ~ 6 " ~ 16384 ~ 2 512 ~ T 17808399 6 7 2 ^ 65347 ~ 22226 — 
^ ^ T 0 0 ~ ~ i " ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T l 6 ^ ~ T ~ " ^ 4 ~ T T 17808399 67262 一 65347 22226 460 1 
^ T" 0 0 ““1 ~~T6'~6~T~^ 6384 2 ~~^~ ~A~3~0 17808^  67262 ~~ 63615 20680 82^7 1548 
’ ^ 0 T" 0 “ f " T 6 6 1 16384 ~ 2 512~~~4 17808399 67262 17808381 67280 64639 19941 —230911 5218 
^ f T" ~ ~ 0 “ T 16 6 1 16384 ~2~~5U 4 ~ T " 0 17808399 67262 17808381 67280 64639 1 9 9 ^ 231169 5218 
^ ^ f 0 “ “ T 16 6 1 16384 ~"2 512 T " ~ T ^ ~ l 7 8 0 8 3 9 9 ~ W M 17808381 67280 62913 “ 19429 234870 5730 
ii^  0 0 ” 0 ~ T " ] H j ^ M � [ ^ ^ ; ; i ; ^ = = _ ? : [ Z ? ^ _ l ^ Z ^ Z__iZ?2； V^  I 
iii： T 0 0 “ f 16 6 ~^mM~~2~^ ~A~~0 9172^ 1073 4722 119 0 0 
iii： f 0 ~ 0 ~ ~ f ~ T 6 ~ ^ ~ T 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ A ~ 3 ^ 9172803 1073 4 7 ^ H i J^_ 0 
^ 0 f ~ ~ 0 ~~T 16 6 1 16384 ~ 2 ' 512 4 ~ ' ~ " 9172803 1073 9172767 1109 4681 111 4621 6 
^ ^ f ” 0 “ T 16 6 1 16384 2 5^2 4~~1下 9 1 7 2 ^ 1073 9172767" 1109 4681 111 4621 6 




I I I 
:r, i. 
Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Default Priority Scheme 
[BM bhtnd look nd simp 'ncp |linesi[C1 [C2 |datasi [d set |bhten [bhtset |wm |lf |def use |defwaste |tag use |tag waste 
tial 0 0 0 1 16 6 1 16384 2 512 4 95841 2 6 4 ^ 
tial 1 0 0 1 ~~Te 6 T 16384 2 ~ 512 4 ~ ^ ~ ~ 0 95841 26436 0 0 
tial 1 0 0 1 ~ T ¥ 6 T 16384 — 2 512" 4 ~ ~ 3 ~ 0 95385 26429 4 ^ 0 
tial 0 ;|^  0 1 ~ 1 6 6 f 16384 — 2 512" 4 80531 25474 30195 0 
tial ^ 1 0 1 16 ~ ~ 6 1 ~ ? 6 ^ 2— 512 ~A 1 ~ 0 80531 25474 30195 0 
1 tial 1 1 0 1 ~ T e 6 ~ T 16384 ~ 2 512— 4 — 3 0 80154 25474 30572 0 
tomcatv — 0 0 0 T" 16 ' 6 1 —16384 2 512 4 ~~ 1 6 3 9 ^ 5 1 2 ^ 
tomcatv — 1 ~0" 0 T" 16 “ 6 1 —16384 2 512 ~ 4 1 ~ 0 1 6 3 9 ^ 5 1 2 ^ 253 0 
tomcatv 1_ 0 0 1 16 6 ~~"T" 16384 2 512 4 "~~3~0" 16397^ 5 1 2 ^ ^ ~ 0 
tomcatv 0 ~ T 0 T" 16 “ 6 1 —16384 2 512 — 4 ~ ~ 1 4 5 6 ^ 8 6 6 ^ 1 3 5 8 ^ 356357 
tomcatv ~ 1 1 0 T 16 “ 6 1—16384 2 512 ~ 4 1 ~Q 1 4 5 6 ^ 8 6 6 ^ 1358543 356357 
tomcatv — 1 1 0 — ~ f 16 ~ ~ 6 1 16384 2 ^ 4 3 ~ 0 ——1456693 866832 1358543 356357 
ora _ 0 ~~0 0 T" 16 6 1 —16384 2 5 1 2 _ 4 一 ~98 96 
ora 1 0 0 1 16 “ 6 1 —16384 2 512 — 4 1 ~ 0 ~ W ~ ^ 4 0 
ora - 1 ~ 0 0 1 16 “ 6 1 —16384 2 512 4 3 ~0 94 96 4 0 
ora 0 T 0 r 16 6 1 16384| 2 5 ^ 4 一 91 一 91 32 一 0 
ora 1 T 0 1 16 ~ ~ 6 1 163ST 2 512 4 1 ~0" — 91 91 32 ~ “ 0 
ora r 1 0 1 16 6 1 163ST 2 ^ 4 3 ~ 0 — 91 91 一 32 — 0 
j “ ‘ “ 
I compress 0 0 0 T" ~~T6 ~~6 ~~T" 16384 2 “^ 4 ~ 104231 1557401 一 
I compress ~ j ^ ^ I ^ 0 1 16 6 1_16384 2 512— 4 1 ~~0" 1 0 4 ^ 1 5 5 7 ^ 0 0 
j compress f 0 ~ 0 1 “ 16 6 1 16384 2 ~~~512 4 3 ~ 0 " ~ 104231 1557400 2 0 
compress 0 1 “ 0 1 “ 16 6 1 16384 2 512 4 一— 104228' 1556723 “ 858 0" 
compress T" 1 _ 0 1 16 6 1 16384 2 — 512 ~4 1 ~ Q ~ 104228 1556723 “ 858 0 
I compress f T 0 T" 16 ~d 1 1 6 ^ 2 512 ~ ~ ~ 4 3 l 104228" 1556723 8 ^ 0 i . 
！ • 
j 
ii：^  g_ZZZ^ QZ_L__li^L_^__lJgggj_ 2 ~ 512 4 ~ ~一 397200 — 108249 _ — 
i i l i ^ T" ^ 0 — ~ f ~~Ts ~~6~~~T" 16384 2 — 512 4 1 ~ 0 ~ ~ 397176 ~ ~ 108248 ~ " 25 0 ^ ^ 0 0 “^ ~"T6 ―“6 1 16384 2 512 4 3~~0 397079" 108248 123 0 — 
^ 0 T' 0 r ~~"Te ~ 6 —~T 16384 T 512 4 一 394831 107924 95026 0_ ;ii^  T" f~~0 ~ T ““Te ~ ~ 6 1 163^  2 — 512 4 1 ~0 — 394831 — 107924 95026 — 0 ^ f T 0 T" ~Te ~6 ~~1 16384 2 512 4 3 ~~0 394735 107924 951^  ~0 
^ 0 0 0 ^ Z ^ Z H _ l _ l g g g i l I Z I ^ 4 123603 — 17504 
[• ^ T" 0 0 ~"T~^6 ~6 ~f"T6^ 2 ^ 4 ~~f~0" — 123603 17504 0 0 i ^ T" 0 0 ~"^ r ~~^ 6 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~~3 0 123^ 17504 0 0 
^ 0 T 0 ~~~T" ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ T 16384 2 5 1 2 一 4 113818 13460 31304 0 ^ ^ f 0 "““T“^6 “6^"^3^^ 2 _ _ ^ _ _ _ j H j j ] 113818 13^ 31304 0 
i i ? T" T" 0 1 16| 6! l | 16384| 2| 512| 4| s| o| 113818| 1346o| 31304| 0| 
• 
嘴. 
Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Default Priority Scheme 
‘• BM bht nd look nd g j g ^ £ ; g _ g _ j j j 2 ^ & g ^ ? a t a s i | d s e t l b h t e n | b h t s e t | w m | l f | a b p |abpcorr |a bp% |lookbp |look bp corr |look bp% 
tial 0 0 0 _ _ 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384" 2 5?2 4 17653457 ~~~15634131 0.885613 
tial ~ 1 0 0 ~ ^ 16 ~ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~ 512 4 ~ ~ f O 17653457 1563413T 0.8856l1 — — 
tial 1 0 0 _ _ 1 16 ~~6 ~~T" 16384" 2 ST2 4 ~ " 3 ^ 17653457 15634131 ~~0.885613— “ 
tial 0 _^ 0 _ _ 1 16 ~ 6 ~~T 16384" 2 5^2 4 17653457 15634131 ~"0.885613 ~ 17653457 “ 15633401 0.885572 
tial . —......丄 1_—.. 0 —~^ 16 6 ~ ~ T 16384 2 512 “ 4 ~ T ~ 0 17653457 15634lST 0.8856lT 17653457 15633401 0.885572 
tial — 1 1 0 ~ T " 1 6 " ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 3 M 2 — 5 1 2 ~ T ~ 3 ^ " ~ T 7 6 5 3 4 5 7 ~"~15634131 ~~0.885613 ~~17653457 —15633401 —0.885572 
torr^atv 0 0 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 3339768 3320823 0.994327 ~~" — 
tom^~ 1 0 0 ~~iT 16 ~ " 6 ~ ~ T 6 3 8 4 2 " 512 4 ~ T " " ^ —3339768 _ 3320823 ~ 0.994327 ~ — ~ 
tomcatv “ 1 ~~0 0 ~~"T 16 ~ 6 ~~T 1638^ 2 ~ " 5 1 2 4 3 T ~3339768 3320823— 0.994327 “ ‘ _ _ 
tomcatv — 0 T 0 ~ ~ f 16 ~ " 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 ‘ 4 3339768 3320823 0.994327 33397阮 33208^ 0.9943^ 
tomcatv _ 1 ~ T 0 1 16 6 ~~"T 16384 2 5 ^ 4 ~~"T~0 ~3339768 — 3320823 ~ 0.994327 “ 3339768 332080T 0.994321 
tomcatv r T 0 1 1 6 ~ 6 " ~ 16384 2 512 4 ~ s T 3339768 3320823 0.994327 3339768 3320801 0.9943^ 
^ 0 0 0 ~~T" 16 ~ 6 ~ ~ f 16384 2 — 512 A 6331499 ~" 6158318 0.972648 — — 
^ i" 0 _ 0 1— 16 6 1" 16384 ~~~2 512 “ 4 ~~T~Q 6331499 6158318 0.972648 — 
^ r 0 ~ 0 1 ~~~T6'~6 ~~T 16384 ~~2 512 “ 4 ~ 3 ^ 63314^ 6158318 0.972648 — 
^ 0 r 0 T ~ ~ ^ ^ ~ 6 ~"T" 16384 2 512 4 — 6331499 61583Ts" 0 . 9 7 2 ^ 6331499 6158316 0.972647 
i ^ T" T" 0 ~ 1 T 6 ~ 6 ~ " r 16384 2 ~ b ^ 4 ~ " f ~ 0 6331499 6158318 —0.972648 “ 6331499 61583T6 0 .972W 
I ^ ^ ^ 0 ~ f ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ f 16384 “ ~ 2 " " " ^ 4 ~ ~ 3 ^ 6331499 — 6158318 “ 0.972648 6331499 61583^ 0.972647 
! -
compress 0 0 _ ~ " 0 ~~T" ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~ ^ 1 2 4 12882066 11379065 0.883326 ~ 
compress 1 0 ~ 0 ~ T " ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 " ~ T ' l 6 3 8 4 2 512 4 ~T~0~T2882066 11379065 0.883326 
compress T 0"~~"0 ~~T ~~^6~~6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~ 3 ^ 12882066_ 11379065 0.883326 
compress 0 T" ” 0 ~ ~ f ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ ~ T ^ 3 8 4 2 512 4 ! 2 8 8 2 0 ^ ~~TT3790^ 0.883326 12882066 11379064 0.883326 
compress T T" ~ ~ 0 ~ T ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ 1 ^ 4 ' ~ ~ ~ 2 _ 5 1 ^ i Z I j ! _ l g g g g g g g - Z 3 j l ! ^ I ^ M ^ M 12882066 11379064 0.883326 
compress T" f ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ T ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ ' ^ [ 6 3 8 4 2 ~ 5 U 4_—~3T~T^82066 1 1 3 7 ^ ^ 0.883326 12882066 11379064 0.883326 
^ 0 0 ” 0 “ T W 6 1 I l6384 _ _ ^ ^ 3 ^ 4 17875661 16555889 0.926169 — — 
^ f 0 ~ 0 “ “ T " ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 1 J6384 2 ___522_ - 4 ' ~ f ^ ~ l ^ 7 5 6 6 1 16555889 0.926169 
: ^ ^ 0 "“^0 ~~T" ~ T 6 ~ 6 1 16384 2 “ “ ^ 4 3 下 1 7 8 7 5 6 ^ 1655588? 0.926169 
^ 0 f ~ ~ 0 ~ f " " " ^ ^ ~ ^ ~ T 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ _ — 1787566T 1655588^ 0.926169 17875661 16555862 0.926168 
^ ^ : f ” 0 ~ f ~ ^ 6 ~ 6 1 16384 2 “ “ ^ ^ " ~ ^ 下 ； 3 ! ! ! ^ _ _ 1 ^ ^ ^ 9 0.926169 178756^ 16555862 0.926168 
^ ^ ^ “ ^ 0 ~ ^ ~ ^ 6 ~ 6 1 16384 2 ~ 5 1 2 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 17875661 16555889 0.926169 17875661 16555862 0.926168 
^ 0 0 ~"0"T~~!6~6~T 16384 2 ~~^ 4 一~ _9|738^ [^ _^8706899 __0j49097 — f 0~0~~T~"T6~6 1 16384 2 ~~^_ 4~T^ 9173876 8706899 0.949097 
— r 0 ” 0 “ r ~ T 6 " 6 1 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 ^ ^ ~ ^ ^ 7 3 ^ 8706899 0.949097 
— } r ~ 0 ^ ~ T 6 " 6 " T l 6 3 ^ “ ^ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 9 T 7 3 ^ ~ ~ j ^ 8 9 9 0.949097 9173876 8706890 0.949096 — T T"“^5""T~"T6"6"T1^~"2"5^ 4~T^ 9173876 8706899 0.949097 9173876 8706890 0.949096 
| | J f Y " “ ^ o M i “ T ^ ' e T T 16384| 2| 512| 3| o| 9173876| 8706899+ 0.949097丨 9173876| 8706890| 0.949096 
„盒 
i 
Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Default Priority Scheme 
BM bht nd look nd sim p "nc p line si[C1 |C2 |data si |dset |bhten [bhtset [wm|lf |cpi |bastime |bascpi |memcpi 
t|?! 2. 0 0__1_liI5ZI_l?^^ 2__^ =^=_^ 2^£l^ _J2f2l^ M !^^ !^^ f^2??Z_ZI^ ?^?f?5^  
^ 1 0 0 _ _ 1 _ _ 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 512 4 ~ T " ~ 0 " 1.063628 — 104038652 1.040387 0.02324T 
^ 1 0 0 _^ _ 1 6 ~ 6 ~ ~ f " 16384 2 512 — 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 " 1.0634T5 104038652 1.040387 0.023028 
tial 0 _^ 0 1 16 ~~6 ~~r 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 1.059416 — 104038652 1.040387 0.019029" 
tial 1 1 0 1 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T " " 16384 2 512 4 —"f~0 1.059396 1 0 4 0 3 8 ^ ~ 1 0 4 0 3 8 7 ~ a 0 1 9 0 0 9 
tial 1 1 0 1 16 ~6" ~ T 16384 2 ~ ~ " ^ 4 ~~3"o" ~ i 0 5 9 3 9 5 104038652 1.040387 0.019008 
tomcatv 0 0 0 1 ~~"T^~6 ~~T~ 16384 2 512 ~ 4 ~ ~ ~ " 1.9799^ 100037890 1.000379 0.979558 
tomcatv “ 1 0 0 1 ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ ~ f ~ 16384 2 512 — 4 ~~T"~0 1.976^ 100037890 1.000379 0.976131 
toi^atv i" 0 0 1 ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 — 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 1.973016 10Q037890 1.000379 0.972637 
tomcatv - 0 ~ T 0 1 1 6 l ~~1"~TS3M 2 512 4 1.913045 “ 100037890 1.000379 0.912666 
tomcatv ~ 1 ~ T 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~1"~TS3l4 2 “ 512 ~4 ~ ~ " f ~ ^ ' 1.913044 ‘ 100037890 1 . 0 Q 0 ^ 0.912665 
t ^ a t v 1 1— 0 1 ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512 4 ~3 "~0 1.913044 100047890 1.000379 0 . 9 1 2 ^ 
ora 0 0 0 1 16 ~ ? ~ f " l 6 3 ^ 2 “ 512 ~4 1.003529 ‘ 100346362 1.0034^ 6.5E-05 
ora — 1 百 0 r 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 一~"T ~ ~ ^ 4 T~0 1.003529 100346362 1.003464 6.5E-05 
ora ~ 1 0 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ f ~ T 6 ^ 2 “ 512 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 " 1.003528 1003463^ 1 . 0 0 3 ^ 6.4E-05 
ora 0 T 0 1 ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 1.0035^ 100346362 1.003464 5.7E-05 
ora ~ 1 ~ T 0 T" 16 ~ 6 1 1 6 3 ^ 2 512 4 ~~"T"~0" 1.003521 “ 100346362 1.003464 5.7E-05 
^ 1 1 0 1 16'~6 ~1"~16384 2 512 4 ~~3"o ' 1.003521" 1 0 0 3 4 6 ^ 1.003464 5.7E-05 
i 
i: 一 
; compress^ 0 0 0 T" ! 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 " ^ 4 1 . 4 5 l 7 ^ 90303362 1.034434 0.417324 
compress T" 0 0 T" 16 ~6 ~ T 1 6 3 ^ 2 — 512 4 ~ f ' o ' — 1.45132 ~ 90303362" 1.034434 0 . 4 1 6 ^ 
compress T" 0 0 1 1 6 ~ 6 f 16384 2 ~ 512 4 3"~0 1.451306 90303362 1.034434 0 . 4 1 6 ^ 
compress 0 1 0 T Te 6 1 “ 16384 2 512 ~ 4 1.4384^ 90303362 1.034434 0.404052 
compress T" ^ 0 f ~ ~ T e " ^ ““1"~16384 2 512 ~~ 4 1~0 1.438486 90303362 1.034434 0.404052 
compress T T 0 ~ ~ T 16 ~ 6 ~~T 163M 2 512 4 3 ~0"~1.438486 ~ 90303362 1.034434 0.404Q^ 
^ ^ 0 0 0 ^ T 6 ~ ¥ ~ 1 """^16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 1.146803 ~ 102639544 1.026395 0.1204^ 
^ f 0 0 ~~T" ~ T 6 6 1 16384 2 512 4 1 ~0 1.140983— 102639544 1.026395 0.114588 
^ T 0 0 ~ ~ r ~ ~ 伍 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~ ~ 3 ~ 0 " 1.137025 ~ 102639544 1.026395 0.11063 
^ 0 T" 0 “ r ~ T 6 6 1 16384 2 512 4 1.117524 102639544 1.026395 0.091129 
^ f T 0 ~ ~ T ~ T 6 ~ 6 " ~ T ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 512 4 ~ f " 0 1.117466 ~ 102639544 1.026395 0.09107T 
； ^ f T 0 " " T ” T 6 ~ 6 ~ T _ | 6 3 8 4 3 ^ [ ^ _ 512 4 ~ ~ 3 ~ 0 " 1.117454 102639544 1.026395 0-091059 
^ 0 0 0 ~ ~ f ““^ fi 1 ^ 6 ^ H ^ _ 5 2 2 j^ ZZ = __l:gggggg_ZIj^ g933954 一 1.00934 ~ 0 . 0 1 7 2 2 2 
^ f 0 0 ~ ~ T ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ^ ^ ~ ^ 4 ~ T ~ 0 ~~1026552 100933954 1.00934 0.017212 
!•• ^ f 0 0 ~ T ~ " T ^ " ^ " T " ^ ^ ^ ^ ; ; ^ ; ; ; ; ^ ^ 4 ^ ^ _ 1.02556 1 0 0 9 3 ^ 1.00934 0.01622 
i — 0 T 0 ~ ~ T " “ ^ ~ 6 ~ ~ f ^ 6 3 ^ 2 512 ~ 4 1.023968 100933954 1.00934 0.014628 
— f f 0 ~ " f ~ W 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~ ~ T ~ 0 ~ 1.023968 ~ 100933954 1.00934 0.014628 
— ^ f 0 i| i6| 6| l| 16384| 2| 5i2| 4| 3| o| 1.023968| 100933954+ 1.00934丨 0.014628 
羞 
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Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Effect of Ideal Branch Prediction 
••. 「BM bht nd look nd line si C1 C2 |datasi [dset [bhten [bhtset [wm|lf |time |count |d parthit |data hit |data miss 
tial 0 0 _ _ 1 6 6 T" 16384 — 2 —102427032 ~~100000000 ‘ 18924 28179622 232735 
tial 1 0 16 ~~6 1 1638T 2 — ~ ^ 4 ~ T ~ 0 ~T02302877 ~~100000000 “ 123453 28180366 127462 
tial 1 0 _ _ ^ _ _ 6 1 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ 3 ~~0 ~102261303~ 100000000 ‘ 138087 — 28180719 112475 “ 
tial — 0 1~ 16 6 1 16384 2 ~ ~ 5 U 4 101744379 _10QOOOOOO~ 201219 — 28213515— 16547 
tial — 1 1 _ 1 6 6 T" 16384 ~ 2 512 4 ~T" 0 101744379 —100000000"" 201219 ‘ 28213515 16547 
tial — 1 f 16 ~ " 6 1 1638? 2 ~~W(2 4 ~ T ~~0 ~ f01744379 一100000000 201219 ~ 28213515 ~ 16547 — 
tomcatv — 0 0 16 ~~6 1 16384 2 _ 197955908 —100000000 1153532 ~ 25242449 ~ 9117182 
tomcatv — 1 0 16 ~~6 1 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ T ~ ~ 0 197178430 —100000000 1940415 ~ 25241303 8331445 
tomcatv 1 ~0 16 ~ 6 l l 6 3 8 4 2 512 4 3 ~~0 195405762 100000000 2647717 25241334 7624112 
tomcatir" 0 1 ~ ^ 6 6 f 16384 2 512 4 1 7 3 9 3 l W 100000000 ~ 5 7 ^ 7 ^ 28632710 1162837 
tomcatv 1 1 16 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~T~~0"~T73931197 100000000 5717616 28632710 1162837 ~ 
tOTcatv T 1 “ 16 6 ‘ 1 16384 2 512 4 ~~3 0 ~~173931197 100000000 5787466 286327To 1092987 
^ 0 0 ~ T e ~~6 f 16384 ‘ 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 100006559 ~ 100000006" 203 31024268 573 
^ 1 0 16 ― “ 6 1 1 6 3 ^ ~ ~ ~ T 512 4_—~T"~~0~100006494 ‘ 100000000 240 31024270 534 “ 
^ r 0 T ^ ~ 6 r_16384 2 512 4 l 0 100006408 ~~1000Q0000 " 274 ‘ 31024270 500 — 
^ 0 1 Te ~ 6 f 16384 2 512 4 ~ — 100005147 100000000 — 597 ‘ 31024335 112 
^ T" 1 Te ~ 6 ' ~ ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ 1 0 100005147 100000000"" 597— 31024335' 112 
^ T T ~ ^ ~ ~ 6 ~ 1 " ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 ~ 5 1 2 4 3 0 ~ 100005147 100000000 597 31024335 112 
compress 0 0 ~~Ts ~~~6 f 16384 — ~ ~ 2 “ 123603868 8 7 2 9 7 ^ 87178 28935^9 3561lT7 
compress T" p ^6 6 T 16384 2 5 U 4 ~ T 0 123565167 87297360 107804 28935253 35405^ 
compress T 0 ~ T s " ” 6 T 16384 2 512 4 ~ 3 一"0 1235615^ 87297360 108948 28935265 3539391 
• compress 0 T" ~ W ~ 6 T" 16384 ~ ~ 2 512 ~ ~ 4 122375603 87297360 1268769 28937926 2376909 
； compress T" f “ T s ~ 6 ~ ~ ^ ~ l 6 3 ^ 2 512 4 ~ T ~ ~ 0 1223756^ 8 7 2 9 7 ^ 1268769 28937926 2376909 
compress T T" ~ ~ ^ ” 6 T 16384 2 512 4 3 0 122375603 87297360 1268769 28937926 2376909 
丨 ^ 0 0 ~ T e ~ 6 Y 16384 2 一 112035525 100000000 60637 “ 41916886 “ 1173520 
^ ^ 0 “ T 6 " 6 ~ ~ T 16384 2 ^ 2 " ~— 4 1 一 0 " 111420691 100000000 621939 41917130 611974 
^ :f 0 ~ T e ~ ~ 6 ~ ~ r 16384 2 512 H 一“0~ 111009366' 100000000 690025 41915379 545639 
^ 0 f ~ ~ ^ ~ 6 T 16384 2 “ “ 5 U ~4 ^07908757— 100000000 1006393 ~ 42026215 118435 
^ ^ f ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ ~ r 16384 “ “ T “ ^ 4 J T ] Z3^ZgggZ? ~T00000000 ~ 0 0 6 3 9 3 42026215 118435 
5 ^ ^ f ~ j Q ~ 6 f 16384 2 ~ I T 2 4~~3 ~ ~ 0 ~ 107908757 100000000 1006393 42026215 118435 
— 0 0 “ ^ 6 ~ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ " 2 101722240 100000000 437 33546289 ~~171908 
— -^ 0 ~ ^ 6 ~ ~ 6 ~ " r 16384 ~ ~ 2 ~ 5 1 2 4 1 0 101721081 100000000 1 ^ 33546289 171253 
\ — -^ 0 ~~Te ~ " 6 f 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ T “ 0 101621794 100000000 17635 33546289 154710 
— 0 f ~ ^ ^ ― ^ 6 ~ ~ " f 16384 ~ ~ 2 “ “ ^ 4 101442213 100000000 27177 33569619 121838 
T ^ ~ ^ “ e T 16384 2 ” ^ ~ " " ~ ~ 4 ~ T ~~0 1014422W 100000000 27177 33569619 121838 
III f f~^6~~6““^^½^ 2| 5i2| 4| 3| o| IOi4422i3| 100000000| 27177| 33569619丨 121838| 
U .••« . 
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I Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
I Effect of Ideal Branch Prediction 
.f 
‘ |BM bhtnd looknd lmesi|C1[C2[datasi ldset [bhten |bhtset|wm |lf |abht hit [abhtmi [lookbhthit l lkbhtmi|defki l lc1 |defkillc2 | tgkc1 |tgkc2 ； tial — 0 6" 16 ~"6~T 16384 ~ 2 28650 890l 
； tial 1 0 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 “ 2 512 4 1 0 17580752 ~ 7 2 7 0 5 一 29798 8450 0 0 
J tial 1 0 1 6 ~ " 6 ~ T 16384 “ 2 512 4 3 0 17580752 7 2 ^ ~ ~ 30507 “ 8228 0 0 
I tial 0 1_ 16 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512 4 ~ ~ 17578840 ~746T7 25880 5072 0 0 1 tial — 1 T 16 ~6~T 16384 “ 2 “ 512 4 1 0 ~~T7580752 “~~TrM> 175788l0 74617 25880 5072 0 0 
i tial — 1 1~ 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ‘ 2 512 4 "~~3 0 17580752 72705 175788lo 74617 25880 ~ 5072 0 0 { 
i 
；去 
I tomcatv “ 0 0 16 "~6~T~ l6384 2" 一 4386493 1138627 
； tomcatv — 1 0 16 ~ 6 ~ T 1638^ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 1 0 “ 3338278 1490 ~~4386360 "Tl39906 0 0 
I tomcatv ~ 1 0 16 ~ 6 " ~ 163ST 2 ~ ^ 4 3 0 “ 3338278 1490 ~ “ ~4814047 712073 0 0 
‘ tomcatv — 0 1_ 1 6 H 16384 ~ 2 512 4 ~ ~ 3338248 1520 2871866 ~ 69794 0 0 
> tomcatv 1 ~T 16 6 ~ 16384 2 ~ ~ " ^ 4 1 0 3338278 1490 — 3338248 “ 1520 ~~2871866 一 69794 T 0 
tomcatv~ 1 1 1 6 ~ T ~ T ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 512 4 ~~3 0 3338278 1490~ 3338248 1520 ~ ^ 7 1 8 6 6 69794 0 0 
ora 万 0 16 ~6~T 16384 ~ 2 — ?75 46 ~ 
ora “ 1 ~0 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16387 2 512 4 1 0 “ 6330310 1189 — 176 44 ~6 0 ^ 1" 0 16 ~6~T~16384 2 512 4 ~~"3 0 63303l"0 1189 “ ~~ 177 43 0 0 
^ 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ' ~ ^ 4 “ — 6330300 1199 166 34 0 0 i^i 1 1 T6~T~T 16384 2 ~S^ ~T ~^ 0 6330310 11极 6330300 119^  166 34 ~ 0 0 ^ 1 T" 16 ~~6~T~T^ 84 2 ~~^ 4"~~3 0 633031^  1189 6330300 1199 — 166 — 34 0 0 
compress ^ | ^ ^ ^ 0 Z I J ^ Z K Z J . _ l g g g j Z Z Z Z Z ^ ^ ^^^^ “ ^ 650527 
compress T 0 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384" 2 512 4 ~ f 0 — 12881605 461 — — 164003 1650605 0 0 
compress T" 0 T ? ~ 6 " ~ T " l 6 3 8 4 2 512 J 3 0 12881605 4^T ~ 164418 1650205 0 ~0 
compress 0 T" ?6 6 1"16384 2 512 4 1 2 8 8 1 ^ 468 147429 1649957 0 ~0 
compress T" f ~ 1 6 6 1 ^ 6 ^ 2 512 4 ~ ~ T 0 12881605 461 ~ 12881598 ~ 468 147429 1 6 4 9 ^ 0~ 0 
compress f f ~ ~ r 6 " 6 " T " T F 3 ^ 2 512 4 —~3 0 12881605 461 12881598 468 147429 " l649957 0" 0 
i 
•；' ^ 0 0 ~T6^6"T"T6^ 2 ~~ — 65783 2 丽 ____ ,f i^ii^  T" 0 ~~T^ ~6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~~"f 0 17808399 67262 6797S| 20094 0 0 k ^ T" 0 ~~T6~6~T"l6^ 2 512 4 ~~3 ―― 0 178083W 67262 68861 22230 0" 0 
.¾ ^ 0 T " ~ " T 6 ~ ¥ ~ T ~ l 6 ^ 一 2 512 4 17808381 67280' 57578 ~ 9958 0 0 ；( ^ f T" ~~T6~6~ 16384 2 ~~5^  4 ~~T" 0~ 178Q8399 67262 17808381 67^ 57578 9958 0 0 
. ^ T T ~^~^~T 16384 2 "““^ 4 —~3" 0 17808399 67262 ~~17808381 67^ 575^  9958 0 0 
m. 
I V ^ ^ ^ _ - . . « _ iii： 0 0 ~~T6~6~T~16384 2 _ 4727 116 ^ T" 0 ~~T ~^6~~T63^  2 512 4 ~~f 0 9172803 1073 4733 112 0 0 





















霤 p Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
； Effect of Ideal Branch Prediction 
[BM b^'.l_^J.^__"5'. I inesi C1 C2 datasi |dset [bhten [bhtset [wm[lf |defuse |defwaste [taguse [tag waste |cpi [bastime |bascpi |memcpi ~ 
‘ ^ 0 9.__16 6 1 16384 2 : 95567 — 26351 一 1.Q24^  100000000 1" Q.Q2427 
t|a| 1 0 _ _ 1 6 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~ T ~ 0 " 94866 ~ 25607 — 52 0 1.023029 100000000 T"~~0.023029 ^ 1 0 _16 6 1 16384 2 512 ~ 4 ~~3"T 94462 25476 “ 1381 0 —1.022613 100000000 f ~~0.022613 
tial 0 1 _ _ 1 6 6 1 16384 2 _ ^ ^ 2 Z ! Z I = Z _ _ Z g g j j _ Z I j g g g i _ _ l ^ l ^ " ^ 1.017444 100000000 1 0.017444 
tial 1 1 l^___6 1 16384 2 " 512 — 4 ~ ~ f T 76619 23838 “ 48239 0 1.017444 —100000000 1 ~~5.017444 
tial 1 1 j ^ _ 6 _ J _ J 6 3 M 2—_5^2 ~ 4 ~ 3 " T 76819 23838 “ 48239 ~ 0 —1.017444 —100000000 T" “0 .017444 
tomcatv — 0 0 _ 1 6 6 1 "16384 2 ~~ 1639417 512687 ‘ 1.979559 —100000000 “ 1 ~0 .979559 
tomcatv ~ 1 0 _ 1 6 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 1638009 514095 262 ~ 0 —1.971784 _100000000 “ 1 0.971784 
!. tomcatv -- 1 0 _ 1 6 6 ~ T ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 512 ~ 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 " 1637821 514094 “ 481 0 1.954058 —100000000 “ 1 0.954058 
‘ tomcatv 一 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 ~ 4 393738 375007 ^ 7 0 5 9 3 1 920608 1.739312 100000000 T 0.739312 
tomcatv 1 1 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 3 ^ 2 — 5 1 2 A ~ ~ 0 " ~ 3 9 3 7 3 8 375007 570593? 920608 1.739312 100000000 1 —0.739312 
tomcatv — 1 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ T ~ 0 393738 ~ 375007 5705931 920608 1 . 7 3 9 ^ 100000000 T 0.739312 
I' 
[,••• ora 0 0 ~ 16 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 " ~ " ~ 91— 94 — 1.000066 100000000 f 6.6E-05 
丨、 ora 1 0 ~ 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ T T 92— 93 — 1 0 1 . 0 0 6 0 ^ 100000000 T 6.5E-05 
i' ora T" 0 ~ ~ T e 6 l" 16384 2 512 4 ~~3"~0 92— 93 1 0 1.000064 100000000 T 6.4E-05 ^ 0 1 16 ~6~T" 16384 2 512 — 4 — 74 75 —  78 — 0 ~T.000051 ~T00000000 1 5.1E-05 
^ T" 1 _ 1 6 6 ~ " 16384 2 512 4 ~ f O 74 75 “ 78 — 0 1.000051 —100000000 1 5.1E-05 ^ T" 1 ~T6"~6~T 16384 2 512 4 ~~3~0 74 75 “ 78 ~ 0 ~"1.000051 —100000000. 1 5.1E-Q5 
compress 0 0 16 6 1 16384 2 98294 1287641 ~ 1.415895 87297360 1 ~ 0.415895 
compress 1 0 ~ 16 6 ~ 16384 2 5 1 2 — 4 1 ~0 98293 1287531 ~ ~ 0 0 1.415451 87297360 1 0.415451" 
compress j _ Z ^ I Z ! ^ l 1 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ ^ ~ 0 98297 1287505_ 7 一 0 1.41541 87297360 1 0.41541 
compress 0 T ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 — — — 98282 1285089' 2530 0 ~T".401825 87297360 1 0.401825 
compress f ~ ^ ~ 3 g ^ ~ T ~ ^ 3 8 4 2 512 4 ~ ~ 0 98282 1285089 2530 ~ 0 1.401825 87297360 T 0.401825 
compress T" T " ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ ~ 2 512 4 3 下 — 9 8 2 8 2 ~T285089 2530 ~0 1.40182^ 8 7 2 9 7 3 ^ 1 0.401825 
^ 0 0 ~T6~6~T 16384 2 ~~— 397125 1081^  ~~1.120355 ~00000000 ~T 0-120355 
^ f 0 ~Te 6 1 16384 2"~^ 4 ~~f~0 "~~396^  108080 486 0 ~1.114207 100000000 1 0.114207 
j^j；^ ^ 0 ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ T ~ 0 ~ 394913 107349 6 ^ 0 1.110094 100000000 1 0.110094 
^ 0 T ~T6~6~T 16384 2 ~~512 4 —~~ 386321 107781 一 120309 0 1.079^  100000000 1 0.079088 
^ f f ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 1 16384 2 ~ 5 1 2 4 ~ T ~ 0 386321 107781— 120309 0 ~~1079088 100000000 1 0.079088 
^ "^ ^ ~ ^ ^ ~ T 16384 2 ~~5T2 4 ~ 1 ~ 0 ~ ~ " 3 8 6 ^ 107781 120309 0 ~ 1.079088 100000000 1 0.079088 
—, 0~~0~"T^H—T^—2 Tg^ 17504 — 1.017222 100000000 1 O.Ol7^  
— r~~0~~T6~6~r"T^~~2~^ 4 " f T “123602 — 1750^  0 0 1.017211 100000000 1 0.017211 
— 7~"o~W~6~T"l6384 ~~2"H2 4~T^ 123602 _^^1：3~° � 1.016218 100000000 1 0.016218 
— 0 " “ ^ r ” ^ ^ ~ i m A ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ W ( 2 4 113280 J 2 4 3 6 32184 0 1.014422 100000000 1 0.014422 ^ r~ " r~ "^6~6~"T^“ “2 "^ 4-T"0 113280 12436 32184 0 1.014422 100000000 1 0.014422 ^^  ^~~^~T^ e| i| 16384 2| 5i2| "~"^T| o| 113280| 1243s| 32184丨 0丨 1.014422丨 100000000| 1| 0.0144团 
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Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Effect of Different Tagged Positions in Basic Block 
i 「BM bht nd looknd s i m p n c p line si |C1[C2 |data si | d s e t | b h t e n | b h t s e t | w m | l f |time |count |d parthit |data hit |data miss 
tial 0 0 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~ ~ 5 U A 107178572 ~~100000000 “ 0 ~ 28117283 ~ 313998 “ 
tial 1 0 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ST2 4 ~ f ~ T 106337518 —100000000 “ 96762 ~ 28186211 148308 
tial 1 0 0 1' 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ ~ 2 512— 4 ~ ~ 3 ~ T 1063067l7 100000000 1 3 0 6 ^ 281827^ 11786^ — 
tial — 1 1 0 1 ^ 6 ~ 6 ~ ~ V 5 ^ 2— 512 4 ~ f T ~105815511 ~~100000000 197026 ~~28211904 — 22351 — 
i； tial — 1 1" 0 1 16 " ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ T 512 ‘ 4 ~ 3 ~ 1058154^ 100000000 197044 28211904 22333 — 
tomcatv “ 0 ~0 0 T" 16 ~ 6 " ~ T 163ST 2 512 4 219136030 ~ 1000Q0000" 0 “ 23603343 11909820' “ 
tomcatv ~ 1 0" 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512— 4 —~T~T 197506603 100000000 1578978 25522740 8411445 — 
tomcatv ~ 1 0" 0 1 16 ~ 6 " ~ 16384 2 512 4 ~ ~ 3 ~ 1973478TZ 100000000 130676T 260757^ 813062^ _ 
tomcatv _ 1 1 0 T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 163ST 2 ~~5T1"~" 4 ~~TT~~173969521 ~ 100000000 5717525 28632721 1162917 “ 
tomcatv T 1 “ 0 1 “ 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 ~~4 ~""3~T 173969530 100000000 ~5717521 ~~^632725 1162917 
ora — 0 0" 0 ~ ~ T ' 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 “ 4 1 0 0 3 5 2 ^ 100000000 19?" 31024275 578 
Z ^ 1 0 0 ~ ~ " ^ 16 ~ 6 ~ T 1 6 3 ^ 2 512 4 ~ ~ T ~ J ~ 100352806 100000000 213 31024295 536 ^ ^ 0 0 1 T^ ~6~T~16384 ~~~2 ~5Vl 4'~~3~ 100352783 100000000' 214 “ 31024297 533 ‘ ^ T" r 0 i T6~6~1 ~~16384 2 ~~^ 4~~TT 100351656 100000000 567 31024340 137 _ 
^ T" 1 0 r T 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512 — 4 3 ~ 10Q3516^ 100000000 565 31024342 137 
compress 0 0 0 T 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 1 2 6 7 3 4 ^ 87297360 873l7 289228^ 3573473 ~ 
compress T" 0 0 ~ ~ T Ts 6 l " T 6 3 S T ~2 ^ 4 T H " "l26729376 ~ 87297360 90669 ^28922838 3570097 
compress T 0 0 ~ ~ T ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 " ~ T ~ T 6 3 ^ ~ ~ ~ 2 512 4 ~ ~ 3 ~ T ~ 126728930 “ 87297360 73735 28940072 3569797 
compress ^ T" 0 ~ " f ~ ~ W 6 1 ~T6384 2 512 4 ~ " " ^ ' ~ T ~ 125513309 ‘ 87297360 1272244 28924075 ~ 2387285 — 
； compress T f 0 ~~T “^6 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~ T ~ T ~ 125513310 “ 87297360 1272243— 28924076 — 2387285 — 
^ 0 0 0 “ T ~ ^ T ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ 114680294 “ 100000000 60646~ 41916344 ~ 1174053 — ^ f 0 0 ~ r ~~T6~6"~T 16384 2 512 ~~4 ~~T"T' 114167369 100000000 502249 41922001 726793 
^ f 0 0 ~ " T ~ ! 6 ~ 6 " 1 16384 2 512 4 ~ 3 ~ ~ " 113250364 100000000 623960 ~ 42086629 ~ 440454 ^ f f 0 ~"f ~~T6~6 1 16384 2 .~^ 4 ~T~T~^ 0590260 ~^ 0000000 ~~997672 42025^  1280^  
； ^ ^ f 0 ~ T " ~ T 6 " ~ 6 1 16384 _ _ j _ _ I ^ 4 ^ T 3 ] 0 5 9 0 2 6 9 ^ ^ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 9 9 7 6 6 9 4 2 0 2 5 ^ 128050 
— 0 0 o " ~ T ~ T e " 6 1 16384 2 "“^512 4 “ ~T02656166 ~~T00000000 437 33546290 171907 
— :f 0 0 ~ T " ~ ^ ^ — y 1 16384 2 ~ " ^ i _ 3 T 102581043 "^ fOOOOQOOO 8906 335463^ 163393 — :j" 0 0~"~T~~Te^  1 16384 2 ~~^ 4~3"T ~~102574548 100000000 9326 33546928 162380 
— Y f 0 “ f ~ T 6 ~ 6 1 16384 2 ~ ~ S l T 4 " “ ^ T " T 1 0 2 3 9 ? ^ 100000000 28765 33567876 121993 




Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Effect of Different Tagged Positions in Basic Block 
g M |bh tnd | l ooknd |s imp |ncp | l i nes i |C1 |C2 | d a t a s i j d s e t | b h t e n | b m s e t | w m | l f |abhthit a bht miss look bht hit look bht miss 
^ 0 0 0 _ _ ^ _ _ 2 6 _ _ 6 _ _ 1 16384 2 512 4 17580752 72705 
^ 1 1 0 0 _ 1 _ _ 1 6 ~~6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~~"T" ~ T " 17580752 72705 ~ 
tial 1 0 0 __^_ _ _ 1 6 ~ 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ""~3 一 f 17580752 72705 
tial 1 1 0 _ _ 1 _ _ l g , Z Z _ ^ 1 6 3 8 4 2 512 4 1 1 17580752 72705~7578840 74617 " ~ 
^ 1 1 0 _ _ 1 _ _ 1 6 _ _ 6 _ _ 1 16384 2 512 ~ 4 " ~ 3 ~~T 17580752 72705 1757884^ 74617 
tomcatv — 0 0" 0 1 16 ~ ~ 6 ' 1 16384" 2 ~~~^2 4 ~ 3338278 T ^ 
tomcatv — 1 0 0 1 16 ~ 6 1 16：^ 2— 512 4 1 ~~T" 3338278 1490 
tomcatv — 1 0 0 1 TS 6 T 16384 2 512 “ 4 ~ ~ 3 ~~T" 3338278 1490 
tomcatv — 1 ;|_ 0 1 TS 6 f " l 6 3 8 4 2 512 4 1 1 3338278 1490 ^338248 1520 
tomcatv 1 T 0 1 1^ 6 T" 16384 2 512 “ 4 ~ ~ 3 1 3338278 1490 3338248 1520 
ora 0 万 0 ~~"T 16 ~ 6 1 ~T6384 2 — 512 4 6330310 1189 
ora — 1 0" 0 1 16 6 “ 1 ~ ? 6 ^ 2 512 4 ~~T" ~ ~ f 6330310 V f M 
ora — 1 下 0 T 16 ~6 1 ~T6384 2 “ 512 ~A 3 ~~T 6330310 1189 
ora T" 1" 0 1 16 ~ 6 " 1 16384 2 512 4 ~ T ~ T ~~6330310 1189 6330300 1199 
ora ~ ~ T 1 0 1 16 ~ 6 " 1 16384 ~ ~ T 512 4 ~ " ~ 3 ~ T ~~6330310 1189 6330300 1199 
compress 0 0" 0 1 16 ~ 6 ' 1 16384 2 512 4 ~ ~ ~ 12881605 461 
：, compress T 0' 0 1 16 ~~6 1 ~l6384 2 512 4 1 1 12881605 461 
j compress f 0" 0 1 16 ~ 6 " 1 16384 2 512 4 ~ ~ 3 ~ T " 12881605 461 
compress ^ Z Z A ^ 0 1 ~ 16 ~~6 ~ ~ T 16384 ~2 512 4 1 ~ T 12881605 46T 12881598 ^ 
•^^i^^i^^ii^ T 1 0 1 Te ~ " 6 一“"T 16384 2 5lT~~ 4 3 ~ T 12881605 461 12881598 4 ^ 
^ 0 0 0 ~~T" W ~ 6 ~ ~ f " 6 3 8 4 ~ ~ 2 ~ 512 ~ 4 1 7 8 0 8 ^ 67262 — — 
^ r 0 0 ~~T" ” T e ~ ~ 6 一 1 16384 — 2 512 ~ 4 1 “ 1 1 7 8 0 8 ^ 67262 — — 
^ T" O ^ ^ Z Z Z I Z j l i _ g _ Z H _ l g g g i Z Z ^ 512 4 3 ~ T 17808399 67262 — ~~ 
^ ^ T 0 1 Te “ “ 6 ~~~1"~16384 2 512 — 4 1 “ 1 17808399 67262 17808381 67280 
^ f T 0 ~~T" ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 “ “ f 16384 ~2 512 4 " ~ 3 " ~ ^ 1 7 8 0 8 ^ 67262 178083ST 6 7 2 ^ 
i i f 0 0 0 ~ ^ ' Z 3 ^ Z Z Z 3 _ i g g g i Z H 512 4 9172803 1073 “ _ 一 
^ T 0 0 ~~T" ~~~Te " ~ 6 ~ ~ T 16384 2 512 4 1 — 1 9172803 1073 
i ^ T" 0 0 ” T ~ ~ T e ~ 6 1 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 2 4 3 1 9172803 1 0 ^ 
^ ^ f ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ T " ~ " T e “ ^ 6 ~ ~ ^ J ^ K 1 Z l Z I ^ Z Z ~ ^ ~ " ^ ― “ ^ “ 9172803 1073 9172767 1109 
, iii： T f o| l | 16| e| l | 16384| 2| 512| 4| 3| l | 9172803| 1073! 9172767丨 1109| 
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Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Effect of Different Tagged Positions in Basic Block 
- {BM bhtnd looknd simp [nc p |linesi |C1 |C2 |datasi |dset|bhiten |bht set |wm |lf |defkillc1 |def killc2 |tgkc1 | tgkc2 
tial 0 0 0 T 16 ~ ~ 6 1 —16384 2 512 4 0 0 
tial 一 1 0 0 T 16 ~ 6 1 —16384 2 512 ~~~ 4 ~ T " T 2 5 4 ^ 896T 0 ~ 0 
tial 1 0 0 1 Te 6 1 16384 2 512 4 3 T" 28230 8827 0 0 
: : . : . ," t ia l 1 1 0 1 ^ 6 ~" 1 16384 2 ^ 4 1 ^ 25000 5746 0 0 — 
tial 1 ~ 0 T 16 6 1 “ 16384 2 512 — 4 3 1 2l000 5 7 ^ 0 0 
tomcatv - 0 ~ 0 0 T 16 6 1 16384 2 512 ~ 4 ~~~ ~~0 ~ 0 
tomcatv — 1 ~0" 0 f 16 6 1 16384 2 512— 4 1 1 4 1 7 4 ^ 8 6 3 7 ^ 0 0 
tomcatv 1 ~0" 0 ~ 1 16 6 1 16384 2 5 1 2 _ 4 3 1 3762939 514077 0 0 — 
tomcatv T 1 “ 0 1 1 6 ~ ~ 6 1 1 6 3 ^ 2 ‘ ^ T 1 T" 2871836 69797 0 0 
tomcatv “ 1 1 0" 1 16 6 T" 16384 2 5?2 4 3 1" 2871834 69797 0— 0 
ora — 0 ~0 0 T 16 6 1 16384 2 512 4 T f T ~46 — 
ora “ 1 0 0" 1 16 6 f 16384 2 5X2 4 1 1" 163 44 0 — 0 
ora — 1 0 0 T" 16 ~~"6 T 16384 2 512 4 3 1 163 44 0 0 — 
ora ~ 1 r 0 T 16 6 1 16384 2 512 — 4 1 1 TsT ~33 0 0 
ora 1 T" 0 T" 16 ~ 6 T 16384 2 512 — 4 3 1 l s T ~ ^ 0. 0 
compress “ 0 0 0 T" 16 ~ ~ ~ 6 ~ ~ T 16384 2 512 4 43062 1506096 — 
compress ~ _^ ^ ° 〇 T 16 6 1 16384 2 512 4 1 1 43086 15060^ 0 0 
compress ~ 1 0 0 ~ ~ T 16 一 6 1 ~T6384 2 ~ " 512 4 3 1 43121 ~ 1506068 0 0 
compress T 1 0 T 16 ~ ~ 6 " 1 16384 2 512 4 ~ ~ 1 1 2 5 ^ 1506683 0 0 
compress T" T 0 T 16 ~ 6 ^ ~ 1 6 3 ^ ~ 2 512 4 3 _ _ 1 25868 1506683 0 0 
1 — — - ~ — ~ ~ " ^ ~ _ ~ _ _ « ~ ~ ^ _ _ « _ ^ ^ _ _ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
^ 0 0 0 — 1 ; ^ ^ Z I ^ l _ j g M i Z I I Z i m i 65347 ~ " 22226 — ‘ 
^ f 0 0 1 16 ~ 6 f ~ T ^ T ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 — 1 1 62198 22738 0 0 
丨 ^ T" 0 0 T 16"~~6 T" 16384 ~~~2 512 4 ~ 3 1 66290 13247 0 0 
I ^ f T" 0 T 16 ~ ~ 6 T 16384 2 ~5U 4 1 _ _ 1 56625 10575 0 0 
丨 ^ T ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Z l Z Z ^ ~ ~ ^ 6 ~ ~ 6 r 16384 ~ ~ 2 512 4 ~ ~ 3 ― “ T 56625 10575 0 0 
i ^ 0 0 0 T" Te " “ “ 6 ^~~T^84 2 512 4 ~ Z l i Z g g . _ _ _ J l i : 
^ f 0 0 T T 6 ~ 6 f 16384 ~ ~ 2 512 ~ T _ 1 _ _ _ 1 4715 114 0 0 
^ T" 0 0 ^ “ “ T " Te 6 1 16384 2 512 ^ ~ ~ 3 _ _ 1 4728 恩 0 0 
— f f 0 T" 16 ~ ~ 6 1 1 6 3 ^ 2 5?2 4 __1____1 4643 59 0 0 






J Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
i Effect of Different Tagged Positions in Basic Block 
•:•:... 
.’ BM bhtnd look nd s i m p n c p linesi [C1 [C2 |data si |dse t lbh ten |bh tse t |wm |lf |def use |defwaste |tag use |tag waste 
一 tial — 0 0 0 T 16 ~~6 1 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 0 — 0 ~~" 
二 tial — 1 0 g _ Z Z Z _ _ l i ] 1 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 T 1 — 95431 ~ ~ 25205 ~ ~ 4973 0 
|.; tial 1 0 0 1 16 ~ 6 1 16384 2 — 512 4 3 1 94717 25554 3316 0 
1 tial 1 1" 0 1~ 16 ~~6 1 16384" 2 512 4 f ~ f — 77989 23886 45536 0 — 
I tial ~ 1 1 0 1 Te" ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 ‘ 4 3 1 77989 23886 — 45536 ~~ 0 
1 tomcatv ~ 0 0 0 T 16 ~ 6 1 "T6384 2 512 ~ T ~ ~0" ~ 0 ~ “ 
tomcatv 1 0 0 1 16 ~~6 1 ~ 6 3 8 4 2 512 4 1 ~T 14987^ 441833 4 2 0 ^ 0 
“ tomcatv — 1 ~0" 0 1 16 ~~"6 1 ~T6384 2 512 4 3 1 13549l^ 3 7 S W 1 1 1 8 ^ 0 
‘ tomcatv — 1 1" 0 1_ 16 ~ 6 1 “ 16384 2 512 4 1 1 393765 375025 ~~5705903 920606 ~ ~ 
—. tomcatv ~ 1 T 0 T 16 ~ 6 1 ~ 6 3 8 4 2 512 ~4 3 1 3 9 3 7 ^ 375025 570SW 920606 
.… ora 0 0 0 T" 16 ~~6 1 16384 2 512 ~4 ~~~~ 98 96 ~ ~ " 
_ : ora r 0" 0 f 16 ~"6 1 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ T 1 — 96 94 22 0 — 
ora 1 0~ 0 f 16 6 1 16384 2 51^ 4 — 3 1 — 95" 一 94 ~ ~ 25 0 — 
- ora T" 1" 0 f 16 ~~6 1 16384 2 5lJ 4 1 1 一 83 78 一 75 0 
ora T" 1 0 1 16 ~~6 1 16384 2 512 4 3 1 一 83 一 78 77 0 一 
compress —_. 0 0— 0 T" 16 ~ 6 1 16384 2 512 4 104231 1557401 _ 
compress _^ 0— 0"~~"T" 16 ~ 6 ~ T " 16384 2 51^ 4 1 1 104230 ――1557360 _ 30 0 ~ ~ 
c o m p r e s s ~ ~ ^ 0 0 f " 16 6 —~T 16384 ~2 5 1 2 _ " ~ ~ 4 3 ~T 104231 1557352— 17264 “ 0 
- H o m p r ^ _^ 1 0 ~ ~ T ~ 16 6 一 1 16384 一 2 512 4 1 1 104218 1555655 1173 0 
--- ^^^^^ _^ j_ZZ^ ~^~"^百 6 T 16384 ~ ^ 512 ―“4 3 T 104218 1555655 1174 0 
- ^ 0 0 ~ ~ 0 1 ^ ] ] 3 i __6 _ 1 l j 6 3 8 4 2 512 T 397200 — 108249 — — 
^ ^ f 0 ~ ~ 0 T" 16 6 _"T" 16384 ~~~2 ~ ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ ~ T ~ " 1 395650 107246 7195 0 
• ^i i i^ f 0 0 T " " ~ W ~ ~ 6 —~T" 16384 2 512 4 3 一“T" 398102 114435 174830 2 ;iii^  T" T" 0 T" 一T6 6 1 —16384 2 ~ ^ 4 1 1 “ 386632 108095 119765 0 
— ^ ^ f 0 T" ~ T F ~ 6 ―“T" 16384 2 512 4 3 ~ T 3 8 6 ^ 1080^ 119768 0 
1十 “ ~ 
二 i^ 0 0 0 T""““T¥ 6 1 16384 2 512 4 123603 17504 
！ ^ f 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ T 16 6 “ T " 16384 — ~ 2 ~ ! ^ 2 4 ” T ~ ~ T 123594 17495 38 0 
- i i ? T" 0 ~ ~ 0 r ~ ~ W ~ 6 " ~ f ^ g g g i I Z i Z I I ^ 4 ~ ~ 3 ~ f 123034 17496 1190 0 
^ f f f ~ ~ 0 ― ^ r " “ “ T e " T " " " ^ ^ ~ J ^ ^ ~ Z l Z I ^ Z Z l A _ _ 1 — . . _ 1 — 113791 13451 31382 0 















£ Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Effect of Different Tagged Positions in Basic Block m 
L lBM 'bhtnd looknd [s imp[ncp[ l inesi |C1[C2|datasi |dset |bhten [bhtset |wm[lf [abp [a bp corr |abp% [look bp [lookbpcoff | lookbp%~ 
r tial — 0 0 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512 “ 4 17653457 1563413T 0.88561^3 ~~ ~ ~ ~ 
;::: tial 1 0 0 1" 1 6 ~ ¥ ~ 1638"? 2 512 “ 4 ~~T~T 176534ST 156341^ 0.885613 — ~ ~ 
*.• tial _ 1 ~0 0 T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 —512 4 ' ~ 3 " ~ ~ 7 6 5 3 4 5 7 — 15634131 ~ 0.885613 ~ 
tial 1 T 0 T 16 ~ ^ ~ T 163ST 2 ~ ^ 4•~"1"~T~7653457 15634131 0.885613 17653457 1563340T 0.885572 
jl tial 1 1 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ 2 512" 4 ~~3~T 17653457 1563413T 0.8856l^ 176534^ 15633401 0.885572 
• tomcatv - 0 T 0 ~ "T " 16 ~6 1 1638"? 2 512 4 3339768 3320823 0.994327 — — 
I tomcatv r 0" 0 1 1 6 ~ 6 ~ 1 1 6 3 ^ 2 512" 4 ~~T~T 3339768 33208^ 0.9943^ — — — 
§ tomcatv f 6" 0 1" 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 " 4 3 ~ T 3339768 33208^ 0.9943l7 
tomcatv~ 1 T" 0 f 16 “ 6 1 163W 2 — 5 1 2 4 ~ T ~ ~ 3339768 ~ 3320823 0.994327 3339768 332080T 0.9943^ 
?.’ tomcatv T" 1— 0 1 ~ 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ 3 ~ 3339768 3320823 0.994327 3339768 — 3320801 ~ 0.994321 
t . - ~ ~ — — 
I ^ 0 0 0 ~~""T 16 ~ 6 " ~ 1 6 3 ^ 2— 512 4 — 6331499 ~ 6158318 0.972648 ~ — 
^- ^ i 0 0 r 1 6 ~ 6 " ~ n " 6 ^ 2 512 4 ~ T ~ 6331499 6158318 — 0.972648 ‘ “ 
- ^ f i T 0 0 r 16 ~6 1 1 6 3 ^ 2 ~~5?2 4 ~~3~T 6331499 6158318 — 0.972648 ‘ I ^ T" T 0 T T?~6~~~16384 2 ~~5?2 4"~T~~ 6331499 ~ 6158318 0.972648 6331499 6158316 0.972647 
5 ^ T" f 0 f Te 6 1 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ ~ 4 ~ 3 ~ ~6331499 6158318 0.972648 ~ 6331499 ~ 6158316 “ 0.972647 
1 — 
f 
P Hompr^  0 0 ； 0___i^3I]Zj!ligggiZZ^ZI^ j_ZZ=ZZggggggg_Z3iizgggi_g:^ g^gg_ 
i compress " 3 9 _ Z ^ Z Z ^ ^ I ^ Z j ] L L g g g i Z ^ - . _ . 5 1 2 T ~ ~ T ~ T 2 8 8 2 0 6 6 11379065 0.883326 
f ' compress T" 0 0 ~ ~ T 16 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 “ 2 512 4 ~ ~ 3 ~ 12882066 113790^ 0.883326 
I compress T T 0 ~ ~ T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 _"T"~T 128820^ 113790^ 0 . 8 8 3 ^ 12882066 11379064 0.883326 
I compress f f 0 ~ ~ ~ 1 " ~ ~ ^ ^ ~ T 16384 2 ~ ~ 5 ^ ' H ~ T 12882066 “ 11379065 0.883326 12882066 11379064 0.883326 
\ ZZZZI 
— ^ 0 0 Q Z 3 Z I ^ " ^ Z I I j g M i l Z j ^ . i = = 1787SW 16555889 0.926"T^ — “ 
iz ^ T" 0 0 ~ ~ r ~ ~ ! 6 ~ 6 1 16384 ~ 2 512— 4 1 ~T 17875661 — 16555889 0.926169 
^ f 0 0 ~ " f ~ ~ ^ ~ 6 1 16384 2 “ ^ 4 " ~ T T 1 7 8 7 5 ^ 1 6 5 5 5 ^ 0.926169 
- ^ f f 0 " " " T " ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 1 16384 ~ " 2 ~ 5 ^ 4 _ 1 _ ~ T ~ 7 8 7 5 6 6 1 ~~^6555889 0.926169 17875661 16555862 0.926168 
» ^ f f 0 “ f ~ T 6 ~ 6 1 16384 2 512 _ _ I j Z 1 3 _ l Z g Z g g g j _ Z ^ - ^ - ^ . ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ 0.926169 ~T7875661 16555862 0.926168 
5 * 
..i^ : • •“ “ ~ ~ ~ ~ ^ ~ ^ ^ ~ ~ ~ ^ ~ 
為 
'王 ^ 0 0 0 ~ V ~ ~ W ~ 6 1 16384 ~ T 512 ~ ~ 4 9173876 8706899 0.949097 
T ^ r 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ " T ” T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ l 6 ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ 5 ^ 4 ~ T ~ T 9173876 8706899 0.949097 
i 4 ™ T 0 ~ " 0 ~ ~ r “ W ~ 6 ~ 16384 ~ ~ 2 " " 5 T I 4 ~ T T ~ 9 ^ 7 ^ 8706899 0.949097 
£ 1 ^ r ^ - ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ f ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ ~ 2 ~ 5 ^ 2 4 ~ ~ ~ ^ 7 3 8 7 6 8 7 0 6 W 0.949097 9173876 8706890 0.949096 
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Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Effect of Different Tagged Positions in Basic Block 
I 
t ^ bhtnd look nd sim p ncp line si ^ c F data si |dset |bhten |bhtset |vvm|lf |cpi |bastime |bascpi |mem cpi 
： tial 0 0 0 1 T6"~6~T~16384 2 512 一 4 1.071786" 1 0 4 0 3 8 ^ 1.040387 0.031399 
, tial 1 0 0 1 1 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 STI 4 ' ~ ~ T ~ 1.063375 104038652 1.040387 — 0.022988 
,, tial — 1 0 0 ~~~T 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384— 2 “ 512 4 ~ ~ 3 ~ 1 1.0630W 1040386^ 1.040387 0.02268 
tial 1 ；[ 0 1 T6~6"~T~T638T 2 5 1 2 — 4 ~~1"~T 1.05815? 1040386^ 1.040387 0.017768 
i tial ~ 1 1 0 ~~T" 16 ~ ? ~ T 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ 3 ~ 1.058155 ~l04038652 ~ 1.040387 “ 0.017768 
i tomcatv _ 0 T 0 T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 1 6 3 ^ 2 ~ 5 ^ 2 4 2.19136 100037890 1.000379 1.190981 
K t o m c a t v 1 0 0 1 — ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 512 4 1 ~T— 1.975066 100037890 1.000379 ~ 0.974687 
tomcatv ~ 1 0 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 1638"¾" 2 ~ W ^ 2 4_~~"3"~T 1.973479 —100037890' 1.000379 0.9731 
tomcatv ~ 1 1~ 0 1" 1 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512" 4 f ~ 1.739695 1 0 0 0 3 7 ^ 1.000379 0.7393^6 
tomcatv T" T" 0 ~ ~ T ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~ 5 ^ 4 ~ " s T " “ “ 1 . 7 3 9 6 9 5 100037890 ““1.000379 ~0.739316 
I = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
^ 0 0 0 ^ 16 6 1 16384 2 512 4 1.003529 100346362 1.003464 6.5E-05 
I ora 1 ~0 0 T" 16 ~ 6 ~ T 163ST 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~~ f "T" —1.003528—100346362 1.003464 6.4E-05 
. ora 1 0~ 0 ~ " T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 “ 4 ~ ~ 3 ~ 1.003528 1003463^ 1.003464 6.4E-05 
• ^ i i T 1 0 ~ f T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ T ~ J 1.003517 100346362 ~T.003464 5.3E-05 
| | ^ T 1 0 ~ 1 ^ 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512 4 ~ 3 ~ T 1.003517 100346362 1.003464 5.3E-05 
! , compress ^ ] ^ ^ Z I Z I 3 _ l i H j L _ l g ^ _ _ _ i _ _ ^ ] l Z H Z l 1 451758 90303：^ 1.034434 0.4173^ 
“ compress T" 0 0 T" T F ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ " T ~ 1.451698 90303362 1.034434 ~0.417264 
‘？' compress ^ ~ T 0 0 ~ T " 16 ~ 6 ~ J 16384 2 512 “ 4 ~ 3 " ~ 1.4516^ 90303：^ 1.034434 0.4172^ 
一 compress T 1 0 T " ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T " 16384 ~ ~ T 512 ~ ? f ~ T ~ 1.437768" 90303362 1.034434 0.403334 
compress T 1 0 ~ ~ ~ T " ~ ~ " ^ ~ 6 ~ T ~ 16384 2 512 4 ~ 3 ~ ~ 1.437768 90303362 1.034434 0.403334 
； xiisp 0 0 0 T T 6 ~ ^ ~ T 16384 2 """512 4 1.146803 102639544 “ 1.026395 0.120408 
<E ^ T" 0 0 ~ r ~ ~ T 6 ~ ^ ~ T ~ l 6 3 ^ 2 512 4 ~~T~T 1.141674 ~ 102639544 1.026395_ 0.115279 
； 5 ^ f 0 0 ~ T ~ ~ T ^ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~~3~T 1.132504 ~ 102639544 " 1.026395— 0.106109 
亡 5 ^ ^ f 0 ” T " 16 ^ 5 1 16384— ~ ~ 2 ” ^ 4 ~~1"~T" 1.105903 " 102639544 1.026395" 0.079508 
',； ^ ^ f 1 0 T T ^ " 6 " " T " T 6 3 M 2 512 4~~3~J 1.105903 1 0 2 6 3 9 ^ 1.026395 0.079508 
辛 
t ^ 0 0 0 ~ ~ r “ “ ^ ~ 6 ~ T ~ T ^ T 2 ~ W 4 1.026562 100933954 1.00934 0.017222 
,r ii? A 0 0 ~T"~T6~6~T3g384 g_Z^ 4 1 ~T 1.02581 100933954 1.00934 0.0^ • ^ T" 0 0 ~T" ~~^~6 1 16384 2 ~~ “^ 4~3~ 1.025745 100933954 1.00934 0.016405 
* ^ f f 0 ~ ~ T " ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 5 ； ^ " ^ 彳 ~ 1.023916 100933954 1.00934 0.014576 5 ii? f f 0“T" 16| 6| l| 16384| 2| 512| 4| 3| l| 1.023916丨 100933954+ 1.00934| 0.01 — 












, Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer; 
P Effect of No Prefetch-On-Miss 
BM bht nd look nd simp ncp linesi[C1 |C2 ldatasi |d set [bhten |bhtset |wm |lf |time |count [d part hit |data hit |data miss 
ti^ "^  0 0 1 16 ~"6 ~1"_16384 2 5lT 4 “ 107178572 100000600 ~0" 28117^  313W 
tial “ 1 ~ 0 0 ~ ~ T 16 6 ~1"~~f6384 2 ~ T n 4 1 0 107020800 1000QQ000 143870 ~ ^ 1 1 7 3 2 4 — 170087 
tiaT T 0 0 1 16 6 ~~T 16384 2 ^ 4 “ 3 0 “ 106967588 100000000 1614^ 28118220 1 5 l W 
tial 0 1 0 1 Te ~ 6 ~~T" 16384 2 512 4 106313600 100000000 ~~2AfWM 28158620 2 5 0 ^ 
tial 1 1 0 1 16 ~~~6 1 16384 2 5 lT 4 ~ ~ T ~~0 ~~106313577 ~ 100000000 “ 247595 28158620 25066 
tial — 1 T 0 ~~~r 16 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 3 0 106313577— 100000000 — 247595 28158620_ 25066 
i ^ c a t v 0 0 0 1 16 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 219136030 100000000 0 23603343 119098^0 
tomcatv 1 ~0 0 ~ " T ~ T ? ~ 6 —~T 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 T ~ 0 ~~217986047 ~ 100000000 ‘ 1143209 ~ 23603616 10766338 
tomcatv 1 0 ~ 0 ~~"T" ~~Ts 6 1 16384 ~2 512 ~ 4 3 ~~0 216211045 100000000 ~T850940 23603823 10058400 
tomcatv 0 T 0 ~ ~ T ~~T i " ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 169800046 ~ 100000000 “ 5295174 ~ 28879446 1338543 
i tomcatv T" f 0 ~ ~ T 16 ~~6 ““T" 16384 2 ^ 4 1 0 169800033 ~~T00000000 5295175 28879446 1338542 
tomcatv T" 1 0 ~~1 ^ ~~6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~~3 0 ~ 169800028 100000060 5365023 288794^ 12686^ 
^ 0 0 0 ~~1 Te ~6~T ~1—6384 2 ―“^ 4 — 100354852 “ 100000000 0 31024195 849 
；i — f 0 0 ~ T Te ~~6 ~ " f " " l 6 3 8 4 2 512 4 1 0 100354672 ~~TOOOOOOOO ~ 157 ~ " 31024196 ~ 691 ：I ^ ^ 0 ~~~0 ~1 T^  ~6 ~1 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 3 ~~0 100354568 100000000 — 198 31024196 ~ 650 
；i ^ 0 T 0 " " " ^ T ~ ~ W ~ 6 ““T" 16384 — 2 512— 4 100353153 100000000 ― ― 616 31024267 161 
：‘ ^ T' T" 0 ~ T ~ W ~ ~ 6 ~ 1 ' 16384 2 — " " ^ 4 1 _~0 100353149 100000000' 617 31024267 “ 160 
|, ^ T" f 0 ~ T ~~Te ~~6 ~ T 16384 2 512 ~ 4 3 0 100353149 100000000 ~ 617 31024267 160 
compress 0 0 0 “ T ~ ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ f 16384 2 512 4 1265930^ 87297360 0 28948662 3634942 
compress T 0 0 ~ T “ ^ 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 T 0 126555413 —~87297360 19927 28948662 3615015 
compress T" 0 0 ~ ~ f ~~^6 “ “ 6 1 16384 2 ~ 1 ^ 4 3 ~~0 126537061 87297360 37564 28948665 3597375 
compress 0 f ~ ~ 0 ~ ^ ~ T 6 ~~6 1 _ J Q ^ Z Z J ^ Z ^ 4 125228781 87297360 1260975 ~28949488 2373141 
compress T f o “ “ T " ~ ~ ^ 6 ~ 6 1 16384 2 512 4 T ~ 0 125228779 87297360 " ^ 6 0 9 7 5 28949488 2373141 
compress T T" 0 ~ ^ Z T ^ ~ 6 ~ ~ l l 3 8 4 一 " 2 512 4 3 — 0 125228779 87297360 1260975 28949488 2373141 
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
I ^ 0 0 0 " “ “ T ~ ^ “ “ 6 1 16384 2 512 4 118396814 100000000 0 41575312 1575731 
f ^ ^ 0 0 ~ T ~ " T e ~ 6 1 16384 2 ~ ~ W ~ ~ T f ~ 0 117543910 10QQ00000 794119 41575723 781201 
\ ^ ^ 0 0 ~ ~ T ~ T e ~ 6 1 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 3 ~ ~ 0 1167919l"6 100000000 903501 41575807 671735 
| \ ^ 0 T 0 ~ f ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 ~ 5 1 2 4 112947282 100000000—1271839 41694182 185022 
i> ^ ^ Y 0 ~ f ~ ^ 6 ~ 6 1 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ ~ 4 T ~ " 0 " l 1 2 9 4 7 2 7 7 ""lOOOOOOOO ~1271840 41694182 185021 
_ ^ :p Y 0 ~ ~ T ~ T 6 ~~6 ~ ~ f 16384 2 " “ “ 5 U 4 3 ~ 0 ~ 1 1 2 9 4 7 2 7 6 100000000 —1271840 41694182 185021 
f 0 0——0 ~ ~ r ““Te ~6"T""T63^ 2 ~512 — 4 1 0 3 6 7 7 8 7 4 ~100000000 0 l 3 4 4 4 0 8 4 274550 
i' — r Q 0 ~r"~T6 ~ 6 1 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ^ 一“^0 103675882 100000000 1192 33444086 273356 
f — T 0——0 “ ^ r ~ ~ ^ 6 ~"^6 1 16384 2 ” ^ 4 3 “ 0 1Q353962'8 100000000 21887 33444086 252661 
— Q ： ^ — — Q ~ r ~ T ^ " “ ^ 6 ” T 16384 2~~5^2 4 103360178 100000000 33468 33469984 215182 
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Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Effect of No Prefetch-On-Miss 
BM bhtnd look nd sim p nc p [line si|C1 [C2 [data si |dset |bht .en|bhtset |wm| l f |abt i th i t |abhtmi| lkbhthit | l k b h t m i | d e f k c 1 | d e f k c 2 | ^ k c 1 | t g k c 2 
tial 0 0 0 1 1 6 ~ " 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ 17580752 72705 0 0 
tial 一 1 "5" 0 ~~T 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ‘ 2 512 4 " ~ ~ f ^ 175807^ 72705 “ “ 0 0 0 0 
tial _^ 0 0 1 1 6 " ~ 6 ~ ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 5 lT 4 ~ 3 ^ 17580752 72705— ~ 0 0 0 0 
tial “ 0 1 0 " ~ T 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 “ 2 512 4 17580752 72705 “ 17578840— 74617 0 0 0 0 
tial 1 1 Q 1 1 6 " ~ 6 ~ ~ l 6 ^ 2— 512 4 ~~f~0"~r7580752 ~7 l705 1 7 5 7 8 ^ 74617 0 0 0 0 
tial — 1 ^ 0 1 1 6 " ~ 6 " " ~ T " n 6 ^ 2 — 5 1 2 4 ~~3^~~T7580752 ~ 7 2 ^ 1 7 5 7 8 ^ 74617— 0 0 0_ 0 
tomcatv 0 0 0 ~~T" 16 ~ 6 ~ T 1 6 3 ^ 2 — 512 4"" "3338278 — 1490 0 0 
I tomcatv “ 1 0 0 ~ ~ ^ 16 ~ 6 ~ T 1 6 3 ^ 2 — 512 4 ~ f ^ — 3338278— 1490 0 0 0 0 
i tomcatv 1 "5" 0 ~"T" 16 ~ " 6 ~ 16384 “ 2 512 4 ~ s T 3338278 1490 “ ~ 0 0 0 0 
tomcatv 0 1 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 “ 2 512 4 ~ ~ ~ 33382^ 1490 ~ 3338248 ~ 1520 0 0 0 0 
tomcatv ~ 1 1 0 ~~T" 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ " f T 33382^ 1490 3338248 “ 1520 0 0 0 0 
t i^catv 1 1 0 1 16 ~ 6 " ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 3338278 1 4 ^ 3 3 3 8 ^ 1520 0 — 0 0 0 
.:..:.. ora 0 ~0 0 一"T" 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 63303lT 1189 0 0 ^ 1 0 0 ~~T" 16 ~6~ 163M 2 512 4 ~T^~ 6330310— 1189 "5" 0 “ 0 0 
1 ^ 1 0 0 1 16 ~ 6 ~ T 1 6 3 ^ 2 ~ 512 A ~ 3 T ~ 6330310 1189 一 "5" 0 0 "5 
^ 0 1 0 ~~1 ^ ~ 6 1 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 . " “ 6330310 1 1 ^ 6330300 1 1 ^ 0 0 ~ 0 ~6 
^ 1 ^ 0 ~"T" ~ T ^ ~ 6 1 WZM 2 512 ~ 4 ~~f"5" 6330310" 1189 ~ 6330300 ~ 1199 — 0 0 0 _ 0 
^ 1 f 0 ~~T" 16 ~ 6 ~ T ~ 1 6 3 8 4 ~~2 512 4 3 ~0 6330310— 1189 — 6330300 ~ 1199 — 0 0 0 0 
compress Q 0 0 1 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ^ 4 ~ 12881605 461" ~ 0 0 
compress T" 0 0 ~"~f ~ ~ T 6 " ~ 6 ~ T ~ 16384 2 512 4 ~ ^ ^ ~ 12881605 ~ 461 — 0 0 0 0 
^^^^^^ZZTZZ^ZZ^Z3ZI]ZI^ZII3M^ZZ^Z^ZZ^ZIZZI^!MMIIIZ^ZZZZZZZIZZZI^^^I^ZZZZI3 
compress 0 T 0 ~~1 T6~6~1"""16384 ~ ~ T 512 4 12881605 461 —12881598 468 0 0 0 0 
compress T T" Q T W 6 1~T6384 2 ~ 5 U 4 T""0 ^2881605 461 1 2 8 8 l " ^ 468 0 ~ 0 0" 0 
compress T" f 0 ~ ~ T ~ ~ ^ 6 1 —16384 2 512 4 — " 3 ^ ~ " l 2 8 8 1 6 0 5 ~ 461 12881598 4 ^ 0 0 ^ 0 
^ 0 0 0 " " " f ~ l 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 —~2 512 — ~ 4 ~ 17808399 ~ 67262 0 — 0 : ^ "^ 0 0 ”r~~^~6~T 16384 ~2 512 ~ 4 1 ~0' 17808399 — 67262 0 0 0 0 ,, ^ T 0 0 ~"r”T6~6 1 16^~2~~^ 4 "~TT~l7808399 6726T “ 0 0 0 0 1- ^ 0 T" 0 ~T" ~~t6~6 1 16384 2 ~ 512 4 0^8399 67262 178Q8381" 67280 0 0 0 0 
� ^ T f o " ~ T " ~ T e 1 " 1 16384 2 512 —~4 ~ " f T " 17808399 67262 17808381 67280 0" 0 0 0 
| | | ^ f f Q 1 16 ~ Q Z ± ^ ^ ^ ^ _ _ ^ Z I ^ i Z Z l . ^78083^ 67262 “ 17808381 ~ 67280 ~0 0 二 _ 0 0 
‘‘ i i f 0 0 ~ ~ 0 “ “ T ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ l 6 ^ ~ ~ 2 ^ ^ g 2 ； T 9 T 7 ^ 1073 0 0 ^ 
* ^r T" 0~~0~T"~"^^~6"~T~T63l4 2 512 4 ~ ^ 下 9172803 1073 0 0 0 0 
^ f 0 0““T"~"W~6 1 16384 ~ " 2 ~ " ^ 4 3 ^一 9 1 7 2 8 0 3 1073 0 0 0 0 — 0 T"“^0““T~Te"6" 16384 ~2~~^ 4 9172803 1073 9172767 1109 0 0 0 0 ―^  f f ~~0 ~r~T6~6~T 16384 ~2~~^" 4~T^ 9172803 1073 9172767 1109 0 0 0 0 — f T o| l| 16| 6| l| 16384| 2| 512| 4| 3| o| 9172803+ 1073| 9172767| 1109| 0| 0| 0| 0 





PResults for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: Effect of No Prefetch-On-Miss 
“ fBM .bhtnd looknd s i m p n c p NnesilCI [C2 jdata si |dset [bht en [bhtset |wm |lf |def use |defwaste|taguse |tagwaste 
- 'tial 0 0 0 T 16 ~6 1 “ 16384 一 2 512 4 0 0 
-' ' tial “ 1 0 0 T" 16— 6 f ' 16384 2 512 4 ~ 1 0 0 Q ^ 0 
: tial — 1 万 0 T 16 6 1 —16384 2 512 4 ~ ~ 3 ~ " 0 0一 0 一 937 0 
tial 0 1 0 1 ~ T e 6 ~" 1 16384 2 — 512 4 0 一 0 41338 0 
, , tial 1 T 0 1 16 6 f—16384 2 512 4 ~~T" ~ ~ ^ 0 0 — 41338 0 
• tial ~ 1 T 0 T" 16 6 1—16384 2 512 4 3 0 0 0 — 41338 0 
EggV _______________ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^^^^___ ^^_^^^^^_^^__^_^_ 
: . . . tomcatv — 0 0 0 T 16 6 1 —16384 2 512 4 0 “ 0 ~ ~ 
“ tomcatv — 1 ~0 0 1 16 6 1 _16384 2 512 4 1 ~ ~ 0 0— 0 一 273 0 
W tomcatv T" 0 0 1 16 6 f " " l 6 ^ 2 ~ " ~ ^ 4 ~3 ~ 0 0 0 480 0 — 
賺 tomcatv 0 T 0 1 16 6 1 ^ i 6 ^ 2 512 4 0 0 5633557 922007 
翳 tomcatv T 1 0 1 16 6 1 16384 2 512 4 1 0 0 0 ~~5633557 922007 
雜 tomcatv 1 T 0 f 16 6 f ~ T 6 3 ^ 2 512 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 0 0 ~"~5633557 ~~~922007 
• ora 0 万 0 ~ ~ T 16 6 1 16384 2 512 4 0 — 0 — 一 
Zi^ 1 0 0 ‘ 1 16 6 1 16384 “ 2 5 lT 4 1 0— 0 0 1 0 
3 f i 1 0 0 ~ T ~ ~ W 6 ~ ~ T 16384 2 512 4 3 ~ ~ 0 0 0 ~ 1 — 0 一 
- 0 ^ 0 1 0 f 16 6 1"~16384 T 512 4 0 0 7 2 — 0 
^ 1 T" 0~~~T" ~ ~ " ^ ― 6 1 16384 2 512 — 4 1 0 0 0 — 7 2 — 0 — 
^ 1 ^ 0 T ~ 1 ¥ 6 1 " T 6 3 ^ 2 512 ~ 4 3 ~ ~ 0 0 0 72 0 一 
- r n m f u e s s ~ 0 O l Z ° Z Z Z Z j ^ , 6 ;|__J[6384 g _ Z I | j j _ 4 ~ 0 0 — — 
' ^ ^ ^ f ^ ^ ^ T 0 " ~ ~ 0 ' ~ ~ T " ~ T e " 6 f 16384 2 512 ~ 4 1 _ _ 0 0 0 0 0 
^^^^; ; j^7^ ' T" 0 ~ ~ 0 " ~ ~ r — 1 6 6 f 16384 2 512 4 3 _ _ 0 0 0 3 0 
: ^ ^ f ^ ^ ^ 7 ^ " ^ 1 0 ~ T ~ ~ W ~ ~ 6 T 16384 2 512 4 0 0 825 0 
compress T 1 ~ ~ 0 1 ~ T s ' 6 1 " l 6 3 8 4 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 _ 1 0 0 0 ^ 0 
^ ^ ^ T r ~~0"~~r ~"^"ZIZ3Zj!gggi g_ZM i__3__0 0 0 ^ 0 
丨 ^ 0 0 ~ ^ ~ ~ T 16 6 T" 16384 j _ J ^ jJZZ ：：_1 ~° “ 
k ^ T 0 0 r 16 6 T 16384 T ~ ~ 5 ^ 2 4 _ _ ^ _ 0 0 0 411 0 
- ^ i i i ^ T 0 0 T" ~ T e 6 T 16384 2 512 4 _ 3 _ _ 0 0 0 495 0 
^ 0 T " " ~ 0 f ~ ~ ^ 6 “ “ ~ 6 f 16384 一 2 512 4 0 0 119558 0 
^ T" f ~ ~ 0 1 16 6 ~ ~ n ^ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ ~ r 0 0 0 119558 0 
:4: ^ T T " ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ r ~ l 6 ~ ~ ~ 6 " " ~ r ' " T W 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 _ _ 3 _ _ 0 0 0 119558 0 
ii7 0 0 0 T" “ w 6""3ZI!Mi lZIEI iZZ H__° ° 
i i i ^ T" 0 ~ " 0 ~ ~ f “ ? 6 6 ~ ~ r 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 _ ^ _ _ 0 0 0 2 0 
: i i f f 0 ~ ~ 0 " “ “ r ~ " T e 6 ~ " “ “ f 16384 2 _ 5 ] 2 4 3 0 0 _0 2 0 
- S ^ 0 — — T " ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ f - 16 6 ~ " f - l W ~ ~ 2 - ^ 4 0 0 25885 0 
T — — f ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ T " T ^ " “ ^ 6 ~ ~ f - l W ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ 4 1 0 0 0 25885 0 
















i p Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
S*l Effect of No Prefetch-On-Miss 
‘ BM bhtnd look nd simp ncp l i n e s T ^ C 2 | d a t a s i ldset lbhten |bhtset |wm |lf |abp |a bp corr |abp% [look bp |lookbpcorf|lookbp% ~ 
|- tial _2_ 0 0 ~ r 16 ~6 ~ " f 16384 2 ~ ! T 2 4 fZ653457 15634131 0.885613 
I tial 1 0 0 1 1 6 ~ 6 ~ ~ T ~ 16384 2 512 一 4 1 ~0 17653457 1563413? 0.885613 
I tial 1 0 0 —~T 16 ~6 ~~T' 16384 2 512 4 ~ ~ 3 ^ 17653457 1563413T 0.8856T3 — 
霞 tial — 0 1 0 1 16"~6 ~ f " l 6 3 8 4 2_ 512 4 " ~ 17653457 ~5634131 0.885613 ~7653457 "T5633401 ~~0.885572 
f tial _^ 1 0 _ 1 16 ~6 ~" " r~T63 l4 2 ~ " l T 2 4 ~ ~ T " ^ 17653457 15634131 0.885613 176534^7 1563340T 0.885572 
• Iiai 1 1 0 1 ~T?—6— ~ r 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ 3 ^ 17653457 15634131 0.885613 17653457 15633401 0.885572 
加 w |i 
«- tomcatv 0 0 0 _ _ ^ _ _ ; m _ 6 _ 1 16384 2 512 _ _ 4 3339768 3320823 0.994327 
一 tomcatv 1 0 0 ~ ~ T 16 ~ 6 ~ 1 16384 “ 2 512 4 ~~"T"T 3339768 3320823 0.9943^ _ ~ 
““ tomcatv — 1 0 0 —~\ 16 ~6 ~ T " l 6 3 8 4 “ 2 512 4 ― “ 3 " 0 3339768 332082^ 0.9943^ 
-" tomcatv ~ 0 1 0 ~ T " 16 ~6 ~~\ 1 6 3 ^ 2 — 512 4 3339768 3320823 ~ 0.994327 “ 3339768 3320801 0.994321— 
^catv T 1 0 1 “ 16 ~ 6 ~~"T" 16384 “ 2 512 4 T~5" 3339768 3320823 0.994327 ~~3339768 3320801 一0.994321 
tomcatv 1" 1 — 0 1 ~ ^ ~ ¥ ~ f " l 6 3 8 4 ~~~2 512 ~ 4 ~ ~ 3 ^ ~ 3339768 ~ 3320823~ 0.994327 3339768 ~ 3320801 ‘ 0.994321 
^ 0 0 ~ 0 1 16 ~6 ~~T" 16384 ~ 2 512" 4 6331499 6158318 0.972648 
^ T" 0 0 1 _ 16 6 T" 16384 2 512 4 T~0 6331499 6158318 0.972648 ~~~ 
^ T" 0 ~ 0 1— 16 ~6 1 16384 ~ 2 512 4 ~~3~0 6331499 6158318 0.972648 
^ 0 1 0 ” r 16 ~6 ~~1"~16384 ~1 512 4 ~ 6331499 6158318 ~ 0.972648 6331499 6158316 0.972647 
^ ^ “^ 0 ~~^“ ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 — ~ T ~ " ^ ^ ~ ~ 6 3 3 1 4 9 9 “~"6158318 ――0.972648 —6331499 6158316 ~0.972647 ^ f r 0 ~~1 T6~6 ““1 ~~16384 2 ~ ^ 4 3下 ~"6331499 —6158318 — 0.972648 6331499 6158316 “ 0.972647 
I :_ 
compress 0 0 0 ~ \ T6 6 1 _ 16384 T 512 4 ~ 128820^ 11379065 0 . 8 8 3 ^ 
compress T" 0 0 ~ ~ T T6~6 ~ T " 16384 2 512 4 ~"T""^ 12882066 11379065 0.883326 
- compress T" 0 0 ~~~T ~~T6"^6 ““T" 16384 2 512 4 ~ ~ 3 ^ 12882066 11379065 0.883326 
compress 0 T" o ~ T ~ " T 6 ~ 6 “ “ T 16384 2 512 4 12882066 " 11379065 0.883326 “ 1288206^— 11379064— 0.883326 
， compress T" T 0 “ “ T ~ ~ t 6 ~ 6 ~ f 16384 2 — _ ~ ^ ' 4 ~~"T~0 12882066 11379065" 0.883326 12882066 11379064 0.883326 
厂 compress T" f 0 ~ ~ T " “ “ T 6 ~ 6 ~"T' 16384 2 512 4 ~ 3 ^ ' 12882066 " 11379065~ 0.883326 12882066~ 11379064~ 0.883326 I = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
L ^ 0 0 0 ~ r ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 ~ 2 512 4 17875661 16555889 0.926169 
r ^ f 0 0 ~ ~ T ~ ~ T e " 6 ~ r 16384 2 — ^ “ “ ^ 4 — ~ f T 1787566f 16555889 0.926169 
f i i i i ^ T" 0 ^ ^ 0 ~ T " ~ T e " 6 1 16384 “ ^ 2 ~ 5 ? 2 4~" "3^~T7875661 16555889 0 . 9 2 ^ — “ I ^ 0 T" 0 “T~"r6~6 1 16384 2 ~~^512 jZZZ. 1787SMT" 16555— 0.926169 17875661 16555862 0.926168 
f ^ :j- ^ 0 ~ T ~ ~ T e " 6 ~ f 16384 2 “ “ ^ 4 ~ T ^ 1 7 8 7 5 ^ 1 6 5 5 5 ^ 0.926T^ 178756^ 165558^ 0.926168 
H ; j ] i ^ T T " ~ ~ 0 " “ “ f “ T 6 ~ 6 1 16384 2 二 ! 4 j T ^ 17875661 16555889 0.926169 17875661 16555862 _0 .926168 
― ‘ 
- ―^  0 0 0 ~~r ~Te"6 ~T" 16384 ~~T 512 4 9173876 — 8706899 0.949097 * ―^  f 0 0~"T“T6~6 1 16384 2 — 512 4 —~T~0 9173^  8706899 0.949097 
“ 7i^: T 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ T ~ " ^ ~ 6 1 16384 ~ " 2 ~ ^ ~ 4 ~ " 3 " 0 9173876 8706899 0.949097 1¾ ^ 0 -^——Q—~T6~6 1 16384 2”sT2 4 9173876 8706899 _~0.949097 9173876 8706890 0.949096 
— :r r ~ ~ 0 “ T " ~ T 6 ~ 6 1 16384 " “ ^ 2 ” ^ ― 4 ~ f T ” 9 1 7 3 8 7 6 ~ 8 7 0 ^ 0.949097 9173876 8706890 0.949096 
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, Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer; 
P Effect of No Prefetch-On-Miss 
’. BM bht nd look nd sim p nc p line si C1 C2 data si d set bht en bht set wm lf cpi bas time bas cpi mem cpi 
i tial - 0 ^ 0 ~"T" 16 ~6 ~ " T 16384 2 512' 4 1.071786 104038652 1.040387 0.031399 
tiaT 1 0 0 1 “ 16 ~6 ~ f 16384 2 512 4 ~ T 0 1.070208 104038652 1.040387 “ 0.029821 
i tial “ 1 ~ 0 0 ~ T " 16 ~6 ” T " 16384 2 — 512 T 3 0 1.069676 104038652 1.040387 0 . 0 2 9 ^ 
li： tial 0 T 0 ~ T 16 ~G ~~T 16384 2 512 4 1.063136 104038652 1.040387 ~0T022749 
K t i a l T T 0 1~ 16 ~6 ~~J 16384 2 512 4 ~ ~ ^ ~ 0 1.063136 104038652 1.040387 0.022749 
tiii 1" 1 0 1 ~ ^ ¥ ~ 6 ~~T~ 16384 2 512 4 ~ ~ 3 ~ T 1.063136 104038652 1.040387 0.022749 
IV ~"^~~~~~~~~~~ *"""^""““ ^^__~«~~^~ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ "~^^ ______~~«~^^_ ______<___^^^__ ^^^^^^^——~— 
’ tomcatv 0 0 0 1 ~ 16 6 _~T" 16384 ~ 2 512 4 2.19136 100037890 —1.000379 1.190981 
；“ tomcatv T 0 0 ~~T"~~^6~6"~~T" 16384 2 512 4 1 ~0 2.179M 100037890 1.000379 1.179481 
丨".tomcatv r 0 0 ~ ~ T ~ ~ ^ ~ 6 ~ f ~ T 6 3 ^ 2 512 4 ~ ~ 3 ~ 0 2.16211" 100037890 1.000379 1.1617^ 
，. tomca tv 0 T 0 ~ ~T ~~"T6~6 ~~T 16384 “ 2 512 4 1.698 100037890 1.000379 0.697621 
to； tomcatv T" 1 0 ~ 1 ?6~6 ~ T " 16384 2 512' 4 ~~T"~0 1.698 100037890 ~~1.000379 ~ 0.697621 
i tomcatv T T 0 ~ T " 16 ~6 “ T " 16384 2 512 4 — 3 0 1.698 100037890 1.000379 0.697621 
i 
, ^ 0 0 0 ~ T " ~ T 6 ~ ? ~ ~ r ~ 16384 2 512 4 1.003549 100346362 1.003464 8.5E-05 
E ^ Y 0 0 ~ f ~ T ^ T ~ f ~ T 6 3 M 2 512 4 ~ ~ T ~ 0 1.003547 100346362_ 1.003464 8.3E-05 
I ^ f 0 0 ~ T ~ ~ ^ i ^ ~ F ― “ T " 16384 2 512 4 ~ ~ 3 ~ 0 1.003546 100346362" 1.003464 8.2E-05 r — 0 T 0 ~T 16 6 “T 16384 ~~2 512 4 ~ 1.0035^  1003463^  1.003^  6.Sl^  
f — f f 0 ~ T ~ ~ T e " 6 “ “ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ T ~ " 0 1.003531 100346362 1.003464 6.7E-05 
— f f 0 ~ f ~ T e " 6 " “ ^ f 16384 2 512~ 4 ~~3"~0 1.0035^ 100346362 1 . 0 Q 3 ^ 6 . 7 l ^ 
¥ 
• compress 0 0 ~ ~ 0 “ T " ~ ~ ^ 6 ~ 6 ^ ^ 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 1.450136 9 0 3 0 — 1.034434 0.415702 
I compress T 0 ~~~0 ~ ~ T “ ^ ~ Q ~ ^ Z ] Q ^ Z Z l ^ I ^ 4 H " ~ ~ T ! 4 4 9 7 0 5 90303362 1.034434 0.415271 
- compress T 0 0 " ~ T " “ W ~ 6 1 T 6 ^ 2 512 4 ~~3~0"~~1.449495 90303362 1.034434 0.415061 
I compress 0 T ~ " 0 ~ T " “ T 6 ~ 6 1 1 6 ^ ~ " 2 ~ 5 1 2 4 1.434508 90303362 1.034434 0.400074 
I compress T f ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ f ~ ~ i ¥ ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ ^ 4 ~ T ~ 0 " 1.434508 90303362 1.034434 0.400074 
‘ compress f f " “ “ o ” f ~ ~ T 6 " ~ 6 ~ T ~ T ^ ~ ~ 2 " “ ^ ^ 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 ~ 1.434508 — 90303362 1.034434 0.400074 
r 
一 S 0 0 “ “ 0 ” T " ~ " T 6 ~ 6 1 16384 " ^ " " ; g ; 2 j = = 1.183968 102639544 1.0263^ 0.157573 
^ f 0 0 ~ 1 ~ ~ ^ ^ ~ 1 " 1 16384 2 ~~"STI 4 ~ T ~ 0 1.175439 1 0 2 6 3 9 ^ 1.026395 0.149044 
i ^ T 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ^ “ ~ ~ f 6 " " 6 1 16384 ~ ~ 2 ~ 5 1 2 j ] l 1.167919 102639544 1.026395 0.141524 
^ 0 T " ~ ~ 0” f ““Te"6 1 16384 ~ " 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 一 ~ 1.129473 102639544 1.026395 0.103078 
- ^ Y ^ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ T ~ ~ T 6 " 6 1 16384 ~ ~ ？ 512 i Z I U Z j i g g j Z g . " " ' ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ 1.026395 0.103078 
^ ; j j ^ f f ~ ~ 0 “ f “ ^ " s Z i n ! ^ Z Z ^ Z M — _ . 4 H 1.129473 102639544 1.026395 0.103078 
‘ — Q 0——0 “T"”T6~6 1 16384 2 ~"512 ~ 4 一 1.036779 1009339^ 1.00934 0-02743^ 
S i 0 ~ ~ 0 “ T “ ? 6 ~ 6 ~ r ~ l ^ “ ^ 2 512 — J ~ ~ T ~ 0 ~~1.036759 100933954 1 . 0 0 ^ 0.027419 ； ^ Q——0 ~T"“T6~6~T 16384 “~2 512 ~4 "““3~0 1.035396 100933954 1.00934 0.026056 
— Q :f-——0 ~ f “: f 6 ^ "““厂 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 一 1.033602 100933954 1.00934 0.024262 
I — r r — — 0 ~ ~ i " ~ W ~ 6 1 16384 2 “ ^ H " ^ = 1 . 0 3 3 6 0 2 100933954 1.00934 0.024262 

















Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Effect of No Prefetch-On-Miss 
5 ^ |bhtnd |look nd |simp|ncp| l ine si |C1 |C2 |data si |dset |bht en |bhtset |wm|lf time count d part hit data hit data miss 
^ 0 0 0 ~ ~ T ! 6 ~ ~ 6 ~ T " 16384 2 512 4 106359282" 100000000 0 28199218 232063 — 
t| i j f 0 0 ~~T" Te 6 1 16384 2 5 1 2 — 4 1 ~0" 105418132" 100000000 0 28293333 137948 “ 
ti；] f 0 0 ~ " r ^ ~ ~ 6 ~ T " j [ 6 3 8 4 2—_512 ~ " “ 4 " ~ " 3 ~ 0 ' 105278402 100000000 0 28307306 ‘ 123975 — 
^ 0 f 0 ~~T" T 6 ~ 6 ~ f 16384 2 ~ 5 ? 2 4 104254342 ~ 100000000 125— 28409587 21569 ~ 
^ J f 0 ~ T T6~""6~T 16384 ] [ ^ _ _ ^ 2 7~~~4 ~ " f T 104254162" 100000000 125 28409605 21551 ~ 
^ f f 0 ~ ~ f ^ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ ~ 3 ^ 104254162_ 100000000 125 28409605 21551 
tomcatv 0 0 ~ ~ 0 “ T ~ T s 6 1 l " 6 ^ 2 1 T 2 4 T ^ 9 2 1 9 0 10000Q000 0 26567739 8945424 ~ 
tomcatv T" 0 0 ~ ~ T “ T s 6 1 T6384 2 512 4 ~ f ~ 0 ~ 8 2 0 1 4 0 3 0 100000000 0 27315554 8197609 — 
tomcatv r 0 0 ~ T ^ 6 ~ ~ 6 ~ 16384 ~ ^ _ 5 1 2 Z Z ~ ~ ^ ~ " 3 ~ 0 ' 169226620 100000000 0 ' 28594295 6918868 — 
tomcatv 0 T" 0 ~T”T?1~T~1^^ 2 512 4 134207020 ~00Q00000 ~ 3 32096250 3416^ 一 
tomcatv T f 0 ~ " f ~ T 6 ' ~ 6 ~ ~ J 6 3 8 4 2 512 T ~ ^ ~ l 3 2 3 6 8 2 Q 0 100000000~ 3 32280132 32330^ 
tomcatv T T" 0 ~ ~ T ^ ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 131669720" 100000000 3 32349980 3163180~ 
— 0 0 0 ~ T " ~ ~ T e 6 1 16384 = r 512 J 100352122 100000000 — 0 31024468 ^ 
^ f 0 0 ~ r H " T 1 6 3 8 4 ~ ^ _ _ ^ 2 ~ ~ " 4 ~~T"~0" 100351372" 100000000 0 31024543 501 
^ f 0 0 ~ T ~ T 6 ~ " " 6 ~ T ^ 6 ^ ~ ^ ' _ _ ^ T ~ T ~ 0 ~ 0 0 3 5 1 0 6 2 ~100000000 ~ 0 31024574 ^ 
^ 0 ^ 0 ~ ~ T ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ l ~ Z l _ _ ^ ' Z Z ~ ^ 100347702 ~~100Q00000 ~~ 4 31024906 1 ^ — 
^ f ^ 0 ~ T " “ ^ 6 1 = ^ M ^ Z Z I _ _ ^ - ~ 4 ~ T ~ 0 ~ l 0 0 3 4 7 6 9 2 ~~100000000 ~~ 4 31024907 133 
— f f 0 “ f ~ T S 6 1 16384 2 _ ^ — T ~ T T 100347692 —100000000 — 4 31024907 133 
compress 0 0 ~ ~ 0 " " f " " " ^ 6 6 1 16384 2 — ~ ^ 4 126952582 87297360 ^ 28919029 3664575 
compress T" 0 ~ " 0 ~ f ~ ? 6 6 1 16384 ~ " T ~ " 雨 4 ~~J~0 126737622 87297360 0 28940565 3643039 
compress f 0 ~ " 0 ~ ~ f “ T s 6 1 163^4 ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ 5 1 " 2 " 4 S T 126730042 87297360 0 28941322 3642282 
compress 0 T ~ ~ 0 “ T " ~ " ^ 6 6 1 16384 ] ^ ~ ^ _ _ 4 114226042 87297360 3 30192800 2390801 
compress T T " ~ " " 0 ~ f ~ ! 6 ~ ~ 6 " ； ^ 6 ^ ~ ^ ； ] ； ^ 4 f T 114226042 87297360 3 30192800 2390801 
compress T" f ~ ~ 0 ~ T " ~ " T 6 ~ ~ 6 ~ T " ~ " T 6 3 ^ ~ ~ 2 512 4 ~ T ~ 0 114226042 87297360 3 30192800 2390801 
^ 0 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ r ” T 6 6 1 16384 2 512 4 114007224 100000060 0 42014275 1136768 — 
^ Y 0 0 ~ ~ T " ~ T ^ ~ ~ i " ~ T ^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ _ _ ^ T ^ T ~ 0 8 9 7 9 3 1 4 100000000 0 42517066 633977 
^ f 0 0 ~ f ~ ~ T 6 6 1 _ j M i Z H _ - ^ - ^ ~ 3 ~ 0 ~ 0 8 7 0 4 1 2 4 100000000 0 42544585 606458 
^ 0 f 0 ~ T " T 6 ~ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 T04308864 100000000 ~ 651 42983460 166932 
5 ^ ^ f 0 “ T T F ~ 6 1 16384 2 512 _ ~~4" ~ ~ f T 104308854 100000060 ~ " 651 42983461 166931 
^ ^ f 0 """T" ~ ~ ^ 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~~3 ~0 ~104308854 ~~100000000 651 42983461 1669^ 
— 0 0 o ~ T T 6 ~ 6 1 16384 2 — 512 ~ 4 102649144 100000000 0 33547115 171519 
— Y 0 0 """^T " ^ ^ ~ 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~ ~ f ~ 0 ~ 0 2 6 4 2 9 2 4 100000000 ~ " 0 33547738 170896 
— :j- 0 0 ~ " f T 6 ~ T ~ T 16384 2 “ ^ 4 ~ ~ 3 ^ ~""102477754 100000000 0 33564254 154380 
— Q ^ 0 " ^T" ^ ~ ~ 6 1 16384 2 ~ " ^ 4 102114524 100000000 23 33600554 118057 
— ^ f 0 ~ ~ T " ” W 6 1 16384 2 5|2 ~ ~ ~ T ~ T ~ 0 102114524 ~ 100000000" 23 33600554 118057 
— Y T 0 ~ T " 16| 6| l | 16384| ~ ~ 2 512 4 3 | 0 | 102114524| 100000000| 23+ 33600554| 118057| 
I 
Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Effect of Zero Bus Time 
BM |bht nd |looknd |simp|ncp|l ine si |C1 |C2 |data si |d set |bhten [bht set lwm'F 'abh th i t a bht mi Ik bht hit Ik bht mi |dfkc1 [dfkc2 |tgkc1 |tg k c2" 
tial 0 0 0 — " r 1 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 17580752 72705 0 Q 
t i i i T 0 0 ~~T" 16 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~~T~0 17580752 72705 0 0 0 Q 
tial T" "0 0 """T" 16 "~6~~T 16384 2 5 lT 4 ~~3"~0" 17580752 72705 “ — 0 0 0 0 
^ 0 T" 0 ~ T " T 6 ~ 6 ~"T" 16384 2 512" 4 17580752 7270^ 17578840 74617 0 0 0 “ 0 
^ T" T" 0 ~ T " T 6 ~ 6 ” T 16384 2 512 4 ~~T"~0 1758075"? 72705~ 17578840 " 74617 0 0 0 0 
^ T" T" 0 " " T " T 6 ~ 6 1 16384 2 ~ W i 2 4 • " 3 ~ 0 ~17580752 72705 17578840 74617 0 0 0 0 
tomcatv 0 0 0 1 1 " 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 3 ^ 2 ~ 5 ? 2 4 3338278 1490 0 0 
tomcatv T" 0 0 ~ f 1 6 " 6 " T 16384 2 512 4 ~ T T 3338278 1490 0 Q Q Q 
tomcatv~ 1 0 0 ~ ~ f 1 6 ~ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ " T ~ F 3338278 1490 0 0 — 0 0 
tomcatv 0 T 0 ~ 1 Ts ~ 6 ” f 16384 2 512 4 3338278 1490 3338248 1520 0 0 0 " 0 
tomcatv T" T" 0 ~ T T^~~^ ~~1 ~~"16384 2 512 4 f T 3338278 1490 ~" 3338248 1520 0 0 " 0 ~0 
tomcatv T" T" 0"~"T" T 6 ~ 6 ~ ~ T " 16384 2 512 ~~4 ~ 3 ~ 0 " 3338278 “ 1490 3338248 1 ^ 0 “ 0 0 0 
^ 0 0 0 ~ T ! 6 ~ ~ 6 " ~ T " 16384 2 512 4 6330310 1189 0 “ 0 ~ 
3 ^ T 0 0 ~ T ! 6 ~ ~ 6 ~T 16384 2 512 4 ~ ~ f O 6330310 “ 1189 一 0 “ 0 0 0 
^ ^ 0 0 ~ ~ r T6 6 1 “ 16384 2 512 4 ~ ~ 3 ~ 0 ' 6330310 1189 0 " 0 0 0 
^ 0 T 0 ~ T " T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 6330310 “ 1189 6330300 l T ^ 0 ' 0 0 0 
^ f f 0 ~ " f ^ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~~T"~0 6330310 —1189 6330300 l f99 0 0 0 0 
^ ^ ^ 0 ~ ~ T ^ 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~~3~0"" 6330310 “ 1189 6330300 l W 0 “ 0 0 0 
compress 0 0 ~ ~ " 0 ~ f ^6 6 1 16384 2 512 4 T2881605 461 0 0 
compress T" 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ f ~ " T ^ l " T l 3 8 4 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~ T 0 12881605 _ 4 6 1 0 0 0 0 
compress f 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ T 一T6~6~T~T^ 2 512 4 ~ T 0 12881605 461 0 0 0 0 
compress 0 T" ~ ~ 0 • “ T ~ ~ W 6 1 —16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 一 12881605 461 12881598 468 0 0 0 0 
compress T T" 0 ~ f — 16 6 1 1 6 3 ^ 2 512 4 ~ ~ 0 1288160S' 461 12881598 468 0 0_ 0 0 
compress T" T 0 ~"T" “ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ T 6 3 ^ 2 512 4 ~ ~ 3 ~ 0 ~ 2 8 8 1 6 0 5 ^ 12881598 468 0 0 0 0 
^ 0 0 0 ” T " ~ T e 6 1 1 " 6 ^ ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 17808399 67262 0 0 
^ T 0 ~ ~ 0 “ r “ ^ 6 6 1 1 ^ 4 ~ "~2 ~ " ^ 4 ~ T T 17808399 67262 0 0 0 0 
^ T" 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ r “ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T ~ 1 6 3 8 4 2 ~ " ~ 5 ^ 4 ~ T ^ ~ T 7 8 0 ^ 67262 0 0 0 0 
^ 0 T" 0 ~ ~ T ^ 6 1 16384 2 “ “ ^ 4 rT808399 67262 17808381 67280 0 0 0 0 
； ^ f f 0 ~ T ' ~ ~ W 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~ f T 17808399 67262 " l7808381 6 7 ^ 0^ 0 0 0 
〕 ^ f f 0 ~ ~ T Te 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 17808399 67262 l S 0 8 3 8 1 6 7 ^ 0 " 0 0 0 
iii： 0 0 0 ~~T ~~ W 6 1 ^[^5^]ZI^_51iZZIZZZ = IZ^lZ?^_^ Z I__0 0 
i i ^ T" 0 ^ 0 ~ " r ~ T e 6 1 T e ^ ~ ~ 2 512 4 1 ^ ~ 9 ? 7 ^ 1073 0 0 0 q 
i ^ f 0 """^0 ~ T " “ ^ 6 1 16384 2 ” ^ 4 ~ T ~ 0 9 1 7 ^ 1073 0 0 0 0 
— 0 T " ~ ~ 0 ~ r ~ T e 6 1 ^ J g M i I I ^ L j j i i = : — . 9 _ 1 7 - 1073 9172767 1109 0 0 0 0 
― ^ f f 0 ~ T “ ^ ' 6 1 16384 2 '__512 4 "~TT~~9172803 ~" f073 9 1 _ 7 2 ^ _ _ J ^ 0 0 0 0 




Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Effect of Zero Bus Time 
BM |bhtnd look nd | s imp |ncp |linesi C1 C2 data si d set bht en bht set wm If defuse defwaste |taguse |tag waste 
tial 0 万 0 1 16 6 T"_16384 2 512 ~4" 13920T" 43131 
tial “ 1 0 0 T 16 6 1 16384 2 512 “ 4 ~~~T" 0 64333 34318 159099 0 
Iii;i i" 0 0 T 16 6 1 —16384 2 512 — 4 3 0 5 7 W 2 8 ^ 171246 0 
tiai 0 T 0 1 Te 6 1 16384" 2 512 4 7271 6502 295451 4 
^ i i T" T 0 1 T6 6 T" 16384 2 512 4 1 0 ~ 7263 6505 — 295481 4 
t i i i T" T 0 1 ^ 6 T 16384 2 51^ 4 “ 3 0 ~ 7263 ~ 6505 — 295481 4 
tomcatv 0 0 0 1 —_16 6 T 16384 “ 2 512 4 "~^00256 3 6 6 2 ^ — 
tomcatv 1 0 0 f ！^ 6 1 16384 2 51^ 4 1 0 ~ 4010247 3304733— 1137825 0 
tomcatv — 1 "5" 0 T" 16 6 1 —16384 2 512 4 3 0 4300735 2019049 1769784 0 ~ 
tomcatv 0 T 0 T 16 6 T" 16384 2 512 4 775848 1745377 9503484 3563179 — 
tomcatv T r 0 1 Ts 6 T 16384 2 512 4 “ 1 0 ~ 952636 ~ 1206513 ~ 9510578 3913845 
tomcatv T^  T 0 f ^ 6 T 16384 2 5lJ 4 “ 3 0 — 949841 ~ 1136665 ~ 9583221 ~ 3980899 
^ 0 0 0 ' f W 6 1' 16384 2 5^2 4 _ 302 151 — — — 
ora T" '0 0 1 16 6 ^ ~ 1 6 3 ^ 2 512 ~~4 1 ~ ~ 0 226 150 151 0 — 
3?i T 0 0 T" 16 "~6 T" 16384 2 512 4 3 0 219 141 188 “ 0 — 
^ 0 T 0 T" 16 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ^ 52 676 0 ‘ 
^ ^ ^ 0 1 Te 6 T" 16384 2 512 4 — 1 0 ~ ~ 50 52 678 0 — 
3^i f r 0 r 16 6 r—16384 2 512 4 3 0 50" 52 678 0 — 
I compress 0 0 0 1 ^ 6 1 ‘ 16384 “ 2 512 4 174984 3124719 
compress f Q Q 1 16 6 f 16384 2 512 4 " 1 0 ~ 174907 ~3^20939 21440 ~0 
compress T" 0 0 1 16 6 1 16384 " 2 512 4 3 0 157654 3120446 39433 ~0 
compress 0 T 0 1 16 6 1 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 80624 2087325 1 3 0 2 ^ " ~0 — 
: compress T" T 0 1 “ 16 6 1 "T6384 2 512 4 — ~ f 0 80624 2087325 1 3 0 2 ^ 0 — 
1 compress T" T" 0 T" 16 — 6 f ~ T 6 3 ^ 2 512 4 3 0 80624 “ 2087325 ~ 1302215 “ “ 0 ~ ~ 
^ ^iIi^ 0 0 0 T 16 ~ 6 1 1 " 6 ^ 2 512 4 ~ ~ ~ 497134 116893 “ 
^ T" 0 0 T T6~~~6 一 1 16384 ~ 2 512 4 ~ ~ f 0 215122 7 7 ^ 768977 ""5" — 
I i i i i ^ T" 0 0 f 16 6 T 16384 2 “ 512 ~ 4 3 0 1990^ 72345 808286 "5" _ 
i x i l ^ 0 T" 0 T Te 6 1 16384 2 512 4 98748 一 18992 ~ 1320839 ~ 9 ~ “ 
^ ^^iii^ T" T" 0 T" Te 6 1 16lP" 2 “ 512 ~ 4 1 0 98747 18992 1320841 ¥ — 
1 ^ ^ T" f 0 T Te 6 T 16384 — 2 512" 4 ~~"3 0 98747 ~ ~ 1 8 9 9 2 — 1 3 2 0 8 4 1 — 9 — 
i i i： 0 0 0 J ^ l i Z Z ^ Z Z I Z l g ^ 2 _ _ 5 2 2 ^ : 128328 21735 “ — 
I i i f f 0 0 T 16 ~~~6 r " " T 6 ^ 2 ~ s T l 4 1 0 127843 21641 ~ 1100 0 
^ ^ 0 0 r 16 6 ~ ~ T ~ T 6 ^ 2 ~ ^ 4 3 0 115492 “ 21548 29969— 0 
i i i： 0 T 0 T 16 6"~~T" 16384 2 512 4 101088 “ 4304 63385— 0 
•！ i i i： r T 0 1 _ _ j I Z Z ^ Z Z T _ l ^ j _ 7 Z " ^ . 512 4 T 0 101088 4304 6 3 ^ ^ 
i J^ r T T 0 T" Te 6 1 16384| 2| 512— 4| 3| o| 101088+ 4304| 63385| o| — 
j —^—^^ ‘~ 
•j i j 
1 j 
1 
.1 • • i 
i i 、（ 
、； 






i Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Effect of Zero Bus Time 
1 |BM |bhtnd |looknd |s imp|ncp| lmesi |C1 |C2 |datasi |dset [bhten |bhtset |wm|lf [abp |abpcorr |abp% look bp |lk bp corr | lookbp%_ 
t i i T 0 0 0 ~ ~ r T 6 ~ T ~ T ' 16384 2 512 4 17653457 15634131 “ 0.885613 — — 
I t i i i f 0 0 ~ T T 6 ~ 6 ~ T " 16384 2 ~ ~ " ^ 4 ~~f~0" 17653457 ~T5634131 0.885613 ~ — — ; ^ T" 0 0 ~T Te ~~6 ~~T 16384 2 512 4 ~3~0 17653457 15634131 0.885613 
I tiai 0 T" 0 T" T 6 ~ 6 ~ T " 16384 2 512 4 17653457 “ 15634131 ~ 0.885613 17653457 —15633401 —0.885572 
t[ i i T 1 0 ~ ~ f ^6 6 1 ‘ 16384 2 512 4 ~ f T ' 17653457 ' 15634131 0.885613 ~~?7653457 ~15633401 ~0.885572 
t i^ ^ T" 0 ~ " T T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ ~ s T " 17653457 “ 15634131 ““ 0.885613 17653457 —15633401 —0.885572 
j — 
i tomcatv 0 0 0 ~ ~ T " ~ " ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 ~ " 4 ―一 3339768 ~ 3320823 —0.994327 一 
i tomcatv T 0 0 ~ " T 16 6 1 16384 ~ ~ 2 512— 4 1 ~0~ 3339768 3320823 0.994327 — 
: tomcatv f 0 ^ 0 ~ ~ f ~ ~ T 6 " ~ 6 ~ T " 16384 ~~~2 512 4 ~ T 0 3339768 3320823 0.994327 — 
i tomcatv 0 T" 0 ~ ~ T ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 ~ 16384 2 512 4 3339768 3320823 0.994327 3339768 3320801 0.99432T 
I tomcatv 1 T 0 ~ ~ T 环 1 1 16384 2 512 4 ~ ~ f T " 3339768 3320823 “ 0.994327 3339768 ~ 3320801 0.994321 
tomcatv T T" 0 ~ f T 6 ~ ^ ~ T 16384 2 512 4 " T T ' 3339768 “ 3320823 " 0.994327 3339768 — 3320801 —0.994321 
： ^ 0 0 0 ~~T" 16 6 ~ T " 16384 2 512 4 6331499 6158318 0.972648 ~ — 一 
^ r 0 0 ~ ^ " 16 6 ~ 1 ' ~ T 6 W 2 512 4 ~ ~ 0 6331499 6158318 0.972648 i m | ^ ^ 
I ^ f 0 0 “ r Te 6 1 ^ 6 3 8 4 ~ 1 — ^ - 4 ~ T T " 6331499 6158318 0.972648 
— 0 i 0 " " " f f6~~6 ~ T 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 6331499 — 6158318 ~~0.972648 “ 6331499 6158316 “ 0.972647 
: — if f 0 ~ ~ f T6 6 1 16384 2 ~ 5 1 2 4 ~ ~ f T ~ ^ 3 1 4 9 9 6158318 0.972648 6331499 6158316 0 . 9 7 2 ^ 
i — f f 0 ~ 1 T 6 ~ 6 ~ 1 ~~~16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 ~~3~0" ~~"6331499 —6158318 0.972648 — 6331499 — 6158316 — 0.972647 
I compress 0 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ f 16 6 T 16384 T 512 T T2882066 11379W 0.883326 
compress T" 0 0 “ ^T" ~ ~ T 6 ~ 6 " 1 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 1 0 12882066 11379065 0.883326 
compress T" 0 0 ~ ~ T ~ T s 6 1 i ^ M 2 512 4 ~ 3 0 12882066 11379065 0.883326 
compress 0 T 0 ~ ~ T TS 6 1 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ ~ 4 !^82066 11379065 0.883326 12882066 11379064 0.883326 
compress T T 0 ~~1 T6 6 1 1 品 玩 ^ 1 1 _ _ ^ 7 ~ ~ ^ 1 下 12882066 11379065 ~ 0.883326 ~ 12882066 ~11379064 ~0.883326 
I compress T T" 0 ~ ~ T Te 6 1 l 6 ^ 2 512 4 ~T~0~T2882066 11379065 0.883326 12882066 113790^ 0-883326 
•i ^ 0 0 0 ~ T “T 6"6"T 3 l 3 8 4 g_ZZ!I i = &875661 1 ^ 5 5 5 8 8 9 0.926169 一 — ~ 
^ f 0 0 ~ T ~ ~ T e 6 1 " " T 6 ^ 2 512 4 ~ T T ~ T 7 8 7 5 6 6 1 ~l6555889 0.926169 
^ ^ 0 0 ~ T ~ " W 6 1 16384 ~ ^ 522 4 ~ T ~ Q 17875661 16555889 0.926169 
； ^ 0 T 0 “ “ T Te 6 1 16384 2 ~ ~ ^ 4 17875661 ""T6555889 0.926169 17875661 16555862 0.926168 
,i ^ f Y 0 " “ ^ T ~ ~ T e 6 1 163W ~ ^ _ _ 5 ! j . Z Z Z I . ~ ~° ~7875661 ~T6555889 0.926^69 17875661 165558^ 0.926168 
:丨 ^ “^ f 0 “ f ~ ~ ~ ^ 6 6 1 16384 2 _ ^ 1 2 4~~3~0~17875661 ~~16555889 0.926169 17875661 165558^ 0.926168 
^ 0 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ T " ~ ~ ^ H 16384 ~ 2 512 ~ ~ 4 9173876 一8706899 0.949097 _ ^ f 0 0 ~T ^ 6 1 _16384_:]— 1^2 4 ~~fT" 9173876 8706899 0.949097 ―^  f 0 0 ~~f T^  6 1 16384 2 ^ 4 ~3~0 9173^  8706899 0.9490W 
— 0 T" 0 ~ T ~ ~ T e 6 1 16384 2 ” 5 1 2 4— “ 9173876 8706899 ~ 0.949097 9173876 8706890 0.949096 
； — J f ~ ~ o ~ T “ T e 6 1 16384 " ~ 2 ~ ^ 4 1 ~0 91738^ 8706899 0.949097 9173876 8706890 0.949096 
: ^ f f ~ ~ 0 “ T " 1s| 6| l | 16384| 2| 512| 4| 3| o| 917387e| 8706899丨 0.949097| 9173876丨 8706890| 0.949096 
iJ 
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Results for Data References Tagged into Branch Target Buffer: 
Effect of Zero Bus Time 
BM |bh tnd | l ooknd |s imp |ncp | l i nes i |C1 iC2 |da tas i | dse t |bh ten |bh tse t |wm| l f | cp i bas time bas cpi |memcpi 
tial 0 0 0 ~""T~ 16 6 1 ~ T i ^ ^ _ _ _ ^ Z I L A 1.063593 — 104038652 1.040387 “ 0.023206 
tial i 0 0 ~ 1 T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 ~~T~0 ——1.054181 ~ 104038652 1.04Q3^ 0.0137^ 
tial T~~‘ 0 0 ~ 1 T 6 ~ 6 " ~ 1 " ~ T 6 3 ^ 2 “ ^ 4 ~~3"o" ——1.052784 ~ 104038652 1.0403^ 0.012397 
tial 0 1 0 ~ ~ T T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 1.042543 104038652 1.0403^ 0 . 0 0 2 ^ 
tial 1 T 0 ~ T " ^ 6 ~ 6 1 16384 2 512 ” 4 1 ~0 1.042542 1040386^ 1.040387" 0.0Q2T^ 
tial T l" 0 1 ~ T s 6 1 16384 ^ ] ^ _ _ 5 2 2 ^ _ _ T " " 3 " T 1.042542 104038652 1.040387 ~ 0.002155 
tomcatv 0 0 0 ~~T" W 6 1 16384 2 512 4 1.894922 100037890 1.000379 0 . 8 9 4 ^ 
tomcatv T" 0 0 ~ T " T 6 ~ 6 “ T 16384 2 ~ ^ 4 ~~f~0" ~ ~ 1.82014 ~ 100037890" 1.00037^ 0.819761 
tomcatv T" 0 0 ~ T " T 6 ~ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 Z Z I — j l j - Z Z Z Z ~ ^ ^ 1.692266 100037890 1.0003^ 0.6918^ 
tomcatv~ 0 T 0 ~ ~ f T6 6 1 16384 2 512 4 1.34207 100037890 1.000379 0 . 3 4 1 ^ 
tomcatv T" r 0 ~ " f 16 6 1 1 6 3 8 ^ Z Z i Z I l j j ^ — . — ^ ~ ~ ^下 1.323682 100037890 ~~~1.000379 ~~~0.323303 
tomcatv T" T 0 ~ ~ T ' ~ ~ T 6 ~ ~ 6 " ~ T ~ 1 " 6 3 ^ ] ^ 3 ^ _ _ 5 2 2 ^ _ 4 ~~3~0"" 1.316697 100037891^ 1.000379 0.3163l8 
ora 0 o ~ ~ 0 ~~T" ~ ~ W 6 1 _ _ j j g g j Z I I L ^ _ . _ . ^ 1-003521 100346362 1.003464 5 . 7 ^ 
^ f 0 0 ~ T " T ¥ H 16384 2 512 4 ~~T~Q 1.003514 1003463^ 1.003464 5 E ^ 
^ T o ~ ~ o ~ T T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 " 1.003511 100346362 1.003464 4.7E-05 ^ 0 T 0 """T ^~~6~T 16384 2 ~~512 4 1003477 100346362 1.003464 1.3E-05 
^ f f — Q ~ ~ r ~ ~ T ? 6 1 ~ T 6 3 ^ 2 512 4 " ~ T ~ 0 ~~1.003477 —100346362 — 1.003464 — 1.3E-05 
^ T T 0 ~ " T ~ ~ T e 6 1 16384 2 512 4~~3~0 1.003477 100346362 1.003464~ 1.3E-05 
compress 0 0 " ~ 0 ~ ~ T 16 6 1 1 6 3 ^ 2 ^ 4 1.454255 90303362 1.03443T 0.419821 
compress T" 0 ~~ "0 ~ ~ f ~ ~ ! s 6 1 ^ 6 ^ ~ ~ " 2 ~ 512 4 ~ T ~ 0 1.451792 90303362 1.034434 0.417358 
compress T" 0 " ~ 0 ~ " T T 6 ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 ~ 3 0 1.451705 90303362 1.034434 0.417271 
compress 0 f 0 ~ f 16~~6 T 16384 2 ^ 4 1.308471 90303362 1.034434 0.274037 
compress f T 0 ~ T ~ T 6 " ~ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2 512 4 T T 1.308471 90303362 1.034434 0.274037 
compress T T 0 ~ T " 16 ~~6 ~ f 16384 2 ~ ~ 5 U A ~ 3 ~ 0 1.308471 ~ 90303362 1.03443T 0.274037 
; ^ 0 0 0 ~1 ^~"6~T~^8T 2 512 4 1.140072 10263954T 1.026395 0.11367? 
^ f 0 0 ~ T T 6 ~ ~ 6 ~ T " 16384 2 512 ~~4 ~ f T " 1.089793 10263954T 1.0263^ 0.0633^ 
^ ^ 0 0 “ T ^ ~ ~ 6 ~ T 16384 2—_.—.512 4 ~~3~0 1.087041 1Q263954T 1.026395 0.0606^ 
^ j ^ 0 T 0 ~ T T 6 " ~ T ~ T 16384 2 512 4 1.043089 102639544 1.0263^ 0.0166^ 
^ ^ f 0 ~ f ~ ~ T ^ 1 1 16384 2 ~ 512 ~ 4 ~~T"0 1.043089 102639544 1.0263^ 0.016694 一 
； ^iii^ r T" 0 ~ T " Te 6 1 16384 2 512 一 4 3~0" 1.043089 102639544 1.026395 0.016694 
^ 0 0 0 ~ T ^ ~ ~ 6 ~ f 16384 2 512 4 1.026491 100933954 1.00934 0.017^^ 
^ f 0 0 ~ T T? 6 1 16384 2 512 4 " ~ f T 1.026429 100933954 1.00934 0.0170^ 
^ f 0 o ~ T W 6 1 16384 2 512 4 ~ 3 ~ 0 " 1.024778 100933954 1.009l4 0 . 0 1 5 ^ 
^ 0 T 0 ~ r ~ ~ T 6 6 1 1 6 3 ^ 2 512 4 ~~ 1.021145' 100933954 1 . 0 0 ^ O . O l i ^ 
^ f f 0 ~ T " Te 6 1 16384 2 512 4 “ f T " 1.021145 10093395T 1.00934 0.011805 
i i j： T l | o| 1 ~ ~ 1 6 | s| l | 16384| 2| 5 i2 | 4| 3|0| I.O2ii45| IOO933954| I.OO934| 0.011805 
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